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Avant-gard ee Cultur e 

Introduction : : 
Avant-gard ee Cultur e and 

Technologica ll  Transformation s 
DieDie technischen Revolutionen - das sind die Bruchstellen 
derder Kunstentwicklung, an denen die Tendenzenje undje, 

freiliegendfreiliegend sozusagen, zum Vorschein kommen. 
InIn jeder neuen technischen Revolution wird die Tendenz 

cutscuts einem sehr verborgenen Element der Kunst wie von selber 
zumzum manifesten. Vnd damit waren wir dann endlich beim Film. 

WalterWalter Benjamin (1927)1 

Whatt are the relationships between technological developments, aesthetic 
innovationss and socio-political transformations? If one follows Walter Benjamin -
andd who is not inclined to do so? - then the technological breaking points, the 
momentss of extreme transformation are bringing the political and social issues of 
artt to the fore. It is at times of intense change that the most urgent issues become 
mostt clearly visible, but the development is technological before it trickles through 
intoo the culture at large: »...die wichtigen, elementaren Fortschritte der Kunst sind 
wederr neuer Inhalt noch neue Form - die Revolution der Technik geht beiden 
voran.«22 Yet, the specific employment of technology in art is neither a given nor 
determinedd by the technology itself. The use of technology is the result of a 
complexx process of discussion, negotiation, subjugation, resistance and 
appropriation.. Technology, culture and society cannot be considered apart - this 
importantt insight wil l guide me through an examination of the relationship between 
thesee three interlocking concerns. 

Thiss thesis is concerned with the European cinematic avant-garde, its 
dynamicss and networks, its discourses and practices, its self-understanding during 
thee period between 1919 and 1939 and its subsequent historiography. My approach 
too this avant-garde of the 1920s and 1930s is inspired by Walter Benjamin, yet my 
ownn position is, at least partly, determined by my own historical situatedness which 
divergess from Benjamin's own contemporary observer-status. When Andreas 
Huyssenn re-evaluated the canonical avant-garde of the interwar period from the 
vantagee point of the postmodern in the 1980s he argued that 

conformismm would eventually overpower the tradition of avantgardism, both in 
advancedd capitalist societies and, more recently, in East European societies as well. 
[...]]  In most academic criticism the avantgarde has been ossified into an elite 
enterprisee beyond politics and beyond everyday life, though their transformation was 
oncee a central project of the historical avantgarde.3 
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Introductio n n 

Sincee Huyssen wrote this text the situation has changed considerably as the 
bipolarit yy of Cold War politics has made way for  a new post-Wall complexity, but 
thee concentration on aesthetic features of the avant-garde at the expense of its 
transformativee energies in political, social and cultural issues has persisted. From 
thee vantage point 15 years after  1989 I believe that it is possible to cast a glance 
backk at the avant-garde of the first  decades of the Twentieth Century which has 
everr  since been thoroughly canonised as historical.4 By adapting a perspective that 
mightt  be loosely called »post-ideological« the avant-garde wil l look considerably 
differentt  and this change of focus will hopefully yield interesting results. 
Specifically,, I want to address how the avant-garde associated with film  and the 
cinemaa engaged with everyday life, mainstream institutions such as government 
agenciess or  the electrical industry and technical innovations such as sound, what 
politicall  objectives can be gleaned from their  activities, and what strategic alliances 
theyy adopted. For  the most part I will focus on ephemeral instances such as 
exhibitionss and screenings, discussions and teaching, financing and commissions, 
networkingg and self-promotion not as a context for  the films, but as an integral part 
off  what the avant-garde conceived as their  project of transforming lif e and art by 
breakingg down the barrier s conventionally separating them, while not obscuring 
theirr  differences. In a move comparable to the Hegelian gesture of sublation 
(»Aufhebung«),, the aim of this study is to understand the totality of avant-garde 
activitiess in the field of cinema as a series of discourses, by examining the 
paradoxicall  temporal, topological and geographical construction of this avant-
gardee in relation to European interwar  society and to a major  change in media 
technologyy - the coming of sound. The aim is to reconsider  the coming of sound in 
Europeann cinema from the perspective of the avant-garde and of industry, which 
will ,, I  hope, not only encourage scholars to take another  look at this particular 
chapterr  of film  history, but help re-assess more generally the role of the avant-
gardee in this (and perhaps other) modern media transformations. 

11 Walter Benjamin: »Erwiderung an Oscar A.H. Schmitz«. In: W.B.: Gesammelte Schriften. 11.2. 
Frankfiut/Main:: Suhrkamp 1977: 751-755, here 752. [»The technical revolutions are the sutures of 
artisticc development where the tendencies become visible, exposed so to say. In each new technical 
revolutionn the tendency turns from a hidden element of art as if on its own into a manifest element. 
Andd there we are finally with film.«, my trans.] 

Ibid.,, 753. [»...the most important, elementary progresses of art are neither new content nor new 
formm - the revolution of technology precedes both.«, my trans.] 
33 Andreas Huyssen: »The Hidden Dialectic: Avantgarde - Technology - Mass Culture«. In: A.H.: 
AfterAfter the Great Divide. Modernism, Mass Culture, Postmodernism. Bloomington, Indianapolis: 
Indianaa University Press 1986: 3-15, here 3. 

Thee term «historical avant-garde« for the movements of Dada, Surrealism and Constructivism has 
beenn coined by Peter Burger in his seminal study Theorie der Avantgarde. Frankfurt/Main: Suhrkamp 
1974.. (engl.: Theory of the Avant-garde. Manchesten Manchester University Press 1984). 
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Avant-gard ee Cultur e 

Chapte rr  1: 
Reff  ramin g the Historica l Avant-gard e - Media, 

Historiograph yy and Method 
[N]o[N]o other single factor has influenced the emergence of the new 

avantgardeavantgarde art as much as technology, which not only fueled 
thethe artists' imagination [...], but penetrated to the core of the work itself 

TheThe invasion of the very fabric of the art object by technology 
andand what one may loosely call the technological imagination 

cancan best be grasped in artistic practices such as collages, 
assemblages,assemblages, montage and photomontage; it finds its ultimate 

fulfillmentfulfillment  in photography and film, art forms which can not only 
bebe reproduced, but are in fact designed for mechanical reproducibility. 

AndreasAndreas Huyssen (1980)1 

Novell  technological processes like photography and film not only add new forms 
too the existing ensemble of the arts, but these reproductive media have far-reaching 
influencess in reconfiguring the field at every level. For  Walter  Benjamin, possibly 
thee most avid commentator  on the arts and technological transformations in the 
1920ss and 1930s, these developments had pervasive implications. One such 
consequencee was that the avant-garde - by (self-definition in the forefront of 
artisti cc development - had to adopt the most advanced media in order  to fulfi l its 
missionn of engendering social, political, economic and cultural transformations. 
Thee specific idea of the avant-garde, its self-proclaimed goal was the 
reconfigurationn of the cultural sphere - and by extension the change of the 
political ,, social and economic foundations. Breaking down the barrier s between art 
andd society, between culture and politics, between theory and practice, overcoming 
thesee (artificiall y erected) boundaries was the crucial element in the programme of 
thee avant-garde. Thus, the self-definition of an avant-gardist was consciously not 
limitedd to that of an artist, but they were propagandists and preachers, engineers 
andd scientists, politicians and practical jokers, magicians and muggers. Their 
activitiess were happening within an environment that was characterised by a 
numberr  of media considered to be new in the 1920s. Film, radio, gramophone, 
illustratedd press and sound film  opened up new spaces and public spheres that the 
avant-gardee attempted to claim and occupy. It is on this playing field shaped by a 
media-sawyy public, a broken landscape of technology, and new media with new 
techniquess that the manoeuvres and negotiations, the attacks and withdrawals of a 
dynamicc avant-garde were taking place. The avant-garde occupied the position of a 
mine-sweeperr  in relation to the culture at large: the avant-garde tested territory , 
markedd out dangerous spots and cleared the way for  the larger  cohorts of 
mainstreamm culture. The positioning of the avant-garde vis-a-vis these broader  cult-
urall  trends is as interdependent as it is paradoxical: mainstream culture needs the 
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Refrainin gg the Avant-gard e 

avant-gardee as pathfinders and scouts to explore unknown regions while the avant-
gardee in turn needed the mainstream simultaneously as an opposition to stand out 
fromfrom and as a mass to follow. To claim a position ahead of the large majority only 
makess sense if someone was there to follow (at least potentially). Yet, if the 
majorityy was to catch up, the avant-garde would lose its self-proclaimed status and 
bee swallowed. The movement was trapped between two poles, either it would lose 
contactt with the mainstream and become obscure and esoteric or it would move too 
sloww for the culture at large and become stale and dated - both dangers would have 
meantt the end of the movement. The danger of falling into the trap of complacency 
andd smugness has been astutely observed by a young Lotte Eisner in 1928 who was 
justt winning her first spurs writing for the trade magazine Film-Kurier: 

Bleibtt die Avantgarde nicht Privileg der wirklich mutigen Vorkampfer, so besteht 
diee Gefahr, dass sie bald ein groBer Trager vorwartskriechender Heerhaufen wird. 
[...]]  Die Avantgarde mufi in ihren eigenen Reihen sondieren. Sich von Mitlaufern 
undd Konjunktursiichtigen befreien, die ihrer Sache schaden. [...] Die Avantgarde 
mufii  sehen, daB sie wirklich Avantgarde bleibt. Sie mufi verstehen, wo ihre Freunde 
sind,, und Kritik aus den eigenen Reihen annehmen. Sonst wird sie trotz ihres 
Namenss zu einer Angelegenheit von gestern.3 

Ass the situation was never static, but the avant-garde was operating in a dynamic 
environmentt this push-and-pull between avant-garde and mainstream almost 
invariablyy led to a cyclical rise and fall of the avant-garde. 

Anyy production, including artistic production, is occupying a certain 
positionn in relation to the means of production that it needs and uses. This position 
mightt be affirmative, critical or negotiating in between these poles with denial as 
thee most extreme form of affirmation. The avant-garde - if we take it to be 
radicallyy different from previous artistic styles or schools that merely followed one 
anotherr in a succession of changing fashions - is characterised by the way it is 
positioningg itself differently within social, economic and cultural force fields.4 In 
hiss lecture »Der Autor als Produzent« Walter Benjamin has most clearly outlined 
thee relationship between avant-garde artist and means of production. Using the 
examplee of Sergei Tretiakov as the »operating author« in contrast to the merely 
»informingg author« Benjamin concedes that the operating author is not only avant-
gardisticc in his basic convictions as expressed in his work (books, paintings, films 
etc.),, but also in his attitude towards the means of production as expressed in all of 
hiss activities, beyond the artefact of the finished work. The foremost task of the 
artistt - Benjamin's »author« is just a shorthand notion for the artist in general - is 
nott only to produce works that are groundbreaking and revolutionary, but also to 
workk towards a changed relationship to the basis of production: »[...E]inen 
Produktionsapparatt zu beliefern, ohne inn - nach MaBgabe des Möglichen - zu 
verandern,, [stellt] selbst dann ein höchst anfechtbares Verfahren dar [...], wenn die 
Stoffe,, mit denen dieser Apparat beliefert wird, revolutionarer Natur scheinen.«5 
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Withoutt  the apparatus of production and distribution , even the avant-garde artist is 
unablee to launch his/her  work in the public sphere, but at the same time s/he is 
obligedd to change that very institution that is a necessary condition for  its own 
dissemination.. The avant-garde has to aim at the restructurin g of the very 
preconditionss of its own existence - this paradox is at the centre of the cultural-
aestheticc movement. For  Benjamin, a critical stance alone does not suffice. As a 
negativee example, Benjamin refers to the journalisti c report. A characteristic genre 
off  the Neue Sachlichkeit (new sobriety), the report was boosted enormously by the 
riserise of two new media: illustrated press and radio. In Benjamin's view it has 
ultimatelyy only succeeded in producing picturesque images of poverty that soothed 
thee antagonism and brutalit y inherent in social-economic relations between the rich 
andd the poor. Benjamin's argument against these fashionable images of misery 
culminatess in the call for  the author  as photographer  and vice versa to break down 
thee boundaries and specialisations erected between supposedly different activities: 

[E]rstt  die Überwindung jener  Kompetenzen im ProzeB der  geistigen Produktion, 
welche,, der  bürgerlichen Auffassung zufolge, dessen Ordnung bilden, macht diese 
Produktionn politisch tauglich; und zwar  mussen die Kompetenzschranken von bei-
denn Produktivkraften , die sie zu trennen errichtet waren, vereint gebrochen werden.6 

Thee first  step of avant-garde (or  as Benjamin would have it: revolutionary) activity 
iss to break down those specialisations and separations that bourgeois society has 
erected::  between different art forms, between art and life, between theory and 
practice,, between producer  and consumer, between artist and audience. The avant-
gardee has to work on two fronts: it has to produce art, but, equally important, it also 
hass to work towards a transformation within the means of production. As a model 
Benjaminn points to Brecht's epic theatre that he characterises as a »dramatic 
laboratory«« - the key task for  artists is to determine his/her  place in relation to the 
meanss of production and to integrate the resulting realisation in his/her  artistic 
production.. The idea of art as a laboratory is one key to an understanding of the 
avant-garde.. In this perspective the artist becomes a scientist and engineer  setting 
upp parameters and experiments for  testing out results: the work of art becomes a 
testt  arrangement, not unlike a scientific series of experiments. 

Thee avant-garde has traditionall y been the domain of art history and, to a 
lesserr  extent, of literar y studies. If we follow Benjamin's lead and consider  the 
avant-gardee in relation to new media, another  look at the film  avant-garde should 
yieldd interesting results in many respects. The avant-garde has been seen as a cross-
mediaa initiativ e that occupied many different cultural (plat)forms. They consisted 
off  a network of key players (Andre Breton, Sergei Tretiakov, Tristan Tzara, Bertolt 
Brecht...)) who set up shop in a handful of key places (Zurich, Paris, Moscow, 
Berlin,, London, Amsterdam/Rotterdam) and they communicated via a handful of 
keyy network nodes (littl e magazines, exhibitions, congresses). In film  the avant-
gardee never  achieved the same strength nor  a similar  purit y as in its appearances in 
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Reframin gg the Avant-gard e 

literature ,, performance, and visual arts. Yet, by moving film  from a marginal 
positionn to the centre, by taking Benjamin seriously I wil l open up a new 
perspectivee also on the avant-garde as a larger  phenomenon. 

Thee film avant-garde, when compared with its siblings in other  arts, was 
confrontedd with special problems: It had to gain access to the means of production 
whichh proved cumbersome, difficul t and expensive, especially after  the 
introductionn of sound. The film  avant-garde - and that is part of its special position 
comparedd to manifestations in other  art forms - could neither  draw a binary 
oppositionn between itself and commercial mass culture nor  between itself and 
mainstreamm bourgeois art. On the one hand, it needed an established apparatus of 
production,, distributio n and exhibition in order  to find a public and for  that reason 
thee film avant-garde had to compromise to a certain extent with the mainstream 
forcess of the institution cinema. In literatur e or  visual arts it was relatively easy to 
bypasss the traditional ways of reaching a public by publishing a magazine or 
stagingg an exhibition whereas in film  the construction of an alternative system of 
production,, distributio n and exhibition required enormous time and energy - and 
comparedd to the institutions of the film  industry it always remained rudimentary.7 

Onn the other  hand, film  was not yet established as an accepted art form and many 
activee on the fringes of the avant-garde were rather  striving to secure film a place 
inn the pantheon of the accepted art forms than to get rid  of art altogether. This 
»impurity «« is characteristic of the film  avant-garde which could never  disentangle 
itselff  completely from the typical bourgeois position when hoping to elevate film  to 
ann accepted art form. 

Thee film  avant-garde had to engage with different tasks on different fronts: 
onn one side it was confronted with technological modernisation as it was occupying 
aa new medium while on another  side it could not cut itself completely off from the 
sociall  and cultural modernity of lif e styles and consumerism because of cinema's 
involvementt  with popular  culture. Unlike the high modernism that possibly found 
itss strongest expressions in the radical abstractions of Malevich and Mondrian, in 
thee nonsensical attacks on reason in Dada-performances and Surrealist écriture 
automatiqueautomatique or  in the complicated style experiments of Joyce and Pound, the film 
avant-gardee could not escape the triangulation of modernism (artistic style), moder-
nityy (lif e style and consumer culture) and modernisation (technology).8 Whereas 
otherr  arts often took the latter  two as material, they nevertheless largely withdrew 
intoo intellectual realms of complexity and abstraction. The film  avant-garde by 
contrastt  not only negotiated »the modern« as a topic of representation, but it also 
hadd to cope with it in terms of production, distributio n and exhibition. The cinema 
hadd to find its place in a field that was thoroughly structured by modern 
technology.. Therefore, the central problem that the film  avant-garde had to 
confrontt  concerns its position in the larger  field of social and economic relations: 
whatt  is the role of a cultural-aesthetic avant-garde in a technological media 
culture?? This will be the central question of my study. 
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1.11 The tempora l frame : 
Historiograph yy and the comin g of soun d fil m 

TheThe period of the transition to sound film offers 
aa splendid example of historical overdetermination. 

AlanAlan Williams (1992 f 

Thee time period under investigation is framed by two World Wars and these two 
decadess are divided in the middle by the introduction of synchronised sound to the 
cinema.. Sound film and the intricate history of its introduction between (roughly) 
19277 and 1932 wil l provide a temporal frame for this study. This media transition 
hass been examined from a number of perspectives: the technology, the systems of 
synchronisationn and the film industry have been studied10, the international traffic 
off  money, know-how and patents have been the focus of interest11, the shift in 
Hollywoodd from silent to sound12 and the introduction of sound film in different 
Europeann countries have all been researched and documented.13 The continuities 
andd ruptures of the avant-garde across this historical divide in contrast have 
occupiedd a marginal place in film history: what was the fate of the film avant-garde 
duringg the coming of sound, what were the governing opinions, how did 
production,, distribution and exhibition react to the technological restructuring? 
Thesee and other questions wil l be addressed in the following chapters. 

Thee traditional story of the film avant-garde and the coming of sound is well-
knownn and has been often told: The devastation of World War One were hardly 
overr when young and progressive artists in different parts of Europe started 
challengingg traditional norms in a project that evolved into the European film 
avant-gardee in the course of the 1920s. Aesthetically explorative, politically 
confrontationall  and internationally minded, this group of creative individuals 
forgedd continually closer ties until suddenly the introduction of sound destroyed 
cosmopolitanism,, aroused nationalism, and brought the hopeful bloom to a sudden 
end.. It is along these lines that the story of the classic avant-garde in film is 
normallyy told. Let it suffice here to invoke just one examples to stand in for 
countlesss other text books and historical overviews: 

[T]hiss experimental phase ended with the coming of sound. [.. .T]he termination was 
alsoo informed by the anti-realist agendas common to all the avant-gardes, with sound 
representingg a decisively realist >supplement< to the image. [...] The search for 
cinematicc >specificity< was polemical and separatist on the one hand - against 
theatricall  and narrative models - synthesising and hybridising on the other, with 
modelss from painting and music.14 

Inn this brief extract there are a number of unspoken, half-spoken and outspoken 
assumptionss which appear questionable to me: To start with, sound is seen as 
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intrinsicallyy and by definition a realist supplement to the image (does this imply 
thatt the image is non-realist? Or is the image »less realistic« than sound?). 
Secondly,, the film avant-garde is pictured as inherently anti-realist, and ambi-
valentlyy poised between drawing on other arts and defining itself in contrast to 
them.. Thirdly, the alleged turn to realism is bound up (causally?) with the intro-
ductionn of sound. The discussion around cinema as an art form, my fourth 
objection,, is limited to an early phase in which abstraction provided the guiding 
conceptt whereas the Soviet contribution is absent as well as considerations of 
outsidee events after 1930 that tookk a more central position in the avant-garde's self-
definitionn are left out. And the last point of criticism to the standard version 
concernss the limiting way in which the avant-garde is defined: negatively, as based 
onn experimentation and antagonism to certain concepts of the industry (separation 
off  the film from the life of the spectator, individual reception). Interpreting the 
introductionn of sound as the sole, or at least the main, reason for the downfall of the 
avant-gardee implicitly advocates a technological determinism in which a new 
mediumm is defined a priori  as shaped by its techno-logical set-up, not by its social 
andd cultural usage and utility. Sound film is by no means inherently realistic - even 
iff  it has often been employed that way. 

Thee quote above which I have used metonymically for many other 
statementss is typical of a retrospective purification of the avant-garde, of a 
reductionismm that limits its scope to abstract moving shapes and formal 
experiments,, to cinéma pur and absoluter Film}5 Yet, filmmakers and activists had 
overr the course of the 1920s slowly moved towards mixed forms in which realist 
depictionss were juxtaposed with unusual perspectives and innovative or conflicting 
editingg patterns. In the traditional view, the influence of the Soviet montage school 
-- which had its breakthrough in Western Europe with the celebrated presentation of 
Sergeii  Eisenstein's BRONENOSEZ »P0TEMKIN« (SU 1925, >Battleship Potemkin<) 
inn April 1926 in Berlin - is often absent. The Soviet Union as a shorthand for 
radicallyy different cultural and artistic activities and output, but mainly the 
receptionn of their art outside the Soviet Union - which was highly selective and 
idiosyncraticc - will form the vanishing point for many of the activities and players 
discussedd here as the communist country offered in the 1920s a very different 
modell  of cinema culture and of society at large.16 

Thee introduction of sound in the United States was considerably different 
fromfrom the transition in Europe. It has been argued that »sound as sound, as a 
materiall  and as a set of technical procedures, was inserted into the already 
constitutedd system of the classical Hollywood style«17. David Bordwell, Janet 
Staigerr and Kristin Thompson propose in their monumental Classical Hollywood 
CinemaCinema that sound caused little trouble and even less change for an already 
establishedd system. In the US studios, production methods and the industrial 
balancee of power was not fundamentally shaken by the coming of sound. In Europe 
thee situation was decidedly different because the market had not settled into an 
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oligopolyy as stable as in the United States. Most certainly, a normative power  was 
inherentt  in the introduction of sound in both America and Europe, leading to a 
greaterr  standardisation. Therefore, the coming of sound can be seen as an important 
stepp in the shift of control from exhibitors to manufacturers of motion pictures: 
»Thee coming of synchronized recorded sound to world cinema essentially 
completess the mechanization of the medium. And with full mechanization comes 
thee most pervasive, general change brought about by the conversion to sound: 
increasedd standardization.*18 Shooting practices and local exhibition specificities, 
projectionn speed and musical accompaniment - all had to yield to the 
overwhelmingg power  that the introduction of sound carried with it like a gigantic 
tidall  wave. One had to learn to swim very quickly - or  one would drown. For  the 
avant-gardee this meant that it not only had to deal with the new medium of sound 
cinema,, but it moreover  had - in keeping with Benjamin's call to revolutionise the 
relationshiprelationship to the means of production - to take account of a situation that was in 
turmoi ll  and in the process of a gigantic transformation between 1928 and 1932. It 
iss exactly this time period that I would see as the key frame in which the most 
fascinatingg experiments and the most intense efforts at building an alternative 
networkk culminated. 

1.22 The geographica l frame : 
Europ ee and the citie s of modernis m 

TheThe media is vital to the argument that modern nations are imagined 
communities.communities. But contemporary media activity is also clearly one of the 
mainmain ways in which transnational cultural connections are established. 

AndrewAndrew Higson (2000)19 

Besidess the temporal frame just sketched, this study is also constituting a spatial 
field::  geographically, it wil l take »Europe« as its frame of reference. Europe allows 
mee to get away from a reliance on two traditional and narrow frames of reference: 
thee biographical and the national. Employing the framework of »the national« in 
cinemaa studies has increasingly been questioned in the past ten to 15 years. The 
relationshiprelationship of nation and cinema can be roughly divided into three phases. Until 
welll  into the 1970s, sometimes as late as the early 1980s, the term »national 
cinema«« has been employed in an unproblematic manner, in accordance with 
»nation«,, »national culture« and all other  derivative thereof which were largely 
consideredd as givens. Since the 1980s a body of material has been produced in a 
secondd wave dealing with the »national« in film studies in more refined and 
sophisticatedd ways. Most studies from the second stage of the discussion dealt with 
questionss of European national cinemas, especially with England as a focus of 
interest.. In the 1990s in a thir d phase the emphasis has increasingly shifted to 
»minor«,, »marginal« or  »subaltern« national cinemas and complicated earlier 
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modernistt approaches to European national cinemas, pointing out the necessarily 
hybridd or multiple character of any national cinema culture. One could also speak 
off  a shift of focus from a classic-realist mode in which representations were taken 
directlyy and at face value to a modernist approach complicating matters but firmly 
fromm within a European perspective using most often the theories of Benedict 
Anderson,, Anthony Smith and Eric Hobsbawm20 while the third phase coincides 
withh the fragmenting trajectories and lines of flights elaborated in postmodern, 
postcoloniall  and poststructuralist theories discernible in the work of, amongst 
manyy others, Homi Bhabha and Edward Said.21 

Ass multi-vocal as today's discussion might be, one thing seems to be a 
consensus:: to talk of a national cinema always constructs an imaginary coherence. 
Thee problems involved in this act of boundary-drawing have been pointed out in 
recentt work in film studies that took the historical and political studies mentioned 
abovee into account.22 Referring to European cinema is not done with the aim of 
substitutingg a »bad« object (the national) with a »good« one (Europe), but it wil l 
focuss the practice at a specific historical moment which was characterised by its 
Europeann scope. The film avant-garde as conceptualised in this study is 
characterisedd in the actual and factual exchange of ideas, practitioners, and films. 
Thee issue of nation is not central to these questions because the question of why 
andd how the state (as a political and juridical entity) and the nation (as an imagined 
community)) intervened in these exchanges is not pertinent. Rather, I am interested 
inn how the concept »Europe« has been mobilised in different projects and to 
differentt aims. The nation-state in various political and organisational forms enters 
againn in the 1930s when many avant-garde filmmakers turned to the state for 
financiall  and organisational support, yet most often indirectly through government 
agenciess or political parties. In some countries, the nation-state also played a key 
rolee in the self-historicising of the avant-garde when offshots of the movement 
foundedd the first film archives and film museums financed by governments. 

Thee pronounced internationalism of the avant-garde movement makes a 
Europeann framework all the more logical. When Louis Delluc screened DAS 
CABINETT DES DR. CALIGARI (DE 1919/20, Robert Wiene, >The Cabinet of Dr. 
Caligari<)) at the cinema Colisée in Paris on 14 November 1921 it was not only a 
partisann action in aesthetic terms, but it was first and foremost a political 
provocation.. Just as Fernand Léger had consciously sought the confrontation with 
thee anti-German establishment the year before when he insisted on including 
Germann (expressionist) artists in the reopened Salon des Independents, Delluc's 
internationalismm saw cinema not only as a new emerging art form, but also as a 
sociall  and political force with a wide-ranging impact. Under the banner of aesthetic 
innovationn (and officially announced as a benefit screening for the Spanish Red 
Cross)) Delluc included a film from Germany into a French cinema programme, at 
thatt time an enemy whose products were despised and prohibited. Effectively, this 
eventt broke the French boycott as the successful reception of DAS CABINET DES 
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DR.. CALIGAR I brought other  German films into French cinemas. Similarly , when 
Eisenstein'ss POTEMKI N hit Berlin' s screens in early 1926 it was an event that 
immediatelyy had European repercussions. 

Whil ee Europe is the geographical frame of this work in a wider  sense, the 
followingg pages focus on a number  of cities as the hubs of activity. This study 
concentratess on events and institutions in Western Europe with Paris, Berlin, 
Londonn and Amsterdam as its main centres (marginally other  places such as 
Switzerlandd and Belgium wil l also feature) and the Soviet Union as its vanishing 
point.. Even though comparable activities took place in Lisbon and Prague, in 
Stockholmm and Ljubljana , in Warsaw and Rome, the most influential activities 
happenedd around the cities first mentioned - they were the major  nodes in the 
networkk that made up the European avant-garde of the interwar  period. To get an 
understandingg of the interconnected nature of the avant-garde, of its internal 
functioningg and of the wider  patterns of emergence it is paramount to reconstruct 
thiss core network around which other  activities wrapped themselves. Malcolm 
Bradburyy has described these cities of modernism as »generative environments of 
thee new arts, focal points of intellectual community, indeed of intellectual conflict 
andd tensions24 He goes on to argue that these cities were not only cosmopolitan 
spacess of communication, but also the topic of artistic activity, a metaphor  as well 
ass a place. The city was cause and effect of the modern world as much as the avant-
garde::  both were results of the fundamental social, political, economic, psychic and 
economicall  trans-formations, but both also contributed to them. Bradbury isolates 
thee novel as the quintessential artistic form of the city. Whil e the connection 
betweenn the city and the novel is certainly crucial, I would contend that the cinema, 
andd especially the city symphony, provides the ultimate metaphor  of and for  the 
modernn lif e in the city. 

Iff  the national is the Scylla of studies of the film  avant-garde, then the 
biographicall  is its Charybdis. Biography provides the easiest ready-made frame of 
referencee available for  aesthetic study. A biography supplies firstly a  clear  structure 
(chronology,, organic development, physical coherence) and secondly tends 
towardss isolating works of art from their  context in which they were first  produced 
andd received. In focusing on stylistic analyses of isolated artefacts one misunder-
standss the avant-garde which is striving towards a media concept which has to be 
graspedd in its totality before contemplating isolated elements. My interest therefore 
focusess on the strategic manoeuvring, the political and social interventions (intra-
filmicfilmic  and, equally important, extra-filmic) , the networking and publishing efforts, 
thee discursive regimes established, modified, and rejected. I doubt that the most 
fruitfu ll  way of doing historiographical work in the arts is to put the durable and 
materiall  work of art above more fleeting and ephemeral activity, to put the seeming 
consistencyy of the biography above the more unstable networks and connections. 
Forr  reasons of convenience, tradition , institutional ramifications and support 
mechanismss the study of the film  avant-garde has focused on either  of the two 
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sides,, the national and the biographical. I wil l downplay both structures in the 
followingg and instead concentrate on institutions, events, networks and discourses. 

1.33 The conceptua l frame : 
Crisis ,, archaeology , and system s theor y 

EinEin konsequent archaologischer Ansatz müsste deshalb nicht nur die 
ReichweiteReichweite der Fragen, die man für relevant erachtet, vergröfiern, sondern 
nochnoch einmal den Ansatzpunkt der Fragestellung verandern und die eigenen 

historiografischenhistoriografischen Pramissen infrage stellen; beispielsweise indent man 
diedie Diskontinuitaten mitbedenkt, die so genannten Sackgassen und die 

MöglichkeitMöglichkeit einer erstaunlichen Andersartigkeit der Vergangenheit 
ThomasThomas Elsaesser (2002 f5 

Thee historiography model employed here testifies to a number of influences. The 
firstt theoretical frame has been provided by the New Film History that emerged in 
thee 1980s and added a methodological rigid ramification to traditionalist, 
untheoreticall  historiographic work and fact finding missions.26 The move away 
fromm the film as text and an increased attention towards the cinema as a social, 
economic,, political and cultural institution is the most important factor borrowed 
fromfrom the New Film History.27 A second key influence has been Michel Foucault's 
conceptionn of history as archaeology and genealogy. The third theorist to be 
reckonedd with is Niklas Luhmann and his branch of systems theory which helped 
mee to think about the interactions, co-optations and dependencies of the avant-
gardee within a public media arena. Wherever possible I have fallen back upon the 
writingss of the activists from the 1920s and 1930s as many of the tools for the 
understandingg of the film avant-garde have been developed by the people involved 
inn these activities. 

Inn terms of historiography the period of the introduction of sound can be 
seenn as a prime example for a »crisis-model of historiography«28 which involves a 
triplee focus: on indexicality, on economic factors and on political issues. In 
theoreticall  and aesthetic terms, the coming of sound resulted in a »crisis of 
indexicality«« - the (representational) film image now had to cope with an addition 
thatt was by some observers perceived to heighten realism, yet that also openedd up a 
gapp between the visible body on the screen and the audible sound from the 
loudspeakers.. Not only does the film image originate at the back of the 
architecturall  space of the cinema while sound comes from behind the screen in 
frontt of the spectators, but sight and sound are also inscribed and worked upon 
withh different technological processes on different apparati. The simultaneity and 
synchronicityy between image and sound perceived by the spectator is therefore in 
technologicall  terms an arbitrary relation and was seen this way from the very start. 
Soundd film did not only have aesthetic repercussions, its economic ramifications 
challengedd the existing order of the institution cinema. The gigantic costs involved 
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inn wiring production facilities and cinemas in a relatively short time around 1930 
causedd a gigantic upheaval in economic terms. This economic-institutional crisis 
wass deepened by the first depression of global scope following the US-stock 
markett crash of October 1929. The third crisis is cultural and political in nature: the 
introductionn of sound not only brought noise and music to the film, but also 
language.. In the silent era intertitles were easy to replace, thus adapting a film for a 
differentt market was fairly easy and relatively unproblematic. With sound the 
differentt methods of translation all became problematic: subtitles made the 
othernesss of a language omnipresent in visual as well as in aural terms while it was 
perceivedd by contemporaries as a step back towards the intertitles of the silent era 
thatt had just been left behind. Dubbing coupled a visible human body with an 
audiblee voice not connected to the body, thus destroying the assumed unity of sight 
andd sound that many thought was the main achievement of sound film.29 In some 
countriess (e.g. Czechoslovakia, Italy) this resulted in an extreme, sometimes even 
violentt reaction against dialogue spoken in a foreign language. This triple crisis -
off  indexicality, of the economic-institutional base of the film industry, and of the 
nationall  - focuses problems and contradictions because the ensuing upheaval 
questionedd many elements of the institution cinema. 

Myy method is relying on the concept of archaeology that has been 
introducedd into historiographical thinking by Michel Foucault.30 In a number of 
studiess on prison and surveillance31, on the organisation of knowledge and the 
developmentt of categories32, on the »invention« of insanity in the age of reason33, 
andd on the medical gaze34, Foucault has exemplified his historiographical practice 
onn specific objects. He has pioneered a method of understanding specific practices 
ass discourses that perform at least two intimately related functions: these practices 
ass discourses play a central part in the constitution of society and they are 
regulatingg exclusion and inclusion. For Foucault the acts of discursive demarcation 
aree the basis for analysing how power, language and society interact at specific 
momentss in the creation of specific historical configuration. Foucault is useful in 
understandingg discursive operations (basically any text can contribute to a 
discoursee as text in poststructuralist fashion can also refer to elaborately staged 
eventss or live discussions) as historical practices that are being operated in order to 
producee hierarchical divisions. 

Withinn media history the concept of archaeology has gained ground in the 
lastt ten years developing its own methodology.35 Wolfgang Ernst has likened the 
archaeologicall  gaze to the cold and emotionless gaze of a machine that first and 
foremostt registers without interpreting. He has juxtaposed it to the hermeneutic 
gazee which always already sees (or in structuralist terminology: reads) something 
elsee behind every text or object. Whereas hermeneutics attempt to fit  everything in 
ann already known horizon of expectation, the aim of media archaeology is »das 
Artefaktt zunachst nur in seiner Gegebenheit, also: als datum, als Daten zu 
beschreiben,, quasi als Monument stehenzulassen, statt es (wie in der Operation der 
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Historiker)) sogleich zum Dokument oder zur Illustration einer dahinterstehenden 
Geschichtee zu machen«36 The method of media archaeology consists first of all in 
ann act of »forgetting« everything that has come after the fact in an attempt to 
understandd a period on its own terms. By going back in time and trying to 
understandd what was meant by a specific practice, by attempting to see historical 
factss as monuments of a past practice archaeology tries to reconstruct this practice. 
Off  course, this forgetting is bound to fail just as Jorge Luis Borges' author Pierre 
Menardd rewriting Don Quijote tries in vain to become Cervantes - the method lies 
inn the (Deleuzian act of) becoming itself. 

Siegfriedd Zielinski has borrowed the notion of a historical »deep time« from 
naturall  historian Stephen Jay Gould to introduce it into media historiography. 
Zielinski'ss method comprises deep cuts at specific historical moments in order to 
givee an overview of longer developments: 

Inn der Sondierung verschiedener Perioden sollen qualitative Umschlagpunkte in 
einerr kontinuierlichen Entwicklung aufscheinen. Die historischen Ausschnitte, die 
ichh ausgewahlt habe, verstehen sich als attraktive Verdichtungen, in denen mögliche 
Entwicklungsrichtungenn ausprobiert wurden, in denen Wechsel von Paradigmen 
stattgefundenn haben. 

Inn some sense Zielinski's proposal can be understood as the inverse mirror image 
off  the longe durée of the Annales-school. Zielinski attempts to capture 
developmentss at points of emergence: when gradual change suddenly becomes 
visiblee in a qualityative transformation. Such a moment is provided in my model 
withh the introduction of sound. This media transition concentrates and condenses 
developments,, opens up many possibilities and allows for paradigmatic changes. 
Thee idea of media changes and transitions as privileged sites for investigating the 
formationss and dispositions of interrelationships between media and culture at 
largee has recently gained ground.38 

Byy returning to a specific sub-genre of film studies, the study of early 
cinema,, Thomas Elsaesser has opened a new perspective on today's media. In 
Elsaesser'ss archaeology early cinema can function as a possible blueprint for the 
restructuredd field of new media, but also for the possible development of film and 
mediaa studies into new media studies. The attention given to moments of 
transitionss and change, possibility and Utopia have influenced my model. A number 
off  parameters and paradigms provide Elsaesser with an agenda for future research 
andd a renewed media history: the refusal to search for beginnings amounts to a 
renewall  of history, questioning the already-said at the level of existence gives new 
perspectivess on well-known facts, an attention to the dead-ends and failures of 
mediaa history opens up a space of possible futures that were imaginable at a certain 
pointt in time, and a heightened awareness for the absence of evidence as the 
evidencee of a past presence (with Arthur Conan Doyle's »dog that did not bark« as 
thee key metaphor) opens history up to a wider perspective.39 
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Finally,, Niklas Luhmann has developed a highly useful method of 
conceptualisingg the relationship of different systems to each other that does not 
revertt to simplistic notions of influence or direct cause-effect schemata. In his 
branchh of systems theory, a system is characterised by its complete closure to the 
outside;; the basic distinction runs between the system itself and the environment 
becausee this distinction creates the system in the first place, brings it into existence. 
AA system observes the environment according to the terms of its own operation and 
itss contacts with the outside are self-contacts: »[Selbstreferentielle Systeme haben] 
keinee andere Form für Umweltkontakte als Selbstkontakte*.40 Thus, the economic 
systemm which operates under the basic distinction of paying or not paying (having 
moneyy or not, trading or not) assesses everything according to this code and logic, 
includingg those operations that involve entities outside its boundaries. Every 
systemm translates outside events into its own frequency because this is the only way 
thatt a system is able to understand what is going on in the environment. Thus, 
communicationn and interaction is always self-reflexive, necessarily indirect and 
distortedd by the translation from one code to the other. Communication that is 
meaningfull  in one system might be just white noise when picked up by another. To 
takee the systems theory idea further: The systemic logic and functioning of the film 
industryy and the avant-garde were separate from each other (even though neither of 
themm achieved full autonomy) and one system was basically not visible to the other 
systemm as they worked under different operational premises. For the film industry 
thee avant-garde did not exist as a stable entity because everything outside the 
industryy is perceived as environment. Moreover, industry and avant-garde are 
incapablee of understanding the other system on the terms it is using, but translates 
theirr operations into their own frequency. These translations of signals and codes 
makee misunderstanding, or rather: distortion and white noise, inevitable. 

1.44 The corpus : Definin g the avant-gard e 
[The[The historiography of artistic modernism] has typically formalized 

thethe work of early twentieth-century European movements in ways that 
decontextualizedecontextualize the works and diminish access to their historical significance. 

ForFor decades the analysis and evaluation of these movements has subjected 
themthem to normative procedures that sidestepped political issues and guaranteed 

theirtheir conformity to the separation of art and pointed social purpose [...]. 
ThisThis work has been disproportionately aestheticized in such a way that the losses 

forfor cultural history exceed the gains for art's formal and craft history. 
StephenStephen C. Foster (1998)41 

Theree is certainly no shortage of books on the film avant-garde: There are histories 
off  film theory which provide ample space for the contribution of the avant-garde , 
veryy detailed historical studies of specific groups which were active in producing, 
exhibiting,, publishing and teaching of avant-garde cinema43, reprints of magazines 
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dealingg with avant-garde film44 and studies of specific movements45, national 
cinematographies466 or auteurs of this period,47 not to mention those books giving a 
generall  overview of avant-garde, independent and experimental film.48 These 
studiess all have their historical and analytical use value and if I depart from them it 
iss with a measure of respect for the achievements of those pioneers who came 
before.. Where I intend to diverge from these studies is, very broadly speaking, in 
thee way in which they dissect and isolate a specific person, oeuvre or facet without 
takingg into account or reflecting the dispositivs, discourses, networks, systems, 
levelss of self-reference or structuring absences that I consider to be much more 
cruciall  shaping factors than the biography or the nation state. I believe that the 
workss of avant-garde art can only be understood adequately if analysed in their 
contextt of production, distribution and consumption, if scrutinised dialectically, 
andd thus brought to another level of generality. 

Especiallyy interesting and fascinating are those instances transgressing or 
blowingg up conventional categories into which retrospective thinking had squeezed 
thee avant-garde. To give an example: instead of concentrating on Hans Richter as 
ann artist in the conventional sense (producing works that are aesthetically 
explorativee and that can be hermeneutically analysed), he can be rethought as an 
activistt on many different fronts. Richter organised exhibitions, programmed a 
cinemaa for an artistic-industrial exhibition and founded film societies, lectured and 
wrote,, published and networked, not to mention the many different film forms in 
whichh he worked (advertisement, industrial film, compilation film, experimental 
short).. These fields are disparate in some senses, but they also belong together. 
Theyy are part of a whole discourse which can be only discerned when taking 
practicee as seriously as the material results of the work. Further key figures that 
wil ll  feature centrally in this study are Germaine Dulac, Béla Balasz, Joris Ivens, 
Walterr Ruttmann, Sergei Eisenstein, Dsiga Vertov, Lészló Moholy-Nagy, to 
mentionn only the most famous ones. These agents adhered to an ideal of totality at 
aa time before the functional differentiation of the film industry after the 
introductionn of sound did away with these conceptions of wholeness. 

Inn analysing the Dutch Filmliga Tom Gunning has argued in a similar vein 
forr a wide perspective. Traditional approaches have concentrated on films and 
theoreticall  texts in keeping with traditional thinking which was based on the 
analysiss of texts (herein of course following structuralist terminology in which film 
countss as a text too). Gunning argues for the inclusion of facets which are more 
ephemerall  and harder to detect: institutions and programming, distribution, 
publicationn and debate.49 He argues that the films and the printed texts in the 
magazinee Filmliga forms only the most visible trace of a network consisting of a 
groupp of people in several Dutch cities coming together in the dark to watch films 
andd discuss them afterwards. Retrospective analyses very often neglect the social 
practicee because material results (films, books) are much easier to get hold of and 
too analyse. Moreover, film studies are not well-equipped methodologically to deal 
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withh social practice because the genealogy in the humanities provides an 
orientationn towards audio-visual artefacts or  written texts. Furthermore, theory 
formationn is normally considered retrospectively: histories of film theory are 
writtenn afterwards on the basis of the important canonised texts (mostly from 
canonisedd writers). For  contemporary observers in the 1920s and 1930s the 
situationn was much more difficult : For  them film  theory, or  rather  attempts at 
theoryy formation, were much more a process than a result, rather  a snapshot than a 
monolith,, whereas later  critics and historians look at those texts that have for 
variouss reasons stood the test of time. What I wil l attempt here is to give the 
theorisationn some of its processual nature back. Theory is a process, not a product. 

Ass I have just laid out the object to be reconstructed in the following pages 
iss not without its vicissitudes. It may start with a simple question that raises 
complicatedd problems: Does one speak of avant-garde in the singular  or  in the 
plural?? The avant-garde as a unified movement perhaps never  existed, but a loose 
structuree which saw itself as belonging together  can be detected. Avant-garde was 
aa common name both as a self-description and also as a name given by others in 
thee period under  consideration.50 When I examine the activities of the avant-garde I 
amm not primaril y interested in the aesthetic style of their  films or  the underlying 
philosophy.. Therefore I am not interested in the questions whether  BALLET 
MECHANIQU EE (FR 1924, Fernand Léger  / Dudley Murphy ) is more Dada, 
Surrealistt  or  Constructivist as this would mean a departure from the archaeological 
method.. The different strands of the avant-garde had very strong personal, 
intellectuall  and organisational continuity and categorisation or 
compartmentalisationn was a very unimportant factor  at the time. Sometimes, when 
itt  is necessary to differentiate Constructivism from Expressionism, I wil l 
distinguishh different trends, but on the whole the proximit y of the different 
movementss is stronger  than their  differences. 

Thee complete scope of the specific »practice« of the avant-garde is 
importantt  for  a thorough understanding and this wil l be the topic of my study: In 
lecturingg and writin g the avant-garde formulated some of their  ideas (though these 
textss certainly form no simple description of their  ideas and convictions), 
production,, distribution , and exhibition show attempts at putting these ideas into 
practice.. In teaching and in building institutions we can recognise the attempt of 
constructingg structures that are independent of individual actors and that wil l be 
self-sustainingg over  time. Their  activities formed a discourse and they attempted to 
createe a system of their  own, yet they never  achieved operational closure to the 
environmentt  in a Luhmannian sense. A concentration on the films alone results in a 
duplicationn of the limit s of traditional film history because the end product often 
camouflagess the work and negotiations that led to the finished artefact. Examining 
aa film  that originates with the avant-garde under  purely aesthetic principles 
misconceivess the movement's ideas about the transformation of film  culture. 
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Myy turn from work of art to network of art, from hermeneutics to discourse 
analysiss and from biography to systems theory implies no disregard for the 
artefactss and their possible resonances in aesthetic analyses which are often 
exquisitee and many-layered, but I am pursuing a different path of understanding 
thiss movement. Every step, be it the making of a film, the founding of a ciné-club 
orr the publication of an article, can be seen as a systemic operation focussed on the 
survival,, nourishment and expansion of the avant-garde. By adopting an archaeo-
logicall  gaze couched in a logic of systems theory I hope to shed new light on well-
known,, forgotten and unknown facets of the network that constituted the European 
fil mm avant-garde. The practice under examination brought forth works of art that 
aree neither by-products nor objects waiting for exegesis, but elements of a system 
thatt I want to reconstruct. In my opinion, many of the activities, filmmaking or not, 
aimedd at creating a Medienverbund (media offensive) in an ensemble of different 
media,, an audience capable of growing and a changed production situation 
workingg together to create a new art for new statements in a new public sphere. 

AA disclaimer in order not be misunderstood seems necessary here: This is 
ann archaeological work in the sense that I have gathered a number of well-known 
andd less well-known facts in order to understand the specific practice of a group at 
aa specific moment in history. I have attempted to let the historical documents talk 
backk as monuments from a distant past on their own terms. By developing a logic 
outt of the practice of the avant-garde I hope to avoid the problematic nature of 
hermeneuticss in which a horizon of expectation puts everything into perspective 
beforee the elements are allowed »to speak for themselves«. For my purposes I have 
gathered,, summarised and analysed material that has become available in the last 
tenn to 15 years. As I had to create my own object in the first place, I had to fight 
withh an instability of what I was dealing with. As a result, I have attempted to 
constructt a frame of reference and a number of ideas for the study of the avant-
gardee cinema between 1919 and 1939 and the transformations of a technological 
medium.. I hope that some of the ideas put forward on the following pages will give 
riserise to renewed attention to the avant-garde and will bring forth novel research and 
revisionistt historiography. 

1.55 Medienverbun d 
DasDas Neue [an Brechts Schaffen] ist, dafi diese Stellen in ihrer ganzen Wichtigkeit 

hervortreten,hervortreten, der Dichter um ihretwillen sich von seinem >Werke< beurlaubt und, wie 
einein Ingenieur in der Wüste mit Petroleumbohrungen anfangt, in der Wüste der Gegenwart 

anan genau berechneten Punkten seine Tatigkeit aufhimmt. Solche Stellen sind hier das 
Theater,Theater, die Anekdote, das Radio - andere werden spater in Angriff genommen werden. 

WalterWalter Benjamin (1930)51 

Thee avant-garde was - by the mid to late 1920s - theoretically and practically well 
onn its way towards a Medienverbund which can be conceptualised as a media 
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offensivee in keeping with the avant-garde motto of converting art into life and lif e 
intoo art.52 There was no doubt that producing ground-breaking and innovative films 
wass simply not enough, but that a concerted effort of publication, distribution , 
production,, teaching, lecturing, exhibiting and networking was needed in order  to 
createe and win over  a public for  their  aims. Now, one of the problems was, as we 
wil ll  see, that whereas there was a widespread consensus that such a 
MedienverbundMedienverbund was necessary, neither  the means for  achieving it nor  the function 
too which such a public should be put were clear  to anybody at the time. Besides, 
thee coming of sound fundamentally changed the production process and 
acceleratedd tendencies already underway, such as the convergence of the avant-
gardee with the industry. This has classically been interpreted as a selling-out or  a 
break-down,, yet within the logic of a constructivist avant-garde53 it is necessary to 
leavee the path of self-expression and move towards mass-producible and mass-
consumablee forms to create a new aesthetics: typography and photography, 
advertisementt  and propaganda, industry and commerce. Furthermore, the film 
avant-gardee was never  completely sealed off from the industry as both co-existed 
inn an interdependency of master  and slave, of parasite and host. Although 
antagonisticallyy poised against each other, both needed the other: the avant-garde 
hadd to rely on the industry for  technological support and commissions while the 
industryy needed the avant-garde for  innovation and the development of new 
prototypes.. Or, to stay in the militar y terminology that the avant-garde was so fond 
of::  the avant-garde literall y acted as the spearhead of cinema culture. Being small, 
mobilee and versatile, the avant-garde was a mine-sweeper  and bridge-builder, it 
couldd test out terrain and seek out the safest passage. Mainstream film  at large 
oftenn followed the route found by the avant-garde. Logically, not every stretch of 
landd found by the avant-garde proved to be useful for  the settlers of the industry 
andd often when some of those adventurous pathfinders returned from a fascinating 
pathh that ultimately was a dead-end without fertil e ground, they found out that the 
caravann of mainstream film  culture had passed them by and they were suddenly in 
thee arrière-garde. Yet, while being in the service of the commercial film  industry, 
thee avant-garde also attempted to change the means of productions on which it 
partlyy had to rely. This was the balancing act that the film  artist as producer  in 
Benjamin'ss sense had to perform on the tightrope. 

Thee avant-garde acted as a kind of Research & Development-department 
forr  much wider  circles than they or  anybody else actually realised at the time. The 
avant-gardee developed tools, strategies and models that became common currency 
inn film  culture at large and that persisted into the post-war  period. Moreover, one of 
thee main contribution of the avant-garde was that it put into focus a number  of 
aporiass inherent in film  culture. Those contradictions showed the fissures and 
tensionss that riddled a larger  part of cinema culture and the problems that had to be 
addressed.. Even though the avant-garde itself was not really able to solve these 
problems,, it pointed out question and it developed methods that would later 
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contributee to different answers. In a way, the avant-garde posed the right questions 
andd recognised the key problems, but did not manage to solve them in a way that it 
couldd profit directly from these solutions. In the late 1920s, as the avant-garde was 
extendingg its network, some people realised the mutual dependence of avant-garde 
andd industry: 

Hoffentlichh gelingt es, die Ziele der Gesellschaft mit den Zielen der Industrie zu 
verbinden.. Was niitze sonst alle Modernitat, wenn sie ein Spielzeug der Expe-
rimentlerrimentler bleibt. Die Filmfabrikation von heute muB fur den Film von morgen 
gewonnenn werden. [...] Deshalb sind an der Avantgarde der Experimentier alle 
Filmproduktionsstattenn der Erde gleich interessiert. Die Einsichtigen wissen es. Und 
siee mussen nun veranlaBt werden, die Avantgarde der schöpferisch Bemüh-ten als 
ihree Vorhut anzuerkennen, ebenso wie die Techniker und Theoretiker des neuen 
Filmss wissen mussen, daB sie fur die heutige Industrie arbeiten, und daB ihre 
Versuchee und Erfahrungen sobald sie praktische Ergebnisse gezeitigt haben, für die 
gegenwartigee Filmfabrikation verwertbar gemacht werden mussen.54 

Ernstt Jager's call for a dialectic relationship of avant-garde and industry would 
havee certainly not satisfied a cultural critic like Benjamin: Jager, editor-in-chief of 
thee largest German film trade paper Film-Kurier, saw himself as a spokesman for 
thee industry, possibly further-sighted than most of his colleagues, but nevertheless 
steepedd in a logic of functional utilisation. In general, the Film-Kurier followed a 
similarr logic as the largest German studio Ufa: the German film industry was the 
onlyy serious challenge to Hollywood's domination of the world market where 
Germann films should again achieve international recognition. The avant-garde was 
onlyy interesting insofar as they could contribute to this goal. Experiments should 
yieldd prototypes which then in turn would contribute to the well-being of the 
industry.. Benjamin also objected to the avant-garde, but his criticism came from a 
revolutionaryy stance: its aim had to be radical change and therefore many 
experimentss for him were not fierce enough or simply stuck in a bourgeois 
ideologyy of art. It is in between these two poles that the avant-garde was operating 
inn this time when many different factions were interested in their development. 

Itt is questionable whether the avant-garde could have really found 
solutionss to the problems that they addressed, even more so if that is what they 
aimedd at. In a cyclical model outlined above, the avant-garde tried out new 
directionss that were either ignored or followed. If ignored, such a movement is 
characterisedd by constant movement as standstill because nobody is following; if 
followed,, then it would mean that the avant-garde was caught up in the 
mainstream.. By definition the avant-garde is constantly moving and changing 
shapee in order to discover new spaces - the coming of sound certainly changed a 
lot,, yet to claim that it meant the end of the avant-garde ignores many of the 
continuitiess (personal, institutional, stylistically) that crossed the line from silent to 
soundd film. Moreover, it implies a static image of the avant-garde to claim that the 
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movementt  came to an end with the coming of sound. I believe that one can only 
properlyy understand the avant-garde when thinkin g about it in dynamic and ever-
changingg forms. The avant-garde did not fall with the coming of sound, it 
restructuredd and diversified itself in the early 1930s - and sound film was just one 
factorr  that contributed (mostly indirectly ) to this development. As crucial were the 
world-wid ee economic crisis, the growing political polarisation, and a certain 
momentumm which had brought many strands into congruence around 1929 and that 
afterwardss drove them apart again. 

1.66 The avant-gard e as angel of history : 
these ss on the interwa r fil m avant-gard e 

[UJpheavals[UJpheavals such as the coming of recorded sound intensify 
andand help direct the progress of trends already in place. 

InIn continental Europe, for example, these included the weakening 
andand fragmentation of the post war avant-garde movements. 

AlanAlan Williams (1992 f 5 

Inn 1929, after  the successes of the Werkbund-exhibition in Stuttgart and the 
meetingg in La Sarraz56, with a boom in audience organisations and an upsurge in 
publishingg and writing , the avant-garde seemed to be on the verge of a 
breakthroughh to a mass-movement. Yet, the opposite was the case: the avant-garde 
felll  apart and petered out. Why, one could formulate the first  thesis, did the avant-
gardee not stay together  firml y and build on what had been achieved by 1929? I wil l 
arguee that a number  of aporias riddled the avant-garde and with the introduction of 
soundd film  these internal contradictions became increasingly points of conflict. 
Groupss that had been kept together  before by a vague opposition to the commercial 
featuree film  or  to narrativ e cinema broke apart. One of the important tasks of the 
avant-gardee was to raise these aporias to the level of consciousness. As the fault 
liness were being realised different people took different approaches to these 
problemss and consequently went in different directions. Yet, it was paramount that 
thesee issues of in/dependence, abstraction/realism, communism/fascism, and 
commercialism/elitismm were addressed properly and thoroughly. The post-war 
avant-gardee turned to these forerunners, yet in a highly selective fashion: they were 
lookingg for  heroic and spiritual forefathers in order  to build a genealogy justifyin g 
theirr  actions. In a way, my four  aporias point out one central problem of any 
alternativee political or  social movement aimed at change (and thus still valid for  the 
postwarr  avant-garde): What is the role of art in society and how can culture 
engenderr  change while operating in an environment that it wants to transform? The 
aporiass of the avant-garde will be the focus of the following chapter  and I wil l 
illustrat ee them by a rereading of contemporary debates. Also pertinent to this issue 
iss the question of self-definition of what avant-garde was meant to be and the self-
positioningg of the artists. 
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Thee second thesis aims at restructuring and reconfiguring the history of the 
Europeann cinema in the interwar period. It is my contention that sound film had a 
decisivee effect on the avant-garde, but that it is insufficient to argue that sound 
broughtt about the downfall of the avant-garde. In aesthetic terms, sound film 
provedd to be a welcome addition to the avant-garde as many early sound films were 
madee in a context that was clearly influenced by the avant-garde. Here are some 
exampless of early sound film that belong to a combined history of the avant-garde 
andd the mainstream that put sound to innovative use: MELODIE DER WELT (DE 
1928/29,, Walter Ruttmann, >Melody of the World<), ALLES DREHT SICH, ALLES 
BEWEGTT SICH (DE 1929, Hans Richter, everything turns, everything moves<), 
SOUSS LES TOITS DE PARIS (FR 1929/30, René Clair, >Under the roofs of Paris<), LE 
MILLIONN (FR 1930, René Clair, >The Million<), DAS LIED VOM LEBEN (DE 1930, 
Alexiss Granowsky, >The Song of life<), M (DE 1930/31, Fritz Lang), PHILIPS 
RADIOO (NL 1931, Joris Ivens), ENTUZIAZM: SINFONUA DONBASSA (SU 1930, 
Dzigaa Vertov, >Enthusiasm: Donbass Symphony<), KUHLE WAMPE, ODER WEM 
GEHORTT DIE WELT (DE 1932, Slatan Dudow, >Kuhle Wampe, or to whom belongs 
thee world?<), DEZERTIR (SU 1933, Vsevolod Pudovkin, >Deserter<), and the sound 
filmss of Oskar Fischinger or Len Lye. One could also point to Richter's work in 
advertisingg in Switzerland or the films produced as part of the film department of 
thee Bat'a shoe company in Zltn (Czechoslovakia).57 Besides these films, many of 
thee central figures of the avant-garde had interesting ideas on the employment of 
soundd and did not reject the new technology outright. Some of the reasons for the 
restructuringg and functional differentiation of the field (terms I find more 
productivee than »destruction« or »downfall«) are connected to the introduction of 
sound,, but should be framed in a slightly more complicated fashion. Sound film did 
inn fact act as an engine and catalyst that restructured cinema culture in total. Yet 
thiss is often very hard to distinguish from effects brought about by reactions to the 
beginningg global economic downturn following on the heels of the October 1929 
Walll  Street crash. It could be argued that the decisive factor for the decline or 
restructuringg of the avant-garde was not the aesthetic implications of the sound 
film,film,  but the economic results, i.e. higher production costs and extra investments in 
wiringg cinemas for sound. Yet again, films continued to be made that were 
innovativee and initiatives continued to be active after the introduction of sound for 
longerr periods of time. 

Thee avant-garde through its strategic convergence had reached a critical 
masss by 1929 and the ensuing Junctional differentiation has been understood by 
manyy as a demise. On the one hand, the avant-garde did not manage to engender 
changee in a way that many of its adherents were hoping for. On the other hand, one 
cann also describe the development that set in around 1929 as the ultimate triumph 
off  the film avant-garde: it did not bring about a transformation of the kind it had 
hopedd for (i.e. a revolution), but it had considerable impact in a lot of different 
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areas.. The avant-garde could be held responsible for  the naturalisation of the 
documentaryy as a genre and for  the foundation of film archives in different 
countries,, for  large-scale government support for  cinema in virtuall y all European 
countries,, for  the establishment of film theory as a field of its own, and for  the 
emergencee of art house cinemas. The cultural acceptance of cinema as an artistic 
formm and cultural force leads us invariably back to the avant-garde and its wide-
rangingg activities. Thus, what counts as a defeat from one perspective, can be 
rephrasedd as a success story when using a different focus. It is this change of 
perspectivee that this study proposes and I wil l focus on the strategic convergence 
andd functional differentiation in my chapter  on the film societies. This movement 
wass intimately connected with the avant-garde and provided a platform for  the 
film ss and ideas developed within a smaller  circles of activists. I wil l attempt to lay 
outt  how the different strands converged briefly and then differentiated again. 

Myy thir d thesis is involved with the understanding of the avant-garde as a 
movement.. The avant-garde aimed at a Aufliebung (sublation) of lif e and art in a 
Hegeliann sense - the ultimate task was to break down the barrier s between art and 
lif ee in order  to achieve a different world in which art would occupy a different 
(social/economic/cultural)) position. It is my contention that in order  to understand 
thiss Utopian nature of the avant-garde it is necessary to see the activities as not just 
limitedd to filmmaking, but that they were attempting to restructure the cinema as an 
institutionn and to produce a veritable discourse on the cinema. The writing s and 
publications,, the activities in teaching and lecturing, the foundation of ciné-clubs 
andd international networks are not secondary activities that were undertaken in 
orderr  to heighten the visibilit y and effect of the films, but they have to be 
consideredd as part and parcel of the avant-garde. By restructurin g the institution 
cinema,, from the production process to the screening context, from the film script 
too the spectator's head the activists wanted to gain access to the means of 
productionn and transform the medium from within . Only by writin g and talking 
aboutt  film differently did it make sense to make different films, only by changing 
fil mm education would a new generation emerge that would look differently upon 
thee cinema. I am emphasising this approach to cinema as discourse (different from 
aestheticc or  industrial approaches) in chapter  four  which deals with the 
developmentt  of theory, criticism and publishing, with the constitution of networks 
inn which teaching and event culture played a key role that is still being 
undervalued. . 

Myy final and fourth point is that the avant-garde was bound to fail because of a 
paradoxicall  temporal construction that was inscribed into its very conception. In its 
originall  meaning in militar y jargon the avant-garde has an advance function in 
spatiall  terms. The transposition of the term to arts and culture transposed the spatial 
dimensionn into time. Avant-garde art is ahead in temporal terms, it is 
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experimentingg with forms and topics that wil l only later become acceptable to the 
mainstream.. By projecting all hope into the future, by promising an amazing time 
ahead,, the avant-garde is directed into the future. The avant-garde can never be a 
reformm movement, it is by definition revolutionary. At the same time that the 
promisee of the avant-garde is futuristic (it is therefore no coincidence that the first 
truee avant-garde movement called itself »Futurism«), its reference to art is steeped 
inn the past. Many of the activities emerge from a deep-seated discontent with the 
statusstatus quo: the avant-garde rebels against traditional art and the way that traditional 
artt is presented, discussed and received. This results in a temporal double bind -
rebellingg against the past while promising the future - which creates an insolvable 
riddleriddle that haunted the avant-garde all through its existence and makes it a 
movementt that is cyclically on the rise and on the downturn. The avant-garde is 
constantlyy proclaiming that it is already operating in the future and a standstill 
wouldd mean that it would be caught up. A permanent state of avant-garde would be 
ass paradox as a permanent revolution (or, for that matter, an institutionalised 
revolution«« like the Mexican). This cyclical nature is as inevitable as the temporal 
constructionn of looking into the past while being fixed on the future. Everywhere, 
fromm the NEP period in the Soviet Union to the political infighting around 1930 in 
Europee did this temporal paradox play itself out. As already mentioned, the Soviet 
Unionn strongly presents this paradoxical temporal construction and therefore 
chapterr five on the »Vanishing Point Soviet Union« wil l concentrate on this 
structure.. As the Soviet Union proclaimed to be the first state to have achieved a 
futuree that would sooner or later be the destiny of every society. 

Curiouslyy enough, this temporal paradox has been played out famously by two 
thinkerss who are strange bedfellows indeed. Niklas Luhmann has argued that 
avant-gardee art is often only understandable when you have internalised in a 
precedingg step the autonomy of art as a self-enclosed sub-system of society. After 
havingg observed this, Luhmann quite typically slips from his cold and somewhat 
technocraticc prose to a sudden flash of aphorism and metaphor: »Das, was sich 
merkwiirdigerweisee Avantgarde nennt, hat diese riickblickende Bestimmungsweise 
inss Extrem getrieben - wie Ruderer, die nur sehen, woher sie kommen, und das 
Ziell  ihrer Fahrt im Rücken haben.«58 The avant-garde attempted to overtake the 
presentt by being transfixed on the future which was not yet achieved. Walter 
Benjaminn has seen a very similar construction at work in his description of the 
angell  of history: 

Err hat das Antlitz der Vergangenheit zugewendet. Wo eine Kette von Begebenheiten 
vorr wis erscheint, da sieht er eine einzige Katastrophe, die unablassig Triimmer auf 
Triimmerr hauft und sie ihm vor die FiiBe schleudert. Er möchte wohl verweilen, die 
Totenn wecken und das Zerschlagene zusammenfugen. Aber ein Sturm weht vom 
Paradiesee her, der sich in seinen Flügeln verfangen hat und so stark ist, dass der 
Engell  sie nicht mehr schlieBen kann. Dieser Sturm treibt ihn unaufhaltsam in die 
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Zukunft ,, der  er  den RUcken kehrt, wahrend der  Triimmerhaufen vor  ihm zum 
Himmell  wSchst. Das, was wir  Fortschritt nennen, ist dieser Sturm.59 

Nott  coincidentally, Benjamin borrows this materialist-religious image from a 
paintingg he had bought from Paul Klee, an avant-garde artist who was a founding 
memberr  of the fiaw/taws-collective. Both Benjamin and Klee could have recognised 
themselvess in the description of the angel of history. The avant-garde as angel of 
historyy is being blown and driven by progress (or, as one could have it: 
modernisation)) relentlessly into a future that it cannot see. The only way that the 
avant-gardee can heal past wounds is by giving out a promise, an advance on the 
futur ee that it never  can full y redeem. At heart thus, the avant-garde is a tragic 
movementt  because it is facing the shambles and fragments of history, but the 
avant-gardee cannot change the past anymore, as much as it wants to. The course 
intoo the futur e is determined by a merciless storm - in Benjamin's image facing the 
pastt  does therefore not mean being backwards in historical terms, but the avant-
gardee is the only group that is trul y tryin g to figure out how to make sense of the 
pastt  in a way to make it productive for  the future. A crucial difference between 
Luhmann'ss and Benjamin's conceptions of history thus remains: while in 
Luhmann'ss image the movement is active (rowing), Benjamin's angel of history is 
passivee (being driven by the storm of progress). For  Luhmann, the avant-garde 
wantss to achieve the future while for  Benjamin it wants to heal the past. Maybe, 
thatt  is then the difference between systems theory and historical materialism: while 
Luhmannn still recognises something like agency in the confined cage of wil l that 
thee system is giving an individual , for  Benjamin the course of history is a storm of 
unstoppablee power. 

Ass I have pointed out, each of these four  theses wil l occupy a central position in 
onee of the four  following chapters. Yet, by its dialectical and networked nature, the 
otherr  three ideas wil l also simultaneously be present, perhaps less visible and 
workedd through to a smaller  degree within the text. The co-presence of these four 
pointss is also a sign of the interconnected and indivisible nature of the different 
elementss that constitute the avant-garde. The art-historical approach centred on 
biographyy and the work of art as an autonomous aesthetic structure reduces this 
totalit yy that the avant-garde worked towards separate entities contained within 
strictt  and limited boundaries. 

Ultimately,, the avant-garde was as much a symptom of modernity - being 
unthinkablee without the widespread technological, social, political, economic and 
culturall  changes that are united under  this banner  - as a cause that contributed to 
thee uncertainty that many felt when confronted by a radically transformed 
environment.. The avant-garde itself acted as a half-transparent mirro r  that on the 
onee hand reflected modernity in all its deeply felt ambivalence, yet on the other 
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handd it also gave an interpretation of the human condition under changed 
circumstances.. Not coincidentally, the city symphony became the most celebrated 
genree of the avant-garde and something of a fad in the late 1920s as it provided a 
mise-en-abymee and allegory of the conditions that had brought the avant-garde 
movementt into existence. The city viewed through the lens of the technologically 
mostt advanced medium focused on contradictions inherent in the avant-garde. The 
cityy as an allegory and short-hand of modern life with all its social and economic 
factorss that contributed to it became the most decisive factor in avant-garde 
activity.. The avant-garde with all its critical and affirmative potential is as divided 
att heart as modernity - while it aimed ultimately at »solving« the problems of 
modernity,, it was itself »part of the problem«. It is only in this dialectical nature 
thatt one can understand the avant-garde, its triumphs and defeats which are often to 
bee found in the same instance and which we should rather see in an inclusive »as-
well-as«« logic instead of in an exclusive »either-or« binarism. 

Myy final chapter on two simultaneously very different and very similar 
films,, John Grierson's DRIFTERS (GB 1929) and Walter Ruttmann's MELODIE DER 
WELTT (DE 1929) which share more than their year of production will attempt to 
illustratee the deeply paradoxical nature of the avant-garde. Both films participate 
onn strategies developed within avant-garde films while also drawing on other 
filmmakingg traditions. Yet, both films have to be situated in a number of different 
contextss in order to fully understand their potential as well as their impact. These 
contextuall  factors will reflect back on the films and demonstrate how a specific 
filmfilm  form (the documentary) could emerge from the encounter of certain stylistic 
featuress with an organisational model borrowed from the media strategies of the 
avant-garde,, yet with a radically new support system in the service of the nation 
state.. The final chapter will thus return to the films from which I have departed in 
thee main body of this work. This symbolic return to the material with a renewed 
agendaa in mind will , I hope, demonstrate that the approach proposed here does not 
necessarilyy lead away from the films, but that it also opens a fresh perspective on 
otherwisee well-known classics. 
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133 See Christien Belaygue (ed.): he passage du muet au parlant. Toulouse: Cinematheque de 
Toulousee 1988; Michele Canosa (ed.): L'Immagine Acustica Dal muto al sonoro: gli anni deüa 
transizionetransizione in Europa. Ancona: Transeuropa 1992. (Cinegrafie 2/5); Martin Barnier: En route vers le 
parlant.parlant. Histoire d'une evolution technologique, économique et esthéthique du cinéma (1926-1934). 
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Liègee (BE): Editions du Céfal 2002. (Histoire du Cinéma / Collection Travaux & Theses) and 
Corinnaa Muller: Worn Stummfilm zum Tonfilm. München: Wilhelm Fink 2003. 

Cdaa [= Chris Darke]: »Avant-garde Cinema in Europe«. In: Ginette Vincendeau (ed.): 
EncyclopediaEncyclopedia of European Cinema. London / New York: Cassell, British Film Institute / Facts on File 
1995:: 25 
155 The term cinema pur was used in the French discourse in the 1920s to describe the free montage of 
photographicallyy created images according to laws of music or formal logic (films by Henri 
Chomette,, Germaine Dulac, Jean Epstein and others) while absoluter Film was employed in the mid-
192088 in Germany to denote the abstract and non-figurative animations of Viking Eggeling, Hans 
Richterr and Walter Ruttmann. 
166 I wil l examine the role of the Soviet Union for the European film avant-garde in more detail in my 
chapterr on the «Vanishing Point Soviet Union«. 
177 David Bordwell, Janet Staiger, Kristin Thompson: The Classical Hollywood Cinema. Film Style & 
ModeMode of Production to 1960. London: Routledge 1985: 301. 
188 Alan Williams: «Historical and Theoretical Issues in the Coming of Recorded Sound to the 
Cinema«.. In: Rick Altman (ed.): Sound Theory, Sound Practice. New York, London: Routledge 1992: 
126-137,, here 128. 

Andreww Higson: »The Limiting Imagination of National Cinema«. In: Mette Hjort, Scott 
MacKenziee (eds.): Film & Nation. London, New York: Routledge 2000: 63-74, here 66. 

Seee Benedict Anderson: Imagined Communities: Reflections on the Origin and Spread of 
Nationalism.Nationalism. London: Verso 1983; Anthony Smith: Theories of Nationalism. London: Duckworth 
1983;; Anthony D. Smith: The Ethnic Origins of Nations. Oxford: Blackwell 1986; Anthony D. Smith: 
NationalNational Identity. London: Penguin / Reno, NV: University of Nevada Press 1991; Anthony D. 
Smith:: Nationalism and Modernism. London, New York: Routledge 1998; and Eric J. Hobsbawm: 
NationsNations and Nationalism since 1780: Programme, Myth, Reality. Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Presss 1990. 

Homii  K. Bhabha: Nation and Narration. London: Routledge 1990; Homi K. Bhabha: The Location 
ofof Culture. London, New York: Routledge 1994; Edward W. Said: Orientalism. Western Conceptions 
ofof the Orient. London: Routledge & Kegan Paul 1978; Terry Eagleton, Fredric Jameson, Edward Said 
(eds.):: Nationalism, Colonialism and Literature. Minnesota: University of Minnesota Press 1990. For 
ann application of some of the issues on the cinema see the influential book by Hamid Naficy: An 
AccentedAccented Cinema. Exilic and Diasporic Filmmaking. Princeton, PA, Oxford: Princeton University 
Presss 2001. 
222 Important contributions to this debate in the last 20 years are Thomas Elsaesser: »Images for 
Englandd (and Scotland, Ireland, Wales...)«. In: Monthly Film Bulletin, vol. 51, no. 608, September 
1984:: 267-269, Thomas Elsaesser: «Chronicle of a Death Retold: Hyper, Retro, or Counter-Cinema«. 
In:: Monthly Film Bulletin, vol. 54, no. 641, June 1987: 164-167, Thomas Elsaesser: «The Idea of 
Nationall  Cinema«. («De competitie met Hollywood«). In: Skrien 186, October/November 1992. 
Reprintedd in English translation in T.E.: European Cinema. Face to Face with Hollywood. Essays and 
Reviews,Reviews, 1969-1999. Amsterdam 2001 (unpublished manuscript), Thomas Elsaesser: «German 
Cinemaa in the 1990s«. In: Thomas Elsaesser, Michael Wedel (eds.): The BF1 Companion to German 
Cinema.Cinema. London: British Film Institute 1999, Stephen Crofts: «Reconceptualising National 
Cinema/s«.. In: Quaterly Review of Film and Video, vol. 14, no. 3, 1993: 49-67, Stephen Crofts: 
«Conceptss of National Cinema«. In: John Hill , Pamela Church Gibson (eds.): The Oxford Guide to 
FilmFilm Studies. Oxford: Oxford University Press 1998: 385-394, Andrew Higson: «The Concept of 
Nationall  Cinema«. In: Screen, vol. 30, no. 4, Autumn 1989: 36-^t6, Andrew Higson: «The Instability 
off  the Nationals In: Justine Ashby, Andrew Higson (eds.): British Cinema, Past and Present. 
London,, New York: Routledge 2000: 35-47. Two well-selected and edited anthologies also testify to 
thee increasing significance of this field: see Mette Hjort, Scott MacKenzie (eds.): Cinema & Nation. 
London,, New York: Routledge 2000, and Alan Williams: Film and Nationalism. New Brunswick, NJ, 
London:: Rutgers University Press 2002. (Rutgers Depth of Field Series). 
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233 See Richard Abel: French Cinema. The First Wave, 1915-1929. Princeton, NJ: Princeton 
Universityy Pressl984: 251f.; Richard Abel: »Cinégraphie and the Search for Specificity*. In: R.A.: 
FrenchFrench Film Theory and Criticism, 1907-1939. A History/Anthology. I:  1907-1929. Princeton, NJ: 
Princetonn University Press 1988: 194-223, here 198; Christophe Gauthier: La passion du cinéma. 
Cinéphiles,Cinéphiles, Ciné-Clubs et salles specialisées è Paris de 1920 è 1929. Paris: École nationale de 
Chartress / AFRHC 1999 : 57. See Kristin Thompson: «Dr. Caligari at the Folies-Bergère, or, The 
Successess of an Early Avant-Garde Film*. In: Mike Budd (ed.): The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari. Texts, 
Contexts,Contexts, Histories. New Brunswick, London: Rutgers University Press 1990: 121-169, on the French 
receptionn of CALIGARI see 149-156. 
244 Malcolm Bradbury: «The Cities of Modernism*. In: Malcolm Bradbury, James McFarlane (eds.): 
ModernismModernism 1890-1930. Harmondsworth: Penguin 1991: 96-103, here 96. 
255 Thomas Elsaesser. Filmgeschichte undfriihes Kino. Archeologie eines Medienwandels. MUnchen: 
editionn text + kritik 2002: 305. [»A consistently archaeological approach not only has to widen the 
rangee of questions deemed relevant, but also to change the starting-point of the questions and to put 
intoo doubt one's own historiographic premises; for example by including discontinuities, the so called 
deadd ends and the possibility of an amazing otherness of the past.«, my trans.] 
266 On the New Film History see Thomas Elsaesser »The New Film History*. In: Sight and Sound, 
vol.. 55, no. 4, Autumn 1986: 246-251 for a concise introduction. See for a book-length discussion 
Robertt C. Allen, Douglas Gomery: Film History. Theory and Practice. New York: Knopf 1985. A 
criticall  evaluation is provided by Paul Kusters: »New Film History. Grundziige einer neuen 
Filmgeschichtswissenschaft*.. In: montage/av, vol. 5, no. 1,1996: 39-60. 
277 For more recent overviews and re-evaluations see the special section on «Film History, or a 
Baedekerr Guide to the Historical Turn*  edited by Sumiko Higashi in: Cinema Journal, vol. 44, no. 1, 
Falll  2004: 94-143. See also Thomas Elsaesser: »Writing and Rewriting Film History: Terms of a 
Debate*.. In: Cinéma et cie., no. 1, Fall 2001: 24-33. 
288 Rick Altman has suggested a more general model of crisis historiography that could also be 
subsumedd under these archaeological approaches. See Rick Altman: «Penser 1'histoire (du cinéma) 
autrement:: un modèle de crise*. In: Vingtième siècle, no. 46,1995: 65-74. 
299 On the cultural, technological and political pitfalls of dubbing see NataSa Durovièové: »Local 
Ghosts:: Dubbing Bodies in Early Sound Cinema«. In: Anna Antonini (ed.): II film e i suoi multipli. 
FilmFilm and Its Multiples. Udine: Forum 2003: 83-98. 
300 See especially his The Archaeology of Knowledge & The Discourse on Language. New York: 
Pantheonn 1972. 
311 See Discipline and Punish. The Birth of the Prison. Harmondsworth: Penguin 1977. 
322 See The Order of Things. An Archaeology of the Human Sciences. London: Tavistock 1970. 
333 See Madness and Civilisation. A History of Insanity in the Age of Reason. New York: Random 
Housee 1965. 
344 See The Birth of the Clinic. An Archaeology of Medical Perception. London: Tavistock 1973. 
355 See Thomas Elsaesser  Filmgeschichte und friihes Kino. Archdologie eines Medienwandels. 
MUnchen:: edition text + kritik 2002. See Siegfried Zielinski: Archeologie der Medien. Reinbek: 
Rowohltt 2002. See also Wolfgang Ernst: »Der medienarchaologische Blick* . In: Harro Segeberg 
(ed.)::  Die Medien und ihre Technik. Theorien - Modelle - Geschichte. Marburg : Schuren 2004: 28-
42.. For an evaluation of Elsaesser's position see Leonardo Quaresima: «Sherlock Holmes und das 
marokkanischee Wadi* . In: Kintop - Jahrbuch zur Erforschung desfirühen Films. Vol. 12: Theorien 
zumfrOhenzumfrOhen Kino. FrankfurtfMain, Basel: Stroemfeld / Roter Stern 2003: 165-170. 
366 Wolfgang Ernst: »Der medienarchaologische Blick* . In: Harro Segeberg (ed.): Die Medien und 
ihreihre Technik. Theorien - Modelle - Geschichte. Marburg : Schuren 2004: 28-42, here 32. 
[«...primarilyy to describe the artefact in its givenness - in other words: as a datum, as data - i.e. letting 
itt stand as a monument instead of (just as historians tend to operate) transforming it into a document 
orr an illustration of an underlying history.*, my trans.] 
377 Siegfried Zielinski: Archéologie der Medien. Reinbek: Rowohlt 2002: 45. [«Different time periods 
aree examined in order to highlight the qualitative moments of change in a continuous development. 
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Thee historical eras chosen should be attractive compressions in which possible directions for 
developmentt have been tried out, in which changes of paradigms have taken place.«, my trans.] 
388 See for example the anthology David Thorburn, Henry Jenkins (Hrsg.): Rethinking Media Change. 
TheThe Aesthetics of Transition. Cambridge, MA, London: The MIT Press 2003. 

Seee Thomas Elsaesser: Filmgeschichte und friihes Kino. Archeologie eines Medienwandels. 
München:: edition text + kritik 2002. See also Thomas Elsaesser: »Early Film History and Multi -
Media:: An Archaeology of Possible Futures?«. In: Wendy Chung (ed.): The Archaeology of 
Multimedia.Multimedia. New York: Routledge 2003. 

Niklass Luhmann: Soziale Systeme. Grundrifi einer allgemeinen Theorie. Frankfurt/Main: Suhrkamp 
1984:: 59. [»self-referential systems do not possess any other way of contact with the environment 
thann self-contact.«, my trans.] 
4141 Stephen C. Foster: »Hans Richter: Prophet of Modernism«. In: Stephen C. Foster (ed.): Hans 
Richter.Richter. Activism, Modernism, and the Avantgarde. Cambridge, MA, London: The MIT Press 1998. 
(inn collaboration with the University of Iowa Museum of Art, Iowa City): 2-15, here 3. 
422 See for good overviews Robert Stam: Film Theory. An Introduction. Oxford: Blackwell 2000, and 
Francescoo Casetti: Teorie del cinema (1945-1990). Milano: Bompiani 1993; engl.: Theories of 
Cinema,Cinema, 1945-1995. Austin, TX: University of Texas Press 1999. See for collections of early texts 
Helmutt H. Diederichs (ed.): Geschichte der Filmtheorie. Kunsttheoretische Texte von Méliès bis 
Arnheim.Arnheim. Frankfurt/Main: Suhrkamp 2004 and Richard Abel: French Film Theory and Criticism, 
1907-1939.1907-1939. A History/Anthology. I: 1907-1929. Il:  1929-1939. Princeton, NJ: Princeton University 
Presss 1988. 
433 See Francesco Bono et al. (eds.): La Filmliga olandesa (1927-1933). Avanguardia, critica, 
organizzazioneorganizzazione del cinema. Bologna: Commune di Bologna 1991. and Nico de Klerk, Ruud 
Visschedijk(eds.):: Het gaat om de film! Een nieuwe geschiedenis van de Nederlandsche Filmliga 
1927-1933.1927-1933. Amsterdam: Bas Lubberhuizen / Filmmuseum 1999.for the Dutch Filmliga, see 
Christophee Gauthier: La Passion du cinéma. Cinéphiles, cinê-cluhs et salles spécialisêes a Paris de 
19201920 a 1929. Paris: Association Franchise de Recherche sur 1'Histoire du Cinéma / Ecole des Chartres 
19999 for the Parisian cinéphiles of the pre-sound era, see Jamie Sexton: The British Film Societies. 
Norwich:: University of East Anglia 2001 (unpublished PhD thesis) for the activities of the British 
Filmm Societies. 
444 See Jan Heijs (ed.): Filmliga 1927-1931. Nijmegen: SUN 1982 for the Dutch Filmliga, see James 
Donald,, Anne Friedberg, Laura Marcus (eds.): Close Up, 1927-1933. Cinema and Modernism. 
London:: Cassell 1998 for a valuable annotated selection of Close Up, see the complete reprint of the 
magazinee in 10 volumes Nendeln (Liechtenstein): Kraus Reprint 1969, see Richard Weber (ed.): Film 
undund Volk. Organ des Volksfilmverbandes. Februar 1928-Marz 1930. Köln: Verlag Gaehme, Henke 
19755 for Film und Volk, see Rolf Henke, Richard Weber (eds.): Arbeiterbiihne und Film. 
ZentralorganZentralorgan des Arbeiter-Theater-Bundes Deutschlands e.V. Juni 1930-Juni 1931. Köln: Verlag 
Gaehme,, Henke 1974 for Arbeiterbiihne und Film. 
455 See Paul Hammond: The Shadow and Its Shadow: Surrealist Writings on the Cinema. Edinburgh: 
Polygonn 1991, Standish Lawder: The Cubist Cinema. New York: New York University Press 1975, 
Inezz Hedges: Languages of Revolt. Dada and Surrealist Literature and Film. Durham, NC: Duke 
Universityy Press 1983, Rudolf E. Kuenzli (ed.): Dada and Surrealist Film. New York: Willis, Locker 
andd Owens 1987, and Thomas Elsaesser: »Dada/Kino? Die Avantgarde und das friihe Filmerlebnis«. 
In:: T.E.: Filmgeschichte und friihes Kino. Archaologie eines Medienwandels. München: edition text + 
kriti kk 2002: 250-277. 
466 See Angelika Leitner, Uwe Nitschke (eds.): Der deutsche Avant-Garde Film der 20er Jahre. 
München:: Goethe-Institut 1989 and Christine Noll Brinckmann: »Experimentalfilm, 1920-1990. Ein-
zelg&igee und Schiibe«. In: Wolfgang Jacobsen, Anton Kaes, Hans Helmut Prinzler (eds.): Geschichte 
desdes deutschen Films. Stuttgart, Weimar: J.B. Metzler 1993: 417-450 and Anne Hoormann: Licht-
spiele.spiele. Zur Medienreflexion der Avantgarde in der Weimarer Republik. München: Wilhelm Fink 2003 
onn the German avant-garde film; see Nicole Brenez, Christian Lebrat (eds.): Jeune, dure etpure! Une 
histoirehistoire du cinéma d'avant-garde et experimental en France. Milano / Paris: Mazzotta / Cinéma-
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thèquee francaise 2001 and Oliver  Fahle: Jenseits des Bildes. Poetik desfranzösischen Films derzwan-
zigerziger Jahre. Mainz: Bender 2000 on the French avant-garde. See Michael O'Pray (ed.): The British 
Avant-GardeAvant-Garde Film 1936-1995. Luton: Arts Council / John Libbey 1996 for the British avant-garde. 
477 See Jeanpaul Goergen (ed.): Walter Ruttmann. Eine Dokumentation. Berlin: Freunde der Deutschen 
Kinemathekk 1989 and Leonardo Quaresima (ed.): Walter Ruttmann. Cinema, pittura, ars acustica. 
Calliano:: Manfrini 1994 for Walter Ruttmann, see Herbert Gehr, Marion von Hofacker (eds.): Hans 
Richter.Richter. Malerei und Film. Frankfurt/Main: Deutsches Filmmuseum 1989, Stephen C. Foster (ed.): 
HansHans Richter. Activism, Modernism and the Avant-Garde. Boston, MA: MI T Press 1998 and Jeanpaul 
Goergen,, Angelika Hoch, Erika Gregor, Ulrich Gregor (eds.): Hans Richter. Film ist Rhythmis, 
Berlin:: Freunde der Kinemathek 2003 for Hans Richter, see Joris Ivens: The Camera and I. 
Berlin/DDR:: Seven Seas Publishers 1969, Joris Ivens, Robert Destanque: Joris Ivens ou la mémoire 
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Hillairett (ed.): Germaine Dulac. Ecrits surle cinéma (1919-1937). Paris : Editions Experimental 1994 
andd Sabine Nessel, Heide Schlüpmann, Stefanie Schulte Strathaus (eds.): L'Invitation au voyage. 
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Fischinger,, see Michael Omasta (ed.): Tribute to Sasha. Das filmische Werk von Alexander Hammid. 
Regie,Regie, Kamera, Schnitt und Kritiker. Wien: Synema 2002 for Alexander Hackenschmied / Hammid. 
488 See Roger Manvell (ed.): Experiment in the Film. London: Grey Walls Press 1948; Parker Tyler: 
UndergroundUnderground Film. A Critical History. New York: Grove Press 1969; David Curtis: Experimental 
Cinema.Cinema. A Fifiy-Year Evolution. London: Studio Vista 1971; Jean Mitry : Le cinéma experimental. 
HistoireHistoire et perspectives. Paris: Seghers 1974; Hans Scheugl, Ernst Schmidt: Eine Subgeschichte des 
Films.Films. Frankfurt/Main: Suhrkamp 1974; Birgit Hein, Wulf Herzogenrath (eds.): Film als Film. 1910 
bisbis heute. Köln: Komischer Kunstverein 1977; P. Adams Sitney (ed.): The Avant-Garde Film: A 
ReaderReader of Theory and Criticism. New York: New York University Press Anthology 1978; Phillip 
Drummondd (ed.): Film as Film. Formal Experiment in Film, 1910-1975. London: Hayward Gallery 
1979;; Ingo Petzke: Das Experimentalfilm-Handbuch. Frankfurt/Main: Deutsches Filmmuseum 1989; 
Peterr Weiss: Avantgarde Film. Frankfurt/Main: Suhrkamp 1995 (originally Swedish 1956); Paolo 
Bertetto,, Sergio Toffetti (eds.): Cinema d'avanguardia in Europa. Dalle origini al 1945. Torino: II 
Castoroo 1996; A.L. Rees: A History of Experimental Film and Video. From the Canonical Avant-
GardeGarde to Contemporary British Practice. London: British Film Institut e 1999. 
499 See Tom Gunning: «Ontmoetingen in verduisterde ruimten. De alternatieve programmering van de 
Nederlandschee Filmliga*. In: Nico de Klerk, Ruud Visschedijk (eds.): Het gaat om de film! Een 
nieuwenieuwe geschiedenis van de Nederlandsche Filmliga 1927-1933. Amsterdam: Bas Lubberhuizen / 
Filmmuseumm 1999: 218. 
500 The term »avant-garde« had currency in the 1920s and 1930s: The German trade daily Film-Kurier 
introducedd in 1928 as part of its weekend edition a special on »Die Avantgarde« which ran for several 
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Abell  has gathered a substantial numbers of contemporary articles from France which address the 
avant-gardee as a focus (and term) of interest. See Richard Abel (ed.): French Film Theory and 
Criticism,Criticism, 1907-1939. A History/Anthology. Vol. 1: 1907-1929. Princeton, NJ: Princeton University 
Presss 1988: 319-436 (especially part 4, »The Great Debates« on the years 1925-29). See also the texts 
byy activists such as Ruttmann, Richter or Dulac who applied the term frequently in the 1920s and 
1930s.. Ruttmann's texts can be found in Jeanpaul Goergen (ed.): Walter Ruttmann. Eine 
Dokumentation.Dokumentation. Berlin: Freunde der Deutschen Kinemathek 1989, Richter's in Jeanpaul Goergen, 
Angelikaa Hoch, Erika Gregor, Ulrich Gregor (eds.): Hans Richter. Film istRhythmus. Berlin: Freunde 
derr Kinemathek 2003 and Dulac's in Prosper Hillairet (ed.): Germaine Dulac. Ecrits sur Ie cinéma 
(1919-1937).(1919-1937). Paris : Editions Experimental 1994. 

11 Walter Benjamin: »Aus dem Brecht-Kommentar«. In: W.B.: Gesammelte Schriften. Band II.2. 
Frankfurt/Main:: Suhrkamp 1977: 506. [»The new thing here is that these points emerge in their full 
importance;; that the author, for their sake, takes temporary leave of his oeuvre and, like an engineer 
startingg to drill for oil in the desert, takes up his activity at precisely calculated places in the desert of 
contemporaryy life. Here these points are situated in the theatre, the anecdote, and radio; others will be 
tackledd at a later stage.«, trans. Anna Bostock] 

Thee idea of the Medienverbund in connection to the interwar avant-garde has been proposed by 
Thomass Elsaesser in his study on the Bund »Das Neue Frankfurt«. See Thomas Elsaesser: »Die Stadt 
vonn Morgen: Filme zum Bauen und Wonnen in der Weimarer Republik«. Text for DFG-project: 
GeschichteGeschichte des deutschen Dokumentarfilms bis 1945. (3 volumes). Stuttgart, Leipzig: Reclam 2005: 
too be published. 

Seee part 2.1.2 on the constructivist logic of the avant-garde. 
Ej.. [=Ernst Jager]: »Berlins Filmproduktion braucht ein Film-Studio. Aber es muB unter Aufsicht 

derr Industrie arbeiten«. In: Film-Kurier, vol. 9, no. 255, 28.10.1927. [»Hopefully it will be possible to 
combinee the goals of society with those of the industry. What is the use of modernity otherwise, if it 
iss only the toy of fiddlers. The film production of today must be won for tomorrow's film. [...] 
Thereforee film production companies from all over the world are equally interested in the avant-garde 
off  the experimenters and fiddlers. Those with insight know this. And now they have to be encouraged 
too recognise the avant-garde as their creative task force. Also the technicians and the theorists must 
know,, that they are workers of the present film industry, and that their attempts and experiences as 
soonn as they show any practical results should be used for the present film fabrications, my trans.] 

Alann Williams: »Historical and Theoretical Issues in the Coming of Recorded Sound to the 
Cinema«.. In: Rick Altman (ed.): Sound Theory, Sound Practice. New York, London: Routledge 1992' 
126-137,, here 136. 
566 See my discussion in chapter four on the event culture of the avant-garde. 
577 See the presentation by Petr Szczepanik: »Czech Industrial Film of the 1930s and Bat'a«. Paper 
givenn at Films at Work International Industrial Film Workshop, Bibliothek des Ruhrgebiets, 
Bochum,, 9-10 December 2004. See moreover the website aimed at a resuscitation of the old industrial 
townn www.zlinbata.com. 
588 Niklas Luhmann: Die Kunst der Gesellschaft. Frankfurt/Main: Suhrkamp 1995: 198f. [»What is 
paradoxicallyy called avant-garde, has pushed this backward-looking mode of determination to 
extremess - like rowing oarsmen who only see where they are coming from while they have turned 
theirr back to the aim of their journey.*, my trans.] 
599 Walter Benjamin: »Über den Begriff der Geschichte«. In: W.B.: Gesammelte Schriften. 1.2. 
Frankfurt/Main:: Suhrkamp 1977: 691-704, here 697f. [»His face is turned toward the past. Where we 
perceivee a chain of events, he sees one single catastrophe which keeps piling wreckage upon 
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iss what we call progress.«, trans. Harry Zohn, Illuminations: 257f.] 
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Chapte rr  2: 
Thee Networ k of Art in the Age of Mechanica l 

Reproducibilit yy  - Film Avant-gard e and Industr y 
Aroun dd 1930 

[0]ne[0]ne day somebody should figure out how much 
>experimental<>experimental< work has been done in commercials 

thatthat would not have been done without them. 
HansHans Richter (J949)1 

Thee avant-garde has often been conceptualised either  as a movement or  as a 
networkk - both metaphors point to its dynamic and movable nature. Flow and 
changee are defining characteristics of a phenomenon that had taken up the cause of 
transformingg lif e and art. The energy generated within avant-garde circles did not 
floww completely without channels or  river  beds, the flow did not run from a central 
summitt  down an evenly shaped cone in all directions with equal force. The avant-
gardee formed (semi-)permanent connections and it had nodes through which much 
off  the current was channelled. These networks and nodes can be detected on 
differentt  levels which should not be thought of hierarchically but rather 
rhizomatically.. The layers are not vertically subordinated, but they are horizontally 
connectedd in a variety of fashions. None of those layers predetermines the other, 
butt  they all influence each other  as they are interrelated in a variety of ways. 

Thee first  layer  relates to physical and geographical location and movement 
andd is provided by the cities of modernism. My concentration on Berlin, Paris, 
London,, Amsterdam, Moscow with glances to Brussels, La Sarraz, Magnigotorsk, 
Stuttgartt  and some other  places reflects the cultural logic of the network of 
modernistt  art. Rather  than developing evenly in major  cities across Europe, the 
avant-gardee emerged at several places more or  less simultaneously. These places 
subsequentlyy became centres of gravity and attracted energy, activists and 
followerss on an international level. Paris in the 1920s was not only a home to 
avant-gardee filmmakers, activists and theoreticians from all over  France, but also 
fromm Spain and Italy , from Great Britai n and Germany, from Brazil and Romania. 
Berlinn was a similar  meeting point for  Germans, Austrians and Hungarians, but 
alsoo for  Scandinavians, Russians, as well as for  Czech and Polish citizens. When 
Scotsmann John Grierson turned London into a centre of innovative filmmakin g in 
thee 1930s, the cast of characters was similarly international, with activists from 
placess as far  as the United States, Brazil and New Zealand. At least for  a relatively 
smalll  group of activists the cities that I concentrate on were forming a global 
networkk not altogether  different from the one that more recently Saskia Sassen has 
diagnosedd for  the global financial system spanning across New York, London and 
Tokyo.22 Often, an artist would move through different milieus that might shift from 
timee to time from one place to another. To give one example: After  leaving his 
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homee town Lund in Sweden, Vikin g Eggeling first mingled with the cubists in 
Paris,, during World War One he was part of the cosmopolitan artist-intellectual 
scenee in Zurich and Ascona and after  the war  until his untimely death in 1924 he 
wass a part of the emergent German film  avant-garde and worked closely with Hans 
Richter,, both in Berlin and at Richter*s family home in Forst (Lausitz).3 This »city« 
levell  belongs to a general history of the avant-garde and I wil l not discuss the 
social,, political, cultural and economic reasons for  the attraction of these cities in 
detaill  as this would exceed the frame of my study.4 

Movingg on to the next level, the institutions, organisations, clubs and 
supportt  mechanisms provide the channels of transmission and network nodes on 
thee second layer. The ciné-clubs and specialised film  theatres, the film  societies 
andd audience organisations, the various (inter-)national affiliation s and links had 
thee purpose of making contacts and personal acquaintances more permanent and 
stable.. A cinema specialising in a certain kind of film  gathers an audience that 
exceedss the small and necessarily limited circle of friendship and acquaintance. 
Alsoo located on this level are such industry departments as the Tobis company 
experimentingg with sound between 1928 and 1930, Grierson's different state 
sponsoredd film  units or  Ufa's Kulturfilmabteilung. Al l these efforts amount to an 
attemptt  at forming an alternative network as opposed to that of the commercial 
filmfilm  industry. By having organisations for  screening, distributio n or  production one 
acquiress a higher  degree of security in planning - a film  club with regular 
screeningss and annual subscription provides an audience that does not have to be 
mobilisedd anew for  every screening. I wil l discuss the networks of audience 
organisationss in chapter  three in detail. 

Thee next level could be said to be made up of the events that these semi-
permanentt  networks of the second level created: the screenings and discussions, the 
meetingss and exhibitions - only by achieving a certain regularity on this more 
fleetingg level could one move up to the next level of a permanent organisation: a 
ciné-clubb that does not meet on a regular  basis ceases to exist, a specialised cinema 
thatt  shows conventional fare loses its distinguishing mark in comparison to normal 
cinemas.. Also included on the thir d level are such singular  events as the festival in 
Laa Sarraz (even though the participants believed it was the beginning of a more 
stablee network), the Stuttgart exhibition (which went on tour  to different cities, but 
inn total it only amounted to a series of local events) or  the music festival in Baden-
Badenn in the years leading up to the introduction of sound. I wil l concentrate on 
thesee events - fragments of a practice that attempted to achieve regularity and 
stabilityy - in chapter  four. 

Finally,, the last level can be conceptualised as the elements that circulated 
insidee these networks: the lectures and personal appearances, the visits and travels, 
butt  also the commissions and films in which certain elements, key players, ideas, 
andd conceptions meet for  a short while (even though the network is the flow and 
vicee versa - we have to be wary with the notion that there is a network and 
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somethingg flowing inside the vessels). My interest to these semi-successful and 
failedd attempts at network building is archaeological. These events show quite clear 
howw the players involved in the avant-garde conceptualised the development of the 
movementt  and intended to sustain it. 

2.11 The Aporia s of the Avant-gard e 
...an...an experimental approach can only be found 

inin the new possibility of the advertising film. 
Indeed,Indeed, the advertising film provides an economic 

basisbasis for all pioneer work at the moment. 
OswaldOswald Blakeston (193 if 

Ass indicated in chapter  one, I see the coming of sound not as a radical break of 
momentt  of decline, but rather  as a catalyst which made visible a number  of internal 
contradictionss in the self-organisation of the avant-garde. These aporias were 
exposedd when synchronised sound changed the production process, the exhibition 
patternss and the financial basis of filmmaking  fundamentally and when - almost 
simultaneouslyy - the economic crisis altered the balance of power  between 
producerss and distributors, between patent holders and cinema owners. What I 
wantt  to consider  here are the internal contradictions of and the tensions within the 
avant-gardee if viewed as an unified movement in the 1920s (and the participants at 
thee time saw the avant-garde as a unity to a certain degree). I wil l consider  issues 
off  independence (in terms of money and organisation), of commercialism, of 
abstraction,, and of politics (the idea of progress). I wil l furthermor e ponder  the 
variouss attempts at defining avant-garde and avant-garde cinema because the 
conceptt  is rather  fleeting and amorphous, taking on new shapes and guises. An 
importantt  element for  a reconsideration of the avant-garde in relation to the 
industryy wil l be constructivism because the film avant-garde had to engage directly 
withh a technical and reproductive medium. 

Thee first and probably most obvious problem faced by the avant-garde was 
thee independence and/or  dependence of the filmmaker. Any filmmaker  is 
dependentt  in a number  of ways on a variety of factors which escape his/her  control: 
Financially,, a filmmaker  is limited by monetary resources. Whil e any writer , paint-
err  or  other  artist can represent wildly extravagant set pieces such as an elaborate 
battlee sequence, fantastic imagery or  strange effects in his/her  work, a filmmaker  is 
facingg many limitation s concerning financial, organisational and technical 
resources.. Even the most basic equipment necessary to shoot a film  demands a 
considerablee investment and film  material is also very costly. Thus, no filmmaker 
wass able to be financially independent, no matter  if commercially minded or  with 
ann avant-garde stance.6 Film, like architecture, is a medium that requires huge 
investments,, thus limitin g the possibility of true independence in a monetary way. 
Oncee a film  was produced despite pecuniary difficultie s it still needed distributio n 
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andd exhibition; since the avant-garde organised these sectors also on the basis of a 
cottagee industry the reach of these films was limited. The economic aspect of 
filmmakingfilmmaking could be a possible reason for the abstract films of the early 1920s as 
thee production process was artisanal (and thus in keeping with the romantic ideals 
off  originality and creation) and no sets or co-workers were needed. These formal 
experimentss offered at least the possibility of a partial independence from some of 
thee industry's constraints. Contrary to traditional arguments which either argue that 
abstractt films were the furthest removed from realist depiction or purport that the 
movee towards anti-realistic representation followed the lead of painting, one could 
arguee that an even more important reason for this tendency was the anti-industrial 
veinn inherent in this kind of film. Abstract or, as they were known in Germany at 
thee time, »absolute« films did away with actors and props, settings and costumes. 
Noo matter how to decide in this case: The autonomy of the avant-garde filmmaker 
regardingg the means of production was a debated issue as this basic tenet of other 
artss was hardly obtainable for the large-scale film apparatus. 

Perhapss the most radical solution to this dilemma can be found in the 
activitiess of Lev Kuleshov's workshop at the Soviet State Film School. Kuleshov 
andd his pupils would stage so called »films without film«, stage productions in 
whichh light and sound cues and a turning stage simulated »shot transitions« (cuts). 
Montagee was deliberately rapid in order to explore the possibilities of the film 
mediumm and moreover in order to de-emphasise the self-contained nature of the 
shott or scene. Paradoxically enough, the medium of theatre was used to simulate a 
kindd of film that was furthest removed from theatre as normally conceived and 
executed.. Of course, this method was partly born out of scarcity as the Soviet 
Unionn had a chronic dearth of film material in the 1920s, yet it also presented a 
radicall  solution of disconnecting »film« as an aesthetic and cultural object from its 
economicc and technological ramifications. By simulating those aspects of film that 
theyy were most interested in, Kuleshov's workshop was able to create a laboratory 
forr the development of an idiosyncratic film style. At the same time that these 
experimentss allowed for experimentation with certain features of the medium 
cinema,, they did not have to deal with economic or technological aspects of 
filmmaking.filmmaking. Similarly, the most radical experiments in techniques of remontage 
andd compilation filmmaking were also made in the 1920s in the Soviet Union: 
Heree was a gigantic laboratory in which radical experiments were not only thought 
andd formulated, but also put into practice.8 

Ass a general consequence of the economic frame, hardly any of the avant-
gardee films of the 1920s and 1930s (or of any other period for that matter) are 
independentt in the sense that they have been produced without any outside 
interferencee in the form of a commission, a patron or a helping hand by a studio. 
Thiss could take very different forms as I will briefly outline in connection to 
Walterr Ruttmann, Hans Richter, Joris Ivens, three filmmaker-activists that played a 
centrall  role in the avant-garde, and Oskar Fischinger and Alexander 
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Hackenschmied9,, two slightly more marginal activist that by virtu e of their  later 
activitiess in the United States connect the historical film avant-garde in interwar 
Europee to the US post-World War Two-scene. Al l cineastes under  consideration 
heree made a considerable number  of advertising films (in which a client finances a 
fil mm that presents a certain product as being useful or  desirable) such as DER 
ZWEIGROSCHEN-ZAUBE RR (DE 1929, Hans Richter, >The Two-Penny Magic<) for  a 
newspaper,, DAS WUNDER (DE 1922, Walter  Ruttmann, >The Miracle<) for  liquor , 
DASS WIEDERGEFUNDENE PARADIES (DE 1925, Walter  Ruttmann, >Paradise 
Regained<)) for  flowers, PHILIPS RADIO (NL 1931, Joris Ivens) for  the electrical 
companyy or  SILNICE ZPfvA (CZ 1937, Alexander  Hackenschmied et al., >The 
Highwayy Sings<) for  Bata tyres. They also worked for  exhibitions and initiatives in 
thee public sector  that formed parts of larger  media offensives, especially in 
connectionn with reformist social and architectural ideas: Ruttmann made DER 
AUFSTIEGG for  the public health exhibition GeSoLei (DE 1926, >The Ascent<); 
Richterr  was in charge of promotional films for  the exhibition BAUEN UND 
WOHNENN (DE 1928, >Building and Dwelling^ and DIE NEUE WOHNUNG (CH 
1930,, >New Living<) commissioned by the Schweizer  Werkbund10 while Joris 
Ivenss made Wu BOUWEN (NL 1929, >We Are Building<) and newsreels for  various 
left-wingg organisations. They also worked for  commercial film  productions: 
Ruttmannn made BERLIN, DIE SINFONIE DER GROSSSTADT (DE 1926/27, >Berlin, 
Symphonyy of a Big City<) as a »quota-quickie« for  Fox11, Richter  shot two 
experimentall  sound films in collaboration with Tobis, VORMTTTAGS-SPUK (DE 
1927/28,, >Ghosts before Breakfast<) and ALLE S DREHT SICH, ALLES BEWEGT SICH 
(DEE 1929, everything Turns, Everything Revolves<). They contributed openers 
andd sequences for  regular  commercial programmes - Richter's INFLATIO N (DE 
1928)) and RENNSYMPHONIE (DE 1928, >Race Symphony<) were meant as 
introductionss for  regular  commercial films while Ruttmann's »falcon dream«-
sequencee was a part of Frit z Lang's DIE NlBELUNGEN (DE 1922-24) - and films 
poisedd between commercials and industrial films: the films for  electrical and 
chemicall  companies by Ivens (PHILIPS RADIO, NL 1931; CREOSOTE, NL 1931) and 
Richterr  (EUROPA RADIO, NL 1931 and HALL O EVERYBODY, NL 1933) and 
Ruttmann'ss MELODI E DER WELT (DE 1928/29, >Melody of the World<) made in 
commissionn for  Tobis and Hapag. Even the earliest experiments in abstract film 
{absoluter{absoluter Film)  were supported by Ufa (Richter  and Eggeling12) and by Emelka 
(Ruttmann13).. And Ivens' first  steps would have been unthinkable without his 
father'ss business where he could experiment with and use a variety of different 
technologiess for  film  production. Oskar  Fischinger  who took up and continued 
somee abstract tendencies developed in the first  half of the 1920s in the late decade 
workedd for  the Kulturfilmabteilung of the Ufa (SCHÖPFERIN NATUR, DE 1927, 
>Creatresss Nature<), contributed special effects to Frit z Lang's DIE FRAUIM MOND 
(DEE 1928/29, >The Woman in the Moon<) collaborated with Ernö Metzner  on DEIN 
SCHICKSALL  (DE 1928, >Your  Destiny<), a film  supporting the social democratic 
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partyy and made several advertising films.14 Alexander  Hackenschmied, 
retrospectivelyy normally seen as the central proponent of the Prague film  avant-
garde,, started his active film  involvement in 1929: he published photographs and 
wrotee on film  for  the fashionable society weekly Pestry tyden (»Colourful Week«) 
andd Ndrodni osvobozeni (»National Liberation«) and he was hired as an artistic 
consultantt  for  Gustav Machat^' s EROTIKON (CZ 1929). In the following years 
Hackenschmiedd made two independent films, BEZÜLCELN A PROCHAZK A (CZ 
1930,, >Aimless Walk<) and NA PRAZSKÉM  HRADÈ (CZ 1932, >Prague Castle<), 
whilee also pursuing a career  in the film  industry as a visual consultant. In the mid-
192088 Hackenschmied worked mainly for  the publicity department of the shoe 
manufacturerr  Bata in Zlin where a thoroughly modern city had been constructed.15 

Thiss list is far  from exhaustive and could be continued. The closer  one studies the 
productionn history of the avant-garde, the clearer  becomes the interrelatedness and 
entangledd co-existence with state institutions and industry. 

Whil ee industry commissions proved to be the most important source for  the 
avant-garde,, there were older  models to turn to like the private patronage typical of 
artt  in the pre-modern period. Tom Gunning has pointed out the irony that the film 
allegedlyy shot at the festival of La Sarraz in 1929 by the participants - LA GUERRE 
ENTREE LE FILM INDEPÉNDANT ET LE FILM INDUSTRIEL / TEMPÊTE SUR LA SARRAZ 
(CHH 1929, >The War between Independent and Commercial Film< / >The Storming 
off  La Sarraz<) - featured Hélène de Mandrot as the embodiment of the independent 
cinema.166 Now, de Mandrot was a rich art lover  who had invited the filmmakin g 
activistss to her  castle and basically financed the meeting (just as she had supported 
thee progressive architects the year  before when she hosted the CIAM  - Congres 
InternationalInternational des Architectes Modernes). The film  shot at La Sarraz thus mirrore d 
andd allegorised the strange dependence of the avant-garde on private patrons - a 
modell  of art production which had basically vanished into obscurity with the rise 
off  the bourgeoisie in the 18th Century (introducing the capitalist market model in 
thee realms of art).17 The avant-garde faced the problem of who should pay for  then-
films:films:  the state, private patrons or  the public? Or  could a market be created for 
thesee films in order  to support a regular  production, no matter  how small? There 
aree some isolated cases and thus exceptions that prove the rule in which private 
patronss financed films like the Vicomte de Noailles who paid the bill s for  Man 
Ray'ss LES MYSTÈRES DU CHATEAU DE DÉ (FR 1929, >The Mystery of the Chateau 
off  the Dice<), Luis Bunuel's and Salvador  Dalfs L'AG E D'OR (FR 1930, >The 
Goldenn Age<), and Jean Cocteau's LE SANG D'UN PoÈTE (FR 1930, >The Blood of 
aa Poet<), the rich Parisian jeweller  Leon Rosenthal who sponsored ROMANCE 
SENTIMENTAL EE (FR 1929, Grigori j  Alexandrov, >SentimentaI  Romance<) in order 
too entertain his mistress Mara Gris or  the Comte Etienne de Beaumont who 
financedd some of Henri Chomette's films in the mid-1920s. Now, while private 
financingg seems hardly an option, the film shot at La Sarraz ironically could only 
bee made under  this specific situation and therefore allegorically commented on the 
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situationn of the avant-garde vis-a-vis commissions. Some months earlier in May 
19299 Walter Ruttmann had already considered this problem. Under the title »Der 
isoliertee Kiinstler« (»The Isolated Artist«) he had published thoughts on a possible 
counterr initiative: 

Denkbarr ware die Versöhnung und Ausbalancierung von Kunst und Geschaft durch 
einenn aufierhalb stehenden Machtfaktor: durch einen Mazen oder den Staat. Aber 
Mazenee existieren nur noch in MSrchenbüchern oder zur Propagierung einer Diva 
undd der Staat scheint - wenigstens in unseren kapitalistischen Landern - an diesem 
Problemm vorlaufig ganzlich uninteressiert zu sein. Bleibt also die Initiative der 
Kunst.. Wer aber reprasentiert die Kunst fur den Film? In Frankreich, vielleicht auch 
inn Holland und anderswo besteht die Möglichkeit des Zusammenschlusses, der 
Einheitsfrontt derer, die Kunst wollen und Kunst fur nützlich halten. Man nennt das 
>Avantgarde<,, hat Kenntnis genommen von ihrem Vorhandensein und rechnet bis zu 
einemm gewissen Grade mit ihr, weil sie Beweise dafür erbracht hat, daB Nachfrage 
besteht.. [...] Dieser anderswo erzielte Erfolg ist aber [...] in Deutschland nicht 
einfachh zu imitieren. [...] So bleibt fur uns nur die Hoffnung auf die Persönlichkeit, 
diee stark genug ist, alle Kompromisse zu riskieren, ohne sich zu degradieren; auf die 
Persönlichkeit,, die elastisch genug ist, sich bis ins Hauptquartier des Gegners 
durchzuschwindelnn - urn ihn zu iiberzeugen.18 

Thiss text, written and published just before La Sarraz, demonstrates how aware a 
keyy player such as Ruttmann was of the contradictions inherent in the avant-garde 
positionn as allegedly independent and avant-garde filmmakers. Ruttmann dismisses 
thee state as a potential partner - actually, it was the state in different countries that 
supportedd the 1920s avant-garde in the following decade, not only in terms of 
personnel,, but also in continuing their programme and aesthetic innovations. 
Ruttmannn puts some hopes into audience organisations like the Dutch Filmliga and 
thee French ciné-clubs (which he sees as the germ for the creation of a market for 
avant-gardee films), but ultimately sees no chance for a similar advance in 
Germany.. Ruttmann leaves open who the »opponent« really is - and thus in whose 
headd quarters the »elastic personality« should advance. Ruttmann's paradox 
statementt of »conning one's way into the enemy headquarter« should acquire a 
neww urgency eventually by his return to Germany in 1933 and his willingness to 
takee on commission from the Nazis, including propaganda films for rearmament 
andd his helping hand that he lent Leni Riefenstahl in the making of TRIUMPH DES 
WILLENSS (DE 1934/35, >Triumph of the Will<) . 

Inn fact, this question of funding and (in)dependence was one of the main 
topicss at two crucial international meetings in La Sarraz 1929 and at the succeeding 
meetingg in Brussels 1930: 

Unee question en particulier avait alimenté les discussions et suscité des prises de 
positionss opposées, celle de la definition même de >cinéma indépendant<; la plupart 
dess congressistes, parmi lesquels Moussinac, Richter, Balész, Ruttmann et 
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Eisenstein,, reconnaissaient Ie caractère illusoire d'une indépendance absolue et 
attribuaientt 1'épithète a un cinéma affranchi des lois de 1'industrie.19 

Whilee acknowledging the impossibility of achieving independence in its »purest« 
sense,, this formulation opens up another set of problems: If one understands 
independencee as the freedom from the laws of the industry, then the question is: 
whichh laws of which industry? As I wil l argue, the film industry had very different 
interestss from the electrical industry and even within the film industry the 
exhibitionn outlets might have a very distinct position from, say, the producers or 
thee hardware manufacturers. These were indeed some of the fault Unes and 
predeterminedd breaking points that would determine the debates and positions of 
thee 1930s; whether to look for independence in the service of the state or of a 
politicall  party, whether to move into industrial filmmaking or to concentrate on 
advertising.. A similar case of this recognition, albeit with a different solution, can 
bee found in a statement made by director Victor Trivas in 1931, himself a frequent 
borderr crosser between avant-garde and commercial cinema: 

Ichh kann mir kein unabhangiges Kino vorstellen. Film ist ein industrielies Produkt, 
dass seinen Weg zu den Konsumenten finden muB. Für sie werden die Filme gemacht 
-- sie mussen daher vor allem der Masse zuganglich sein. Falls nicht, so wurde das 
Ziell  sowohl vom gesellschaftlichen als auch vom kommerziellen Gesichtspunkt aus 
verfehlt.. Der Regisseur muB sich bemiihen, die wirkliche Verbindung zwischen sich 
undd dem Publikum zu finden. Verheerende Abhangigkeiten sind solche, die fur 
jedermannn geiten...20 

Trivas'' polemic was directed against Ufa's influence in Germany which forced all 
artistss in his opinion into the same strait jacket which then could only generate 
mediocree results, very similar to Hollywood's film factories. Yet, even Ufa was far 
fromm monolithic as the Kulturfilmabteilung supported many experiments and even 
becamee a (temporary) home to a number of activists from the avant-garde. One has 
too differentiate between the different factions within the industry as much as within 
thee avant-garde. 

Thesee considerations gave rise to the idea of an experimental film studio or 
filmfilm  laboratory that was hotly debated in Germany in 1928/29. This studio was 
expectedd to focus research for the well-being of art, education, culture and industry 
andd give a steady and reliable base for experiments. Since the cinema was 
increasinglyy viewed as a crucial element in the construction of national identity 
bothh internally and externally, as a decisive industrial factor and as an independent 
formm of expression more and more voices supported an experimental studio. 
Whereass a widespread agreement existed concerning the necessity of such an 
institutionn the crucial question was, again, who was to finance this facility and, 
perhapss even more importantly, who was to control it. The usual suspects named in 
thiss discussion were the state and the industry, but the unresolved question 
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hauntingg the arguments remained the dependency of the experimentor  on the 
financingg body. The state or  the industry would only pay if they expected to 
receivee something in return for  their  investment21 In a similar  fashion Hans Richter 
objectedd to the term »experiment« in relation to the avant-garde. Richter  saw 
»experiments«« at work in the commercial production with their  internally 
unconnectedd elements. For  Richter  it was important to start with a new conception 
off  cinema and discover  from this perspective new techniques, rather  than to try out 
novell  trick s and techniques without an underlying theory. The balance between 
industryy and avant-garde that he addresses in this respect needs a studio in which 
neww work is attempted, but according to a specific plan.22 

Nott  coincidentally, Morit z Seeler  named his experimental production 
company,, founded in the key year  of 1929, Studio 1929, both paying homage to the 
ongoingg debate in Germany, but also to the Parisian cinema Studio 28. As is well-
known,, this experimental company only made one film,  yet a highly influential 
one::  MENSCHEN AM SONNTAG (DE 1929, Robert Siodmak et at, >People on 
Sunday<).23 3 

Anotherr  possible solution to this impasse would have been for  the avant-
gardee to claim a non-professional status. By claiming to be an amateur  one could 
havee opted for  a certain naïveté that should be understood less a proclamation of 
modestyy but rather  an avant-gardistic statement of radical difference. By occupying 
aa non-professional position one could have implicitl y opened up the field of 
filmmakingfilmmaking  to anyone who had a camera and was making films. The production of 
filmsfilms was not limited anymore to professionals and the industry, but everybody 
couldd now move on the field. A number  of companies had introduced affordable 
andd portable cameras in the course of the 1920s which had made filmmaking 
equipmentt  available for  a wider  circle. A whole system of amateur  initiatives with 
clubs,, magazines and institutions soon evolved.24 Yet, on the whole there was very 
littl ee contact between the avant-garde and the amateur  movement which could have 
beenn more natural partners.25 

Thee main opponent of the avant-garde was not the industry per se, but the 
filmfilm  industry with its unabashed commercialism. In the manifestoes and position 
paperss the film industry was often attacked for  their  barefaced market-orientation. 
Thee avant-garde by contrast would often face the opposing charge of elitism, of 
producingg an elitist art that was beyond ordinary people's understanding. This 
secondd aporia can be detected in the manifesto of the Dutch Filmliga  who stated in 
theirr  manifesto that they were against cinema and in favour  of film:  »Eens op de 
honderdd keer  zien wij : de film.  Voor  de rest zien wij : bioscoop^.26 They equated 
cinemaa with kitsch, Hollywood, formulaic filmmaking,  and sentimentalism 
whereass film  pointed towards the discourse around medium specificity. Film 
denotess in this view the essence of the medium towards which the avant-garde 
strivedd (even though they never  agreed on what that would be). Many of the film 
societiess with their  publications and events aimed originall y at developing that 
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aspectt of film that turned it into an art without thinking too much about 
representationn of reality or abstraction, about political and social change or 
revolution.. This impetus against mass culture reveals a current which was more 
interestedd in elevating film to the established arts and thus adhering closely to 
bourgeoiss and romantic conception of art than in revolutionising the institution art. 
Thee Dutch Filmliga, the London Film Society, the Parisian cinephile community -
manyy successful initiatives in this sector modelled itself on theatre, literature, 
music,, and the visual arts rather than approaching cinema as a mass medium. A 
tensionn can be found here between attempts to lif t film up to the status of accepted 
artt forms and the counter impulse from avant-garde circles opposing the traditional 
institutionss of high culture: museums, theatres, galleries, concert halls, literary 
clubs,, etc. This tension between revolutionising cinema by breaking down all 
traditionall  categories of art or establishing it in the »respected circles« persisted all 
throughh the 1920s and 1930s. 

Or,, to put it into socio-historical terms: As film was a latecomer to the 
stagee of art it was undecided whether it should try to leapfrog its way right into the 
avant-gardee movements of Dada and Surrealism (thereby skipping the period of 
bourgeoiss art in which a market and a public of (dis)interested citizens would 
receivereceive and collect art) or whether to stride through that period in high-speed 
tempo.. In fact, traces of both models co-existed in the period under investigation. 
Moreover,, an anti-industrial (and thus anti-modern) streak runs through the film 
avant-garde'ss activities; in its opposition to assembly line filmmaking, the activists 
foundd themselves in a contradictory position vis-a-vis a thoroughly modern 
machinee for producing social fantasies such as Hollywood, Paris-Joinville or Ufa-
Babelsberg.. Thus, some avant-garde groups such as the Surrealists wholeheartedly 
embracedd serial dramas and crime films and opposed the lofty idealism of the 
commerciall  art cinema or serious attempts at identifying an artistic essence of film. 
Thee clash between Antonin Artaud (supported by the Surrealist group) and 
Germainee Dulac over LA COQUILLE ET LE CLERGYMAN (FR 1927) was partly based 
onn the divergent definitions of avant-garde cinema.27 

Yet,, it was possible to differentiate even within the film industry between 
projectss that were acceptable and those that were considered to be running against 
alll  principles of avant-garde ideas. Germaine Dulac who not only alternated 
experimentss in cinéma pur with serials and commercial features, but spent her 
wholee career on the interstices of industry and avant-garde has made a distinction 
inn order to break down the all-too-simple binarism: 

L'industriee du cinéma produit les films commerciaux, c'est-a-dire les films 
composess avec le souci de toucher la grande masse, et les films mercantiles. Il faut 
entendree par films mercantiles ceux qui, se soumettant a toutes les concessions, 
poursuiventt un simple but financier et par films commerciaux ceux qui, s'emparant 
auu mieux de 1*  expression et de la technique cinématographiques, produisent parfois 
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dess ceuvres intéressantes tout en visant des gains justifies. C'est alors 1'union de 
FF industrie et de Fart. 
Duu cinéma commercial sort F oeuvre totale, Ie film équilibré pour lequel F industrie 
ett F avant-garde, séparées en deux camps travaillent. Généralement, Findustrie ne 
s'attachee pas, avec zèle, a Fapport artistique; danss un élan oppose, Ie considère seul. 
D'oüü antagonisme. [...] L'avant-garde et Ie cinéma commercial, soit Fart et 
Findustriee du film, forment un tout inseparable. Mais l'avant-garde nécessaire a 
Févolutionn a contre elle la majorité du public et la totalité des éditeurs.28 

Byy breaking open the binary distinction between art and industry and by 
introducingg »films commerciaux« as a third term, Dulac allows herself to find a 
pragmaticc in-between-space. Her work took place in the liminal space where the 
fil mm industry joined hand with some of the experimental attempts first tried out in 
avant-gardee circles. It is via the transitional space of commercial cinema« as 
describedd by Dulac, in some sense congruent with commercial art cinema, that 
innovationn seeped into the mainstream. When conceived as a cyclical model, the 
avant-gardee would lead the way with experiments - some of those were 
subsequentlyy taken up in commercial art cinema of which only some in turn would 
enterr the mainstream. These features that found their way to a broader public 
becamee gradually unacceptable to the avant-garde. Yet, I do not want to imply a 
too-simplee model of trickling down or innovation and implementation - instead, I 
wouldd conceptualise the relationship following a logic from system's theory. Part 
off  the output of the separated systems is being picked up by another system and 
translatedd to their own frequency. As some devices are reworked, recycled and 
employedd in commercial cinema this is picked up again by the avant-garde which 
thenn discards these features altogether as they receive them coming from their arch 
enemy.. Thus, certain techniques that might have been characteristic of the avant-
gardee in the mid-1920s were picked up by the industry, changed and recycled and 
weree sometimes even fed back to the avant-garde. A similar idea was advanced in 
thee German trade press in mid-1928: 

Experimentee sind Geschafte, so paradox es klingt. [...] Findet man etwas, das des 
Wagenss wert erscheint, dann heiBt es durchsetzen. A la longue sind wertvolle 
Anregungenn bisher immer durchgegangen. Weiterkommen ist nur moglich durch 
Ausprobierenn neuer Wege. Denn gerade bei einer Massenkunst wie der Film ist die 
Gefahrr einer Erstarrung gefahrlich.29 

Thiss mutual dependency, this dialectical relationship between avant-garde and film 
industryy is crucial to an understanding of the dynamic attraction and repulsion 
betweenn the two entities which are in fact not clearly distinguishable and their 
relationshipp is not reducible to a binary opposition. 

Commerciall  cinema, not in Dulac's sense, but referring to a market-driven 
industry,, is almost by definition populist: It has to create its own audience since 
cinemaa competes on an open market of different forms of entertainment without, as 
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aa rule of thumb, any support mechanisms from state governments or private 
patrons.. Commercial cinema is therefore mostly conservative in formal aspects, 
sentimentall  in content and traditional in the social norms that are depicted; at least, 
thiss was the opinion (and the polemic formulation) of the avant-garde. An early 
wayy of resistance against the overwhelming normative framework of the 
commerciall  industry and probably the most radical break with the representational 
paradigmm was located by many activists in abstraction. Mostly the models were 
borrowedd from painting as can be found in the early work of Hans Richter, Viking 
Eggeling,, Henri Chomette, Man Ray, Walter Ruttmann, and others. Later 
developmentss leaned rather to political radicalisation, but one streak of the avant-
gardee in the 1930s combined music with abstract moving shapes and colours, 
exemplifiedd by Oskar Fischinger and Len Lye. Opposition to the industry was not 
directedd against the industry as such, but against the commercialism and the mass 
publicc of the film industry. The competition with mass media was something that 
acceptedd art forms (literature, visual art) had to deal with only to a limited degree, 
thus,, the film avant-garde had no model to imitate. Of course, the film avant-garde 
wass to a certain extent aware of its inherent elitism which frowned upon mass taste 
andd mass-produced distraction. 

Joriss Ivens has in 1931 discussed the documentary film as an avant-garde 
film,film,  as the last stand of the avant-garde against the supreme film industry, to keep 
thee military terminology so typical of many of these writings. Ivens starts off by 
claimingg that »the documentary film is the only means that remains for the avant-
gardee filmmaker to stand up to the film industry«.31 He clearly distinguishes 
betweenn commissioned films for the (non-film) industry and work inside the film 
industry.. While the former means only dealing with one person (or one entity such 
ass a board of directors) who normally is not an expert on questions of film the latter 
amountss in Ivens' opinion to a sell-out as one is caught in a system that thrives on 
sellingg the same sentimental stories to the audience, trying to keep their common 
tastee at a low level. There is of course a big difference in terms of usage between a 
commissionedd industrial film and a commercial feature which Ivens hints at, but 
doess not make explicit. The key difference is the address - or what has been 
theorisedd in relation to commercial cinema on the one hand as the operations of 
paratexts322 and on the other as spectatorship.33 While a commercial feature needed 
too draw an audience on the basis of its story, stars, spectacle values, narrative 
enginee or any other point that one could use to sell a film, a commissioned 
industriall  film would normally be shown to audiences interested in a company or a 
certainn technology. These spectators were much more open to experimental 
formatss as their main incentive for watching a film was not entertainment. Thus, 
differentt forms of address or a stronger stress on information were rather accepted 
inn these circles than in the commercial circuit where big investments needed big 
cashh returns which consequently creates a climate disinclined to innovation. Yet, 
thee collection and maintenance of these spectators who accepted different forms of 
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addresss did not work over  longer  periods of time; exactly this was the incentive of 
thee various film societies which failed in their  attempt to alter  cinema culture 
fundamentally,, but which nevertheless managed to build up an alternative and 
long-runningg distributio n and exhibition circuit.34 

Thee question of the essence of cinema was high on the discursive agenda in 
thee 1920s. As critics and theorists discussed cinema as an art form they often hit 
uponn the opposition between realism and abstraction in film.  When the first  serious 
discussionss about film  appeared they mostly stated that film had to move away 
fromfrom  theatre, that it should not copy reality because - as the argument went - a 
cameraa is a mechanical tool for  the photographic recording and reproduction of 
reality.. Thus, a film that showed only outside reality in any documentary way 
couldd not qualify as art because it was fabricated by a machine that reproduced 
opticall  effects of reality in a mechanical fashion. And the definition of art at that 
timee implied that the outside world had to be filtered through a subjectivity in order 
too present an idiosyncratic or  subjective interpretation of reality. Therefore, the 
earlyy avant-garde currents such as Expressionism, Impressionism or  even the 
Soviett  Montage school distorted and stylised ordinary reality in order  to adhere to 
standardss of art as a singular  and subjective vision of outside reality. The most 
extremee experiments in this direction were the early abstract works of Walter 
Ruttmann,, Hans Richter  and Vikin g Eggeling. They had eliminated the referent in 
outsidee reality as much as possible. No trace of the photographic index in a 
Peirciann sense can be found in these plays of shape, plane, size, direction and (not 
too be forgotten) colour.35 This was also in tune with theories on the cinema 
advancedd at the time: both Béla Bal&sz and Rudolf Arnheim attempted to single out 
thosee elements of the cinema that turned it into an art. Both stressed capacities that 
weree inherently anti-realist, both saw the artistic ability of cinema beyond its 
indexicall  nature.36 

Yet,, the »absoluter  Film«, as it was called in Germany, only had a very 
brieff  blossoming. After  two matinees on May 3rd and 10*, 1925 the zenith of the 
absolutee film  was passed.37 Even though the term would be floating around in 
discussionss for  a while the only major  event under  this banner  brought together 
lightt  projections by Ludwig Hirschfeld-Mack (DREITE1LIG E FARBENSONATINE, DE 
19255 and REFLEKTORISCH E FARBENSPIELE, DE 1925) with films by Hans Richter 
(FILMM  1ST RHYTHMUS , i.e. RHYTHMU S 23, DE 1923-192538), Vikin g Eggeling 
(SYMPHONI EE DIAGONALE , DE 1923-1924), Walter  Ruttmann (OPUS 2, DE 1921; 
OPUSS 3, DE 1924; OPUS 4, DE 1925), Fernand Leger  and Dudley Murph y (IMAGES 
MOBILES ,, i.e. BALLE T MECANIQUE , FR 1924) and René Clair  (ENTR'ACTE , FR 
1924).. The term persisted in the German context for  a while and by 1928 it had 
becomee an issue of polemics. While Hans Richter  was instrumental in founding the 
GesellschaftGesellschaft »Neuer Film«39 which aimed at promoting this kind of cinema, Walter 
Ruttmannn - himself a pioneer  of abstract movement with his series OPUS I - IV 
(DEE 1919-1925) who had turned with BERLIN. DIE SINFONIE DER GROSSSTADT 
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(DEE 1926/27) away from pure abstraction - wrote exactly at this time an article on 
thee »absolute fashion«: 

Ess konnte offenbar nicht ausbleiben: Der >absolute< Film, den man vor Jahren, als 
ichh seine ersten Proben zeigte, teils fanatisch begrüBte, teils gönnerhaft als 
Outsidertumm belachelte, ist Mode geworden. Eine Ebbe der allgemeinen 
Filmproduktionn ist AnlaB, den absoluten Film als Evangelium zu propagieren. Die 
Unklarheitt über sein Wesen ist der Propaganda nur gunstig. 
Wass ist ein absoluter Film? Bin Film, bei dem man sich nicht darauf verlaBt, daB aus 
derr Praxis des Filmemachens heraus sich Kunst entwickeln moge, sondern bei dem 
diee Theorie, die iiberzeugte Vorstellung von autonomer Filmkunst am Anfang steht -
diee GewiBheit a priori: »So und nur so sind die asthetischen Gesetze des Films.« 
Natiirlichh ware es an sich erfreulich, wenn Künstler die Routiniers verdrangen. Aber 
-- meint man es gut mit dem Film, wenn man zu eifrig auf seine kiinstlerische 
Reinigungg drangt? Versteht man ihn richtig, wenn man ihm z.B. das Schicksal der 
absolutenn Musik wünscht? Soil er in schlecht besuchte Konzertsale abwandern, sich 
klösterlichh destillieren für eine kleine Gemeinde asthetisch Anspruchsvoller, die über 
diee >Reinheit< seiner Struktur wachen? 
Dochh wo er [der absolute Film, MH] sich als Selbstzweck und -ziel gebardet, gleitet 
err automatisch in die Rumpelkammern des Tart pour Tart hinein, aus denen gerade 
derr Film uns erlöst hat.40 

Hanss Richter had presented the first programme of the Gesellschaft »Neuer Film«, 
includingg Richter's own FILMSTUDIE (DE 1928) on 15 January 1928 in a private 
housee and one month later, on 19 February, in a cinema on Kurfürstendamm. Since 
Ruttmann'ss article was published in between these two screenings it does not 
appearr far fetched to understand the text as an attack on Richter and his activities. 
Ironically,, Ruttmann had been scolded by Kracauer and others for the lacking 
sociall  relevance and political responsibility of his BERLlN-film41 which had 
premieredd some months earlier in September 1927. Taking up this charge 
Ruttmannn now went against Richter whose approach was at this point still more 
abstractt than Ruttmann's, even though their development was after all not that 
different.. Between the lines (»poorly attended concert halls«) Ruttmann possibly 
alsoo poked fun at Richter' s engagement with the Deutsche Kammermusiktage in 
Baden-Baden,, a festival devoted to »new music« which had begun screening films 
withh modern scores and experiments in synchronisation in 1927.42 Richter had been 
commissionedd in 1928 to make a film for which Paul Hindemith, the artistic 
directorr of the festival, composed the music. Perhaps most importantly, Ruttmann 
dispersedd with the notion of autonomous film art: he objected to the idea that 
theoryy is overriding or prefiguring practice. A theory should develop from a 
practice,, not the other way around. The asset of the cinema is exactly to free art 
fromfrom the Vart pour Vart and give art a new chance to engage with social reality -
Ruttmannn poised the cinema as a part of modernity against film art as part of high 
modernism. . 
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Implicitlyy (and sometimes even explicitly), the thrust of the avant-garde 
wass anti-narrative. Many films being shown within the context of the film societies 
whichh were considered to be avant-garde were non-narrative. As the dominant 
formm of the commercial cinema exhibited a regime of heavily formalised narrative 
schemataa concentrated on characters this became the major point of attack on the 
commerciall  industry as becomes clear in Tom Gunning's formulation of the 
programmee of the Dutch Filmliga: 

Dee Filmliga was niet alleen opgericht om films te draaien die elders zelden te zien 
waren,, maar ook om nieuwe manieren van filmkijken te ontdekken en te 
onderrichten.. In wezen sprak hieruit een minachting voor eenvoudige narratieve 
uitgangspunten.. De Liga programmeerde wel veel verhalende films, maar lanceerde 
ookk een frontale aanval op de hegemonie van de verhalende film zoals die door de 
klassiekee Hollywood-speelfilm werd vertegenwoordigd. Zij bood een gevarieerde 
keuzee aan alternatieven. De abstracte films, de zwaar politieke en meestal weinig 
psychologischee sovjetfilms, de absurdistische melange van dadaïstische en 
surrealistischee films, de visuele associaties en het symbolisme van de Franse 
impressionisten,, de dynamische beelden uit het alledaagse leven in de 
stadsymfonieënn en in andere documentaires - in al deze vormen werden 
organisatieprincipess gezocht die afstand namen van het conventionele, rond 
personagess opgebouwde verhaal. Nieuwe vormen van film eisten een nieuw publiek, 
enn de Filmliga-programma's moesten de oude gewoonten in het kijken naar film 
doorbrekenn om een nieuw besef van filmkunst op te bouwen.43 

Thee question of narrative which was bound up with the opposition to the 
mainstreamm film industry proved to be a point of contestation in this discussion 
aroundd realism and abstraction. Yet, when looking at the films screened at the Film 
undund Fö/o-exhibition in Stuttgart in 1929 which were meant to give an overview of 
thee development in the first decade of the avant-garde one discovers narrative films 
thee are nowadays classics of the silent film like THE CIRCUS (US 1926-28, Charlie 
Chaplin)) and VARIÉTÉ (DE 1925, E.A. Dupont), but also films like the Zille-
adaptationn DIE VERRUFENEN (DE 1925, Gerhard Lamprecht), or the Cecil B. 
DeMille-productionn CHICAGO (US 1927, Frank Urson), both films nowadays more 
orr less forgotten.44 The rhetorical purity to be found in the manifestoes and 
theoreticall  treatises was not always matched by the programmes which were far 
moree varied than one would guess from studying the founding documents of these 
organisations. . 

Itt was from the mid-1920s onwards that in the context of the Neue 
SachlichkeitSachlichkeit (new sobriety) or of political movements the outside reality was able 
too regain a higher standard for avant-garde filmmakers.45 Tom Gunning has argued 
thatt the opposition between realism and abstraction is rather an academic 
differentiationn that does not do justice to the filmmakers and activists of the 1920s 
andd 1930s: 
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Hierr zien we [...] een theoretische tegenstelling waarbij in praktijk verschillende 
filmstijlenfilmstijlen een dialectische relatie aangaan, in plaats van elkaar uit te sluiten. Voor 
eenn deel wordt dit begrijpelijk wanneer we ons realiseren dat deze ogenschijnlijk 
botsendee technieken beide tegenover de commerciële speelfilm staan.46 

Yet,, if we replace the opposition of abstraction vs. realism with the opposition of 
bothh to the commercial feature film we are back with our second aporia of 
commercialism/elitism.. It should be kept in mind though that these oppositions 
weree mainly mobilised in order to construct a common enemy to hold together an 
alliancee that was highly diverse and going in very different directions. If we 
considerr for example the microscopic films of J.C. Mol (they were included in 
severall  programmes of the Filmliga for their qualities as »absolute films« and also 
screenedd at the fïFo-programme in Stuttgart) we see a scientific impulse to depict 
phenomenaa that are too small for the normal eye. The same holds true for the work 
off  Jean Painlevé, originally a scientist who was »discovered« and hailed by the 
surrealists.. 7 This attempt to construct a new kind of visuality in order to make 
processess undetectable to the human eye visible, connects Mol's and Painlevé's 
filmss with the New Vision as proposed by Moholy-Nagy.48 A similar observation 
off  the convergence of scientific and aesthetic functions of reproductive media has 
beenn predicted by Walter Benjamin: »Es wird eine der revolutionaren Funktionen 
dess Films sein, die kiinstlerische und die wissenschaftliche Verwerrung der 
Photographicc die vordem meist auseinander fielen, als identisch erkennbar zu 
machen.«499 Yet, this striving for rendering visible the invisible is very different 
fromfrom an artistic urge for self-expression and rather comparable to a disinterested 
observerr who is attempting pure neutrality. 

Johnn Grierson is an important figure in tracing some of the shifts that 
happenedd simultaneously to, yet independently of the introduction of sound.50 

Griersonn had been trained as a social scientist and had developed an interest in 
cinemaa as a mass medium while doing research in the United States from 1924 to 
1927.. After returning to England he was hired as head of the newly formed Empire 
Marketingg Film Board where he was able to put some of his ideas into practice. 
Partt of the energy generated in the various alternative cinema activities in England 
flowedd into the so called »Documentary Film Movement« led by Grierson whose 
ideass form a transition from the avant-garde ethos of the late 1920s to other forms 
off  filmmaking outside the film industry in the 1930s. In fact, Grierson's school 
couldd be counted as a continuing effort to bridge the gap between art and life 
throughh filmmaking and, equally important, through distribution and exhibition (a 
lott of energy was directed into these two sectors, yet they are often forgotten in 
accountss of the movements). Grierson was in the 1970s often attacked for being a 
naivee realist, yet his theory which rested upon sociological theories of mass 
communicationn and German idealist philosophy aimed at making visible the reality 
off  human relations which, according to this approach, can only be accessed through 
empiricall  reality. Grierson argued that »the principal function of the documentary 
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filmfilm  [w]as that of representing the interdependence and evolution of social 
relationss in a dramatic, descriptive and symbolic way.«51 Grierson was obsessed by 
modernisationn and its effects on society, yet he was less a modernist in the sense 
thatt  it is normally applied to the arts.52 

Anotherr  important strand of this discussion re-emerges in the Soviet 
Union::  While the montage films of Vertov, Eisenstein, Pudovkin, Dovshenko and 
otherss had made a lasting impact in Western Europe in the second half of the 1920s 
theirr  triumphal procession through Berlin, Amsterdam, Paris and London happened 
att  a time when their  particular  style of filmmaking  was already on the retreat. 
Startingg in 1928 with the end of the New Economic Policy (NEP) Stalinist 
doctriness were slowly but steadily altering the course of the Soviet cinema. What 
hadd dominated (at least in artistic terms) the Soviet cinema of the 1920s, namely a 
materialistt  film  style based on ideas of collage, construction, juxtaposition and 
dialecticall  participation of the spectator  in the reception process, gave way to 
Socialistt  Realism which can be conceptualised in two contradictory fashions. On 
thee one hand, Soviet cinema of the 1930s moved towards character  development 
modelledd on realist novels, identification through empathy, invisible editing based 
onn Hollywood orthodoxy, and a relationship to the audience that was grounded in 
thee interests in the unfolding narrative. »FormaHsm«, »cosmopolitanism«, 
»intellectualism«« (as it was labelled by Stalinist functionaries purging the 
industry),, in short: abstraction was driven back in favour  of a more realist 
engagementt  with the outside world (less as it was, rather  as it was anticipated). 
Thiss shift in the Soviet cinema seems to happen in unison with developments in 
otherr  European countries - in the commercial industry as well as in the avant-
garde.. The move to Socialist Realism meant also a return to commercial and 
populistt  forms of filmmakin g in which audience identification was becoming more 
importantt  replacing issues such as medium specificity or  abstraction. Even though 
thiss is a possible historical interpretation of the Soviet Union, Socialist Realism can 
bee conceptualised in a very different manner: Soviet cinema of the 1930s was able 
too solve some of the problems of the avant-garde by becoming fully integrated into 
thee Stalinist scheme of society. While the 1920s presented a fully fledged Utopian 
cinemaa (showing a world how it should in the futur e - and would be,, as the ardent 
followerss of communism believed), the 1930s became dystopian in the way that art 
normativelyy dictated how a good Communist was supposed to be. As art was now 
integratedd into lif e and society (this was the official doctrine), it was argued that art 
hadd a direct influence on the functioning of social relations. Thus, a critical 
portrayall  of social problems became potentially an act of sabotage because of art' s 
directt  influence on society. The price that the avant-garde had to pay in the Soviet 
Unionn for  gaining influence, for  being reintegrated into daily lif e was that they 
weree directly made responsible for  their  representations.53 

Whenn members of the avant-garde met in 1930 in Brussels for  their  second 
congresss a year  after  the high spirits of La Sarraz the shaky alliance of filmmakers 
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brokee apart over politics (communism / fascism). This is the fourth and final point 
inn which contradictory opinions haunt the avant-garde. At the meeting in Brussels 
thee Spanish and Italian delegates blocked a resolution which formulated the main 
goall  of the avant-garde film as the fight against fascism. Thus, it became clear that 
theyy were in the camp of the fascists, Falangistas and followers of Mussolini 
respectively.. Many other participants were on the left-wing of the political 
spectrumm and saw the opposition towards the rising fascism as their most important 
task.. Yet, even within the group of left-wing filmmakers which might appear 
homogeneouss at first glance many rifts persisted, most of them being explicable by 
thee different positions of Social Democrats and Communists: While the Social 
Democratss had a reformist approach to society and also sought alliances with 
bourgeoiss groups if that could further their cause, the Communists had a 
revolutionaryy attitude and opposed any appeasing motion that could endanger their 
mission.. For Communists violent revolution was the only path to real change while 
Sociall  Democrats strove for change by reform. Anything that diminished the 
tensionn between the classes was deemed to be counter-revolutionary for 
Communists;; for that reason they opposed reforms as the Social Democrats 
proposedd because reforms only postponed revolution by giving the workers a share 
off  petit bourgeois complacency and a make-believe co-determination. Especially 
thee concept of a conflict of »class against class« was followed by communists all 
overr Europe until the mid-1930s as the doctrines issued in Moscow dictated. 
Actually,, the last gasps of the avant-garde of the interwar period (and probably one 
off  its most successful episodes) happened to be the filmmaking during the Spanish 
civill  war and the front populaire era in France (1936-1938) which came about as 
thee Communist strategy had changed to forging alliances with all forces against the 
rampantt fascism.54 

Ass a consequence, films calling for social reforms were opposed by the 
Communistss until the mid-1930s. Thus, an initiative like the British state-funded 
Filmm Units (Empire Marketing Board, 1927-33; General Post Office, 1933-39; 
Crownn Film, 1939-45) stood diametrically opposed to radical left-wing ideas. 
Whenn the state (or institutions closely linked to the state) was directly or indirectly 
financingfinancing a project, the filmmaker was consequently dependent on an allegiance to 
aa system that the Communists aimed at toppling. Famous debates like the legal 
conflictt between Brecht and Eisler on the one side and Bal&sz, Pabst and Nebenzal 
onn the other over the control of DIE 3-GROSCHEN-OPER (DE 1930, >The Three-
Penny-Opera)) is only understandable against the horizon of this conflict. It replays 
thee division within the left across the question of ownership and copyright. Brecht 
aimedd at radicalising social conflicts - he consciously occupied a position that the 
productionn team around Pabst and Nebenzal could not share. Since the film was 
producedd within a framework of a capitalist free market, the production company 
neededd the cash return while Brecht on the other hand wanted to radically 
underminee this production model.55 The same could be said of Eisenstein's failed 
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attemptss to make a film in the United States that lived up to his expectations of 
revolutionaryy filmmaking. His rift  with another  famous left-wing writer , activist 
andd agitator, Upton Sinclair, in the making of QUE VTVA MEXICO (US 1930-32) 
alsoo shows the problematic nature of these pacts. Sinclair  raised money from the 
USS left in order  to finance Eisenstein's venture. Yet, for  a variety of circumstantial, 
personall  - Sinclair's lack of his experience in film  production, Eisenstein's 
undisciplinedd shooting style, natural catastrophes and rainy seasons - and political 
reasonss - Eisenstein's clashes with Sinclair's brother-in-law Hunter  Kimbrough 
whoo travelled along to Mexico as production manager  and watchdog, Stalin's 
telegramm to Sinclair  - the ill-fated project turned into a ruin.56 For  similar  reason 
thee infamous »Aragon-affair« within the Surrealist circle which led in the long run 
too the »resignation« of such devoted Bretonian followers as Luis Bunuel or  Pierre 
Unikk (both of whom worked together  on TlERRA SIN PAN subsequently) was driven 
byy incompatible political and cultural agendas - and especially how to relate those 
twoo fields to each other.57 Interestingly, a key figure in the Aragon-affair  was 
Georgess Sadoul who had accompanied Aragon on his tri p to Kharkov for  the 
Secondd International Conference of Proletarian and Revolutionary Writers. Sadoul 
inn turn is one of the key figures in 1930s French film culture as well as in the post-
warr  institutionalisation of film studies in French universities. 

II  have elaborated on the four  aporias of the avant-garde primaril y by drawing on 
contemporaryy examples. Many of the activists involved were aware of the 
problemss and fault lines, but were unable to overcome them. In the contemporary 
writing ss and discussions these points were addressed repeatedly without coming up 
withh any practicable solution. It was the search for  medium specificity inspired by 
avant-gardee groups in the traditional arts and a vague opposition to the commercial 
fil mm industry which kept the players together  until roughly 1930. When sound film 
hadd been introduced and while fascism was on the rise in some European countries 
andd as the economic spiral was facing downward in the beginning Depression, the 
contradictionss around independence, politics, elitism, and abstraction were brought 
intoo the open. What had appeared for  several years as a flourishing and 
oppositionall  force to be reckoned with, lost some of its momentum in the 1930s. 
Evenn though film  societies were certainly as numerous as in the 1920s and 
alternativee films continued to be made, the belief of changing cinema culture in a 
shortt  period of time was lost. The energy that had gravitated towards avant-garde 
cinemaa went elsewhere. Even though the cinema still played an important part in 
revolutionaryy activities, it now became subordinated to other  concerns. Another 
fundamentall  problem in the self-understanding of the avant-garde was the model of 
productionn and reception that the players involved would adhere to. 

Myy four  aporias are certainly not the only possibility of delineating 
thee fault Unes inside the avant-garde. One way of reconfiguring them would be to 
addresss them as problems of funding and finance (in/dependence), aesthetics and 
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stylee (abstraction/realism), address and audience (elitism/populism) and politics 
andd power (communism/fascism). I would nevertheless maintain a framework that 
providess the films with their context of production, distribution and exhibition as 
welll  as taking the contemporary reception into account. A purely aesthetic and 
formall  analysis of documentaries, advertising or industrial films is problematic as 
thiss would mean ignoring the context in which the films would normally be seen. 
Especiallyy the avant-garde had a wide and contextual approach to the cinema that 
shouldd be reconstructed in any historiographic account of the movement. 

2.22 Machin e Aesthetic s or Self-Expression : 
Constructivis mm or Expressionis m 

DaDa vor allem die Produktion (produktive Gestaltung) 
demdem menschlichen Aujbau dient, mussen wir versuchen, 

diedie bisher nurfiir Reproduktionszwecke angewandten 
ApparateApparate (Mittel) auch zu produktiven Zwecken zu erweitern. 

LdszlóLdszló Moholy-Nagy (1922 f 8 

Bil ll  Nichols has contrasted in an auteuristically inclined study the paths of Kasimir 
Malevichh and Joris Ivens.59 One element that allows this parallel analysis in 
Nichols'' reading is what he terms the turn from modernism to realism of both 
Malevichh and Ivens in the early 1930s under the impact of communist ideology in a 
widerr sense. While Malevich resorted to his form of realism because of the 
normativee and threatening situation within the Soviet Union, Ivens did so under the 
impressionn of the political and economic situation in Western European countries. 
Certainly,, a shift and a restructuring of the cultural landscape took place around 
1930,, but I doubt that modernism, or as I would prefer to call it, high modernism, is 
aa productive key for the understanding of the shifting ground. Modernism as a 
conceptt implies to follow the logic of separating the work of art from the network 
andd institution of art. It tries to create objects in a realm completely detached from 
theirr space of production and consumption, quite contrary to avant-garde's original 
impetuss to reconcile art and life.60 Thus, modernism in this sense can be opposed to 
realismm in a diametral way effectively reducing the avant-garde of the 1920s and 
somee of the currents in the 1930s trying to render visible the world in new ways 
(Ivens'' 30s work, Grierson's school, the New Deal filmmakers, the films of the 
frontfront populaire, but also Leni Riefenstahl). I wil l instead rather follow Thomas 
Elsaesserr who has distinguished three forms of »the modern«: 

thee >modernism< of an artistic avant-garde; the modernisation <, as it affects labour 
andd work, with Fordist production-line techniques replacing the workshop and the 
craftt practices when sound was introduced; and third >modernity< as a particular 
attitudee to life, in Western societies usually associated with increased leisure time 
andd new patterns of consumption. What makes these distinctions so tricky, but also 
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cruciall  is that in the domain of cinema, it is not always obvious that one can play off 
>modernism<< (in the sense of an artistic avant-garde) against the different forms of 
>modernisation<< (in technology, industry and science) and >moderaity< (in lifestyles, 
fashionn and sexual mores) seeing how parts of the filmic avant-garde accommodated 
itselff  to the forced modernisation undertaken by the new industrial power that was 
Nazii  Germany in the mid-1930s...61 

Modernismm is a limited part of wider social, technological, political, and cultural 
shifts,, but especially in cinema it is hard to tell apart the overlapping frames of 
modernism,, modernity and modernisation. In Nichols' view modernism is 
Habermas'' »unfinished project« that could still be taken up while I would argue 
thatt its emergence as much as its incompleteness is a retrospective »invention of a 
tradition«« by those involved in the movement and its subsequent historiography. 

Insteadd I propose an alternative distinction that seems helpful in 
reconsideringg avant-garde practice around the coming of sound: namely that 
betweenn an expressionist (expressive) and a constructivist (functionalist) avant-
garde.. While the former subjectivised experience, striving towards the expression 
off  interior states and phenomena at the level below or beyond consciousness, the 
latterr worked within an industrial frame of mind, attempting to rationalise and 
modularisee cultural production as part of the wider economic context. Surrealists 
aree by extension also expressionists in this heuristic scheme as they aimed at giving 
formm to interior and irrational (more precisely: pre-rational) processes, thoughts, 
instincts,, and feelings. The constructivists on the other hand were thoroughly 
modernn (in all three senses just outlined) in their cooperation with the industry, in 
theirr employment of radical new technologies of production, multiplication and 
diffusionn and finally in their fascination for cars and aeroplanes, for innovative 
machiness and for the velocity of the new.62 Even the production process for the two 
avant-gardess was thoroughly different: Surrealists and expressionists not only 
adheredd to a romantic ideal of singular creation and of personal (self-)sacrifice, but 
theyy also produced their works in a traditional and artisanal way that often 
disregardedd new technologies. The constructivists on the other hand relied on 
technologicall  tools, industrial reproduction and professional expertise. In this 
respectt an anecdote recounted by Hans Schoots in his seminal biography of Joris 
Ivenss is quite telling: In autumn of 1927 Ivens, a young enthusiast involved with 
thee Filmliga in Amsterdam, working in his father's photographic business, but 
completelyy unknown as a filmmaker, pays a visit to Walter Ruttmann in Berlin. 
Ruttmannn is more than 10 years Ivens' senior and at the peak of his career, apart 
fromm Sergej Eisenstein possibly the most celebrated avant-garde filmmaker at that 
specificc historical moment. Ivens, born into a family of professionals in 
photographyy and graduate from the technical university in Berlin, reports: »From 
ourr perspective in faraway Holland, Ruttmann was an artistic giant, but when I saw 
himm at close hand, wrestling with an old, poorly equipped camera, and limited by a 
lackk of craftsmanship, I realized that from a technical point of view I was more 
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thann his equal.«. In fact, while Ruttmann would always wrestle with the 
conflictingg expressionist and constructivist paradigms, Ivens was squarely on the 
sidee of constructivism.64 In a study of films on modern architecture in the cinema 
off  the 1920s Thomas Elsaesser has written about the different conceptions of the 
city:: While the expressionists followed the city symphony-model introduced by 
Dzigaa Vertov and Walter Ruttmann, some others followed concepts of modularity 
andd pre-fabricated building blocks also as a filmic concept. The different 
conceptionss could be called street vs. box. Ruttmann's artistic ego was schooled 
withinn painting - just as Hans Richter's and Viking Eggeling's, the champions of 
filmicfilmic  abstraction in the 1920s - while Ivens' mind had rather the fine-tuning of the 
engineer.. His background in his father's photography business and his studies at a 
technicall  university had given him a thoroughly different conception of the role 
andd function of the artist. 

Thee extension of this parallel to the production forms and artistic self-
definitionn is crucial because here lies the more useful dimension to this distinction. 
Whilee Ruttmann was always struggling with his self-definition as an artist and his 
dependencyy on various sources, Ivens very self-consciously published an article 
aboutt the »avant-garde documentary« in 1931 which I have discussed above. Ivens 
shiftedd the ground from artistic self-expression to a more political domain: whereas 
inn the 1920s abstraction was seen as a radical weapon in itself, in the 1930s a new 
urgencyy drove filmmakers towards documentaries and, generally speaking, a more 
directt depiction of reality with the aim of changing it. It is crucial not to fall into 
thee trap of separating and de-historicising form and content as the relationship of 
thee filmmaker to the commission as well as the strategies of representation have to 
bee seen within the political and cultural climate of the day.65 In the aforementioned 
articlee Ivens starts off by stating that »[t]he sound film is the starting point for all 
futuree possibilities of radio and television«66 - sound film was there to stay for 
goodd without any discussion. He goes on to argue in favour of commissioned films. 
Inn fact, Ivens sees industrial commissions as a way out of the impasse that had 
openedd up for filmmakers with the introduction of sound: 

Becausee the documentary film mainly thrives on commissions - and for industries 
theree is no better way of advertising - the documentary filmmaker only has to deal 
withh one man: a businessman, an outsider in the field of filmmaking. Therefore, it is 
inn the interest of that director to make a good film using truth and the documentary's 
characterr as the sole criterion. Should he work for the film industry, however, he has 
too deal with a board, artists, and censorship. He is no longer independent, he is 
bound;; he is more or less a slave. To break free from this slavery, he has to be 
absolutelyy sure of the production and also be able to convince his spectator, whether 
itt concerns someone from the industry or not.67 

Invokingg Hegel's dialectic of master and slave Ivens' commentary is very telling in 
thee respect that the film industry is seen as slavery for an avant-garde filmmaker 
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whereass a commissioned film is freedom in his opinion. A clear  echo of the 1920s 
stancee presents itself: the film industry is the enemy which unites the avant-garde. 

Forr  constructivism it was exactly the autonomy of art which proved to be a 
bourgeoiss illusion continuing to limi t and enclose art in clearly circumscribed 
placess in society, in ghettos like museums or  galleries. It was the constructivist 
ethoss that tried to transpose the machine aesthetics and industrial forms into mass 
culturee and everyday life, but also into museum culture and the art world. For 
constructivists,, artists should leave the bourgeois and separated sphere of so called 
»autonomouss art« and enter  with their  practice into design and advertising, into 
newspaperss and media in order  to reach a mass public. Thus, industry and avant-
gardee were not necessarily opposed and antagonistically poised against each other 
inn constructivist thinking. Instead, artists more or  less close to this approach 
(Bauhaus(Bauhaus teachers Walter  Gropius, LAszló Moholy-Nagy and Oskar  Schlemmer, 
architectss J.J.P. Oud, Mart Stam, and Comelis van Eesteren, photographers Piet 
Zwartt  and Paul Schuitema, graphic artists George Grosz and John Heartfield, to 
namee but a few) tried to enter  the public sphere with commercial works, breaking 
openn the ghetto of art where provocations and innovations were accepted and 
toleratedd to a certain degree. This »lethal embrace« of tolerance towards innovation 
inn the art system defused even potentially provocative positions as the impact as 
welll  as the audience were foreshortened by the limit s imposed within the art 
institution .. By actively addressing the mass mediated audience, the constructivist 
triedd to rebuild the public, to educate the masses, to create a »new vision« 
(Moholy-Nagy),, a »new typography« (Tschichold), a »new architecture« (Le 
Corbusier)) with the ultimate goal in mind of creating the »new man**.68 Seen in this 
light,, the industry was rather  a partner  for  the avant-garde, albeit a difficul t one, 
probablyy not a friend, but even less an enemy. For  constructivists art played an 
importantt  role in reshaping society and in the process creating the »new man«. The 
rolee of artists was wholly technologised as art had to break free from its elitist 
high-classs ghettoes and enter  the public sphere where it could reach more people 
thann in traditional art circles. The self-understanding of the artist had to shift 
accordinglyy from a romantic notion of the individual genius to the technician 
engineeringg a new society in his laboratory of art. 

Thee industry on the other  hand also had good reasons to work with avant-
gardee artists. At some moments even the film industry employed avant-gardists in 
considerablee numbers. In early to mid-1920s, Ufa supported a number  of 
experimentall  approaches to filmmakin g in the Kulturfilmabteilung, but under 
productionn head Erich Pommer the company also tried to integrate a degree of 
experimentationn in their  films after  DAS CABINET DES DR. CALIGAR I and other 
film ss around 1920 had been successful abroad. During the introduction of sound 
Tobiss had filmmakers such as Walter  Ruttmann, Hans Richter, Alexis Granowsky, 
Renéé Clair  and his brother  Henri Chomette under  contract.70 These companies were 
usingg the avant-garde as an outsourced Research & Development-department 
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becausee film studios normally did not invest in units working on new aesthetic 
developmentss (as opposed to technical innovations). As soon as these new 
techniquess were either ready to go into mass production or had proven to be 
uninterestingg the film industry disposed of the artists again. For advertising with its 
constantt hunger for new sensations the turn to the avant-garde came much more 
logical:: avant-garde art, advertising, and fashion always had close ties and continue 
too attract each other.71 For the avant-garde the industry assignments fulfilled at 
leastt a triple purpose: Firstly, these works provided a material support in terms of 
income.. Secondly, they were also potentially opening up the limited audience that 
thee institution art had to offer to a wider public in which mass-produced 
commoditiess circulated. And thirdly these assignments also gave the artists the 
opportunityy for new experiments. 

Constructivistt thinking was opposed to the traditional role of the artist as 
originall  genius as much as to the traditional role of the craftsman. Whereas the 
romanticc notion of the genius contains the idea of the lonely searching soul being 
misunderstoodd by contemporaries the notion of the craftsman implies a mastery of 
materiall  and also a guild-like organisation. The guild's main function is to keep 
outsiderss out - and thus implicitly to keep the balance between the number of 
artistss and the commissions without an intervening market regulating this supply-
and-demandd equilibrium. While the metaphor of the craftsman suggests a 
functionalistt relationship to the objects created (which might have been seductive 
too constructivist thinking), the disinterestedness of the craftsman in political and 
sociall  terms was certainly a negative connotation that was overriding its positive 
aspects.. The Dutch photographer Paul Schuitema recognised these problems 
inherentt in different self-images of the artist and instead devised for himself the 
rolee of a fighter. In this view, art becomes a practice and weapon which continually 
hadd to be sharpened in order to win the battle: 

Ess ist dumm zu glauben, es geniige, ein Proletarier zu sein, um im Klassenkampf mit 
Waffenn umgehen zu können. Klassenbewusster proletarischer Kampf bedeutet Üben 
undd schlieBlich Beherrschen der Waffen im Klassenkampf. Das Training des 
proletarischenn Fotokorrespondenten muss sich in erster Linie auf die praktische 
Handhabungg seines Apparates beziehen und erst an zweiter Stelle auf das Studium 
derr Suggestion. Keine Romantik, keine Kunst, sondern sachliche, grell suggestive 
Propaganda:: Taktisch auf den Klassenkampf, technisch auf das Fach ausgerichtet.72 

Echoess of Ivens' statement about Ruttmann can be heard in Schuitema's position. 
Technicall  mastery and constant practice are equally important; the question of 
commission,, organ of publication or genre are not even considered, unless in 
relationn to the audience which is addressed by the revolutionary propaganda. In this 
connectionn it is important to note that Schuitema and Piet Zwart, a typographer 
withh similar political ideas, both worked extensively on advertisement for 
industriall  products. Both also moved in the activist group Opbouw, dominated by 
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architectss such as Van Eesteren, Oud and Stam, who had pioneered new ways of 
buildingg using pre-fabricated parts and functionalist styles. This active role within 
thee production process that was often pioneered by architects was taken up by 
photographers,, typographers, writers, and as we wil l see, also avant-garde 
filmmakers.. Thus, advertisement (which is often very open to new ideas and 
concepts)) was an easy way into the industry: »Die Reklame bot ihnen [Schuitema 
andd Zwart] die Gelegenheit, eine aktive Rolle innerhalb des Produktionsprozesses 
zuu spielen [...] und ihre Theorien einer zeitgenössischen Formgestaltung einem 
Massenpublikumm mittels modernster Produktionsmethoden vor Augen zu 
fuhren.«733 This engagement in commercial assignments was not limited to Western 
Europee as Lev Manovich has observed: »[A]lready in the 1920s, left avant-garde 
artists,, both in Europe and in Soviet Russia worked for commercial industries on 
publicityy and advertising campaigns.«74 In the 1920s, it was the Soviet Union 
whichh provided the vanishing point for the avant-garde; as political and other 
tensionss mounted towards World War n, the United States joined the Soviet Union 
ass a contrasting vanishing point.75 Both young and dynamic societies offered a 
differentt Utopia of restructuring social relations beyond class-affiliation and family 
pedigree. . 

Besidess the idea of the fighter, the time offered another metaphor for the 
artistt to use as a self-image - given the fact that the innate genius of romanticism 
andd the craftsman of the Gothic period were dated concepts that had to be refuted. 
Thee engineer was certainly a key metaphor for cultural activism in the interwar 
period.. In a text written in 1930 Ruttmann has hinted at this engineering model by 
introducingg the metaphor of a laboratory that was also used by Joris Ivens in a 
similarr context: 

Soo überrascht vor allen Dingen an [der Fïlmi]ndustrie bei einem Vergleich mit anderen 
Industrienn und Fabrikationszweigen das vollkommene Fehlen des Laboratoriums. [...] 
Undd doch ware gerade das Laboratorium fur den Film der Nahrboden, auf dem er sich 
auss sich selbst heraus [...] entwickeln und befestigen könnte. [...] Es wSre nicht etwa die 
Aufgabee dieses Laboratoriums, die Verbesserung und Erweiterung der Apparaturen zu 
studieren.. [...] Wohl aber müsste hier eine Versuchs- und Untersuchungswerkstatte 
geschaffenn werden, in der das Ausdrucksmittel Film von allen Seite [...] auf seine 
Entwicklungsmöglichkeitenn geprüft wird.76 

Inn the figure of the engineer one can find ideas of progress and rational production, 
off  non-individual authorship and social progress without falling into the traps of 
traditionall  bourgeois notion of autonomous art and individual genius.77 But this 
interestt in the engineer as a symbol of the time was not limited to the avant-garde 
att the Bauhaus or in similar circles across Europe. As Thomas Elsaesser has 
pointedd out the engineer also haunts, in different form the commercial feature film 
off  the Weimar cinema because he occupies a crucial mediating position between 
differentt discourses: 
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...thee figure of the engineer [is] positioned ambiguously between both the worker 
andd and the boss, but also between the inventor and those that commercialise an 
invention.. The reason the engineer seems so crucial is because he has to mediate 
betweenn two sets of binary oppositions, that of the class discourse [...], but also of 
thee discourse of science and technology. [...] On the side of science is the figure of 
thee professor or inventor - selfless, absent-minded, beneficial in his quest for pure 
knowledge.. On the other side is the businessman: unscrupulous and megalomaniac, 
whoo stops at nothing in order to steal, sabotage or keep for himself the work that by 
rightss belongs to others. The business man or financier is thus the one who applies 
science,, who makes technological progress and productivity possible, but he is 
invariablyy seen as the villain. Here we have, in some sense, the romantic anti-
capitalist,, anti-technology vision intact, except that both sides need the engineer -
thee inventor in order to rescue him from his other-worldliness, and the businessman 
becausee only the engineer can make the invention >work<. The engineer's job is 
thereforee to help materialise the immaterial (pure disembodied thought) and to 
moralisee the material (pure inert matter). These oppositions and the mediating 
functionn of the engineer stand in glaring contrast to the actual relations affecting the 
processess of technology and invention. 

Whatt seems to be at issue in the trope of the engineer and the metaphor of 
engineeringg as cultural production is not some internal quarrel of the avant-garde, 
butt rather the rhetoric domination of a discourse about technical progress, social 
engineering,, and the future organisation of society that played a role in public life. 
Thee mass media was competing with the avant-garde over questions of discourse 
dominationn regarding the development of society and culture. Not coincidentally 
then,, the avant-garde directly or indirectly found themselves in such movements as 
fascism,, Grierson's filmmaking unit, Roosevelt's cultural initiatives and the French 
frontfront populaire - all movements designed to find a path towards the future 
organisationn of society. A more useful division to describe some aspects of the 
changess between the 1920s and the 1930s would thus be to replace the binary 
oppositionn of abstraction vs. realism with the transformation from the laboratory 
(researchh pure and simple, not necessarily determined by its use value) to 
engineeringg (applied science). 

Constructivistss had the declared aim of leaving the isolated corner of elitist 
art:: As a result, the Soviet Union and later also the United States with their grand 
projects,, Utopian visions and social experiments became the main destinations for 
avant-gardee artists since here ideas were put into practice.79 Here, conflicts between 
thee industry and the art world seemed to have been overcome as both the 
communistt functionaries and after 1933 also Roosevelt's New Deal administration 
activelyy participated and supported artistic and cultural productions. In his account 
off  the parallels between the constructivist German and Russian avant-garde of the 
1920ss with contemporary developments in the new media, Lev Manovich has 
hintedd at these similar developments: »[A]ctive participation of the European 
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avant-gardee artists in building American techno-society, whether  through cinema 
(inn Hollywood), architecture or  design, can be understood as an equivalent of the 
Russiann artists' collaboration with the new Revolutionary state.*80 Ivens and 
Piscator,, Brecht and Moholy-Nagy, Eisenstein and Vertov, Richter  and Bunuel all 
foundd themselves either  in the United States or  in the Soviet Union by 1940 - the 
aporiass of the avant-garde had now settled into the bipolar  division of the globe 
thatt  should determine the course of history over  the next 50 years. 

2.33 Self-propagand a or revolutionar y agitation : 
Organisin gg visua l fact s 

derder entwerfer ist kein zeichner, sondern organisator der optischenfaktoren. 
seineseine arbeit soil nicht handarbeitlich sein; sondern soil sich beschranken 

aufnotieren,aufnotieren, gruppieren and technisch organisieren. 
PaulSchuitema(1930f PaulSchuitema(1930f 

II  have so far  avoided the question of what I mean by avant-garde as it is a 
historicallyy malleable and complicated concept. Lik e most writer s on the topic, I 
amm indebted to one of the key theoretical studies of the avant-garde and its 
historiography,, namely Peter  Burger's Theory of the Avant-garde. Burger  sees the 
avant-gardee as a reaction to the social isolation of art within the institutio n art«; 
afterr  I'art  pour Vart in aestheticism had laid bare the complete absence of any 
impactt  of art on politics and society the avant-gardes radically questioned the basis 
forr  the production, dissemination and presentation of art in modern society. In 
Burger'ss view the avant-garde is determined by its resistance and opposition to 
traditiona ll  notions and concepts of the institution art: »Die Avantgarde wendet sich 
gegenn beides - gegen den Distributionsapparat, dem das Kunstwerk unterworfen 
ist,, und gegen den mit dem Begriff der  Autonomie beschriebenen Status der  Kunst 
inn der  bürgerlichen Gesellschaft.«82 Now, Burger's focus is on Dada and 
Surrealism,, especially in its forms as literatur e and visual art, while film 
complicatess the picture. Burger's historical reasoning works for  traditional arts 
withh a long prehistory of emancipation from economic dependency (to the point of 
impactlesss independence) while modern media like photography and film had a 
muchh shorter  evolution and a very different position in the 1920s. Moreover, 
financingg which was often a factor  of littl e importance to writer s or  painters (with 
thee prime examples Franz Kafka and Vincent Van Gogh who went nearly 
unnoticedd during their  lifetime and nevertheless managed to produce a substantial 
oeuvree that has acquired the highest reputation since their  death) whereas for 
modernn mass media this proved to be the most crucial element in artistic 
production.. Whil e Burger's central contention that the avant-garde has to be 
consideredd very differently from a new formal or  aesthetic school is paramount to 
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ann understanding of the avant-garde, the shift from literature and visual arts to 
reproductivee media requires a different approach. 

Forr traditional historians of the film avant-garde the movement basically 
ceasedd to exist by 1930. Yet, if the avant-garde did not fall apart around 1930, as I 
wouldd concede, what happened to it instead? As abstraction had exhausted itself as 
aa rallying point, as the film societies had united a variety of people with very 
differentt ideas about what cinema was (which came into the open with the coming 
off  sound) different paths were followed: Grierson's school sought the state as its 
patronn as did the New Deal filmmakers in the United States, political activists like 
Ivenss travelled on the ticket of various international left-wing organisations while 
alsoo filming in the Soviet Union, Ruttmann and Riefenstahl chose to accept 
commissionss of the Nazi party, Hans Richter mainly worked in advertising and 
industriall  film, later in teaching, while the Soviet cinema changed course from a 
concentrationn on montage and juxtaposition of images to Socialist Realism. In fact, 
alll  of these currents flowing from the avant-garde of the 1920s were able to reach 
ann audience in the 1930s much greater than the one they addressed in the previous 
decade. . 

Givenn the wide variety of films that are now counted as avant-garde 
classicss how can we construct a somewhat coherent corpus of the avant-garde? For 
example,, where do we draw the line between commercial art films and avant-
garde?? Art cinema was produced in Germany in the wake of the success of DAS 
CABINETT DES DR. CALIGARI (DE 1919/20, Robert Wiene) which had garnered 
considerablee success abroad. The German industry realised that expressionism as a 
labell  could sell a German product abroad and at home as it fit  into preconceived 
conceptionss of art on the one hand and of German-ness on the other. All through 
thee 1920s an art cinema tried to draw a huge audience domestically by including 
starr actors and spectacular show values, by using popular narratives while at the 
samee time also constructing an artistically valued alternative to Hollywood through 
brandd name artists (directors), complicated and nested narratives and the use of 
culturall  capital from the literary sphere.83 Famous examples of this trend 
culminatingg in the mid-1920s include Fritz Lang's DlENlBELUNGEN (DE 1922-24) 
andd METROPOLIS (DE 1925/26), F.W. Murnau's FAUST (DE 1926) and DER 
LETZTEE MANN (DE 1924, >The Last Laugh<), and E.A. Dupont's VARIÉTÉ (DE 
1925).. Yet, these films were actually produced within the film industry that the 
avant-gardee was so opposed to in rhetorical terms. The European situation might 
havee been special as the existence of a commercial art cinema which was relatively 
openn to innovation, yet also addressing a mass audience that allowed for a certain 
measuree of moderation between the radical experiments of the avant-garde and the 
formulaicc films of the film industry.84 As Charles Boost has remarked in a brief 
historyy of the institutions of the film avant-garde: 
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... .ondanks de ijver, inspanning en toewijding van een inventieve avant-garde, zijn 
dee grote en blijvende impulsen in het proces dat leidde tot de erkenning van de film 
alss kunstvorm, uitgegaan van opdrachten die met particuliere subsidie of in 
industrieell  verband tot stand kwamen. In de jaren tussen 1920 en 1930 hebben drie 
filmsfilms een dominerende rol gespeeld in de bewustmaking bij het bioscooppubliek, 
daarbijj  inbegrepen de filmcritici  en de theoretici, van mogelijkheden en potenties die 
inn het nieuwe medium aanwezig waren. Zowel DAS KABINETT DES DR. CALIGARI als 
POTEMKINN en LA PASSION DE JEANNE D'ARC zijn in hun tijd en ver daarna eye-
openerss geweest, schokkende films die niet pasten binnen het raam van de toen 
gangbaree filmproduktie, maar revoluties veroorzaakten in kijkgewoontes, bestaande 
definitiess imverwierpen en in een korte tijd (de vertoningstijd) veel duidelijk 
maaktenn van wat vaag begrepen werd of bevestigden wat tot dan vage vermoeden 
waren.85 5 

Thus,, three commercial art films provided the model and impulse for much of the 
activityy in avant-garde circles. It would therefore be much too easy to draw a line 
betweenn »good« artists and the »bad« industry - in technological as well as in 
economicc terms no clear demarcation exists between the two. Yet, it is important to 
notee that for special services avant-garde artists were employed from the early 
1920ss onwards such as Ruttmann's dream of the falcon sequence for Lang's DIE 
NlBELUNGEN.. For Ruttmann this might have been a commercial assignment aimed 
att making money in order to finance his »private« experiments. Nevertheless, when 
lookingg at Ruttmann's career and surveying his expressions it fits his overall 
trajectoryy working on the margins, but always keen on a wider audience. 

Thomass Elsaesser has suggested an alternative definition for the Dada film 
whichh can be usefully extended to include avant-garde cinema: 

Whatt was Dada in regard to cinema was not a specific film, but the performance, not 
aa specific set of techniques or textual organization, but the spectacle. One might 
arguee that in order for a film to have been Dada it need not be made by a Dadaist, or 
conversely,, that there were no Dada films outside the events in which they figured.86 

Dadaa film should thus not be defined by the form or content of the films, but rather 
byy the relationship between film and spectator. Maybe this could be transferred to 
thee interwar film avant-garde as a whole - avant-garde film is defined by a peculiar 
andd specific kind of spectatorship, by the way the relationship of film and audience 
iss constructed, by the framing of the cinema event. In this respect, avant-garde 
wouldd also point back to early cinema in the way the spectator became a part of the 
performance.87 7 

Thee avant-garde was a small and endangered species and every new film 
alsoo meant a triumph of the movement. The avant-garde films which are canonised 
ass such are always in the first place advertising films for the avant-garde itself. 
Sincee avant-garde as an idea is characterised by a self-reflexive modernism it is 
veryy much determined by its opposition to institutions and traditions, it is always 
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context-dependent,, namely dependent by the specific antagonism exhibited in the 
works.. Thus, the avant-garde could only function by continuously promoting itself 
ass new and innovative, as being against traditional institutions. The avant-garde 
wass constantly »preaching to the converted«, making films for avant-garde film 
societiess which were already won over by the concept that would then eternally be 
replicatedd in the films. The avant-garde had no choice, but to continuously innovate 
-- what was a novelty one day already appeared trite and old the next. Avant-garde 
iss a »movement« in the literal sense of the term: it is directed against stasis and 
formulaicc solutions, it is constant flux and transformation. It is therefore quite 
difficul tt to see what a »success« could have been for the avant-garde because if 
theyy found themselves in tune with a mass audience they would no longer be in the 
forefrontt of a development forcing them to break for new ground again. An avant-
gardee is successful when it is caught up in the mainstream, yet at the time it ceases 
too exist - the ultimate success of the avant-garde is therefore by making itself 
redundant.. The avant-garde can only succeed in »failure«, in becoming 
conventionalised,, superfluous and thus pointless, i.e. not avant-garde anymore. 

Addressingg this specific dialectic Andor Kraszna-Krausz has pointed out 
whyy Germany and Russia were especially fruitful countries for avant-garde 
activitiess (I would add the Netherlands to the list). As just outlined, a certain move-
mentt was necessary in order to break new ground not just on the side of the avant-
garde,, but also in the industry because only if some innovations were taken up in 
widerr circles of the (film) industry could the avant-garde claim to be a path finder. 
Too claim to be in the forefront if one brings about no visible result or followers 
wouldd be senseless and esoteric. Therefore a dynamic interchange between 
differentt groups in the cinema was required for an avant-garde to be successful: 

Whilee in America a too vehement film industry suppresses a too weak Avantgarde 
andd in France a too vehement Avantgarde overpowers a too weak industry; in 
Germanyy - and it is similar in Russia - a mid-heavy industry seems to mix with a 
mid-heavyy Avantgarde. [...] The German Avantgarde has found also new contents 
forr new technics, while the French had been forced to discover new technics, without 
theirr contents ever turning up. The French waited for tasks that never came. They 
practicedd for a work which they had expected in vain.88 

Forr Kraszna-Krausz who wrote this on the occasion of a review of the Stuttgart 
filmfilm  programme, the first comprehensive retrospective of 1920s avant-garde cine-
ma,, a specific balance between avant-garde and industry led to the optimum result: 
»Onee saw that the Avantgarde could claim more right of existence if it was connec-
tedd with a whole army behind it - practically or theoretically.« The vanguard has to 
havee connections with the army and the other way around, only then can both pro-
fitfit  from the dynamic relationship that is ever-changing and never resting in stasis. 

Whenn turning from the film industry in the narrow sense to the industry in 
generall  a certain refraining is necessary. The concept of propaganda is useful in 
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thiss context: In the 1920s and 1930s the term »propaganda« was not limited to 
politicall  agitation (although it could mean that too), but it referred to any film that 
forcefullyy made a point and tried to convince the spectators of something. It should 
furthermoree be borne in mind that our contemporary demarcations distinguishing 
documentaryy from industrial film or advertisement from political propaganda were 
nott common currency around 1930. Thus, different genres and film forms converge 
inn the term propaganda: advertising and industrial films, political films and 
committedd documentaries, commissioned work and filmmaking in the service of 
thee state. A catalogue accompanying an exhibition of photo montages in 1930 
stated:: »Wichtigster Verwendungsbereich der Fotomontage ist die Propaganda, 
kommerzielll  wie auch politisch.*89 It is exactly this different usage that is of 
interestt in relation to the avant-garde: As classificatory schemes differ historically, 
today'ss terminology denotes different things. Implicitly then, the thinking at the 
timee about propaganda was a wholly different one. If propaganda could mean 
productt promotion as well as political persuasion, social reformism as well as 
revolutionaryy agitation then there was no contradiction between work for the 
industryy and for different political or social causes. 

Lii  1927 Kurt Schwitters started an initiative and founded the Ring neuer 
WerbegestalterWerbegestalter (Circle of New Designers) which included the Dutch graphic artists 
Zwart,, Domela and Schuitema, but also Will i Baumeister, Jan Tschichold and 
otherss associated with the avant-garde of the 1920s. An exhibition accompanied by 
aa publication - standard practice for creating a cross-media marketing platform in 
avant-gardee circles - in 1930 had the title Gefesselter Blick. In the context of these 
activitiess not only the members of the group published articles, but also the big 
namess of the European avant-garde contributed programmatic statements: El 
Lissitzky,, Hans Richter, Werner Graff, John Heartfield, Lészló Moholy-Nagy and 
Martt Stam. A manifesto-like text by Schuitema explained some of the issues that 
appearr distant to us nowadays: 

Reklamee ist weder kunst noch gestaltung. reklame heisst nach vorne schieben. sie 
hatt keinen anderen zweck als materielle sowie geistige produktion des menschen zu 
propagieren.. sie entsteht aus der aufgabe, und diese aufgabe soil sie klar und deutlich 
erfüllen.. die aufgabe soil klar und deutlich sein und soil gebaut werden auf 
argumenten,, reklame ohne argument ist keine reklame: ist eine arbeitslose. das 
argumentt betrifft ausschliesslich den auftraggeber und soil grundlage fUr die lösung 
sein.. die idee der lösung ist der umbau der argumente zu optischer suggestion; sie 
soill  sich dem tempo der zeit anschliessen. die lösung betrifft ausschliesslich den 
entwerfer;; er soil die argumente verstenen, die technischen eigenarten des prozesses, 
inn dem die aufgabe ausgefuhrt werden soil, bestimmen die form, der entwerfer ist 
keinn zeichner, sondern organisator der optischen faktoren. seine arbeit soil nicht 
handarbeitlichh sein; sondern soil sich beschrïnken auf notieren, gruppieren und 
technischh organisieren. der entwerfer soil sich ein klares bild der sache machen. 
jedess ding, das er gebraucht, soil steigerung der suggestion des argumentes 
bezwecken,, die lösung soil anderungen ertragen können. sie soil in ihrer organisation 
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beweglichh und in ihrer suggestion nachdrücklich sein. kein faktor soil um sich selbst 
willenn da sein. reklame soil ökonomisch sein, weil sie zeitlich ist. gestaltung als 
selbstzweckk ist studium des entwerfers und gehort auf das atelier, sie ist jeweils eine 
sachee des künstlers und hat nur für inn wert, damit er besser zur lösung seiner 
aufgabee im stande ist. er studiert eben die optische suggestion seiner mittel, rein als 
experiment,, reklame ist nur folge aus reeller produktion. meine arbeit soil sein wie 
einn baum; naturgemSss zum früchte tragen gewachsen. für mien heisst das technisch: 
natürlichnatürlich und ungezwungen. die gestaltung, welche die reklame dann von ihrer natur 
auss tragt, ist nicht die gestaltung der aufgabe, sondern unserer naming den 
geschehnissenn gegeniiber. kurz gesagt: reklame soil sein: reell, direkt, sachlich, 
konkurrenzfahig,, argumentierend, aktiv, aktuell, funktionell, praktisch und 
technisch,, keine kunst sondern wirklichkeit.90 

Inn this view the designer becomes »the organiser of optical factors« - a title that is 
fittingg for many filmmakers relevant to this study. The organisation of optical 
factorss is one of the most important elements of theories about medium specificity 
discussedd below, from Vertov and Eisenstein to Richter and Cavalcanti. Implicit in 
thiss notion is the opposition to arts and crafts as a concept, to artisanal production, 
butt also to a completely automatised and routine-based industrial production 
modelledd on the conveyor belt. Instead what is proposed is a regrouping and 
technical-functionalistt organising. Even the experiments of the early 1920s are 
reproachedd in Schuitema's manifesto: brials should be done in the atelier, behind 
closedd doors. Here, the atelier becomes a laboratory, the artist simultaneously a 
scientistt and an engineer, and art the result of a specific arrangement of the 
elementss and parts that make up artistic practice. 

Mostt avant-garde films that are canonised as such are predominantly 
determinedd by their formal(ist) innovations and by its relation the film industry, to 
traditionall  film form and genre, to conventional models of story telling. Most 
avant-gardee films are therefore characterised by opposition and negativity. Let me 
quotee a rather lengthy list that draws together the type of films that Ivens made in 
thee early years of his career: 

Evenn in his early years he was already using every form and type of filmmaking 
includingg feature film and newsreel. Within four years, between 1927 and 1931, he 
hadd worked on: science films [...]; home-movies [...]; feature films [...]; newsreel 
[...];; social reportage [...]; company films [...] and many other commissioned films 
[...];; even animated films [...]; aesthetic form and movement studies [...]; poetic 
naturee recordings [...]; subjective films [...]; political pamphlets [...]; film sketches 
[...];; and abstract art [...]. He also worked on contrasting aspects: microshots as well 
ass panoramic shots from an airplane; expressionist influences derived from vitalism 
ass well as the abstract >absolute< film; the feature film as well as the newsreel; 
assignmentss for a trade union or for umbrella organizations of the communist party, 
ass well as assignments for large capitalist enterprises; subjective imagery as well as 
scientificc imagery; formal aesthetics as well as social reportage; animation as well as 
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newss pictures. He boasted a many-sided and inspired start like nobody else. In 
essence,, all of the elements of his later work were present at the start. «91 

Whatt this list draws together as an individual artistic sensibility that already had 
everythingg in his beginning, thus, reversing chronology and teleologically seeing 
hiss early films with eyes that know his full career. What I propose here is rather the 
inverse:: In an archaeological fashion am trying to see possibility of something else 
inn the avant-garde, of forgetting later developments that in this account become the 
linee of flight for everything Ivens made in the beginning of his career. Such an 
auteurr perspective is rather misleading as one always invariably ends up with 
retrospectivee explanations to construct an imaginary coherence across a diverse 
bodyy of work. In fact, I would argue that these films were animated by a belief in 
thee function and impact of film as a medium (not necessarily as an art form), that 
theyy had a certain effect on its spectators in mind that gives them a coherence quite 
differentt from an auteuristic subjectivity. 

Anotherr point should be made in relation to the self-referentiality of the 
avant-garde.. Tom Gunning has argued that Joris Ivens' DE BRUG (NL 1928) »laat 
zienn dat het onmogelijk is de visuele ervaring van een moderne structuur te 
scheidenn van het object zelf.«92 Thus, if the modern structure is inseparable from its 
visuall  experience then the avant-garde film has to show the structure of the objects 
portrayedd in its films. As cinema itself is as inseparably a part of this modern world 
ass these objects (cities, bridges, ocean liners, department stores, etc.) any of these 
filmsfilms is at least implicitly a film about cinema itself and about the specific »new 
vision«vision« that is characteristic of it. The epitome of this self-advertisement of cinema 
ass a modern structure rendering the modern structure visible (and not just making 
filmsfilms about it, but mirroring its very own relations) is surely Dsiga Vertov's 
CELOVEKK S KINOAPPARATOM (SU 1929, >The Man with the Movie Camera<), but 
thee work of Ivens or Ruttmann, Richter or Cavalcanti between 1928 and 1932 
circledd around these topics and can thus be seen as the biggest campaign in favour 
off  the cinema ever conducted. The same spirit of modernity that gave birth to the 
Eiffell  tower also gave birth to the cinema: Avant-garde films which attempted to 
bringg film into its own often used these structure as their subject, thereby creating a 
mise-en-abymemise-en-abyme in which the cinema could talk to itself and about itself.93 

2.44 Conclusio n 
[B]y[B]y  incorporating technology into art, the avantgarde liberated technology 

fromfrom its instrumental aspects and thus undermined both bourgeois notions of 
technologytechnology as progress and art as >natural<, >autonomous<, and >organic<. 

AndreasAndreas Huyssen (1980)94 

Mostt theories dealing with the artistic avant-garde have referred either to literature 
orr to the visual arts as an implicit or explicit model.95 The main feature of the 
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avant-gardee has been seen as the attempt to break down the barriers between art 
andd life - in both directions, thus making art an integral part of life as well as 
puttingg real life into art. In this process both parts of the equation are effectively 
cancelledd out, as their distinction vanishes and we are unable to differentiate them 
anymore.. Yet, both concepts are in this synthesis also simultaneously redeemed 
andd retained on a different level. It is this Hegelian dialectic of Aufhebung 
(sublation)) that the avant-garde aimed at, but never truly achieved. 

Inn thinking about the film avant-garde one encounters several problems 
whichh have not been thoroughly examined so far: The definition of what 
constitutess an avant-garde film is not clear at all. What distinguishes an avant-
gardee film from a commercial art film is often very hard to tell. Moreover, what 
hass retrospectively often been labelled as documentary, advertisement, industrial 
filmfilm  or Kulturfilm might in the logic of the day be an avant-garde film. Even 
thoughh every categorisation always presupposes an excluding and an including 
gesture,, in respect to the film avant-garde the issue seems especially significant and 
difficultt to solve. In keeping with avant-garde logic every new film coming from 
theirr circles also questioned again the traditional boundaries erected rhetorically 
betweenn different film styles. By including the scientific films of J.C. Mol or Jean 
Painlevéé the avant-garde emphasised different aspects of these films and by 
praisingg Louis Feuillade's serials the surrealists consciously provoked the 
bourgeoiss taste makers. Here lies the true purpose of the avant-garde: constantly 
questioningg boundaries and limits, including their own, and thereby radically 
underminingg also their own basis. If the avant-garde stops doing this, it loses its 
momentumm and therefore it can never succeed the traditional sense of 
institutionalisation.. That some films produced within the circles of the avant-garde 
off  the interwar period are by now canonised in museums and cinematheques 
aroundd the world is simultaneously the triumph and the defeat of the avant-garde 
andd underscores the dialectic at the heart of this movement. The avant-garde aimed 
att radical change, yet only succeeded in entering those institutions of mainstream 
culturee that they abhorred, fought and detested. 

Ass I have argued, a number of aporias riddled the film avant-garde and the 
differentt actions and manifestations fluctuated between the positions making the 
avant-gardee at best an unstable configuration. Retrospectively, abstraction has 
provenn to be the most crucial factor in deciding which films were to enter the 
canonn of the avant-garde - as (high) »modernism« began to replace avant-garde as 
thee guiding term for art historical studies of the first half of the Twentieth Century. 
Sincee the visual arts in the 1920s tended towards abstraction (Kandinsky, 
Malevich,, Mondrian) their model has been transferred to film without too much 
discussion.. In effect this shift of focus from transformation as the central factor of 
avant-gardee activism to abstraction as a formal category has effectively meant a 
depolitisationn of the avant-garde. Consequently, topics like (political) engagement 
orr realism (which were at the time much hotter issues than the question of 
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abstractionn which seems to have been already by 1928 a dated concept) proved to 
bee conspicuously absent from canonical accounts (1960s to 1980s) of the interwar 
avant-gardee manifestations. The four  aporias that I have elaborated on in this 
chapterr  as independence/dependence, abstraction/realism, commercial/elitist, 
communist/fascistt  could be reconfigured as problems of funding, aesthetics, 
addresss (audience) and politics.96 

Whatt  seems to be crucial to me is a concentration on issues of strategy and 
networkingg within a European perspective. What should be avoided are 
auteuristicallyy derived arguments and biographical retellings as well as arguments 
limitedd to a specific nation or  interpretation of singular  works disregarding then-
contextt  as the avant-garde was trans-national, trans-generic, and trans-subjective in 
itss outlook from its very inception. 
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articless see Nancy Kapstein (ed.): Rencontres autour des inedits. Jubilee Book. Essays on Amateur 
Film.Film. Charleroi (BE): Association Européenne Inédits / European Association Inedits 1997 and Film 
History,History, vol. 15, no. 2, 2003 (special issue »Small Gauge and Amateur Film«, edited by Melinda 
Stonee and Dan Streible). See for a case study of Switzerland Alexandra Schneider: Die Stars sind wir. 
HeimkinoHeimkino als filmische Praxis. Marburg: Schuren 2004. (Zürcher Filmstudien 9). 
255 See Walter Benjamin's lecture »Der Autor als Produzent« for an explanation of this position. In: 
W.B.:: Gesammelte Schriften. 11.2. Frankfurt/Main: Suhrkamp 1977: 683-701. 
266 See the manifesto »Het gaat om de film« in: Jan Heijs (ed.): Filmliga 1927-1931. (reprint of 
magazinee published by the Filmliga). Nijmegen: SUN 1982: 34. 
277 There are other reasons (gender, sexual orientation) that also played into this conflict. See Naomi 
Green:: »Artaud and Film: A Reconsiderations. In: Cinema Journal, vol. 23, no. 4, Summer 1984: 28-
40. . 
288 Germaine Dulac: »Le cinéma d'avant-garde«. In: Henri Fescourt (ed.): he Cinéma des origines è 
nosnos jours. Paris Editions du Cygne 1932: 357-364. Reprinted in and quoted after Prosper Hillairet 
(ed.):: Germaine Dulac. Ecrits sur le cinema (1919-1937). Paris : Editions Experimental 1994: 182-
190,, here 182f. [»The film industry is producing commercial films, i.e. films intended to reach a wide 
audience,, and market-oriented films. Market-oriented films are willing to make any concession and 
aree pursuing purely financial goals; commercial films are using expressions and techniques in the 
bestt possible way and among these one finds occasionally interesting works, without ignoring the 
necessaryy profits. In this case we have a union of industry and art. From commercial cinema emerges 
thee total work, the balanced film for which industry and avant-garde work in two divided camps. In 
generall  the industry is not interesed in the artistic elements while the avant-garde is caring about 
nothingg else. From this results the antagonism. Avant-garde and commercial cinema, or art and film 
industry,, form an inseperable whole. But the avant-garde - without which there would be no 
developmentt in film - has against itself the majority of the public and all producers.,̂ my trans.] 
299 anon.: »Experimente sind Geschëfte*. In: Film-Kurier, vol. 10, no. 101, 28.4.1928. (special »Die 
Avant-Garde«).. [»It sounds paradox, but experiments are deals. [...] If you find something that is 
worthh a risk, then push it through. In the long run valuable inspirations have always been successful. 
Improvementt is only possible by trying out new ways. Film as an art for the masses can easily run 
intoo the danger of solidifying.«, my trans.] 
300 A wide context of popular entertainment, of mass-circulated media, and of new modes of 
spectatorshipp around 1900 can be found in the seminal anthology Leo Charney, Vanessa R. Schwartz: 
CinemaCinema and the Invention of Modern Life. Berkeley, CA: University of California Press 1995. 
311 Joris Ivens: »Quelques reflections sur les documentaires d'avant-garde«. In: La revue des vivants, 
No.. 10, 1931: 518-520. English translation reprinted in and qouted after: »Notes on the Avant-garde 
Documentaryy Film«. In: Kees Bakker (ed): Joris Ivens and the Documentary Context. Amsterdam: 
Amsterdamm University Press 1999: 224-226, here 224. 
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Thee locus classicus for the concept »paratext« in relation to literature is Gerard Genette: Seuils. 
Paris:: Editions du Seuil 1987. (engl.: Paratexts. Thresholds of Interpretation. Cambridge: Cambridge 
Universityy Press 1997). See on special forms related to the cinema such as the film trailer Vinzenz 
Hediger:: Verfiihrung zwn Film. Der amerikanische Kinotrailer seit 1912. Marburg: Schuren 2001 and 
onn the poster Wolfgang Beilenhoff, Martin Heller (eds.): Das Filmplakat. Zurich, Berlin, New York: 
Scaloo 1995. 
333 For a concise and good (albeit already somewhat dated) introduction to this discussion see Judith 
Mayne:: Cinema and Spectatorship. London, New York: Routledge 1993. 
344 See chapter three on film societies and ciné-clubs. 
355 Only the post-World War II avant-garde would work directly on the film material, scratching and 
paintingg directly on the film strip, eliminating the photographical process altogether. 

Seee Béla Baldsz: Der sichtbare Mensch, oder die Kultur des Films. Wien, Leipzig: Deutsch-
Österreichischerr Verlag 1924. (reprint Frankfurt/Main: Suhrkamp 2001), Béla Balasz: Der Geist des 
Films.Films. Halle/Saale: Wilhelm Knapp 1930. (reprint Frankfurt/Main: Suhrkamp 2001) and Rudolf 
Arnheim:: Film als Kunst. Berlin: Rowohlt 1932. (reprint Frankfurt/Main: Suhrkamp 2002). 
77 For an attempt to understand the »absoluter Film« as a movement see Holger Wilmesmeier: 

DeutscheDeutsche Avantgarde und Film. Die Filmmatinee »Der absolute Film« 3. und 10. Mai 1925. Munster, 
Hamburg:: Lit Verlag 1993. 
388 It is not absolutely certain which of Richter's RHYTHMUS-films was shown and if that film was 
shownn on both matinees. See Wilmesmeier, absolute Film, op.cit., 17-30. 
399 See chapter three on film societies for more on the Gesellschafi »Neuer Film«. 
400 Walter Ruttmann: »Die >absolute< Mode«. In: Filmkurier, no. 30, 3 February 1928. Reprinted in 
andd quoted after: Jeanpaul Goergen (ed.): Walter Ruttmann. Eine Dokumentation. Berlin: Freunde der 
Deutschenn Kinemathek 1989: 82. [»It was inevitable: The >absolute< film is now in fashion. Years 
agoo when I presented the first examples, it was fanatically welcomed by some, mildly frowned upon 
byy others. The low tide of film production is the reason why absolute film is now propagated as me 
holyy bible. Its diffuse character is helpful for its propaganda. What is an absolute film? A film where 
onee does not have to rely on the manner how the film is made for it to develop into art, but a film 
wheree die theory and the idea of film as an autonomous art stands first - a priori: >In such a manner 
onlyonly are film's aesthetical laws.< Certainly it would be delightful if artist would supersede the 
routiniers.. But - is it the best for film, when its artistic cleansing is forced too eagerly? Is film rightly 
understood,, if one wishes him the destiny of absolute music? Shall film be shown in poorly visited 
halls?? Become virginized for a small community of the aesthetically high-demanding concerned with 
itss structural pureness? When it [the absolute film, MH] is self-sufficient und becomes a goal in itself, 
itt leans toward the storerooms of 1'art por Tart. From there film had just liberated us.«, my trans.] 
411 See Siegfried Kracauer: »Wir schaffens«. In: Frankfurter Zeitung, 17.11.11927. Reprinted in S.K.: 
VonVon Caligari zu Hitter. Eine psychologische Geschichte des deutschen Films. Frankfurt a.M.: 
Suhrkampp 1979: 404f. See also ibid.: 192-198. 
422 See my chapter on the discursive formations for more on Baden-Baden. 
433 Tom Gunning: «Ontmoetingen in verduisterde ruimten. De alternatieve programmering van de 
Nederlandschee Filmliga«. In: Linssen, Céline; Schoots, Hans; Gunning, Tom: Het gaat om de film! 
EenEen nieuwe geschiedenis van de Nederlandsche Filmliga 1927-1933. Amsterdam: Bas Lubberhuizen 
// Filmmuseum 1999: 217-263, here 252. [»The Filmliga was not only founded to project films that 
weree not be screened anywhere else, but also to discover and teach new ways of film spectatorship. 
Essentially,, this meant an undermining of the dominance of narrative. The Liga did programme a 
numberr of narrative films, but it also started a frontal attack on the hegemony of the narrative film as 
itt is represented in the classical Hollywood feature film. It offered a varied choice of alternatives. The 
abstractt films, the heavily political but often littl e psychological Soviet films, the absurdist mixture of 
dadaistt and surrealist films, the visual association and the symbolism of the French Impressionists, the 
dynamicc images of everyday lif e in the city symphonies and other documentaries - in all these forms 
onee searched for organisational principles that were at a distance from conventional stories focused on 
well-roundedd characters. New film forms required new audiences and the programmes of the Filmliga 
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hadd to break with old habits of film spectatorship in order to create a new appreciation for film art.«, 
myy trans.] 
444 See for the programme »Die Stuttgarter Sondervorführungen der Werkbundausstellung >Film und 
Foto<«.. In: Uchtbild-Bühne, vol. 22, no. 145, 19.6.1929. See for an annotated reconstruction of the 
programmee Helma Schleif (ed.): Stationen der Moderne im Film. Vol. 1: FiFo. Film- und 
FotoausstellmgFotoausstellmg Stuttgart 1929. Rekonstruktion des Filmprogramms. Berlin: Freunde der  Deutschen 
Kinemathekk 1988. 
455 For classical accounts of the aesthetic and cultural style of Neue Sacklichkeit see John Willett: The 
NewNew Sobriety. New York: Pantheon 1978, and Helmut Lethen: Verhaltenslehren der Kalte. 
LebensversucheLebensversuche zwischen den Kriegen. Frankfurt/Main : Suhrkamp 1994. 
466 Tom Gunning: ^Ontmoetingen in verduisterde ruimten. De alternatieve programmering van de 
Nederlandschee Filmliga*. In: Linssen, Céline; Schoots, Hans; Gunning, Tom: Het gaat om de film! 
EenEen nieuwe geschiedenis van de Nederlandsche Filmliga 1927-1933. Amsterdam: Bas Lubberhuizen 
// Filmmuseum 1999: 217-263, here 232. [»Here we see a theoretical opposition whereas in practice 
differentt film styles form a dialectic relation instead of excluding each other. Partly this can be 
expainedd as these seemingly mutually exclusive techniques were both opposed to the commercial 
featuree film.«, my trans.] 
477 For more on Painlevé see Andy Masaki Bellows, Marina McDougall (eds.): Science Is Fiction. The 
FilmsFilms of Jean Painlevé. Cambridge, MA, London: MIT Press 2000. 
488 Cf. Lészló Moholy-Nagy: The New Vision and Abstract of an Artist. New York: George 
Wittenbornn 1947. (orig. German as Von Material zu Architektur 1928, orig. English 1930). 
499 Walter Benjamin: »Das Kunstwerk im Zeitalter seiner technischen ReproduzierbarkeiU (Dritte 
Fassung).. In: W.B.: Gesammelte Schriften. Band 1.2. Frankfurt/Main: Suhrkamp 1977: 471-508, here 
499.. [»To demonstrate the identity of the artistic and scientific uses of photography which heretofore 
usuallyy were separated wil l be one of the revolutionary functions of the fihn.«, trans. Harry Zonn, 
Illuminations:Illuminations:  236] 
500 See Ian Aitken: Film and Reform. John Grierson and the Documentary Film Movement. London, 
Neww York: Routledge 1990 for a detailed discussion of the background and influences upon Grierson. 
Seee also Ian Aitken: European Film Theory and Cinema. An Introduction. Edinburgh: Edinburgh 
Universityy Press 2001 (chapter 7 on realism) for a more concise overview. See for a study of 
Grierson'ss film theory Patrick Hörl : Film als Fenster zur Welt. Eine Untersuchung des 
filmtheoretischenfilmtheoretischen Denkens von John Grierson. Konstanz: UVK Medien Ölschlager  1996. 
511 Ian Aitken: European Film Theory and Cinema. An Introduction. Edinburgh: Edinburgh University 
Presss 2001:165. 
522 For more on the distinction between modernism and modernisation and a more thorough treatment 
off  Grierson see my chapter on the emergence of the documentary. 
333 See my chapter on the ^Vanishing Point Soviet Union« for more details. 
544 For filmmaking during the front populaire-period see Goffredo Fofi: »The Cinema of the Popular 
Frontt in France (1934-38K In: Screen, vol. 13, no. 4, Winter 1972/73: 5-57; Ginette Vincendeau, 
Keithh Reader  (eds.): La vie est a nous. French Cinema of the Popular Front 1935-1938. London: 
Britishh Film Institute 1986; Genevieve Guillaume-Grimaud: he cinema du front populaire. Paris: 
Lherminierr 1986; Jonathan Buchsbaum: Cinema engage. Film in the Popular Front. Urbana, IL: 
Universityy of Illinoi s Press 1988. On films from the Spanish civil war inside and outside Spain see 
Marjori ee A. Valleau: The Spanish Civil War in American and European Films. Ann Arbor , MI : UMI 
Researchh Press 1982; Roman Gubern: La guerra de Espaha en la pantalla (1936-1939). De la 
propagandapropaganda a la historia. Madrid: Filmoteca Espaflola 1986; Wolfgang Martin Hamdorf: Zwischen 
»No»No Pasaran!* und »Arriba Espana!*. Film und Propaganda im Spanischen Bürgerkrieg. Munster 
MakSS Publikationen 1991. 
555 See Hans-Michael Bock, Jürgen Berger  (eds.): Photo: Casparius. Filmgeschichte in Berlin. Berlin 
vanvan 1930. Berlin: Stiftung Deutsche Kinemathek 1978 and Erika Wottrich (ed.): M wie Nebenzal. 
Miinchen:: edition text + kritik 2002; both books contain documents and texts on the case. For 
Brecht'ss perspective see Bertolt Brecht: Der Dreigroschenprozess. In: Bertolt Brecht: Gesammelte 
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Werke.Werke. Band 18: Schriften zur Uteratur und Kunst I. Frankfurt/Main: Suhrkamp 1967: 139-209. [first 
publishedd 1931] 

Forr a collection of annotated source material see Harry M. Geduld, Ronald Gottesman (eds.): 
SergeiSergei Eisenstein and Upton Sinclair. The Making and Unmaking of >Que viva Mexico!<. 
Bloomington,, IN, London: Indiana University Press 1970. 
577 See for a general history of surrealism largely from Breton's perspective Maurice Nadeau: Histoire 
dudu Surrealisme. Paris: Editions du Seuil 1945, see also for Bunuel's reasons to resign from the group 
Paull  Hammond: »To the Paradise of Pitfalls«. In: Maria Casanova (ed.): Tierra sin pan. Luis Bunuely 
loslos nuevos caminos de las vanguardias. Valencia: Institut Valencia d'Art Modern 1999 : 211-217. 
588 Laszlo Moholy-Nagy: »Produktion - Reproduktion«. In: De Stijl, vol. 5, no. 7, July 1922: 98-100. 
Reprintedd in and quoted after: Laszlo Moholy-Nagy. Fotogramme 1922-1943. München, Paris, 
London:: Schirmer/Mosel 1996: 28-29. [»Since production (productive design) mainly serves the 
progresss of mankind, we must try to expand the means of production (the apparatus) - onto fields 
untill  now only used for reproduction - into productive fields.«, my trans.] 
599 Bill Nichols: »The Documentary and the Turn from Modernism«. In: Kees Bakker (ed.): Joris 
IvensIvens and the Documentary Context. Amsterdam: Amsterdam University Press 1999: 142-159. 
600 I am aware that I am using the term modernism here to designate what some theorists (like Fredric 
Jameson)) call high modernism. Yet, I find the latter term unrewarding and hard to define; therefore I 
refrainn from using it and employ modernism to refer to artistic production from (roughly) 1900 to 
19600 which challenged the dominant institutions of art and traditional manners of expression. 
611 Thomas Elsaesser: Weimar Cinema and After. Germany's Historical Imaginary. London, New 
York:: Routledge 2000: 390. 
622 I am aware that the surrealists also shared some preoccupations with constructivists such as a 
fascinationn for the city, an investigation into chance encounters; more generally speaking: an interest 
inn social aspects of modern life. 

Hanss Schools Living Dangerously. A Biography of Joris Ivens. Amsterdam: Amsterdam University 
Presss 2000:41. 
644 See Thomas Elsaesser: »Die Stadt von Morgen: Filme zum Bauen und Wohnen in der Weimarer 
Republik«.. Text for DFG-project: Geschichte des deutschen Dokumentarfilms bis 1945. Stuttgart, 
Leipzig:: Reclam; to be published 2005. 
655 The parameters of form and content (and their interrelatedness) are never absolute essentials, but 
alwayss historically relative. Peter Burger argues that »[d]ie ready-mades von Duchamp sind keine 
Kunstwerke,, sondern Manifestationen. Nicht aus der Form-Inhalt-Totalitat der einzelnen von 
Duchampp signierten GegenstSnde l&Bt sich der Sinn seiner Provokation ablesen, sondern einzig aus 
demm Gegensatz von serienmaBig produziertem Objekt einerseits und Signatur und Kunstausstellung 
andererseits.. Da6 dieser Typus von Provokation sich nicht beliebig oft wiederholen laBt, liegt auf der 
Hand.. Die Provokation ist abhangig von dem, wogegen sie sich richtet; hier von der Vorstellung, das 
Individuumm sei das Subjekt des kiinstlerischen Schaffens. Nachdem einmal der signierte 
Flaschentrocknerr als museumswürdiger Gegenstand akzeptiert ist, fallt die Provokation ins Leere; sie 
verkehrtt sich ins Gegenteil. Wenn heute ein Kiinstler ein Ofenrohr signiert und ausstellt, denunziert er 
damitt keineswegs mehr den Kunstmarkt, sondern fiigt sich ihm ein; er destruiert nicht die Vorstellung 
vomm individuellen Schöpfertum, sondern er bestëtigt sie.« Peter Burger: Theorie der Avantgarde. 
Frankfurt/Main:: Suhrkamp 1974: 71. 
666 Joris Ivens: »Quelques reflections sur les documentaires d'avant-garde«. In: La revue des vivants, 
no.. 10, 1931: 518-520. Reprinted translation in and quoted from: »Notes on the Avant-garde 
Documentaryy Film«. In: Kees Bakker (ed.): Joris Ivens and the Documentary Context. Amsterdam: 
Amsterdamm University Press 1999: 224-226, here 224. 
677 Ivens: »Quelques reflections sur les documentaires d'avant-garde«. 1931. Reprinted translation in 
andd quoted from: Bakker (ed.), Documentary Context. 224-226, here 224f. 
688 I have borrowed this list from Lev Manovich's essay »Avant-garde as Software« 
(http://www.manovich.net/docs/avantgarde_as_software.doc)) in which he draws extensive parallels 
betweenn the constructivist avant-garde of the 1920s and developments in new media in the 1990s. 
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Evenn though I do not share all of Manovich's conclusion which sometimes appear like technological 
determinismm I still find this article useful in giving a historical perspective on new media as well as a 
contemporaryy perspective on the canonical avant-garde. 
699 See Herbert Molderings: »Lichtjahre eines Lebens. Das Fotogramm in der Asthetik Laszlo Moholy-
Nagys«.. In: Museum Folkwang (ed): Ldszlo Moholy-Nagy: Fotogramme 1922-1943. München, 
Paris,, London: Schirmer/Mosel 1996: 8-17. 
700 For the strategies of the Tobis after the introduction of sound see Malte Hagener: »Unter den 
Dachernn der Tobis. Nationale Markte und europaische Strategien*. In: Jan Distelmeyer (Red.): 
Tonfilmfrieden/Tonfibnhieg.Tonfilmfrieden/Tonfibnhieg. Die Geschichte der Tobis vom Technik-Syndikat zum Staatskonzern. 
München:: edition text + kritik 2003: 51-64. 
711 Just think of Saatchi & Saatchi's infamous Se/warfort-exhibition. 
722 S. Palsma [= Paul Schuitema]: »Foto als wapen in de klassestrijd«. In: Links Richten, February 
1933.. Reprinted in and quoted after Flip Bool: »Paul Schuitema und Piet Zwart. Die Neue 
Typografiee und die Neue Fotografie im Dienste der Industrie und des politischen Kampfes«. In: 
Stanislauss von Moos, Chris Smeenk (eds.): Avantgarde und Industrie. Delft: Delft University Press 
1983:: 121-134, here 122. [»It is naive to believe, it suffices to be a proletarian in order to deal with 
weaponss in the class struggle. Class-conscious proletarian struggle means exercise and eventually 
masteryy of the weapons in class struggle. The training of the proletarian photo-correspondent must 
primarilyy be related to operating his camera and only subsequently to the study of seduction. No 
romanticism,, no art, rather objective, openly seductive propaganda: tactically aimed towards class 
struggle,, technically aimed towards the job.«, my trans.] 
733 Bool, »Schuitema und Zwart«, op.cit.: 124. [»Advertisment offered them [Schuitema and Zwart] 
thee opportunity to play an active role within the production process [...] and to present their theories 
aboutt contemporary forms of production to a wide audience by using ultra-modern production 
facilities.*,, my trans.] 
744 Lev Manovich: »Avant-garde as Software«, op.cit.: 8. 
7511 have elaborated the role of the Soviet Union within the imaginary geography of the avant-garde in 
moree detail in the chapter » Vanishing Point Soviet Union*. 
766 Walter Ruttmann: »Technik und Film«. In: Leo Kestenberg (ed.): Kunst und Technik. Berlin 1930: 
327.. Reprinted in and quoted from: Jeapaul Goergen: Walter Ruttmann. Eine Dokumentation. Berlin: 
Freundee der Deutschen Kinemathek 1989, S. 87-88. A discussion of this quote and Ruttmann's 
positionn in detail can be found in Thomas Elsaesser, Malte Hagener: » Walter Ruttmann. 1929«. In: 
Stefann Andriopoulos, Bernhard Dotzler (eds.): 1929. Beitrage zur Archaologie der Medien. 
Frankfurt/Main:: Suhrkamp 2002: 316-349. [»What is surprising when compared to other industries 
andd fabrication fields is that the film industry never had a laboratory. [...] And still the laboratory 
couldd have been the nutrient medium which could have helped it develop and strengthen. [...] Not 
improvementt and developement of the apparatus would have been the task of this laboratory. [...] 
Indeedd here experimental departments should be created in order to prove the range of possibilities 
[...]]  within film as a form of expression.*, my trans.] 
777 See Flip Bool: »Paul Schuitema und Piet Zwart. Die Neue Typografie und die Neue Fotografie im 
Dienstee der Industrie und des politischen Kampfes«. In: Stanislaus von Moos, Chris Smeenk (eds.): 
AvantgardeAvantgarde und Industrie. Delft: Delft University Press 1983: 121-134.for a case study on a 
photographerr between political and commercial assignments. 
™™ Thomas Elsaesser Weimar Cinema and After. Germany's Historical Imaginary. London, New 
York:: Routledge 2000: 402f. 
799 Actually, the third huge laboratory in the 1930s was Nazi-Germany which drew upon artistic figure 
headss such as Leni Riefenstahl and Walter Ruttmann. See Thomas Elsaesser, Malte Hagenen » Walter 
Ruttmann.. 1929«. In: Stefan Andriopoulos, Bernhard Dotzler (eds.): 1929. Beitrage zur Archaologie 
derder Medien. Frankfurt/Main: Suhrkamp 2002: 316-349. 
800 Lev Manovich: »Avant-garde as Software«: 8. (http://www.manovich.net/docs/ 
avantgarde_as_software.doc). . 
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Paull  Schuitema in Heinz Rasch, Bodo Rasch (eds.): Gefesselter Blick. 1930. Reprinted in and 
quotedd after Flip Flip Bool: »Paul Schuitema und Piet Zwart. Die Neue Typografie und die Neue 
Fotografiee im Dienste der Industrie und des politischen Kampfes«. In: Stanislaus von Moos, Chris 
Smeenkk (eds.): Avantgarde und Industrie. Delft: Delft University Press 1983: 121-134, here 124. 
[»thee designer is not sketching, but organising the optical factors, his work is not in the manner of 
handicraft;; it is limited to taking notes, building groups and technical organization.*, my trans.] 
822 Peter Burger: Theorie der Avantgarde. Frankfurt/Main: Suhrkamp 1974: 29. [»The avant-garde is 
opposedd to both the apparatus of distribution to which the work of art is subjected as well as to the 
conceptt of autonomy which describes the status of art in bourgeois society.«, my trans.] 

Forr a detailed and stimulating discussion of the Weimar art cinema between commercialism, 
culturall  value and modernisation see Thomas Elsaesser: Weimar Cinema and After. Germany's 
HistoricalHistorical Imaginary. London, New York: Routledge 2000. 
844 In this respect Hollywood might have been different as a former avant-gardist like Slavko 
Vorkapichh was only used for a very circumscribed technique: montage sequences in which stylistic 
influencess from the avant-garde are noticeable. For Slavko Vorkapich see Don Whittemore, Philip 
Alann Cecchettini: Passport to Hollywood. Film Immigrants Anthology. New York et al.: Mc Graw-
Hil ll  1976: 432f. See also the special section in Monthly Film Bulletin, vol. 48, no. 572, September 
1981:: 185-190. 
855 Charles Boost: Van Ciné-Club tot Filmhuis. Tien jaren die de filmindustrie deden wankelen. 
Amsterdam:: Meulenhoff 1979: 42. [»...despite the enthusiasm and activity of an inventive avant-
garde,, the big and lasting impulses in the porcess that led to the recognition of film as art came from 
assignmentss made with private subsidies or in industrial context. Three films have played a 
dominatingg role in the years 1920 to 1930 in showing the cinema-going public, including critics and 
theoreticians,, the possibilities and potentials of the new medium. DAS CABINET DES DR. CALIGARI, 
POTEMKINN as well as LA PASSION DE JEANNE D'ARC were in their own time and ever since eye-opener, 
shockingg films that did not fit within the frame of film productions up til l then. They created 
revolutionss in spectatorship, shook existing definitions and made in a short time span (the time of 
release)) a lot clear what was vaguely understood or confirmed what was only a vague thought up until 
then.«,, my trans.] 
866 Thomas Elsaesser: »»Dada/Cinema?«. In: Rudolf E. Kuenzli (ed.): Dada and Surrealist Film. New 
York:: Willis, Locker and Owens 1987: 13-27, here 19. 

Tomm Gunning has discussed the affinity between early cinema and avant-garde film in his seminal 
article:: »The Cinema of Attractions: Early Film, Its Spectator and the Avant-Garde«. In: Thomas 
Elsaesserr (ed.): Early Cinema. Space - Frame - Narrative. London: BFI1990: 56-62. 
888 A. Kraszna-Krausz: »Exhibition in Stuttgart, June, 1929, and Its Effects«. In: Close Up, vol. 5, no. 
6,, December 1929: 455-464, here 463. 
899 Catalogue edited by Cesar Domela for exhibition at the Kunstgewerbemuseum Berlin quoted in: 
Bool,, »Schuitema und Zwart«, op.cit.: 125. [»The most important use of photomontage is in 
propaganda,, in commercial as well as political contexts.«, my trans.] 

Paull  Schuitema in Heinz Rasch, Bodo Rasch (eds.): Gefesselter Blick. 1930. Reprinted in and 
quotedd after Flip Rip Bool: »Paul Schuitema und Piet Zwart. Die Neue Typografie und die Neue 
Fotografiee im Dienste der Industrie und des politischen Kampfes«. In: Stanislaus von Moos, Chris 
Smeenkk (eds.): Avantgarde und Industrie. Delft: Delft University Press 1983: 121-134, here 124. 
[»advertismentt is neither art nor design, advertisment means to push forward, it does not have any 
otherr purpose rather than to propagate the material and mental production of man. it evolves from the 
task,task, and it has to clearly fulfil l this task, the task has to be clear and has to be based on arguments, 
advertisementt without arguments is not advertisement: is unemployed, the argument only relates to 
thee commissioning body and has to be the basis for the solution, the idea for the solution has to be a 
re-arrangementt of the arguments into an visual suggestion, it has relate to the speed of the times, the 
solutionn only relates to the designer, he has to understand the arguments, the technical circumstances 
off  the process, in which the the task is carried out, define the form, the designer is not a sketcher, but 
ann organizer of the the optical factors, his work is not in the manner of handicraft; it is limited to 
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takingg notes, building groups and technical organization, the designer  should have a clear  image, 
everyy thing he uses should be in order  to amplify the the seduction of the argument, the solution 
shouldd bear  changes, the solution has to be fluid in its organisation and explicit in its seduction, 
nothingg should be included for  the sake of itself, advertisement should be economic, because it is 
temporal,, design for  its own sake is study of the designer  and belongs in the studio, it is the business 
off  the designer  and is only valuable for  him to solve his tasks better, he studies the optical seduction 
off  his means, purely as an experiment. Advertisement is only a result of actual production. My work 
shalll  be as a tree; according to nature grown in order  to bear  fruits . That is technical: natural and 
unforcedd The design which advertisement carries naturally is not the design of the task but of our 
attitudee towards the events. In short: advertisement shall be: actual, direct, factual, able to compete, 
argumentative,, active, topical, functional, practical and technical. Not art but reality.«, my trans.] 
911 Andre Stufkens: »The Song of Movement. Joris Ivens's First Films and the Cycle of the Avant-
garde«.. In: Kees Bakker  (ed): Joris Ivens and the Documentary Context. Amsterdam: Amsterdam 
Universityy Press 1999: 46-71, here 66. 
922 Gunning, »Ontmoetingen...«, op.cit.: 254. [»shows mat it is impossible to disentangle the visual 
experiencee of a modern structure from the object itself.«, my trans.) 
933 The developments in the German film industry around the coming of sound points to a high 
awarenesss of these issues not only in the circles of the avant-garde, but also in the industry at large: 
Thee commercial cinema is in a somewhat different, yet also similar  fashion staging its own mise-en-
abymee in films such as UND NELSON SPELT (DE 1928/29, Hans Conradi), DAS LIE D IST AUS (DE 
1930,, Geza von Bolvary), DAS CABINET DES DR. LARIFAR I (DE 1930, Robert Wohlmuth), DIE GROSSE 
SEHNSUCHTT (DE 1930, Istvén Székely), DER SCHUSS IM TONHLMATEUE R (DE 1930, Alfred Zeisler), 
WI RR SCHALTEN UM AUF HOLLYWOO D (DE 1931, Frank Reicher), DAS LIE D EINER NACHT (DE 1932, 
Anatoll  Litvak) , DIE VERLIEBT E FIRM A (DE 1932, Max Ophuls), ICH BEI  TAG UND DU BEI NACHT (DE 
1932,, Ludwig Berger). For  some of the issues concerning the industry see the essays collected in 
Maltee Hagener, Jan Hans (eds.): Als die Filme singen lernten. Innovation und Tradition im Musikfihn 
1928-1938.1928-1938. MUnchen: edition text + kriti k 1999. For  the self-reflexive wave in early German sound 
film ss see Jörg Schweinitz: »>Wie im Kinok Die autothematische Welle im filmen Tonfilm. 
Figurationenn des Selbstreflexiven«. In: Thomas Koebner, Norbert Grob, Bernd Kiefer  (eds.): 
DiesseitsDiesseits der >Damonischen Leinwand*. MOnchen: edition text + kriti k 2003: 373-392. 
944 Andreas Huyssen: »The Hidden Dialectic: Avantgarde - Technology - Mass Culture«. First 
publishedd in Kathleen Woodward (ed.): The Myths of Information: Technology and Postindustrial 
Culture.Culture. Madison, WI: Coda Press 1980: 151-164. Reprinted in and quoted after  Andreas Huyssen: 
AfterAfter the Great Divide. Modernism, Mass Culture, Postmodernism. Bloomington, Indianapolis: 
Indianaa University Press 1986: 3-15, here 11. 
9511 am aware that most avant-garde movements tried to work in different genres and formats and 
consciouslyy attempted at breaking down the barrier s between the different art forms; yet, disciplinary 
limit ss in the academy have largely confined studies to a concentration of one art form with occasional 
asidess towards others. 
966 Seen from this perspective my four  aporias also relate closely to the »three As« proposed by 
Thomass Elsaesser  in relation to the commissioned industrial film - »Auftraggeber, Anlass, Adressat* 
(commissioningg body, occasion, expected audience / address). See Thomas Elsaesser: »Die Stadt von 
Morgen::  Filme zum Bauen und Wohnen in der  Weimarer  Republik«. Text for  DFG-project: 
GeschichteGeschichte des deutschen Dokumentarfilms bis 1945. Stuttgart, Leipzig: Reclam 2005. (to be 
published). . 
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Chapte rr  3: 
Strategi cc  Convergenc e and Functiona l 

Differentiatio nn - The Film Societie s and Ciné-
Clubss of the 1920s and 30s 

SelbstverstandlichSelbstverstandlich kostet wis die Organisierung der Arbeit 
weitweit mehr Mühe als die (kiinstlerische) Arbeit selber, das heifit, 

wirwir  kamen immer mehr dazu, die Organisation fur einen 
wesentlichenwesentlichen Teil der kiinstlerischen Arbeit zu halten. 

EsEs war das nur möglich, weil die Arbeit als ganze eine politische war. 
BertoltBertolt Brecht, Slatan Dudow etal. (1931/32)1 

Filmm clubs, film societies and ciné-clubs have not been high on the agenda of film 
historians.. While, generally speaking, production has always generated more 
researchh than distribution and exhibition this special case of circulation has largely 
beenn left on the margins. Ciné-clubs and film societies have either been dealt with 
inn biographical works of individuals that played a decisive role in and devoted time 
andd energy to these efforts or in regional studies which concentrated on a specific 
cityy (and often a specific screening space or a specific institutional context). Both 
approachess to these alternative outlets neglect on the one hand the national and 
internationall  exchange of the initiatives, on the other it has limited the scope to 
specificc constellations thus not reaching a comparatistic perspective. In keeping 
withh my aim of contextualising artistic practice and doing archaeological 
historiographyy of the avant-garde I intend to examine the nexus of film societies, 
theirr activities and publications, their programming policies and networking 
efforts.. I consider film societies as social organisms which provide a framework for 
viewingg and discussing films, for developing theories and for distributing and 
makingg films.2 This chapter follows roughly a chronological itinerary from the first 
effortss after World War One to the emerging mass movement of the late 1920s. I 
wil ll  consider the programming policy as well as the manifestoes and programmes 
ass artifacts that constitute an alternative and oppositional practice. The upsurge 
towardss a boom around 1930 wil l be treated under the heading strategic 
convergencee - this increase was due to the fact that different groups united for 
somee time under the avant-garde banner. The development in the 1920s until the 
watershedd around 1930 could be summed up as strategic convergence. I wil l 
furthermoree consider the development in the 1930s in respect to how the cinema 
camee to occupy a different position for the nation state and archives were 
instituted.. My guiding concept for the development after the coming of sound wil l 
bee functional differentiation. The coming of sound wil l be a conceptual relay as 
thiss transition brought contradictions into the open and forced the avant-garde to 
reconsiderr and reconfigure their activities. Traditional answers to some of the 
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problemss posed in this chapter have somewhat simplistically been given by those 
involvedd in the societies. A characteristic example is from Ivor Montagu - central 
figurefigure of the London Film Society - who, on being questioned about some of the 
shiftss and ruptures of the inter-war period, gives as the reason the naive answer: 
«becausee the time was ripe«.3 

Mostt things that is generally known about the 1920s and 1930s and the 
activitiess of the film societies, ciné-clubs, Filmligas, Filmverbande we owe to the 
peoplee that were actually involved in the initiatives. The few people who started 
thee film clubs and then became important figures in film making, film publishing, 
filmfilm  theory, and film archives were also the ones to write down their stories. In 
fact,, the pioneers of the 1920s have not only written their own histories, but 
moreoverr they were the ones to pen the first important books on film theory and 
historyy as well as the ones to start archives and university courses. A fairly small 
groupp of activists, practitioners and theoreticians, mobile and ambitious, first made 
historyy and later wrote it down, created the first canon in the film societies and 
subsequentlyy determined which films were written about and preserved. They 
practicallyy predetermined what later generations were able to watch, read, and 
thinkk about. Yet, the topic of this remark is not in the first place to object to their 
actuall  activities and writings, but rather my surprise at how unquestioned this 
pioneerr generation was (and still is) taken at face value in their memories and 
mythologies. . 

Whatt could be called »the first wave of cinephilia«4 includes not only the 
filmsfilms that have claims to fame, but, more importantly, activities in the cinema 
sectorr beyond the commercial and industrial structures in a wide sense (exhibition, 
publishing,, public debate, distribution). I wil l confine myself mainly to key 
activitiess in Britain, the Netherlands, Belgium, Germany, Switzerland and France 
inn the 1920s and 1930s. This limitation is not only dictated by practicability of 
accesss to material, but - as wil l emerge in this chapter - it follows the pattern of 
closestt cooperation and most intense activities. Film societies were typical of large 
metropolitann centres which had a sufficient density of artists and intellectuals 
interestedd in novel and innovative use of film. Even though there were similar 
effortss in »marginal« places like Portugal, Poland or Denmark, these were not as 
continuous,, as broad and as closely connected as the phenomena that I am dealing 
withh here. I wil l argue that the practically simultaneous growth of film clubs in 
severall  European cultural centres was far from coincidental and is intertwined with 
aa technological shift, i.e. the coming of sound, but also with changes of the public 
sphere,, a reconfigured film industry and a generally transformed political 
landscape.. Far from disappearing without a trace or failing in its goals as traditional 
historiographyy would have it, the ciné-clubs had a strong impact in the longer run. 
Inn the course of the 1930s, the activities led to (self-)employment in various 
educational,, governmental and filmmaking bodies, but more importantly also to 
filmfilm  archives. 
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Whilee the main cities in Europe were Amsterdam, Berlin, Brussels, 
London,, and Paris I am leaving out two other territories important for alter-native 
fil mm culture in this chapter: the Soviet Union and the United States, the two »big 
others«« for Western Europe. While I wil l deal with the Soviet Union in a separate 
chapter,, the United States would constitute its own work and wil l not be dealt with 
mee here in any detail. It wil l crop up here and there, but it wil l stay in the wings 
andd I can only refer to some of the more important research that has been done on 
alternativee movements in the United States.5 Furthermore, as bourgeois art never 
hadd a strong (public) footing with state support and elite backing, the avant-garde 
inn the US had a different relationship to mass culture and technology. For that 
reason,, an inclusion of the Unites States would alter the perspective considerably. 
AA final nod before I delve into the material proper should go to avant-garde 
developmentss in Japan which to some extent paralleled those in Europe and the 
Unitedd States, but they also diverged considerably and have been the topic of some 
accessiblee studies recently.6 

3.11 Emergenc e 
LesLes passionnés du cinématographe se comptent par dizaines de millions, 

appartenantappartenant a tout Ie pays, è toutes les classes, depuis les plus 
intellectuellesintellectuelles jusqu'a celles dont la culture est plus rudimentaire. 

CharlesCharles de Vesme (1920)7 

Whenn thinking about the beginnings of film societies one encounters problems of 
definitionn and dates well-known to the historian of early cinema in relation to the 
»emergencee of cinema«. Thomas Elsaesser has described the problems inherent in 
anyy definition of the origins of cinema: 

[B]eii  der Überlegung, was denn eigentlich Kino sei, bleibt manche 
Selbstverstandlichkeitt auf der Strecke. 1st es eine Reihe von Fotografien, die 
Bewegungsabtëufee festhalt, oder sind es Bilder, gezeichnet oder fotografiert, die 
mechanischh angetrieben werden, urn den Eindruck kontinuierlicher Bewegung zu 
erwecken?? [...] 1st es das projizierte Bild oder die Vorfühning lebender Bilder vor 
einemm zahlenden Publikum? [...] Es gibt [...] mindestens [...] zwei Dutzend [...] 
AnwSrter* * 

Inn this vein we should pause for a moment and reconsider what the kind of object is 
wee are dealing with here. What constitutes a ciné-club - that is shows exclusively 
filmsfilms or that it formulates an anti-establishment stance? Is it imperative that it 
workss on a subscription basis or that it invites practitioners for debates? Is a neces-
saryy condition that its main aim is aesthetic conoisseurship or that it has an expli-
citlyy political agenda? Similar to the problem of the origin and birth of cinema, we 
shouldd be wary of locating foundational moments that can be charged with 
historicall  significance and rather question the parameters guiding these decisions. 
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Despitee these cautionary remarks it appears almost certain that Paris has 
alwayss been (and continues to be today) the capital of cinephilia and cinema 
culture100 - this chapter shall have as its launch pad developments in the French 
capital.. There are several events one could point to and choosing one is probably as 
arbitraryy as choosing another when locating the origin of a practice that had many 
forerunnerss in theatre clubs and artists' societies, in associations for workers' 
culturall  education and other gatherings devoted to the aesthetic and cultural 
appreciationn of the cinema. Nevertheless, the screening at the Parisian cinema La 
PépinièrePépinière on 12 June 1920 organised and conducted by Louis Delluc, Georges 
Denolaa and Charles de Vesme and devoted to the work of French animator Emile 
Cohll  has often been seen as a beginning of considerable significance.11 This event 
evolvedd into a movement (the formation of the Ciné-club de France can be traced 
backk to this screening), it was located in Paris and it was co-organised by Louis 
Dellucc who was one of the key figure in Parisian intellectual cinema culture of the 
earlyy 1920s - for these reasons this moment has been often singled out as the 
»origin«« of a practice that later came to be known as ciné-clubs and film 
societies.122 It was in the spring of 1921, when the Italian-born critic Ricciotto 
Canudoo followed suit with another influential film society, the Club des Amis du 
SeptièmeSeptième Art (CASA) - the origin of the phrase »Seventh Art« is to be found in 
Canudo'ss writings and activities. CASA was mainly frequented by members of the 
avant-gardee such as Germaine Dulac, Marcel L'Herbier, Alberto Cavalcanti, Jean 
Epstein,, Léon Moussinac, Blaise Cendrars, Jean Cocteau, Robert Mallet-Stevens, 
Fernandd Léger, Jaque Catelain, Harry Baur, and Gaston Modot. While Delluc was 
aa theatre critic and writer, Canudo had moved in the circles of the European avant-
gardee (primarily visual arts) before turning to the cinema. While Delluc's 
conférencesconférences and published texts regarded film as a democratic mass art, Canudo's 
CASACASA was more high-brow and frequented mostly by artists and intellectuals.13 In 
earlyy 1925 the organisations founded by Delluc (which had in the meantime been 
takenn over by Léon Moussinac) and Canudo merged after both Canudo and Delluc 
hadd died (Canudo in 1923, Delluc in 1924). This merger resulted in the first 
nationwidee organisation of its type linking different filmclubs into the Ciné-Clubs 
dede France which later came under the directorship of Léon Moussinac, Jacques 
Feyy der, and Germaine Dulac.14 Already in these beginnings can be seen the seeds 
forr a strategic convergence that would take place over the course of the 1920s: 
high-broww modernists, cinephiles with a confidence in film's potential as mass 
art15,, political activists on both ends of the spectrum (even though mainly left-
wing),, anarchists and pacifists, technological visionaries of romantic inclination 
(justt think of F.W. Murnau or Abel Gance) and others all rallied around avant-
gardisticc concepts. In the years leading up to the introduction of sound the avant-
gardee was capable of integrating various groups into an (apparently) common 
cause.. It is also interesting to note that these activists were simultaneously 
filmmakers,filmmakers, writers, and activists-organisers, a crucial element of this first wave. 
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Cinemaa was not yet full y functionally differ-entiated as those players could easily 
crosss lines between different segments.16 

Thee number  of ciné-clubs in Paris quickly rose in the course of the 1920s 
andd the first ciné-club outside Paris seems to have been founded in 1925 in 
Montpellier. 177 Often ciné-clubs were instigated by journals or  the other  way round; 
alreadyy in this nascent form the alternative networks were characterised by an 
approachh that incorporated different media and a variety of public addresses 
(screenings,, conferences, magazines, leaflets). Contrary to commercial cinemas 
whichh sold a film  on the strength of a star  or  a story the ciné-clubs aimed at 
gatheringg an audience of subscribers in order  to have a guaranteed public for  each 
separatee screening. Magazines, leaflets, discussions and other  supplements formed 
partt  of the media strategy followed by the avant-garde. Other  activities such as 
exhibitionss soon followed. While Canudo's club had been already active within the 
highh modernist and intellectually high-brow Salon d'Automne for  some years, 1924 
saww a first major  exhibition on the cinema, L'Art  dans Ie cinéma francais, at the 
MuséeMusée Galliera}* 

Inn the mid-1920s the ciné-clubs were joined by cinemas specialising in 
avant-gardee and film art while also constructing a repertory of classics. Three 
placess deserve mention as legendary screening spaces: the Theatre du Vieux 
ColombierColombier which opened on 14 November  1924 with a programme of Andre 
Sauvage'ss mountain-climbing documentary LA TRAVERSE DU GRÉPON / 
L'ASCENSIONN DU GRÉPON (FR 1923), Marcel Silver's experimental L'HORLOG E 
(FRR 1924) and Charlie Chaplin's short SUNNYSIDE (US 1921). This mixtur e of 
repertoryy classics, non-fiction and experimental work in a more narrow sense was 
typicall  for  avant-garde clubs as well as cinemas of the 1920s. The mixed interests 
combiningg scientific, educational and aesthetic streaks were much broader  than 
retrospectivee considerations of the avant-garde focused on formal innovations in a 
handfull  of classics would have it. The Vieux Colombier was run by Jean Tédesco 
whoo had taken over  the editorship of the cinephile magazine Cinéa in 1924 after 
Louiss Delluc had died. The second important cinema, the Studio des Ursulines, 
wass directed by Armand Tallier . It opened on 21 January 1926 in Montparnasse 
andd its initia l programme consisted of »twenty minutes of prewar  cinema, twenty 
minutess of avant-garde cinema, and an unreleased film of a more accessible 
characterr  and aesthetics19 Or, to give the exact titles of this mixtur e of repertory, 
experiment,, and accessible art cinema: MIMOSA LA DERNIÈRE GRISETTE (FR 1906, 
Leoncee Perret), a re-edited version of ENTR'ACTE (FR 1924, René Clair  / Francis 
Picabia)) and FREUDLOSE GASSE (DE 1925, G.W. Pabst, >Joyless Street<). The thir d 
importantt  cinema for  avant-garde and repertory purposes that came in existence in 
Pariss in the 1920s was the Studio 28 under  the directorship of Jean Mauclaire 
whichh borrowed its name from the year  it opened.20 Not coincidentally these names 
off  avant-garde theatres allude to other  arts, in this case to painting and theatre, a 
strategyy typical of later  art house cinemas and video shops with a more ambitious 
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offerr  calling themselves Theatre, Studio or  Gallery. The French film clubs leaned 
towardss debate and were more communicative than their  British pendants. Film 
societiess in Britai n were far  more frontal  with introductions to the films whereas in 
Francee it was more common to have discussion afterwards. Ian Christie has pointed 
outt  that the French started theorising the medium's specificity (photogénie was the 
keyy term), but also built a whole system around it: »They [the French avant-garde] 
spawnedd a support system of film clubs, specialized cinemas, and magazines, all 
devotedd to the promotion of film as modern art; and this network soon spread 
beyondd France, creating a sympathetic context for  innovative work from 
elsewhere«.211 The motive of the network is crucial to my approach as film was re-
inventedd as a discursive medium by the avant-garde. In its early years many had 
seenn film as a tool for  science and a means of making money (like the Lumiere-
brothers).. The 1910s by contrast were characteresied by pedagogical distrust in the 
reform-orientedd debates about the status of the cinema. Only in the 1920s film was 
gainingg respectability in this diversification into many different fields. To give but 
onee example: Jean Tédesco who ran the Thé&tre du Vieux Colombier not only 
workedd in exhibition and publishing (the journal Cinéa), but he also went into film 
productionn himself. He commissioned Jean Epstein with a compilation illustratin g 
thee concept of PHOTOGÊNIES (FR 1924) which was compiled from outtakes and 
non-fictionn material. Tédesco subsequently became the house producer  of Epstein 
ass he financed his following films like Six ET DEMI-ONZE (FR 1927), LA GLACE A 
TROISS FACE (FR 1927), and LA CHUTE DE LA MAISON USHER (FR 1928). 
Moreover,, he improvised a studio on the roof of his cinema where Renoir  shot LA 
PETITEE MARCHANDE D'ALLUMETTE S (FR 1927/28). Tédesco as an avant-garde 
activistt  did not limi t himself to programming and running a cinema, but his 
approachh to film  was much broader  and encompassed different segments of a 
MedienverbundMedienverbund such as production and publishing. 

Inn England the situation was different and it took longer  until a broader  support for 
thee cinema found its common cause. It was film  criti c Ivor  Montagu who came 
fromfrom  London to Paris in 1925 to find out more about how to start, programme, and 
runn a film  club. Montagu had met the actor  Hugh Mille r  on the return journey from 
aa field tri p to Berlin where he had reported for  The Times on German film  while 
Mille rr  had acted in a film  shot in Germany. On a voyage between these two 
Europeann production centres the idea for  an alternative exhibition organisation in 
Britai nn was first  formulated.22 The explicit model was the British Stage Society 
whichh was instrumental in bringing Ibsen, Strindberg, Shaw, Cocteau, Pirandello 
andd other  modern authors to the attention of a wider  audience in England; the 
originall  name should have been Independent Film Theatre Ltd, but it was 
subsequentlyy changed. An assorted circle of people interested in film  art was 
gatheredd in 1925 in London to form the Film Society, including critics Iri s Barry 
andd Walter  Mycroft , Lord Sidney Bernstein, a »socialist millionaire^  and director 
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Adriann Brunei. Founding members were also H.G. Wells, G.B. Shaw, J.M. Keynes 
andd many more giving their names for cultural capital and respectability. The 
Britishh Film Society, compared to its continental relatives, was relatively high-brow 
andd bourgeois; it modelled itself on a theatre society and boasted famous writers -
thee explicit model was first and foremost literature and theatre. Despite these high-
broww credentials (or maybe because of them?), the organisation did not find 
cooperationn within the film industry. Adrian Brunei fell from grace with the film 
industryy because of his involvement with the Film Society, resigning from the 
councill  in order to get his industry job back, »as my employers insisted that my 
associationn with the Society would damage the prestige of the films I made for 
them«.233 On the whole, the British film industry was opposed to the idea of a film 
societyy as they considered alternative activities as interference in their business. 
Yet,, part of the reason for this rejection might be the explicit address to the present 
andd future film industry (including the trade press) whereas in other countries the 
targett group were less explicitly the industry and rather the intellectual tastemakers. 

Indeed,, the founding manifesto of the Film Society explicitly aimed at 
changingg the film industry from within; even though this text is comparably low-
keyy as opposed to more radical battle cries from Germany of the Netherlands: 

Thee Film Society has been founded in the belief that there are in this country a large 
numberr of people who regard the cinema with the liveliest interest, and who would 
welcomee an opportunity seldom afforded the general public of witnessing films of 
intrinsicc merit, whether new or old... It is felt to be of the utmost importance that 
filmss of the type proposed should be available to the Press, and to the film trade 
itself,, including present and (what is more important) future British film producers, 
editors,, cameramen, titling experts and actors... It is important that films of this type 
shouldd not only be shown under the best conditions of the most actively minded 
peoplee both inside and outside the film world, but that they should, from time to 
time,, be revived. This will be done. In this way standards of taste and of executive 
abilityy may be raised and a critical tradition established. This cannot but affect future 
productions...24 4 

Despitee tensions between Film Society and film industry and despite the fact that 
wee tend to think nowadays of clear-cut distinctions between the industry and the 
artisticc side, most of the key figures involved in the founding of the society also 
hadd close links with the industry: Miller was an actor in commercial productions, 
Bruneii  was a succesful commercial director who also tried his hand at experiments, 
butt certainly not someone who would be mentioned nowadays in the same breath 
withh Eisenstein, Ruttmann or Man Ray. Lord Bernstein made his money as a 
exhibitorr and distributor backing the film society with his involvement in the 
industry.. He ran the Granada cinema chain which showed quality film 
programmes.. Even the critics that one would suspect to side with the artists had a 
lott of cross-over potential: Barry who moved in the circles of T.S. Eliot, Wyndham 
Lewis,, Herbert Read, W.B. Yeats, and Ezra Pound at that time, had gotten her start 
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workingg in the film industry, reporting for The Spectator on trade shows for 
Bernstein'ss Granada chain. Later in New York, she would establish very close ties 
withh Hollywood in order to fil l the archive at the newly founded film department of 
thee Museum of Modern Art (MOMA). Some time later, Montagu and Brunei created 
aa small company for the retitling of foreign films into English that were shown at 
thee Film Society. This company became the entry point for young enthusiasts into 
filmfilm  making, many of whom became later associated with the British Documentary 
Filmm Movement.25 Yet, not all of them went into the Grierson-circle: Montagu 
workedd with Michael Balcon and Alfred Hitchcock, he was active in left-wing film 
activitiess in the 1930s and founded a society of film technicians. The combination 
off  such diverse activities is unthinkable nowadays. In the introduction to an 
intervieww in Screen, Montagu is described as »one of a rare species in that he was a 
cinemaa intellectual and a producer working in the orthodox commercial feature 
industry.«« Contrary to this statement these people moving back and forth between 
industryy and writing, between publishing, distribution and promotion are not really 
»rare«,, but much more typical of that period than we are accustomed to think. As 
wee will see, this opposition between art and business is foremost a rhetorical device 
usedd to create a common enemy and banner under which people could be gathered 
whoo otherwise had a very different outlook (in terms of politics, culture, 
organisation).. The British situation was special insofar as a high-brow organisation 
monopolisedd avant-garde cinema for a relatively long time. The convergence in 
thiss case was between different cultural agents that occupied key positions in 
literature,, the theatre, the film industry or journalism - different segments of 
societyy took an active interest in the cinema and formed an elite network through 
thee London Film Society. Only with the founding of left-leaning screening clubs 
andd production cooperatives such as the workers' film societies around 1930 did a 
moree political streak enter the film avant-garde in the British context. 

Inn Amsterdam legend has it that a scandalous and overcrowded screening of 
Pudovkin'ss MATJ (SU 1926, >Mother<) organised by the artist's society De Kring 
inn May 1927 led to the formation of the Filmliga. The film was temporarily 
stoppedd by the police, people were fleeing out the windows until finally the 
Amsterdamm mayor was woken up late at night to decide that the screening could 
continue.277 While this is not entirely wrong in factographic terms, it contains a 
measuree of legend building typical of autobiographically tainted story telling. The 
ideaa to that night originated with a film distributor who had bought Pudovkin's 
film,film,  but was not able to screen it because censorship prohibited a public exhibition 
off  the film. This business man was Ed. Pelster, member of the of the trade 
organisationn Nederlandsche Bioscoop-Bond (NBB) as well as of the Filmliga, but 
hee remained an outsider in the circle of Joris Ivens, Menno ter Braak and Henrik 
Scholte.. With press screenings he mobilised journalists who then in turn organised 
thiss closed screening for the artistic society. About a year later the film passed 
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censorshipp and went into »ordinary« commercial distributio n with some success. 
Onn the one hand, the Filmliga  was claiming as one of its aims to help films that 
weree not screened otherwise. In fact, the Filmliga  could not help MOTHER to get 
distributio nn since a distributor  was already waiting to bring the film  into the 
cinemass before and after  the incident. The real problem here (as quite often in the 
interwarr  period) was censorship, yet even here it is not quite clear  in which 
directionn the support went. When thinkin g about who helped whom it was, 
probablyy counter-intui-tively , Pudovkin's film  that gave the Filmliga  a publicity 
pushh because papers all over  the country reported on the MOTHER-incident and on 
thee new society that was started as a reaction to the events. On the other  hand, the 
FilmligaFilmliga  helped the commercial distributor  when the film  got its normal cinema 
releasee more than a year  later  - as is well known from many instances, a scandal is 
thee best thing that can happen to a work of art. In fact, the Filmliga  was not able to 
screenn MOTHER when it came out because the distributor  (even though he was a 
memberr  of the Filmliga)  preferred to rent the film  to commercial cinemas. 

Thee first  manifesto of the Dutch Filmliga  pitted cinema against film,  kitsch 
againstt  art: »Eens op de honderd keep zien wij : de film.  Voor  de rest zien wij : 
bioscoop.*288 The activists of the Filmliga  were sharply distinguishing the good 
objectt  film from  the bad object cinema. This stance is echoed in serious film 
criticism,, archiving, and theory: It is only the film  that counts in this view, not the 
cinemaa experience, the architecture, social activity, sound accompaniment, habits 
off  visits and a multitud e of other  factors relevant to the film  experience. This 
frameworkframework  of cinema going as an activity only became important in the 1990s 
whenn the influence of cultural studies, new film  history and media archaeology 
begann to make an impression in film  studies. Even in the 1920s the simplictic 
dualismm of commercialism vs. art, kitsch vs. culture, avant-garde vs. industry was 
neverr  pure and a rather  crude construction. To give some examples: The Soviet 
tradee agencies tryin g to sell revolutionary films in Western Europe would much 
ratherr  make a deal with commercial distributor s (as foreign currency was badly 
needed)) than with a film  society which normally would pay less money. When 
Eisensteinn visited the Netherlands in 1930, he spent much more time with the 
associationn of commercial distributor s than with the Filmliga  (much to the dismay 
off  the Filmliga). And when, to cross the Channel for  an additional example, 
POTEMKI NN first  came to England it was not at the request of the Film Society, but it 
wass arranged by the Film Booking Offices, a commercial company which had a 
contractt  with the Soviet trade delegation in Berlin.29 

Thee history of audience organisations in Germany testifies to the heavily 
politicisedd public sphere of the Weimar  Republic. Initiative s for  alternative 
exhibitionn (mainly ambulant cinemas) existed in Germany from the early 1920s 
onwards.. The travelling projections were organised by political groups such as 
Will ii  Münzenberg's Internationale Arbeiterhilfe (IAH ) und other  grassroots 
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organisations.. The IAH was founded in 1921 when a famine struck parts of the 
Soviett  Union and Münzenberg was asked to organise a world-wide aid programme 
forr  the inhabitants of the affected regions. Unlike the German communist party 
KPDD which only started their  film activities around 1930, the IAH was active in 
filmfilm  work from its inception and toured with film programmes through local 
chapters.. In winter  1924/25 a tour  with three Soviet non-fiction films (on child care 
forr  orphans, on the winter  help activities of the IAH for  the Soviet population and 
onn Lenin's funeral) took place mainly through medium-sized towns in the 
Southwestt  of Germany.31 Production and distributio n were later  organised through 
Münzenberg'ss company Prometheus. Attempting to construct an alternative to the 
powerr  of the large media conglomerates Münzenberg consciously emulated the 
modell  of the national-conservative media entrepreneur  Hugenberg.32 

Socialdemocraticc and unionist organisations - in direct competition over 
working-classs support with the communists for  most of the 1920s - also arranged 
cinemaa events. Yet, unlike film  societies and like many of the IAH activities 
mentionedd above these were not audience organisations, but rather  politicall y 
motivatedd screening events for  an audience of party members. Film societies 
typicallyy grew out of a group of people gathering around a different kind and use of 
film.film.  The socialdemocrats were quicker  than the Communists to use film  as a 
meanss of propaganda and persuasion. In 1922 the socialdemocratic party SPD with 
thee support of the trade union Allgemeiner Deutscher Gewerkschaftsbund (ADGB) 
foundedd the Volksfilmbühne33 and its own »FUm- und Lichtspieldienst« for 
productionn and distributio n of films.34 Their  two productions, DIE SCHMIEDE (DE 
1924,, Marti n Berger) and FREIES VOLK (DE 1925, Marti n Berger), led to public 
controversiess and were financially not successful.35 These early initiatives were 
top-downn insofar  as members of left-wing parties got involved in cultural film 
workk in order  to mobilise members for  political action, either  for  singular  events or 
forr  a regular  audience organisation. In this respect, they present marginal cases of 
filmfilm  societies which are normally defined as audience associations starting from 
grassroott  activities. 

Thee situation in Germany is different than in France, the Netherlands or 
Englandd as the politisation was much stronger  while the »cinephile« or 
»essentialist«« leanings of the Parisian or  Amsterdam cineaste apparently were 
muchh weaker  in Berlin, Hamburg, Breslau, Stuttgart or  Frankfurt . The politicall y 
motivatedd screening clubs only came into existence in England and the Netherlands 
aroundd 1930 (workers' film  society, Vereeniging voor  Volkscultuur ) while they 
precedee the aesthetically oriented organisations in Germany. Yet, ideas and local 
initiative ss for  film  clubs with an artistically oriented agenda can be detected in the 
firstfirst  half of the 1920s. An editorial in the liberal trade journal Film-Kurier  in May 
19233 called for  a »Film-Liga«, a society for  screening artistically ambitious films, 
inn order  to convince opponents of the film  (»Film-Gegner«, a term later  taken up 
byy Hans Richter) of the value of certain films. As a public figure head Gerhart 
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Hauptmannn is proposed as an intellectual and artist with an outspoken interest in 
thee cinema. The whole idea is put forward in a spirit of reform and education (of 
thee masses) and remains somewhat condescending towards the ^uneducated 
people«: : 

Diee Quintessenz der Propaganda mu8 in der Forderung gipfeln: Sorgt dafUr, dafi das 
Publikumm in der Gesamtheit immer höhere Ansprüche stellt und geht selbst oft ins 
Kino,, dann wird der Kitsch immer mehr verschwinden. Das Publikum bekommt 
letztenn Endes immer das vorgesetzt, wonach es verlangt.36 

Nevertheless,, it took until the late-1920s until such a society was realised. Until 
thatt time alternative cinema culture was largely dependent on circles close to the 
communistt party. The proximity of the Prometheus to the communist party KPD 
madee their entry into regular cinemas difficult as up to 90% of cinemas were 
controlledd by big cinema chains affiliated with Ufa or Hollywood majors. These 
cinemass often refused to rent their halls to the communist party or to cultural 
organisationss affiliated with the KPD. Therefore, many of these cinema events with 
(party-)politicall  ramifications took place either in communal spaces with 
antiquatedd equipment or in open-air screenings, contexts which rather supported a 
distractedd manner of reception and spectatorship not favourable for the aesthetic 
experimentss of the avant-garde. In fact, these activities rather tended towards non-
fictionfiction material and agit-prop films with a number of Soviet montage films mixed 
in.. In these circles the experimental films from Germany or France were practically 
neverr seen.37 It was not until the late-1920s that these efforts would give rise to an 
audiencee organisation with a broader basis. 

Onee moment to pinpoint as a decisive event in the slowly emerging force 
fieldfield of alternative cinema culture in Germany was the matinee »Der absolute 
Film«« on 3 and 10 May 1925 (repeated because of the strong interest during the 
firstt session as many people had to be turned away).38 The event at the Berlin 
cinemaa Ufa-Theater am Kurfiirstendamm was organised by the Novembergruppe, 
ann aesthetically minded association of artists with avant-garde leanings, in 
cooperationn with the production company Ufa.39 While the communist-oriented 
VolksfibnverbandVolksfibnverband was intertwined with the political side of the avant-garde, this 
eventt highlights the desire of the avant-garde to be recognised as »legitimate« (i.e. 
bourgeois)) art. Tellingly, the screening did not take place in a working-class 
neighbourhoodd nor in the old centre of Berlin, but in the bourgeois and commercial 
centree of the new West. At the same time this occasion emphasises the links 
betweenn artistic innovations and the industry and the proximity of the avant-garde 
too the emerging documentary film. In fact, it was Dr. Edgar BeyfuB as dramaturg 
off  the UfsL'Kulturfilmabteilung (department of educational and documentary films) 
whoo introduced the screening. The Kulturfilmabteilung could be described as Ufa's 
ResearchResearch & Development-department which innovated trick effects, camera 
equipment,, shooting techniques and technical inventions. Here, Eggeling and 
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Richterr were able to conduct their first experiments and here some support for the 
stilll  miniscule movement of the avant-garde cinema could be found. The year 
beforee (1924) BeyfuB had published together with A. Kossowsky a book about the 
emergingg field40 in which documentary, experiment, education and activism 
overlapped.. The Kultwrfilmabteilung and initiatives in the same field (cinemas in 
Germanyy invariably started their programmes with short educational films in order 
too obtain tax breaks) which proved to be not only influenced and influential for 
manyy of the early activists of the avant-garde movement, but also gave many of 
thesee practitioners a chance to try their hand at filmmaking or offered a safe haven 
andd steady source of income for an otherwise often unpredictable future. 

Connectedd to the important matinee »Der absolute Film« and in some 
respectt a continuation of the aesthetic streak was the Gesellschaft Neuer Film 
(GNF)) with Hans Richter as a driving force behind it. The »society new film« 
presentedd radical films and was founded officially on 15 January 1928 in Berlin by 
Hanss Richter, Guido Bagier, Karl Freund, and Frank Warschauer.41 The society 
onlyy organised two events in Berlin, one privately, »in einem Privathaus des 
Berlinerr Westens«, on 15 January 1928 with the premiere of Richter's own 
FILMSTUDIEE (DE 1926, at this occasion still called »Rhythmus«), Alberto 
Cavalcanti'ss LA p'TTTE LlL l (FR 1927/28) and Henri Chomette's JEUX DES 
REFLETSS ET LE LA VITESSE (FR 1925), wrongly attributed to Chomette's patron 
Countt Beaumont, accompanied by Guido Bagier on the piano.42 The other 
screeningg took place on 19 February 1928 at the commercial cinema U.T. 
KurfurstendammKurfurstendamm where a similar programme - films by Richter, Beaumont (Henri 
Chomette'ss patron, i.e. most probably again JEUX DES REFLETS ET LE LA VITESSE), 
Cavalcanti,, Eggeling and Man Ray - were shown to an invited audience.43 Hans 
Richterr himself has later commented on this initiative: 

Inn ganz Europa war man inzwischen sehr avantgardefilmbewuBt geworden. [...] 
Zwischenn Paris, Holland und Berlin kam ein internationaler Austausch von 
Filmen,, Personen und Artikeln in Schwung. Da meine Filme alle im »Studio des 
Ursulines«« liefen, auch in Holland gezeigt wurden, fiihlte ich mien nicht nur 
dazugehörig,, sondern auch verantwortlich, in Deutschland etwas fur unsere 
Europa-Bewegungg zu tun. [...] So grtindeten wir [Karl Freund, Guido Bagier und 
ich]]  1926/27 die Gesellschaft »Neuer Film«.44 

Thiss film programme was subsequently at least screened in Frankfurt45, possibly in 
otherr provincial cities as well. Hans Richter provided his personal contacts for 
internationall  links: the Dutch Filmliga mentions the GNF in their report on their 
internationall  network and activities of the first year.46 The Gesellschaft »Neuer 
Film«Film« did not exist for a longer time. Some months later the press was speculating 
whetherr the GNF has disbanded: Guido Bagier had in the meantime gone back to 
hiss involvement with sound cinema and taken up a job at Tobis47 while Karl 
Freundd was working in England.48 In an interview in Close Up Freund hints at 
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possiblee tensions within the society around the question of abstraction and realism 
whenn asked about the society »that you founded for the absolute film in Berlin«: 

Theree was not sufficient support; we had to give up the performances. Myself, I am 
aa purist, I am not so sure that I like all these absolute films, so many of them are 
drawing.. Film is celluloid coated with silver emulsion, and should be used to record 
lightt and shade. I think of all the experimenters I prefer Man Ray.49 

Effectively,, Hans Richter seems to have been the driving force from the beginning, 
butt with the inactivity of his co-founders and a general uncertainty about the direc-
tionn to follow, Richter did not act anymore actively on behalf of this film society. 

Onn 13 January 1928 the Volksfilmverband für Filmkunst (VFV - People's 
Filmm Association for Film Art) was officially established in Berlin, trying to bind 
togetherr antagonistic forces from the left-wing spectrum: communists, anarchists 
andd left-wing social democrats united under the symbolic intellectual head of 
Heinrichh Mann who functioned as the first president of the organisation. The actual 
day-to-dayy business was taken care of by journalist Rudolf Schwarzkopf while 
journalistt Franz Hollering (editor in chief of the illustrated left-wing paper 
Arbeiter-Illustrierte-Zeitung)Arbeiter-Illustrierte-Zeitung) edited the monthly magazine Film und Volk. The 
VFVV assembled a honorary council made up of intellectuals and artists to support 
andd broaden the activities of the society.50 It announced itself to be a non-party 
organisation,, yet their founding manifesto signed by Mann is quite outspoken in 
politicall  terms: 

Wirr wollen und verlangen keine verstiegenen Experimente. Wir haben keinen in 
Asthetikk und Literatur befangenen Bildungsfimmel. Wir wissen, daB das Kino in 
ersterr Reihe eine Statte der Entspannung und Unterhaltung sein will und sein soil. 
Aberr wir glauben, daB >Unterhaltung< nicht gleichbedeutend ist mit >Schund<, daB 
>Entspannung<< nicht dasselbe ist, wie >geistige Armut<. 
Gegenn den kunstlerischen Schund, gegen die geistige Armut und nicht zuletzt auch 
gegenn die politische und soziale Reaktion, die nur allzuoft der heutigen 
Filmproduktionn den Stempel aufdrückt, richtet sich unser Kampf, damit der Film zu 
demm werde, was er sein könnte und sein sollte: Ein Mittel zur Verbreitung von 
Wissen,, AufklSrung und Bildung, Kenntnissen, Gedanken, Ideen - ein Mittel der 
Völker-Verstandigungg und Versöhnung - ein lebendiger, wirkender Faktor des 
alltaglichenn wie des geistigen und kunstlerischen Lebens!51 

Thee German context is thus markedly different from the French discourse which 
revolvedd around concepts such as photogénie and cinéphilie, it is also unlike the 
tendencyy of the Dutch Filmliga towards abstraction; the vast majority of the 
Germann initiatives were much higher politicised in that even the most broad 
approachh took a stance against experiments (even if it says »high-flown 
experiments*).. It was also oriented towards entertainment. It should be borne in 
mindd though that the VFV, even though it called itself variably »left-wing« or 
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»liberal«« was initiall y not connected to party politics - later  it followed 
increasinglyy in the wake of the communist party.52 Two factors might have added 
too this: Germany's young republic was highly politicised, especially in its later 
years;;  secondly, Germany's market had probably the strongest competition with 
Ufaa leading the German film against the American imports. With the strongest 
homee industry and as the most important European market, the cinema was caught 
betweenn issues of foreign and home policy, quotas and contingents, national self-
assertionn and international claim, the desire to be entertained and the wil l to be 
educated.. Nevertheless, the Volksfilmverband marks an incisive break with earlier 
initiative ss as intellectuals now joined forces with party functionaries, artist stood 
shoulderr  to shoulder  with unionists and political, cultural and aesthetic concerns 
camee into congruence. For  some months a strategic convergence seemed like it 
couldd provide a counterweight to the power  of the large corporations from Berlin-
Babelsbergg and Hollywood. Yet, this short moment of Utopian possibility when it 
seemedd that all these different groups had a common aim and a common strategy to 
followw did not last. 

Ass the Gesellschaft Neuer Film  was founded two days after  the 
VolksfilmverbandVolksfilmverband and as the board of the former  is hardly ever  mentioned in the 
magazinee of the latter, Film und Volk?\ it is possible that Richter's initiativ e was in 
somee respects a reaction to the VFV. Moreover, Walter  Ruttmann polemicised 
againstt  Richter's newly founded society. Ruttmann made fun of the »absolute 
fashion«.. And indeed, Ruttmann's name can be found in the honorary council of 
thee VFV while I could find no hint that any of the activists involved with GNF 
weree closely connected to the VFV. Testifying to a rif t within the avant-garde 
betweenn those who would put politics above aesthetics and those for  whom 
aestheticc innovation came before political activity, this incident demonstrates that 
thee superficial unity of the avant-garde presented at occasions such as the La Sarraz 
meetingg or  the Stuttgart exhibition were long before the coming of sound already 
nothingg but an illusion in order  to forge an alliance at that time. This construction 
hass often been reiterated in retrospective reasoning.54 

Onee lesson to learn from the emergence of film societies despite the 
nationallyy diverse contexts is that the whole opposition of art against industry was 
too a large extent publicity , necessary for  the avantgarde to mobilise a public. A 
specificc segment of the audience was much easier  to animate if gathered against a 
commonn enemy; it was rather  opposition (to commercial cinema culture, to 
narrativ ee film, to unpolitical and bourgeois stories) than a common aim that united 
thee activists of the ciné-clubs for  some years. Even though most of the films 
screenedd in the film  societies were also playing in commercial cinemas, even 
thoughh a lot of the people active in these initiatives worked in and for  the industry, 
evenn though the film  societies could not function without organisational structures 
similarr  to those of the industry they were still employing the dichotomy to mark a 
position.. The avant-garde thrived on an imaginary opposition that proved to be also 
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onee of die reasons for  its downfall when the internal divisions became visible after 
somee time. The glue that held the film  societies together  was a vague and 
sometimess even populist aversion to a certain kind of commercial cinema. 
Nevertheless,, this antipathy was strong enough to create a climate in which many 
peoplee believed that the cinema was a factor  to be reckoned with in drastic and 
radicall  socio-political transformations. It was this Utopian aspiration that 
contributedd to the strategic convergence of different groups. 

3.22 Screenin g Practic e 
TheThe Society is under no illusions. It is well aware 
thatthat Caligari's do not grow on raspberry bushes, 
andand that it cannot, in a season, expect to provide 

itsits members with an unbroken succession of masterpieces. 
TheThe Film Society (1925 f 

Thee screening practice at the Parisian ciné-clubs and specialised theatres was 
initiall yy rather  inspired by notions of film  history and classics than animated by 
ideass of abstract or  experimental work. On the one hand very few avant-garde films 
existedd in the first  half of the 1920s (the first  wave of films now canonised as part 
off  the classical avant-garde was made around 1924), on the other  the notion of film 
artt  had to be worked through and established. For  that reason the early programmes 
off  the French outlets for  alternative cinema consisted of Chaplin and Griffith , 
Feuilladee and Sjöström, Stiller  and Lang - it was first  of all a historical orientation 
thatt  contributed to the emergence of alternative screening outlets.56 The ciné-clubs 
onn the whole remained high-brow and elitist. With the notable exception of 
Moussinac'ss Les amis de Spartacus in 1928 (to be discussed below), most of the 
eventss were made by and for  a bourgeois intellectual public. The rhetoric of the 
clubss claiming that transforming the audience's taste would necessarily lead to a 
changee in film  production was therefore not utterly convincing as they invariably 
reachedd only a small segment of the audience (that would often not go to the 
cinemaa otherwise). The charge of elitism remained a perennial problem of the 
avant-gardee as their  audience was a segment that did not need to be won over  -
moree often than not, audience organisations from the avant-garde were preaching 
too the converted. Another  problem was the import restrictions and quotas put down 
byy the French legislation in order  to protect the domestic industry: in 1928 quota 
lawss endangered the Parisian specialised cinemas because foreign films no longer 
couldd be exhibited and the cinemas banded together  to be exempted from this 
law.57 7 

Thee Film Society in London, most probably the longest-living audience 
organisationn in interwar  Europe, was active for  14 seasons (1925-39) with 
normallyy eight events per  year  (only six performances during the last two seasons), 
showingg approximately 500 short and feature-length films in a total of 108 
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performances.. The first 4 seasons were presented at the New Gallery, the 
screeningss then moved to the Tivoli in 1929, and back to the New Gallery after 6 
seasonss in 1935 for the last 4 seasons.58 The successive moves testify to the 
growingg popularity in 1929 (the auditorium of the Tivoli was considerable larger) 
andd the later decline of spectator numbers. Of the films screened by the Film 
SocietySociety 23% were of British origin, 20% came from France and from Germany 
each,, 15% were American, and 7.5% were Soviet. A bit more than half of the 
presentedd films were silents (263 films), the other half was sound films (237 films); 
thee majority of films had not been shown before in England (312 films), while 
manyy shorts (137) were revivals, mostly comedy classics (Chaplin, slapstick). 
Soundd was obviously no reason for the downfall of the society as enough films 
couldd be found during the 1930s that were suitable for screening. The Film Society 
wass ultimately a bourgeois club as the membership fee (twenty-five shillings per 
season)) was too high for workers.59 The first programme on October 1925 
demonstratess quite well the variety of interests in the Film Society: This mix of 
filmss is typical for the audience organisations of these years, ranging from 
commerciall  art cinema with Paul Leni's WACHSFIGURENKABINETT (DE 1923) -
oftenn presented as reprises, thus pointing forward to the construction of a canon of 
classicall  works and the repertory cinema movement - to abstract films with Walter 
Ruttmann'ss LlCHTSPIELOPUS 2, 3, 4 (DE 1919-25), from the ever-popular Chaplin 
(CHAMPIONN CHARLIE, US 1916) and local heroes (Adrian Brunei's TYPICAL 
BUDGET,, GB 1925) to pre-war Westerns (How BRONCHO BILLY LEFT BEAR 
COUNTRY,, US 1912). Whereas some of the radical manifestoes read as if purely 
abstract,, »absolute« films were the sole diet, in fact the programmes were very 
muchh mixed in order to cater to the audience that was similarly diversified. 

Thee Film Society of London was quite decidedly unpolitical. This stance 
cann be gleaned from their programme notes: In the introduction to POTEMKIN no 
explicitt mention is made of revolution while censorship problems in the United 
Statess are allegedly motivated by the depiction of »several details of barbaric 
violence«« and the innovation of the film is seen in its »incitement to hysteria by 
meanss of rhythmic cutting«. Dziga Vertov's TRI PESNI O LENIN (SU 1934) is 
praisedd as an »emotional document of biography«c.60 The Society aimed at 
influencingg future productions, improving or educating the industry (this 
educationall  idea would a few years later inspire the British Film Institute) while the 
industryy in turn felt threatened. Yet, individuals who worked in the industry 
supportedd the actions of the Film Society either openly or secretly. Activities of the 
industryy and the avant-garde were not taking place in completely different and 
unconnectedd realms, but they were aware of each other, sometimes working with 
eachh other, sometimes locked together in a dialectical relationship. In this respect, 
thee term »alternative cinema culture« might be misleading as it is implying an 
alternativee to the conventional film industry. While film societies and avant-garde 
circless were in some ways proposing an alternative way of spectatorship, a 
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differentt  way of conceptualising the relationship between film and audience, there 
remainedd a lot of overlap between these two realms. 

Itt  is only retrospectively that the film societies and the avant-garde have 
beenn purified and reduced to a handful of formal experiments. Whereas today's list 
off  avant-garde classics is short and could be squeezed into 3 or  4 evenings of film 
presentationn (and indeed often is at cinematheques and film museums)*  the film 
societiess presented periodically programmes taking place regularly (normally once 
everyy month) over  years. Thus, it was a necessity to resort to commercial art 
cinema«61,, old Chaplin-films, documentary, scientific or  educational film . Film 
societiess had basically three options for  putting a programme together: Either  they 
couldd only meet at irregular  intervals (whenever  new films were available) or  they 
hadd to resort to older  films which had been shown before. A thir d option was the 
programmingg policy of the Dutch Filmliga  which had a didactic approach to 
programmingg with screening bits and pieces from older  films in order  to 
demonstratee specific points. While the first option led almost invariably to a 
processs of disintegration, the second was the most common option, yet it had the 
sidee effect of blurrin g the initia l opposition to ordinary cinema culture. This 
tendencyy led to an overlap with commercial cinemas and finally to art cinemas 
whichh took away the more lucrative films from the screening clubs. The choice of 
thee Filmliga  was only possible with a strong board pushing through their  agenda. 

Anotherr  criticism to the film societies has been put forward by British film 
criti cc C.J. Lejeune: She rejected film societies because she claimed that instead of 
closedd circuits one should try to bring the interesting films to conventional 
cinemas.. Lejeune thus objected to the creation of a closed-off ghetto for  film art 
withh a very limited public. Instead she proposed to address the whole audience and 
nott  just a small and intellectual part, turnin g many of the societies effectively into 
elitee clubs. Retrospectively, Ivor  Montagu of the Film Society in London agreed 
withh her, but pointed out that one had to take every small opportunity at the time.62 

Anotherr  criticism was directed against the unpolitical stance of many of the clubs. 
Inn many countries political film  organisations were founded as the result. For 
example,, the apolitical nature of the London Film Society partly motivated the 
foundingg of the Progressive Film Society with a more outspoken political agenda. 
AA similar  move can be discerned in France where the immensely successful Ciné-
clubclub Les amis de Spartacus under  the leadership of Léon Moussinac was having its 
successs as a decidedly political (read: communist) association. The amis de 
SpartacusSpartacus thus operated in opposition to the majorit y of ciné-clubs in France. The 
seedss for  the diversification in the 1930s were already planted in the late 1920s -
thosee different groups that gathered under  the avant-garde banner  could only be 
keptt  together  for  a limited period of time. 

Thee Dutch Filmliga  had perhaps one of the most regulatory board of 
directorss of international film societies: Older, pre-war  films were combined with 
avant-gardee classics, but also with quality art films to prove the superiority of 
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abstractt film art. The main proponent of this educational programming policy 
seemss to have been Menno ter Braak who put his theoretical convictions down in a 
bookk of film theory entitled consequently »Militant Cinema« and published in the 
keyy year 1929.63 The main asset of the Filmliga was the sheer variety of different 
films.. The aim of this policy was manifold: On the one hand, spectators should 
learnn to recognise the »superior quality« of avant-garde cinema; for that reason 
sometimess sequences from commercial feature films were presented, discussed and 
commentedd upon.64 Comparing and contrasting were according to Gunning the key 
ingredientss of the Filmliga-programming. Furthermore, Amsterdam presented 
manyy films that are by now classics of art cinema: F.W. Murnau's NOSFERATU 
(DEE 1921), C.T. Dreyer's LA PASSION DE JEANNE D'ARC (FR 1928), or Russian 
montagee films. 

Thee German context was characterised by political fights, but also by 
frictionss with the commercial film industry. Already the first event organised by 
thee Volksfilmverband ran into difficulties when the film industry put pressure on 
thee director of the meeting place, the Berlin cinema Capitol, to resign (which he did 
not)) in order to stop the VFV from their first public outing.65 This event on 26 
Februaryy 1928 boasted two programmatic addresses by Heinrich Mann and Béla 
Balasz66,, a montage of snippets from newsreels and features entitled WAS WIR 
WOLLENN - WA S WIR NICHT WOLLEN (DE 1928, Béla Baldsz, Albrecht Viktor 
Blum).. A short film by Ernst Angel and Albrecht Viktor Blum, ZEITBERICHT -
ZEITGESICHTT (DE 1928), was stopped by censorship.67 The main feature of the 
eveningg was Vsevolod Pudovkin's KONEC SANKT-PETERBURGA (SU 1926).68 The 
initiall  planning called for regional differentiation with the German capital as the 
figurefigure head: In Berlin, a cinema should be acquired for premieres already before 
autumnn of 1928, a plan that did not come to fruition.69 Some reports written by 
Rudolff  Schwarzkopf, secretary of the German Volksfilmverband, bear further 
witnesss to difficulties faced by this film society. An event in the spring of 1928, 
onlyy shortly after the founding of the organisation, was scheduled to feature G.W. 
Pabstt as a speaker on censorship followed by a screening of his DIE LIEBE DER 

JEANNEE NEY (DE 1927). Yet, the film industry was able to block the screening of 
thee film which was not yet »abgespielt«, i.e. it was still being shown in a 
considerablee number of commercial cinemas. Even though Pabst supported the 
screeningscreening of his film and gave a lecture, the organisors were not able to obtain the 
filmfilm  for a presentation and had to show another feature instead. Quite ironically, 
Pabstt found himself some years later in the jurisdical argument around the 
adaptationn of DIE 3-GROSCHEN-OPER (DE 1930), more or less on the other side of 
thiss debate. As the film producers and distributors owned the rights to the films 
legally,, even the directors were powerless against the copyright held by the 
industrialists.. This incident also demonstrated that the industry perceived the film 
societiess as a threat to their domination of the film market. After this experience, 
thee organisers chose to change their tactics: neither press nor industry were 
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informedd about the screening of Eisenstein OKTJABR' (SU 1927) in order to avoid 
»unangenehmee und schadliche Polemik. [...] Überhaupt wollen wir in nachster Zeit 
mehrr im stillen werben und wirken, und erst an die breite Öffentlichkeit 
herantreten,, wenn unsere Vorbereitungen entsprechend weit gediehen sein 
werden.«700 As the industry lobby proved to be very strong in Germany, the 
VolksfilmverbandVolksfilmverband decided to start by building up an organisation more or less 
secretlyy before facing the confrontation with the strong industrialists. Distributors, 
producerss and cinema owners alike attempted to block activities of the institution: 
thee society publicly complained about (politically motivated) unfair prices and 
behaviourr by various cinema owners in medium-sized German cities which forced 
thee VFV to switch to multi-purpose spaces in pubs, restaurants or union halls.71 

Whereverr possible the Volksfilmverband asked artists and technicians 
involvedd in the production to give an introduction to their films. Moreover, the 
didacticc technique of showing extracts from different films appears to have been 
widespread.. The difference is crucial: while screening films in its entirety meant a 
focuss on the aesthetic value of the work as a whole, the presentation of clips put the 
focuss strongly on education because these parts needed presentations and 
explanations,, both regarding their placement within the wider context of the film 
andd concerning the question why they had been selected for screening. A typical 
programmee would look like this: »Gut gewahlte und geschnittene Teile« from three 
filmsfilms directed by Vsevolod Pudovkin, MATJ (SU 1926), KONEC SANKT-
PETERSBURGAA (SU 1926), POTOMOK ClNGIS-HANA (SU 1928), and parts of 
ZEMUAA  W PLENU (SU 1928, Fedor Ozep). Not only Pudovkin attended the 
screening,, but also Ozep, MATJ-actress Vera Baranovskaia and cameraman Anatoli 
Golownja.722 Less than three weeks later, the same organisation presented at the 
samee cinema a programme of educational and scientific films (Kulturfilme), 
selectedd and introduced by Dr. Edgar BeyfuB who worked for the Ufa at the time. 
Accordingg to contemporary sources the programme attempted to give the audience 
ann overview of film production: »dem Publikum einen Einblick in die so vielseitige 
Materiee der Filmherstellung zu geben«.73 The main feature, DIE WUNDER DES 
FILMSS (DE 1928, Edgar BeyfuB), consists of three parts: it first shows how 
traveloguess are being made, next the problems faced when making animal 
documentariess and the third part deals with trick technique within educational 
cinema.. Aesthetic appreciation and artistic innovation takes second position behind 
thee educational impetus of the film programmes. Especially the politically 
motivatedd institutions, often aimed at die working class, gravitated towards a 
didacticc and educational approach. The implicit model here is cinema as a means of 
teaching,, yet again in an avant-garde logic these two elements are inseparably 
intertwined.. The aesthetically motivated societies by contrast, usually with a 
bourgeoiss audience, were oriented towards the artistic value of works of art and 
theirr model was the gallery or the museum. Consequently, the film is either a tool 
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forr understanding the world differently or it is an end in itself when contemplated 
inn the disinterested mode of art appreciation. 

3.33 Peak Years 1928-1931 
DerDer Hebe Gott moge den Unglaubigen ein sichtbarlich Zeichen 

gebengeben und der >Kamera< ein ganzseitiges Inserat an seinem Himmel 
spendieren,spendieren, damit das Publikum in Scharen herbeiströme. 

RudolfRudolf Arnheim (1928)74 

Whilee the movement of film societies evolved slowly but steadily over the 1920s 
theree was a sudden upsurge and boom of film societies in the time between 1928 
andd 1931 followed by a slow tapering off of activities, interest, and attendance over 
thee course of the 1930s. Despite a still large amount of activity as well as a 
continuouss high number of screenings a steep drop in visibility and public interest 
characterisess the early 1930s which continued, albeit in a slower form, all through 
thee 1930s. After looking at the years in which the interest peaked I will turn in the 
nextt parts to sectors such as archiving and film in national lif e where some of the 
avant-gardee energy migrated and proliferated in the course of the 1930s. In keeping 
withh the metaphor of the network, my focus wil l be on the flow and distribution of 
energy:: around 1929/30 the film avant-garde generated support, interest and, from 
thosee that felt threatened by a possible changing status quo, hostility. For a brief 
momentt the cinema became the rallying point for those interested in political, 
sociall  and cultural transformations through the means of modern media. 

Withh the boom of film societies, France again led the way with Léon 
Moussinac'ss organisation Les amis de Spartacus which was only active for eight 
monthss from March to November 1928. The organisation managed to gather an 
impressivee number of members, something in between 8.000 and 80.000 across the 
wholee of France. Moussinac himself reports of 20,000 subscribers in the capital 
alone.755 The club was able to achieve its explosive growth because of a clear 
profilee - Les amis de Spartacus concentrated on exhibiting Soviet films prohibited 
byy French censorship - and good promotion work with press screenings and 
publicity.. Even though their agenda was political and revolutionary, their approach 
wass democratic (i.e. decidedly anti-elitist) and they wanted to show »tous les films, 
nouveauxx ou anciens, interdits ou non, exprimant des beautés ou des vérités 
techniques,, artistiques, idéologiques ou éducatives«.76 The subscription price was 5 
francss per month and the first session took place on 12 April 1928 with the 
documentaryy LA VIE SOUS-MARINE (FR 1927, Jean Painlevé) and Sergei 
Eisenstein'ss BRONENOSEZ »POTEMKIN« (SU 1925).77 Retrospective reasoning 
disagreess whether the club's activities were discontinued for political (anti-
communist)) or for economic reasons (pressure of cinema owners and film 
distributorss who feared the powerful competition). In any case, Paris*  infamous 
chieff  of police, Jean Chiappe, prohibited further activities. Possibly, bom economic 
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andd political fears contributed to the mounting pressure on the decision makers that 
eventuallyy led to the closure of Les amis de Spartacus. At the time, conservative 
politicianss were worried about communist activities which were being combated 
withh great force in France and the film  industry feared that a new competitor  would 
groww too large, thus starting to be a real threat. Similar  incidents of exhibitors 
puttingg pressure on film societies were known from Berlin and Zurich: as already 
mentioned,, Pabst was on one occasion not able to present his own film  because the 
distributo rr  owning the rights would not give him clearance while in Switzerland 
cinemaa owners used their  monopoly over  screening spaces to form a trust and 
blockk out events organised by alternative organisations for  fear  of losing audience 
too these organisations (see below). The industry seems to have grown wary and 
anxiouss of alternative cinema circuits by the end of the 1920s in France, Germany, 
Switzerland,, the Netherlands and England.. As long as the film  societies were small 
circless of artists and intellectuals they did not pose any danger  politicall y or 
economically,, but on the verge of a mass movement the conservative powers grew 
waryy of their  forces. The conservative fear  of masses as susceptible to influence by 
masss media as well as the economic danger  of a rising competitor  contributed to 
thee problems faced by film  societies. 

Onee of the clearest signs of the success of the movement - the installation 
off  permanent exhibition outlets and specialised cinemas in Paris, London, 
Amsterdam,, Berlin and other  places - illustrates the fli p side of success: how a 
movementt  was partly brought down by its own achievements. The three Parisian 
pioneers,, Vieux Colombier, Studio des Ursulines and Studio 28, proved to be so 
successfull  that they either  opened secondary houses for  outsourcing their 
programmess - like Jean Tedesco who repeated the programmes from the Vieux 
ColombierColombier at the Pavilion du cinéma from early 1927 to the summer of 192878 - or 
thatt  they motivated outsiders to start their  own repertory cinema like the Ciné-
Latin,Latin, the Salle des Agriculteurs, L'Oeil de Paris or  the Studio Diamant. Contrary 
too Richard Abel's claim mat »[o]f the specialized cinemas, only two survived 
beyondd 1930«79, a second boom of repertory cinemas is detectable in the early 
1930s.. Indeed, there was a short drop in specialised cinemas in early 1930, yet 
alreadyy later  that year, in October  1930, the new Studio de Paris opened in 
Montparnassee with a repertory programme.80 Due to a change in legislation which 
allowedd the presentation of foreign films outside the strict quota laws if no more 
thann five Parisian and provincial cinemas were screening them, avant-garde 
cinemass again multiplied in the early 1930s. This led to another  crisis in the winter 
off  1932 when no less than 17 cinemas were screening films under  the label »avant-
garde«.. Mostly, these cinemas screened original (sound) versions of foreign films 
andd foreshadowed today's practice in which some Parisian cinemas present original 
versions,, the others dubbed in French.81 By early 1933 a number  of those 
specialisedd exhibition outlets had already closed down due to lack of suitable films 
andd overscreening.82 
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Englandd had a veritable boom of film societies in 1929: The Film Society 
off  London was initially presenting films at the New Gallery, an auditorium 
countingg 1,400 seats; in November 1929 the Society moved to the Tivoli , seating 
2,000-3,0000 spectators, because the number of members had increased 
dramaticallyy and could not be fitted into the original venue. Further societies in 
Edinburgh,, Yorkshire, and Glasgow were also founded that year. On the local level 
theree were a number of other film societies at the time.83 On 28 October 1929 the 
LondonLondon Workers' Film Society was founded in London, screening on its first 
gatheringg Victor Turin's TURKSBB (SU 1929), the English version was translated 
andd prepared by John Grierson, a pivotal figure between avant-garde, documentary 
andd political lobby work.84 The organisation quickly spread throughout the country 
withh local chapters in Liverpool, Manchester, Edinburgh and other places. In fact, a 
FederationFederation of Workers' Film Societies had been set up simultaneously with the 
Londonn chapter, so a nation-wide network was conceptualised from the beginning. 
Quitee different from the humble beginnings with local networks of acquaintances 
andd friends gathering, by 1929 organisations were starting off on the national level. 
Thee Federation was offering advice for founding and running a society, it provided 
filmss and legal assistance. The Film Society was considered by contemporary left-
wingg activists as too bourgeois, stuffy and politically conservative as it attracted 
mainlyy affluent intellectuals and wealthy liberals. Moreover, the membership fee 
wass so high as to practically exclude workers. As a result the Film Society had an 
exclusivelyexclusively bourgeois-intellectual membership base, a fact not lost on 
contemporaryy observers on the other side of the divide. When workers' clubs 
wantedd to screen Soviet revolutionary cinema, they were not allowed to, yet the 
FilmFilm Society got permission as the censorship board considered the audience less 
dangerouss and less inclined to be overwhelmed by the revolutionary message.85 

Thiss fairly straight and incisive division between a aesthetically minded and 
bourgeoiss Film Society preoccupied with film as art and a politically oriented 
Workers'Workers' Film Society interested in film as a political weapon was strongest in 
England.. Perhaps it is this strong demarcation line that led Peter Wollen to propose 
the,, in my opinion, problematic notions of »two avant-gardes«, one formalist-
aestheticistt and one political-radical.86 This distinction could possibly be argued for 
England,, but it breaks down when transferred to France, the Netherlands, Germany 
orr the Soviet Union. Even in England, an individual like Ivor Montagu could easily 
crosss the lines between aesthetic and political transformation, further putting this 
distinctionn into doubt. 

Thee Workers' Film Society was close to worker's associations and party 
politics,, similar to the situation in Germany.87 Indeed, the Federation and its 
activitiess could have been modelled on the VFV and the French equivalent Les 
amisamis de Spartacus. In September 1930 chapters were active in London, Bradford, 
Edinburgh,, Glasgow, Manchester/Salford, Cardiff and Liverpool. As class 
divisionss and censorship was especially strong in England, the society ran into 
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constantt  trouble with renting cinemas as well as with booking film. Lik e Les amis 
dede Spartacus a film club geared towards a working class audience was deemed 
muchh more dangerous than a bourgeois association primaril y interested in film art. 
Anotherr  initiativ e was the Progressive Film Institute which was a commercial 
organisationn occupied with political cinema. The PFI  was not a film society in the 
strictestt  sense (it was not an audience institution gathering members for  film 
screenings),, but rather  a company active in the alternative sector  which ventured 
intoo production and developed a distributio n organisation in the 1930s, parallel 
withh Kino, a commercial distributor  specialising in Soviet films and working 
almostt  exclusively in 16mm. The PFI  was mainly directed against the Film Society 
andd the British Film Institute which was beginning to soak up much energy by the 
earlyy to mid-1930s88 while the London Film Society had coagulated into a wholly 
bourgeoiss club for  screening »quality art« film.  The PFI  also ventured into 
productionn and is in some respects rather  related to the cinema practice of 
Münzenberg'ss media empire or  the French front populaire than to the film  club-
movementt  of the 1920s. The board of directors was made up of »[m]ensen, die 
aktieff  waren in wat men de Volksfrontbeweging kan noemen: in akties tegen 
Hitler ,, tegen Franco, voor  het Vredesfront, voordat de oorlog begon.«89 By the 
mid-1930ss film had been accepted in wide circles as a respected cultural and 
artisti cc form as well as an important medium for  propaganda. Consequently, 
cinemaa would take an important position in political activism as the fight for  the 
recognitionn of film  had been won already. 

AA telling incident is Ivor  Montagu's resignation from the council of the 
FilmFilm  Society in November  1929: The drivin g force behind the emergence of this 
organisationn had in the meantime become involved in the Workers' Film Society 
andd he felt that these two engagements could or  would lead to a clash of interests.90 

Montaguu later  also became a key figure in the activities of the PFI. By 1929, in 
Englandd the rift  between an aesthetic and bourgeois institution like the Film Society 
whichh aimed at »influencing futur e productions« (reformist in a way similar  to 
Grierson'ss filmmakin g practice) and an openly political and activist film 
associationn had become glaringly obvious. The aporias of the avant-gardes broke 
intoo the open: Is film first  and foremost an art form or  a political instrument, is it 
movingg towards abstraction and technical study or  towards engagement and agit-
prop?? While I the notion of »two avant-gardes« is too rigid  and strict because there 
neverr  was a clear  line to draw between the two, it is interesting to note that this 
divisionn between a political left and an aesthetic left was openly played out in the 
Germann magazine Filmkritik  in the 1960s or  between Cahiers du cinéma and 
Positif.Positif. The postwar  cinephiles (Filmkritik  was the closest Germany ever  got to an 
equivalentt  of Cahiers du cinéma) replayed an opposition and debate that could be 
tracedd back to the 1920s and 1930s, yet that only emerged forcefully after  the 
Secondd World War.91 
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Whereass the British situation was characterised by divisions and rifts  into 
manyy different groups and interests, the Netherlands in contrast showed a more 
unifiedd image with the Filmliga  giving a frame and context to most alternative 
cinemaa events. In fact, this had its advantages - being able to work from a steady 
basee with at least some security provided by the good organisation - but also its 
drawbackss - the opinion of the Amsterdam board clashed several times with local 
chapterss who were less »pure« and more inclined towards »quality entertainment« 
orr  »art cinema«. The screening context of the Filmliga  modelled itself on a 
laboratoryy with the films as the experiments. While in France a passionate 
cinephiliaa gave room for  subjective and irrationa l affection for  obscure objects the 
FilmligaFilmliga  was very sober  in its chosen objects of worship. Menno ter  Braak as the 
ideologicall  head of the Filmliga  and as the most outspoken and rhetorically versed 
proponentt  of formal experiments and abstractions influenced the screening policy 
considerably.. By 1929, the Filmliga  had grown into a nation-wide organisation 
withh 9 departments in different cities, touring that year  with 8 large film 
programmess from city to city, publishing a monthly film magazine, and invitin g 
famouss guests from abroad (in 1929 and 1930 the guests were: René Clair , Jean 
Mauclairr  of Studio 28 in Paris, Sergei Eisenstein, Hans Richter, Charles 
Dekeukelaire). . 

Audiencee organisations, specialised cinemas, distributio n circuits, 
publicationn to back up the various activities, meetings and conferences among the 
keyy players - a veritable network to support the avant-garde was in place. In 1929, 
onn 9 November, the Filmliga opened a cinema of their  own in Amsterdam: De 
UitkijkUitkijk  which was modelled on the three Parisian precursors, the Vieux Colombier, 
thee Studio des Ursulines, and the Studio 28. For  the opening show in De Uitkijk 
Joriss Ivens' short film HEIEN (NL 1929) was followed by Carl Theodor  Dreyer's 
LAA PASSION DE JEANNE D'ARC (FR 1928). The cinema Die Kamera was opened in 
Berlinn at the boulevard Unter den Linden the same year, as the fift h art hourse or 
avant-gardee theatre in Europe.92 For  a while the Kamera was partly state-funded 
withh subsidies from the city, the radio association and the cultural ministry , but the 
ambitiouss plans failed in 1932.93 

Inn Germany, the Volksfilmverband evolved quickly into a mass organisation: 
Inn March 1928, one month after  its official inauguration, the association already 
boastedd more than 30 payment offices in the capital Berlin alone where members 
couldd acquire tickets or  the magazine Film und Volk. Divisions of the society were 
activee in Hamburg and Frankfurt 94 while chapters in Dresden, Leipzig and Breslau 
(today::  Wroclaw) were in the process of being founded. The organisation 
concentratedd on recruitin g members in large companies among the working class 
wheree sympathisers should be installed as go-betweens who would then promote 
activelyy the membership in these organisations. This methods was close to political 
party-workk or  to trade union activities, again pointing to the proximit y of the 
initiative ss in Germany to party politics. Further  plans of the VFV include open-air 
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screeningss in the boroughs of Wedding and Friedrichshain, traditional living 
quarterss of the working class in Berlin.95 

Inn the end of 1929, the Volksfilmverband fiir Filmkunst boasted impressive 
numbers:: it had evolved into 14 groups in Berlin (with 62 payment offices) and 33 
inn other cities. 6000 members were listed for Berlin, 1500 in Hamburg, 3000 in 
Breslauu and chapters in Dresden, Leipzig, Munich, Niirnberg, Erfurt, Chemnitz, 
Offenbach,, Frankfurt, and other cities. In November 1929 a report stated that the 
VFVV had organised 730 film evenings during the year in different parts of the 
countryy and that 32 film programmes were at that time on tour through different 
citiess and regions throughout Germany. While initial plans had called for running 
itss own cinemas, just like the Filmliga did in Amsterdam with De Uitkijk, the 
trajectoryy and aim had changed: 

Keinee hochtrabenden Produktionsplane - sondern 
Umstellung g 
auff  praktisch realisierbare Plane, 
Verstarkungg der Arbeit unter den werktatigen Filmfreunden, 
aktivererr Kampf gegen Filmreaktion und Filmschund, die gerade jetzt in 
Hochkunjunkturr stenen.97 

Thiss shift of focus, away from the initial drive towards vertical integration and 
insteadd oriented towards a more direct political engagement with the film industry 
characterisess the development of the VFV in the few years of its existence. 
Understoodd as an abandonment of avant-garde ideals this move supported the 
growingg influence of the political battles of the late Weimar Republic. The cinema 
wass increasingly functionalised in this conflict. The publication organ of the 
institutionn was a monthly magazine entitled Film und Volk which only survived 2 
yearss before fusing with the left-wing theatre magazine Arbeiterbühne in 1930 to 
becomee Arbeiterbühne und Film; publication of this new combined magazine 
endedd already a year later in 1931 due to economic problems. In 1931 the VFV 
joinedd the communist Interessensgemeinschaft fiir Arbeiterkultur {IfA - Interest 
groupp for workers' culture), a cultural umbrella organisation under the direct 
influencee of the KPD, thus giving up its independent status. It appears as if the 
biggerr organisation IfA swallowed the VFV, due possibly to in-fighting within the 
communistt party about the strategy to follow and the general strategies advanced 
byy the Comintern. Some local chapters of the VFV were active even after the 
officiall  merger such as the group around Will i Bredel in Hamburg while Friedrich 
Wolff  kept a communist-oriented film society going until the winter of 1932/33 in 
Stuttgartt when he had to flee Germany and went to Moscow for exile. 

Attemptss to stimulate grass-roots activities (discussions of films, amateur 
filmfilm  production) came fairly late in Germany and their success has to be gauged 
ambivalently.. The Volksfilmverband was on the one hand very successful as it 
couldd build upon a solid organisational base within the communist party and its 
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numerouss affiliations and association in its vicinity. On the other hand, this 
proximityy to party politics also proved to be a problem as the VFV was far too 
muchh entangled in ideological battles to be able to form a real group feeling 
beyondd its political objectives such as the Filmliga in the Netherlands. For 
example,, the VFV agitated against LOHNBUCHHALTER KREMKE (DE 1930, Marie 
Harder)) and other films produced by the socialdemocratic party SPD instead of 
tryingg to integrate all reform-oriented left-wing forces like it was later done by the 
Frenchh front populaire. The VFV thus followed strictly the course laid out by the 
communistt international which had in the early 1930s identified the social 
democratss as its main enemy and competitor. Likewise, the socialdemocrats, led by 
theirr newspaper Vorwarts, agitated against the Volksfilmverband arguing that it 
wass a communist organisation disguised as a cultural institution above party 
politics.. The direction within the organisation appears to have been contradictory 
att first. In the same issue of the magazine Film und Volk in March/April 1928 two 
articless argue for a contrary position vis-a-vis the social democrats. Arthur 
Hollitscherr describes the evolution of the VFV and polemicises against 
socialdemocratss and trade unions when he recalls meetings with them: »...ja es 
kamm sogar gelegentlich zu gemeinsamen Beratungen mit den Vertretern der 
Gewerkschaftenn und der Bildungsausschüsse der SPD. - bald aber versank alles im 
bewuBtenn lethargischen Schlaf...«". In the same issue Heinrich Mann, the president 
off  the society, took a different stance and argued in favour of a popular front in the 
cinemaa sector: 

Derr >Volksverband fur Filmkunst< ist links gerichtet, aber parteipolitisch neutral. Er 
willl  die Volksbewegung gegen den schlechten, unwahren und reaktionaren Film 
zusammenfassen.. Diese Volksbewegung schlieBt alle fortschrittlichen Elemente ein, 
einerleii  welcher politischen Partei sie angehören.100 

Thiss tension between a popular front and the conscious intensification of the 
conflictt between communists and socialdemocrats characterised the organisation in 
itss few years of existence. Even a liberal trade paper like the Film-Kurier voiced its 
scepticismm that the VFV was either a camouflage organisation of the communists or 
runn by untalented and embittered screenwriters eager to take revenge on their more 
successfull  colleagues.101 

Thee original plans of the VFV - like most of the audience organisations -
pointedd towards vertical integration: The plan amounted to nothing less than a 
regularr production of films, the acquisition of first-run houses, the installation of a 
distributionn network with a pre-existing audience as subscribers and/or members, 
alll  supported by publications and regular public events. In practice, the main 
activityy remained the publication of a magazine and the setting up of film 
programmess which would then tour through local chapters. Often, these screenings 
weree related to political campaigns and topics of the day such as the collecting of 
moneyy for the Soviet workers in 1924/25 undertaken by the IAH102 or the strike 
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againstt the building of battleships in autumn 1928. Yet, a summary report on the 
historyy of the VFV from a official socialist point-of-view (written in East Germany) 
givess the organisation as the model of a popular cultural front: 

Diee Fronten werden durch die Losung abgesteckt: »Der Feind steht rechts - auch der 
Filmfeind!«« Dank dieser nationalen Konzeption war es möglich, eine so breite 
demokratischee Front von Kommunisten bis zur Deutschen Demokratischen Partei, 
zumindestt ihrem linken Flügel, zu schaffen. Damit wurde der VFV - bei aller 
gebotenerr Vorsicht eines solchen Vergleichs und bei aller Keimhaftigkeit und dem 
speziellenn Charakter - zu einer Art Modell einer Volksfront auf kulturellem 
Gebiet.104 4 

Whilee this might have been true for the first months of the organisation, as time 
wentt by in the 1930s the VFV became more and more an instrument in the hands of 
thee Comintern, when the cinema was subordinated to politics. Further evidence 
suggestss that a cinema in the center of Berlin screened »proletarian« films at least 
forr some months in the summer of 1932, named adequately the 
Dreigroschenkino.Dreigroschenkino.105105 Yet, it remains unclear if this cinema was in any way related 
too the VFV. 

Inn Germany, besides the political initiatives from the left, a number of 
associationss were active around 1930, the most important of which was the 
DeutscheDeutsche Liga fur den unabhangigen Film (»German League for Independent 
Film«)) which was rallying on behalf of independent films and censored film. The 
associationn was founded on 14 May 1930 by Hans Richter, Mies van der Rohe, 
Astaa Nielsen, Lotte Reiniger, Walter Ruttmann, Hans Feld, Paul Hindemith and 
others.1066 On the surface its ideas were quite similar to that of the 
Volksfilmverband,Volksfilmverband, yet it was further removed from party politics and run by artists 
andd intellectuals (with a socialist, communist or broadly liberal orientation 
nevertheless).. This association linked itself to ideas from the La Sarraz meeting 
wheree the establishment of a transnational network of film clubs was planned, 
turningg the Deutsche Liga effectively into the German branch of the La Sarraz-
network,, presenting film programmes in some German cities. At least six German 
citiess had local groups: Berlin, Munich, Frankfurt, Stuttgart, Essen, Hannover.107 

Att the conference in La Sarraz it was decided to form such a network took place in 
Septemberr 1929 while the founding meeting in Berlin took place 8 months later, in 
Mayy 1930. Why it took such a long time for the German branch even to come into 
existencee is not clear from available source material. The first trace of activities is 
too be found in Munich where the institution of a local chapter is inaugurated on 22 
Mayy 1930 with a lecture by Hans Richter and the screening of short films.108 The 
firstt public activity of the Deutsche Liga in the German capital seems to have taken 
placee another five months later and more than a year after La Sarraz, on 16 
Novemberr 1930 at the Rote Mühle in Berlin-Halensee.109 While the VFV 
concentratedd its activities on the Eastern boroughs with a largely working class 
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populationn (Neukölln, Wedding, Kreuzberg, Friedrichshain), the Deutsche Liga 
chosee the rather ritzy and bourgeois Berlin West. After a programmatic statement 
byy Richter who asked for the activation of the audience in order to support the 
productionn of a different kind of film the main part of the evening was devoted to 
talkss by Bertolt Brecht, Kurt Weill and their lawyer Otto Joseph about the 3-
GROSCHEN-OPER.. In the second half of this first event Man Ray's L'ETOILE DE 
MERR (FR 1928) and three acts of Dovzenko's ZEMLJA (SU 1930, EARTH) were 
screened.. The Deutsche Liga was more aesthically oriented and minded than the 
VFVVFV which had a clear political agenda - Man Ray's surrealist film would have not 
interestedd the communist-oriented association and even Dovzenko is probably the 
leastt outspokenly political filmmaker from the Soviet innovators. Announcements 
forr further events were made: a debate between Richter and Asta Nielsen on the 
rolee of acting and montage in cinema and the screening of MEHANIKA 
GOLOVNOGOO MOZGA (SU 1925, Vsevolod Pudovkin). Yet, even the society had a 
broadd aesthetic orientation political issues intervened here, as is already visible in 
thee fight of Brecht and Weill against the production company Nero over the 
ownershipp of a mass produced cultural commodity such as the film based upon 
Brecht'ss and Weill's play. On the other side of the rift were not captains of 
industry,, but two intellectuals and film artists who were also considered to be left-
wing:: the scriptwriter Bela" Batósz and the director G.W. Pabst.110 The association 
hadd segments in other places as well, Liga-programmes were seen at least in 
Frankfurt/Mainn and Breslau (today: Wroclaw). Thomas Tode claims that the Liga 
developedd towards vertical integration: »in kleinem Rahmen entwickelt sie sich zu 
einerr kritischen Besucherorganisation mit intelligenten Programmen und einem 
bescheidenenn Vertriebssystem mit Ligafilmen«1H, yet few traces remain of the 
activitiess of the association outside Berlin. 

Anotherr related project materialised in Frankfurt: The Bund Das Neue 
FrankfurtFrankfurt was founded as a progressive artistic-political union of artists and 
craftsmenn (architects, writers, visuals artists). Avant-gardistically minded 
intellectualss like city planner Ernst May and architect Mart Stam were involved, in 
chargee of the film programmes was from 1931 onwards Ella Bergmann-Michel 
resultingg in her own film work (5 films between 1931 and 1933).112 The enterprise 
hadd begun as Arbeitsgemeinschaft Jur Unabhangigen Film on 26 March 1931 
formingg a part of the Liga fur Unabhangigen Film and thus linked to the La Sarraz-
impulsee as well. Actually, Bergmann-MicheFs continuation of this film-club work 
afterr World War Two was an important impulse for the film culture of Franfurt. 
Theree are also indications that Frankfurt was the second German city to boast a 
cinemaa specialised in avant-garde and independent films: the Kurbel which opened 
onn 26 November 1931 was affiliated with the Berlin Kamera. It was planned to 
screenn classics from the repertory, new avant-garde films and act as the homebase 
forr the film club with lecturers and discussions.113 Thomas Elsaesser has analysed 
thee architectural films developed within the context of the Bund Das neue 
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FrankfurtFrankfurt  as being just one element of a Medienverbund114 - only in connection to 
thee whole of the activities do the films make sense, considering them without any 
connectionn to the overall strategy employed in order  to win a public over  would rob 
themm of the context necessary for  understanding them. 

Frankfur tt  had many connections to the Soviet Union: Not only did Ernst 
Mayy leave Frankfur t for  Magnigotorsk in 1931, but also Soviet filmmakers visited 
thee film club several times. Dziga Vertov paid a visit to the Frankfur t film club on 
233 June 1929 showing CELOVEK S KINOAPPARATO M (SU 1929). Vertov was on his 
wayy to the Werkbund-exhibition in Stuttgart as the Soviet delegate.115 Plans for  a 
Vertovv film  in Frankfur t on new architecture (especially flats for  workers) were 
discussedd during his stay but do not come to fruition ; yet, Ella Bergmann-Michel 
madee photographic studies to prepare the project. On 3 May 1931 Joris Ivens 
presentedd REGEN (NL 1929) and ZUIDERSEE (NL 1930) in Frankfurt ; it is Ivens 
whoo suggested to Ella Bergmann-Michel to buy a used Kinamo-handcamera from 
Clairenoree Stinnes which she had used for  her  film tour  around the world. This tour 
resultedd in her fil m CLAIRENORE STINNES - IM AUTO DURCH ZWEI WELTEN (DE 
1929).. Vertov returned to Frankfur t on 4 October  1931 with ENTUZIJASZM on his 
secondd European tour. The next matinee took place on 15 November  1931 with 
Jeann Dréville's AUTOUR DE L*ARGENT (FR 1928), Germaine Dulac's LA 
COQUILL EE ET LE CLERGYMA N (FR 1927), Alberto Cavalcanti's LA P'TITE LILI E 
(FRR 1927/28), and two Hans Richter  films, ALLES DREHT SICH, ALLES BEWEGT 
SICHH (DE 1929) and HÜTE FLffiGEN (DE 1927/28; commonly known as 
VORMITTAGSSPUK) .. Furthermore, the Frankfur t group held soirees with talks of 
importantt  figures on documentary film  or  »quality film«, but also famous guests 
lik ee Rudolf Arnheim or  Guido Bagier. 

Inn all of these developments in different centers across Western Europe 
somee factors deserve attention: the films had to be available, the chance to watch 
olderr  films had to be given in order  for  a film  culture to evolve. Unlike books 
whichh are more easily accessible, mobile and reproducable, film  in its material 
formm as a conveyor  of visual information was quite unpractical. A film  is expensive 
too reproduce and to move physically and it is prone to damage and destruction 
whenn used. For  big commercial films with dozens or  even hundreds of existing 
copiess this potential threat did not matter  much, yet for  an avant-garde film  of 
whichh often only one or  two copies were in existence the possibility of damage and 
destructionn was serious. The proliferatio n of Soviet trade agencies, backlists of 
distributors ,, directors travelling with their  personal print of a film  to introduce it 
ledd to a higher  visibilit y and circulation of film  art that seemed to have acquired a 
criticall  mass by 1929. The late 1920s had seen an ever  increasing mobilit y in most 
sectorss of society; for  the film  societies it meant that distributio n of films increased 
andd that a number  of filmmakers would travel to major  cities, lecture, present films, 
takee part in promotional activity and maybe even shoot films abroad. The 
apotheosiss of these grand tours is Sergei Eisenstein's extended voyage to Europe 
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andd the US in the early 1930s. The Soviet film had enjoyed an unprecedented 
successs all over Western Europe in the second half of the 1920s and was a decisive 
influencee on the initiatives mentioned here.116 In these years, through international 
exchangee and travel the small group of famous avant-garde filmmakers (one could 
evenn speak of a star system here) would make and present films basically where 
theyy wanted to. Invariably they were asked to do industrial films on symbols of a 
modernisationn process (travel, technology, medicine, modern factories). 

Anotherr sign of the growing success and proliferation of bottom-up 
screeningg organisations can be seen in different manuals and how-to-guides to 
filmmaking.. In one of the central organs of the film avant-garde, Close Up, 
Winifredd Bryher ran a loose series of articles giving hints and ideas how one could 
improvee the standard of the local cinema programme, start a film society, obtain 
films,films, attract like-minded cinéphiles, and in general support independent cinema.117 

Inn Germany, the bottom-up theatre society Volksbühne published a manual on 
runningg a film club.118 Moreover, in many of the forums and magazines of the 
avant-gardee one can find advertisements not only by distributors, but also 
increasinglyy by hardware manufacturers for projectors and cameras as the film 
societiess were discovered as a niche market that nevertheless had reached a 
considerablee size around 1930. 

Evenn though I have concentrated on »the cities of modernism« with the nodes 
Amsterdamm / Rotterdam, Berlin, London, and Paris, a couple of other places also 
deservee mention because similar patterns of emergence and development can also 
bee found for other European countries. My concentration on a Western European 
contextt results from the fact that the activities were most intense here, that co-
operationn was strongest and that the core of the European film avant-garde of the 
1920ss operated within the major metropolitan centres like Paris, Berlin, London, 
andd Amsterdam / Rotterdam. Thus, passing over more peripheral places should not 
implyy that they do not have significance, but it rather means that for reasons of 
spacee and time I have consciously limited myself to central nodes. In fact, the 
peripheryy has a similar development to the one sketched here, yet on the whole less 
intense. . 

Belgiumm followed the examples set in the French periphery and its network 
becamee a part of the French circles. The critic Albert Valentin founded a ciné-club 
inn 1926 in Brussels at the Palais des beaux-arts119, directorship was taken over by 
Carll  Vincent the following year.120 Elsewhere in Belgium, at Ostende, a »club du 
cinéma«« was founded in 1928 which pioneered late night events weekly screening 
fromm 11 at night to half past twelve films by Louis Delluc, Lupu Pick, Man Ray, 
Robertt Wiene, Alberto Cavalcanti, René Clair, Marcel L'Herbier.121 These clubs 
becamee part of a nationwide network that also spawned Liège, Antwerp, Ghent and 
Leuvenn - the Belgium network was modelled on French examples and closely 
connectedd to France.122 This national association, the Club du Cinéma, which 
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managedd to keep up operation for  some years well into the 1930s was biased 
towardss the artistic-aesthetic side of the avant-garde123 while the socialists also 
tookk an active interest in cinema matters, especially in the course of the 1930s.124 

Inn Switzerland, alternative distributio n and exhibition came somewhat 
later,, at a time when other  societies could already look back upon several years of 
activities.. The Werkbund-exhibition Film und Foto travelled after  its show in 
Stuttgartt  to Zurich where it was exhibited from the end of August until the end of 
Septemberr  1929, yet the film programme curated by Hans Richter  was not 
screenedd for  reasons unclear.125 One possibility would be the lack of available 
cinemas::  until well into the 1930s alternative circles had trouble with booking 
cinemass for  screenings as exhibitors in some countries (similar  examples can be 
foundd in England, France, and Germany) exercised considerable pressure on 
colleaguess not to rent their  cinemas even at times when they were not used 
otherwise.. Owners of commercial cinemas considered film  societies to be 
competitorss on a field that should be limited to established players. In Geneva, the 
Ciné-ClubCiné-Club de Geneve, started operation in 1928. Its monthly meetings 
supplementedd by the magazine Ciné was oriented towards French avant-garde 
cinema,, but it found its public forum in the English language magazine Close Up 
whichh was published in Switzerland too. The Geneva club inaugurated operation 
onn 14 March 1928 with Man Ray's EMAK BAKIA (FR 1927) and Jean Epstein's LA 
GLAC EE A TROIS FACE (FR 1927). On 18 Apri l Alberto Cavalcanti was the guest of 
honourr  and on 2 May films by Germaine Dulac were screened. The club became a 
partt  of the French-language network that also spawned Belgium.126 The 
Eidgenössischee Technische Hochschule (ETH - Polytechnic university) in Zurich 
hadd already set up a film  office (Filmstelle) in 1922 which screened films and 
offeredd lectures and courses on the cinema, yet very much within a framework of 
educationall  and technical questions - initiall y aesthetic or  social consideration 
playedd a minor  role here. In 1932, the film  office instigated a regular  film 
programmee which was successful, but proved too time consuming and work 
intensive;;  for  that reason it was turned over  in 1933 to the Schweizer Werkbund 
(SWB)) which had organised the Zurich-stay of the Stuttgart-exhibition in 1929 and 
furthermor ee had commissioned Hans Richter  for  a project on reformist modern 
architecturee with DIE NEUE WOHNUNG (CH 1930).127 They had already in 1930 
broughtt  over  Hans Richter  for  a presentation and lecture to accompany the FiFo-
exhibitionn and then continued with regular  programmes, sometimes with guests 
lik ee Lészló Moholy-Nagy, until the group ceased activity after  36 film  programmes 
inn 1935. This close connection between education (university), professional design 
(Werkbund)) and an humanist engagement is typical for  the reformist wing of the 
alternativee cinema culture. 

AA workers' film  society, Foreningen for Filmskultur  (»Association for 
Filmm Culture«), was founded in Denmark in 1930128 and in Porto existed an 
AssociagdoAssociagdo dos Amigos do Cinema from the second half of the 1920s onwards.129 
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Thee Portuguese association which was a membership organisation for film 
enthusiastss handed out an annual price, ran a library, was involved in publication 
andd production, but it is unclear if it also projected regularly films. Thus, it might 
havee been an exceptional film club insofar as it was not based on exhibition 
practice.. The further development in Portugal in the 1930s was rather in the sector 
off  amateur film societies; thus, oriented towards solving technical problems instead 
off  developing screening practice and aesthetic capabilities of judgment. Film 
societiess in its traditional sense were only founded in the 1940s in Portugal. 

Similarly,, Poland had two artists' associations promoting artistic film in 
thee 1930s: Stowarzyszenie Milosnikow filmu Artystycznego (START - Society of 
thee Devotees of the Artistic Film) from 1930 to 1935 and after 1937 the 
SpoldzielnaSpoldzielna Autorow Filmowych (Co-Operative of Film Authors). The former 
includedd directors Aleksander Ford and Wanda Jakubowska, but also later film 
historiann Jerzy Toeplitz and rallied around the slogan »the struggle for films for the 
publicc good« while the latter incorporated Stefan and Franciszka Themerson who 
madee some noteworthy avant-garde films.130 Yet, Poland did not have any real film 
societiess until after World War Two.131 Czechoslovakia had a very active and 
cross-mediaa avant-garde in the interwar period that gathered around Karel Teige as 
thee key figure and had taken up »poetism« (a mixture of constructivism and 
lyricism)) as its cause. A shortlived film society was founded in 1927 and around 
thiss time production was started. Svatoplup Innemann, Alexander Hackenschmied 
(whoo later in the United States became famous as Hammid), Otakar Vavra, Jan 
Kuöera,, Frantisek Burian, Jifi Lehovec and Karel and Irene Dodal formed the 
centree of an active avant-garde that produced everything from architectural studies 
too advertisements.132 These activists organised »weeks of avant-garde film« in the 
earlyy 1930s and took up production on a more steady base. In the mid-1930s most 
peoplee from this circle moved to Zlin, an industrial city designed and built by and 
forr the shoe company Bata where they formed a film department that produced 
experimentall  advertisement films.133 In keeping with the spirit of the time the films 
promotedd the shoes and the city (much like Philips and Eindhoven or later 
Volkswagenn and Wolfsburg) which both stood for the relentless modernising drive 
thatt had also taken hold in Czechoslovakia.134 

Iff  looking at the ciné-club movement purely in quantitative terms, if 
comparingg size, number or frequency of activities alone, then the peak of the film 
societyy movement has to be located some time between 1930 and 1935. This 
clearlyy shows that it was not sound film that brought down the European avant-
gardee as is so often stated. The strategic convergence of several interest and lobby 
groupss over the 1920s was mirrored by the functional differentiation on the other 
sidee of the divide, yet many new groups were founded after 1930 and many 
continuedd their activities. 
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3.44 Institutionalisatio n and functiona l differentiatio n 
inn the 1930s 

EsEs gibt in solchen [Avantgarde-JBewegungen immer einen Augenblick, 
dada die urspriingliche Spannung des Geheimbundes im sachlichen, 

profanenprofanen Kampfum Macht und Herrschqft explodieren oder als 
öffentlicheöffentliche Manifestation zerfallen und sich transformieren mufi. 

WalterWalter Benjamin (1929)135 

Untill  the mid to late 1930s many film clubs had either vanished, transformed into 
political,, governmental, educational or archival institutions or developed into 
amateurr organisation largely devoid of a wider social and political agenda, let 
alonee revolutionary fervour. If people and institutions had been active in different 
sectorss of the cinema before - film societies like the Filmliga had effectively 
venturedd into distribution and production - the 1930s saw a growing sense of 
divergencee and falling apart which might be described in a more productive fashion 
ass a functional differentiation of a sector of the cinema that had blossomed in the 
decadee before. Many film societies limited themselves to monthly or bi-monthly 
screeningscreening forums without the dynamic drive for change that had propelled these 
movementss into the forefront of aesthetic development in the late 1920s. Art house 
cinemass evolved out of this functional differentiation on the side of exhibition136, 
archivess were the result of the preservatory impulse, publishing and teaching 
stemmedd from the reform oriented side of the activities, and curating activities and 
meetingss galvanised into film festivals which were also born in the 1930s. One of 
thee three Parisian art cinemas of those years, the Vieux Colombier, closed down in 
19344 when Tédesco ventured completely into production. Likewise, the Film 
SocietySociety of London went into decline and lost much of its critical momentum in the 
coursee of the 1930s before ceasing activity with the outbreak of World War Two. 

Afterr a couple of years with seemingly unrestricted growth the avant-garde 
hadd not only reached a critical mass in 1929/30, it also showed first symptoms of 
fatigue.. Even in circles not unsympathetic to the avant-garde in general such as the 
Germann trade paper Film-Kurier harsh criticism of the snobbish attitude and lack 
off  popular support was voiced: 

Bedenklich,, da£ unsere Avantgarde so sichtlich Inzucht der Ideen treibt. Die starken 
Talentee bleiben aus, die Schulen blUhen. Einer stiehlt's vom andern. DaB Karusselle 
sichh drehen, auf Rummelplatzen Typen wimmeln - wie oft hat's das Auge erfahren. 
Welchee Umwege, welcher Formenballast wird da fur nichts ersonnen. [...] Bei uns 
quetschtt man sich ein paar Experimente für Eingeweihte, für Höchstgebildete ab. 
Diee Snobgarde filmt.137 

Evenn though this might not be a representative opinion similar voices pointing out 
aa formulaic and repetitive film format can also be found in the avant-garde organ 
CloseClose Up. An article by Robert Herring in May 1929 pokes fun at some of the 
typicall  stylistic features of the avant-garde that are rapidly becoming a cliché. 
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Herringg advises the aspiring amateur to travel to Paris, shoot on the Metro and 
underr the Eiffel tower, »show you know BERLIN« and add a measure of water and 
trafficc in order to make a successful avant-garde film.138 

AA case in point are the Workers' Film Societies in England which 
mushroomedd in 1929, then had a fairly steady development for two or three years, 
beforee either faltering for a variety of reasons or transforming into more 
conservativee clubs for the appreciation of the cinema.139 Moreover, the success of 
thee various societies had also seduced commercial cinemas to screening an 
alternativee programme occasionally, regularly or exclusively. In England, a number 
off  modernist high-brow and avant-garde magazines such as Film Art or World Film 
NewsNews testify to the stability of an audience for alternative films. In one of those 
papers,, Cinema Quaterly, the situation is assessed in 1932: 

Thee comparative success of such films as LE MILLION , MADCHEN IN UNIFORM, and 
KAMERADSCHAFT,, despite their foreign dialogue and lack of organised publicity, has 
provenn beyond doubt that there is an intelligent cinema audience sufficiently large to 
supportt films of the highest artistic standard.. .14° 

Thesee films which would have been the standard fare of film societies in the 1920s 
noww ended up on commercial screens. Obviously, this was taking business from the 
audiencee organisations whose original impetus was to bring films to the cinema 
thatt did not stand a chance otherwise. The success of the film societies resulted in a 
largerr audience which in turn killed them as commercial cinemas were at least 
partlyy taking over their segment. Yet again, the British magazine also lists many 
fil mm societies being active all across cities in Great Britain, often connected to 
educationall  institutions (Oxford University, Eton College), but also sub-standard 
filmfilm  societies which were more oriented towards practical work than towards a 
screeningg practice. Thus, commercial art films with some audience potential 
venturedd to normal cinemas while some of the bottom-up film societies turned to 
amateurr work instead.141 The first bigger meetings of amateurs took place in the 
latee 1920s such as the »National Convention of Amateur Cinematograph Societies« 
inn October 1929 in London.142 

AA crucial question concerns the availability of films at a time when film 
clubss interested in »different« kinds of film existed in many cultural centres in 
Europe.. Production was in transformation in these years as old recipes had to be 
revised.. One reason was surely the introduction of sound which necessitated an 
enormouss investment to be able to start production. There were attempts at keeping 
onee silent film theatre open in Paris, a project undertaken by critics and filmmakers 
whichh ultimately failed. More importantly, energy shifted towards the documentary 
impulsee and - as could be seen in Grierson's different configurations - these 
institutionss tended to create their own screening contexts. Thus, many people had 
learnedd the lesson of the film society as is demonstrated by these moves outside the 
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informall  and unstable contexts of the avant-garde and a coagulation of alternative 
distributionn networks and screening circles into more formal organisations. 

Forr programming purposes, the main problems of the film clubs after 1930 
provedd to be how to deal with sound films. The introduction of sound had 
intensifiedd the capitalisation of the film industry. As an effect smaller companies 
ceasedd to exist or merged to form larger corporations, for which France is a 
particularlyy good example.143 Film production became more costly and consequent-
lyy films had to recoup more money on their release. Film societies and alternative 
screeningg spaces could often not compete anymore with commercial exhibitors. 
Thosee films that had before guaranteed the survival of the audience organisation 
noww went to commercial art cinemas that became increasingly professionalised. 
Filmm societies needed one or two »hits« per season to generate publicity and new 
members,, now they turned into a second- or even third-run-house because the most 
interestingg films were taken away by others. An attempt to work against this 
growingg commercialisation of the alternative sector was the founding of an 
internationall  office for the distribution of films by the Dutch Filmliga.144 

Thee introduction of sound had similar repercussions in production. 
Filmmakerss associated with the avant-garde made sound films but they were often 
commerciall  and produced by large companies: René Clair made films for the 
multinationall  syndicate Tobis, Fritz Lang and G.W. Pabst worked for Seymour 
Nebenzal'ss Nero-Film, while another champion of the 1920s, Abel Gance, fell into 
obscurity.. These larger companies had a clear distribution priority to large 
metropolitann cinemas and nationwide cinema chains, film societies would be at the 
bottomm of receiving a specific film. Other former protagonists of the avant-garde 
turnedd increasingly towards industrial films such as Walter Ruttmann, Hans 
Richter,, or Joris Ivens who made films for Hapag, Philips, Creosoot, or the German 
steell  industry. Not too differently, these producers also had their agendas and only 
gavee films to ciné-clubs once they had fulfilled their purpose. As a result the 
programmess often resorted to silent film, whereas normal cinemas had already 
changedd to sound film. Production costs rose with the new equipment, so producers 
weree less likely to take risks at financing experimental films. Moreover wiring 
cinemass for sound required the investment of considerable sums of money. Again, 
soundd film was not the cause per se, but rather the catalyst that helped to introduce 
neww manners of management and organisation, that kindled state interest in film. It 
wass these developments in turn that transformed the avant-garde and its exhibition 
wing.. Yet, the demand of film societies for sound film technology was soon 
realised.. An advertisement in the British magazine Cinema Quaterty aimed at film 
clubss and educational institutions reads: 

Filmm Societies, Schools, Clubs and Study Groups! 
Westernn Electric offer you a trouble free hiring service providing - for a moderate 
inclusivee fee - portable sound equipment - suitable for audiences of up to 600 
peoplee - services of an operator and, if required, a programme of films, 
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entertainment,, travel, scientific, educational, etc. The equipment can be erected in 
anyy hall at short notice...I45 

Onee problem for the film societies appears, it could be said, that they were 
discoveredd as a niche market. As one could hire a sound projector with project-
ionistt and a film programme the alternative networks that were in the process of 
gettingg together were short-circuited. Commercial suppliers took away that 
businesss from the screening clubs that guaranteed success and visibility leaving the 
initiativess with the harder-to-market stuff. The same could also be said of the 
commerciall  art houses that were appearing everywhere over Europe from the 
secondd half of the 1920s onwards. There was a high fluctuation in cinemas which 
occasionallyy or regularly screened a different kind of programme, but in larger 
citiess commentators were pretty sure that one or more repertory theatre could be 
supportedd on a regular and commercial basis by the audience.146 

Anotherr factor that should also not be forgotten: the availability of films, 
thee chance to watch older films had to be given in order for a film club culture to 
evolve.. Without the existence and support of a number of institutions such efforts 
weree very difficult to keep up - Soviet trade agencies, backlists of distributors, 
directorss travelling with their personal print of a film to introduce it (to which a 
certainn mobility and wealth is necessary) were the pre-condition for the success of 
alternativee cinema networks. As some active members of these movements realised 
thiss problem they started to build their own back catalogue or they simply followed 
theirr collector's impulse which evolved into the archival movement. 

Thee issue of the Soviet trade agencies is a case in point: Ivor Montagu has 
reportedd thoroughly on the troubles that the Progressive Film Institute had in 
dealingg with the Soviet delegations147: First of all, the main purpose of the trade 
agenciess was to sell Soviet films commercially abroad in order to obtain foreign 
currencyy much needed for the young Soviet Union; lending films to non-profit 
organisationss such as the film-clubs was not high on their agenda, especially since 
thesee institution must have rather seemed like bourgeois clubs for art appreciation 
thann revolutionary engines. Often, delegates attempted for many years in vain to 
placee a Soviet film on the commercial market. Again, if film clubs would finally 
convincee a trade agency to hand over such a film it was often years old. This 
createdd the problem that an avant-garde organisation was presenting a work some 
yearss old. A further complication was that film societies and similar organisations 
oftenn operated on the basis of trust, as they needed to convince the Soviet delegates 
off  their methods. Because the delegates were exchanged every couple of years like 
diplomats,, there was no stable ground for a co-operation between the left-wing film 
clubss and the Soviet trade agencies. As soon as a common ground and a personal 
relationshipp was established between a film society and a trade agency, the Soviet 
delegatee would be replaced by another envoy from Moscow. 
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3.4.11 Film and nationa l lif e 
GenauGenau wie man sich eines Tages zusammenfinden wird, 

umum einen gemeinsamen Export der deutschen Filmfabrikate 
insins Ausland in die Hand zu nehmen, genau so werden sich 

diedie mafigebenden Firmen vereinen, um eine Stelle zufinanzieren, 
diedie zMm Nutzen der gesamten Fabrikation unter Aufsicht der Industrie 

undfiirundfiir die Industrie Filmexperimente macht. 
ErnstErnst Jager (1927)148 

Alreadyy in the second half of the 1920s there were calls for a national effort of 
coordinatingg experimental work. As in Ernst Jager's statement quoted above this 
combinationn conventionally aimed at integrating the avant-garde into the wider 
contextt of film culture. To call for the state in supporting film appeared natural, gi-
venn the fact that the state heavily regulated the cinema through censorship, import 
quotas,, taxes, building and fire regulations and other laws. The leading spokesmen 
off  the film industry therefore believed that the state also had an obligation to help 
thee cinema. Various texts asked for state-supported institutions such as a film 
laboratory,, a film school, a state cinema, and academic research.149 Whereas radical 
theoristss as Walter Benjamin would have disagreed and argued instead for a 
radicalisationn of the avant-garde in order to engender transformations, many 
observerss wanted to integrate the fledging movement into mainstream film culture. 
Thee effect should have been twofold: on the one hand the experimental impulses 
couldd have been harnessed and this new construction could be used for servicing 
ideass such as the national which was on the rise everywhere in Europe after 1929. 

Ass the energy of the film societies functionally differentiated while also 
losingg revolutionary momentum, other groups and sectors followed the film 
societiess and took up film because the importance of cinema was hardly debatable 
anymore.. New groups now »discovered« film as a medium for building, sustaining, 
influencing,, and manipulating a/the public. Politicial parties and government 
bodiess became major motion picture producers as they realised the value of film. 
Thiss shift can be seen across different countries in different configurations. John 
Griersonn brought the Empire Marketing Board (EMB) and the General Post Office 
(GPO)) Film Units in England into existence, two governmental agencies active 
acrosss a vast field of production, distribution, exhibition and marketing. The 
situationn in Nazi Germany was in some respect comparable to that in the Soviet 
Unionn where the state increasingly became involved in production. In Italy, the 
IstitutoIstituto Luce and the production company Cines, and the involvement of Benito 
Mussolini'ss son Vittorio, gathered much energy and momentum around different 
non-fictionall  film formats. State efforts in cinema affairs in democratic systems 
includee the French front populaire which was quite active in filmmaking and 
Roosevelt'ss New Deal as part of the larger programmes to employ artists and 
creativee personnel. The last occasion to generate a vigorous response from 
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filmmakerss was the Spanish civil war which attracted artists and activists from 
manyy countries to defend the Republic. Of course, many of these films were openly 
politicall  and therefore also intensified political divergent meanings within the film 
societiess which were before often glossed over by a vague allusion to film art or 
independence,, to absoluter Film or cinéma pur. These movements were happening 
thankss to larger tectonic shifts in the political landscape: a growing polarisation 
movedd the majority either towards the political left or to the right, a growing social 
divisionn and political tension was brought about by the crisis of the economic 
systemm following the stock exchange crash of 1929, and a general search for 
alternativee social and ideological models to deal with the critical situation looked 
forr ever more radical solutions. 

Thee Empire Film Board and General Post Office Film Unit are nowadays 
mainlyy remembered for their innovative films. This is typical of historiography 
concentratingg almost exclusively on the films while ignoring more ephemeral 
activitiess such as distribution, programming, organisations of lectures and teaching. 
Inn fact, the two Griersonian institutions were mainly aimed - if judged by their 
statutess and other written documents - at bringing films to people, at changing the 
wayy the audience would typically watch a film. Central to their task and activities 
wass the organisation of film presentations and the building and maintenance of a 
distributionn network, the production of films was something of a supplement. The 
reasonn for this is easy to see as different kinds of films were needed for such an 
alternativee screening circuit aimed at social reform and adult education. Seen from 
thiss perspective, film production in the context of Grierson's governmental film 
institutionss could be argued to have learned from the history of film clubs: One of 
thee main reasons for the loss of energy and dynamism can be put down to a lack of 
adequatee films during the introduction of sound. Grierson had therefore learned his 
lessonn and the celebrated films could be argued to have been made in order to 
overcomee the shortage of screenable films. As Ian Aitken writes: »[T]he documen-
taryy film movement did not only consist of a collection of films. It was also 
establishedd to service a campaign for political and cultural reform, and it utilized 
film,film,  written material, speeches, lectures, and other means of persuasion to that 
end.«1500 Grierson's film units were first and foremost headquarters of a publicity 
campaignn which tried to create a Medienverbund in which the films were an impor-
tantt element, but not an end in itself. Yet, the documentary film movement was not 
thee only initiative in Britain continuing the work begun by the Film Society. 

Thee British Film Institute (BFf) was founded with semi-official status in 
Octoberr 1932 (in autumn 1933 officially) based on a government report The Film 
inin National Life.151 Its aim was to further cooperation between the film industry 
(»thosee who make, distribute, exhibit films«) and »all who are inter-ested in the 
artistic,, educational and cultural possibilities of films«. In the beginning the BFI 
wass mainly occupied with educational film and financed with the help of a special 
taxx from the cinemas.152 The film archive National Film Library was set up by the 
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BFIBFI in 1935. Some of the free floating energy of the late 1920s was channeled into 
thiss project, some of it survived in the film magazines of the 1930s (Cinema 
QuarterlyQuarterly and Sight and Sound, both published from 1932 onwards; Film Art 
startedd to come out in 1933). The rest of the energy was absorbed by what came to 
bee known as the Documentary Film Movement of John Grierson. Ivor Montagu, 
keyy figure of the Film Society has argued similarly on the final days of that 
institution:: »The banner has passed to the BFI, the NFA, the BFFS, Film Festivals 
thatt milk not mainly USA and Europe but the wider world, the NFT and the 
commerciall  theatres for specialised audiences.«153 This shift to acronyms is only 
thee most visible sign of a growing institutional! sat ion taming the transformative 
energyy of the film avant-garde. 

AA similar configuration in which the state used the cinema for its own 
purposess can be found in the debate and founding around the Swedish Film 
AssociationAssociation in 1933. In fact, the state had heard the call of the avant-garde that 
Ruttmannn and others had uttered, but it answered in ways unexpected to the avant-
garde.. In a way, the reaction of the state was similar to that of the industry: they 
onlyy devoured those parts of the avant-garde that it considered useful and left the 
restt to decay. Certainly, by being digested the avant-garde had some influence, but 
neverr in the direct way that they themselves were hoping for. The Swedish 
professionall  society was focusing on 

aa didactical documentary discourse. In short, the ideas behind the Film Association 
weree to >artistically, culturally and technically promote cinema in Sweden.< As an 
academicc undertaking it sought to promulgate a new national film culture, not only 
inn terms of refined production guidelines, but also as to cultivate public taste and, 
viaa publications, inform on cinematic matters. [...] With the task to increase the 
culturall  prestige of cinema, it addressed all kinds of filmic issues: from film 
aestheticss and manuscript contests to state funding of production and film theoretical 
speculations.154 4 

Thiss event was followed by a public debate about role and function of the cinema 
inn the lif e of the nation that ran through most of the 1930s. One should keep in 
mindd that these state activities took place regardless of the political organisation: 
fromfrom the communist Soviet Union through socialdemocratic Sweden and reformist 
Unitedd States and England up to fascist Germany and Italy. Most of the topics, 
aims,, discourses and interests were in the (imaginary) realm of the film societies 
onlyy some years earlier, the nation state only with the coming of sound really took 
overr from other organisational forms. In this respect the coming of sound would 
nott only mark the final stage of the shift of control from the exhibitor to the 
producer,, but it also marked the completion of the phase in which the nation state 
wouldd gradually occupy and use film as a means of propaganda and self-
promotion.. Thus, from the battlefield of World War One and the founding of the 
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Ufaa one could see a line developing to the emerging state institutions for archiving, 
researchingg and promoting film as can be seen in Sweden or in England. 

Inn 1928 the most important German trade paper Film-Kurier reserved a 
wholee page for addressing the state to fund a number of initiatives that most have 
beenn important to (liberal) forces within the film industry. Besides the tradition-al 
calll  for tax breaks the rest appears rather unusual and could have been right out of 
ann avant-garde magazine. The Film-Kurier asks the state to support studios for 
experimentall  film and for film music, schools for film and for film music, a 
devotionn of universities to the cinema, a film museum and archive and a price for 
filmfilm  music.155 This consequent devotion to experimenting on the one hand while 
alsoo safeguarding future (schools) and past (archive, museum) are typical for the 
avant-garde,, yet that these calls come from a forum of the industry illustrates how 
somee of these ideas were becoming common currency around 1930. In fact, 
vocationall  training, a devotion to experimental work, supporting film in the service 
off  the national and the serious engagement with historicity went hand in hand at the 
timee when sound cinema was introduced. 

Thesee transformations were not lost on avant-garde activists. Iris Barry, 
onee of the hidden protagonist in the transfiguration of the avant-garde movement 
intoo filmmaking in the service of the nation-state and the archive-historicist 
impulse,, was travelling across Europe in 1935. She was on a trip in order to acquire 
filmsfilms for the MOMA archive when she reported about Leni Riefenstahl's TRIUMPH 
DESS WILLEN S (DE 1934/35): 

Elsewhere,, an entirely new and significant tendency is apparent in an attempt to 
recordd out-standing national events by means of film. [...] The use of film for such 
purposess is new. [...] Lately, the British Government has been the producer of a 
numberr of lively >shorts< dealing specifically with its own activities in the domestic 
realmm of communication - radio, post-office, weather bureau, and the like. 
Technically,, it is these which have the most likeness to the new kind of German 
filmsfilms of which I speak, though the latter take a much larger canvas. The mass 
meetingg of the Nazi Party at Niirnberg in the autumn of 1934 was not merely filmed, 
thee whole meeting was organized in such a way that a direct and living record of the 
celebrationn could be made. Camera emplacements had been carefully worked out 
andd installed, a battery of cameras was trained on the gathering so as to provide 
closee shots, long shots, travelling shots - and so that the speeches and other sounds 
mightt be properly recorded. THE TRIUMPH OF THE WILL , as this full-length picture 
madee for domestic consumption only is called, proved one of the most brilliantly 
assembledd and edited films imaginable: it enables a remote member of the general 
publicc to participate as at first hand in the meeting.156 

Barryy not only makes the connection between the Griersonian school and 
filmmakingg in Nazi Germany in terms of support mechanisms, but also stylis-
tically.. The participatory dimension of the state-sponsored cinema of the 1930s 
couldd also be an avant-garde legacy as the destruction of barriers between film and 
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spectator,, between producer and consumer had been high on the agenda of the 
alternativee movements of the previous decade. That this participation of the 
spectatorr in the events on the screen would take such a turn as in the case of 
Riefenstahll  was certainly not foreseeable by the avant-garde activists. 

3.4.22 Archivin g and Historicit y 
[Der[Der  Staat] könnte z*B. damit beginnen, ein Filmarchiv zu errichten. 

ErEr wiirde so ein Mittel schaffen, jene wenigen wichtigen Filme, 
diedie an der lOOprozentigen Erfolgsnotwendigkeit scheiterten, überhaupt 
wiederwieder zuganglich zu machen. Ware erst einmal eine Heimat fur diese 

WaisenkinderWaisenkinder gegriindet, so wiirde sich automatisch das zugehorige 
PublikumPublikum urn sie gruppieren, vorausgesetzt, dafi mit dem Archiv eine 

entsprechendeentsprechende Aufführungsmöglichkeit verbunden wiirde. Das were der 
zweitezweite wichtige Schrift und wiirde bedeuten: Die Errichtung des Staatskinos. 

WalterWalter Ruttmann (1928)157 

Thee idea of film preservation and creating an archive of films is nearly as old as 
filmfilm  itself. The first calls for a film archive» »Une nouvelle source de Fhistoire« 
andd »La photographie animée, ce qu'elle est, ce qu'elle doit être«, were written and 
publishedd by the Polish photographer Boleslaw Matuszewski and sent to French 
institutionss in 1898. Yet, he came too early and at the time the calls went 
unheard.1588 Closer to my purpose here, Louis Delluc as one of the »founding 
fathers«« of the film avant-garde had already in the early 1920s called for a »library 
orr repertory of significant films [...], not only to preserve but to promulgate the 
ideaa of cinema art and to educate cinema audiences in order to support further 
innovationss and the cinema's eventual achievements«.159 The construction of a 
canonn of important works, the consciousness for film history, the attempt to 
guaranteee access to this history and the integration of these concerns into a 
transformedd cinema culture - all these issues were important elements of avant-
gardee film culture. The programming of older films has been a staple of film 
societiess as their initial impetus partly resulted from the desire to re-watch specific 
films.films. The forms that it took - homages, reveries or negative re-evaluations -
differedd widely. Sometimes it was done solemnly with the desire to watch films 
thatt one has missed, calling for a second- and third-run market: »One often wants 
too see films one has missed. It is never possible. After a year or two they are as 
deadd as a doornail. Some enterprising person might pull strings so that the best 
survived,, and more than that, are shown.«160 Yet, sometimes very consciously a 
mediaa event was created as in the effort by Robert Aron (initially the driving force 
behindd the La Sarraz meeting) and Jean Georges Auriol to bring Georges Méliès 
backk into public consciousness161: a special issue of their magazine La revue du 
cinémacinéma in October 1929 with original texts, scenarios, reprints and a critical essay 
byy Paul Gilson was supplemented by a screening of eight Méliès-films at the Salle 
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Pleyel,, co-organised by Studio 28, and the papers L'ami du peuple and Figaro. 
Despitee the different forms that these early film historical events took one unifying 
factorr of the avant-garde was nevertheless a consciousness for the history of the 
cinemaa which resulted in film collections and written film histories. The first ones 
too venture in these areas were veterans from the ciné-clubs in the 1930s, heavily 
influencedd by concerns advanced in avant-garde circles in the 1920s. 

Forr archiving the coming of sound proved to be a crucial moment. One 
fundamentall  change brought about by this media change was the sudden 
devaluationn of silent films. Within the course of half a year the film stock, the 
»library«« or »archive« as proponents of cultural conservation would have it or the 
»backlist«« as the US studios call their older products, was considered worthless. 
Besidess leading to the massive destruction of film material - in economic terms it 
appearedd pointless to waste money on storing objects that did not seem to have any 
exchangee value anymore - it also opened the way for collectors to get hold of 
manyy old films that were unattainable before. When the swift shift to sound film 
wass obvious in Europe in 1930 all producers and distributors had to follow, quickly 
sellingg of their remaining silent programmers to far-away regions such as South 
Americaa or China which were in respect to the transition to sound two or three 
yearss behind the United States in the first instance, yet also considerable time 
behindd England, France and Germany.163 This devaluation of silent film also 
triggeredd the archival movement begun by several young enthusiasts who had been 
memberss of different ciné-clubs and grown up within the circles of alternative film 
culture.. The impulse of restructuring cinema culture gave way to an attention 
towardss those »orphans« that were now homeless - as the state did not yet answer 
too Ruttmann's call quoted above the archival movement began as a private 
enterprisee by a select few. 

Lii  the course of the 1930s one streak of the film society movement became 
thee first generation of archivists: Iris Barry had been an important figure in the 
Londonn Film Society until leaving for New York in 1930 after her divorce from 
Alann Porter and having been sacked from the Daily Mail.164 Some months earlier, 
inn summer 1929, the first director of the Museum of Modern Art, Alfred H. Barr, 
Jr.,, had been asked to draw up a plan for the new institution by the trustees of the 
institution.. His plan included departments of commercial and industrial art, theatre 
design,, film, photography, besides painting and sculpture. Yet, in light of the 
depressionn MOMA started out with painting and sculpture alone, the most 
establishedd arts and thus easier to win private patrons (on which MOMA had to 
relyy as a privately financed institution). Iris Barry worked as a freelance writer until 
19322 when she became »film librarian« at the MOMA. In a pamphlet written in 
19322 and entitled The Public as Artist Barr called again for the inclusion of film in 
thee museum. That year Barry started her job at MOMA, linking up with Hollywood 
throughh the backing of John Hay Whitney as the first important step for acquiring 
thee necessary material for the archive. Tellingly, Barry did not start by approaching 
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thee avant-garde, even though that was her  background. She recognised the 
limitation ss inherited from the Film Societies through their  history, organisation and 
stance.. Also, she knew that she only had a chance in the long run if she could 
musterr  the support of the big industry in Hollywood. The Film Librar y was 
foundedd in 1935 (which later  turned into the department of film, still its name 
today)) and the cinema was run from 1939 onwards. 

Wee should not forget that it was also Iri s Barry who preserved some of the 
avant-gardee spirit and built bridges that helped exiles as different as Luis Bunuel 
andd Siegfried Kracauer  during the war. Her  support possibly saved Bunuel from 
becomingg an obscure and forgotten extra on the margins of the 1920s surrealist 
movementt  who vanished into thin air  after  having collaborated with Salvador  Dalf 
onn two films. The same could be said about Kracauer: Without his seminal study 
FromFrom Caligari to Hitler  which he could not have written without the support of 
Barryy he might have ended up a film  criti c nowadays only remembered by experts 
(suchh as Hans Feld or  Will y Haas). And there is a thir d important person that she 
helpedd and whose lif e she possibly gave a new direction: In 1936 Barry went to 
Europee and visited Eisenstein in Moscow who was working on BEZIN LUG (SU 
1936)) at the time. Barry convinced Eisenstein's assistant Jay Leyda (who had been 
too Moscow for  three years) to come with her  to MOM A as her  new assistant What 
goess around comes around: Bunuel, Kracauer, Leyda - three key figures for  film 
historiography,, the avant-garde and film  theory were all helped at crucial moments 
byy Iri s Barry who herself had gotten her  film  socialisation at the London Film 
Society.. The circles of the avant-garde screening clubs and filmmaking  had a 
lastingg influence that outlived their  actual period of operation because the energy 
generatedd flowed in different projects at different places. 

Inn Paris, Henri Langlois, slightly younger  than the pioneer  generation (born 
inn Smyrna, today Izmir , in 1912) and in Francois Traffaut' s words »perhaps the 
mostt  gifted of film  lovers«165, was a pivotal figure for  the institutionalisations of 
filmfilm  archives from the 1930s to the 1960s.166 After  Langlois met Georges Franju in 
19344 they started their  own ciné-club, forerunner  of the Cercle du Cinéma. In 
Langlois''  and Franju' s ciné-club Cercle du Cinéma discussions were not allowed 
afterr  screenings - an attempt to create a different kind of ciné-club. They combined 
thee idea of a film  club exhibiting films with the idea of an archive storing films to 
createe the Cinematheque}**1 Actually, the money for  the first  print s that they bought 
camee from Paul-August Harlé, publisher  of the trade weekly La Cinematographic 
Francaise,Francaise, but also involved financially in printin g businesses and poster  design. 
Moreover,, Harlé convinced Alexandre Kamenka, president of Albatros Films, to 
depositt  his films with Langlois and Franju, among them many commercial« art 
filmfilm  classics of the 1920s such as L E BRASIER ARDENT (FR 1923, Ivan Mosjoukine 
// Alexandre Volkoff) , FEU MATHIA S PASCAL (FR 1924, Marcel L'Herbier) , 
CARME NN (FR 1926, Jacques Feyder), UN CHAPEAU DE PAILL E D'ITALI E (FR 1927, 
Renéé Clair ) and LES NOUVEAUX MESSIEURS (FR 1928, Jacques Feyder).168 Harlé 
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madee a lot of connection in the industry until he fell from grace with Langlois, 
himselff  a legendary »difficult« character. The introduction of sound proved to be 
thee key moment for Langlois, already an avid film lover by then, triggering him on 
hiss lifetime project of film archiving and presenting: 

Thee triumph of the sound film only a year after A GIRL IN EVERY PORT [i.e. 
1928/1929]]  was to prove the determining event in Langlois's career. Not because he 
rejectedd sound [...] but because he soon realized that it was to endanger the survival 
off  decades of silent masterpieces. [...] The revolution of the talkies was imposed, as 
Langloiss said, by box-office receipts, against the conservative filmmakers and 
critics.. For the first time in the history of cinema, they began to cherish its past and 
triedd to safeguard it.169 

Conservativee in regards to technical developments were critics and filmmakers, not 
necessarilyy the industry which followed the money. The industry is first and 
foremostt rather disinterested in the aesthetic, social, or political value of changes 
regardingg production and exhibition of films. An industry organised according to 
capitalistt principles was following the audience; and if the audience wanted new 
stufff  the industry would try to provide it. 

Industryy connections were vital for a film archive to get the ball rolling and 
whilee the ciné-clubs provided the basis for the selection criteria, the industry link 
weree crucial, for Barry as well as for Langlois. While the avant-garde classics were 
easilyy within the reach through personal acquaintance, the productions of the 
biggerr companies were much more difficult to obtain. In fact, the pioneer 
generationn of the archives realised from the very start that it either needed 
governmentt organisation and sponsoring (as in England, Sweden or Germany) or 
thee direct support of the industry because otherwise these films would have just 
beenn too expensive and impossible to obtain. As one of the key problems of the 
filmfilm  societies had been the availability of films - often blocked by commercial 
distributorss or producers - the archivists had surely learned their lessons and 
startedd building an archive by installing industry liaisons. Later, Germaine Dulac 
tookk that task of industry liaison over from 1936-38 because she was influential in 
thee French industry in her position as the director of the newsreel and documentary 
departmentt at Gaumont.170 

AA retrospective text by Henri Langlois, written 1956 on the occasion of the 
60**  anniversary of the cinema, makes the connection of the archiving movement to 
thee avant-garde and the coming of sound explicit and he furthermore puts forward 
ideass very similar to the ones developed in this work: 

However,, the »silent art« had created too much enthusiasm, had been the object of 
tooo exclusive a cult, had created too many vocations to be forgotten so quickly by a 
generationn of critics. And so were born - almost at the same time, but without any 
concertedd action - the first three cinematheques devoted to conserving and 
projectingg cinematographic works of art: New York, London, and Paris. This was 
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nott by chance. Each of these three cinematheques was the last creation of that great 
movementt of opinion which, from 1916 to 1930, had arisen in favor of the cinema. 
Thee last of the film clubs was liquidated, film criticism was paralyzed, everything 
hadd fallen to pieces but, before it disappeared, this movement was able to create the 
cinematheques.171 1 

Contraryy to Langlois' claim I would argue that it was not the movement that was 
ablee to create with its last remaining breath the cinematheques, but that energy and 
interestt wandered elsewhere and seemingly an archive was a project that 
governmentss or art museums would support, so it seemed a feasible option in order 
too make a living and carry the movement along. The main problem of the film 
societies,, yet also their advantage, was that their activities were ephemeral as a 
screeningg leaves hardly any material traces. Thus, magazines and screening notes, 
archivall  collections and publishing houses were started in order to fil l the gap and 
createe something more lasting. Langlois and his Cinematheque also helped other 
institutionss in their beginnings: Both the Cineteca Italiana in Milano, founded by 
Marioo Ferrari, and the Cinematheque Royale in Brussels, founded by Andre 
ThirifaysThirifays got their ideas and first films from Langlois in Paris in 1937 and 1938 
respectivelyy - the normal way to start a film society was to go to Paris, get in 
contactt with the right people, acquire some films, and then return home and start 
yourr film club.172 This development carried on after World War Two when Freddy 
Buache,, founder of the Cinematheque Suisse and Fred Junck who installed a film 
archivee in Luxemburg both acquired their film education to no small measure at the 
CinemathequeCinematheque Francaise.173 

Whereass the Cinematheque Francaise was a private initiative, collecting 
andd archiving film and matters related to the cinema fell within the domain of the 
newlyy founded British Film Institute in Britain. The state took a lively interest in 
matterss of film in England: the various educational activities in the context of the 
Londonn Film Society led to the foundation of the BF1 and then subsequently to the 
NationalNational Film Archive. Ivor Montagu, one of the key figure of the London Film 
Society,Society, himself was later a member of the Film Archive Selection Committee of 
thee BFL Despite many differences, veterans from the film club movement played 
ann important part here as well. Olwen Vaughan was the daughter of Reverend 
Hemmingg Vaughan, founder of the Merseyside Film Society. She grew up within 
thee circles and activities of the ciné-club movement. Olwen Vaughan reigned the 
BF1,BF1, started the film archive, and hired Ernest Lindgren as its first curator who 
becamee the nemesis of Langlois in the postwar period. Lindgren became the 
epitomee of the archivists who would not screen in order to preserve while for 
Langloiss archiving meant screening. Even though this dichotomy between 
Lindgrenn and Langlois has been exaggerated an archive always has to deal with the 
dialecticss of archiving and presenting. An archive print should not be screened too 
oftenn as every screening act is a potential danger to the print and a film print only 
hass a limited screening life. Even though Langlois of the Cinematheque Francaise 
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wass famous as a champion of screening, the tension between archiving and 
screeningg remains insolvable. Thus, a stronger urge to preserving and archiving not 
onlyy lessened the time and energy available for screening and presenting, it also 
createdd the desire not to screen. Thus, a discussion of the Langlois and Lindgren 
positionss leads us back to the film societies as screening is potentially the destroyer 
andd the enemy of a film while the archival and preservatory impulse runs counter 
too the desire to screen. As the preservatory impulse grew stronger, the tendency to 
screenn consequently diminished. 

Inn Germany, like in England or Sweden, it was the nation state that brought 
aa film archive into existence. On the first anniversary of the Nazi's ascension to 
powerr the Reichsfilmkammer (chamber of film) donated a number of films as a 
basiss for a future film archive. The foundation of this institution was further 
preparedd under the auspices of Dr. Seeger (head censor) by ministerial bureucrat 
Dr.. Bottger within Goebbels' ministry of enlightenment and propaganda. Four days 
beforee the official founding at which Hitler is personally present Böttger was 
replacedd by Frank Hensel, an activist of Nazi-film work from before 1933.174 

Hensell  had produced such propaganda films as EiN FEIERTAG IN HESSEN-NASSAU 

// HITLERS BRAUNE SOLDATEN KOMMEN (DE 1931) or HITLERS KAMPF UM 

DEUTSCHLANDD (DE 1932). Thus, even in fascist Germany the archival impulse is 
connectedd to non-mainstream or »alternative film culture« of the 1920s and early 
1930s.. For the nationalsocialists, the archive was something of a perfect match 
betweenn the preservatory impulse and the national as it facilitated a rewriting of 
historyy through the command of audiovisual documents.175 

Ass I am dealing extensively with men, a brief remark on the role of women 
shouldd be inserted here: Germaine Dulac must be counted as one of the pivotal 
figuresfigures of the film avant-garde, yet less oriented towards propagating her own 
personalityy and work, but rather as a go-between, organiser, and enabler. 176 

Womenn were also crucial presences in the first years of the archive movement. 
Dulacc had to occupy one of the two positions that the informal networks of the 
avant-gardee left to women: she was a »maternal« presence in the background, a 
caretakerr eclipsed by the men's public appearance. Dulac in this positon was 
comparablee to Iris Barry in New York or Olwen Vaughan in London - in some 
ways,, Mary Meerson inherited Dulac's role in Paris as the stable supplement to 
Henrii  Langlois' flamboyance and extravaganza, along with Lotte Eisner and Marie 
Epstein.. In London at the BFI Vaughan stood back behind Ernest Lindgren, while 
Barryy moved in the shadow of MOMA's founding director Alfred Barr. The other 
possiblee position for them to occupy was that of objects that were traded between 
thee men as Gala moved from Paul Eluard to Salvador Dali, Pera Attaschewa 
formedd a couple with Hans Richter and Sergei Eisenstein, Erna Niemeyer who had 
studiedd at the Bauhaus Weimar in the early 1920s worked with Viking Eggeling 
andd was subsequently married to Hans Richter and surrealist writer Philippe 
Soupault.. Her own photographic work (as Ré Soupault) has only recently been 
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rediscovered.. In between the motherly and older helpers and the muses to be 
tradedd as objects there was littl e space for women's roles in the avant-garde circles 
betweenn such flamboyant self-promoters as Hans Richter, Lészló Moholy-Nagy, 
Walterr Ruttmann, Joris Ivens or Sergei Eisenstein. 

Oncee the archives had been established, what was needed was a measure of 
internationall  exchange. The idea for an international network of alternative cinema 
institutionss is certainly as old as the first film societies; these groups have been 
internationall  from the very beginning, albeit in a chaotic, personal and 
unsystematicc way. Films, texts, discourses and ideas were traded and exchanged 
internationallyy from the mid-1920s onwards. At La Sarraz in 1929 an international 
leaguee for independent film was founded and some years later an international 
federationn active in the business of conserving and collecting old films was 
proposedd by Germaine Dulac who urged Georges Franju and Henri Langlois to 
institutionalisee their international contacts with the archives in London and New 
York,, run by Olwen Vaughan and Ms Barry respectively. While travelling in 
Europee in the mid-1930s Iris Barry also stopped in Berlin where she reported 
favourablyy on the Reichsfilmarchiv and in Paris where she met with Henri 
Langlois,, a meeting that led to the founding of the international network of film 
archives.. A littl e bit of anecdotal history might shed some light on the transformed 
politicall  agenda of the archival world. When meeting in Paris in October 1938 to 
foundd the Federation Internationale des Archives du Film (FIAF), Frank Hensel of 
thee Reichsfilmarchiv in Berlin unexpectedly showed up and was admitted as the 
fourthh founding member of FIAF. Hensel was even elected president in 1939 while 
Franjuu served as the administrative secretary paid by the French government - and 
Pariss remained for a long time the official home of FIAF, in keeping with Paris' 
rolee as the capital of cinephilia. Franju's office was in the Palais Royal at the 
Officee of Intellectual Cooperation, equivalent to UNESCO within the setup of the 
Leaguee of Nations. 

Yet,, the idea of history was not limited to the preservatory impulse and the 
archivall  movement, but the films themselves also increasingly dealt with the 
historicityy of the film material and of the scenes and events represented in the film. 
Alreadyy in 1928 Ufa produced a film that summarised and historicised the career of 
popularr actress Henny Porten, HENNY PORTEN - LEBEN UND LAUFBAHN EEMER 

FILMKÜNSTLERINN (DE 1928, Oskar Kalbus), a year later the Porten-film is 
followedd up with a compilation of love scenes from cinema history, RUND UM DIE 
LlEBEE (DE 1929, Oskar Kalbus). Both films were screened and discussed in avant-
gardee circles as the concept of compilation or Querschnitt related to aesthetic ideas 
suchh as collage or remontage.178 Another example of this trend is the trajectory of 
Germainee Dulac. Ever since the late 1910s, Dulac had always oscillated between 
openlyy experimental and more mainstream work. Her work in the 1930s opened the 
avant-gardee further up to the industrial film, but also to questions of film and 
historyy as her last major project was a compilation film on LE CINÉMA AU SERVICE 
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DEE L'HISTOIRE (FR 1935). Dulac had been in charge of the newsreel FRANCE-
ACTUALITESS since 1932 and a critic praised her work: »C'est grace a elle que les 
programmess de France-Actualités ont cette objectivité, cette honnêteté, ces choix 
heureuxx que nous avons déja signalés«.179 In LE CINÉMA AU SERVICE DE 
L'HISTOIREE Dulac provides a history of the near-past (since World War One) from 
archivee material and gives a sketch of the state of the world.180 This found-footage 
historyy film has its equivalent in the Soviet compilation film innovated by Esfir 
Shubb who has made a trilogy from archive material sketching Russian and Soviet 
historyy from the end of the 19*  Century to the beginning of the Five-Year-Plan.181 

3.55 Conclusio n 

LefilmLefilm d'avant-garde ne s'adresse pas au simple plaisir de lafoule. 
IIII  est è lafois, plus egoïste et plus altruiste. Egoïste, puisque manifestation 

personnellepersonnelle d'une pensee pure; altruiste, puisque dégagé de tout souci 
autreautre que Ie progrés. Lefilm d'avant-garde d'inspiration sincere a cette 

qualitéqualité primordiale de contenir en germe sous une apparence parfois 
inaccessible,inaccessible, les découvertes susceptibles d'acheminer les films vers la 

formeforme cinématographique des tempsfuturs. Vavant-garde nait, a lafois, 
dede la critique du présent et de la prescience de Vavenir. 

GermaineGermaine Dulac (1932)182 

Inn this chapter I have looked at the film society movement in detail. The ciné-clubs 
andd audience organisations were part and parcel of the historical film avantgarde of 
thee interwar period. The ciné-clubs cannot be separated from the avant-garde and 
vicee versa - these were closely connected initiatives all aiming in a similar 
direction.. Yet, we should not make the mistake to put these attempts in binary 
oppositionn to the industry even though at that time this opposition was sometimes 
mobilisedd for a distinctive rhetorical function, i.e. to create a common enemy. 
Insteadd we have to look closely at the dialectic interplay between avant-garde and 
industry.. And despite the discontinuation of many ciné-clubs activities in the 
coursee of the 1930s, they have created something more durable than their 
ephemerall  events. Ralph Bond, pioneer of the British Workers' Film Society, has 
pointedd out that not only a new public was at stake, but a new way of watching 
film:film:  »Maar we hadden niet alleen een nieuw publiek bereikt, maar ook een nieuwe 
wijzee van denken teweeggebracht, met talloze honderden enthousiastelingen. Ik 
denk,, dat onze beweging niet alleen iets begon, maar ook iets van blijvende waarde 
creèrde.«1833 Yet, this lasting value was not material and was to be found mainly in 
thee attitudes of the people involved in these initiatives; as they slowly infiltrated 
manyy sectors of the film industry and film culture the ideas of the 1920s began to 
takee hold in the culture at large. In the build-up to this crucial moment the avant-
gardee was capable of gathering energy and providing a cause to rally around. It is 
thee strategic convergence that characterises the rise of the film societies - strategic 
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inn the sense that the different groups all saw cinema to varying degrees as a 
functionall  medium that could be fitted into their  own schemes. At the time few 
peoplee realised that the different groups involved in avant-garde activities would 
movee into different directions in the course of the 1930s. 

Itt  was not so much the changed situation after  1929 - sound film and 
economicc crisis - that brought about the decline of the film societies, but it was this 
changedd situation that made the internal contradictions that stood behind the stra-
tegicc convergence visible. Essentially, complete independence that was proclaimed 
ass a goal was never  obtainable and only very few of the canonised classics were 
actuallyy made independently. The relationship with the industry (Tobis, Ufa, 
Deutschee Universal, Gaumont-Franco-FilmAubert, Hapag), with hardware manu-
facturerss and electronical companies (Siemens &  Halske, Philips, AEG, Bata, 
Shell)) with state agencies that were becoming increasingly important in the 1930s 
(Grierson'ss film units in Britain , the increasingly fir m grip of the Nazi party on 
filmmakin gg in Germany, the French popular  front  in 1936-38, Soviet state produc-
tions,, New Deal filmmakin g in the United States), political positions had to be 
reconsideredd after  the peak of 1929. It turned out that the avantgarde and the film 
societiess as a movement were not able to reconcile the divergent meanings and 
positions.. Yet, besides material traces in publishing and filmmakin g it was the vast, 
trans-Europeann network that first  attempted seriously to theorise film and its foun-
dations.. The energy did not evaporate or  vanish, but it transformed according to the 
lawss of thermo dynamics: the functional differentiation in which archives were 
founded,, the cinema became a concern of the national state and the documentary 
becamee institutionalised as a genre were a result of the ciné-club and avant-garde 
movementt  of the 1920s in which their  energy has been recycled and preserved. 
Somee other  examples of the migrating energy in the networks of the film  avant-
gardee wil l be addressed in the following chapter: publishing, theorising, and 
teaching. . 

Whil ee the first  generation of the interwar  period had to overemphasise the 
divisionn between film  as art and film  as commerce in order  to obtain the status of 
artt  for  film  (they mainly supported films as distant from popular  taste as possible), 
thee second generation of the 1950s had to break that distinction down again, 
claimingg the artistic value of Hollywood genre cinema. In a way, the politique des 
auteursauteurs was already around in the 1920s as photogenie, the practices of cinephilia 
andd auteurism were only rigidl y systematised later. While the first  generation of 
critic ss had to overstress the distortion of reality as the key element of cinema that 
distinguishedd it from theatre and painting, as can be found in the theoretical 
writing ss of Rudolf Arnheim, Béla Balazs or  Sergei Eisenstein, the second 
generationn after  World War Two went back to realism as a key concept, as is most 
evidentt  in the theories of Andre Bazin and (the post-war  writing s of) Siegfried 
Kracauer.. Thus, in the 1920s and in the first  half of the 1930s people opted for  an 
approachh that would stress the difference of cinema from other  art forms and for 
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film'ss ability to distort reality whereas the post-war generation returned to an 
approachh that would see the main value of cinema in its similarity to other forms of 
representation. . 

Inn a comparable fashion, theorists Michael Hardt and Antonio Negri have 
mappedd out an international cycle of social struggles from the 19th century to their 
presentt of the last years of the 20th Century. The phase I have been describing here 
fitsfits into their categorisations of developments: »A second wave arose after the 
Soviett revolution of 1917, which was followed by an international progression of 
struggless that could only be contained by fascisms on one side and reabsorbed by 
thee New Deal and antifascist fronts on the other.«184 Seen in this light, the 1920s 
andd early 30s were a moment of crisis - and crisis is always also a moment of 
potentialityy for change and transformation - with the generated energy being 
channeledd into different developments: documentary film, reformist projects, film 
archives,, film work in the service of the state - from communist to socialdemocrat, 
conservativee and fascist. Strategic convergence and functional differentiation were 
inextricablyy linked as one contained the seed for the others and they alternated in 
longg cycles when the differentiation of the 1930s fed into the next upsurge of the 
avant-gardee after World War Two in the 1960s and 1970s. 
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weree screened at the >Studio des Ursulines<, and also shown in Holland, I felt included, but also 
responsibleresponsible to do something about our European movement in Germany. [...] Thus, we [Karl Freund, 
Guidoo Bagier and me] established in 1926/27 the society >Neuer Film<.«, my trans.] 
455 See Kr. [= Siegfried Kracauer]: »Abstrakter Film. Zur Vorführung der Gesellschaft Neuer Film*. 
In:: Frankfurter Zeitung, no. 195, 13.3.1928. Reprinted in Siegfried Kracauer: Werke. Band 6.2: 
KleineKleine Schriften zum Film 1928-193L Frankfurt/Main: Suhrkamp 2004: 46-49. See also anon.: 
«Gesellschaftt >Neuer Film< in Frankfurt*. In: Film-Kurier, vol. 10, no. 60,9.3.1928. 
466 Redactie: »Het erste Ligajaar*. In: Filmliga, no. 12, August 1928: 12. 
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Forr an overview of Bagier's biography see kun [= Karin Unfiled]: entry Guido Bagier. In: Hans-
Michaell  Bock (ed.): CineGraph - Lexikon zum deutschsprachigen Film. Miinchen: edition text + 
kritikk 1984ff.: installment 36,15.5.2002. 
488 See anon.: »Gesellschaft >Neuer Film< aufgelost?«. In: Film-Kurier, vol. 10, no. 153,28.6.1928. 
499 O.B. [= Oswell Blakeston]: «Interview with Carl Freund«. In: Close Up, vol. 4, no. 1, January 
1929:: 58-61, here 59. 
500 See the letter asking prominent politicians, scientists and artists to join of January 1928. In: 
Heinrich-Mann-Archiv,, Mappe Volks-Film-Verband, Akademie der Künste. Reprinted in: Kühn et 
al.,, Film und revolutionare Arbeiterbewegung, vol. 2, 1975: 238. Members of the board of directors 
weree besides Mann KSthe Kollwitz, Alfons Goldschmidt, Erwin Piscator, Max Deri, Leonhard Frank, 
Franzz Hollering, and Rudolf Schwarzkopf. See the list in the first issue of Film und Volk, 1. Heft, 
Februar/MSrzz 1928: n.p. 
511 »Volksfilmverband. Griindungsaufruf vom Januar 1928«. In: Archiv Akademie der Künste, 
Heinrich-Mann-Archiv,, Mappe Volks-Film-Verband. Reprinted in and quoted after: Stattkino, 
RevolutionarerRevolutionarer Film, op.cit.: 14. [We do neither want nor demand high-flown experiments. We do not 
havee an education-craze steeped in aesthetics and literature. We know that cinema primarily wants 
andd ought to be a place of relaxation and entertainment But we think, that entertainment does not 
meann >trash<, that relaxation is not the same as intellectual poverty<. Our fight is directed against 
artisticc trash, intellectual poverty and not the least also against the political and social reaction, that all 
tooo often puts its stamp on today's film production. Our fight has as its aim to make film what it could 
andd should be: a means to disseminate knowledge, enlightenment and education, thoughts, ideas -
meanss for understanding among the people and for reconciliation - a lively factor of everyday life as 
welll  as of intellectual and artistic life.«, my trans.] 
522 The VFV is thus not an initiative of the KPD as claimed by Karl Tümmler in: »Zur Geschichte des 
VoIksfilmverbandes«.. In: Filmwissenschaftliche Mitteilungen, no. 5, 1964: 1224f. See also the 
refutationn in Richard Weber: »Der Volksfilmverband. Von einer bürgerlichen Biindnisorganisation 
zurr proletarischen Kulturorganisation«. In: Film und Volk. Organ des Volksfihnverbandes. Februar 
1928-Marz1928-Marz 1930. Köln: Verlag Gaehme, Henke 1975: 12. 
533 Richter is only mentioned once in a list of participants at La Sarraz {Film und Volk, vol. 2. no. 8, 
Octoberr 1929: 3). Given Richter's status at the time as one of the key figures in Germany this is 
surprisingg and can be only explained as a rivalry between the different organisations. Karl Freund is 
mentionedd once (Film und Volk, vol. 1, no. 2, April 1928: 12) in an essay on DIE ABENTEUER EINES 
ZEHNMARKSCHEINSS (DE 1926, Berthold Viertel). 
544 See my chapter »The Aporias of the Avant-garde« and Walter Ruttmann: »Die >absolute< Mode«. 
In:: Filmkurier, no. 30, 3 February 1928. Reprinted in and quoted after Jeanpaul Goergen (ed.): 
WalterWalter Ruttmann. Eine Dokumentation. Berlin: Freunde der Deutschen Kinemathek 1989: 82. 
555 The Film Society: «Programme. The First Performance at 2.30 P.M., on Sunday, October 25th, 
1925.. at the New Gallery Kinema, Regent Street«. In: Council of the London Film Society (ed.): The 
FilmFilm Society Programmes 1925-1939. New York: Arno Press 1972. 

Seee Christophe Gauthier: La Passion du cinéma. Cinéphiles, cine-clubs et salles spécialisées a 
ParisParis de 1920 a 1929. Paris: Association Franchise de Recherche sur 1'Histoire du Cinéma / Ecole des 
Chartress 1999 : 81-102 for an account of the birth of film history and of the creation of a canon of 
classicall  films. 
577 Anon.: »Die bedrohte Pariser Avant-Garde«. In: Film-Kurier, vol. 10, no. 119/120,19.5.1928. 
588 See for some detailed numbers the statistics accompanying some of Montagu's reflections; «Extra 
Listt for Statisticophiles*. In: Sight & Sound, autumn 1975: 224. 
599 It was this economic threshold built into the Film Society membership fee that contributed to the 
foundationn of workers' film clubs around 1929, see below. 
600 See The Film Society Programme, 33ri Performance, Fifth Season, 10 November 1929; and 81st 

Performance,, Eleventh Season, 27 October 1935. Reprinted in Council of the London Film Society 
(ed.):: The Film Society Programmes 1925-1939. New York: Arno Press 1972:128-131 and 329-334. 
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II  am aware that commercial art cinema« is a term that is not contemporary to the interwar period, 
butt a concept that emerged in the 1960s. I am using the expression in the sense that has been 
suggestedd by Thomas Elsaessen Weimar Cinema and After. Germany's Historical Imaginary. 
London,, New York: Routledge 2000: passim. 
622 Wollen, Lovell, Rohdie, Interview with Montagu, opxit: 73. See also Boost, Ciné-Club, op.cit.: 55. 
633 Menno ter Braak: Cinema Miliums. Utrecht: De Gemeenschap 1929. 
644 See Gunning, Ontmoetingen, op.cit., 1999: 242. 
655 See Berliner Volkszeitung, vol. 76, no. 89, 22.2.1928; as quoted by Tümmler, »Geschichte«, 
op.cit:: 1229. 

Bothh speeches were reprinted in the magazine of the society. See Béla Balasz: »Der Film arbeitet 
furr uns!«. In: Film und Volk, no. 1, March 1928: 6-8; Heinrich Mann: »Film und Volk«. In: Film und 
Volk,Volk, no. 2, April 1928:4-6. 
677 See Thomas Tode: »Albrecht Viktor Blum«. In: CineGraph - Lexikon zum deutschsprachigen 
Film.Film. Inst. 29 (15.8.1997). Miinchen: edition text + kritik 1984ff.: B2f. 
688 See for a review of the event Bernard von Brentano: »Volksverband fur Filmkunst«. In: 
FrankfurterFrankfurter Zeitung, no. 159,28.2.1928. 
699 See the programmatic statement by Rudolf Schwarzkopf, general secretary of the VFV: »Unser 
Ziell  und unser Weg.« In: Film und Volk, 1. Heft, MSrz 1928: 4f. 
700 Letter from Rudolf Schwarzkopf to Heinrich Mann, dated March 30th, 1928. In: Archiv Akademie 
derr Künste, Heinrich-Mann-Archiv, Mappe Volks-Film-Verband, Briefwechsel. Reprinted in and 
quotedd after Kiihn et al. , Film und revolutionare Arbeiterbewegung, op.cit., vol. 2: 244f. 
[»unpleasentt and harmful polemics. [..] Generally speaking, we want to advertise and work quietly in 
thee future and approach the public only once our preparations are far enough.«, my trans.] 
711 See the open letter by the Volksfilmverband: »Der Verband will ins Kino«. In: Fibn-Kurier, vol. 10, 
no.. 296,13.12.1928. 
722 See -e- : «Russische Film-Matinee. Die Ktinstler sprechen«. In: lichtbild-Biihne, vol. 22, no. 11, 
14.1.1929.. [»well-chosen and edited clips«, my trans.] 
733 anon: »Die Wunder des Films. Sondervorstellung des Volks-Film-Verbandes im 
Tauentzienpalast«.. In: Lichtbild-Biihne, vol. 22, no. 29,4.2.1929. [»to give the public an insight in the 
variedd materials of film production.,̂ my trans.] 
744 Rudolf Arnheim: »Erich von Stroheim in der Kamera«. In: Das Stachelschwein, no. 8, August 
1928:: 50-53; reprinted in and quoted after R.A.: Kritiken und Aufsatze zum Film, (edited by Helmut 
H.. Diederichs). Frankfurt/Main: Fischer 1979: 204-208, here 205. [»May the dear God give the 
unfaithfull  a sign and me >Camera< a whole-page advertisement in his heaven, so that the public may 
comee in masses.«, my trans.] 
755 See Jeander: »Les ciné-clubs«. In: Marcel Defosse (ed.): Le cinéma par ceux qui le font. Paris: 
Fayardd 1949; Vincent Pinel: Introduction au ciné-club. Histoire, theorie, et pratique du ciné-club en 
France.France. Paris: Editions ouvrières 1964; Leon Moussinac: »Les amis de Spartacus«. In: Cinéma 74. Le 
guideguide du spectateur, no. 189, July-Aug 1974: 73f.; Maurice Pelinq: »A la conquête du public 
populairee (Naissance des ciné-clubs. Le Mouvement Spartacus)« In: Jeune cinéma, no. 131, 
Decemberr 1980/January 1981 and Timothy Barnard: »From Impressionism to Communism: Leon 
Moussinac'ss Technics of the Cinema, 1921-1933.*  In: Framework. The Journal of Cinema and 
Media,Media, no.42,2000 and Gauthier, passion, op.cit.: 169-181. 
766 Léon Moussinac: »Les amis de Spartacus«. In: Cinéma 74. Le guide du spectateur, no. 189, July-
Augg 1974: 73. [»all films, new or old, censored or not, expressing beauty or technical, artistic, 
ideologicall  or educational truths«, my trans.] 
777 Anon.: »Les Amis de Spartacus«. In: La Cinématographie francaise, vol. 10, no. 489, 17.3.1928: 
20. . 
788 Richard Abel: French Cinema. The First Wave, 1915-1929. Princeton, NJ: Princeton University 
Presss 1984: 266f. 
1919 Ibid.: 272. 
800 See »Ein neues Avantgardekino in Paris*. In: Fibn-Kurier, vol. 12, no. 256,29.10.1930. 
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811 See anon.: »Hausse in Avantgarde-Kinos in Paris. Werden sich 17 Theater halten«. In: Film-Kurier, 
vol.. 14, no. 278,25.11.1932. 
822 See anon: »Krise der Avantgarde-Kinos«. In: Film-Kurier, vol. 15, no. 24,27.1.1933. 

Seee Bert Hogenkamp: «Interview met Ivor Montagu over het Progressive Film Institutes In: 
Skrien,Skrien, no. 51, Jul-Aug 1975: 25-33. 

Seee Hogenkamp, Bond, op.cit.: 22. See more on the connection between Grierson, Soviet cinema 
andd the evolution of the documentary in chapters five and six on the Soviet Union and on 
documentary. . 
855 See Gerry Turvey: »>That insatiable body<. Ivor Montagu's confrontation with British film 
censorship*.. In: Journal of Popular British Cinema, vol. 3, 2000: 31-44. 
866 See Peter Wollen's seminal article »The Two Avant-Gardes«. In: P.W.: Readings and Writings. 
SemioticSemiotic Counter-Strategies. London: Verso 1982. 
877 A detailed account of the activities of workers*  film societies in England can be found in Bert 
Hogenkamp:: Deadly Parallels. Film and the Left in Britain, 1929-1939. London: Lawrence & 
Wishartt 1986. See for an earlier overview of similar material Bert Hogenkamp: »Film and the 
Workers'' Movement in Britain, 1929-39«. In: Sight & Sound, vol. 45, no. 2, Spring 1976: 68-76. 
888 See Wollen, Lovell, Rohdie, Interview with Montagu, op.cit.: 91; 94f. 
899 Hogenkamp, Interview met Montagu, op.cit: 26. [»people that were active in what can be called 
thee Popular Front movement: actions against Hitler, against Franco, for the peace before the war 
began«,, my trans.] 
900 See Samson, Film Society, op.cit.: 311. 
911 For a retrospective account of this debate see Irmbert Schenk: »>Politische Linke< versus 
>Asthetischee Linke<. Zum Richtungsstreit der Zeitschrift >Filmkritik< in den 60er Jahren«. In: Irmbert 
Schenkk (ed.): Filmkritik. Bestandsaufnahme und Perspektiven. Marburg: Schuren 1998: 43-73. 
922 See »>Kamera< bleibt Reprisenkino«. In: Kinematograph, vol. 23, no. 49, 27.2.1929. 
933 See »>Kamera< informiert tiber Eckardt-Konflikt. Kurs der Kamera bleibt. Erhebliche 
Verbindlichkeitenn der Gesellschaft fur den guten Film«. In: Film-Kurier, vol. 14, no. 86, 12.4.1932 
andd »Filmkrache jenseits der Filmindustrie. Wieder Kamerakonflikt. Die Antwort der Gesellschaft«. 
In:: Film-Kurier, vol. 14, no. 89,15.4.1932 
944 On the Frankfurt opening see Kr.: »Volksverband fur Filmkunst«. In: Frankfurter Zeitung, no. 325, 
1.5.1928.. Reprinted in and quoted after Siegfried Kracauer: Werke. Band 6.2. Kleine Schriften zum 
FilmFilm 1928-1931. Frankfurt/Main: Suhrkamp 2004: 71-73. 
955 Letter from Rudolf Schwarzkopf to Heinrich Mann, dated March 30*, 1928. In: Archiv Akademie 
derr Künste, Heinrich-Mann-Archiv, Mappe Volks-Film-Verband, Briefwechsel. Reprinted in and 
quotedd after: Kühn et al., Film und revolutionare Arbeiterbewegung, op.cit., vol. 2: 244f. 
966 See Rudolf Schwarzkopf: »Unser Ziel und unser Weg«. In: Film und Volk, vol. 1, no. 1, March 
1929:: 5. 
977 anon.: »In eigener Sache! (Volks-Film-Verband)«. In: Film und Volk, vol. 2, no. 9/10, November 
1929:: 4. [»No high profile production plans - but rather transformation / towards practical plans, / 
Strengtheningg work amongst working film friends / Active fight against reactionary film and film 
trashh that today is in great demand.«, my trans.] 
988 See for an example of the public debate in Hamburg Hans-Michael Bock: »>Briider zum Licht!< 
Kino,, Film und Arbeiterbewegung«. In: Skrentny, Werner (ed.): Vorwarts - und nicht vergessen. 
ArbeiterkulturArbeiterkultur in Hamburg urn 1930. Hamburg: Projektgruppe Arbeiterkultur Hamburg 1982: 312ff. 
999 Arthur Hollitscher: »Volksfilm und Volksbiihne«. In: Film und Volk, vol. 1, no. 2, April 1928: 7f. 
1000 See »Mitteilungen des Volksverbandes fiir  Filmkunst«. In: Film und Volk, vol. 1, no. 2, April 
1928:: 22f. [»The >Volksverband fur Filmkunst< is left, but neutral in terms of party politics. It wants 
too form a popular front against bad, untruthful and reactionary film. This movement includes all 
progressivee elements no matter to which political party they belong.«, my trans.] 
1011 See Will y Haas: »Der Volksverband für Filmkunst«. In: Film-Kurier, vol. 10, no. 52, 29.2.1928. 
1022 See Kühn et al., Film und revolutionare Arbeiterbewegung, vol. 2,1975: 203ff. 
1033 See Kühn et al., Film und revolutionare Arbeiterbewegung, vol. 2,1975: 220-228. 
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Tümmler,, Geschichte, op.cit.: 1233. [»The front line wil l be marked: >The enemy is on the right -
alsoo the film enemy !< Thanks to this concept it was possible to create such a broad, democratic front 
fromfrom communists to the Deutsche Demokratische Partei, at least its left wing. Through this the VFV 
-- this comparison should be used carefully as it was only in the developing phase and had its specific 
characterr - became a model of the popular front on the cultural field.«, my trans.] 
1055 See Men[delsohn]: »Besuch im >Dreigroschenkino<. Ein Lichtspielhaus, das nur proletarische 
Hlmee spielt*. In: Die Welt am Abend, 23.6.1932; reprinted in and quoted after. Ktthn et al., Film und 
revolutioniserevolutionise Arbeiterbewegung, vol. 2,1975: 234-235. 
1066 See »Eine deutsche Liga fur unabhangigen Film«. In: Film-Kurier, vol. 12, no. 115, 15.5.1930. 
Thee board consisted of Dr. Blumenthal, Dr. Feld, Dr. Flesch, Werner Graeff, Paul Hindemith, Arthur 
Hollitscher,, Dr. Marianoff, Mies van der Rone, Asta Nielsen, Carl Nierendorf, Lotte Reiniger, Hans 
Richter,, Walter Ruttmann. 
1077 See »Avant Garde-Studio in Miinchen*. In: Kinematograph, vol. 24, no. 109,12.5.1930. 
1088 For activities in Munich see »Konsolidierung des kUnstlerischen Schaffens? Film-Vortrage in der 
Münchenerr Universiteit*. In: Film-Kurier, vol. 12, no. 112, 12.5.1930; »Verbandsleben: Die Liga in 
Mttnchen*.. In: Film-Kurier, vol. 12, no. 122, 23.5.1930; »Münchener Liga für unabhangigen Film«. 
In:: Kinematograph, vol. 24, no. 119, 23.5.1930; »Werbeabend der Film-Liga in Mlinchen«. In: Film-
Kurier,Kurier, vol. 12, no. 126, 28.5.1930. 
1099 See »Die erste Veranstaltung der Film-Liga«. In: Fibn-Kurier, vol. 12, no. 256, 29.10.1930. For a 
reportt and review of the evening see L.H.E. [=Lotte H. Eisner]: »Film-Kritik. 1. Matinee der Liga für 
unabhangigenn Füm«. In: Fibn-Kurier, vol. 12, no. 272,17.11.1930. 
1100 See Hans-Michael Bock, Jttrgen Berger  (eds.): Photo: Casparius. Filmgeschichte in Berlin. Berlin 
urnurn 1930. Berlin: Stiftung Deutsche Kinemathek 1978 and Erika Wottrich (ed.): M wie Nebenzal. 
MUnchen:: edition text + kritik 2002; both books contain documents and texts on the case. For 
Brecht'ss perspective see Bertolt Brecht: Der Dreigroschenprozess. In: Bertolt Brecht: Gesammelte 
Werke.Werke. Band 18: Schriften zur Literatur und Kunst I. Frankfurt/Main : Suhrkamp 1967: 139-209. [first 
publishedd 1931] 

Thomass Tode: »Hans Richter* . In: CineGraph - Lexikon zum deutschsprachigen Film. Inst. 35. 
MUnchen:: edition text + kritik 2001: B8. [»on a limited level in developed into a critical organisation 
off  spectators with intelligent programmes and a modest distribution system of league films«, my 
trans.] ] 
1122 On Bergmann-MicheFs film work see Thomas Tode: »Ella Bergmann-Michel«. In: CineGraph -
LexikonLexikon zum deutschsprachigen Film. Inst. 30. MUnchen: edition text + kritik 1998. See also Jutta 
Hercher,, Maria Hemmleb: »Dokument und Konstruktion. Zur Filmarbeit von Ella Bergmann-
Michel*.. In: Frauen und Fibn, December 1990, no. 49: 106-118. 
1133 See anon.: »Neues Avantgardekino in Frankfurt*. In: Fibn-Kurier, vol. 13, no. 273,21.11.1931. 
1144 See Thomas Elsaessen »Die Stadt von Morgen: Filme zum Bauen und Wonnen in der Weimarer 
Republik«.. Text für  DFG-Projekt: Geschichte des deutschen Dokumentarfibns bis 1945. Stuttgart: 
Reclamm 2005: to be published. 
1133 See for Vertov's travels Thomas Tode,: »Un Soviétique escalade la Tour Eiffel: Dziga Vertov è 
Paris*.. In: Cinematheque, no. 5, printemps 1994: 68-85, and Thomas Tode: »Ein Russe projiziert in 
diee Planetariumskuppel. Dsiga Wertows Reise nach Deutschland 1929«. In: Bulgakova, Oksana 
(Hg.)::  Die ungewöhnlichen Abenteuer des Dr. Mabuse im Lande der Bolschewiki. Berlin: Freunde der 
Deutschenn Kinemathek 1995: 143-158. 
1166 It has to be remembered that the Soviet cinema up to 1928 was dominated by commercial 
productions,, either from Hollywood or homemade. The NEP (new economic policy) forced artists, 
entrepreneurs,, and institutions alike to follow strictly capitalistic rules. It was only in 1927 that the 
partyy began to think about the economics of the cinema industry in a more straightforward «socialist* 
way.. In a slow process which is documented by Eberhard Nembach in Statins Fibnpolitik. Der 
UmbauUmbau der sowjetischen Filmindustrie 1929 bis 1938. St. Augustin: Gardez! Verlag 2001 the 
transformationn of the film sector took place over the first half of the 1930s until the increasingly 
repressivee policy culminated in the Stalinist purges 1936-38. The restructuring began seriously in 
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Marchh 1928 with the Party conference on cinema which resulted in the first 5-year plan for the 
cinemaa (until 1933). The extended itineraries of the Soviet luminaries could be seen in this context as 
workk at home was increasingly more regulated by the party. See also chapter five on the » Vanishing 
Pointt Soviet Union«. 
1,77 See Bryher: »What Can I Do«. In: Close Up, vol. 2, no. 3, March 1928: 21-25; Bryher: »What Can 
II  Do (II H In: Close Up, vol. 2, no. 5, May 1928: 32-37; Bryher: »How I Would Start a Rim Club«. 
In:: Close Up, vol. 2, no. 6, June 1928. 
1188 S. Nestriepke: Wege zu neuer Filmkultur. Berlin: Verlag der Volksbühne 1927. 

Jan-Christopherr Horak: »Entwicklung einer visuellen Sprache im Stummfilm«. In: Ute Eskildsen, 
Jan-Christopherr  Horak (eds.): Film und Foto der Zwanziger Jahre. Eine Betrachtung der 
InternationalenInternationalen Werkbundausstellung »Fibn und Foto« 1929. Stuttgart: Gerd Hatje 1979: 38-60, here 
55. . 
1200 See the overview given by Carl Vincent of production and exhibition activities in the alternative 
sectorr in: Close Up, vol. 5, no. 4, October 1929: 264-271. 
1211 See »Un nouveau >Club du Cinéma< è Ostende«. In: La Cinématographique Francaise, vol. 10, 
no.. 493,10.4.1928: 15. 
1222 Richard Abel: French Cinema, The First Wave, 1915-1929. Princeton, NJ: Princeton University 
Presss 1984: 264. 
1233 In 1934 several societies are reported for Belgium. See Ludo Patris: »The Film Abroad: Activity in 
Belgium*.. In: Cinema Quaterly, vol. 2, no. 4, Summer 1934: 233f. 
1244 See Philip Mosley: Split Screen. Belgian Cinema and Cultural Identity. Albany, NY: State 
Universityy of New York Press 2001: 40-41; 58-59; and Bert Hogenkamp, Rik Stallaerts: »Pain noir et 
filmfilm  nitrate: Ie mouvement ouvrier socialiste beige et Ie cinéma durant 1'entre deux guerres«. In: 
RevueRevue Beige du Cinéma, no. 15, Spring 1986. 

Thee detailed facts in the following abstract on the Swiss situation is using material mainly from 
Andress Janser: »Es kommt der gute Film. Zu den Anfaiigen der Filmclubs in Ziirich«. In: Vinzenz 
Hediger,, Jan Sahli, Alexandra Schneider, Margrit Tröhler (eds.): Home Stories. Neue Studiën zu Film 
undund Kino in der Schweiz / Nouvelles approches du cinéma et du film en Suisse. Marburg : Schuren 
2001:: 55-69. See also Hervé Dumont: Geschichte des Schweizer Films. Lausanne: Schweizer 
Filmarchivv / Cinematheque Suisse 1987: passim, and, for a comparative perspective from Basel, 
Kasparr Birkhauser: »Fünfzig Jahre im Dienste der FÜmbesucher und des guten Films. Le Bon Film 
Basell  1931-1981«. In: Le Bon Film (ed.): 50 Jahre Le Bon Film. Basel: Le Bon Film 1981. 
1266 See the regular reports in Close Up, e.g. the first announcement in vol. 2, no. 4, April 1928: 52f. 
Seee also for reports on further activities Freddy Chevalley: »Le film è Genève«. In: Close Up, vol. 3, 
no.. 4, October 1928: 52-55; Freddy Chevalley: »Chine - Machines - Electricite«. In: Close Up, vol. 4, 
no.. 3, March 1929: 85-88; Freddy Chevalley: »Man Ray - Ruttmann - L. Reiniger«. In: Close Up, 
vol.. 4, no. 6, June 1929: 88-91; Freddy Chevalley: »Sur les écrans genèvois«. In: Close Up, vol. 5, no. 
3,, September 1929: 225-228. 
1277 See for a detailed analysis of this film Andres Janser, Arthur Ruegg: Die neue Wohnung -
Architektur/Film/Raum.Architektur/Film/Raum. Baden: Lars Muller  2001. 
1288 See Bert Hogenkamp: »Critical Dialogue: Workers' Film in Europe«. In: Jump Cut, no. 19, Dec 
1978:: 36-37. 
1299 See Christel Henry: »Le mouvement >cineclubista< au Portugal entre 1945 et 1959«. In: Estudos do 
SéculoSéculo XX, no. 1,2001: 241-276, here 243f. 
1300 On the films of the Themersons see the special section in Pix, no. 1, Winter 1993/94: 67-122. See 
especiallyy A.L. Rees: »The Themersons and the Polish Avant-garde. Warsaw - Paris - London«: 86-
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1311 See Frank Bren: World Cinema. 1: Poland. London: Flicks Books 1986: 22f.; Marek Haltof: 
PolishPolish National Cinema. New York, Oxford: Berghahn 2002: 37-40; Wladyslaw Banaszkiewicz et 
al.:: La cinématographie Polonaise. Warsaw: Editions »Polonia« 1962: 108f. 
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1322 See Michal Bregant: »Le cinéma d'avant-gaide: entre le reve et l'utopie«. In: Eva Zaoralova, 
Jean-Loupp Passekk (eds.): Le Cinéma Tcheque et Slovaque. Paris: Editions du Centre Pompidou 1996: 
74-83. . 
1333 For an overview of Zlfn and Bat'a see the website www.zlinbata.com. 
1344 On Alexander Hackenschmied/Hammid see Michael Omasta (ed.): Tribute to Sasha. Das filmische 
WerkWerk von Alexander Hammid. Regie, Kamera, Schnitt und Kritiken. Wien: Synema 2002, see 
especiallyy the essay by Michal Bregant on »Alexander Hammid's Czech Years. Space and Time of 
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1355 Walter Benjamin: »Der Sürrealismus*. In: Die literarische Welt, vol. 5, no. 5,1.2.1929: 3f. & vol. 
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Chapte rr  4: Mappin g a Totalit y of Networks , 
Nodes ,, and Flows 

Thee Discourse s of Publishing , Theory , 
Teaching ,, and Exhibition s 

L'avant-garde,L'avant-garde, c'est la curiositéd'espritappliquée ó un domains 
oüoü les découvertes a faire restent nombreuses et passionnantes. 

RenéRené Clair (1927)1 

Thiss chapter  wil l deal with a variety of practices: publishing and theorisation, 
teachingg and event culture, and last but not least one central part of this chapter  is 
devotedd to an exploration of the various attempt from the avant-garde to overcome 
thee limitin g screening situation of the traditional dispositif of the cinema. In all 
thesee fragments of practices we can recognise how the avant-garde worked towards 
aa reintegration of art into life: art' s function should be different from the cult status 
off  pre-modern art and from the bourgeois autonomous art of the modern period. 
Thee different examples discussed here show the avant-garde on its way to a 
totality ::  by writin g differently about the cinema the avant-garde hoped to influence 
andd change spectators, by venturing into teaching the aim was to transform a futur e 
generationn of practitioners and theoreticians, by organising events the avant-garde 
wantedd to create moments of qualitative transformations, and all these measures 
culminatedd in an effort to create an immersive cinema experience as a possible 
Utopiaa of spectatorship, reception and exhibition. This Utopian promise that 
encompassess technology, film style and spectatorship shows avant-garde ideals at 
itss most obvious: cinema was more than just the films projected. The hope was to 
overcomee any distinction separating screen and auditorium, lif e and art, theory and 
practice,, film and spectator. Thus, the last part of this chapter  on the immersive 
fil mm experience tries to map the Utopian aspirations towards a totality . The attempts 
off  breaking open the codified, distanced and sanitised way of film reception 
demonstratee astutely how the avant-garde wanted to liberate the cinema from its 
twoo gaolers: mass entertainment on the one side and bourgeois art on the other. 

Thee different practices discussed here are all captured at points of 
emergence,, or  - as Michel Foucault would have it - at thresholds. In his 
ArchaeologyArchaeology of Knowledge Foucault has theorised four  different kinds of 
thresholdss that a discourse can cross; yet they are not steps in a logical succession, 
theyy are »neither  regular  nor  homogeneous«: the first  threshold of positivity is 
markedd by »the moment at which a a discursive practice achieves individualit y and 
autonomy«,, the second threshold of epistemologization is reached when a specific 
discoursee »exercises a dominant function [...] over  knowledges for  the thir d 
thresholdd of scientificity to be reached the discourse must comply with »a number 
off  formal criteri a [...and] certain laws for  the construction of propositions*, and 
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thee fourth threshold of formalization is reached once »the scientific discourse 
[...is]]  able, taking itself as a starting-point, to deploy the formal edifice that it 
constitutes«.22 As the avant-garde was at heart a transformative movement, their 
achievementss are best captured in moments of change, even though as a movement 
itt  never  went beyond the threshold of epistemologization. In singling out those 
momentss of transformation a discourse becomes visible at a point where it is 
movingg from one stage to another. Since the avant-garde mainly thrives on 
possibilityy and Utopian promise this chapter  wil l stress the virtual dimensions of the 
avant-gardee - virtual understood as a possibility that has not been actualised (yet). 

4.11 Publishin g as Discours e Formation : Magazines and Book s 
AA few years ago books on the cinema were almost as scarce 

asas intelligent films. To-day the number can fill  a shelf or two... 
HerbertHerbert Read (1932)3 

Onee of the key nodes for  the avant-garde in general, not just for  film, was the 
magazine,, or  as it is sometimes called, »the littl e magazine«. These publication 
organss were established in networks of acquaintances and friends, came out 
irregularly ,, often did not survive more than a couple of numbers and were 
producedd in an amateur  or  artisanal style.4 In fact, their  mode of production is 
similarr  to the films that are produced in a comparable fashion in networks of 
relationss and on the surface all too often they appear  as »poor« and »imperfect« as 
comparedd to the »polished« and outwardly »perfect«, commercial products.5 The 
avant-gardee approached the arts not as distinct disciplines but as a large field that 
couldd not be separated into sharply delineated entities. In their  attempt to map a 
totalit yy many of the general magazines (i.e. not specialised in film) dealt with the 
cinemaa as well as with literature, visual arts, theatre, performance, dance, 
architecturee and other  issues of relevance to those involved in these movements. 
Thee magazines were decidedly transdisciplinary and convincingly internationalist -
oftenn articles were published in their  original language with - or  without -
accompanyingg translation. The magazines as well as the key players involved in 
thee movements formed connections between the key places: they were conduits for 
communicationn in which positions could be outlined and work could be published. 
Thee magazines provided the basis for  inclusion and exclusion (of persons, topics, 
positions)) and guaranteed a measure of exchange that transcended the limited level 
off  friendship and acquaintance. 

Thee number  of general magazines, often short-lived, but often also 
influentiall  until the present day, that have been published in these crucial years 
betweenn 1919 and 1939, especially in the years from the mid-1920s to the mid-
193088 is very hard to estimate. A handful of them reached prominent status. One 
suchh important general magazine that also published on film topics was G. 
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MaterialMaterial zur elementaren Gestaltung. G stands for Gestaltung and publication 
amountedd to six issues from July 1923 to 1926 under the editorship of Hans Richter 
andd supported by, among others, Theo van Doesburg, Werner Graeff, El Lissitzky, 
andd Mies van der Rohe. Al l artist-activists are crucial figures in the exchanges 
betweenn places (Doesburg between the Netherlands and Germany, El Lissitzky 
betweenn the Soviet Union and Germany), between art forms (architecture, film, 
visuall  arts, all also produced texts of »theory«) and between styles (Dada, 
Constructivism,, Surrealism). In this context, Richter and van der Rohe met and 
realisedd similar interests in the regularity of the patterns of modernism. Richter has 
retrospectivelyy remembered this meeting: 

Diee Grundrisse und Plane [eines Hauses, das von der Rohe gerade in Neu-
Babelsbergg baute, MH] sahen in der Tat nicht nur aus wie Mondrians oder meine 
Zeichnungen,, sondern wie Musik, eben jene visuelle Musik, von der wir sprachen, 
iiberr die wir diskutierten, an der wir arbeiteten und die wir im Film realisierten. Das 
warr nicht nur ein GrundriB, das war eine neue Sprache, eben jene, die unsere 
Generationn zu verbinden schien.6 

Onee of the preoccupations of the avant-garde was to find common underlying 
elementss that would connect the arts - like the »Generalbass« (basso continuo) that 
Vikingg Eggeling envisioned or the »spiritual« that Vasily Kandinsky elaborated in 
hiss treatise Über das Geistige in der Kunst (1911). Characteristically, this 
foundationall  moment is either located in the realm of language (hieroglyphs, 
Esperanto,, universal language) or in terms of music (symphony, melody, basso 
continuo).. G was mainly a result of the meeting of the Russian and the German 
Constructivistss while UO under the directorship of Arthur Lehning - who 
commutedd in the 1920s between the cities of modernism Amsterdam, Rotterdam, 
Paris,, and Berlin - was more closely connected to the Dutch scene which was 
particularlyy strong on architecture. UO had sections on architecture (edited by J.J.P. 
Oud)) and on photography and film (edited by Lészló Moholy-Nagy). The magazine 
camee out from January 1927 to June 1929, following in the footsteps of the 
magazinee De Stijl, albeit in a more radical fashion lobbying for a revolutionary 
integrationn of art and life.7 

Inn France besides Andre Breton's La Revolution Surréaliste (1924-29), the 
literaryy journal transition and the magazine documents which in some respects was 
aa successor to Breton's magazine were published in Paris, documents came out in 
1929/300 with Georges Bataille and Carl Einstein as the key figures and a strong 
focuss on ethnography.8 Sometimes magazines exhausted their energy in a very 
shortt time span and came out with very few issues: Germaine Dulac herself 
publishedd only one issue of a magazine Schémas in 1927 which included texts by 
Dulacc and Hans Richter defending abstraction confronted with essays by Henri 
Fescourtt and Jean-Louis Bouquet in support of narrative film.  9 Some magazines 
weree supported by influential institutions such as Die Form published by the 
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WerkbundWerkbund or  the magazine Bauhaus connected to the design and architecture 
schooll  in Weimar  and Dessau. In Frankfur t architecture, design, photography and 
fil mm was dealt with in the magazine Das neue Frankfurt  which came out from 1925 
too 1932. Other  magazines catered to a specific (national) audience such as the 
Hungariann exile magazine Ma (>Today<, 1918-25, published in Vienna). 

Thesee general and transdisciplinary magazines that created a transgeneric 
andd transdisciplinary communication platform for  political, social and cultural 
revolutionariess had their  complimentaries in journals specifically devoted to the 
cinema.. The publishing activity especially between 1927 and 1933 was enormous 
andd the quality as well as quantity of film  magazines only reached the same level 
againn in the 1960s. The English-language magazine Close Up that exhibited its 
outspokenn internationalism by including texts in French and German came out 
fromfrom  July 1927 to December  1933 in Switzerland and it was probably the single 
mostt  important film journal in the interbellum. Anne Friedberg has called the 
journall  transnational, fra/wgender, and transrace as the pronounced 
internationalismm of Close Up paid tribut e to the established geography of 
modernism.. [...] The imagined international reader  of Close Up was a psychically 
slipperyy subject, constructed at the borderlines - geographic, social, sexual and 
nationals100 Maybe there is one factor  to add: /ronritional , as the various activities 
off  the Close C/p-colIective all addressed a situation of crisis that was reflected and 
negotiated,, but also intensified and reinforced. The strength of the avant-garde 
dependedd crucially on a sense of crisis and discontent in the institution cinema 
whilee Close Up added exterritoriality , sexual deviancy, nomadic sensibility and 
overcomingg traditional categories of race. 

Publicationn activities should not be limited to magazines alone: the Film 
SocietySociety of London produced detailed notes accompanying the programmed films 
thatt  were handed out for  the monthly screening.11 Unlike the avant-garde 
magaziness and in keeping with the spirit of the London Film Society these texts 
weree situating films historically and aesthetically, but they were not radical battle 
criess for  change.12 In the 1930s a number  of British magazines continued the 
seriouss discussion of film:  Cinema Quarterly came out from 1932 to 1935 and was 
followedd by World Film News (1936-38) - the first three numbers of the latter  were 
editedd by Hans Feld, formerly editor-in-chief at the most important German trade 
paperr  Film-Kurier.  The editorship was afterwards taken over  by Marion A. 
Grierson,, John Grierson's sister  who was also working within the circles of the 
documentaryy film movement. The founder  of the documentary film  movement was 
aa regular  contributor  to the magazine as well as other  activists involved in it. While 
CinemaCinema Quaterly was published in close vicinit y to the British documentarists with 
manyy collaborators publishing articles, Film Art (the first  number  was called Film) 
whichh was published from 1933 to 1937 was rather  oriented towards formal 
experimentt  and saw itself as a successor  to Close Up which had ceased publication 
shortlyy before Film Art started appearing. If we look at the multitud e of »littl e 
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magazines«« on the cinema, the large number of active film societies - in autumn 
19344 the British Cinema Quaterly remarked that »the film societies movement is 
growingg rapidly throughout the country«13 - as well as the relatively stable number 
off  films produced we can see that the avant-garde did by no means cease to exist in 
thee 1930s. 

Inn Germany the left-wing Volksfilmverband published its magazine Film 
undund Volk from February 1928 until March 1930; after the audience organisation 
fusedd with a theatre organisation the organ of the new Communist oriented 
organisationn was called Arbeiterbiihne und Film, published 1930/31. Otherwise, 
thee German film discourse settled into several different organs; one forum for a 
seriouss discussion of the cinema were quality dailies, mostly liberal in outlook like 
thee Frankfurter Zeitung or the Vossische Zeitung. The Frankfurter Zeitung boasted 
twoo prominent critics, Siegfried Kracauer and Bernhard Diebold, a Swiss citizen 
whoo championed abstract cinema supporting Walt(h)er Ruttmann and Oskar 
Fischinger.. Even the trade press clearly aligned to the film industry (with the two 
importantt dailies Film-Kurier and Lichtbild-Bühnè) often ran articles on the avant-
gardee or by activists and in general showed a keen interest in the developments 
beyondd the industry proper. The fact that publications nominally devoted to an 
audiencee of people active in the film industry were interested in avant-garde affairs 
testifiess to the cross-over potentialities of the movement around 1930. Finally, a 
numberr of general left-leaning magazines like Die Weltbiihne (Hans Siemsen and 
Rudolff  Arnheim being the key writers on the cinema) or Der Querschnitt published 
reviewss as well as longer pieces on the cinema. 

Thee Dutch Filmliga had a monthly publication from 1927 to 1931 which 
nott only ran texts in Dutch, but also exhibited its internationalism like Close Up in 
inn a multilinguality as they printed articles in English, French and German. The 
FilmligaFilmliga invited practitioners from these countries which normally gave their 
presentationss in their native language, addresses that were subsequently printed in 
thee magazine. France boasted several magazines devoted to film within an 
intellectuall  and artistic context: Cinéa ~ Cine pour tous was created in late 1923 
whenn Jean Tedesco took over editorship of Cinéa (1921-23) from the recently 
deceasedd Louis Delluc and merged it with its rival Ciné pour tous (1919-23) ran by 
Pierree Henri. The result of this merger was the single most important French film 
magazinee of the 1920s which not only brought together critics and filmmakers, 
theoreticianss and practitioners, but it also lobbied for a repertory cinema and 
arguedd in general for a film avant-garde. In the late 1920s Jean-Georges Auriol 
publishedd the glossy and elitist magazine La Revue du cinéma (1928-31) which 
echoedd Léon Moussinac's call for a different cinema in both aesthetic and social 
terms.. Other influential specialised film magazines were the popular stars-and-
genress oriented Cinémagazine (from 1921 onwards) on which Robert Florey served 
ass Hollywood correspondent, himself the director of some experimental short in the 
latee 1920s such as THE LIFE AND DEATH OF 9413 - A HOLLYWOOD EXTRA (US 
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1927),, and Photo-Ciné (1927, edited by Jean Dréville). Apart from these journals 
theree were a number of publication either connected to the film industry (like the 
mostt important French trade paper Cinématographie frangaisé) or to the mass 
presss (like Ciné-Miroir, Cinémonde or Pour Vous) besides a flourishing 
publicationn activity in newspapers and general magazines that were all concerned 
withh issues of the avant-garde.14 

Inn many European countries existed one or more magazines devoted almost 
exclusivelyexclusively to film art and to avant-garde filmmaking, general film magazines with 
ann interest in avant-garde filmmaking or cultural publication with an outspoken 
interestt in the cinema.15 In Portugal, for example, several shortlived magazines -
Cinéfilo,Cinéfilo, Animategrafo, Imagen - competed for an avid cinephile audience. Quite 
typically,, editors and authors on these magazines were figures such as actor 
Manoell  de Oliveira who adapted the city symphony to Porto with DOURO, FAINA 

FLUVIA LL  (PT 1931), later filmmaker Antonio Lopes Ribeiro, one of the most 
prolificc directors of the 1940s and 1940s, but also the director of the national 
newsreell  output, and film historian M. Felix Ribeiro, head censor of the autho-
ritariann Salazar-regime and later founding director of the Cinemateca Portuguesa.16 

Thee Soviet Union had the most lively magazine scene apart from France with 
severall  intellectual film journals competing for attention in the 1920s.17 

Whilee the magazines (and to a certain extent newspapers reporting on film) 
providedd active networks and platforms for debates, the more extended pieces 
startedd to settle into book format by the mid-1920s. An (incomplete) list of books 
publishedd in these years shall suffice to substantiate the thesis that those names and 
titless staked the first time a claim for demarcating the evolving field of film theory 
andd history. The books published in this period can be grouped in several waves 
whichh helps to understand the shifting ideas, fashions and alliances. Serious 
publishingg began in the mid-1920s and the decade from 1925 to 1935 was only 
surpassedd in quality and quantity of publication in the 1960s. 

Inn the mid-1920s many of the debates and networks were still characterised 
byy their national scope - consequently, the books primarily addressed a national 
audiencee and national preoccupations. It was only in the second half of the 1920s 
thatt a truly European network and discourse emerged from the overlap and fusion 
off  erstwhile separate institutions. Therefore the first wave of books published 
aroundd 1925 was still characterised by a largely separated audience. Three very 
differentt books came out in German in 1924/25 which all revolved around the 
questionn of film's role within a wider social and cultural context. While Bela 
Balaszz in Der sichtbare Mensch saw the cinema as a pacemaker on the way to a 
visuall  society that would overcome many of the problems of human language, 
Edgarr Beyfuss and A. Kossowsky brought a large number of contributors together 
inn his Kulturfilmbuch - an anthology which conceptualised the cinema as 
occupyingg a position between education, science and national culture. Finally, 
Will ii  Miinzenberg's pamphlet Erobert den Film! put the cinema in the camp of 
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overthrowingg the existing order  and creating a new communist world. As 
differentt  as these three approaches were, they all shared a discontent with the status 
quoo and attempted to open up a futur e for  the cinema different from the situation as 
itt  was. Markedly diverse are the positions from which the three writer s argued: 
Balészz wrote as a critic , but since he was also active as a screenwriter  he occupied 
aa position on the fringes of the industry (much like Will y Haas, another  part-tim e 
screenwriterr  and bright critic) . Beyfuss by contrast was one of the crucial 
instigatorss and innovators of the film production (he was employed with Ufa) and a 
bridge-builderr  between the industry and the avant-garde while Miinzenberg ran an 
internationall  conglomerate of communist media outlets. The fact that all of them 
weree able to occupy multipl e positions - scriptwriter  and criti c (later  also teacher 
andd director), producer  and lecturer, head of a publishing house and propagandist -
testifiess to the flexible nature of film  culture in this period. This was the climate 
fromfrom  which the avant-garde was able to emerge. 

Thee first  wave of serious writin g on the cinema in France appeared at 
aroundd the same time: three influential books were published in French in 1925. 
Georgess Michel Coissac's Histoire du cinématographie was mainly a history of the 
technologicall  and industrial development of the film  whereas Léon Moussinac's 
NaissanceNaissance du cinéma argued from an avant-garde position in which film's  potential 
ass art was based on plastic and rhythmi c elements. Furthermore, Moussinac 
summedd up the evolution of the cinema through various stages in different nations. 
Thee thir d serious contender, Henri Fescourt's and Jean-Louis Bouquet's VIdée et 
l'écran,l'écran, conceptualised cinema as a popular  art of storytelling that was possibly in 
needd of refining its style and method, yet should not revert to abstraction or  pure 
rhythm.. These three books illustrat e central positions of the French discourse in the 
firstfirst  half of the 1920s between the drive towards abstraction and the attempt to 
createe an innovative narrativ e and popular  cinema. In a somewhat similar  vein 
wrotee British film  criti c and founding member of the Film Society of London Iri s 
Barryy in Let's Go to the Pictures (1926) about the cinema as a popular  art form.19 

Thiss initia l wave of books attempted on the one hand to sum up the 
evolutionn of the cinema over  the first  30 years while on the other  hand they wanted 
too point the way in which cinema should and could be advancing. Apart from 
Moussinac'ss and Miinzenberg's treatises this first  round of serious publications on 
thee cinema was characterised by cautionary works geared towards an elevation of 
thee cinema into the canon of the established arts. It appears safe to conclude that 
aroundd 1925 the avant-garde was still a miniscule object that had not yet realised to 
anyy extent the radical potential inherent in the movement. Yet, this would change 
inn a very short time. A few years later  the impact of the Soviet cinema left not only 
aa strong impression on filmmaking  and criticism, but a number  of books attest to 
thee influence that Eisenstein &  Co. had on Western European film  in the second 
halff  of the 1920s. In French Pierre Marchand and René Weinstein reported on L'art 
dansdans la Russie nouvelle: Le cinéma (1917-1926) (1927) while Léon Moussinac 
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explainedd Le cinéma sovietique (1928). German critic Alfred Kerr celebrated 
RussischeRussische Filmkunst (1927) while the Anglo-Swiss POOL-collective published 
Winifredd Bryher's report on Film Problems of Soviet Russia (1929).20 Al l these 
bookss were reactions to the sudden and unexpected appearance of the Soviet 
montagee cinema. Whereas the books that were published around 1925 still 
originatedd from a frame mostly defined by national culture and language, the 
receptionreception of the Soviet cinema acted as a unifying element for the separate schools 
andd styles. Thanks to the wave of Soviet films a certain synchronicity was achieved 
inn the major avant-garde centres of Western Europe. Moreover, the »Russenfilme« 
carriedd the forceful promise that film could be and would be an agent of social, 
politicall  and cultural change - the cinema took on a new urgency and significance 
forr many observers. Even though these films were often halted by censorship and 
nott seen by huge audiences their discursive promise and battle cry was heard 
widely.. As I have elaborated in chapter five on the imaginary dimension of the 
Soviett cinema, the art and culture of the young and revolutionary country was an 
avant-gardee promise by the fact of its sheer existence. Or, to most conservative 
oberserver,, it meant the threat of imminent revolution.21 

Justt as the film societies and ciné-clubs peaked around 1930, a number of 
importantt books came out in these crucial years when the avant-garde seemed on 
thee verge of a breakthrough into a mass movement. Accompanying the Werkbund-
exhibitionn »Film und Foto«, in itself an international affair, was a pair of books on 
photographyy and the cinema: Hans Richter's Filmgegner von heute - Filmfreunde 
vonvon morgen (1929) and Werner Graeff s Es kommt der neue Photograph! (1929). 
Thesee two books formulated a programme of an alternative aesthetic and social use 
off  audiovisual media supported by many examples. Richter*  s and Graeff s 
publications,, along with the touring exhibition and the film programmes, formed a 
veritablee media offensive. Also in 1929 two radical books were published: Léon 
Moussinac'ss Panoramique du cinéma lobbied - among other things - for the 
foundationn of an international library and cinematheque to preserve the heritage of 
thee cinema; in the most important Dutch book on film theory before World War 
Two,, Cinema Militans, Menno ter Braak argued for a cinema built on the 
parameterss of rhythm and form. Only a year later Paul Rotha of the London Film 
Societyy joined ranks with The Film Till  Now (1930) which proved to be an 
influentiall  film history well into the postwar era.22 One can already sense a decisive 
shiftt from the immediate years before 1930 in which the radical transformation of 
cinemaa appeared imminent to contemporary observers while Rotha*  s book was one 
off  the first concise histories of the cinema, testifying to the sense that the past was 
gainingg ground over the future. A similar development took place in all centres of 
thee avant-garde: Guido Bagier wrote on Der kammende Film in 1928 looking 
optimisticallyy forward to sound cinema while Rudolf Arnheim's swan song for 
silentt cinema Film als Kunst (1932, translated the following year into English) only 
aa few years later cast a nostalgic glance back on an era. Béla Batósz' summary Der 
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GeistGeist des Films came out in 1930, while C.A. Lejeune's cautious collection 
CinemaCinema was published in 1931, and Ilj a Ehrenburg's influential novel Die 
TraumfabrikTraumfabrik was translated into German in 1931. While these works in some 
respectss still illustrat e the enthusiasm and high hopes they nevertheless already 
displayy the fault lines along which the avant-garde differentiated.23 Some writer s 
(Ehrenburg,, Moussinac, Richter) believed in the revolutionary capacities of the 
cinemaa while others (ter  Braak, Arnheim) were ultimately more interested in 
formall  parameters of film.  Yet, for  a short moment these preoccupations 
overlappedd and the intersection of these two sectors could form the avant-garde. 
Lejeunee worked as a film  criti c for  British mainstream newspapers and argued in 
favourr  of an ambitious art cinema. Bagier  was a protagonist of the introduction of 
soundd in Germany that was supported by large capital interests (Siemens &  Halske, 
AEG),, yet he gave commissions for  early sound films to Walter  Ruttmann and 
foundedd a ciné-club with Hans Richter. 

Nonetheless,, the most lasting impression possibly was made by the many 
translationss of Russian theory that were circulating in these years: a German 
editionn of Filmregie und Filmmanuskript was available in 1928 and an English one 
off  On Film Technique in 1929 (the expanded version was translated by Montagu as 
FilmFilm  Technique and Film Acting in 1933-35) and the release of Sergei Eisenstein's 
STAROEE I NOVOE (SU 1926-29, >The Old and the New<) was accompanied by a 
Germann book, to mention only some book-length studies.24 The reception of Soviet 
theoryy is in many respects characterised by an »Ungleichzeitigkeit«, to borrow a 
termm from Ernst Bloch, a seemingly temporal synchronicity which nevertheless 
testifiess to an uneven development, to different states that coexist in the same time. 
Dzigaa Vertov provides a good example for  this paradox temporality: Vertov was a 
pioneerr  of revolutionary filmmaking  and groundbreaking theory in the early 1920s 
Soviett  Union, but he only got known in the West in 1929 when he travelled 
extensivelyy in Western Europe, gave lectures in major  filmmaking  and avant-garde 
centress and translations of his texts were published in important magazines. The 
receptionn of Soviet theory in the West was decidedly different from the Soviet 
receptionn as Vertov was read at a time when he was under  attack in the Soviet 
Unionn from the increasingly conservative nomenklatura, but also from the young 
turk ss of Novy Lef. This inversed perspective explains some of the peculiarities of 
thee Western European reception. On the whole, one can read the development of 
thee avant-garde through the publishing activities: from humble beginnings to a 
multiplicatio nn of magazines the peak was reached with numerous translations of 
Soviett  directors appearing around 1930. After  1930 the stream became wider, but 
alsoo more steady and calm: whereas before film's  radical novelty and difference 
andd the promise of its possibilities had carried a revolutionary furour . The 1930s 
showedd a functional differentiation in which the amateur  movement, the 
documentaryy movement, political filmmaking  and other  streaks departed and the 
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cross-overr potential that had pushed the avant-garde forward receded into the 
background. . 

Too fully comprehend the avant-garde it is important to realise the aspect of 
thee media offensive. Even the canonised network nodes have only been uncovered 
partly:: it is generally known that Close Up was an influential film journal, but there 
wass a whole institution formed around. Anne Friedberg has described the trans-
nationall  nature of the venture: »Close Up hoped to combine the climate of alter-
nativee production and exhibition established by the French ciné-clubs and cinéastes 
withh the stylistic lessons of Soviet experimentation with montage and from this 
fertilee hybrid, to help revitalize the British cinema. «^ Under the label POOL which 
wass formed around the editorial triumvirate of H.D., Kenneth MacPherson, and 
Bryherr eight books were published between 1927 and 1929 - four of them on film: 
Oswaldd Blakestone's examinations of studio lif e Through a Yellow Glass, 1928, 
Ericc Eliot's technical manual Anatomy of Motion Picture Art, 1928, Bryher's study 
off  the Soviet cinema Film Problems of Soviet Union, 1929, and of British film 
studioss Extra Passenger, 1930. Moreover, POOL produced three short films -
WIN GG BEAT (CH 1927, H.D.)26, FOOTHILLS (CH 1929), and MONKEY'S MOON 

(CHH 1929) - and one feature-length film: BORDERLINE (CH 1930, Kenneth 
MacPherson).. Except for this last film which has entered the list of classics 
availablee and is screened on a more or less regular basis the books as well as the 
shortt films are virtually unknown. Instead of being a stand-alone periodical Close 
UpUp was an element of a much wider Medienverbund in which ideas about film 
weree developed, discussed and made public. The existence of this media concept 
dependedd crucially on the financial contributions of a patron: Bryher had inherited 
aa considerable fortune from his father which he used for the financing of various 
avant-gardee and modernist activities.27 Independence hinged on personal wealth in 
thiss case - one of the crucial issues for the avant-garde that was never solved. 
Otherr examples of alternative networks can be discerned in Will i Miinzenberg's 
empiree (copying strategies employed by industry magnates such as the right-wing 
Alfredd Hugenberg) or in the attempts of the Dutch Filmliga. Publishing in these 
yearss was normally seen as an element of an attempt at restructuring the cinema. 

4.22 Teachin g 
[Zweck[Zweck des Bauhauses] ist die geistige, handwerkliche und technische 

DurchbildungDurchbildung schbpferisch begabter Menschen zur bildnerischen 
Gestaltungsarbeit,Gestaltungsarbeit, besondersfiir den Bau und die Durchfiihrung 

praktischerpraktischer Versuchsarbeit, besondersfiir Hausbau und Hauseinrichtung, 
sowiesowie die Entwicklung von Modelltypenfiir Industrie und Handwerk. 

BauhausBauhaus (1926)28 

Teachingg film is a topic that has so far not garnered a lot of interest in film history. 
Certainn institutions have produced brochures, books or texts on their own history, 
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butt  they are mostly self-celebratory and often produced on the occasion of 
anniversaries.. Despite the negligence in film studies I believe that teaching and 
vocationall  trainin g were an integral element of the avant-garde conception of 
restructurin gg the cinema: by creating a new generation of practitioners one could 
guaranteee the sustained activities of the institutions and networks, by passing on 
ideass the avant-garde strived for  the multiplyin g position of the teacher. Quite 
logically,, teaching should not be seen as a secondary or  tertiar y job taken on to 
increasee status or  to make a living, but in its attempt to stabilise and sustain an 
alternativee network of film culture, teaching logically occupies a central position. 
Moreover,, teaching also requires an active reflection on the practice that otherwise 
oftenn goes unquestioned; thus, teaching reinforces the tendency to theorise and 
reflectt  upon practice already inherent in the avant-garde. Teaching always 
presupposess a certain measure of self-reflexivity. In a systemic logic, teaching 
couldd be seen as a step towards the self-reflexive auto-poeisis of the system. The 
constructivee reproduction of the avant-garde position achieved through teaching 
couldd lead to stabilisation and autonomy of the system. The more people were 
drawnn to avant-garde convictions, the more support could be expected for  the 
networkk of films, magazines, screening clubs and cinemas. Not coincidentally, it 
wass in the Soviet Union that the first film  school was founded - the avant-garde 
spiritt  of the revolutionary country was sure that the education of a new generation 
wass a paramount task in the construction of a communist reality.29 Teaching in the 
Soviett  Union not only began earlier  and was undertaken in a more intensive 
mannerr  than in other  countries, it also was most experimental in form: traditional 
hierarchiess were toppled, conservative teaching methods were discarded and 
radicall  forms were put to the test. Especially teaching methods modelled on project 
workk or  workshop situation fitted well within avant-garde conceptions of 
overcomingg distinctions between theory and practice. 

Inn France (cycles of) lectures were a mainstay of the flourishing scene of 
ciné-clubss that developed at first in Paris and later  spread throughout the country. 
Whil ee the orientation of many societies was not on teaching per se, conferences 
(i.e.. extended introductions to films or  evaluations afterwards) soon evolved into 
lecturee cycles that could be classified at attempts to systematise and mediate ideas 
andd conceptions about the cinema. A first  major  series of lectures was held in 
conjunctionn with the exhibition ^'Expositio n de Tart dans Ie cinéma francais« at 
thee Musée Galliera in May and June of 1924, a second cycle in October  1924. 
Talkss were given by central figures of the avant-garde scene such as Léon 
Moussinac,, Marcel L'Herbier , Jaque Catelain, Robert Mallet-Stevens, Jean Epstein 
andd others.30 A year  later  the new Ciné-club de France organised a lecture cycle at 
thee recently opened Thé&tre du Vieux Colombier from 28 November  1925 to 20 
Februaryy 1926 with a similar  cast of speakers: Jean Epstein, Jean Tedesco, 
Germainee Dulac, Marcel L'Herbier. 31 Contrary to commercial cinema which sold 
thee cinema experience as such, the avant-garde created a whole system with 
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magaziness and lectures as an integral part of a new kind of cinema. Yet, with the 
possiblee exception of Moussinac's Les amis de Spartacus, the French institutions 
weree not radical in their teaching formats. Lectures and other formats of frontal 
teachingg reinforce a hierarchy between teacher and pupil and a situation in which 
knowledgee originates with a figure of authority contrary to avant-garde ideals. 

Withinn the circles of the European avant-garde of the 1920s the Bauhaus 
wass probably the institution that went furthest towards realising crucial avant-garde 
ideals:: breaking down the distinction between lif e and art (working and living 
spacess are pushed into one another in Gropius' building in Dessau), tearing down 
thee separation between the arts, overcoming the limitations of the studio, putting 
ideass into practice (in the settlement Dessau-Torten of Walter Gropius and the 
LaubenganghauserLaubenganghauser of Hannes Meyer as well as in Gropius' Arbeitsamt) and 
connectingg the production of art-works and crafts-work with teaching and debating, 
theorisingg and publishing {Bauhaus-Biicher). In the Bauhaus this impulse of 
turningg an aesthetic revolution into a social revolution was strongest, yet in 
retrospectt it was only really Utopian in the short years of the Weimar Republic 
whenn a relative stability (1924-29) allowed it to prosper during the stint at Dessau. 
Thee dual teaching system of combining craftsmanship and art aimed at overcoming 
distinctionss such as between theory and practice, creativity and technique or form 
andd content.32 In this respect, the Bauhaus was one of the few attempts for realising 
avant-gardee ideas over a certain duration, at a specific place and with a relatively 
stablee personnel. Crucially, the Bauhaus adopted the metaphor of the laboratory in 
whichh teaching (and research) was an integral part of cultural development. 

Talkingg more specifically about film, Laszló Moholy-Nagy was the key 
figuree to work in photography and cinema at the Bauhaus. Originally hired in 
Marchh 1922 as a successor to Johannes Itten for giving the general introductory 
coursee (»Vorkurs«) and as director of the metal workshop, Moholy-Nagy was later 
teachingg photography and also responsible for film activities at the Bauhaus. Yet, 
practicall  film work only happened seldomly and intermittently as the Bauhaus 
neverr managed to establish a veritable film workshop, one of the reasons why 
Moholy-Nagyy moved to Berlin in 1928 to pursue filmmaking.33 Film activities took 
placee within the context of the institution at irregular intervals, for example the 
screeningg of a film programme on the occasion of the opening of the famous 
Gropius-buildingg in Dessau. This new complex of connected buildings had an 
auditoriumm equipped for cinema and the programme consisted of documentary and 
educationall  films.34 Published at the Bauhaus in the celebrated series of books was 
Moholy-Nagy'ss influential treatise on painting, photography and film.35 In 1930, 
twoo years after Moholy-Nagy had departed as a teacher from the Bauhaus, then-
directorr Hannes Meyer reported to the mayor of Dessau that he had secured the 
collaborationn of Dziga Vertov and Hans Richter as teachers.36 Yet, before the 
coursee started, the institution had to leave Dessau for political reasons the same 
yearr (the Nazis became part of the city government and cancelled the financial and 
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organisationall  support) and Meyer resigned as director. The Bauhaus was 
continuedd by Mies van der Rohe in Berlin with a strong focus on architecture, so 
thiss collaboration and venturing of the Bauhaus into the cinema did not materialise. 
Inn the mid-1920s while still at the Bauhaus Moholy-Nagy was still hoping for the 
fil mm industry as the sponsor of an experimental film school: 

meine,, unsere kraftausgabe wird form in anregungen, vorschlagen, planen, 
»manuskripten«,, theorien. sache der anderen, sagen wir der industrie, ware es, die 
kraftausgabee nach der andern seite auf sich zu nehmen: namlich die mittel zur 
verfügungg zu stellen, da, wo man etwas zu erwarten hat. zu erwarten, da liegt die 
aufgabee der untersttitzenden faktoren, da, wo schon »bewiesen« wurde, ist keine 
aufgabee mehr zu lösen.37 

Thee turn from the Utopian attempt to reconcile art and lif e towards a more 
functionalistt and pragmatic approach is apparent in the transition from the 
Bauhaus'Bauhaus' initial dogma of a »Synthese von Kunst und Handwerk am Bau« (1919, 
»Thee synthesis of art and handicraft in building«) to the new slogan »Kunst und 
Technikk - eine neue Einheit« (1923, »Art and technology - a new unity«). On the 
onee hand this turn illustrates a new realism that no longer hopes for an esoteric new 
humann being and a clear acceptance of facts, but on the other it also runs the 
dangerr of falling victim to an ideology of pure efficiency devoid of Utopian 
expectations.. One possible solution might be to see functionalism not as the 
soullesss dictatorship of efficiency, but to reconsider functionalism as including 
emotionall  and affective aspects of the individual.38 

Forr an understanding of the avant-garde it is crucial to see that teaching 
formss a central part of their whole strategy. Moholy-Nagy traversed all traditional 
borderss between the arts as he worked in painting and photography, film and 
sculpture,, typography and graphic design, scenography, shop window and 
exhibitionn design. Yet, and maybe above all, he was a theoretician and a teacher 
whoo in true avant-garde fashion never severed artistic production from vocational 
workk or theorising. He taught all his lif e at various institutions, most famously at 
thee Bauhaus, but also in England and the United States: 

19299 forderte er die Verantwortlichen in Staat und Kommune auf, von den 
>liberlebtenn Malerakademien< Abstand zu nehmen und an ihrer Stelle >Lichtstudios< 
zuu gitinden, in denen Lehrer und Studierende das seiner Meinung nach modernste 
Gestaltungsmittell  der Gegenwart erforschen und meistern lernen könnten. Acht 
Jahree spater kam er in seinem Londoner Exil erneut auf diesen Vorschlag zuriick. 
Inzwischenn war der Name, den die neue Lehranstalt haben sollte, anspruchsvoller 
geworden:: >Academy of Light< sollte sie heiBen. 1939 schlieBlich fuhrte er in die 
Arbeitt im >Lichtatelier< als Pflichtkursus fur ieden Studierenden an der von ihm in 
Chicagoo gegriindeten >School of Design< ein. 
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Moholy-Nagyy called on the state to found studios, schools or workshops for 
educationall  and experimental purposes - the question of in/dependence was not 
onlyy within film circles highly debated, but formed a key issue for the 
constructivistt avant-garde which aimed at a transformation of life and art and tried 
too address a wide public by going into sectors of industrial design. Thus, the 
problemm arose who the avant-garde should choose as a sponsor and source of 
income. . 

Ass the Bauhaus was never able to install a workshop for film, it remained a 
marginall  place for the cinema, just as Moholy-Nagy's film experiments date from a 
timee after quitting the school. Important teaching activities were often taking place 
withinn the framework of film societies. In November/December of 1929, Sergej 
Eisensteinn and Hans Richter were giving a three weeks-course for the Film Society 
Studyy Group, a subdivision of the London Film Society. Hans Richter has 
retrospectivelyy remembered this workshop: 

Ivorr Montagu, Neffe des Direktors der Bank von England, der auch bei der La 
Sarraz-Tagungg erschienen war, hatte Eisenstein eingeladen, ein paar Vortrage in der 
vonn Montagu geleiteten Film-Society in London zu halten. (Mich bat er, dort einen 
Workshop-Kurss zu geben.) Derweil wollte Montagu versuchen, fur Eisenstein ein 
Hollywood-Engagementt abzuschliefien, um ihm endlich eine angemessene 
Produktionsmöglichkeitt auch auBerhalb der Sowjetunion zu geben. Die 
Vortragsabendee fanden unter intensivster Beteiligung aller derer start, die sich spater 
einenn Namen in der britischen Filmproduktion, besonders in der Dokumentarfilm-
Produktionn machten.40 

Eisensteinn lectured in English, while Richter shot a short film with the students, 
EVERYDAYY (GB 1929/1975) which was only edited much later into a film. Among 
thee participants of the workshop were later prominent figures of the British 
documentaryy movement such as Basil Wright, Mark Segal, Lionel Britton, Michael 
Hankinsonn and Len Lye. Six lecturers were given by Eisenstein from 19 to 29 
Novemberr 1929 on the following topics: script technique, montage and rapid 
editing,, conflict and solution, first form of expression: psychology, second form of 
expression:: montage, third form of expression: allegory.41 In Britain, vocational 
activityy and filmmaking was perhaps as closely intertwined as elsewhere only in 
thee Soviet Union. John Grierson for example was not running his film units with 
thee ambition to become a »director« or even »artists« in the conventional sense. He 
wantedd to firmly establish film as a medium of persuasion and reform, run a state-
sponsoredd agency and give training to a number of young activists. In fact, a 
contemporaryy observer like the emigre photographer Wolfgang Suschitzky 
rememberss Grierson and Rotha not so much as filmmakers, but primarily as 
teachers: : 

Beidee wollten lehren, glaube ich. Grierson war ein Akademiker und umgab sich mit 
Leutenn aus Cambridge und Oxford. Er hatte nur sehr wenige Vorkenntnisse über 
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Filmm und lernte alles, was er über Rim wusste, in der praktischen Erfahrung. [...] 
Griersonn und Rotha wollten die Menschen in diesem Land über Armut und über 
Medizinn und Gesundheit aufklaren. Rotha schrieb mehrere Bücher. [...] Er war ein 
Filmtheoretiker.. Er schrieb zum Beispiel über russische Filme, die hier in England 
fastt ganzlich unbekannt waren, weil sie zensiert wurden. Wir hatten aber die 
Möglichkeit,, manche Filme von Vertov, Pudovkin und Eisenstein in privaten 
Vorstellungenn zu sehen. Es gab einen Filmklub und ein Kino in Regent Street, die 
importiertee russische Filme zeigten.42 

Whenn John Grierson set up his film unit one of his first activity was to introduce 
regularr screenings of films made outside the Empire Marketing Board. On the one 
hand,, this helped Grierson to shape his ideas of how propaganda was handled in 
otherr countries, on the other it also provided illustrative material for the aspiring 
filmmakersfilmmakers in Grierson's unit. Grierson himself described these viewing sessions: 

[W]ee must have seen every propaganda film in existence between Moscow and 
Washington.. We certainly prepared the first surveys of the propaganda and 
educationall  services of the principal Governments. We ran, too, a school of cinema 
wheree all the films we thought had a bearing on our problem were brought together 
andd demonstrated in whole or part, for the instruction of Whitehall.... We had all the 
documentariess and epics worm a damn; though, in calculation of our audience, we 
hadd perforce to change a few endings and consider some of the close-ups among the 
lesss forceful arguments.43 

Thee films being screened resemble a typical programme from the film societies: a 
handfull  of the German and French avant-garde and abstract classics (Walter 
Ruttmann,, Alberto Cavalcanti) mixed with many Soviet montage films and the 
additionn of Robert Flaherty's films which held special significance for Grierson. 

Inn Germany, the left-wing Volksfilmverband organised several courses on 
filmfilm  topics: the first issue of the new organ of the society, Film und Volk, 
announcedd a film course by Bela Balasz that was accompanied by screenings and 
rann over several Sundays.44 Erwin Piscator, to turn to another example from 
Germann left-wing activists, was one of the most celebrated innovators in the 
theatre.. He had pioneered the use of projected film in his theatre shows in the 
1920s45,, on which George Grosz, Curt Oertel, Walter Ruttmann, Leo Lania, Svend 
Noldan,, Lészló Moholy-Nagy, Albrecht Viktor Blum and others collaborated.46 In 
19299 he initiated a school for theatre and film in Berlin with the intention of 
educatingg a new generation of theatre workers while at the same time acting as a 
laboratoryy for his many theatre projects. With the introduction of sound film, 
Piscatorr saw an increased influence of the theatre on the cinema. Responsible as 
teacherss for the film section were Lészló Moholy-Nagy, Béla Balasz, Carl Oertel, 
Guttmann,, Hanns Eisler, Leo Lania.47 Many more avant-garde activists can be seen 
inn this line. In Paris, Germaine Dulac taught film at the Ecole Technique de 
Photographiee et de Cinematographic in the 1930s.48 
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Despitee all these crucial teaching activities in France, Germany, England, 
thee Netherlands and other Western countries the hotbed of teaching was the Soviet 
Unionn in terms of intensity as well as regarding the innovation of new methods. 
Vancee Kepley has examined the workshop of Lev Kuleshov in more detail which 
wass characterised by three interrelated aspects: »an interest in the precision of 
sciencee [...,] the social influence of modern industrial practice [...and] the tradition 
off  pragmatism in pedagogy«.49 In fact, education was a crucial factor after the 
Bolshevikss had seized power as they realised that the future of the revolution 
dependedd on a re-education of both an elite to lead the country, but also of the 
massess that would advance the country at the basis of farm and factory work. Thus, 
whilee the cinema played a central role in the instruction of the masses (due partly 
too the widespread analphabetism, but also in a push for new methods of 
persuasion),, filmmaking itself was to be advanced by breeding a next generation of 
practitionerss who would carry on the task of creating a truly Soviet cinema. In this 
perspective,, the cinema has first and foremost an instructional value that in turn 
givess rise to its social use value. Aesthetic experiments are in this perspective 
neitherr an end in themselves nor a valued category, but only necessary insofar as 
thee new times required a new style for creating a new man. Not surprisingly then, 
manyy of the most valued Soviet film filmmakers (including Kuleshov, Eisenstein, 
Pudovkinn and Vertov) devoted considerable time of their career to teaching and 
buildingg up the State Film Institute (the first of its kind) - an activity quite 
unthinkablee in Hollywood in any period (where most directors only start teaching, 
iff  at all, once they retire from active filmmaking). While this has often been 
interpretedd in traditional historiography as a retreat from the heavily policed public 
spheree of the Stalinist 1930s, it remains questionable if the education of the next 
generationn would be less decisive and politicised for the state than filmmaking. If 
thosee activists denounced as »formalists« were considered to be completely 
unreliablee (i.e. if that was the reason why the directors were »not allowed« to make 
filmss anymore), one would have hardly trusted them to educate the next generation 
off  filmmakers. I rather believe that the more experimental work of the 1920s was 
seenn in the following decade as a phase, necessary yet passing, and that those in the 
forefrontt of the development in the 1920s were still useful, yet in another function. 
Thus,, education was a suitable field for this first wave of innovators of the Soviet 
cinemaa as they would communicate the revolutionary fervour of the first decade of 
thee Soviet cinema to the students. 

Thee Moscow-based State Film Institute (GTK) has often been called the 
firstfirst film school in the world. Even though there were simultaneous activities in 
Petrograd,, these proved to be rather short-lived courses dealing with cinema while 
thee State Film Institute had a lasting influence on further developments in teaching 
film.film.  It was founded in 1919 when the authorities realised that the majority of the 
expertss of the Tsarist cinema had fled the country and that specialists were badly 
neededd in all technical aspects of filmmaking. In an effort to make the education of 
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thosee specialists efficient and centralised, Vladimir Gardin was appointed to set up 
suchh a film school which started classes in the summer of 1919.50 Despite the 
revolutionaryrevolutionary utopianism of the early Soviet Union the atmosphere at the State 
Filmm Institute has been characterised as a »spirit of pragmatism«51. While this 
mightt be true, the attention to project work, problem solving and hands-on learning 
didd also adhere to avant-garde ideals of the artist-engineer. Over the course of the 
1920s,, the improvised vocational school developed into an established institute of 
higherr education (the Soviet version of a university). Simultaneously, the emphasis 
off  teaching shifted from hands-on project work to a more formalised and abstract 
academicc training. Estimates as to the success of this undertaking differ widely. 
Somee have lauded the installation of the school and its innovative approaches to 
teachingg while others have pointed out the practical problems resulting from a lack 
off  funds and experience.52 A crucial example was Kuleshov's workshop which was 
activee from 1922 to 1926. In these courses Kuleshov tried to break with tried 
formulass of teaching: 

Inn Kuleshov's application of project teaching, research and training went hand-in-
hand.. There was no scholastic tradition to be passed on but a new field, cinema, to be 
exploredd by teacher and student alike. [...] Classes ignored most tried academic 
rituals.. [...] No formal grades were ever issued. [...] A sense of shared responsibility 
governedd the classes.53 

Ass already mentioned earlier, Kuleshov and his students started staging »films 
withoutt film«, turning necessity into advantage as no film material was available 
andd the workshop was attempting to emulate editing and rapid scene transition on a 
theatree stage. These productions can be seen as »a scientific inquiry into the nature 
off  cinema [...] as a de facto laboratory: [Pudovkin] consciously imitated the rituals 
andd rhetoric of science to justify his theoretical claims.-»54 The »films without film« 
alsoo followed the wider cultural logic of the Soviet Union before the first Five-
Year-Plann came into effect: the arts were able to open upon an Utopian field on 
whichwhich the hope of future development could be projected. As reality was so 
shockinglyy desolate that it could not act as a measuring stick anyway, wildly 
futuristicc ideas could be tried out. Just as architects were drawing plans that would 
bee never realised, so Kuleshov's workshop staged films that were never (meant to 
be)) shot The strategy discernible in the Soviet film school serves to illustrate the 
multi-levell  approach that the avant-garde took: making different films was just one 
element,, the main purposes of the activity was rather to make film differently - to 
restructuree the institution cinema, especially the relationship between spectator and 
film. film. 

Thee State Film Institute was founded as a tekhnikum, a practical school for 
vocationall  training organised around workshops and practical work. Within the 
four-yearr teaching period, students worked closely with mentors - most of the big 
namess of Soviet cinema taught at one time or another at the school - and were also 
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involvedd in production work outside the school context. While this scheme partly 
greww out of necessity, it also illustrates an approach to cinema that combines 
intellectuall  development with practical work. After several restructuring efforts in 
thee 1920s under the direct influence of Lunarcharski the school became more of an 
academicc institute, yet what remained from the initial spirit was the proximity of 
filmmakerss to the institute. In 1932 Eisenstein was added as a permanent member 
too the school's faculty and he brought many collaborators with him like Esfir Shub 
whoo led the editing section in Eisenstein*  s directing classes. Simultaneous to this 
recognitionn that film required a wide context was the institution of a film archive. 
Thee GTK founded its cinematheque in 1931 starting with a collection of 500 Soviet 
andd foreign films. In 1932 an »Office for the History of Soviet Film« was founded. 
Finallyy in 1934 Nikolai Lebedev, a film historian, was appointed as head of the 
institutionn marking the increased status of history, archive and canon in the Soviet 
contextt - yet, in tune with developments in other countries. It was this functional 
differentiationn into film history, vocational film education, archiving, screening 
alternativee films and the cinema in the service of the national that is characteristic 
off  the 1930s.55 

4.33 Event Culture : Exhibitions , Conferences , Festiva l 
...a...a La Sarraz c'est d'armement qu'il est question, armement 

rapiderapide et minutieux, mobilisation générale de toutes les 
unitesunites agissantes, preparation de plans de campagne 

définisdéfinis en vue d 'assurer aufilm artistique sa place au soleil et 
auxaux gourmets des salles obsures un regal, au moins, par semaine. 

FreddyFreddy Chevalley (1929)56 

Whilee the formation of a steady base of subscribing supporters and regular 
screeningscreening activities was instrumental for the creation of an alternative cinema 
culture,, another necessary activity for the construction of an international network 
wass the organisation of events which could draw together many different activists 
whilee also mobilising an audience and creating a public sphere. These events can 
bee seen as trial runs for a different kind of cinema culture: while the film societies 
withh their local constituencies, the logistic, financial and organisational limitations 
off  obtaining films and guests and their relatively long breaks between activities 
couldd at best achieve a circumscribed activity, special events tried to create a 
temporaryy Utopia. Especially the meeting in La Sarraz (and to a lesser degree the 
exhibitionn in Stuttgart) can be seen as trial runs for an avant-gardistic future in 
whichh films were reintegrated into lif e and the avant-garde would rest on a broad 
internationall  basis of support. Some of these events were planned and executed by 
thee film industry and offered the avant-garde a side-bar or a specific section where 
theyy could gather within a larger context, sometimes - as in the cases of the events 
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inn Stuttgart or La Sarraz - they were specifically organised by and for the avant-
garde.. These events that I wil l discuss here were even more trans-national than the 
fil mm clubs because they aimed at international audiences and their event character 
motivatedd many key figures of the film avant-garde to participate. 

Everyy country had its energy centre which acted as a kind of metronome for 
thee wider context of alternative cinema culture: in France it was the cluster of 
cinemass and ciné-clubs in Paris devoted to experimental work, in Britain it was the 
FilmFilm Society of London later joined by the nation-wide Workers' Film Societies, in 
thee Netherlands it was the Filmliga based in Amsterdam and Rotterdam and in 
Germanyy it was divided by the fault line between the artistic circles and the 
politicall  activists, yet also pretty closely woven with some activists constantly 
transgressingg the invisible line. Even though the search for an origin and a »first 
time«« that Ivor Montagu articulates in his retrospective appraisal of the Film 
SocietySociety is highly problematic in historiographic terms, it is nevertheless noteworthy 
howw he recognises all the different sectors that the Film Society was active in: 

Wee were the first to hold a public exhibition of set designs (Leni), a public 
discussionn of a feature (after MOTHER), a lecture of practice (Pudovkin's paper 
>Doingg Without Actors<) and an instructional course on theory (Eisenstein's, 
attendedd by a scintillating array of current and future British directors and 
technicians).57 7 

Onee could take issue with some of Montagu's contentions (arguing for other places 
andd times), but it would prove ultimately futile who and when the first time was as 
thee Soviet Union as much as France could claim similar incidences for their 
nationall  cinema culture. Montagu even forgets to mention the innovation of 
teachingg with Hans Richter' s course on practical film making which was taking 
placee together with Eisenstein's theory seminar. Nevertheless, Montagu 
demonstratess a clear grasp of the scope of activity typical of these alternative 
movements. . 

Onee of the first formats that was used besides screening clubs were 
exhibitions:: they had an important function as they could draw together at a 
specificc place and for a limited period of time more energy than could be generated 
inn (ir)regular weekly or monthly activities. Exhibitions were nodes to focus energy, 
cross-roadss where biographical, stylistic and national paths would cross while also 
showcasess in which a wider public was addressed than that normally attending the 
fil mm societies. Moreover, exhibitions could lend an important support for the 
legitimisationn of film as an accepted art form. By emulating strategies typical of the 
visuall  arts, the cinema attempted to increase its status as an art form. Nor 
surprisingly,, France with its intellectual and artistic scene was the pacemaker as far 
ass exhibitions were concerned. The ciné-club ran by Ricciotto Canudo, Club des 
amisamis du septième art (CASA), was frequented by artists and intellectuals. Through 
theirr joint effort they were able to include film programmes and lectures on film in 
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thee prestigous Salon d'Automne, a visual art exhibition. For three years, from 1921 
too 1924, the film programme ran back to back with the exhibition and often 
fragmentsfragments accompanied the lectures making this event also a pioneer in early 
teachingg activity. The increasing convergence of different ciné-clubs and the 
generallyy favourable devotion to the cinema in Parisian intellectual circles led to a 
majorr exhibition on the cinema from May through October 1924 at the Musée 
Galliera,Galliera, the »Exposition de Tart danss Ie cinéma francais«.58 

Thee situation in Germany was markedly different: whereas in France the 
avant-gardee movement emerged clearly from the ranks of intellectuals and artists in 
literaturee or visual arts, the proximity of avant-garde and industry in Germany was 
muchh closer than in other countries. In retrospect it is difficult to judge if this is 
ratherr a cause or an effect of the orientation of the German avant-garde towards 
constructivism,, just as French filmmaking was inspired by concepts such as 
photogenicphotogenic and lyrical or musical analogies.59 Exhibitions in Germany were 
characterisedd by a relatively strong film industry presence (compared to France) 
thatt occasionally crossed over into avant-garde circles. One regular event was the 
FunkausstellungFunkausstellung (radio communication exhibition) which took place annually in 
Berlinn from 1924 onwards. At the 5th edition in 1928, the year in which the first 
experimentall  television transmission was presented, the premiere of Ruttmann's 
earlyy experimental sound film  DEUTSCHE WELLE - TÖNENDER RUNDFUNK (DE 
1928)) took place within the context of the exhibition. The film was a cross-section 
off  German cities explaining the functioning of the young radio system. The 
FunkaustellungFunkaustellung in general aimed at demonstrating the convergence of radio, 
television,, and (sound) film, but being a show of consumer culture it was 
dominatedd by the industry.60 

AA bigg event foreshadowing in some ways later developments was the Kino-
undund Photoausstellung {Kipho) in Berlin, from 25 September to 5 October 1925. 
Thee exhibition mixed technical, economic, social, educational and artistic concerns 
andd proved to be a huge audience success, drawing approximately 100,000 
spectators.. The exhibition itself shows a mixed approach similar to the concept of 
thee Funkausstellung (a consumer show in which the industry had a ready-made 
showcasee for its products) and more artistically minded conferences. The Kipho 
wass characterised by conflicting interests and divergent meetings so the whole 
remainedd a singular event because it ultimately lacked a clear focus: it attempted to 
caterr to the industry as well as to the mass audience, it was interested in artistic and 
educationall  as well as in economic and cultural matters. Even though it drew an 
enormouss number of visitors the conference nevertheless had a frame so wide that 
itt was not followed up. 

Probablyy the most famous avant-garde trace of this event is Guido Seeber's 
shortt propaganda KIPHO-FILM for the exhibition which was screened as a trailer in 
regularr cinemas. In a playful manner the film marked the beginning co-operation of 
thee avant-garde with the industry. The film also inaugurated the trend for avant-
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gardee films advertising public events, such as the film  promoting the touring health 
exhibitionn GeSoLei (Gesundheitspflege, Soziale Fiirsorge, Leibesiibungeri) put 
togetherr  by the Dresden Hygienemuseum which commissioned Walter  Ruttmann's 
DERR AUFSTIEG (DE 1926) or  Hans Richter's film  for  the Swiss Werkbund in 
supportt  of their  exhibition DIE NEUE WOHNUNG (CH 1930).61 Even though Seeber 
iss a marginal figure to the avant-garde movement the KlPHO-film , standing at the 
beginningg of avant-garde filmmaking  in Germany, demonstrates the inextricable 
proximit yy of avant-garde and industry. The film  introduces an early trailer-forma t 
usingg famous images in combination with surprising trick s and montages: scenes 
fromfrom  DAS CABINET DES DR. CALIGAR I  (DE 1919/20, Robert Wiene), WEGE ZU 
KRAFTT UND SCHÖNHETT (DE 1924/25, Wilhelm Prager), and DIE NlBELUNGEN 
(DEE 1922-24, Frit z Lang) are seen besides a caricature of DER LETZT E MAN N (DE 
1924,, F.W. Murnau) and Ottomar Anschütz' pre-cinematic device Schnellseher. At 
firstt  the screen is split caleidoscopically into five fields with rapidly changing 
motivess showing scenes of film  production: decorations are being built , film  is 
beingg dried on gigantic drums, during the shooting in the studio a record player  is 
running.. Then a titl e announces »Du musst...« followed by a shot of Caligari 
outsidee his tent on a fairground as a barker, then the titl e »...zur  Kipho« and 
anotherr  film  clip showing the audience entering Caligari' s tent. Here, the short film 
punss on the famous and modern campaign for  the film  on its initia l cinema release 
inn 1920 which had as its tag line »Du musst ... Caligari werden«. The KlPHO-
trailerr  evokes the transformative power  of cinema not only in a highly self-
reflexivee way as it uses the paradigmatic status of certain scenes for  a self-
presentationn of the industry that produces these commodities. The short film  also 
commentss on the (alleged) origins of the cinema as a fairground attraction and 
ironicall yy conjures film' s quasi-mystical power  for  transformation while also 
layingg open the steps in the production chain that are normally masqueraded and 
invisiblee in the finished product. The audience invited into the tent (i.e. the 
exhibition)) wil l gain an exclusive view from behind the scenes of filmmaking, this 
iss the promise of this short film.  In the first  part the trailer  shows the process of 
fabricationn in an almost constructivist fashion - prefigurin g in some ways Dziga 
Vertov' ss later  CELOVEK S KINOAPPARATO M  (SU 1929)62 - while the second part 
winkss ironically at the overall impression that the finished film delivers: cinema is 
att  the same time an industrial product that consists of a number  of separate steps in 
aa production chain that can be isolated conceptually and visually, yet it also 
overwhelmss like a magic trick and it envelops and fascinates just like the 
fairgroundd crowd is lured into the tent and then hypnotised by cinema's specular 
power.. With cinema - the KlPHO-fil m seems to say - one can have one's cake and 
eatt  it too. Cinema is the perfect match of a rational and industrial product with 
irrationa ll  and hypnotising forces. In this way, the short film fits  in with avant-garde 
preoccupationss of exploring the fundamental basic tenets of the medium. Not 
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coincidentally,, Hans Richter included Seeber's film in his programmatic 
retrospectionn on the occasion of the 1929 FtFo-exhibition in Stuttgart. 

Besides,, the inclusion of scenes from DAS CABINET DES DR. CALIGARI is 
anythingg but coincidental as the paradigmatic status of the film for the avant-garde 
iss hard to over-estimate and the same allegorical shortcut between mystical powers 
andd modern technology mediated by avant-garde style is already exhibited in 
CALIGARII  itself.63 Part of the success of the film relies on its power to speak on 
multiplee levels to multiple audiences: by borrowing visual tropes and techniques 
fromfrom visual arts it promised to an educated audience a cinema experience elevated 
too the status of art and by borrowing motives and narrative tricks from genres as 
sensationalistt as the detective film and the fantastic film it offered a mass audience 
thee thrills associated with the popular medium. To spectators outside Germany it 
providedd an acceptable image of the erstwhile enemy, filtered through distorted 
shapess and convoluted plot fulfillin g expectations connected to the brooding and 
gloomyy Germans.64 It was not lost on contemporary observers that this kind of film 
hadd only five years later transformed from a style in an art-historical sense to a 
stylee of modernity, typical of fashion and advertisement. Rudolf Arnheim remarked 
onn a revival of CALIGARI in October 1925 (possibly on the occasion of the Kipho) 
thatt the tag line »Du musst Caligari werden« (»You have to become Caligari«) 
onlyy conjured up associations with the cigarette advertising slogan »Du darfst nur 
Walascoo rauchen!«65 (»You may only smoke Walasco!«) The cinema as medium 
andd cultural force cannot be isolated from popular culture at large - therefore style 
inn the cinema is always fashion and design. Seeber's trailer knowingly alluded to 
thiss multiplicity of levels on which the avant-garde was operating. 

AA similar conference to Kipho was organised by film industry and 
specialisedd press from 14 April to 15 May 1928 in Den Haag: the Internationale 
TentoonstellingTentoonstelling op filmgebied ^International Exhibition on Film<) with 
presentationss of sound films by Kiichenmeister and Tri-Ergon.66 As part of this fair 
ann international conference of educational cinema was held, the Internationale 
LeerfilmLeerfilm Conferentie.61 Maybe these events are best characterised as experimental 
venuess for the exploration of how regular events could deal with the cinema. Andor 
Kraszna-Krauszz has criticised these early attempts at exhibiting films for their 
concentrationn on the economic side of the cinema: »the principal mistake of all 
suchh attempts was that they had tried to show the commercial side before all and 
leftt the nucleus of the craft in the shadows of the background. «68 At least three 
modelss seem to overlap in these early exhibition formats; they were either further 
developedd afterwards or the energy flowed elsewhere: On the one hand these 
conferencess were copying some formulas from the specular nature of the World 
Fairss which lured a mass audience with modern technological wonders. A second 
tendencyy would be to see those events as catering to a trade fair audience mostly 
interestedd in a business platform. And a third model were film festivals that began 
too be developed as regular events in the course of the 1930s. It took several years 
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untill  different formats were found and established. The avant-garde contributed to 
thee developments of the functional differentiation of World Fair/amusement pare, 
tradee fair  and film  festival, different formats that are still with us today. 

Ann indication of the radicalised political situation in Germany is visible in 
thee various activities staged by the Interessengemeinschaft für Arbeiterkultur (IfA  -
Interestt  group of working class culture). In February 1930 an exhibition on 
workin gg class culture was staged at the Pschorr-Haus near  Potsdamer Platz in 
Berlin.. Many communist cultural organisations were present with booths and 
activities.. A further  conference for  the leaders of the If  A was taking place on 15 
andd 16 November  1930 in Berlin. The conference created a film division under  the 
party-directedd umbrella organisation /ƒ4.69 By that time, the broad consensus that 
hadd brought left-wing socialdemocrats, pacifists, communists, liberal intellectuals 
andd others together  in the Volksfilmverband had been destroyed. The communist 
supportt  of the If  A at the expense of the VFV testified to the changed communist 
tacticss of breaking the left-wing coalition and intensifying social tensions. In fact, 
byy instrumentalising culture and art for  politics this was a more or  less decisive 
breakk with the aims of the avant-garde in which political-economic transformations 
weree inseperably intertwined with cultural-aesthetic innovations.70 

Anotherr  important event and a forum for  the presentation of experiments in 
combiningg image and music was the music festival Festspiele Deutsche 
Kammermusik.Kammermusik. The director, experimental composer  Pau! Hindemith, had moved 
thee festival from Donaueschingen to Baden-Baden. For  a couple of seasons the 
filmfilm  avant-garde rubbed shoulders at this annual event with experimental 
composers,, but they also found a ready-made audience that was accustomed to 
experimentationn and innovative approaches, more open than an ordinary cinema 
audience.. Especially in the years leading up to the introduction of sound the 
cooperationn intensified and every year  experiments combining experimental films 
withh experimental music were presented at the festival to a public interested in 
»neww music«. The collaboration between avant-garde filmmakers and musicians 
startedd seriously in 1927 when the festival took place 15-17 July. That year  the 
festivall  presented one of Walter  Ruttmann's OPUS-films with music by Hanns 
Eislerr  for  two clarinets, trumpet and a string trio . The same film  was presented 
twicee with the same score: once played by a live orchestra present in the 
auditoriumm (synchronised with the support of Carl Robert Blum's 
Musiksynchronometer)Musiksynchronometer) and once with a light-sound copy from Tri-Ergon . Other 
filmsfilms screened were FELIX THE CAT AT THE CKCUS (US 1926) with music by Paul 
Hindemithh specifically composed for  the Welte-organ, an instrument often used in 
cinemass (also synchronised by Carl Robert Blum's Musiksynchronometer) and 
SPRECHENDERR FIL M  (DE 1927, Guido Bagier).71 

Itt  was during the music festival of Baden-Baden in 1928 and 1929 that 
Hanss Richter  came to work with Paul Hindemith.72 Richter  was commissioned to 
makee a film  in 1927 and he chose Hindemith to compose the music for  his film. 
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Thus,, this film is also a commissioned work, yet not in the service of the industry, 
butt for an art market, much like today's documenta or Biënnale. The festival of 
Baden-Badenn was at the time interested in mechanical music, in film and in radio -
aa veritable Medienverbund was in the making which traversed barriers between 
industryy and avant-garde. The lesson of these collaborations was possibly not lost 
onn the artists involved: by collaborating with composers, by getting used to the 
radio,, by coping with mechanical (Blum's device) and with filmic synchronisation 
(Tobiss was heavily involved in this event) and by working with the film industry 
theyy changed their conception of what was important and on how to achieve then-
goals. . 

Hindemithh wanted to develop original music for the mechanical organs and 
pianoss that could be found in most large cinemas (Welte-Kinoorgeln). He was 
againstt traditional instruments or traditional tunes (from operetta, songs, etc.), but 
insteadd wanted to have mechanical music to accompany mechanical films. To that 
endd he used Carl Robert Blum's Musiksynchronometer, a machine for 
synchronisingg the speed of the film with the speed of a musical notation scroll that 
thee musician would use as his cues. Edmund Meisel had used that chronometer for 
hiss work on Ruttmann's BERLIN and Eisenstein's POTEMKIN before. Darius 
Milhaudd also worked with this machine when he wrote music accompanying 
newsreelss for the festival edition of 1928.73 The film that Richter made for the 
festivall  in 1928, VORMITTAGSSPUK, is normally deemed important because it 
markss the shift for Richter from abstract to concrete representations and forms, the 
stepp from pure formal experiments to surrealism and a more immediate political 
engagement.. In another perspective, this film could also be seen as a shift from a 
precariouss independence to an engagement with the industry. 

Documentaryy interest, fragmentary narratives, concrete representations of 
people,, places, objects, figures enter the avant-garde film in the late 1920s, in the 
workk of Richter, Ruttmann and others. Several influences seem to converge here: 
Firstly,, the financing of the abstract films was increasingly difficult as the formal 
attemptss did not really lead to something new; pure abstract experiments had lost 
theirr novelty appeal by the late 1920s and consequently fewer sources were willin g 
too give money and commissions for this kind of film. In a negative formulation this 
testifiess to a pure commercial selection. Yet again, one could argue that the avant-
gardisticc potential of abstraction as a strategy had worn off and had already 
changedd into convention. The avant-garde with its self-definition of being ahead 
couldd not accept even the hint of having exhausted itself. A turn to a different 
strategyy was only logical then. Secondly, the encounter with the Soviet montage 
cinemaa is an influence that would be hard to under-evaluate, especially Eisenstein's 
POTEMKINN really pushed many progressively minded artists in another direction. 
Andd thirdly the increasing experiments with documentary forms, from Vertov's 
essayss to Grierson's British Empire Film Board (founded in 1927), from Flaherty's 
famee to Ruttmann's city film were not lost on the artists themselves. As is so often 
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thee case with trends: once they are set in motion the different factors that first 
contributedd to the emergence of the trend reinforce each other. 

Inn 1929, it was Tobis that produced the whole film programme for the 
Baden-Badenn festival that not only boasted film programmes, but that became a 
legendaryy event thanks to the premiere of Bertolt Brecht's and Kurt Weill's 
Lindbergh/lug.Lindbergh/lug.7474 With the introduction of sound imminent in the German cinemas, 
thiss move garnered much response and the publicity for a festival that had some 
yearss before only catered to a small and select audience of lovers of new music was 
considerable.755 The intentions of Tobis which had developed a hardware system, 
butt desperately needed software (due to a ^patents war« the American films could 
nott be used) are easy to explain: As they did not have a R&D department they 
employedd avant-garde artists as the commercial film workers had no feeling for 
experimentation.. Richter claimed in this context that is was »besonders 
beachtenswert,, daB die deutsche Tonfilm-Produktion, die Tobis, anlaBlich der 
Baden-Badenerr Musikfestspiete am 25. Juli eine Anzahl von Tonfilmen vorbereitet 
hat,, die dem Tonfilm als künstlerischem Problem gerecht werden.«76 Besides 
Richter'ss VORMITTAGSSPUK (DE 1927/28) it was Richter's ALLES DREHT SICH, 
ALLESS BEWEGT SICH (DE 1929) with music by Walter Gronostay that premiered at 
thee 1929-festival.77 Moreover, Alberto Cavalcanti's LA P'TTTE LILU (FR 1927/28) 
withh music by Darius Milhaud was shown. Collaborations that began here resulted 
inn longer cooperations. Richter and Milhaud later worked together for Philips on 
HALL OO EVERYBODY (NL 1933) and for the Centralfilm in Zurich on DIE 

EROBERUNGG DES HIMMEL S (CH 1938), Gronostay and Richter for Philips as well 
onn EUROPA RADIO (NL 1931). The festival actually took place in between the 
Stuttgartt exhibition and the La Sarraz meeting, so that a line could be drawn 
betweenn the three events that summer. In fact, in his book for the Stuttgart-
exhibitionn Filmgegner von heute - Filmfreunde von morgen Richter claimed that 
fil mm composers wished that sound would find its place within the whole machinery 
off  cinema: »Der Ton kann Gerausch, Klang oder gesprochenes Wort sein - aber 
sinnvolll  wird er im Film erst dadurch, daB er seinen Platz in einem kiinstlerischen 
Gesamtplann erhalt«78. This might hint at conceptions of Medienverbund much more 
thann Gesamtkunstwerk, a constructivist and piecemeal approach of component 
partss working independently towards a common goal rather than an overaching 
schemee of Romantic totality in which everything is subjected to one big whole. It 
wass less a totalising vision of one concept subordinating everything than an 
organisationn of independent networks working towards a common goal, each 
keepingg their (relative) autonomy, such a model we find in Deleuze, the Internet or 
evenn al-quaida. Later commentators were sometimes critical, Hanns Eisler for 
instancee scathingly remarked on the new music festival: 

Dass Baden-Badener Musikfest, wo zur ersten Male Experimente mit Filmmusik 
untenommenn wurden, die den Begriff der Gebrauchskunst abstrakt verklarten, ist 
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nichtt Hollywood, das über solche Dinge langst ahnungslos und unverschamt ins 
Reinee kam. Die Beziehung zwischen beiden Spharen geht kaum weiter, als daB etwa 
dass modernistische Experimentieren mit >mechanischer Musik< einigen Autoren Mut 
machte,, den Sprung auf den neuen Markt zu wagen, indem sie sich die Anpassung 
ann inn als fortgeschrittene Leistung technokratischen Bewufitseins zurechtlegen 
konnten.79 9 

Thiss sounds very much like Adorno (who co-authored the book) and is of course 
writtenn at a later moment in time and from a pessimistic vantage point. Adorno has 
arguedd that music was subjugated in the 1920s by radio, grammophone, film to 
adheree to standards that proved to be compatible with mechanical reproduction as 
wellwell as with popular taste. Thus, music lost out to capitalistic practices, to 
shortlivedd trends, fads, and fashions. It had to be fitted into a system of immediate 
purpose-fulfilment. . 

Thee first comprehensive retrospective of the avant-garde of the 1920s took place 
alreadyy in 1929. The exhibition organised by the Werkbund in Stuttgart on film and 
photographyy with its film programme curated by Hans Richter and featuring an 
appearancee by Dziga Vertov can be seen - besides La Sarraz - as the apotheosis of 
thee avant-garde development, but it also has to be counted as the turning point 
whenn things started to go in a different direction again. The two most decisive 
eventss both took place in the summer of 1929, spatially less than 300 km aparts 
(Stuttgartt and La Sarraz) and temporally within three months (mid-June and early 
Septemberr respectively). The Werkbund-Qxhïbïüon »Film und Foto« in summer 
19299 in Stuttgart was an epoch-making event. There had been a number of 
exhibitionss on the cinema and on modern photography before, but the FiFo was the 
firstfirst to concentrate on the artistic and cultural side of the medium, not being (co-
organisedd by institutions from the industry.80 The 1925-Kipho in Berlin for 
examplee had exhibited a visible film as art, but it was largely an exhibition 
dominatedd (and organised) by the industry, therefore the character of a trade fair 
remained.. Moreover, Stuttgart had a decisive advantage of timing: by the end of 
thee 1920s the trend of Neue Sachlichkeit had been established in the public, so the 
exhibitionn also had the function of collecting material from Germany and abroad 
whichh was seen for the first time together and contextualised, turning the photo 
exhibitionn effectively into something of a provisional appraisal and a retrospective. 
Thee announcements to be found for the FiFo in the specialised press from early 
19299 onwards testify to a huge interest in the event, both in Germany, but more 
importantlyy all over Europe. Famous names put together national sections - El 
Lissitzky,, the tireless propagandist of Soviet revolutionary art and culture, 
coordinatedd the Russian section while Piet Zwart was in charge of the Dutch 
contributionn - and many groups and institutions took notice already well ahead of 
thee opening.81 
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Thee photo exhibition at the Neue Stödtische Ausstellungshalle opened on 
188 May 1929 and closed on 7 July 1929.82 In thirteen rooms the exhibition aimed at 
givingg an overview of contemporary trends in photography. Laszló Moholy-Nagy 
tookk upon himself the task of curating the first room which was designed to present 
ann overview of the development of photography up to the 1920s. The remaining 
twelvee rooms were organised by nationality. Unlike earlier  photographic 
exhibitions,, the FiFo  had installed a jur y without professional photographers in 
orderr  to avoid the usual suspects which were to be found in industrial 
photography.833 The film part consisted of 15 film programmes curated by Hans 
Richterr  shown within a time span of two weeks from 13 to 26 June 1929 at the 
Königsbau-Lichtspielee in Stuttgart.84 The films were selected according to three 
focall  points: 1. Master  works of cinematic production; 2. Advances of the avant-
garde;;  3. Soviet features and documentaries.85 Two of the most strikin g features of 
Richter''  s film programme are the inclusion of CHICAGO (US 1927, Frank Urson), a 
Cecill  B. DeMille-production that is today largely forgotten, and the absence of 
Lui ss Bunuel's and Salvador  Dalf s UN CHIEN ANDALOU (FR 1928) which was not 
beingg screened. Considering how well-connected Richter  was and how carefully 
chosenn the programme was, it is hard to believe in an oversight. Jan-Christopher 
Horakk has argued that the film  lacked a concept of film  language and was excluded 
forr  that reason.86 

Dzigaa Vertov participated as the Soviet delegate and the only other  lecture 
orr  conference apart from the opening night (with addresses by Geheimrat Dr. Peter 
Bruckmann,, Heilbronn, Hans Richter  on behalf of the film  avant-garde and 
Friedrichh Kurt , Stuttgart, on behalf of the Werkbuna*7) was given by Dr. Edgar 
Beyfusss of the Ufz-Kulturfilmabteilung, in Germany a fixtur e in avant-garde 
circless who had already participated in the organisation of the matinee »Der 
absolutee Film« in 1925. Even though Beyfuss was well-established within these 
circles,, it is still interesting to note that Beyfuss was chosen over  the likes of René 
Clair ,, Walter  Ruttmann, Alberto Cavalcanti or  any other  protagonist of the 
Europeann avant-garde movement. A possible explanation would be to point to 
Richter**  s tireless self-promotion as an artist, theoretician and organisor  (being 
presentt  in Stuttgart as filmmaker, curator, conferencier and author  of the quasi-
cataloguee Filmgegner von heute - Filmfreunde von morgen) that would not allow 
tooo many big names beside him. Yet, from a different perspective, Beyfuss* 
importancee at least in the German context is perhaps still underrated. Beyfuss' 
centrall  position points to the significance of Ufa in support of the avant-garde: it 
wass Ufa that helped out Richter  and Eggeling in 1920 in designing a short 
animationn sequence (and thus started the brief blossoming of absoluter Film  in 
Germany),, it was Beyfuss that first  screened Hans Richter's films in the cinema in 
Germanyy when he instigated the matinee Der absolute Film  in 1925 (with Beyfuss 
ass a conferencier) and it is possible to speculate that Beyfuss had a hand in 
Richter**  s commission for  INFLATIO N (DE 1928) as the opener  to the Ufa-
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productionn DIE DAME MIT DER MASKE (DE 1928, Wilhelm Thiele). Besides 
underliningg the often overlooked importance of Ufa for the German avant-garde 
(alsoo Walter Ruttmann had received early and crucial assignments from Ufa such 
ass the »dream of the falcon« sequence for Fritz Lang's DIE NlBELUNGEN, DE 
1922-24),, it is possible (yet speculative) that Richter repaid a favour and Beyfuss 
(inn his capacity as a Ufa-employee) should be seen as a hidden protagonist of the 
avant-garde:: his film WUNDER DES FILMS was also included in the Stuttgart 
programme.. Moreover, Beyfuss' lecture was given in conjunction with an avant-
gardee programme introducing a selection of now-classic works by Eggeling, 
Richter,, Ruttmann, Clair, Cavalcanti, Chomette, Man Ray and others.88 Whatever 
Beyfuss'' real function was, the fact that he was chosen over an avant-garde artist 
mustt be considered crucial and has until now been overlooked. 

Whenn the F/Fö-conference opened in Stuttgart, other cities lined up who 
wantedd to take over the exhibition. A travelling exhibition of the photo section, 
alreadyy smaller than the original Stuttgart event was subsequently on display in 
Zurich,, Danzig, Vienna, Munich, Tokyo, Osaka and Berlin, often accompanied by 
screenings.899 In Berlin, for lack of space only half of the already reduced show is 
onn display.90 The exhibition opened on 19 October 1929 in the covered inner 
courtyardd of the former Kunstgewerbemuseum (today: Martin-Gropius-Bau) and 
rann one month until 19 November.91 A film programme was hurriedly put together 
presentingg in five matinees mostly new material at the Capitol and a programme of 
classicss at the repertory cinema Kamera?2 By turning from a singular event into a 
travellingg exhibition the FiFo attempted to overcome the limitations of a spatially 
andd temporally circum-scribed situation that an event occupies. On the one hand, 
thiss was a failure since the exhibition was rather the crowning achievement of a 
developmentt than a launch pad for future activities, but FiFo also genealogically 
relatess to film festivals and film exhibitions. Triumph and defeat are, as is so often 
thee case with the dialectics of the avant-garde, two sides of the same coin. 

Laa Sarraz rightfully occupies a central position for the European avant-garde of the 
interwarr period for a couple of reasons: never before or after have some many 
protagonistss of the movement met in one place at one time93. In terms of timing La 
Sarrazz came at exactly the right moment in early September 1929, neither too early 
norr too late. Many of the key figures of these years were present either in Stuttgart 
orr in La Sarraz (or at both occasions): Ruttmann and Richter, Balasz and 
Moussinac,, Eisenstein, Vertov and Cavalcanti. During the La Sarraz meeting films 
weree shown, there was even one film shot, lectures were given, discussions held. 
Justt like in Stuttgart it was an event at which the industry was conspicously 
absent.944 Yet, in the long run this proved to be a problem since the avant-garde was 
ass much in need of the industry as the other way around. Nevertheless, to 
contemporariess it seemed as if a transnational avant-garde was on the verge of its 
breakthrough,, yet La Sarraz marked the peak of the developments of the 1920s that 
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tookk a very different direction in the 1930s. In fact, one could argue that it was 
thee coming of sound, inevitable by 1929, that brought about this upsurge for  the 
fil mm societies, mainly to defend some of the achievements of the silent film since 
peoplee interested from a (bourgeois) artistic point-of-view had just gotten used to 
thee idea that film had the potential of being art. This young bloom was now 
threatenedd by the evil grip of capitalist forces - to evoke the argumentation and 
rhetoricss of those years. Even though the film societies might have profited from a 
certainn fear  of and aversion to sound, but also from a natural curiosity towards 
sound,, they did not manage to reposition themselves in relation to sound film and 
changedd economic and political circumstances. Yet, some problems became clear 
evenn to those present at the occasion: Hans Richter  objected that G.W. Pabst had 
beenn invited (and declined the invitation) because in Richter*  s opinion Pabst 
workedd for  the industry and was not an independent filmmaker. This, in turn, is 
heldd against Richter  who is charged in a report on La Sarraz printed in Close Up 
(theirr  not-so-secret champion was Pabst) of unnecessarily limitin g the avant-garde 
too abstract cinema.96 Again, the implici t aporias of the avant-garde came to the fore 
andd showed that the superficial unity was nothing but a self-deception. Even at the 
cruciall  moment of the Congres International du Cinéma Independent (CICI ) the 
gluee that held the avant-garde together  showed cracks and fissures, the later 
breakingg points and fault lines were already apparent to keen observers. 

Itt  was already in 1930 when things started to look differently even to those 
involvedd in the movement: The successor  to La Sarraz was the Brussels conference 
(2(2ee Congres International du Cinéma Independent et Moderne - CICIM)  which 
tookk place from 27 November  to 2 December  1930 at the Palais des Beaux Arts.97 

Followingg after  the high hopes and the enthusiasm that had characterised the 
activitiess in the previous year  around the events in Stuttgart and La Sarraz, the 
Brusselss meeting was at the time often perceived to be a failure.98 The films 
screenedd in Brussels attest to the trouble of the avant-garde getting hold of 
commissionss for  sound films or  of fmished sound films. Among those present were 
Robertt  Aron, Jean Painlevé and Gustave Cauvin from Paris, Carl Vincent from 
Brussels,, Hans Richter  from Berlin, Jiminez Caballero from Spain, Kenneth 
MacPhersonn presenting BORDERLINE, and Helene de Mandrot, the host of the first 
congresss at La Sarraz.99 Of the approximately two dozen films shown at this 
occasionn only three were sound film:  King Vidor' s HALLELUJA H (US 1929) and 
THUNDERR (US 1929), a tribut e to the recently deceased Lon Chaney were both not 
shownn in its entirety, but only presented as excerpts. Walter  Ruttmann's MELODI E 
DERR WELT (1928/29), the only sound film  available that could qualify as avant-
garde,, was screened in its entirety. Yet, in the following years interesting 
experimentall  work with sound film  emerged from the circles of avant-garde. Thus, 
itt  was neither  sound film in itself nor  the economic grip of large corporation that 
hamperedd the further  development of the avant-garde. Only a few weeks after  the 
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conferencee in Brussels first provisions are being made for a third conference to be 
heldd in Berlin in May 1932, another plan that did not materialise.100 

Besidess the question of sound other issues also came to the fore forcefully. 
Thee delegates in Brussels dissolved the League of Independent Cinema which had 
beenn established only the year before at La Sarraz and founded a new organisation, 
thee Association des artistes et écrivains révolutionnaires (AEAR) which had as its 
mainn aim the fight against the rising fascism in Europe. The Italian (Enrico 
Prampolino)) and Spanish (Juan Piqueraz) delegates objected to this decision, as 
theyy had moved into the camp of Mussolini and the Falangista respectively. This 
politicall  rift  was obviously unbridgeable and the conflict intensified during the 
1930s.. Not only this division between left-wing and right-wing activists was 
becomingg more obvious, but there were more subtle differences within the political 
left:: The affair around the 3-GROSCHEN-OPER (which had its premiere on 19 
Februaryy 1931) with Bertolt Brecht and Kurt Weill on the one side, and Bela 
Balasz,, G.W. Pabst, and producer Nebenzal on the other was a symptom of new 
politicall  alliances. These activists who met as opponents in the court room most 
probablyy would have been on the same side earlier in the 1920s. Another classic 
casee was the public and heated debate in which Sergej Eisenstein accused Béla 
Balaszz of valuing the individual shot higher than the montage of the pieces, of 
adheringg to an overly traditional aesthetic conception of realism. Nominally, they 
bothh stood on the same political ground as both Eisenstein and Balasz were 
communistt party members.101 For a loosely constructivist avant-garde like the 
Soviett filmmakers the value of art was to be found in the combination of elements, 
inn the construction work, in the montage of pieces - and not in elements 
themselvess who were only building blocks. Another by now classic example is the 
debatee between Siegfried Kracauer and Walter Ruttmann. Even though Ruttmann 
wass one of the most successful filmmakers in the second half of the 1920s 
Kracauerr continually scolded him for his lack of political engagement, for his 
reliancee on formal relations instead of looking at social dependencies, for his 
generall  disinterestedness.102 Kracauer makes his point perhaps most forcefully in a 
comparisonn of Vertov and Ruttmann: 

Wahrendd aber seine | Ruttmann s, MH] Assoziationen rein formal sind - er scheint 
sichh auch in seinen Tonbildfilmen mit auBerlichen, unerhellten Verkniipfungen zu 
begniigenn -, gewinnt Wertow [sic] durch die Montage dem Zusammenhang der 
Wirklichkeitssplitterr einen Sinn ab. Ruttmann gibt ein Nebeneinander, ohne es 
aufzuklaren;; Wertow interpretiert es, indem er es darstellt.103 

Politically,, institutionally and aesthetically, alliances that seemed promising and 
richrich a short time before proved to be very unstable and shifting.104 

Yet,, on another note, the Brussels meeting could be said to point in 
differentt directions not at all obvious to contemporaries because they were 
naturallyy looking for things already familiar to them. When comparing the films 
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screenedd in Brussels to those shown at La Sarraz a tendency away from formal 
experimentt and towards a greater engagement with the social or political context is 
discernible.1033 Brussels also continued the convergence of the avantgarde with the 
industryy on several levels: Hans Richter for example worked mainly on industry 
commissionss in the 1930s, particularly advertising films, while his rival and 
companionn Walter Ruttmann continued his work in fascist Germany. Some 
filmmakerss like Joris Ivens or Henri Storck turned to radical and independent films 
thatt were largely free from formal experiments and rather modelled on agit-prop 
works.. Germaine Dulac, pioneer of the French avant-garde in the early 1920s who 
hadd by now found employment within the French industry attended the Brussels 
conferencee to recruit avant-garde activists to work within the industry: 

[L]aa presence de Germaine Dulac, directrice d'une des plus grandes maisons de 
productionn francaises, Gaumont-Franco-Film-Aubert (GFFA), qui soutint la 
generationn des cinéastes des années trente, était emblématique de la jonction avec Ie 
cinémaa commercial. C'est lè [a Bruxelles, MH], en effet, qu'elle recrute Vigo pour 
laa realisation de TARIS (1931) ainsi que [Henri] Storck, choisi comme assistant de 
Pierree Billon au Studio des Buttes-Chaumont.106 

Dulac'ss itinerary and wandering between avant-garde and industry demonstrates 
howw unstable designations and labelling can be: Even today Dulac is still mainly 
rememberedd for her most experimental works, LA SOURIANTE MADAME BEUDET 
(FRR 1923) and LA COQUILLE ET LE CLERGYMAN (FR 1927) which achieved 
notorietyy as the surrealists disrupted the premiere. Yet again, she theorised and 
taught,, she made commercial and industrial films, she was in charge of the French 
societyy of ciné-clubs and she recruited avant-garde filmmakers to work for the 
industry. . 

4.44 Film Criticis m and Theory 
DieDie Arbeit der Avantgarde wird ein verdammtes 
NichtsNichts sein, wenn sie in ihren letzten Wirkungen 

l'artl'art  pour l'art bleiben will. 
ErnstErnst Jager (1929)107 

II  will certainly not be able to lay out in detail the development of a theoretical 
discoursee in the 1920s and 1930s. Even a close examination of one country with a 
strongg focus on the avant-garde would constitute a work of its own.108 What I can 
onlyy hint at in the following section are some broader features of an intricate and 
widee formation. I am especially interested in the fault lines and breaking moments 
whenn one formation transformed into another. 

Ass is the case for film societies, the beginnings of didactic-discursive 
activityy can be traced back to Paris which was, as usual, the hub of the most lively 
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activitiess in Europe - and again Ricciotto Canudo and Louis Delluc played key 
roless in the early developments. Two influential magazines appeared during World 
Warr  One in the French capital: Ciné-Journal was published from March 1915 
onwardss while Henri Diamant-Berger  started his weekly Le Film  a year  later  in 
Marchh 1916.109 He commissioned the novelist Colette to writ e a series of articles 
onn the cinema in May 1917 and, more importantly , he hired the young writer  and 
criti cc Louis Delluc as editor-in-chief in June 1917.110 Delluc had started out as a 
theatree criti c of the Parisian boulevards and he had worked briefly for  Miguel 
Almereyda'ss (father  of Jean Vigo) anarchist magazine Le bonnet rouge before 
becomingg editor  of Le Film. Among the contributor s to the journal under  Delluc's 
editorshipp in the late 1910s were Louis Aragon, Jean Cocteau, Germaine Dulac and 
Marcell  L'Herbie r  - a core of activists that were to become key figures of the 
followingg decade.111 Many more magazines were founded in the course of the 
1920s,, often connected to cine-clubs and audience organisations. 

Fromm 1 June 1918 onwards Louis Delluc had his own column »Cinéma et 
Cie«« in the newspaper  Paris-Midi which proved so influential that he turned it 
fromm weekly instalments to a daily column in January 1919 (then simply called 
»cinéma«).. Withi n three years most major  French newspapers were reporting 
regularlyy on the cinema. Delluc started his own magazine Cinéa parallel to his 
ciné-clubb while he was also writin g scripts and directing films. He published the 
bookss Cinéma et Cie in 1919, Photogénie in 1920, and Chariot in 1921 and he was 
instrumentall  in changing the cinema culture of France in the early 1920s.112 

Canudoo on the other  hand had been involved in the first wave of the European 
avant-garde,, the Italian pre-war  movements of Futurism and Cubism. Canudo as an 
individuall  connects the pre-World War One avant-garde in the visual arts with the 
avant-gardee activity in cinema circles in the 1920s that was poised between elitist 
avant-gardee and populist attempts to gather  a mass movement. In Paris Canudo 
befriendedd Pablo Picasso, Blaise Cendrars, Fernand Léger  and others. Already 
aroundd 1920 when the core of the later  whirlwin d formed the setup was 
international::  The writing s of an Italian (Canudo) are published in French in 
Switzerland.. The Parisian cinéphile circles were always decidedly international, 
fromm the beginning onwards. 

4.4.11 Photogéni e 
Thee concept of photogénie has emerged in the context of French Impressionist 
filmmakin gg in the second half of the 1910s. First elaborated by Louis Delluc and 
takenn up by - among others - Louis Aragon, Emile Vuillermoz and Jean Epstein, it 
referredd to the capability of the cinema (as a dispositif) to estrange (in the sense of 
thee Russian formalists ostranenie) the natural environment for  the viewer.113 

Interestingly,, as Delluc theorised it, the idea was situated between absorption and 
de-familiarisation,, two terms normally considered to be antagonistic. On the one 
sidee the concept stands for  closeness, identification and emotional response while 
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thee other pole is occupied by ideas such as distance, non-identification and 
intellectuall  response - this dichotomy replays a central problem of avant-garde 
film:: how to reconcile abstraction and realist tendencies. It can be seen in the 
contemporaryy German debate between »Einfuhlung« (empathy) and »Abstraktion« 
(abstraction)1144 as well as in the discussion whether the true vocation of film is to 
bee found in realist depictions or in abstract space-time images.115 In many respects, 
photogéniephotogénie was a somewhat vague concept that was nevertheless very useful in 
coveringg up a fault line of the avant-garde for a certain period. 

PhotogéniePhotogénie became a central concept in France in the first half of the 1920s 
andd Jean Epstein became its champion. According to Paul Willemen, photogénie 
describess a viewer's theory, a reception aesthetic as opposed to a production 
aesthetics: : 

thee particular relationship supported or constituted by the spectatorial look [...,] a 
markk of distinction conferred by a special set of viewers upon film-makers, 
differentiatingg those who are qualified to make cinema and so are entitled to a 
positionn of cultural power from those who merely manufacture cinema [. ... 
PhotogéniePhotogénie is meant] to institute demarcations between viewers by differentiating 
thosee who are >sensitive< from those who are not.116 

PhotogéniePhotogénie always escapes language, can only be spoken of metaphorically and is 
situatedd in the look. The impressionists launched that term, forever circling an 
absentt hole in the discourse which cannot be spoken about, to name exactly that 
absence,, that empty center of the gaze of the spectator: »Photogénie, then, refers to 
thee unspeakable within the relation of looking and operates through the activation 
off  a fantasy in the viewer which he or she refuses to verbalise.«117 The term shifted 
thee ground to the production side and helped the avant-garde to develop a concept 
forr the cinema. If the beauty and art of the cinema, its capability to enchant and 
incitee the viewer to action rested in the spectatorial look, then restructuring the 
receptionn situation became at least as important as changing the films that were 
beingg watched. Willemen moves into psychoanalytic theory when he relates it to a 
nostalgiaa for the pre-symbolic, and to the tendency towards abstraction inherent in 
fetishism: : 

Thatt photogénie relates primarily to a viewers' aesthetic is important if seen in 
contextt of the movement that the French avant-garde directors of the 1920s helped 
too promote. This was the first institutionalised >film culture< movement to be 
organisedd around exhibition priorities, through the film society movement initiated 
byy Delluc and Canudo.118 

Ass important as this first generation was, they nevertheless lacked the rigour and 
revolutionaryy fervour of the avant-garde. In some sense they transposed the 
reformistt discussion of the 1910s about the social role of film onto aesthetics. In 
1923,, just after Canudo had died, his friend Divoire published his collected articles 
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onn the cinema under the title L'Usine des Images in Geneva. Canudo argued for 
mediumm specificity in terms of aesthetics, but also industry organisation, 
professionalism,, terms and concepts (suggesting for example to use the term 
»écraniste«« instead of »metteur-en-scène« to sever the implicit connection to the 
theatree which the latter term hinted at). It needed the contact with avant-garde 
movementss which had been in around in visual arts before World War One and 
whichh had developed in the relative isolation of Switzerland during the war to shift 
thee discourse on cinema to avant-garde preoccupations. 

4.4.22 The musica l analog y 
Thee main focus of the theoretical debate being led by the practitioners-theorists in 
thee 1920s was to describe the specificity of film; »photogénie« and the »film 
sense«,, the »Geist des Films« and »pure cinema« - everybody was searching for 
somethingg that could be defined as the essence of cinema. The titles of many films 
fromfrom the avant-garde circles, especially the early films of Viking Eggeling, Hans 
Richter,, Oskar Fischinger and Walter Ruttmann either testify to a tendency of 
linkingg music and space (HORIZONTAL-VERTIKAL ORCHESTER, 

DIAGONALSINFONIE,, KOMPOSITION IN BLAU) , allude to relatively open categories 
fromm the art such as work or study (OPUS, FILMSTUDIE) or vaguely abstract 
musicall  categories (PRELUDE, DlSQUE 957). Yet, while Richter and Eggeling 
publishedd their (now lost) brochure on universal language (1920) in a constructivist 
spirit,spirit, the French texts of the first half of the 1920s elaborated on the »musical 
analogy«« as it has been called retrospectively. Especially important in this respect 
weree the writings by Germaine Dulac. In 1925, in an influential special edition of 
thee magazine Les cahiers du mois on film, she outlined in relatively vague terms 
thee similarity of film and music: 

Laa musique seule, peut évoquer cette impression que propose aussi Ie cinéma, et 
nouss pouvons a la lumière des sensations qu'elle nous offre comprendre celles que le 
cinémaa de Tavenir nous offrira. La musique n'a pas non plus de frontières precises; 
nee peut-on en déduire, a la lumière des choses existantes, que 1'idée visuelle, que le 
themee qui chante au coeur des cinéastes ressortit beaucoup plus a la technique 
musicalee qu'a toute autre technique ou tout autre ideal? [...] Le film integral que 
nouss rêvons tous de composer, c'est une symphonie visuelle faite d'images rythmées 
ett que seule la sensation d'un artiste coordonne et jette sur Técran.119 

Thee metaphoric and imprecise use of terms such as rhythm, melody or symphony 
wass a hallmark of this particular thinking. The musical analogy has been heavily 
criticisedd by later authors120 mainly from a high modernist perspective for its 
romanticismm and synaestheticism, yet it nevertheless continued as an important 
streakk of the avant-garde. Walter Ruttmann continued to call his films »symphony« 
orr »melody« and Oskar Fischinger's success rested on the combination of popular 
claissicall  music with more or less abstract images. Not coincidentally, Fischinger*  s 
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careerr  progressed from the German avant-garde circles to his work at Disney in the 
Unitedd States (even though creative differences over  FANTASIA (US 1940) led to 
theirr  falling out). 

Thee unification of different art forms under  one single principl e was a 
preoccupationn of the avant-garde in the 1920s. Abstraction certainly was an 
importantt  impulse towards discovering the assumed basic laws of artistic 
productionn because the artists hoped by abstracting from the representative practice 
off  former  schools and styles to find common ground between music, painting, and 
visuall  art. One commentator  went as far  as to credit abstraction with the 
prefigurationn of a futur e order  which would replace the chaos of the contemporary 
world::  »Hire [Eggeling's and Richter's] abstrakten FUmgestaltungen antizipieren 
ideelll  mit ihrer  strukturellen Klarheit und ihrer  formalen Strenge die reale 
Kollektivita tt  der  Zukunft , entgegen der  heutigen faktischen Anarchie der 
gesellschaftlichenn Organisation^121 In this opinion, abstract film would be 
malleablee to fit communist as well as fascist projects as both promised a »new 
order«« that would bring forth a »new man«. 

Thee practice of filmmakin g is never  completely matching the practice of 
criticism.. On the agenda of the theoretical debates of the 1920s the issue of essence 
orr  specificity still remained when filmmaking  practice was already moving 
elsewhere,, into the transitional space between committed documentary, 
experiment,, politics, and institutional support. For  example, Ivens stated in 1927 
(inn the first  issue of Filmliga)  that the essence of cinema was »the duration of 
successivee images; the direction and speed of movement in one image compared 
withh its direction and speed in the next and finally the black and white division of 
thee image compared with that division in the next image.«122 At that time Ivens was 
alreadyy moving in a different direction - and even his films from the early years 
lik ee REGEN (NL 1929) or  DE BRUG (NL 1928) are much less formalised than one 
couldd suspect on reading his text. 

4.4.33 Montag e and Constructivis m 
Francee and the Soviet Union have to be singled out as the countries with the most 
livelyy discourse on film  theory in the 1920s. Whereas Germany had the strongest 
Europeann film  industry and it could boast some important experimental 
filmmakers,filmmakers, it nevertheless lacked the variety and breadth of magazines 
specialisingg in the aesthetic and cultural appreciation of film.  While France was 
leadingg the discussion around photogénie and the musical analogy in the first  half 
off  the 1920s, Soviet theory had a huge impact when the texts of Eisenstein, 
Pudovkin,, Kuleshov and Vertov began appearing in English, German or  French 
translation.. In fact, the appearance of Soviet film  on the European stage was a 
veritablee media offensive: the films were flanked on either  side by translations of 
(theoretical)) texts and by personal appearances with lectures and presentations. 
Insteadd of advocating an inherent character  of the single image or  shot (as in 
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photogenic)photogenic) the Soviets proposed to look at the relationship and combination 
betweenn the different shots. Constructivism was a modular approach which was 
preoccupiedd with composition, not with immanence. As French theory had 
proposedd music as an analogy, so the Soviet practitioners also saw the cinema as 
onee element within a wide ensemble of the arts: constructivism as a movement ran 
acrosss different art forms and can be found in literature, architecture, and visual 
artss (not only painting, but perhaps more importantly also design and 
typography).1233 Indeed, Soviet films and theory came to France at a crucial moment 
whenn the idea of cinéma pur which had glued different positions together 
increasinglyy came under attack: »By late 1926 or early 1927 [...] this amalgam had 
comee unstuck. The good ship avant-garde [...] now seemed more like a bateau 
ivreivre lost at sea.«124 At the same time in Germany, the idea of abstraction was 
similarlyy running into a dead end. The Soviet films - and the Soviet theories -
filledfilled this double space: replacing theories under attack and infusing revolutionary 
energyy while they could revert to the networks of the avant-garde already in place. 
Timingg was an important factor in the Soviet success in Western Europe. 

Whenn the debate in the second half of the 1920s turned more heated, this 
hadd a double effect on its discursive status: on the one hand, it meant an 
intensificationn which generated energy and moved film into the spotlight, while on 
thee other ths also reinforced the polemic nature creating deep schisms and divides 
betweenn positions and persons. The intense dynamism that the theoretical discourse 
tookk in the wake of the Soviet revolutionary cinema opened up the possibility of a 
changee caused by cinema (and in turn, a cinema caused by change) while it also 
intensifiedd the cracks and fissures in the fabric of the avant-garde. Inspired by the 
Soviett examples, more and more intellectuals and theoreticians believed that what 
wass at stake was not just a transformed cinema, but that the crisis of the cinema 
wass only a manifest sign of a general crisis of the socio-economic system of the 
capitalistt democracies. These ideas were clearly present in the Soviet discourse. 
Considerr Mayakovski's text »Kino and Kino« in its typical mixture of political 
statement,, avant-garde manifesto and free verse: 

Forr you Kino is - something to look at. 
Forr me - it is almost a way to understand the world... 
Butt - Kino is sick. Capitalism has covered its eyes with gold. Smart producers lead 
itt by the hand through the streets. They collect money by touching the heart with 
snivellingg subjects. 
Thiss must come to an end. 
Communismm must confiscate Kino from the speculating leaders of the blind...125 

Itt was under the impression of these kinds of texts and theories that the question 
arosee whether it was enough to construct an alternative system (in terms of 
production,, distribution, exhibition, but also theory, spectatorship and criticism) as 
somee argued that an oppositional system was needed.126 Even though the 
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distinctionn is not always clear (presenting an alternative implies a certain 
oppositionn to the status quo\ the crucial peak years of the avant-garde around 1929 
aree characterised by attempts to move in this direction: in France exemplified by 
LesLes amis de Spartacus, in England visible in the Workers' Film Societies and the 
ProgressiveProgressive Film Institute and in Germany the Volksfilmverband is the clearest 
signn of a radical i sat ion of cinema culture. This rift cut across the diverse other 
aporiass inherent in the avant-garde. 

Inn different countries, attempts were launched not justt for a different kind 
off  film discourse, but to change it more fundamentally. In France and Germany, 
especiallyespecially within communist publications such as VHumanité and Arbeiterbühne 
undund Film, experiments with worker-critics were started, an initiative that at least 
fulfille dd a triple function: first of all it was hoped to draw the large majority of the 
workingg class audience away from commercial films which remained the most 
popularr fare even with working class spectators. By raising issues of class 
affiliationn and political content to the consciousness of non-professionals the 
instigatorss of such programmes hoped to transform audience taste. The second 
reasonn is closely related to avant-garde concerns of breaking down the sharp 
distinctionn between producers and recipients, between activism and passivity. By 
turningg ordinary spectators into critics, the professionalism and special status of 
criticss was downplayed in favour of a more open cinema culture. And thirdly it was 
hopedd that these non-professionals were able to integrate cinema back into life; 
employedd critics evaluated films from a position of disinterested art contemplation 
-- workers would judge films as workers and help to re-integrate the cinema into a 
transformedd social context.127 

Moree importantly perhaps, theory was not limited to professional writers 
andd critics in newspapers or universities, but theory was part and parcel of the new 
andd transformed cinema culture. It is impossible to find any key player of the 
avant-gardee who limited his or her activities to just one facet of the avant-garde 
attemptt at renewing and revolutionising cinema culture. Richter and Ruttmann, 
Eisensteinn and Vertov, Epstein and Dulac, Ivens and Hackenschmied - they all 
madee films and wrote theoretical texts, they lectured and travelled, they taught and 
organisedd film clubs and exhibitions. Theory and practice were activities taking 
placee on the same level and without clear demarcation lines. Jay Leyda has given 
ann apt description of Eisenstein's activities outside filmmaking, yet understood 
themm traditionally as secondary, separated and subordinate to his own films: 

Itt was during the cutting of THE GENERAL LINE that Eisenstein made a serious 
beginningg on a second career that in time would rank beside his film-making career 
-- his work as a teacher and theoretician. Even before his first film he had balanced -
andd in public print - the compelling intuitions of an artist with the inquiring mind of 
aa logician; his teaching, too, had begun in the Proletkult days, when he had given a 
classs in theatre direction (chiefly to show a method distinct from that of Meyerhold). 
Andd now his work on the montage of THE GENERAL LINE with all the technical 
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maturityy that it represented, required words and print to explain his new steps to 
otherss - and to himself. I believe that the propaganda purpose for the unusual 
quantityy of writing that began in 1928 and 1929 was less important than the personal 
reason:: to find and define the reasons behind the thoughts and acts of excited 
creativity,, to prepare himself for next steps. There are magazine and newspaper 
articles,, prefaces, and notebooks dating from this time, dealing with everything from 
theoryy to polemic, various enough for several active minds. Engaged in production 
twelvee hours a day, with some of the remaining time spent in detailed preparation 
forr the next day's shooting, he yet found time to write, for example, an analysis of 
thee relation between the arts of Japan and his theory of montage, followed by a 
vigorouss (and effectual) attack on the methods of certain complacent scenarists. 
[...]]  The GENERAL LINE crew returned to Moscow just as a school year was starting 
att the State Film Technicum, and Eisenstein, full of energy, offered to direct a 
workshopp course there, simultaneously with his completion of the film. Eisenstein 
threww himself totally into this job, as if it were an extension of his creative work. 
Onee of the last leading directors to teach at the Technicum (Pudovkin had begun the 
firstt of his many classes there at the time of MOTHER'S release, and Abram Room 
hadd opened a workshop there the same year), Eisenstein eventually became the 
creativee head of the school. This, though, was several years and many frustrations 
later;; now he poured more and more of his time and ideas into eager young ears, and 
evenn went to battle the administration of the film industry for more authority and 
facilitiess to be given the school programme. [...] His passionate interest in the 
educationn of future Soviet film-makers changed the emphasis of the curriculum of 
thee directors' course. Heretofore a manipulation of the instruments of film-making 
hadd been the aim; Eisenstein changed this, now and in the future, to a preparation in 
thee principles of all creative work, based chiefly on their experience.128 

Whilee Leyda's observations are most astute, I disagree with some of his conclusion 
andd tend to see teaching, writing, filmmaking very much within the same force 
fieldd of propaganda, persuasion and fostering change that the avant-garde was 
workingg towards. That Eisenstein stepped up the output of theoretical texts, 
manuals,, and manifestoes in 1928/29 might have something to do with the editing 
off  The GENERAL LINE, yet it also coincides with the convergence of several strands 
off  the avant-garde and with the triumphant arrival of the Soviet cinema in the 
West.. Eisenstein's increased theoretical activity can also be seen as a realisation 
andd an acknowledgement of the upsurge and boom that needed to be supported and 
fosteredd by texts, lectures and personal appearances. Thus, the trips and 
publications,, the courses and position papers were elements in a media offensive 
stagedd by the Soviet revolutionary filmmakers. 

4.4.44 Reaction s to and theoretica l debat e on soun d 
Ass just sketched all too briefly, the discourse about film and its expressive 
potentialitiess had acquired its positions and terminology, its camps and 
protagonistss by the late 1920s. The discourse had, to revert to Foucault's 
terminology,, crossed the second threshold of epistemologization: 
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Whenn in the operation of a discursive formation, a group of statements is articulated, 
claimss to validate (even unsuccessfully) norms of verification and coherence, and 
whenn it exercises a dominant function (as a model, a critique, or a verification) over 
knowledge,, we will say that the discursive formation crosses a threshold of 
epistemologization.129 9 

Exactlyy at the culmination point of this debate the sound film entered with the 
resultt of annihilating the whole discourse. Hence, the hostility of many observers 
suchh as Rudolf Arnheim to the sound film.130 Exactly at a moment when cinema 
hadd conquered a space in the cultural arena of the respected artistic and aesthetic 
expressionss by rhetoric means cinema as an economic institution tore down all that 
hadd been achieved in the past 15 years to pursue a novelty that to contemporary 
observerss was nothing but a fairground attraction only added to drive some 
competitorss out of the market and to have something new to promote. Yet, for 
thosee members of the avant-garde that were not interested in elevating the cinema 
too the established arts, the introduction of sound first of all meant an accentuation 
off  the conflicts and tensions that the avant-garde already addressed. In Marxist 
terms,, the intensification on the level of economic base would also intensify the 
conflictss in the superstructure - thus, sound film could even contribute to 
revolutionaryy transformations. 

Inn discussing the transition to sound as presented in the journal Close Up 
Jamess Donald observes that »for a start, the issue was not sound as such«.131 It is 
nott true that the introduction of sound gave rise to the idea that sound film was 
artisticallyy worthless, but sound proved to be such an enormous step for the 
institutionn cinema that it created all by itself a sense of history in the making; while 
silentt cinema passed from the cinema listings within more or less two years, people 
begann to realise that it would vanish forever if nobody would do anything about it. 
Thee idea of the repertory or repertoire - a canon of classics to be held available and 
too show on a regular basis - was bora with the coming of sound. In a certain sense, 
thee cinema only acquired a history when part of it was lost for good. This moment 
off  an experienced transition also proved to be the key event for collectors and 
historianss such as Henri Langlois for whom the introduction of sound was the key 
eventt that set him on his career as collector and archivist.132 Similar paths can be 
foundd for other activists operating between filmmaking, collecting and writing film 
history.. Paul Rotha's father was a curator (collector, so to speak) at the Wellcome 
Historicall  Medical Museum in London. During World War One he was in charge 
off  a hospital, showing films to patients when young Paul started taking notes and 
collectingg photos, magazines, programmes, thus embarking on a practice of cinema 
culturee that led him towards alternatives of the commercial industry. Rotha joined 
thee Film Society during their first season while studying design at the Slade School 
off  Art. He was writing film reviews for Close Up and other magazines; in 1928 he 
hadd a brief stint as a designer at British International Pictures (BIP) where he met 
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Henrikk Galeen and E.A. Dupont. Yet, he was fired for publishing a critical article 
onn the state of the art in British film design. After being sacked he went to Paris to 
workk for a small company meeting René Clair, Jean Epstein, Georges Lacombe, 
Albertoo Cavalcanti and others, then returned to London where he could not secure 
regularr work in film. As a last resort he accepted a contract from Jonathan Cape to 
writee The Film Till  Now, one of the earliest important books of film history, for 
whichwhich Rotha travelled to Berlin (where Pommer screened films for him) and to 
Pariss (where the Soviet trade agency gave him the opportunity to watch Soviet 
films).films).133133 Rotha praised Dupont and Alexander Korda and later became a friend of 
Carll  Mayer when Mayer emigrated to London. In an article on »The >Unusual< 
Filmm Movement« Rotha develops the category of the »Continental Film« as a 
positivee etiquette. The cinemas which screened them in the 1920s like the Embassy 
inn 1924 ultimately failed: »...the Embassy was before its time.«134 In the 1930s, 
afterr sound cinema had completely driven out silent cinema, a number of repertory 
housess took up the task of screening older, silent films and new experimental work. 

Rothaa called for a museum of the cinema in 1930 (including posters, 
books,, photos, machines, costumes, set designs, etc.) and for a national repertory 
filmfilm  theatre in 1931 (in addition to the active film societies which he accuses of 
»effeminatee dilettantism«) - both demands were realised within the framework of 
thee British Film Institute later in the 1930s: 

Inn recent months, several enterprising exhibitors, having scented the way of the 
wind,, have played seasons of silent revivals. [...] The time is at hand when the 
achievementss of cinema should be recorded whilst they are still fresh in our minds. 
Itt is surely a matter of much urgency that we should document this great medium 
whichh is developing so rapidly before it has passed altogether from its primitive 
stage.135 5 

Thee energy generated in this theorisation of a history quickly flowed into the first 
filmfilm  archives that mushroomed in the 1930s. The coming of sound thus not only 
intensifiedd the economic tensions within the film industry, but also created a sense 
off  historicity in the avant-garde movement. As film aesthetics and film theory had 
madee themselves room in the public sphere, it was only logical to follow this up 
withh archives, history books and museums. 

Lett us look in some more detail at some artists active at the time of the 
transitionn to sound. The musician Edmund Meisel who composed scores for 
Eisenstein,, Ruttmann and Fanck wholeheartedly embraced the introduction of 
synchronisedd light sound because for him it meant greater control over his scores. 
Forr Meisel, sound film meant that original music could be recorded as intended by 
thee composer without having to rely on the shortcomings of suburban or provincial 
cinemass which all too often did not live up to the high standards of his artistic ideas 
thatt only the extravagant and large metropolitan cinemas could satisfy. Sound film 
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meantt that music became an integral part of the filmic creation like the script or the 
tides.136 6 

Whatt appears as the most widespread position vis-a-vis the sound film was a 
kindd of cautious optimism, realising the dangers as well as the possibilities opened 
upp with the new medium as is visible in this statement by director Jacques Feyder: 

»[L]ee film parlant comporte toutes les possibilités d'un art cinématographique 
élargi,, délivré enfin des sous-titres, augmenté de toutes les emotions sonores. [...] 
Lee mouvement cinégraphique, Ie rythme visuel, la coordination des objectifs, 
1'interpretationn optique restent acquis pour le film sonore.«137 

Whatt Feyder seems to be suggesting here is an enlarged art form in which some of 
thee hindrances and circumstancial coincidences like musical accompaniment can 
bee controlled in the sense of an artist wanting to control every aspect of his work. 
Alsoo discernible in his statement is a search for a cinema that could be called total 
inn the sense that André Bazin has suggested. While being despised by some 
theoreticianss like Rudolf Arnheim who had just worked out their theory on the 
artisticc capabilities of silent cinema, sound did fit into another tendency of the 
avant-garde,, namely to create a cinema that would not be bound and confined to 
screeningss without further effect, but that would metaphorically and literally move 
beyondd the limits of the auditorium space and continue its lif e beyond the narrow 
borderss of traditional art and entertainment. 

4.55 The myth of tota l cinem a 
[D]ie[D]ie  Modernsten haben imsja schon angedroht, 
nachstensnachstens mit Scheinwerfern reflektorische Spiele 

anan den Himmel zu werfen, statt w malen und zu zeichnen. 
DieserDieser Uchtkegel ist vielleicht ein graphisches Blatt 

ausaus dem Buche der zukünftigen Kunstgeschichte. 
RudolfRudolf Arnheim (1927)138 

Thee dream of total cinema is an old one - complete immersion has been dreamed 
upp long before the cinema came into existence and some have sought the roots of 
cinemaa in the dream of submersion in another reality.139 In his article »Le mythe du 
cinémaa total« André Bazin has reflected on this myth of origin for the cinema. For 
Bazin,, cinema was conceived mentally - »invented« as an idea so to speak - long 
beforee it came into existence as a technological fact, yet in practice the cinema 
remainss but a shadow of what it was meant to be. Bazin dreams of a total cinema: 

C'estt celui du réalisme integral, d'une recreation du monde a son image, une image 
surr laquelle ne péserait pas 1'hypothèque de la liberté d'interpretation de 1'artiste ni 
l'irreversibilitéé du temps. Si le cinéma au berceau n'eut pas tous les attributs du 
cinémaa total de demain, ce rut done bien a son corps defendant et seulement parce 
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quee ses fees étaient techniquement impuissantes a Ten doter en dépit de leurs 
désirs.140 0 

Forr Bazin, the silence of the silent cinema was only a coincidence and every 
additionn (sound, colour, widescreen) was a step towards the realisation of what 
cinemaa was meant to be. Hyperbolically, Bazin concludes his short essay mat »Le 
cinémaa n'est pas encore inventé!« Despite its problematic technological 
determinismm and teleological nature it is interesting to note how this myth of origin 
whichh is also a myth of imperfection (the cinema is not fulfillin g its promise) is 
beingg reiterated and played out in various advances from avant-garde filmmakers. 
Inn congruence with the avant-garde ideal of transforming and integrating lif e into 
art,, the film avant-garde often imagined overcoming the limiting dimensions of the 
screeningg situation: cinema going as a social event with all the rituals and 
expectationss that are part and parcel of it reduce the impact of the medium. The 
architecturall  disposition of the auditorium took away any possibility of interaction 
orr active participation, the style and manner of films in terms of narrative, editing 
reducedd the spectator to a more or less passive receiver of audio-visual cues, and 
thee promotion and selling of the cinema experience was geared towards keeping up 
thee status quo. Blowing up the cinema or taking film out of the cinema and into the 
streetss promised to interpellate and assault, to encounter and confuse people 
everywhere.. For those reasons many of the avant-garde activists dreamed up ways 
off  either total immersion inside the cinema theatre or total projection everywhere 
outside.. There are thus two strands to be found in the avant-garde dream of total 
cinema:: either the cinema itself should be expanded spatially and technologically 
inn order to make the experience in the auditorium as overwhelming and 
breathtakingg as possible or the cinema should be brought into the life and daily 
routinee of people, exiting the auditorium to encounter spectators in their daily 
routines.. Both avenues ultimately (and Ideologically) culminated in the Utopian 
ideaa of bringing life and art into congruence: either cinema wil l be lifelike and 
impossiblee to distinguish from our perception of reality or cinema will be 
everywheree around, again making it indistinguishable from the environment in 
whichwhich people live and move about. By pointing out a genealogy of total and 
expandedd cinema I want to show how the film avant-garde of the 1920s and 1930s 
engagedd with those dreams of complete immersion. 

Perhapss the most consistent experimenter in the direction of blowing up the 
traditionall  dispositif of the cinema, yet also the most contradictory figure on the 
marginss of the avant-garde and the art film is Abel Gance. He has often publicly 
actedd out the image of the misunderstood artist and genius ruined by the evil forces 
off  the film industry. In fact, there is another side of Gance that I would see as 
equallyy important: the technician, the engineer, the bricoleur. In this perspective on 
Gance,, his patents, technological developments and inventions become an integral, 
perhapss even the decisive part of his cinema. Gance imagined and tried to create a 
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cinemaa that was expanded in the sense that the avant-garde of the 1960s conceived 
off  it: Gance's cinema wanted to overwhelm and envelop, surround and enchant in 
visuall  as well as in aural ways. This overwhelming presence of cinema was not to 
bee achieved by means of narrative or image and sound alone, it required a 
transformation,, in effect an enlargement, of the cinematic apparatus. His ideas of 
polyvisions,, experiments with wide-screen, enhanced depth of the image, multiple 
projectionss and surround sound were begun in the 1920s and lasted for the whole 
durationn of his career until the post-war era. 

Gancee has always been a contradictory and controversial figure and 
remainss so in retrospect: On the one hand, Gance saw himself as an industrial 
designerr of mass communication, on the other he catered to the image of the 
misunderstoodd artist. After his initial successes with J'ACCUSE (FR 1918) and LA 
ROUEE (FR 1920-22) Gance spent considerable time researching what he called 
»visuall  languages His proposal of seeing film as a modern form of visual 
hieroglyphss relates on the one hand to research being done in Russian 
Constructivismm into the laws and rules of visual communication, on the other hand 
itt points forward to film theoretical concepts such as Christian Metz' attempt to 
formulatee the basis of film as a language system. Attempts at developing a 
universall  language were also a main-stay of the avant-garde in the first decades of 
thee Twentieth Century, in painting (Vasily Kandinsky, Paul Klee), in literature 
(Khlebnikov,, Hugo Ball, Kurt Schwitters, James Joyce) or in film (Hans Richter, 
Vikingg Eggeling). Yet, even within popular film this was a hot topic of debate as 
hass been demonstrated by Miriam Hansen.141 The result of Gance's experiments 
wass his monumental NAPOLÉON (FR 1925-27) which overflows with visual tropes. 
Thee film with its superimpositions, mobile shots, awkward camera angles and, of 
course,, with the famous triple screen employed at climactic moments has been 
calledd »an encyclopaedia of optical effects« (Kevin Brownlow). In various ways, 
Gancee tried to expand and exceed the limits of the conventional frame, addressing 
thee spectator in new and unexpected ways; or, as Gance himself put it: »Dès cette 
epoquee j'avais compris la nécessité de s'évader des limites ordinaires de Fécran. 
Lee cinéma muet était arrive aux limites extremes de ses enseignements. Pour ma 
part,, j'essayais de les dépasser. [...] Le triptyque avait le mérite d'enrichir 
1'alphabets1422 Gance saw the limits of the silent cinema in the rigid frames of 
recordingg and projection which he tried to overcome, but he remained within the 
confiness of the metaphor of a language of the cinema. Similar ideas were advanced 
att roughly the same time by visual artist and Bauhaus-teachet Lészló Moholy-
Nagy.143 3 

Forr NAPOLÉON he devised, developed and put into practice a system of 
threee overlapping images side-by-side that were shot simultaneously and projected 
synchronouslyy in the cinema. Gance's system was complicated and cumbersome 
andd only very few cinemas in major cities were able to project those films in the 
correctt format. In Paris, one of the leading avant-garde theatres permanently 
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installedd an apparatus for screening triptych films after the success of Abel Gance's 
NAPOLÉON,, to my knowledge a singular case: 

Laa veritable raison du Studio 28 étant d'etre un laboratoire dufilm, il ne comportera 
pass un orchestre animé de mouvements ascensionnels, une seule chose importe: la 
cabinecabine de projection photographique, et l'écran, qui d'une seule piece, s'étendra sur 
neuff  metres de largeur formant une vaste fresque murale au fond de la salie. [...] Le 
Studioo 28 est done la seule salle a Paris oü une cabine triptyque est installée d'une 
manieree permanente et toutes les recherches faites sur cette invention y seront 
poursuiviess par I'inventeur même: Abel Gance.144 

Thee author of this piece was none other than Jean Mauclaire, himself a protagonist 
off  the Parisian avant-garde scene as the owner and programme maker of the Studio 
28.28. Mauclaire also held the exclusive distribution rights to Abel Gance's triptych 
films.films. By converting his cinema to the triptych format he attempted to support the 
searchh for an essence of cinema that saw the aim realised in the orchestration of 
images.. Invariably, the idea of the laboratory returns with the artist-director as the 
engineerr - only here the place of the experiment shifts from the film studio to the 
cinema.. The avant-garde saw its activities as experiments that would lead the way 
too future developments. 

Thee triptych technique was also used for films which were not specifically 
madee for this dispositif SLS if to demonstrate the universal nature of the technology: 
J.C.. Mol's UIT HET RUK DER KRISTALLEN (NL 1927) was shown on a triple screen 
att the Studio 28 in February 1928.145 Again, this demonstrates how much the film 
avant-gardee is a phenomenon that is being active across a vast field and not limited 
too producing experimental films. The activities of the avant-garde are also to be 
seenn in exhibition, teaching, publishing, writing and curating exhibitions. 
Mauclairee even went as far as to claim that this new triple image would do away 
withh the typical musical accompaniment of the epoch. In the Studio 28 the 
experimentt was extended to sound accompaniment as the live orchestra was 
replacedd by mechanical music thanks to the triptych's overwhelming presence: 

Less possibilités du triptyque sont plus vastes encore, permettant 1'orchestration des 
images,, le triptyque tuera l'orchestre. Aussi n'emploierons-nous qu'une musique 
mécanique,mécanique, concession nécessaire pour preparer la transition trop brusque. Mais un 
jourr tres proche les salles ne posséderont qu'un écran et qu'une cabine. Le cinéma 
sufritt a lui-même. Le cinéma est une force qui se rit de ses adversaires.146 

Similarr to formalist theories such as that of Arnheim and others, Mauclaire argued 
forr a cinema that was characterised not by its realistic features and life-likeness, but 
byy those characteristics that lent the cinema a life of its own. Indeed, the 
orchestrationn of images could for Mauclaire do away with the orchestration of 
sound. . 
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Gance'ss NAPOLEON was one of the outstanding successes capable of 
crossingg from a limited avant-garde public to a more general audience like DAS 
CABINETT DES DR. CALIGARI (DE 1919/20, Robert Wiene), BERLIN, DIE SINFONIE 

DERR GROSSSTADT (DE 1926/27, Walter Ruttmann) or LA PASSION DE JEANNE 
D'ARCC (FR 1928, Carl Theodor Dreyer). It is therefore not surprising that 
Alexanderr Dovzhenko on his visit to Berlin147 was taken by Hans Richter to the 
cinemaa to watch this film which Richter compares favourably to Fritz Lang's 
METROPOLISS (DE 1925/26): »Wir besuchten gemeinsam die Premiere von Abel 
Gancess NAPOLÉON im Ufapalast am Zoo. So deprimierend und dumm der 
Monsterfilmm METROPOLIS vorher an derselben Stelle ausgesehen hatte, so 
groBartigg und intelligent offenbarte sich NAPOLÉON.«148 As remembered by 
Richter,, Dovzenko's enthusiasm culminates in ideas for a different kind of 
cinematicc dispositif when the Soviet director exclaimed on leaving the cinema: 

Wass ich machen möchte? Einen Film in Schnee und Eis, aber nicht nur auf drei 
Leinwandee vorn auf der Bühne, sondern überall projizierend. An der Decke, an den 
Seitenn und selbst im RUcken des Publikums. Es soil mit dem Helden Meren und sich 
mitt ihm am Feuer warmen, wahrend draufien die hungrigen Wölfe urn uns immer 
engeree Kreise ziehen. Die rohen, gefrorenen Fische zerreiBen wir mit den Zahnen, 
undd die erfrorenen Gesichter werden mit Schnee abgerieben. Das Publikum zittert, 
friert,, kommt wieder zu sich, fiihl t sich, fast erfroren, als Held.149 

Dovzenkoo already imagines the IMA X in the late 1920s or envisions today's 
experiencee economy« with its shopping malls, theme parks and amusement rides. 
Hiss synaesthetic totality went beyond representation in its traditional sense and 
envisionedd the cinema as a simulation of a different world. The eternal dream of 
creatingg a world that one can inhabit, being a God, is being replayed in today's 
mediaa concepts such as THE TRUMAN SHOW (US 1998, Peter Weir), IDIOTERNE 
(DKK 1998, Lars von Trier) or BIG BROTHER (NL 1999ff.) - creating a self-
containedd world with its own rules and parameters and watching it evolve. 

Afterr the laboriously long work on NAPOLÉON, Gance toyed with various 
projects,, but it was not until the middle of 1929 that he again turned towards a 
subjectt that gripped his imagination. He opted for LA FIN DU MONDE, based on a 
»ratherr quaint and tedious novel«150 by the French astronomer Camille Flammarion 
aboutt the last days of the earth before a comet destroys all lif e on the planet. The 
bookk has been described as a mixture of heavy-handed symbolism, spiritistic 
theories,, scientific speculation and Christian eschatology. Besides the scope of the 
project,, critics have speculated that there might have been a political reason for 
Gance'ss choice: the film features prominently an institution modelled on the 
Leaguee of Nations, an initiative that Gance supported. In the film, it is an 
internationall  institution that saves the day for humanity that has otherwise turned to 
sectss and spiritism. Here was a project which could demonstrate the necessity and 
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positivee effects of such institutions which were by contemporaries often seen as 
powerlesss constructions in which endless talk would lead to no visible result.151 

Thiss film was Gance's first sound film and as he had no previous 
experiencee with the new technology he turned for technical support to Walter 
Ruttmannn who had just finished his first sound film, MELODIE DER WELT (DE 
1928/29),, Ruttmann could be seen in many respects a similar figure to Abel Gance, 
alwayss struggling with his self-definition as an artist poised between 
constructivismm and a romantic cult of creative genius and in political terms equally 
difficul tt to pin down. Both were at the forefront of the emerging avant-garde 
movementt around 1927 after NAPOLÉON and BERLIN. DIE SINFONIE DER 
GROSSSTADTT had been met with enthusiastic responses. A couple of years later 
afterr the introduction of sound both had a sudden drop in reputation and their joint 
projectt might have contributed to it. The production of LA FIN DU MONDE (FR 
1930)) proved to be disastrous: despite an unusually large budget, the film soon ran 
intoo financial difficulties; sound technology was only in the process of being 
introducedd at the time in France, thus problems had to be solved on a pragmatic 
day-by-dayy basis. The film was finished without Gance's presence and the 
receptionn was catastrophic. Supporters of Abel Gance like film historian Kevin 
Brownloww are certain of the reasons for his downfall: here is the classic case of a 
filmmakerfilmmaker cut short by sound film as Gance never returned to the reputation and 
staturee he had enjoyed during the 1920s, as he never fully recovered from the 
terriblee blow inflicted by the failure of LA FIN DU MONDE. Here is a highly original 
geniuss killed by a combination of careless and money-greedy producers with 
imperfectt technology that the artist is only forced to use because of the folly of the 
uneducatedd audience. 

However,, the background story of LA FIN DU MONDE can also be told in 
anotherr way: what might have attracted Gance apart from the grandiose scope of 
thee project, was the possibility to do for sound what Napoleon had done for visuals: 
too present a caleisdoscopic encyclopaedia of every imaginable sound effect. Just 
likee the triptych was meant to enrich the visual possibilities of the silent film 
throughh new manners of construction, LA FIN DU MONDE innovated what Gance 
hass termed »perspective sonore«. This surround system avant la lettre was 
developedd for LA FIN DU MONDE and its technological achievements were 
conceivedd to contribute triumphantly to the success of the film. At the time when 
thee film was just about to go into production, on 13 August 1929 Gance deposited a 
patentt that described »perspectival sound«. Loudspeakers were to be placed in 
differentt locations of the cinema space: not only behind the screen as was usually 
thee case, but also on the sides of the auditorium, on the ceiling and on the floor. 
Thiss way, the auditorium space would become a truly three-dimensional space and 
thee film would be extended beyond the flat, two-dimensional surface of the screen. 
Inn fact, Gance had also experimented with various systems of enhanced depth in 
film,film,  early forms of three-dimensional cinema. Gance saw the cinema as a medium 
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thatt  should immerse the audience, by its force of story telling, by the choice for 
prototypicall  or  famous story and last but not least by its technological gadgets. 

Inn fact, the sound system was not ready for  the market yet, it lacked a 
seriouss testing phase and therefore it contributed to the catastrophic failur e of the 
film.film.  The practical problems with Gance's plans were not altogether  new. Even the 
projectionn of the NAPOLÉON-triptych s proved to be difficul t in practice; only very 
feww cinemas in big cities could screen them. Yet, NAPOLÉON functioned as a film 
withoutt  them and the contribution of the triptych s to the impact of the film  has in 
retrospectt  possibly been overestimated. The problem of LA FIN DU MONDE was that 
unlik ee his earlier  historical film many scenes simply did not work without the 
surroundd feeling that Gance had envisioned. The film  is largely a montage of 
reactionss to the imminent destruction of the earth; the tedious string of scenes 
lackingg narrativ e coherence becomes only understandable if you conceive of them 
ass scenes demonstrating the power  of a surround sound system. Thus, LA FIN DU 
MONDEE should not be judged by standards normally applied to ordinary narrativ e 
films,, it should be rather  seen as a promotional film  demonstrating the capabilities 
off  the new system. Gance continued his experiments with Polyvision and écrans 
variablesvariables into the 1950s when Hollywood had adapted a tamed version of his 
triptych ss in their  various wide-screen formats.152 

Thiss dream of immersion was meant to render  the cinema invisible through 
extension::  the cinematic apparatus should grow into the auditorium space and 
becomee so realistic that the representation would override the technology behind it. 
Thiss Utopian possibility has been continued, worked upon and extended in 
amusementt  parks and gaming arcades, but most importantl y in the efforts of the 
EMAXX company which could locate its genealogy in the avant-garde.153 Yet, there 
iss another  tendency of total cinema within the ranks of the avant-garde that wanted 
too abolish cinema altogether  or  at least to transform it beyond recognition. Film 
shouldd be taken to the streets and shops, to private homes and public events - or 
projectionn should get rid  of representational reality and be limited to include only 
forms,, lines and colours. Indeed, the first  daylight film  projectors that were able to 
takee film  out of the cinema building were developed and installed in the 1920s, 
mostlyy in department stores, museums or  exhibitions. Besides these commercial 
applications,, the avant-garde activists also devised alternative methods how to take 
filmfilm  out of the cinema and into other  walks of life. Implicitly , this conception also 
referss back to the relationship between auditorium space and screen space as two of 
thee most crucial variables of the cinema as dispositif.154 

Thee attempt of bringing cinema out of the auditorium space focused many 
tendenciess of »pre-cinematic films«, films that were not quite films yet or  films 
thatt  were thought up, but not made such as in the futurist colour  music of Carlo 
Carraa and Arnoldo Ginna in Italy (1910-1912), Duncan Grant' s Abstract Kinetic 
PaintingPainting with Collages (1914), a scroll to be moved synchronically through a light-
boxx to a Bach-piece, or  the serial paintings Rythme colore of Leopold Survage in 
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Francee (1912/13). Avant-gardistic ideas of overcoming traditional bourgeois 
distinctionss between art forms (especially between music and visual art) mixed 
withh fin-de-siècle conceptions of a synaesthetic Gesamtkunstwerk uniting all arts in 
onee single disposition. The musical analogy which I have discussed above implies 
aa similar conception of expanded cinema. Viking Eggeling shortly before his death 
thoughtt about »a system for the projection of light onto the clouds at night, based 
onn the still-to-be-developed theory of >Eidodynamics<.«155 Here, the cinema 
intersectss with much larger trends of a spatial-movement art - the abstract films of 
Richter,, Eggeling and Ruttmann are in this perspective much less singular events; 
rather,, they come out of a tradition of revolutionising visual arts, sculpture, music 
andd architecture. The central and common element unifying these trends is the 
concentrationn on light as the main medium of a new art.156 Not coincidentally, all 
threee had very strong ideas about musical accompaniment to their films (or silence 
ass in the case of Eggeling). Ruttmann collaborated with composer Max Butting on 
scoress for his films while Fischinger started off with musical pieces which he 
wouldd then visually illustrate. Eggeling specifically asked for a complete 
suppressionn of sound (another strong idea on the relationship between visual and 
aurall  elements in the cinema) while Richter collaborated in 1928 and 1929 
intenselyy with composer in his commissions by the music festival Baden-Baden. 
Thus,, while it is possible to argue for the film avant-garde that »independent 
experimentss [...] before 1925 are few and far between«157, this leaves out the larger 
contextt in which the attempts with scroll paintings and coloured projection, 
movablee stages and light sculptures, serial painting and musical visualisations 
contextualisee the »absolute films«. 

Inn his early years Oskar Fischinger collaborated with composer and 
musiciann Alexander Laszlo who had written a treatise on coloured light music158, a 
trendd which had resulted in hundreds of public shows and written reactions all 
throughh the 19*  Century and well into the 20th.159 Laszlo toured successfully 
throughh Germany with a light organ and films prepared by Fischinger in the mid-
19208.. Fischinger continued these experiments into multiple projections with 
combinationss of abstract moving colours and shapes with static slides accompanied 
eitherr by music specifically composed by Erich Korngold or a percussion group.160 

Fischingerr continued his experiments well into the 1950s: 

Later,, when Fischinger was disillusioned with the film industry because of the 
Hollywoodd studios' refusal to give him creative control, he hoped to strike gold by 
inventingg a Lumigraph, a piano that projected colours onto a screen. He imagined 
thatt every good bourgeois home would like a Lumigraph next to the piano.161 

Itt was the post-war avant-garde that would take up this challenge from their 
predecessors,, albeit without truly acknowledging the debt to these innovators. 

Manyy of these devices and experiments are now largely forgotten such as 
thee experiments of the loner Alexander Laszlo or the trials at the Bauhaus where 
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ideass of overcoming traditional boundaries between the arts was one of the drivin g 
forcess behind the endeavour. The Bauhaus-teachers Kur t Schwerdtfeger 
(Farbenlichtspiel,(Farbenlichtspiel, DE 1921-23) and Ludwig Hirschfeld-Mack (Reflektorische 
Farbenspiele,Farbenspiele, DE 1921-23) worked on similar  ideas of projecting (coloured) light 
inn conjunction with musical and stage experiments. Both presented performances 
ass part of the matinee Der absolute Film  in Berlin in 1925. In a similar  way 
ENTR'ACT EE (FR 1924) was originally conceived as an intermission in Francis 
Picabia'ss avant-garde ballet Ballet Suédois presenting Rel&che in Paris162 while 
Erwinn Piscator  regularly used projection technology as part of his theatre 
productions.1633 These films were prepared by protagonists of the German avant-
gardee movements such as Albrecht Viktor  Blum, George Grosz, Leo Lania, Svend 
Noldann and others.164 There are more examples in the 1920s of composite events 
combiningg stage and film. 165 One of the more obvious problems for  these 
projectionss was the fleeting nature of a complicated set-up that was put together  for 
onee show only and dismantled afterwards. In contrast, film  is a relatively stable 
technology::  even decades later  one can still revive and project a film  (under  the 
conditionn that it has not suffered too much from poor  storage). 

Probablyy one of the most famous apparati devised to »explode« the cinema 
wass Moholy-Nagy's kinetic sculpture »light-space-modulator« (»kinetische 
Skulpturr  Licht-Raum-Modulator«) , immortalised in his film  LICHTSPIEL 
SCHWARZ-Wmss-GRAUU (DE 1931/32). The construction comes out of a traditio n 
thatt  attempted to create a composite art from music, light, colour  and movement in 
aa three-dimensional space.166 The development of the »light-space-modulator« was 
greatlyy aided in terms of financing and technology by one of the leading German 
manufacturerss of electronic equipment and technology, AEG (Allgemeine 
ElektrizitütsElektrizitüts Gesellschaft, established 1883). This company was interested in a 
devicee for  projecting mobile advertisement from moving vehicles such as trains, 
cars,, or  buses. The underlying idea was to mobilise advertisements, to use the city 
ass a projection screen and especially those objects or  vehicles already moving 
throughh the city as projection boothes. Whil e traversing streets and squares the 
movingg projector  on the bus, car  or  tram would project images or  slogans on 
objects,, buildings and people. Moholy-Nagy combined two important strands here: 
onn the one hand stands the fascination for  the city as the locus classicus of 
modernityy and modernism, the city as cause and effect of the fundamental 
transformationss brought about in perception and experience. On the other  hand is 
thee idea to expand and explode the cinema that is clearly visible in the classical 
avant-garde,, but that only got broader  notice after  World War Two when Gene 
Youngbloodd coined the term ^expanded cinema«167 and experiments at Knokke 
andd elsewhere introduced a wider  public to these ideas. Moholy-Nagy*s film 
LICHTSPIE LL  SCHWARZ-WEISS-GRAU (DE 1931/32) can thus be seen as a first 
demonstrationn of the machine, rather  a tria l run of a propaganda machine that was 
nott  intended for  the cinema in the ordinary sense. Seen in this light, a film 
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normallyy referred to as an avant-garde classic acquires a wholly new genealogy and 
iss inserted into the lineage of the industrial film or the documentary when we view 
thee result as documenting light and shadow.168 Moholy-Nagy's interest in light as a 
mediumm of expression is complemented by his choice of subject matter in his other 
filmss which deal with the city and the conditions of living offered to different 
groups:: IMPRESSIONEN VOM ALTEN MARSEILLER HAFEN (DE 1929), BERLINER 
STILLLEBENN (DE 1930), and GROSSSTADTZIGEUNER (DE 1932). Later on, 
architecturee was added as a topic, but similarly mirroring his concerns with living 
conditionss and constructivist preoccupations about social engineering: 
ARCHITEKTURKONGRESSS ATHEN (DE 1933) and NEW ARCHITECTURE AT THE 

LONDONN ZOO (GB 1936).169 

Lett us return to our point of departure in this short account of expanded 
cinemaa avant la letter. For Bazin, the inventors and industrialists who capitalised 
thee new medium - the Edisons and Lumières - only belong to a side line of film 
andd cinema history. Those who count are the fanatics who give everything for 
approachingg the myth of total cinema: 

Less fanatiques, les maniaques, les pionniers désintéressés, capables comme Bernard 
Palissyy de brQler leurs meubles pour quelques secondes d'images tremblotantes, ne 
sontt ni des industriels ni des savants mais des possédés de leur imagination. Si Ie 
cinémaa est né, c'est de la convergence de leur obsession; c'est-a-dire d'un mythe, 
celuii  du cinéma total.110 

Itt is those »men obsessed by their own imaginings« that we find in the circles of 
thee avant-garde, following stubbornly this Bazinian myth which proved unful-
fillable,, yet whose pursuit brought about some of the most interesting examples of 
avant-gardee activity. Even in later years these ideas did not die, but they went 
undergroundd and resurfaced at certain points in history. Not coincidentally, 
Alexanderr Hammid, one of the key figures of the Czech avant-garde scene in the 
1930ss worked with Francis Thompson on several early IMAX films in the 1960s 
madee for Expos or other events such as To BE ALIVE! (1964), TO THE FAIR (1965), 
WEE ARE YOUNG / NOUS SOMMES JEUNES (1967) or US (1968).171 

4.66 Conclusio n 
DasDas Zusammenfallen von Institution und Gehalten enthiillt die 

gesellschaftlichegesellschaftliche Funktionslosigkeit als Wesen der Kunst in der 
bürgerlichenbürgerlichen Gesellschaft und fordert damit die Selbstkritik der 
KunstKunst heraus. Es ist das Verdienst der historischen Avantgarde-

bewegungen,bewegungen, diese Selbstkritik praktisch geleistet zu haben. 
PeterPeter Burger (1974)172 

Myy discussion of several facets of the avant-garde - publishing, teaching, 
exhibitions,, theory formation, and the Utopia of a cinema expanded beyond the 
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limit ss of the screen and reaching into the lif e of the spectators - was aimed at least 
inn three directions: firstly , to show how the avant-garde was a broad cultural and 
politicall  movement that was much more than a handful of »masterworks« or 
»classics«« characterised by formal experiments. Avant-garde culture encompassed 
exhibitionss and publishing, teaching and theorising and activism in many different 
directions.. Secondly, this wide field cannot be seen as merely a context or  as an 
ancillaryy or  secondary activity aimed at supporting the films, but the whole strategy 
off  the avant-garde was geared towards a restructurin g of cinema as an institution. 
Forr  that reason the avant-garde formed media strategies that were aimed at a 
transformationn of the social and political order. Thirdly , from an archaeological 
perspectivee the attempts at overcoming the standard set-up of the cinema, the 
traditiona ll  dispositif aptly demonstrates the far-sighted nature of the avant-garde: 
whatt  was at stake was not an experimental technique or  a formal innovation, but 
thee cinema in its totality . Looked at from today, they were indeed our avant-garde. 

11 René Clair: »Le cinématographe contre l'esprit«, written in 1927. Reprinted in and quoted after: 
Renéé Clair: Reflexion faite. Notes pour servir a l'histoire de l'art cinématographique de 1920 a 1950. 
Paris:: Gallimard 1951: 133. [«Avant-garde means intellectual curiosity in a field where one can still 
makee countless passionate discoveries*, my trans.] 
22 See Michel Foucault: The Archaeology of Knowledge & the Discourse on Language. New York: 
Pantheonn 1972:186ff. 
33 H.R. [=Herbert Read]: »The Cinema Library*. In: Cinema Quaterly, vol. 1, no. 1, autumn 1932: 62f. 
44 See Ute Schneider: »Artikulationsort Zeitschrift«. In: Heinz Ludwig Arnold (ed.): Aujbruch ins 20. 
Jahrhundert.Jahrhundert. Über Avantgarden. München: edition text + kritik 2001. (text + kritik Sonderband 
IX/01):: 171-181. 
55 The postwar avant-garde has taken up this issue forcefully, especially militant Third World 
filmmakingg around battle cries such as «imperfect cinema* (see for this term Julio Garcia Espinosa: 
«Towardss an Imperfect Cinema«. In: Michael Chanan (ed.): Twenty-five Years of the New Latin 
AmericanAmerican Cinema. London: British Film Institute / Channel Four 1983. [originally published in 
Spanishh as »Por un cine imperfecto« in 1970]) and «aesthetics of hunger« (see Glauber Rocha: «An 
Aestheticss of Hunger*. In: Randal Johnson, Robert Stam (eds.): Brazilian Cinema. New Brunswick, 
NJ:: Associated University Presses 1982. [originally published in Portuguese as »Estética da fome« in 
1965])) See for discussions of «Third Cinema* in general Teshome Gabriel: Third Cinema in the 
ThirdThird World: The Aesthetics of Liberation. Ann Arbor, MI: University of Michigan Research Press 
1982,, Paul Willemen: Questions of Third Cinema. London: British Film Institute 1989. 
66 Hans Richten Köpfe und Hinterköpfe. Zurich: Verlag Die Arche 1967: 70. [«The ground plans [of a 
housee that von der Rohe was building in Neu-Babelsberg] did not only look like Mondrians or my 
drawings,, but like music, that visual music we talked about, we discussed, we worked on and we 
realisedd in films. It was not only a ground plan, it was a new language that seemed to connect our 
generation.*,, my trans.] 

Seee Toke van Helmond: «»Un journal est un monsieur*. Arthur Lehning und seine Internationale 
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Seee Ines Lindner: »Demontage in documents*. In: Stefan Andriopoulos, Bernhard J. Dotzler (eds.): 
1929.1929. Beitrage zur Archaologie der Medien. Frankfurt/Main: Suhrkamp 2002: 110-131. 
99 See Sabine Nessel, Heide Schlüpmann, Stefanie Schulte Strathaus (eds.): L'Invitation au voyage. 
GermaineGermaine Dulac. Berlin: Freunde der Deutschen Kinemathek 2002: 29, fn 6; see also »Vita Germaine 
Dulac«.. In: ibid.: 117ff. 
100 Anne Friedberg: »Introduction«. In: Donald, James; Friedberg, Anne; Marcus, Laura (eds.): Close 
Up,Up, 1927-1933. Cinema and Modernism. London: Cassell 1998: 1-26, here 10-12. 
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York:: Arno Press 1972. 
122 See chapter three for a thorough discussion of the political stance of the London Film Society. 
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1907-1929.1907-1929. II:  1929-1939. Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press 1988. 
155 For a detailed case study of publications in Spain see Pierre Roura: »L*edition cinématographique 
enn Espagne dans 1'années 20«. In: Archives (Institut Jean Vigo / Cinematheque de Toulouse), no. 13, 
avrill  1988: 1-12. 
66 See Luis de Pina: História do cinema português. Mem Martins: Publicacöes Europa-America 1986: 

58-699 (»A geracao de 30 e o nono cinema português«) and Malte Hagener: »Nationale 
Filmproduktionn und Exil: Zur Produktion und Rezeption des Films GADO BRAVO«. In: Malte 
Hagener,, Wolfgang Jacobsen, Heike Klapdor (Red.): Exil in Portugal. Filmexil 16/2002. Miinchen: 
editionn text + kritik 2002: 50-69. 
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188 See Belé Balasz: Der sichtbare Mensch oder Die Kultur des Films. Wien, Leipzig: Deutsch-
Österreichischerr Verlag 1924; Edgar Beyfuss (ed.): Das Kulturfilmbuch. Berlin: Carl P. 
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Editionss Cinéopse / Librairie Gauthier-Villars & Cie. 1925 ; Léon Moussinac: Naissance du cinéma. 
Paris:: J. Povolozky 1925; Henri Fescourt, Jean-Louis Bouquet: L'Idée et l'êcran. Opinions sur Ie 
cinéma.cinéma. Paris: Haberschill et Sergent 1925-26; Iris Barry: Let's Go to the Pictures. London: Chatto & 
Winduss 1925. 
200 Pierre Marchand, René Weinstein,: L'art dans la Russie nouvelle: Le cinéma (1917-1926). Paris: 
Riderr 1927; Léon Moussinac: Le cinéma sovietique. Paris: Gallimard 1928; Alfred Kerr: Russische 
Filmkunst.Filmkunst. Berlin: Ernst Pollak 1927; Winifred Bryher: Film Problems of Soviet Russia. London: 
POOLL 1929. 
211 Lion Feuchtwanger has given brilliant portrait of such conservative angst in the face of the power 
off  montage cinema in his novel Erfolg. See the chapter »Panzerkreuzer Orlow« (Berlin: Aufbau 1993: 
533-538). . 
222 Hans Richten Filmgegner von heute - Filmfreunde von morgen. Berlin: Verlag Hermann 
Reckendorfff  1929; Werner Graeff: Es kommt der neue Photograph! Berlin: Verlag Hermann 
Reckendorfff  1929; Léon Moussinac: Panoramique du cinéma. Paris: Au sens pareil 1929 ; Menno ter 
Braak:: Cinema Militans. Utrecht: De Gemeenschap 1929; Paul Rotha: The Film Till Now. A Survey of 
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wird?wird? Stuttgart, Berlin, Leipzig: Deutsche Verlags-Anstalt 1928; Rudolf Arnheim: Film als Kunst. 
Berlin:: Rowohlt 1932; Béla Balasz: Der Geist des Films. Halle/Saale: Wilhelm Knapp 1930; C.A. 
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1929.. [expanded English edition: V.I. Pudovkin: Film Technique. Five Essays and Two Addresses. 
London:: George Newnes 1933. (translated by Ivor Montagu)]; Sergei Eisenstein: Der Kampfum die 
Erde.Erde. Berlin 1929. [contains OLD AND NEW-scenario and Eisenstein's preface »Drehbuch? Nein: 
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255 Anne Friedberg: «Introductions In: Donald, James; Friedberg, Anne; Marcus, Laura (eds.): Close 
Up,Up, 1927-1933. Cinema and Modernism. London: Cassell 1998: 1-26, here 19. 
266 The film was probably never finished. See Deke Dusinberre: »The Other Avantgardes«. In: Philip 
Drummondd et al. (eós.):Film as Film. Formal Experiment in Film 1910-1975. London: Hayward 
Galleryy 1979: 53-58, here 53. 
277 See Francois Bovier: «Pool Production: logique de la modernité«. In: Maria Tortajada, Francois 
Alberaa (eds.): Cinéma suisse: nouvelles approches. Histoire - Esthétique - Critique - Themes -
Matériaux.Matériaux. Lausanne: Editions Payot 2000. (Cinéma): 73-87. 
288 Quoted after -r.: «Film vom Bauhaus*. In: Film-Kurier, vol. 8, no. 290, 11.12.1926. [»[The 
intentionn of the Bauhaus] is the intellectual and technical education of creative human beings for 
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2911 have discussed the Soviet film school below and in chapter five »Vanishing Point Soviet Union«. 
300 See Christophe Gauthier: La Passion du cinéma. Cinéphiles, ciné-clubs et salles spécialisées a 
ParisParis de 1920 a 1929. Paris: Association Francaise de Recherche sur 1'Histoire du Cinéma / Ecole des 
Chartress 1999 : annexe no. 6 : Programme des conférences du Musée Galliera (Mai-Octobre 1924), 
356f.. See Richard Abel: French Cinema. The First Wave, 1915-1929. Princeton, NJ: Princeton 
Universityy Press 1984: 254f. 
311 See Christophe Gauthier: La Passion du cinéma. Cinéphiles, ciné-clubs et salles spécialisées a 
ParisParis de 1920 a 1929. Paris: Association Francaise de Recherche sur 1'Histoire du Cinéma / Ecole des 
Chartress 1999: 123, 136f. See also Richard Abel: French Cinema. The First Wave, 1915-1929. 
Princeton,, NJ: Princeton University Press 1984: 256f. 
322 On teaching at the Bauhaus in general see Rainer K. Wick: Teaching at the Bauhaus. Ostfildern-
Ruit:: Hatje Crantz 2000 and Rainer K. Wick: Bauhaus-Padagogik. Köln: DuMont 1994, and Silvia 
Verenaa Schmidt: «Experiment und Methode - Unterricht am Bauhaus«. In: Burkhard Leismann (ed.): 
DasDas Bauhaus. Gestaltungfiir ein modernes Leben. Köln: Wienand 1994: 65-90. 
333 See anon.: »Der Künstler gehort in die Industrie! Ein Gesprach mit Professor L. Moholy-Nagy, 
Dessau-Berlin«.. In: Film-Kurier, vol. 10, no. 283,28.11.1928. 
344 The programme is describes as the »Nurmi-Film«, WACHSENDE KRISTAUUE, and parts of the 
»Humboldt-film«« (E.Paulick). See -r.: »Film vom Bauhaus«. In: Film-Kurier, vol. 8, no. 290, 
11.12.1926. . 
355 Liszló Moholy-Nagy: Malerei Fotografie Film. München: Langen 1925. (Bauhaus-Bücher 8). 
366 Klaus Lippert: »Bauhaus et cinematographies In: Travelling, no. 56-57, Spring 1980: 42-51, here 
43. . 
377 1. moholy-nagy: »film im bauhaus. eine erwiderung«. In: Film-Kurier, vol. 8, no. 296, 18.12.1926. 
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trans.] ] 
388 See Karin Wilhelm: »Das Bauhaus. Architektur und Designs In: Monika Wagner (ed.): Moderne 
Kunst.Kunst. Das Funkkolleg zum Verstandnis der Gegenwartskunst. Vol. 2. Reinbek: Rowohlt 1991: 424-
442. . 
399 Herbert Molderings: «Lichrjahre eines Lebens. Das Fotogramm in der Asthetik Laszlo Moholy-
Nagys«.. In: Laszlo Moholy-Nagy. Fotogramme 1922-1943. München, Paris, London: Schirmer/Mosel 
1996:: 8-17, here 14f. [»In 1929 he asked those responsible in state and community to withdraw from 
paintingg academies and instead establish >light studios< where teachers and students should learn to 
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examinee and master the - in his opinion - most modern form of design of the presence. Eight years 
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411 See anon.: »Der groBe Regisseur über Regietechnik: Eisenstein-Kolleg in London«. In: Lichtbild-
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Dieterr Krohn et al.: Exilforschung. Film und Fotografie. Munchen: edition text + kritik 2003: 254-
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withh people from Cambridge and Oxford. He had little knowledge about film and learned all he knew 
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Russiann films.«, my trans.] 
433 John Grierson: »The E.M.B. Unit«. In: Jack C. Ellis: John Grierson. Life, Contributions, Influence. 
Carbondale,, Edwardsville, IL: Southern Illinois University Press 2000: 36. 
444 See »Mitteilungen des Volksverbandes für Filmkunst: Film-Seminar«. In: Film und Volk, vol. 1, 
no.. 1, Feb./March 1928: 32. 
455 See Marianne Mildenberger: Film und Projektion auf der Bühne. Emsdetten: Lechte 1961. 
466 See TTO [=Thomas Tode]: entry Erwin Piscator. In: Hans-Michael Bock (ed.): Cinegraph. Lexikon 
zumzum deutschsprachigen Film. München: edition text + kritik 1984ff., installment 33,15.5.2000. 
477 For more on Piscator's school see da.: «Regeneration des Theaters vom Film her. Unterredung mit 
Erwinn Piscator«. In: Lichtbild-Biihne, vol. 22, no. 148, 22.6.1929, and anon.: »Die Schule der 
Piscatorbühne.. Das Schuljahr beginnt am 10. September*. In: Uchtbild-Bühne, vol. 22, no. 205, 
28.8.1929. . 
488 Sabine Nessel, Heide Schlüpmann, Stefanie Schulte Strathaus (eds.): L 'Invitation au voyage. 
GermaineGermaine Dulac. Berlin: Freunde der Deutschen Kinemathek 2002: 28f. 
499 Vance Kepley, Jr.: »The Kuleshov workshops In: Iris, vol. 4, no. 1,1986: 5-23, here 6. 
500 An autobiographical account of the school is given by Alexandra Chochlowa: »Die erste Staatliche 
Filmschule«.. In: Wladimir Sabrodin, Karin MeBlinger (eds.): Amazonen der Avantgarde im Film. 
Berlin:: Freunde der Deutschen Kinemathek / Deutsche Guggenheim 1999: 27-32. The text is 
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511 Vance Kepley, Jr.: »Building a National Cinema: Soviet Film Education, 1918-1934«. In: Wide 
Angle,Angle, vol. 9, no. 3,1987: 5-19, here 5. 
522 For a critical view of GTK see Denise J. Youngblood: Soviet Cinema in the Silent Era, 1918-1935. 
Annn Arbor, MI: UMI Research Press 1985: 63ff. 
533 Vance Kepley, Jr.: »The Kuleshov workshop«. In: Iris, vol. 4, no. 1,1986: 5-23, here 12. 
544 Vance Kepley, Jr.: »The Kuleshov workshops. In: Iris, vol. 4, no. 1,1986: 5-23, here 19ff. 
555 For more on the birth of the historicist movement from the spirit of the avant-garde and the 
functionall  differentiation see chapter three on the film societies. 
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577 Ivor Montagu: »01d Man's Mumble. Reflections on a Semi-Centenary«. In: Sight <fc Sound, autumn 
1975:: 223. 
588 See Christophe Gauthier: La passion du cinéma. Cinêphiles, Ciné-Clubs et salles speckdisées d 
ParisParis de 1920 a 1929, Paris: Ecole nationale de Chartres / AFRHC 1999: 72-74 on the Salon 
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Arthu rr  RUegg: Hans Richter. New Living. Architecture. Film. Space. Baden (CH): Lars Muller  2001. 
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1987. . 
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thee cinema, especially CALIGARI, see Stefan Andriopoulos: Besessene Kö'rper. Hypnose, 
KörperschaftenKörperschaften und die Erfindung des Kinos. München: Wilhelm Fink 2000. 
644 See for the multiplicity of DAS CABINET DES DR. CALIGARI and an interpretation of the film along 
thesee lines Thomas Elsaesser: »Caligari's Family: Expressionism, Frame Tales and Master-
Narratives^^  In: T.E.: Weimar Cinema and After. Germany's Historical Imaginary. London, New 
York:: Routledge 2000: 61-105. 
655 Rudolf Arnheim: »Dr. Caligari redivivus*. In: Das Stachelschwein, vol. 19, October 1925: 47-48. 
Reprintedd in: R.A.: Kritiken und Aufsdtze zum Film, (edited by Helmut H. Diederichs). 
Frankfurt/Main:: Fischer 1979: 177f. 
666 For a report from this exhibition see Close Up, vol. 2, no. 5, May 1928: 75-77. 
677 See Karel Dibbets: Sprekende films. De komst van de geluidsfilm in Nederland 1928-1933. 
Amsterdam:: Cramwinckel 1993:40-43. 
688 A. Kraszna-Krausz: «Exhibition in Stuttgart, June, 1929, and Its Effects*. In: Close Up, vol. 5, no. 
6,, December 1929:455-464, here 455. 
699 See Hans HuB: «Berliner Kongrefi der Interessengemeinschaft fur Arbeiterkultur (IFA)«, anon.: 
»Diee IFA gründet eine Filmabteilung*  and anon: »Arbeiter! Ergreift die Initiative!*. All in: 
ArbeiterbtihneArbeiterbtihne und Film, vol. 17, no. 12, December 1930: 3-6; 27 and 27f. See also Will i Lüdecke,: 
Derr Film in Agitation und Propaganda der revolutioneren deutschen Arbeiterbewegung (1919-1933). 
Berlin:: Oberbaumverlag 1973:47. 
700 For the exhibition policy of If A see also Jttrgen Berger, Curt Garner, Erika Gregor, Ulrich Gregor, 
Heinerr  Ross, Toni Stooss (eds.): Erobert den Film!  Proletariat und Fihn in der Weimarer Republik. 
Berlin:: Neue Gesellschaft für Bildende KUnste 1977: 16. See also Film und Volk, vol. 3, no. 3,1930: 
55. . 
711 For a description of the 1927-festival at Baden-Baden from the perspective of the mechanisation of 
soundd synchronisation see Michael Wedel: »Vom Synchronismus zur Synchronisation. Carl Robert 
Blumm und der frtthe Tonfüm«. In: Joachim Polzer (ed.): Aufstieg und Untergang des Tonfibns. Die 
ZukunftZukunft des Kinos: 24p? Potsdam: Polzer 2002: 97-112, here 104f. 
722 See Bradford Smith: »Hans Richter und das Baden-Badener Musikfestival*. In: Gehr, Hofacker, 
Richter.Richter. 1989: 24-29. 
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733 See for a short description of the 1928-festival Michael Wedel: »Vom Synchronismus zur 
Synchronisation.. Carl Robert Blum und der friihe Tonfilm«. In: Joachim Polzer (ed.): Aufstieg und 
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Baden-Baden.. Eine Vorschau«. In: Uchtbild-Bühne, vol. 22, no. 178, 27.7.1929. 
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andd Humanities, Los Angeles. Quoted by: Bradford Smith: »Hans Richter und das Baden-Badener 
Musikfestival«.. In: Gehr, Hofacker, Richter. 1989: 26. 
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Kunstphotographie.. Die Durchsetzung des fotografischen Mediums in Deutschland 1920-1933«. In: 
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Hatjee 1979: 8-25. 
811 See »Film und Photo [sic] Stuttgart 1929. Zur kommenden Werkbund-Ausstellung«. In: Uchtbild-
Bühne,Bühne, vol. 22, no. 42, 19.2.1929; announcement in Close Up, vol. 4, no. 2, February 1929: 93f.; 
»Filmm und Foto Stuttgart«. In: Kinematograph, vol. 23, no. 53, 4.3.1929; »Das Ausland und >Film 
undd Foto<. Die Stuttgarter Werkbundausstellung«. In: Uchtbild-Bühne, vol. 22, no. 57, 8.3.1929; hs.: 
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877 See Film-Kurier, vol. 11, no. 136, 10.6.1929. For a summary of the opening speeches see Rudolf 
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899 See for an example from Munich glk.: »Die Avantgardisten in Mlinchen«. In: Lichtbild-Bühne, vol. 
22,, no. 197, 19.8.1929; Walter Jerven: »Vorführung der MUnchner Ftlmfestwochen: Avant-Garde-
Filme*.. In: Film-Kurier, vol. 11, no. 193,15.8.1929. 
900 See »Film, Photo, Filmphoto«. In: Lichtbild-Bühne, vol. 22, no. 263,4.11.1929. 
911 See »Stuttgarter >Film und Foto<-Ausstellung in Berlin*. In: Lichtbild-Bühne, vol. 22, no. 238, 
5.10.1929. . 
922 See »>Der gute Film<«. In: Lichtbild-Bühne, vol. 22, no. 247, 16.10.1929 and »Berliner 
SondervorfUhrungg guter Filme*. In: Film-Kurier, vol. 11, no. 241,10.10.1929. 
933 On accounts and documentation of the La Sarraz meeting see Freddy Buache: »Le cinéma 
indépendantt et d*avant-garde è la fin du muet«. In: Travelling. Cahiers de la Cinematheque Suisse, 
no.. 55, (été 1979) & no. 56/57, (printemps 1980); Roland Cosandey and Thomas Tode: »Le ler 
congress international du cinéma indépendant. La Sarraz, Septembre 1929«. In: Archives, Perpignan, 
no.. 84 (Apri l 2000): 1-30; and Helma Schleif: Stationen der Moderne im Film. II.  Texte, Manifeste, 
PamphletPamphlet e. Berlin: Freunde der Kinemathek 1989: 200-219; a detailed bibliography can be found in 
Thomass Tode: »Auswahlbibliographie zu La Sarraz*. In: Filmblatt, no. 11, autumn 1999,31-33. 
944 For cautious evaluation from the film trade press see anon.: »Filmtagung in der Schweiz. Ein 
bedeutsamess Meeting*. In: Film-Kurier, vol. 11, no. 206, 30.8.1929 and Paul Medina: »Das Fazit der 
Schweizerr Filmtagung*. In: Film-Kurier, vol. 11, no. 219,14.9.1929. 
955 For an account concentrating on Ruttmann's trajectory see Thomas Elsaesser, Malte Hagener: 
»Walterr Ruttmann: 1929*. In: Stefan Andriopoulos, Bernhard Dotzler (eds.): 1929. Beitrüge zur 
ArcheologieArcheologie derMedien. Frankfurt/Main: Suhrkamp 2002: 317-349. 
966 See Jean Lenauer. »The Independent Cinema Congress«. In: Close Up, vol. 5, no. 4, October 1929: 
306-308;; see also Freddy Chevalley: »Pour la defense du cinéma artistique«. In: Close Up, vol. 5, no. 
4,, October 1929:304-306. 
977 See »Bemerkenswerte Tagung. Die Avantgarde in Brussel. Der 2. KongreB des Cinéma 
Indépendant*.. In: Film-Kurier, vol. 12, no. 243,14.10.1930. 
988 For a detailed account of the Brussels meeting see Laura Vichi: »Un point de depart: Ie Congres 
internationall  du cinéma indépendant de Bnixelles«. In: Laura Vichi: Henri Storck. De 1'avant-garde 
auau documentaire social. Crisnée (BE): Editions Yellow Now 2002: 11-21. 
999 See »Die Avantgarde tagt in Brussel. Bemerkenswerte Filmvorführungen*. In: Film-Kurier, vol. 
12,, no. 283,1.12.1930. Originally from Germany also Béla Balasz and G.W. Pabst were invited. See 
»Diee Avantgarde. Deutschlands Vertreter auf dem Brtisseler KongreB«. In: Film-Kurier, vol. 12, no. 
256,29.10.1930. . 
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1000 See »1931: KongreB der Avantgarde. In Berlin Maitagung der Filmkiinstler«. In: Film-Kurier, vol. 
12,, no. 304,27.12.1930. 
1011 This exchange was triggered by Béla Balazs' talk at an association of cameramen in Berlin on 9 
Junee 1926. The text was printed as »Produktive und reproduktive Filmkunst*. In: Filmtechnik, no. 12, 
12.6.1926:: 234f. Reprinted in B.B.: Schriften zum Film. Vol 2: Der Geist des Films. Kritiken und 
AufsatzeAufsatze 1926-1931. (edited by Helmut H. Diederichs and Wolfgang Gersch). Miinchen / Berlin (Ost) 
// Budapest: Hanser / Henschel / Akademie 1984. The article was translated into Russian as »0 
budushchemm fil'my«. In: Kino, 6.7.1926. Sergei Eisenstein responded polemically to Balasz' 
contentionn that the cameraman was the most important part in the film production process. His 
responsee was published in two parts as »0 pozitsii Bela Balasha«. In: Kino, 20.7.1926 and »Bela 
zabyvaett nozhnitsy«. In: Kino, 16.8.1926. In German published as: »Béla vergisst die Schere«. 
Reprintedd in Helmut H. Diederichs (ed.): Geschichte der Filmtheorie. Kunsttheoretische Texte von 
MélièsMéliès bisArnheim. Frankfurt/Main: Suhrkamp 2004: 257-264. 
1022 See S. Kracauen »Wir schaffens«. In: Frankfurter Zeitung, no. 856,17.11.1927. Reprinted in S.K.: 
WerkeWerke 6.1. Kleine Schriften zum Film 1921-1927. Frankfurt/Main: Suhrkamp 2004: 411-413; S. 
Kracauenn »Tonbildfilm. Zur Vorführung im Frankfurter Gloria-Palast«. In: Frankfurter Zeitung, no. 
766,, 12.10.1928. Reprinted in S.K.: Werke 6.2. Kleine Schriften zum Film 1928-1931. 
Frankfurt/Main:: Suhrkamp 2004: 122-125; see also Siegfried Kracauen Von Caligari zu Hitler. Fine 
psychologischepsychologische Geschichte des deutschen Films. Frankfurt/Main: Suhrkamp 1979: 192-198; see also 
forr a more general criticism of the avant-garde Siegfried Kracauen Theorie des Films. Die Erretung 
deraufierenderaufieren Wirklichkeit. Frankfurt/Main 1985: 237-258. 
1033 S. Kracauer: »Der Mann mit dem Kinoapparat. Ein neuer russischer Film«. In: Frankfurter 
Zeitung,Zeitung, no. 369, 19.5.1929. Reprinted in S.K.: Werke 6.2. Kleine Schriften zum Film 1928-1931. 
Frankfurt/Main:: Suhrkamp 2004: 247-251, here 248. [»While Ruttmann's associations are purely 
formall  - he seems to be satisfied with superficial and unclear links in his sound films - Wertow 
throughh montage gains meaning and connection between the pieces of reality. Ruttmann puts them 
side-by-sidee without explaining them; Wertow interprets, by representing.*, my trans.] 
1044 I have layed out these internal contradiction of the avant-garde in more detail in part 2.1.1 The 
AporiasAporias of the Avant-garde. 
1055 See chapter six on the intersection of documentary and avant-garde with state institutions for 
furtherr details. 
1066 Laura Vichi: Henri Storck De 1'avant-garde au documentaire social. Crisnée (BE): Editions 
Yelloww Now 2002: 181. [»The presence of Germaine Dulac, director of one of the largest French 
productionn houses, Gaumont-Franco-Film-Aubert (GFFA) who supported the 1930s generation of 
cineastes,, was emblematic for the junction with the commercial cinema. It was at Bruxelles 
effectivelyy that she hired Vigo for directing TARIS (1931) as well as Henri Storck, choosen as 
assistantt by Pierre Billon at the Studio Buttes-Chaumont.«, my trans.] 
1077 Ernst Jager: »>Avant-Garde<, das Gewissen der Weltfilmindustrie*. In: Film-Kurier, vol. 11, no. 
206,, 30.8.1929. [»The work of the avantgarde will be a damn nothing, if it remains in its last effects 
Tartt pour rart.«, my trans.] 
1088 See for examples of the French discourse Oliver Fahle: Jenseits des Bildes. Poetik des 
französischenfranzösischen Films der zwanziger Jahre. Mainz: Bender 2000 and Richard Abel: French Film 
TheoryTheory and Criticism, 1907-1939. A History/Anthology. I: 1907-1929. II:  1929-1939. Princeton, NJ: 
Princetonn University Press 1988. 
1099 See Richard Abel: »On the Threshold of French Film Theory and Criticism, 1915-1919«. In: 
CinemaCinema Journal, vol. 25, no. 1, Fall 1985: 12-33. 
1100 See Richard Abel: French Cinema. The First Wave, 1915-1929. Princeton, NJ: Princeton 
Universityy Press 1984: 241 f. 
1111 See Ian Christie: »French Avant-garde Film in the Twenties: from >Specificity< to Surrealism*. In: 
Philipp Drummond et al. (eds.):Film as Film. Formal Experiment in Film 1910-1975. London: 
Haywardd Gallery 1979: 36-45. 
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Delluc'ss collected writings and scripts have been collected in an exemplary edition. Louis Delluc: 
EcritsEcrits cinématographiques. I:  Le Cinéma et les Cinéastes. II:  Cinéma et Cie. Ill:  Drames de Cinéma. 
(editedd by Pierre Lhemünier). Paris: Cinematheque Francaise 1985; 1986; 1990. 
1133 See Richard Abel: »On the Threshold of French Film Theory and Criticism, 1915-1919«. In: 
CinemaCinema Journal, vol. 25, no. 1, Fall 1985: 12-33, on photogénie 23ff. 
1144 See Christine N. Brinckmann: »>Abstraktion< und >Einfühlung< im frühen deutschen 
Avantgardefilm«.. In: Harro Segeberg (ed.): Die Perfektionierung des Scheins. Das Kino der 
WeimarerWeimarer Republik im Kontext der Kunst e. München: Wilhelm Fink Verlag 2000. (Mediengeschichte 
dess Films 3): 111-140. 
1155 I have discussed this debate at greater length in »The Aporias of the Avant-garde« in chapter two 
off  this study. 
1166 Paul Willemen: «Photogénie and Epsteins. In: P.W.: Looks and Frictions. Essays in Cultural 
StudiesStudies and Film Theory. London: British Film Institute 1994: 124-133, here 126f. 
1177 Willemen, Photogénie, op.cit.: 129. 
1,88 Willemen, Photogénie, op.cit.: 127 (italics in original). 
1199 Germaine Dulac: «L'essence du cinéma: L'idée visuelle«. In: Les cahiers du mois, no. 16/17, 
1925.. Reprinted in and quoted after Prosper Hillairet (ed.): Germaine Dulac. Ecrits sur le cinéma 
(1919-1937).(1919-1937). Paris: Editions Paris Experimental 1994 : 62-67, here 66. [»Only the music can evoke 
similarr emotions to the cinema; and considering these impressions we can get an idea of the film of 
thee future. Music too has no precise barriers; is it possible to conclude from the fact that the visual 
idea,, the theme that the filmmakers are interested in have much more in common with the music than 
withh any other example? [...] The film itself of which we all dream is a visual symphony living out of 
thee emotions of the artist and coming to life on the screen.«, my trans.] 
1200 See Ian Christie: «French Avant-garde Film in the Twenties: from >Specificity< to Surrealism«. In: 
Philipp Drummond et al. (eds.):Film as Film. Formal Experiment in Film 1910-1975. London: 
Hayy ward Gallery 1979: 37-45, here 39; see als David Bordwell: «The Musical Analogy«. In: Yale 
FrenchFrench Studies, no. 60,1980:141-146. 
1211 See A.G. Kawan: «Abstrakte Filmkunst*. In: Fihn-Kurier, vol. 6, no. 276, 22.11.1924. 
[»Eggeling'ss and Richter's abstract film design anticipate in ideal fashion with their structural clarity 
andd formal rigour the real collectivity of the future, as opposed to today's factual anarchy of social 
organisation.*,, my trans.] 
11 Translated by and quoted from Andre Stufkens: »The Song of Movement. Joris Ivens's First Films 
andd the Cycle of the Avant-garde«. In: Kees Bakker (ed.): Joris Ivens and the Documentary Context. 
Amsterdam:: Amsterdam University Press 1999:46-71, here 59. 
1233 See David Bordwell: »The Idea of Montage in Soviet Art and Film«. In: Cinema Journal, vol. 11, 
no.. 2, Spring 1972: 9-17. 
1244 Richard Abel: «The Great Debates«. In: Richard Abel: French Film Theory and Criticism, 1907-
1939.1939. A History/Anthology. I: 1907-1929. Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press 1988: 320-348, 
heree 332. 
1255 First published in the magazine Kino-Phot, organ of the film constructivists; quoted by Jay Leyda: 
Kino.Kino. A History of the Russian and Soviet Film. London: George Allen &  Unwin 1960: 164. 
1266 See Stephen G. Jones: The British Labour Movement and Film, 1918-1939. London: Routledge & 
Kegann Paul 1987. 
1277 For a programmatic contemporary statement in favour of workers' film criticism see H.L. [= Heinz 
Ludecke]:: »Dringende Aufgaben der proletarischen Filmkritik«. In: Arbeiterbühne und Film, vol. 
XVII ,, no. 6, June 1930: 23-25. For an evaluation of workers film correspondents see Reiner Frey: 
«Geschichtenn von jenen, die versuchten die laufenden Bilder wieder einzufangen - die AnfSnge der 
Zuschauerfilmkritikk in Deutschland, das Beispiel Arbeiterbühne und Film (1930/31)«. In: Filmfaust, 
no.. 19, June 1980: 8-16, Brigitte Hervo: «Zuschauerfilmkritik Anfang der 30er Jahre in Frankreich«. 
In:: Filmfaust, no. 20, November 1980: 35-45. 
1288 Jay Leyda: Kino. A History of the Russian and Soviet Film. London: George Allen & Unwin 1960: 
266ff. . 
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11 Michel Foucault: The Archaeology of Knowledge & the Discourse on Language. New York: 
Pantheonn 1972: 186f. 
1300 See Rudolf Amheim: Film als Kunst. Berlin: Rowohlt 1932. (reprint Frankfurt/Main: Suhrkamp 
2002).. See also the articles collected in Rudolf Amheim: Die Seele in der Silberschicht. 
MedientheoretischeMedientheoretische Texte. Photographie - Film - Rundfunk. Frankfurt/Main: Suhrkamp 2004. 
1311 James Donald, Anne Friedberg, Laura Marcus (eds.): Close Up, 1927-1933. Cinema and 
Modernism.Modernism. London: Cassell 1998: 79. 
1322 See part 3.4.2 on the birth of film historiography and the archival impulse from the spirit of the 
filmm societies. Langlois occupies a central position here. 
1333 See the editorial introductions to the various sections in Duncan Petrie, Robert Kruger (eds.): A 
PaulPaul Rotha Reader. Exeter: University of Exeter Press 1999. See also Edgar Anstey: »Paul Rotha and 
Thoroldd Dickinson«. In: Sight & Sound, Summer 1984: 194f. 
1344 Paul Rotha: »The >Unusual< Film Movement«. In: Documentary News Letter, June 1940. 
Reprintedd in and quoted after Duncan Petrie, Robert Kruger (eds.): A Paul Rotha Reader. Exeter: 
Universityy of Exeter Press 1999: 183-186, here 183. 
1355 Paul Rotha: «Repertory Film Movement«. In: Celluloid. The Film To-Day. London: Longmans 
1933.. Reprinted in and quoted after: Rotha Reader, op.cit., 1999: 187-190, here 188f. 
1366 See Edmund Meisel: »Musik und Tonfilm«. In: Vossische Zeitung, Berlin, no. 204, 26.8.1928, 
Postausgabe.. Reprinted in Werner Sudendorf (ed.): Der Stummfilmmusiker Edmund Meisel. 
Frankfurt/Main:: Deutsches Filmmuseum 1984. (Kinematograph 1): 29. 
1377 Jacques Feyder: »Les possibilités d'un art élargi«. In: Pour vous, 20.6.1929. Reprinted in and 
quotedd after Charles Ford (ed.): Jacques Feyder. Presentation. Choix de textes. Filmographie. 
Illustrations.Illustrations. Paris: Editions Seghers 1973: 98-100. [»The talking film includes all the possibilities of 
ann enlarged cinematographic art, redeemed finally from subtitles and supported by every sounding 
emotion.. [...] The cinegraphic movement, the visual rhythm, the coordination of objectives, the 
opticall  interpretation will be achieved by sound film.«, my trans.] 

Rudolff  Amheim: »Kino von hinten«. In: Das Stachelschwein, no. 6, 1.6.1927: 63. Quoted after 
Rudolff  Amheim: Kritiken und Aufsatze zum Film, (edited by Helmut H. Diederichs). Frankfurt/Main: 
Fischerr 1979: 309. [»The most modem have already threatened to project reflectory games in the sky, 
insteadd of painting or drawing. This light cone is perhaps a graphical page from the future book of art 
history.«,, my trans.] 
1399 See as an early example of this approach the curious mixture of illustrations, scientific study, and 
adventuree serial C.W. Ceram: Eine Archaologie des Kinos. Reinbek: Rowohlt 1965. 
1400 André Bazin: »Le mythe du cinéma total«. In: Andre Bazin: Qu'est-ce que Ie cinema? I: Ontologie 
etet Langage. Paris: Les editions du Cerf 1958. (7e art): 21-26, here 25. [»It is the myth of an all-
encompassingg realism, a recreation of the world according to its own image, an image that would feel 
neitherr the ballast of free interpretation of an artist nor the unidirectionality of time. And even if film 
att its cradle did not have all capacities of the coming total film, it was against its will and only 
becausee his fairies were technically not capable to give, even if they would have wanted to.«, my 
trans.] ] 
1411 See part two of Miriam Hansen: Babel and Babylon. Spectatorship in American Silent Film. 
Cambridge,, MA: Harvard University Press 1991: 127-241. 
1422 Valerie Peseux: Abel Gance (1889-1981). L'innovation artistique et technique du >triptyque<, de la 
perspectiveperspective sonore< et de la Polyvision. Perpignan: Institut Jean Vigo 2001. (Archives 87 - Avril 
2001):: 2. [»From that time onwards I had understood the necessity to surpass the ordinary limits of 
thee screen. The silent cinema had reached the extreme limits of its capabilities. On my part, I had 
attemptedd to surpass them. [...] The triptych had the advantage of enriching the alphabet.«, my trans.] 
1433 See Laszló Moholy-Nagy: Malerei Fotografie Film. München: Langen 1925. (Bauhaus-Bücher 8). 
1444 Jean Mauclaire: »Studio 28«. In: Photo-Ciné, no. 10, Janvier 1928: n.p. [»The veritable reason of 
thee Studio 28 was to be a laboratory of film, it does not have an animated orchestra with ascending 
movements,, only one thing is important: the photographic projection booth and the screen which is 
onee piece, nine meters wide and forming one vast frescoed mural in the front of the auditorium. 
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Studioo 28 is the only space in Paris where a trypych projection is installed in a permanent manner and 
alll  research about this invention is done by the inventor himself: Abel Gance.«, my trans.] 
1455 See Bert Hogenkamp: »J.C. Mol en Multifüm: wetenschap - film - bedrijf*. In: B.H.: De 
NederlandseNederlandse documentairefilm 1920-1940. Utrecht: Audiovisueel Archief van de Stichting Film en 
Wetenschap// Amsterdam: Van Gennep 1988: 96-108, here 97. 
1466 Jean Mauclaire: »Studio 28«. In: Photo-Cinét no. 10, Janvier 1928: n.p. [»The possibilities of the 
tryptychh are even more broad, permitting the orchestration of images, the tryptych will kill the 
orchestra.. We are also employing mechanical music, necessary concession for preparing a too 
brusquee transition. But one day not too far away the auditoria will possess nothing but a screen and a 
booth.booth. The cinema suffices on its own. The cinema is a force that will make fun of its adversaries.*, 
myy trans.] 

Seee my chapter «Vanishing Point Soviet Union*  on the visits of Soviet filmmakers to the West. 
1488 Hans Richten Köpfe und Hinterköpfe. Zurich: Verlag Die Arche 1967:159. 
1499 Ibid.: 160. [«What I want to do? A film about snow and ice, but not only projected on three 
screenss in the front, but projected everywhere. On the ceiling, the sides and even in the back of the 
viewer.. He should freeze with the hero and warm up with him at the fire, while ouside the hungry 
wolfess draw increasingly small circles around us. The frozen fish we rip with our teeth and the frozen 
facess are rubbed in the snow. The viewer shakes, freezes, awakes and almost frozen considers himself 
thee hero.*, my trans.] 
1500 Steven Philip Kramer, James Michael Walsh: Abel Gance. Boston: Twayne 1978. (Twayne's 
Theatricall  Arts Series): 67. 
1511 An interesting case of comparison would be HIGH TREASON (GB 1929, Maurice Elvey) in terms of 
contentt as well as its position between silent and sound cinema. The film deals with attempts by 
women'ss groups to disarm the nations. It was shot as a silent film and - during the transition - sound 
wass added to increase the market value of the film. See Kenton Bamford: Distorted Images. British 
NationalNational Identity and Film in the 1920s. London,. New York: I.B. Tauris 1999: 169. 
1522 A special number of Archives is devoted to these technical experiments of Gance. See Valerie 
Peseux::  Abel Gance (1889-1981). L''innovation artistique et technique du >triptyque<, de la 
perspectiveperspective sonore< et de la Polyvision. Perpignan: Institut Jean Vigo 2001. (Archives 87 - Avril 
2001). . 
1533 For a genealogy of Imax in popular cinema (wide-screen, 3-D) see Tana Wollen: »The Bigger the 
Better.. From CinemaScope to Imax*. In: Philip Hayward, Tana Wollen (eds.): Future Visions. New 
TechnologiesTechnologies of the Screen. London: BFI Publishing 1993: 10-30. For more recent contextualisations 
off  ride-films and surround systems see Constance Balides: «Immersion in the Virtual Ornament: 
Contemporaryy >Movie Ride< Films*  and Angela Ndalianis: «Architectures of the Senses: Neo-
Baroquee Entertainment Spectacles*. Both in David Thorburn, Henry Jenkins (eds.): Rethinking Media 
Change.Change. The Aesthetics of Transition. Cambridge, MA, London: The MIT Press 2003: 315-336 and 
355-373. . 
1544 The relationship between auditorium space and screen space could form a basis for a rewriting of 
filmm history which would factor in many contextual factors that are ignored by classical film theory. 
Seee Thomas FJsaessen Filmgeschichte und friihes Kino. Archeologie eines Medienwandels. 
München:: edition text + kritik 2002: passim. 
1355 Peter Wollen: «Viking Eggeling*. In: P.W.: Paris Hollywood: Writings on Film. London, New 
York:: Verso 2002: 39-54, here 53. 
1566 See for an overview of international developments Sara Selwood: «Farblichtmusik und abstrakter 
Film«.. In: Karin v. Maur  (Hrsg.): Worn Klang der Bilder. Die Musik in der Kunst des 20. 
Jahrhunderts.Jahrhunderts. München: Prestel 1985: 414-421. For a detailed account of this strand of the avant-
garde,, yet limited to the German situation see Anne Hoormann: Uchtspiele. 2ur Medienreflexion der 
AvantgardeAvantgarde in der Weimarer Republik. München: Wilhelm Fink 2003. 
1577 Malcolm Le Grice: «German Abstract Film in the Twenties*. In: Philip Drummond et al. 
(eds.y.Film(eds.y.Film as Film. Formal Experiment in Film 1910-1975. London: Hayward Gallery 1979: 30-35, 
heree 30. 
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388 Alexander Laszló: Die Farblichtmusik. Leipzig: Breitkopf & Hartel 1925. 
1599 See for a contemporary overview Adrian Bernard Klein: Colour Music. The Art of Light. London: 
Lockwoodd 1926. 
1600 William Moritz: »Oskar Fischinger«. In: Herbert Gehr (ed.): Optische Poesie. Oskar Fischinger-
LebenLeben und Werk. Frankfurt/Main: Deutsches Filmmuseum 1993. (Kinematograph 9): 7-80, here 13. 
1611 Esther Leslie: Hollywood Flatlands. Animation, Critical Theory and the Avant-Garde. London, 
Neww York: Verso 2002: 283. 

Seee R.C. Dale: The Films ofRené Clair. 2 Vols. I: Exposition and Analysis. II:  Documentation. 
Metuchen,, NJ, London: Scarecrow Press 1986: 29-42 (vol. I), 22-27 (vol. II). 
166 See for a contemporary account E. Goldey: »Le film dans les mises en scène d'Erwin Piscator«. 
In:: La revue du cinéma, vol. 2, no. 7,1. February 1930: 47-58. 
1644 See Thomas Tode: entry »Erwin Piscator«. In: Hans-Michael Bock (ed.): CineGraph. Lexikon zum 
deutschsprachigendeutschsprachigen Film. Miinchen: edition text + kritik 1984ff.: installment 33,15.5.2000. 
1655 See for a contemporary overview E. Hellmund-Waldow: »Combinaison le film et la scene«. In: 
CloseClose Up, vol. 2, no. 4, April 1928: 23-30. 
1666 For a geneaology of this develoment from a formalist perspective see Wulf Herzogenrath: «Light-
playy and Kinetic Theatre as Parallels to Absolute Film«. In: Philip Drummond et al. (eds.):Film as 
Film.Film. Formal Experiment in Film 1910-1975. London: Hay ward Gallery 1979: 22-26. 
1677 Gene Youngblood: Expanded Cinema. London: Studio Vista 1970. 
1688 For Bill Nichols LICHTSPIEL: SCHWARZ WEISS GRAU falls into the category of the »poetic 
documentary**.. See Bill Nichols: Introduction to Documentary. Bloomington, Indianapolis: Indiana 
Universityy Press 2002: 103. 
1699 For an interpretation of Moholy-Nagy as a constructivist see Jan-Christopher Horak: »L&zló 
Moholy-Nagy:: The Constructivist Urge«. In Jan-Christopher Horak: Making Images Move. 
PhotographersPhotographers and the Avant-Garde Cinema. Washington, London: Smithsonian Institution Press 
1997:: 109-135. 
1700 Andre Bazin: »Le mythe du cinéma total«. In: Andre Bazin: Qu'est-ce que le cinéma? I: Ontologie 
etet Langage. Paris: Les editions du Cerf 1958. (7e art): 21-26, here 26. [»The fanatics, the madmen, 
thee selfless pioneers who were capable like Bernard Palissy to burn their furniture for a couple of 
secondss flickering images are neither industrials nor scholars, but possessed by the images of their 
phantasy.. And film was born from the convergence of their obsession, from a myth, the myth of total 
cinema.^,cinema.^, my trans.] 
1711 Loren Cocking: »Ever-Expanding Cinema. The Films of Alexander Hammid and Francis 
Thompsonss In: Michael Omasta (ed.): Tribute to Sasha. Das filmische Werk von Alexander Hammid. 
Regie,Regie, Kamera, Schnitt und Kritiker. Wien: Synema 2002 : 99-116. 
1722 Peter Burger: Theorie der Avantgarde. Frankfurt/Main: Suhrkamp 1974: 35. [»The coincidence of 
institutionn and content reveals the social irrelevance as a characteristic feature of art in bourgeois 
societiess and challenges claims for self-criticism within art. The historical avantgarde movement has 
achievedd this self-criticism.«, my trans.] 
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Chapte rr  5: 
Vanishin gg Poin t Sovie t Union -

Sovie tt  Cinema and the West 
betweenn Innovatio n and Repressio n 

InIn  those first decades after the October Revolution we can already 
recognizerecognize the roots of cold war - the bipolar division of the territories 

ofof the globe and the frantic competition between the two systems. 
TheThe New Deal legislation itself, along with the construction of 

comparablecomparable welfare systems in Western Europe, might be cast as a 
responseresponse to the threat conjured up by the Soviet experience, that is, 

toto the increasing power of workers* movement both at home and abroad. 
MichaelMichael Hardt & Antonio Negri (2000)1 

Inn the 1920s the young and dynamic society of the Soviet Union appealed to avant-
gardee sensibilities in many places. In the field of cinema, the Soviet Union did not 
onlyy produce innovative and lasting works of art - retrospectively often 
collectivelyy grouped in formalist terms as »montage cinema« or  more politicall y 
mindedd called revolutionary cinema« -, but, more importantl y for  my purpose 
here,, it also attempted to change cinema as an institution: its mode of production, 
exhibitionn and the reception process, as well as film criticism and censorship, 
actingg style, exhibition practice and anything else connected to the field. What was 
att  stake in the Soviet Union was not just another  style or  school of filmmaking, but 
thee attempt to build a radically different institution cinema than in the capitalist 
states.. The Soviet experiment did, to many curious and well-meaning observers in 
Westernn countries, adhere to avant-gardistic ideals of breaking down the barrier 
thatt  separated art and life, theory and practice, thinkin g and doing. It was after  the 
premieree of Eisenstein's BRONENOSEZ »POTEMKIN« (SU 1925, >Battleship 
Potemkin<)) in Berlin that the Soviet montage cinema started its triumphal march 
acrosss Europe. Even though this was sometimes retrospectively seen as an 
appearancee out of nowhere, the Soviet filmmakers had sharpened their  eyes, 
intellectt  and scissors on Western film - the technique of remontage with which 
Westernn films had been adapted for  Soviet audiences fitted perfectly well into the 
projectt  of reshaping the cinematic discourse. For  some years, until roughly 1929/30 
thee »Russenfilme«, as they came to be known in Germany which was the main 
conduitt  of exchange between Western Europe and the Soviet Union, carried the 
brightl yy burning torch of hope and future before the introduction of sound cast long 
shadowss across the vast landscape of the Soviet cinema. At the same time the 
restructurin gg introduced by the Stalinist administration, industriall y manifested in 
thee first Five-Year-Plan (1928-32) which succeeded the NEP-phase of a limited 
markett  economy and culturall y present in the ascending dogma of Socialist 
Realism,, changed the self-organisation of the film  industry, altered the governing 
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aestheticc assumptions and generally led to an increasing suffocation of freedoms. 
Thee dominant cultural movement shifted from avant-gardistic and wide-ranging 
experimentss to academic and formal Social Realism - this is how the traditional 
storyy goes. Some years later, the Soviet Union turned for  many emigrants, as well 
ass for  Soviet citizens, from an imaginary and metaphorical vanishing point, from a 
hopefull  beacon guiding the path into a brighter  futur e of a just society, to a 
vanishingg point in a very literal sense when many artists and intellectuals perished 
inn the Stalinist purges of the mid-1930s. It is this development that I wil l present in 
moree detailed form on the following pages. 

Thee archaeology of the European avant-garde would be incomplete 
withoutt  a chapter  on the interaction between the Soviet Union and the West. The 
Soviett  cinema does therefore occupy a special place in my scheme: It can be seen 
ass encapsulating the other  developments in nuce. The Soviet cinema experience 
partl yy acts as an allegory of the European avant-garde as a whole on their 
labyrinthin ee journeys from hopeful beginnings to war, extermination, and exile. 
Whil ee I will flesh out the general trajectory sketched above, I wil l also propose 
anotherr  reading stressing the utopianism of the avant-garde that had to remain 
unfulfilled ,, yet did prove important for  providing a goal that seemed to many 
elusivee in the mid-1920s. The second layer  of this chapter  wil l thus be dealing with 
thee paradoxical temporal structures inherent in the cultural logic of the avant-garde. 
Att  the time of the coming of sound the discrepancy between the proclaimed 
Utopiann situation hailed in the avant-garde classics and the harsh reality manifest in 
thee desolate state of the Soviet cities and countryside became too wide, thus art and 
realityy had to be aligned again. The ensuing changes took up the avant-garde idea 
off  transforming lif e into art and art into life, only in a very different way from the 
Constructivists.. While in the 1920s artists strove to be »engineers of material 
reality«,, in the 1930s they were asked (or  rather: ordered) to become »engineers of 
humann souls« (Stalin).2 Or, to put it differently : The avant-garde, in its 
concentrationn on the material basis of creation (abstraction, isolating elements and 
elementall  building blocks, modularisation, recombination), in fact worked towards 
ann increased autonomy of art. In Marxist logic, the constructivist avant-garde was 
tamperingg with the superstructure which was according to this logic determined by 
thee basis anyway. The specific avant-garde art of the 1920s did thus appear  as 
completelyy useless (in social-revolutionary terms) to orthodox Marxists looking 
backk at the earlier  phase from the 1930s. Therefore, constructivism and montage 
cinemaa was denounced as formalism and academic art, meaning un-Sovietic. This 
outwardd pressure was echoed by an internal contradiction as the avant-garde had in 
generall  opposed the autonomy of bourgeois art. In the course of the 1920s 
constructivismm seemed increasingly to lose its status as an agent of change. The 
truee calling of art in orthodox Marxism was to change the consciousness of the 
peoplee which in turn would change the basis of society (paired with the 
transformationss of their  lif e resulting from Soviet culture). To accommodate an 
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avant-gardee in the sense that it was used in the 1920s meant to accommodate a 
bourgeoiss art in the long run (because any avant-garde that is successful wil l get rid 
off  itself) which was unthinkable in a »classless« society like the Soviet proclaimed 
itselff  to be. It is not the coming of sound that shattered the accomplishments of the 
avant-garde,, but it is rather  the changed social, cultural , technological and 
economicc context that acts as a catalyst for  the dramatic restructurings of the 
networkss of the avant-garde. 

AA disclaimer  to begin with: I am not concerned here with Soviet cinema 
perper se, but rather  with questions of interdependence, projection, overlap, influence, 
resonance,, retrospection and historiography. I wil l try to give an overview of how 
thee Soviet cinema developed within a few years first  into a Utopia and subsequently 
intoo a dystopia. This is neither  an industry study nor  an account of the aesthetic 
developmentss of a specific national cinema (there are many accounts easily 
availablee that I have benefited from using), but rather  an inquir y into »the 
imaginaryy dimension of the Soviet cinema« - its circulation abroad, in the form of 
films,, persons, ideas, discourses, but also the circulation and influence of other 
cinemass in the Soviet Union. In this vein I wil l examine the origins of the Soviet 
cinemaa from the refashioning of Griffith , Lang and Lubitsch, I wil l look at the 
receptionn of some classics of the Soviet cinema of the 1920s, I wil l deal with the 
travelss of the luminaries Eisenstein, Vertov, Pudovkin in the West, I wil l examine 
howw the cult of personality was reintroduced into a constructivist avant-garde, I 
wil ll  try to understand the logic behind attracting Western filmmakers like Ivens, 
Ruttmann,, Piscator  or  Richter  and I wil l look at the exile in the Soviet Union when 
manyy people were killed in the purges who had only escaped Hitler' s deadly grip 
shortlyy before. I wil l also consider  how the avant-garde practices of combining 
filmmakingfilmmaking  with vocational trainin g and theorisation, exhibition with network 
buildin gg and publishing were adapted or  innovated in the Soviet Union. 

5.11 The avant-gard e In the Sovie t contex t 
PartPart of the Soviet experiment years ago, as Eisenstein explained it to me, 

waswas to abolish art because it was useless. Of course, that theory is not 
easilyeasily put into practice as this apparent uselessness is the chief virtue of art. 

JosefJosef von Sternberg (1965f 

Evenn when considering the imaginary dimension of the Soviet cinema it is 
importantt  to see how it developed internally in broad strokes. Understanding the 
self-organisationn of the film  industry (or  the organisation from above through state 
intervention)) is necessary in order  to compare the Soviet situation with the West. 
Aroundd 1920 the Soviet film  administration faced two interrelated problems 
simultaneously.. The first issue was how to restart the cinema sector  as everything 
fromm production to exhibition had broken down after  war, two revolutions, civil 
war,, famine and general disorder. The second difficult y was how to create a new 
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kindd of cinema - and what kind of new cinema. The conflict that resulted from 
thesee interrelated problems was possibly inevitable and could be summed up in the 
dramaticc question if it was more important to have a functioning economy at the 
expensee of a traditional aesthetic or whether it was more important for a new 
aestheticc to be developed which would then also create its own form of 
organisation.. Basically, this dilemma was as unsolvable as the chicken-or-egg 
questionn because both are two sides of the same coin. This dialectical tension 
returnss and haunts the filmmaking practice as well as the theoretical debates4 in 
manyy respects from the discussion around the dearth of suitable scenarios 
(unsuitablee in terms of commercial potential or ideological content?) and the 
questionn of the acted or the non-acted film5 (and non-fiction vs. documentary) to 
thee debate about Sovkino's production policy (orientation towards export or home 
market?)) and the question of entertainment or enlightenment (what is the function 
off  cinema?). At the basis of this problem was the question of dependency and 
politicall  programme also faced by avant-gardists in the West: how is it possible to 
makee an avant-garde film in a context that is not (yet) ready to follow the avant-
garde?66 Is it possible to make a critical film while affirming the very structures that 
onee works against because the film is being financed, distributed or screened 
exactlyy by those circles that the avant-garde is fighting against? How can one work 
inn an art system if one ultimately wants to gett rid of exactly this structure? 

Inn the first years of its existence, the economic problems did not allow the 
Soviett film industry to start production in sufficient numbers to satisfy the 
cinemas'' demand. The reality for audiences in Soviet cinemas after the Revolution 
thereforee consisted mainly of German films; in the early 1920s approximately 80-
90%% of films in cinemas across the young country were of German origin.7 A few 
yearss later, from approximately 1922 onwards, US products were screened 
increasinglyy in Soviet cinemas as the German market had opened up to Hollywood 
import;; Germany continued to be the main conduit for import as well as for 
export.88 The two companies forming the »commercial wing« of the film industry, 
Sovkinoo and Mezhrabpom', had to recoup their investment on the market. In the 
1920s,, the Soviet government expected economic independence from the film 
industry:: the money necessary for reopening film theatres or for rebuilding studios 
hadd to be acquired on the market. Indeed, even though imported foreign films were 
consideredd to be problematic in terms of ideology, they were guaranteed money 
makerss as Soviet audiences loved Charlie Chaplin, Douglas Fairbanks, Mary 
Pickford,, and especially the German action star Harry Piel. On average, a foreign 
filmfilm  made ten times more money than a Soviet film at the box office.9 Soviet 
officialss only tolerated foreign films as long as the domestic film industry could not 
meett the demand of the cinemas. All through the 1920s, the number of Soviet films 
steadilyy rose and by the end of the first Five-Year-Plan (1928-32) foreign films 
hadd disappeared altogether. Thus, the aim of autonomy that the authorities had 
workedd towards was achieved, yet only after returning to a limited kind of market 
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economyy for  the transitional period of the New Economic Policy (NEP), a further 
paradoxicall  split that the industry had to deal with.10 

Itt  has to be remembered that the Soviet cinema up to 1928 was largely free 
off  state intervention in economic terms. The distributio n and exhibition sector  was 
dominatedd by commercial production, either  from abroad (at first Germany, later 
Hollywood)) or  from the Soviet Union itself. The New Economic Policy forced 
artists,, entrepreneurs, and institutional personnel alike to follow strictly 
commerciall  rules.11 It was only in 1927 that the leadership of the country began to 
changee the economical and political frame under  which film and cinema industry 
hadd to function. In a slow process the transformation of the film sector  took place 
fromm 1928 onwards until the increasingly repressive policy culminated in the 
Stalinistt  purges 1936-38.12 The majorit y of the famous works of the Soviet cinema 
wass indeed made at a time when a shift in policy was imminent in the second half 
off  the 1920s. The relative instability of the transitional situation, the openness of an 
unknownn futur e did contribute to the innovative push of the Soviet cinema. As the 
avant-gardee is by definition a transitory and fleeting phenomenon characterised by 
fluxflux  and constant movement, it has historically flourished in periods of uncertainty, 
crisis,, upheaval and transition. 

Afterr  this brief sketch of the general situation let us now return to the 
beginningg film activities in the Soviet Union. One of the first  activities of the new 
governmentt  after  it had taken control in October  1918 was the equipment of an 
agit-trainn that was sent to the front  line of the civil war. The principl e combined 
neww methods of persuasion with economic necessity because the state of the 
industryy was depressing. The aim was to have a self-contained unit of cultural and 
artisti cc workers that responded directly to the situation found at the front  The train 
containedd a printing-plan t equipped for  the publication of newspapers and leaflets, 
aa theatre company prepared to writ e as well as to perform plays, and a film-crew, 
headedd by the young veteran of both newsreel and studio work, Edward Tisse.«13 

Later,, film  studios were incorporated into these trains, creating self-contained and 
independentt  cultural-politica l units that were meant to break down the distinction 
betweenn production and reception in the process of reacting to the reception of the 
audience.. Films and programmes were continually altered in this feedback loop of 
answeringg to the situation found at the place of exhibition and performance. 
Clearly,, this integration of different steps of the filmmaking  process was typical of 
ann avant-garde ethos in which art and lif e are integrated. The Soviet experience 
offerss many examples of such barrier-breakin g cinema events. 

Thee earliest films produced in these years - THE MIRACL E OF VISTULA 
(SUU 1919, Richard Boleslawski) and NA KROSNOM FRONTE (SU 1920, Lev 
Kuleshov,, >On the Red Front<) are two examples from the period of the civil war  -
weree curious mixtures of newsreel and enacted scenes, partly due to shortage of 
raww stock, partly due to ideological considerations.14 It cannot be stressed enough 
howw the film  avant-garde generated much of its energy from moments of unrest 
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andd uncertainty, how a situation in which the imminent day-to-day dealings as 
muchh as the wider  futur e are unpredictable underscoring the absolute and uncondi-
tionall  desire for  the new as one of the strongest features of all avant-garde activity. 

Thee Bolshevik government had taken control of the cinema directly after 
thee Revolution; in January 1918 a Division of Photography and Cinema was 
formedd as part of the Commissariat of Enlightenment and in Apri l 1918 a 
monopolyy on foreign trade was introduced.15 As one of the first measures, the film 
traderr  Jacques Roberto Cibrari o was sent to New York the same year  in order  to 
acquiree cameras, lighting equipment and film  stock. After  he embezzled one 
millio nn dollars assigned to him for  purchasing equipment, a substantial part of the 
Soviett  Union's littl e foreign capital, that had been deposited in a New York bank, 
thee Soviet Union resorted to a market completely closed to the outside.16 More than 
ann often told anecdote, the »Cibrari o affair«, as it came to be known, might have 
taughtt  Soviet authorities that poor  self-sufficiency with few resources was 
preferablee to more wealthy dependency on capitalist trade. From 1924 onwards the 
acquisitionn of foreign films was restricted to the two large companies Sovkino and 
Mezhrabpom',, also the main producers of commercial fare all through the 1920s. 
Bothh were heavily attacked in the intellectual film  magazines of that time for  then-
outputt  of genre films and sentimental tearjerkers. While Sovkino was liquidated in 
1930,, Mezhrabpom', hugely important in the interchange, projections, translations 
andd dependencies between the Soviet Union and the West, was able to survive until 
thee mid-1930s. While film-makers were also attacked for  unpopular  films and 
experimentationn (Vertov, Eisenstein and others), Sovkino and Mezhrabpom' were 
underr  fire for  »commercialism« illustratin g once again the tension between an 
economicallyy self-sufficient cinema sector  and a revolutionary art breaking with 
olderr  models and formulas. Neither  the »studio solutions (making genre films, only 
noww with communists as heroes and capitalists as villains) nor  the »avant-garde 
solution«« (making films that only few intellectuals would appreciate) proved to be 
acceptablee in the Soviet Union. Either  intellectuals and functionaries turned up 
theirr  noses at the reactionary trash that contaminated audiences that should be won 
forr  Communism or  the masses stayed away from obscure and esoteric trials. Expe-
rimentationrimentation  as well as traditional film  style persisted for  some time, yet tension 
increasedd as different factions fought fiercely over  the course to be taken by Soviet 
cinema.. Different from the other  arts which had directly fallen into the hands of the 
avant-gardee after  the Revolution as most established academic and moderately 
modernistt  artists initiall y refused to co-operate with the Bolshevik government17 

thee cinema sector  was dominated by the old guards of the Tsarist cinema. Not 
coincidentally,, the forces that later  brought the Soviet cinema to the forefront of 
interestt  internationally gathered in theatre, in painting and in architecture. 

Itt  has to be remembered that the NEP phase of the mid-1920s meant for  the 
filmfilm  industry a return to a market economy. Thus, even in the Soviet Union -
whichh saw itself striding ahead of the capitalist countries in their  march towards 
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socialismm - the tension between economic necessity and artistic integrity persisted. 
Thee discussions of the mid-1920s charged films either  with »commercialism« (a 
largee part of the genre production of Mezhrabpom' and Sovkino) or  with »left 
deviation«« (later  often termed »formalism«; initiall y Dziga Vertov was the target, 
laterr  also Sergei Eisenstein and others). In fact, it was only with the advent of 
socialistt  realism that a dialectical synthesis presented a solution from those waning 
positionss - albeit a cruel one that most avant-garde activists of the 1920s were not 
willin gg to embrace. In this perspective, Socialist Realism was a logical outcome 
fromfrom  tensions and paradoxes that the Soviet cinema never  was able to overcome in 
itss first  15 years of existence. Boris Groys who has offered one of the most original 
readingss of the Soviet avant-garde has pointed out that the Soviet avant-garde can 
bee understood as a defensive movement at first  attempting to cover  up the effects 
off  a technologically mediated modernity characterised by mass culture. Later, it 
becamee in a perverse logic assimilated into Socialist Realism.18 

Traditiona ll  film  history tells the story of the Soviet cinema as a Phoenix-
lik ee rise from the ashes of war  and civil unrest with a subsequent terribl e crushing 
att  the hands of the Stalinist bureaucracy. While I do not want to deny the validity 
off  such a perspective in absolute terms (for  many well-meaning observers as well 
ass for  film-makers directly involved in it, it must have appeared this way), I want 
too propose a slightly different picture. Socialist Realism which was introduced in 
thee 1930s in fact solved problems that the canonical avant-garde addressed 
forcefully,, but was unable to disentangle. The contribution of the avant-garde was 
too raise a number  of paradoxes (in/dependence of art, commercialism or  elitism, 
socialismm or  fascism, abstraction or  realism) to the level of consciousness.19 The 
avant-gardee promised a remedy from the modern fragmentation by reuniting art 
andd life, yet it proved unable to fulfi l that promise. Indeed, the Soviet solution was 
nott  particularl y untypical and a wider  pattern of emergence of answers to the 
challengess of the 1920s avant-garde can be discerned in the 1930s. In this way, the 
Stalinistt  cinema of the 1930s (and art under  Stalin in general) took a similar  path to 
thee British documentary movement, to the French front populaire or  the Fascist 
avant-gardess in Germany, Portugal and Italy . The specific contribution of the 
»realist«« developments in the 1930s was to offer  another  way out of the impasses 
openedd by the avant-garde. While the avant-garde of the 1920s rebelled against the 
romanticc cult of the genius, it nevertheless invented another  myth: that of 
individuall  creation. In the 1930s this was replaced by the myth of the absolute 
artistt  and leader  that commands everything and everybody, be it Stalin, Mussolini 
orr  Hitler . It is important to remember that this kind of realism was markedly 
differentt  from the »critical realism« that flourished especially in literatur e and 
paintingg of the second half of the 19th Century (Gustave Flaubert, Honoré de 
Balzac,, Emile Zola, Charles Dickens, George Eliot, Anton Chechov, Gustave 
Courbet,, Adolph Menzel). At least in the countries under  totalitaria n rule, the 
Fascistt  and Socialist Realism did not have the function to criticise the status quo, 
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butt it was a Utopian realism that promised the beauty and perfection of the future 
thatt the society was in the process of achieving (or had already achieved). 

Thee Soviet Union was a focus of interest everywhere in the Western 
countriess as it attempted to create an entirely new organisation of the state and an 
entirelyy new society. The country was run in an avant-gardistic spirit in the way the 
governingg group treated the country as one big laboratory with millions of 
inhabitants.. The new state was not only a staging ground in socio-economic and 
organisationall  terms where state-of-the-art theories would be put into practice. The 
realmm of culture and art in fact formed a synecdoche or metonymy for the whole 
country.. The most advanced art of the most advanced country - so it seemed to 
manyy sympathetic observers - was by definition the avant-garde of the avant-
garde.. Not only did the arts reflect the developments going on at the time - all 
canonisedd classics deal explicitly either with the situation leading up to the 
revolution,, with the revolution or with the life ever since - but they also worked 
withinn a context that was markedly different from that of filmmakers in the West. 
Inn fact, the contradictory situation of the NEP in the mid-1920s, a communist state 
inn the making reverting to market economy, heightened the importance of culture 
ass hopes and dreams for achieving a final and happy stage of communism had to be 
postponedd further and further into the future. Peter Kenez has described this 
contradictoryy situation: 

Onn the one hand the Bolsheviks had far-reaching ambitions in remaking society and 
man,, and on the other they did not possess the means to assert their will in the 
existingg society. Their reach exceeded their grasp. Bolshevik utopianism was born 
outt of weakness: It makes little sense to develop modest plans at a time when they 
lackedd the tools for accomplishing even these; they felt free to allow their 
imaginationn to roam. As a result, they disliked gradualist, ameliorist methods, and 
insteadd were attracted to all sorts of ephemeral schemes. Many of the unusual 
featuress of Soviet life in the period can be explained by keeping in mind the 
contradictionn between great ambition and limited means.20 

Ass a result of NEP and the general economic situation, the promised paradise had 
too be located in other spheres than daily life which had made littl e change since the 
Revolutionn (and if any, then rather to the worse). Here, the arts and culture at large 
becamee an arena in which the government hoped to achieve in fairly short time a 
Utopiann ideal which was unattainable in daily life. Culture was ahead of society as 
aa whole and presented the goal of the development. Culture was the sector where 
progresss appeared most visible, thus making it the ideal showcase both to the 
populationn at home and to observers in capitalist countries in order to demonstrate 
thee achievements of the revolution even if they were only imaginary at this point. 
Quitee logically, this discrepancy between illusionary self-image and harsh reality 
couldd only be upheld for a limited period of time and soon the internal 
contradictionn between the two became too strong. With Socialist Realism and the 
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Stalinistt purges in the 1930s, this dislocation of the self-image in Soviet cinema 
wass shifted to another register and brought on the same level with daily lif e again, 
albeitt in a brutal and utterly cynical fashion. 

Inn fact, right after the revolution the country had been violently thrown 
backwardss through destruction and demontage resulting in a breakdown of major 
industries,, shortages of food, collapses of communication networks and generally a 
setbackk to earlier times. It was out of this moment that the avant-garde received its 
energy:: because nothing was working, everything became possible; present reality 
couldd not offer anything, so there was no measuring stick whatsoever against 
whichh projections into the future had to come up. Even retrospectively this spirit 
wouldd be re-evoked as in Victor Skhlovski's description written in 1927 in which 
freedomm triumphs over necessity: 

Diee Sache ist die, dass damals der Sozialismus als ein Vorschuss verwirklicht wurde. 
Diee Luft der Freiheit und nicht die Notwendigkeit, eine paradoxe Vorahmrag der 
Zukunftt ersetzte damals in Piter das Fett, das Brennholz und war die Atmosphare 
überhaupt.. [...] Wir flogen auf einer eisernen Kugel aus der Vergangenheit in die 
Zukunftt - und die Gravitation existierte nicht mehr, wie in der Kugel von Jules 
Verne.21 1 

Flyingg on a cannon ball from the past to the future: it is this paradoxical temporal 
constructionn that is characteristic of the avant-garde. While being steeped in the 
pastt against which their artistic rebellion is directed, the avant-garde nevertheless is 
whollyy fixed on the future which promises a bright time. Yet, what is missing from 
thiss mental image is the present. This co-existence of past and future has also been 
remarkedd upon by Janina Urassowa as a typical feature of the post-revolutionary 
decade:: »Die gleichzeitige Prasenz der Vergangenheit und der Zukunft im 
heimatlosenn All tag der jungen sowjetischen Gesellschaft war fii r das erste 
postrevolutionaree Jahrzehnt charakteristisch...«22 Typical artistic activity consisted 
off  devising new architecture and city plans that would never be put into practice. A 
classicc example is Vladimir Tatlin's monument to the Third International that was 
constructedd as a model and presented all over the country, yet it was never build. I 
havee already discussed the »films without film« that the Kuleshov workshop staged 
inn a similar spirit.23 Similar moments of »utopian possibility*  or »dream 
architecturee « can be found in Eisenstein's film-architecture devised for his 
unrealisedd project Glass House4*  and outside the Soviet Union in Mies van der 
Rohe'ss Turmhaus at Berlin's FriedrichstraBe (and in many avant-garde designs of 
thee early 1920s when nothing could be built for lack of money and architects 
devotedd their energy to imaginary projects), and even in Abel Gance's cinema 
burstingg installation pieces NAPOLÉON (FR 1925-27) and LA FIN DU MONDE (FR 
1930).255 This de-valuation of the past in favour of a future that is nonetheless 
unattainable,, is a crucial characteristic of the avant-garde. 
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5.22 The Birt h of Montag e Cinema from the Spiri t of Re-editin g 
TheThe basic technical contribution ofKuleshov [...]  was the discovery 

thatthat there were, inherent in a single piece of unedited film two strength: 
itsits own, and the strength of its relation to other pieces of film. 

JayJay Leyda (I960)26 

Inn the first years after the Revolution, the young Soviet Union hardly produced any 
featuree films, but concentrated instead on two other forms of filmmaking which are 
treatedd marginally in classic film histories: re-montage and non-fiction. I wil l deal 
inn this section with the re-editing of existing films while the following section wil l 
treatt the categorisation of Soviet films in relation to the fiction / non-fiction divide 
inn more detail. Interestingly, the two most famous filmmakers who took up film 
rightt after the Revolution (and before the triumvirate Sergei Eisenstein, Vsevolod 
Pudovkin,, Alexander Dovshenko rose to prominence) could be seen as 
embodimentss of these two larger trends in the Soviet cinema of the interwar period: 
Levv Kuleshov is known for his montage experiments, most famously the 
formulationn of the proverbial »Kuleshov effect«, and Dziga Vertov stands for the 
category-burstingg non-fiction production of the first fifteen years of the Soviet 
cinema.. Without wanting to personify these larger trends and while trying to 
underminee the fetishising of biographies in many avant-garde studies (the 
overridingg auteur theory of art history), the oeuvre of these two celebrated 
directorss could also provide a genealogy of re-editing and non-fiction. 

Ass mentioned before, in the early years of the Soviet Union most films 
exhibitedd were of foreign origin, either German or American as film production 
hadd basically broken down altogether after World War One and the revolution. Yet, 
thesee films were often shown in different versions from the original as the film 
committeee had already in early 1919 founded a section for the re-montage of 
foreignn films (and of films produced under the Tsar), a practice common during the 
wholee existence of the Soviet Union.27 A good many filmmakers sharpened their 
eyess and scissors on these transformations, the most famous ones were Lev 
Kuleshov,, Sergei Eisenstein and Esfir Shub. First of all, excessively violent or 
overtlyy sexual scenes were cut and discarded, much like the censorship would have 
workedd in Western countries. More importantly though, far-reaching changes were 
madee when films were converted ideologically: whole sequences were edited in 
completelyy different ways, titles were changed, shots were removed and so on to 
givee a film a different political thrust. The classic example of the »bolshevication« 
off  Western films is the transformation of DR. MABUSE, DER SPIELER (DE 1921/22, 
Fritzz Lang) into THE GILDED ROT (SU 1924, Eisenstein/Shub).28 Arguably, the 
Soviett montage school is unthinkable without this practice of creating new 
meaningg by cutting, repositioning or exchanging shots. 

Thiss practice fitted on several levels into the logic of the avant-garde: In 
termss of formal technique, a re-montage was akin to collage because the creative 
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actt consisted of cutting up, isolating elements, destroying an old context and 
creatingg a new one when re-combining the pre-existing elements in a different 
form.. Re-montage could also be related to the Dadaesque technique of destroying 
ann ordered bourgeois universe and creating non-sense (or anti-sense); the title THE 
GILDEDD ROT could have easily been thought up for a Zurich Dada soiree or for a 
meetingg of the Parisian surrealists. Moreover, an element of abstraction can be 
foundd in this strategy as the narrative - which in traditional and formalist accounts 
off  films takes centre-stage - recedes into the background and new meaning is 
createdd from existing material in a new assembly. It is on these three levels -
collagee technique, destroying order, and abstraction from a narrative universe -
thatt the Soviet cinema aligned itself with avant-garde preoccupations in a more 
generall  way. In fact, the practice of reverse engineering (i.e. taking something apart 
inn order to understand its functioning) is typical of a constructivist ethos: isolating 
element,, examining how energy is generated through the sequence, contrast and 
alternationn of these pieces, and putting the elements together again. The modular 
approach,, constructing from a limited number of existing entities, proved to be 
cruciall  to the Soviet avant-garde. 

Thiss technique was widespread. Practically all foreign films were re-edited 
and,, as Yuri Tsivian reports, these specialists and cinephiles avant la lettre 
developedd an extraordinary pride and confidence in their work: 

Theyy were connoisseurs: no one in the film industry (or outside it) knew Western 
cinemaa better than the re-editors; they were experts: few filmmakers compared to 
themm in mastering the technique of editing [...]; they were arrogant: they believed 
theyy could improve Griffith! And despite being badgered by film critics, they were 
proudd of their profession !«29 

Yet,, not only did this practice train aspiring filmmakers, it also directly fed into the 
educationn of a future generation of film practitioners. Georgii and Sergei Vasiliev, 
laterr famous film-makers in their own right, put together from existing material an 
educationall  film, AZBUKA KlNOMONTAZHA (SU 1926, >The ABC of Film 
Editing<),, that illustrated the practice of re-editing. Sergei Vasiliev also published a 
bookk under this title in 1929 and the film was used in class at the Film Institute in 
Moscow,, the first film school anywhere in the world. It is the co-presence of 
talkingg and writing about film, of exhibition and distribution practice, of teaching 
andd publishing that is a crucial element of the avant-garde. The avant-garde cannot 
bee characterised solely by a specific aesthetic programme or an innovative formal 
gadget,, but only by its overall approach to film-making which aimed at 
overcomingg the barriers separating life and art.30 Thus, teaching, theorising, 
screeningg films, editing journals are not secondary or ancillary activities, but are as 
cruciall  to the overall conception of the avant-garde as filmmaking. 

Thee reversal of hierarchies - related to the theory of re-montage - was 
anotherr factor important for the emergence of the Soviet cinema. Many different 
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instancess come to mind: one can think here of the inversion of the traditional 
evaluationn of the arts, most famously encapsulated in Lenin's legendary claim for 
fil mm as »the most important of the arts«, one is reminded of eccentricity and the 
carnivalesquee in FEKS (factory of the eccentric actor)31, one can point out the 
significancee of the circus, highly valued by Eisenstein, and of the music hall which 
featuredd importantly for the futurists32 or one can indicate the notion of »ostranie« 
(makingg strange) developed by the Russian formalists. The reversal of hierarchy, 
thee inversion of centre and periphery adheres to an avant-garde practice of breaking 
downn traditional barriers and evaluations, of toppling traditional value judgements, 
off  overcoming stale and fixed rankings. Undermining and turning around the 
narrativee as in the remontage adheres to this reversal of established hierarchies as 
wellwell when the images are being made to say something very different from what 
theyy were first intended to mean. 

Moreover,, in a generational logic the celebrated innovators of the 1920s 
didd come of age artistically at the time of the revolution or after it: Barnet (*1902), 
Dovshenkoo (*1894), Eisenstein (*1898), Fridrikh Ermler (*1898), Kozintsev 
(*1905),, Kuleshov (*1899), Pudovkin (*1893), Ilj a Trauberg (*1905), Leonid 
Traubergg (*1902), Vertov (*1896) were all born around 1900. They were in their 
adolescencee at the time of the revolution and reached their 20s in the 1920s when 
theyy started working in film. Symbolically they represented the younger generation 
revoltingg in oedipal fashion against the fathers, they were the young turks eager to 
topplee the existing system as it was, but they were also old enough to know how 
thingss had been before and to preserve a living memory of the Revolution. Even 
geographically,, a similar pattern of periphery over centre is discernible as most of 
thee protagonists of the first generation rather came from the fringes of the Soviet 
empiree than from the big cultural centres Moscow or Leningrad/Petersburg. 
Eisensteinn and Ermler came from the Baltic countries, Dovzenko and the FEKS 
activistss originated in the Ukraine, Aleksandrov and Pirev were from the Ural and 
Siberiaa and Vertov grew up close to the Polish border.33 The radical turn-around, 
thee toppling of existing hierarchies relates the communist experience to avant-
gardee ideals; a similar transformation according to avant-garde concepts can be 
seenn in the organisation of work. 

Thee organisation of labour followed a typical communist model: the 
collectivee or the reliance on a small and stable group. One can think here of the 
FEKSS collective, of Eisenstein and his assistants (they called themselves »the iron 
five«),, of Kuleshov's workshop, of Dziga Vertov's Cinema-Eye group, of the 
Proletkultt collective and many more.34 While on the one hand this was meant to 
limi tt the level of alienation from work diagnosed in orthodox Marxism for workers 
inn Fordist factories, these small groups of highly skilled specialists are also 
reminiscentt of engineering teams in research departments. The Soviets were 
fascinatedd by modern industrial production in which labour is organised according 
too abstract models of flow and efficiency. In the desire for renewal and 
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restructuring,restructuring, these examples are not only novel models for organising labour 
processes,, but also early teaching activities. Thus, the collective was not only a 
workk collective compatible with communist society, but it moreover led to a 
disseminationn of knowledge and abilities that were in traditional film cultures 
heavilyy policed by specialists' associations. The pedagogical impetus of the avant-
gardee has traditionally been neglected, yet I believe that education is a crucial 
elementt in any attempt at restructuring the power relations in the cinema. 

5.33 Explodin g categories , topplin g hierarchie s 
DieDie Neuorganisation der Welt nach asthetischen Prinzipien 

istist im Westen mehrfach vorgeschlagen und sogar erprobt worden, 
zumzum erstenmal wirklich gelungen ist siejedoch in Rufiland. 

BorisBoris Groys (1988)35 

Withinn film histories guided by questions of technical and narrative innovations, 
withinn historical accounts that revolve around style and poetics, the Soviet 
filmmakerss are normally credited with the »invention« (or »innovation«) of 
montagee cinema. The contribution of Soviet film culture of the 1920s in this view 
followss German expressionism and French impressionism to become the final and 
crowningg achievement in a series of three important European movements with 
clearlyy demarcated national borders and sharply differentiated stylistic features.36 

Germann filmmakers gave stylised sets and expressive acting style to film culture, 
Frenchh directors contributed subjective style and the expressive close-up while 
Soviett filmmakers provided intellectual montage and the typage (type casting) of 
actors.. What is absent from this descriptive model is the interrelationship on an 
internationall  level and, more importantly, how stylistic innovations are part and 
parcell  of cinema as dispositif and institution (rather than a bundle of 
representationall  techniques). In formalist histories, every filmmaker becomes a 
formalistt and therefore the Soviet directors of the 1920s have very often been 
treatedd as formal innovators with political blinders. Formal innovation happens 
withinn a specific political and economic culture and cannot be considered apart 
fromm its context. In a similar vein, Janet Sorensen has criticised the division 
betweenn formalist and political/historical criticism: 

Thiss sort of division, however, can have pernicious consequences. At worst, it allows 
criticss to see these two realms - the political/historical and the formal - as mutually 
exclusive.. Under this logic, the whole of the Soviet experiment in form and politics 
andd their combination is suspect. The message here [...] is that the two fields [...] are 
incompatible,, and that to attempt to relate them to each other is ultimately absurd.37 

Thiss separation is only possible in retrospect as for contemporaries formal and 
politicall  issues were inextricably bound together. In a perspective shaped by 
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historicall  materialism, the use of formal devices flowed logical from the perceived 
politicall  and social situation while this situation in turn could be worked upon by 
formall  technique - both sides of the coin were inextricably linked. In fact, any at-
temptt to try to consider them apart from each other was absurd to contemporaries. 

Inn another popular version of Soviet film history that has been especially 
popularr in the 1970s, Vertov became the true revolutionary while Pudovkin and 
Kuleshovv were treated as conservative sediments of an earlier filmmaking style 
concentratedd on psychological realism, individual agency and character 
identification.. In this perspective, Eisenstein occupied a middle ground (even a 
»mainstream«« position which then can be used as the explanation for his 
retrospectivee fame and popularity) between the radical and the traditional, yet 
clearlyy distinguished from Vertov by the heavily policed demarcation line of 
documentaryy vs. fiction. As Bill Nichols has convincingly argued, this dogmatic 
distinctionn between fact and fiction has been created within certain traditions of 
filmfilm  studies »that insists on a difference between documentary and fiction in the 
firstfirst place and then push Eisenstein over to one side of the line and Vertov to the 
other.«« Among other things, it is exactly this line between fiction and non-fiction 
thatt the Soviet film-makers radically questioned in the first years of their activity. 
Thiss radical attack has to be seen as a central element of the Soviet avant-garde 
experiment. . 

Thee films that were being made initially in the period of war, civil unrest 
andd the immediate aftermath of the Revolution were rather non-fiction films, yet 
theyy quickly became a curious mixture of fiction and non-fiction. This distinction 
onlyy played a subordinate role in these years: a society that believed to be in the 
processs of realising the future would rather distinguish between accomplished 
goalss and future aims rather than fact and fiction. After an initial phase of 
experimentation,, the focus shifted to more concrete goals of persuasion, yet also 
entertainment.. Discussions centred on questions such as the acted or non-acted 
film,film,  a distinction similar to the line between fiction and non-fiction, yet with a 
somewhatt different focus.39 As Denise Youngblood argues, even within avant-
gardee circles this tension persisted: 

[F]romm the beginning, the artistic left in cinema was more diverse than it has been 
portrayed.. It was divided into those who supported fiction films with weakly 
developedd narratives and those - the most radical - who rejected the fiction film 
altogether,, advocating the nonfiction film in its place. While the importance of the 
formerr faction would persist, the influence of the latter had all but ended by 1924 as 
revolutionaryy romanticism was eschewed by young film activists more intent on 
rebuildingg a shattered industry than indulging in sloganeering and the writing of 
aestheticc platforms.40 

Applyingg these distinctions to some of the Soviet classics, it is indeed very hard to 
classifyy them: BRONENOSEZ »P0TEMKIN« (1925, Sergej Eisenstein, >Battleship 
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Potemkin<)) uses many elements from documentary film and it was meant to re-
enactt an incident from the pre-revolutionary days. The expensive films — one is 
temptedd to say: blockbusters - commissioned for the tenth anniversary of the 
Revolutionn in October 1927, OKTJABR' (Sergej Eisenstein, >Ten Days That Shook 
thee World< / >October<), KONEC SANKT-PETERSBURGA (Vsevolod Pudovkin, >The 
Endd of St. Petersburg<), ODINNADCATYJ. HRONIKA (Dziga Vertov, >The Eleventh 
Year<),, VELIKU PUT' (Esfir Shub, >The Great Way<), and MOSKVA V OKTJABRE 
(Boriss Barnet, >Moscow in October<), make use of real locations and actors, of 
newsreell  footage and re-enactment, of historical documents and recreation.41 These 
filmsfilms could be fitted into many different film histories. They are commissioned 
filmsfilms when one concentrates on the question of what the government wanted to 
achievee and whom they chose for the task. They are examples of film propaganda 
whenn emphasising the formal structure that aimed at the persuasion of the 
spectator.. They belong to the history of documentary in the way these films have 
beenn used later as reservoirs of footage depicting the revolution - the staged scenes 
off  the storming of the Winter Palace in Eisenstein*s and Pudovkin's films are now 
too be found as non-fiction material in contemporary TV documentary on the history 
off  the Russian revolution. They are arguably heritage films in the way that a not 
tooo distant past was idealised and an imaginary community«42 was constructed 
aroundd the represented events. These films are also docu-dramas in the way some 
off  them mix historical footage and re-enactment while also, last but not least, being 
earlyy examples of cinema events. Yet, it is important to see that these distinctions 
didd not seem to exist at the time for the filmmakers, but that they were only later 
introducedd as rigid demarcations between different genres of film.43 

Especiallyy Dziga Vertov*  s films are hardly classifiable: ODINNADCATYI. 
HRONIKAA (SU 1927, >The Eleventh Year<) CELOVEK S KlNOAPPARATOM (SU 
1929,, >The Man with the Movie Camera<), ENTUZIAZM: SiMPHONYA DONBASSA 
(SUU 1930, >Enthusiasm: Symphony of the Donbas<) and TRI PESNI O LENINYE (SU 
1934,, >Three Songs of Lenin<) mix non-fiction footage with re-enactment, audio-
experimentss with city symphonies, self-reflexive gestures with secretly filmed 
streett scenes. If we classify these films retrospectively as »documentaries« we take 
awayy their explosive capacity to break open categories and to overcome traditional 
distinctionss and boundaries. Classical histories have routinely worked on a 
biographicall  basis; thus, Vertov is claimed for the documentary and therefore his 
filmsfilms are classified as such while Eisenstein is normally seen as a fiction director 
andd his films are filed into another chapter of film history. The Soviet cinema of 
thee 1920s abounds with examples of films balancing on the invisible, yet highly 
significantt line between fact and fiction such as Victor Turin's account of the 
constructionn of the train connection between Siberia and Turkmenistan TURKSIB 
(SUU 1929). The film employs elements from documentary, fiction and educational 
filmfilm 4444 not unlike Mikhail Kalatozonov's SOL' SVANETH (SU 1930, >Salt for 
Svanetia<)) about a remote and underdeveloped region in the Caucasus which, in 
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turn,, is reminiscent of Luis BunueFs later LAS HURDAS / TlERRA SIN PAN (ES 
1932,, >Land without Bread<). 

Esfirr Shub might be besides Vertov the key example of bursting traditional 
categories;; her trilogy of Russian history 1896-1928 - comprising PADENIE 
DINASTIII  ROMANOVYH (SU 1927, >The Fall of the Romanoff Dynasty<) on the 
yearss 1912-17, VELIKU PUT' (SU 1927, >The Great Way<) on the post-
revolutionaryy decade 1917-27, ROSSUA NlKOLAJA I I I LEV TOLSTOJ (SU 1928, 
>Czarr Nikolaus E. and Leo Tolstoi <) on two key figures of the epoch 1897-1912 -
cann be understood as an extended historical essay. Rewriting recent history in 
ideologicall  terms became an important facet of Soviet filmmaking, but also of the 
avant-gardee in the West. Historiography, albeit in a changed form, could be said to 
bee a key element for the early avant-gardists, together with their didactic impact.45 

Indeed,, this might fruitfully direct us away from a purely formalist understanding 
off  the avant-garde. To make historical films while also changing the idea of history 
amountedd to nothing less than to a whole reinterpretation of the texture of the 
world.. Vertov was in this respect probably in the mid-1920s more important than 
Eisensteinn who only moved centre-stage after the success of his films abroad: 

Vertov'ss influence went beyond documentary. Many observers felt that he 
influencedd fiction films for the 1920s, in that his work and polemics helped to turn 
themm away from earlier artificialities. Thus he may have strengthened the Soviet 
fictionfiction film, though he scarcely intended to do so. There may also be a Vertov 
influencee in the use of climactic actuality sequences in a number of fiction films - as 
inn Kuleshov's celebrated satire THE EXTRAORDINARY ADVENTURES OF MR. WEST IN 
THEE LAND OF THE BOLSHEVIKS (NEOBYCHAINIYE PRIKLUCHENIYA MISTERA VESTA V 
STRANYEE BOLSHEVIKOV, 1924) and in Ermler's FRAGMENT OF AN EMPIRE 
(OBLOMOKK IMPERII, 1929). Both end with tours of restored and rebuilt Moscow [...] 
Thee work of Dziga Vertov and of those he influenced had unquestionable 
propagandaa values for the Soviet government in the early and middle 1920s. Yet 
Vertovv thought of himself not as a propagandist, but as a reporter: his mission was to 
gett out the news. Conflict - or potential conflict - between the obligations of a 
journalistt and the demands of doctrine was not yet sensed as a problem in the early 
Vertovv days. This happy moment passed quickly.46 

Yet,, before the documentary had coagulated into a form of filmmaking with its 
ownn rules, conventions, methods and standards47, for a short moment many forms 
off  filmmaking could freely mix and mingle. To claim Vertov (or Shub, Turin, 
Kalatozonov,, for that matter) for the documentary is retrospective reasoning which 
disregardss the specific historical situation in which these films were produced. 

Justt consider the variety of projects that Dsiga Vertov was involved in 
beforee 1925: he oversaw the KlNONEDELIA-newsreel (SU 1918/19, 43 
installments),, a rather traditional collection of informational reports, and the 
KiNOPRAVDA-newsreelss (1922-25, 23 instalments), a far more experimental 
approachh to the cinematic news format, he made compilation films and the 
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canonisedd avant-garde classic KlNOGLAZ (SU 1920), he worked on »cinema 
advertisements«,, an early kind of commercial in the service of state institutions, he 
developedd plans for the »Cinema Eye« project and a »Radiopravda« while also 
collaboratingg on animation films.48 While directing his avant-gardistic energy into 
manyy projects, these were all directly or indirectly linked to emerging Soviet state 
agencies.. Thus, from another perspective Vertov could also be seen less as an 
auteurr of documentaries (his usual film-historical status), but as a maker of 
commissionedd films. Annette Michelson has pointed out this other side of Vertov, 
thee filmmaker in the service of others: 

Thee entire production of the group of kinoki, organized and administered by Vertov 
ass chairman of their executive Council of Three between 1924 and 1934 [...], was 
commissionedd by specific agencies for specific ends. Thus, FORWARD, SOVIET! 
(1925)) had been commissioned by the Moscow Soviet as a demonstration of the 
progresss made during the immediately post-Revolutionary construction of the new 
administrativee capital of the socialist state; ONE-SIXTH OF THE WORLD (1926) was 
commissionedd by Gostorg, the Bureau of Foreign Trade; THE ELEVENTH YEAR 
(1928)) was a tenth-anniversary celebration of the advances in hydroelectric power; 
andd ENTHUSIASM (1930) [...] celebrated the Stakhanovite acceleration of mining and 
agriculturee in the Don Basin. THE MAN WITH THE MOVIE CAMERA (1929) stands 
alonee as Vertov's wholly autonomous metacinematic celebration of filmmaking as a 
modee of production [...]. THREE SONGS OF LENIN [was] commissioned for the tenth 
anniversaryy of Lenin's death (and it was, of course, one of several such 
commissions).. ..49 

Onee should add though that CELOVEK S KlNOAPPARATOM was produced by 
VUFKU,, the Ukrainian state trust for film, and thus Michelson*  s label of 
»autonomous«« appears problematic even for this avant-garde classic. The 
phenomenonn of the avant-garde making commissioned or industrial films is not 
limitedd to the Soviet Union as I have elaborated above.50 Indeed, when thinking 
aboutt many of the stars of the interwar avant-garde, none of them has more than 
onee or two independently produced and made films to their credit, neither 
Eisensteinn nor Richter, neither Ivens nor Ruttmann nor Bunuel. A continuous 
dilemmaa of the avant-garde, in practical filmmaking as well as in theoretical 
discussion,, is the dependency on others for filmmaking purposes. Since no network 
off  independent outlets (film societies, cinemas d'art et d'essai, art houses, worker's 
clubs)) tight enough for the sustained support of independent filmmakers existed51, 
thee question persisted where to look for support: with the industry, with the state, 
withh wealthy patrons. 

Thee Soviet filmmakers largely worked with the support of the state as the 
Soviett Union appeared to be a radical new attempt free of the conservatism of the 
establishedd bourgeois nations. Therefore, no matter how much these films might 
defyy categorisation, they still share one important element: they were all directly or 
(slightly)) indirectly made in the service of the state. As Peter Kenez has argued: 
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Betweenn 1925 and 1929, the studios made 413 films. [...W]ith only a few exceptions, 
thee films were made in order to serve the interests of the state. Some were made to 
popularizee sports or the state lottery, or to help the fight against venereal disease, but 
thee great majority were political. Even in these relatively liberal days, the Soviet 
regimee rarely and barely tolerated a film that was made either >only< to entertain or 
too give nothing but aesthetic pleasure.52 

Reminiscentt of Ruttmann's call for the state as a sponsor of a new film form53, the 
Soviett Union put this specific form of support into practice. Yet, the filmmakers 
hadd a price to pay for this dependency on the state: an existing institution (the 
Soviett state) had no interest in abolishing itself which was ultimately the goal of 
thee avant-garde. The avant-garde wanted to render art superfluous because lif e has 
changedd to such a degree that the distinction between life and art was meaningless. 
Inn a systemic logic, an existing system (like the totality of state institutions 
concernedd with the cinema) always works towards stabilisation and not towards 
destroyingg itself. For a while, during the 1920s the development of avant-garde 
filmss made sense within the existing institutions (because radical changes had to be 
instituted),, but in the long run this period could not last and film style soon 
coagulatedd into Socialist Realism. Therefore, after the revolutionary drive for 
noveltyy weakened in the course of the 1920s the Soviet authorities in the 1930s 
couldd neither tolerate an autonomous sphere for art nor a privately funded film 
sectorr - the avant-garde working on the project of abolishing art ultimately had to 
clashh with the new leaders of the state who were also the new leaders of the art. 

5.44 Time and History : The tempora l framewor k of the avant -
garde e 

JedwedeJedwede Untersuchung einer bestimmten 
epischenepischen Form hat es mit dem Verhaltnis zu tun, 

inin dem diese Form zur Geschichtsschreibung stent. 
WalterWalter Benjamin (1936)54 

Thee avant-garde was characterised by an unconditional sense of utopianism which 
wass directed solely into the future. Nevertheless, the avant-garde was caught up in 
aa special kind of temporal relation which is deeply paradoxical at heart. By taking a 
closerr look at Esfir Shub's trilogy of Soviet history I want to approach this sense of 
limitlesss future that nevertheless could not exist without the past, but that did away 
withh the present. The energy of the avant-garde's utopianism was derived to no 
smalll  measure from an overwhelming sense of being steeped in the past. While the 
avant-gardee constantly claimed that it was winning the future, it needed the past as 
aa dead horse for flogging. 
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Whenn Esfir Shub began work on the film that would become the first part in 
thee trilogy of Soviet history, PADENIE DINASTU ROMANOVYH (SU 1927), she 
realisedd that hardly any film documentation of the revolution existed in the Soviet 
Union.. In their desperate lack of valuta, old film had been either reused or sold to 
thee West. This explains why, for example, the negative to Eisenstein's POTEMKIN 
endedd up in Germany: partly to obtain badly needed foreign currency, partly 
becausee the »Soviet Union did not have the technological capability to duplicate 
it«55.. Shub started tracking down and collecting film stock in different places in the 
Soviett Union, but also pushed Sovkino to acquire material abroad. Even in the 
Unitedd States the Russian trade organisation Amtorg was asked to acquire film 
stockk for Shub which had been sent there as part of the workers' international 
relief.. According to legend Shub viewed about one million metres of film for the 
wholee trilogy - only 6,000 metres were used, less than one percent.56 In her 
autobiographyy she reports from research trips in words that echo the archivist's 
labourr of unearthing forgotten treasures. In Leningrad she found that 

alll  the valuable negatives and positives of war-time and pre-revolutionary newsreels 
weree kept in a damp cellar [...] The cans were coated with rust. In many places the 
dampnesss had caused the emulsion to come away from the celluloid base. Many 
shotss that appeared on the lists had disappeared altogether. Not one metre of negative 
orr positive on the February Revolution had been preserved, and I was even shown a 
documentt that declared that no film of that event could be found in Leningrad.57 

Inn fact, Shub took on the task of the archivist cum found-footage filmmaker: 
trackingg down material, following the most obscure traces, preserving and 
identifyingg the findings, and finally arranging everything in a new order, be it an 
archivall  catalogue or a film. Similar to makers of cross-section films, Walter 
Ruttmannn and Albert Victor Blum, Germaine Dulac and Edgar Beyfuss, the 
objectivee of the search was for the right shot.58 Not unlike today's found-footage 
filmmakersfilmmakers who scan archives or flea-markets, attics or cellars, Shub went to 
extraordinaryy length to secure the material she needed for her project. 

VELIKUU PUT' (THE GREAT WAY), the second part of Shub's trilogy dealing 
withh the post-revolutionary decade, was one of several state commissions on the 
occasionn of the tenth anniversary of the October Revolution. In between Eisenstein, 
Pudovkin,, Vertov and Barnet it was Shub that went furthest in her move away from 
shootingg new material while Eisenstein and Pudovkin directly competed in 
elaboratee re-stagings of the historical events culminating in the storming of the 
winterr palace. They were effectively creating Spielbergian versions of history in 
whichh the construction of a certain version of the (hi)story overrides all other 
concerns.. Today's documentaries about the Russian revolution are unthinkable 
withoutt these staged images of the event which have long ago turned into real 
documentaryy footage of the event. Vertov and Shub in contrast concentrated on the 
technicall  and economic achievements of the Soviet Union in their typical montage 
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structuress - Vertov full of optical tricks and fast cutting, Shub slower in pace and 
givingg the image and the single shot more scope. 

Inn contrast to Eisenstein and Pudovkin, Shub maintained that any kind of 
real,, historical material was preferable to a recreation of that same event, no matter 
howw much »better« or more »realistic« the recreated material might be. Shub's 
argumentt in favour of her method was that the »non-acted« film (the term used in 
thee Soviet Union at the time) was superior to the acted film because in retrospect 
wee observe the films differently. While »acted films« get weaker with age, her 
workk could only increase in value as it utilised real film material: 

Wee think that in our epoch we can film only newsreel and thus preserve our epoch 
forr a future generation. Only that. This means that we want to film the here and now, 
contemporaryy people, contemporary events. It does not worry us in the least whether 
Rykovv or Lenin act well in front of the camera or whether mis is a played moment. 
Whatt is important to us is that the camera has filmed both Lenin and Dybenko even 
iff  they do not know how to show themselves off in front of the camera because it is 
thiss moment that characterises them most of all. 
Whyy does Dybenko not approach you in an abstract fashion? Because it is him and 
nott someone portraying Dybenko. It does not worry us that here is a played moment. 
Lett us talk about non-played cinema. Let it have its played moments. But what is the 
differencee if you look, for example, at a remarkable played film made three years 
ago?? You will not be able to watch it because it has become quite simply 
indigestible.. When you look at a non-played film mis does not happen: it survives, it 
iss interesting because it is a small fragment of the life that has really passed.59 

Shub'ss text is mainly directed against Eisenstein's and Pudovkin's films who 
restagedd the revolution and chose the same actor to personify Lenin, mainly 
becausee of a striking facial and physical resemblance, even though his acting was 
ratherr clumsy. Whereas staging and the use of actors offer the opportunity of 
retrospectivelyy altering what has happened and thus gives almost boundless 
opportunitiess how to make it appear, using archive material means limiting oneself 
too existing shots. Yet again, the films Shub created are in no way neutral depictions 
off  a time past, but they are very partial and present a strong version of history. 

Inn fact, Shub's work should be seen in the context of debates led in 
contemporaryy intellectual film magazines. The key discussion concerning the work 
off  Esfir Shub took place in the magazine Lef succeeded by Novij Lef dominated 
byy left-wing activists like Sergei Tretiakov, Viktor Shklovski and Osip Brik (also 
Shub'ss husband). In the pages of Lef the concept of a »factory of facts« was 
developed.. Directed not only against the dream factory of Hollywood or 
Babelsberg,, but also against Kozinzev's and Trauberg's factory of the eccentric 
actorr FEKS as well as Eisenstein's factory of attractions, the factory of facts (or in 
poststructuralistt fashion »fact-ory«) was meant to accompany the re-structuring 
measuress put into practice in the Soviet Union in the 1920s. Yet, the factory of 
factss was not meant to simply show empirical evidence of the changes in the 
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economicc or social sector, but it was meant to »organise life«, as it was called. »To 
organisee life« meant that art played a crucial role in the building of the new society 
ass the revolution had broken down the boundaries between art and life - the aim of 
alll  avant-garde activity. Art was now part of the new Soviet reality and was thus 
participatingg actively in the transformation of the country, not just representing the 
change.600 It was in this sense that many avant-garde activists felt that the Soviet 
Unionn had reached a stage that Western arts were not able to climb - art and life 
hadd a much stronger connection in the Soviet Union than in Western Europe. 
Vertov,, in an article published in Pravda in July 1926, argued against big fiction 
filmfilm  studios and asked for a centralised film factory of facts: »Every non-played 
filmfilm  in one place with a film laboratory. With an archive of non-played films.«61 

Yet,, some time later Vertov fell from grace with the theoreticians of the avant-
gardee for his alleged lack of »radicalism«. 

Inn 1927 a discussion began in the pages of Lef that played off Shub not 
againstt Eisenstein or Pudovkin (for the intellectual radicals of Lef that would have 
meantt flogging already dead horses), but against the other Soviet innovator of the 
non-actedd film: Dziga Vertov. The writers in Lef went even further than Vertov 
becausee they valued the idea of the fact higher than the creative montage. They 
tookk issue with the concept of authorship implicitly inherent in the virtuosity of 
editing.. They attempted to eradicate authorship and the showmanship of brilliant 
editingg by resorting to non-authored images or at least images not produced for the 
specificc purpose for which they are used because at bottom the debate circled 
aroundd the question of how to write history. 

Iff  one makes a distinction between creating new images on the one hand and 
storing,, sorting and manipulating them on the other, one notices that even Dziga 
Vertovv in his CELOVEK S KINOAPPARATOM (1929) thought it necessary to shoot his 
ownn material. Shub was even more radical, as she reused old material. Shub 
criticisedd Vertov for manufacturing facts, for staging and shooting his non-fiction 
material.. Her avant-gardism went so far to override the concerns of authorship and 
intentionalityy appreciated in the avant-garde movement of the cine-eyes: 

Thee studio must [...] remove its Futuristic sign and become simply a factory for non-
playedd cinema where people could work on editing newsreels, films of the history of 
thee Revolution made from newsreel footage, where scientific production films and 
generall  cultural films could be made as a counterweight to played entertainment 
films.62 2 

Thee »kinoki«-group around Vertov was an important source of innovation for non-
fictionfiction film-making after the revolution, but in the second half of the 1920s this 
groupp was becoming a focus of criticism. The larger shift from an emphasis on 
rapidd montage and the manipulative power of images to a valorisation of the long 
shott and a rather encyclopaedic editing is visible in the opposition of Shub vs. 
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Vertov.. It was not only the bravado editing that was being criticised, but also 
Vertov'ss manner of film-making. As Victor Shklovsky wrote: 

II  think that newsreel material is in Vertov's treatment deprived of its soul - its 
documentaryy quality. A newsreel needs titles and date. [...] Dziga Vertov cuts up 
newsreels.. In this sense his work is not artistically progressive. In essence he is 
behavingg like those of our directors whose graves will be decorated with 
monuments,, who cut up newsreels in order to use bits in their own films. These 
directorss are turning our film libraries into piles of broken film.63 

Nott only does Shlovsky accuse Vertov of staging films and distorting reality, he 
moreoverr scolds him for destroying film, for endangering the heritage of Soviet 
history.. To Shklovsky the preservation of the archive was more important than 
Vertov'ss films. Ultimately, as the debates within film circles were becoming fiercer 
inn the second half of the 1920s, the charge amounted to a wilful destruction of the 
heritagee of the revolution, to a distortion of history as seen by Marxist materialist 
history. . 

Mikhaill  Iampolski has pointed out the conception of history inherent in the 
compilationn films of Esfir Shub. It was Shub's employment of long takes that was 
pittedd against Vertov's fast and virtuoso montage which distorted and manipulated. 
Thee film archive not only became a place for the preservation of film, but as the 
storedd material provided an unauthored view of the past, the archive became the 
bearerr of history. Ideally, a film should consist of many shots from all different 
kindss of sources: making a film would mean a combination of these unconnected 
shots,, actually not unlike what today's found-footage filmmakers Harun Farocki, 
Peterr Forgacs, Matthias Muller or Yervant Gianikian and Angela Ricci Lucchi are 
doing.. Osip Brik went so far to even propose to close the studios for acted films 
andd just send out cameramen to gather material that would then be edited together 
intoo films.64 The document, the single shot was the basic building block in this 
conceptionn of filmmaking: »The document not only became alienated from the 
director,, it became a document from the past.«6S The idea was to store the present 
dayy reality - the building of the new communist world - for the future in a 
temporall  paradox typical of the avant-garde as a whole. The recorded material, the 
shott as document and monument became a view of the past for a future which was 
certainn and imminent according to the laws of materialist history, but not yet fully 
achieved.. The /^/-activists evaluated the raw material higher than any rhetorical 
structuree - the document was eternal, the film was fleeting and the archive was the 
placee from which films were born and to which they returned: »In so far as the 
materiall  was understood as raw material for permanent re-combination, the film 
archivee became an endless and inexhaustible source for the future filmmaker, K66 As 
aa consequence, montage became practically indistinguishable from cataloguing. 
Shub'ss films do in fact contain long sequence where one gets the impression that 
everyy scene of »soldiers leaving for the front« or »workers in a factory« that she 
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found,, was included in the film.  They sometimes appear  as catalogues of what was 
availablee at the time of making. This should not only present a direct view of 
reality,, but it should also guard against the dangers of authored and virtuoso 
combination.. The underlying idea was to solve the paradox of the avant-garde that 
wantedd to do away with artistic subjectivity (the romantic notion of the genius) 
theoretically,, yet it only replaced it with another  kind of genius as exhibited in the 
breathtakingg montage sequences. Furthermore, an archaeological gaze is manifest 
inn the films of Shub which was first  and foremost treating single elements as 
monumentss that keep their  strangeness and distance as they are not inserted into a 
masterr  plan. The shot is able to maintain some of its autonomy even though a 
differentt  pattern may overlay the single element to a certain extent. 

Thee final sequences of THE GREAT WA Y testify to this paradoxical 
temporall  construction. Children of different ethnic background are shown, 
underscoringg the idea that the Soviet Union covering »one sixth of the earth« 
includedd all kinds of different people - communism as a universal hope for 
mankind.. These children vow to finish the work begun by their  fathers. The final 
titl ee declares »On this great way we will , following Iljitsch' s legacy, build our  new 
world«.. The past is being evoked for  a futur e to be won and achieved. Vladimi r 
Tljitschh Lenin, metonymically standing in for  the preceding generation that carried 
outt  the Revolution, has begun the revolutionary work and the children wil l fulfi l 
thiss task. The past is modelled to promise a bright future, the present is already a 
pastt  as it is just one step on the way to the future. This temporality was typical of 
thee phase of the New Economic Policy that characterised the 1920s. Most 
industriall  sectors had broken down during the revolution and the ensuing civil war. 
Thee communist government responded by re-introducing a market economy into a 
socialistt  society in the making. Cultur e became a crucial sector  in this phase 
becausee the achievements of communism were most visible here, both inside and 
outsidee the country. While the economy went back to a model of capitalism, 
culturee had the task of showing what had been achieved and, more importantly , 
whatt  the purpose of the fundamental transformations were. The promises were 
huge,, the present situation was gloomy and cinema had the function of redeeming 
thiss advance on the future that had been given out. 

This,, I would maintain, is also the core dilemma of the avant-garde, not 
onlyy in the Soviet Union, but anywhere where artists occupy such a position. 
Alreadyy in its name the avant-garde announces that it is ahead of the rest, striding 
forwardd and leading the mainstream. The avant-garde carries within itself the 
promisee of a future better  than the past or  the present. Yet again, most of the 
iconoclasticc energy of the avant-garde is directed against traditional bourgeois art, 
againstt  its conventions of individual creation and individual reception and against 
itss places of worships like museums or  theatres. The avant-garde, while wanting to 
achievee the future, has its eyes firmly fixed  on the past. This precarious and even 
tragicc situation is perfectly summed up in Benjamin's angel of history who is 
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eternallyy transfixed on wounds and catastrophes that the past has inflicted which it 
wantss to heal, yet it is relentlessly pushed forward into the future.67 

5.55 Berli n as the Gateway to the West 
DieDie Spitzenleistungen der russischen Filmindustrie 

bekommtbekommt man in Berlin bequemer zu sehen als in Moskau, 
WalterWalter Benjamin (1927)68 

Thee first wave of Russian films in the first half of the 1920s did not reach the 
Europeann centres from Moscow but rather from the emigre colonies which had 
afterr adventurous travels through the Crimea and Istanbul set up shop in Paris and 
Berlin.699 A real craze for Russian subjects swept Europe in the early years after 
Worldd War One which partly paved the way for the later revolutionary films. 
Oksanaa Bulgakowa has identified several waves in the reception of Soviet films in 
Germanyy which followed each other, but always adhered to specific clichés, 
thereforee she has termed the interrelationship between the two countries a »war of 
stereotypes«.700 The stereotype of 19th Century Russian literature (Tolstoi, Gogol, 
etc.)) was replaced by the stereotype of the revolutionary nation in the mid-1920s, 
withh the advent of POTEMKIN. Some of the emigre films, like LE BRASIER ARDENT 
(FRR 1923, Ivan Mosjoukin and Aleksandr Volkov) and KEAN (FR 1923, Aleksandr 
Volkov),, were at the time considered to be at the aesthetic forefront of filmmaking. 
Whilee the emigre group in Paris had earlier mainly produced lavish spectacles in an 
internationall  European style, these two films formed at least stylistically part of the 
Frenchh avant-garde. Characteristic of both films is a fast and relatively free editing 
whichh was influenced by earlier experiments like Abel Gance's LA ROUE (1920-
22). . 

Followingg these two films, the French avant-garde and the Russian emigres 
movedd closer together: Mosjoukin starred in Jean Epstein's LE LION DES MOGOLS 
(FRR 1924) and in Marcel L'Herbier's FEU MATTHIAS PASCAL (FR 1924) while 
Albatros,, the main production company of the Russian exile community, had a 
handd in the production of films such as NAPOLÉON (FR 1924-27, Abel Gance), UN 
CHAPEAUU DE PAILLE D'lTALI E (FR 1927, René Clair), LES NOUVEAUX MESSIEURS 
(FRR 1928, Jacques Feyder), LA PASSION DE JEANNE D'ARC (FR 1928, Carl-
Theodorr Dreyer) and others. Many of the French productions of the second half of 
thee 1920s foreshadow an international pan-European art cinema that we now 
associatee with the period after 1980. The personnel is as international as the topics, 
stylisticc influences cross borders easily and the films are made with a European 
markett in mind. These films walk the line between art cinema and avant-garde: on 
thee one hand, they were inclined to experiments and open to new filmmaking 
techniques,, they often employed state-of-the-art technology, while on the other 
handd they had their origin within a blatantly commercial film industry. The 
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producingg companies were not interested in a different use of film, they 
experimentedd mainly for  commercial reasons: new techniques were employed for 
reasonss of product differentiation and as an additional selling point of their 
products. . 

Centrall  to my definition of avant-garde is an attempt to reconcile lif e and 
artt  on a higher  level, to break down the barrier s separating the two spheres. It 
remainss doubtful if the majorit y of the Russian emigre's productions can be fitted 
intoo such a definition of the avant-garde. Despite the stylistic innovations visible in 
somee of these films, despite formal experimentation, the whole approach to 
filmmakingfilmmaking  was indeed that of a commercial company. In fact, these production 
strategiess were difficul t to transfer  to sound film and in some respects the avant-
gardee was better  equipped to deal with the coming of sound as narrativ e was less 
centrall  to their  filmmakin g approach. Yet, these films also paved the way for  later 
filmsfilms as Russian films were accepted as experimental - and often the distinction 
betweenn emigre Russian and Soviet films were not clearly made by contemporary 
observerss in the West. 

POTEMKI NN did not arriv e out of nowhere as the number  of Soviet films on 
Germann and French screens had considerably increased over  the two years 
previouss to POTEMKIN' s release.71 Before POTEMKI N inaugurated the wave of 
»Russenfilme«,, it was Soviet culture and art that spurred Western imagination. 
Throughh the International Workers' Relief {Internationale Arbeiterhilfe - IAH)  and 
otherr  organisations, cultural artefacts from the Soviet Union found their  way to the 
Westt  in order  to rally ideological and financial support. One of the first big cultural 
eventss that brought artistic products from the revolutionary state to the West was 
thee first  Russian art exhibition in autumn 1922 in Berlin at the Galerie Van 
Diemen.722 Slowly, the trickl e became a river  that, in the mid-1920s, was the most 
importantt  trend internationally in the cinema. 

Inn the course of the 1920s the one-way-street of Western films coming to 
thee Soviet Union developed into a policy of exchange. The conduit through which 
thee vast majorit y of the Soviet films would reach Western screens was certainly 
Berlin;;  in fact, Germany was the first  country to officiall y recognise the Soviet 
Unionn after  the Revolution. Germany and the Soviet Union had signed a trade 
agreementt  already in Apri l 1918 in the wake of the Brest-Litovsk Treaty, a contract 
followedd by many close collaborations. One of the first  Soviet films seen outside 
thee new state was documenting the famine of 1921, GOLOD... GOLOD... GOLOD (SU 
1921,, Vladimir  Gard in / Vsevolod Pudovkin); it was shown on 26 March 1922 in 
Berlin733 and the same year  also at Louis Delluc's ciné-club in Paris.74 Starting from 
thiss success, the IAH,  closely linked to the communist party and to the Communist 
Internationall  (Comintern), toured with programmes of mostly non-fiction films 
throughh worker' s clubs and union societies in Germany. These films were shown 
forr  humanitarian and political purposes - to rally support for  the Soviet Union -
andd money was collected for  hunger  relief and to support the struggling worker' s 
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andd peasant's state. The response to these films demonstrated the interest of 
Westernn audiences to what was going on inside the Soviet Union, but they did not 
yett exhibit a radical new approach to filmmaking. The films were documents of the 
Soviett crisis and their aim was direct and immediate - to raise money for the 
starvingg workers and peasants. At this early stage of interchange, films were meant 
too evoke workers' solidarity in Germany and other countries for their Soviet 
comrades.. The medium of film was largely chosen because it was easier to reach 
workerss in the cinema than with publications or lectures. Nevertheless, film was 
nott the only means for targeting workers' solidarity. Another important element of 
thiss relief effort was a media offensive that also included the magazine Arbeiter-
IllustrierteIllustrierte Zeitung (since 1921, title in the beginning Sowjetrussland im Bild). The 
IAHIAH arguably conceived and executed a veritable media campaign which in style 
wass akin to the avant-garde idea of a united media front.75 

Inn September 1922, POLIKUSHKA (SU 1919/20, Alexander Sanin) was the 
firstfirst Soviet fiction film to be distributed commercially abroad: a German 
distributionn company had bought it.76 This film, based on a story by Leo Tolstoi, 
fittedd into preconceived ideas of the Russian cinema with its story of oppression in 
rural,, Tsarist Russia. The ensuing pattern of distribution shows a peak of interest 
andd popularity around 1930. From 1922 to 1925 each year 2 or 3 Soviet films came 
too German screens. 1926 brought the breakthrough with 7 films, it was 13 in 1927, 
122 in 1928 and 1929, 13 in 1930, 8 in 1931, and 13 in 1932.77 It was a combination 
off  factors that made Berlin important as the interface and channel through which 
manyy interchanges between the Soviet Union and the West took place. Germany 
hadd a geographical advantage as the most immediate access point. Furthermore, 
Germanyy had early on recognised the Soviet Union and trade was most intense 
betweenn the two countries. Culturally, both countries had a long history of 
exchangeexchange and co-operation. On a more personal note, when estimating Eisenstein's 
enormouss popularity in Germany it should not be underestimated that his fluent 
commandd of German and his charismatic personality played a role in attracting 
publicc attention. In economic terms, this exchange was a crucial factor for the 
regenerationn of the Soviet industry. Kristin Thompson has argued: »[I]f we take 
19244 as the year when the Soviet cinema's recovery finally took hold, it becomes 
apparentt that German-Soviet dealings played an extensive role in it.«78 In the 
winterr of 1925/26 Prometheus was founded as a daughter company of the IAH, a 
neww distribution company specialised in Soviet films, which would later also 
venturee into production.79 

Itt is important to remember that the IAH was not a German organisation, 
butt rather an international organisation (in its operations rather comparable to 
today'ss international NGOs) that happened to have its headquarter in Germany. 
Thee idea for the IAH followed from the change of policy in 1921 of the Comintern 
whichh reverted to a united front and support of the struggling Soviet Union -
insteadd of trying to achieve an immediate revolution in other countries. In fact, as 
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thee German communist party followed for some years in the mid-1920s an anti-
Cominternn strategy, membership for the IAH lagged far behind other countries - in 
1926,, there were 1.25 million members in England, 600,000 in Japan, but only 
25,0000 in Germany.80 The leadership of the IAH, Will i Münzenberg, was able to 
buildd up a veritable media empire, possibly the most important alternative attempt 
att challenging the media industry in Europe. The various affiliations, Weltfilm and 
Prometheus,Prometheus, VFV and IAH, Aufbau and Mezhrabpom', all worked together not 
towardss creating revenue (the profit was channelled either into enlarging the 
companiess or into workers' relief in the Soviet Union and elsewhere), but towards 
achievingg change. While the set-up and internal organisation of the IAH mirrored 
thatt of the existing industry81, its aim did not: the commercial film industry strove 
towardss a maximisation of profits while Münzenberg's aim was a communist 
revolution,, to overthrow the existing economic and social system. In this way, 
Münzenbergg shared avant-garde ideas as he tried to topple the existing order of the 
fil mm industry (and of society at large). It was the German-Soviet joint-venture 
Mezhrabpom-Rus'Mezhrabpom-Rus' (Mezhrabpom' is the Russian acronym for international 
Workers'' Relief«) that succeeded in building up a vertical integrated structure 
whilee also keeping up its trans-national network between the Soviet Union and 
Germany.. Yet, it was more than a copy of commercial film companies: 

Mezhrabpom-Rus**  plowed some of its profits back into activities which contributed 
too the agitational and educational roles the government had mandated for Soviet 
cinema.. It funded an >agit-steamer< which carried cinema and other cultural activities 
intoo the countryside as part of the government's effort to reach remote areas of the 
USSR.. It also used profits from its popular entertainment films to produce several 
agitationall  works.82 

Mezhrabpom-Rus'Mezhrabpom-Rus' (after the old Rus' management had been bought out in 1926 
renamedd Mezhrabpomfil'm) had a decisive advantage over other Soviet companies 
inn the mixed economy of the NEP years: it was sufficiently capitalised because its 
capitall  basis came in hard currency from the West. Al l other film enterprises 
(Sovkino,(Sovkino, Sevzapkino etc.) did not have sufficient funds for stepping up production 
ass a large part of technical equipment had to be imported from abroad as well as 
fil mm stock. Yet, this joint venture was not just making many interesting films since 
thee financial situation was considerably better here, it was also co-producing films 
andd setting up a pattern of exchange with the West. 

Mezhrabpom'' was producing a mixture of revolutionary works and genre 
films.films. It had its first successes with the science fiction drama AELITA (SU 1924, 
Iakovv Protazanov), the family melodrama MEDWESHJA SWADBA (SU 1925, 
Konstantinn Eggert, >The Bear's Wedding<) and the adventure serial Miss MEND. 
PRIKLJUCENUAA TREH REPORTEROV (SU 1926, Fedor Ozep / Boris Barnet), but it 
alsoo produced some of those films that are now considered classics of the Soviet 
cinema,, like KONEZ SANT-PETERSBURGA (SU 1927, Vsevolod Pudovkin) and TRI 
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PESNII  O LENINE (SU 1933, Dziga Vertov). Another important contribution to the 
alternativee cinema culture of the interwar period were the international co-
productionss such as FALSCHMÜNZER / SALAMANDRA (DE/SU 1929, Grigori 
Roschal)) and DER LEBENDE LEICHNAM / SfflWOl TRUP (DE/SU 1929, Fedor 
Ozep).. This inauguration of co-productions between Germany and Soviet Russia 
wass revived after the introduction of sound with Pudovkin's DEZERTIR, yet cut 
shortt in January 1933 when Hitler came to power. Further projects of this 
productionn line include failed films such as the unfinished METAL L (DE/SU 1930-
32,, Hans Richter)84 and VOSSTANIE RYBAKOV / DER AUFSTAND DER FISCHER 
(SU/DE,, 1931-1934, Erwin Piscator). Despite all changes and the growing 
resistancee to the internationalist ambitions of the organisation, the importance of 
thiss model is hard to overestimate: 

Althoughh the Mezhrabpom was reorganized and its German ties became less 
significant,, all through the 1920s it remained a useful link between Russia and 
Westernn Europe. Mezhrabpom-Rus made a great contribution to making the work of 
Soviett directors known first in Germany, and later in the rest of Europe. The studios 
off  Mezhrabpom-Rus also turned out some of the most interesting films produced in 
thee Soviet Union.85 

Itt might serve as littl e more than an in-joke of film history, but it arguably has its 
allegoricall  significance that the film that is most often singled out as a precursor to 
»thee golden age« of Soviet cinematography had as its topic the relationship 
betweenn the West and the Soviet Union. NEOBYCHAIN1YE PRIKLUCHENIYA 
MlSTERAA VESTA V STRANYE BOLSHEVIKOV (1924, Lev Kuleshov) participates in 
ann imaginary dialogue via the cinema.86 In Kuleshov's film the Western, crime 
film,film,  and chase sequences take turns with the education ideologique of an 
Americann capitalist who is on a business trip to Moscow. The textbook capitalist is 
turnedd into a textbook communist through his adventures and experiences. 87 In 
fact,, many of the Soviet avant-gardists were fervent admirers of all things 
Americann as America stood for progress and new developments. And even though 
thee US and the Soviet Union had diametrically opposed ideologies in many 
respectss they were both young countries characterised by an extraordinary dynamic 
developmentt in the 1920s centred on industrialisation and automation and they 
providedd the main models to which other countries turned. Despite all differences, 
theree was also a good measure of attraction between the Soviet Union and the 
Unitedd States. Not coincidentally many filmmakers in the Soviet Union rather 
lookedd to Hollywood than to Berlin or Paris for inspiration. Indeed, Kuleshov is 
oftenn singled out as the most »Hollywoodised« of the Soviet auteurs. Kuleshov in 
factt acknowledged his debt to the US cinema, yet that was an influence completely 
inflectedd by his avant-garde position: 
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Iff  he [Kuleshov, MH] looked to the conventions of Hollywood commercial cinema, 
hee did so out of self-consciously modernist motives. If he raided capitalist cinema 
forr models, he was also selecting out properties that he could apply to Soviet 
definitionss of modernity in the arts. Whatever his debt to the Americans, his ideas 
alsoo conformed to the program of the Russian avant-garde, specifically to [...] the 
Constructivistt ethos.88 

Ass Kepley suggests, Kuleshov's modernism was in the spirit of the constructivist 
avant-gardee treating the artist as a precision engineer who fabricated functional and 
streamlinedd objects far removed from a romantic ideal of individuality, genius and 
authorship.. What attracted Kuleshov to the Hollywood cinema was its efficiency of 
narrativee form, the energies it was able to generate, its streamlined narrative 
processs which proved to be highly popular in the Soviet Union as well as in all 
otherr countries that Hollywood films reached. Choosing the US cinema as its 
(formal)) model was also a polemical choice to reject the laborious and slow 
Russiann dramas which had been produced in the pre-revolutionary time and 
continuedd to be made in the first half of the 1920s with littl e changes. More often 
thann not, modernism as a cultural and artistic movement and the modernisation of 
workk and private life, of production methods and leisure time proved to be natural 
allies. . 

Anotherr film that participated in the imaginary dialogue via the cinema 
wass POTSELUI MERI PIKFORD (SU 1927, Sergei Komarov, >The Kiss of Mary 
Pickford<)) which mildly pokes fun at those people adoring the stars of the 
Hollywoodd cinema.89 Indeed, Pickford and Fairbanks appear in this film as 
themselvess and their positive comment on POTEMKIN made after seeing the film in 
Mayy 1926 in Berlin90 was used in the Soviet Union to promote the film which had 
aa hard time drawing a large domestic audience beyond the urban intelligentsia. 
Pickfordd and Fairbanks were shot for newsreel purposes when visiting a Soviet 
studio.. The manner in which Fairbanks and Pickford were later inserted into 
POTSELUII  MERI PIKFORD demonstrates Kuleshov's influence as the documentary 
materiall  was later used in a fictional context.91 The popularity of Hollywood stars 
wass a matter of hot contestation in the Soviet magazines, for political as well as for 
economicc reasons.92 

Iff  one has to single out one specific event as a point of crystallisation, there 
iss hardly a doubt which moment to choose. POTEMKIN had its premiere in Berlin 
onlyy three days after its first official screening in Moscow. On 18 January 1926 it 
openedd at two cinemas in central Moscow and on 21 January it was shown in 
Berlinn at the GroBes Schauspielhaus at a closed memorial meeting for Lenin who 
hadd died on 21 January two years earlier.93 The reception in the Soviet Union was 
mixed:: while some observers hailed the film as a new achievement, others, 
especiallyy fellow filmmakers, found fault with Eisenstein's film. The fate of 
POTEMKINN shows a pattern that does not seem altogether untypical of innovative 
filmsfilms that only get real recognition after achieving success abroad. Famous 
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exampless in the same period from the fringes of the avant-garde are DAS CABINET 
DESS DR. CALIGARI (DE 1919/20, Robert Wiene) which returned triumphantly from 
Pariss after having broken the French ban against German films94 and SOUS LES 
TOITSS DE PARIS (DE 1929/30, René Clair) which was hailed by German critics and 
wass only then embraced in Paris.95 It is as if the recognition abroad adds an extra 
valuee to the film that is then transported back to the country of origin where at first 
thee novelty had met criticism. These »prodigal son«-films which were accepted 
onlyy into the »imagined community« of nationhood after having gained recognition 
fromm an equally »imagined other« abroad would make for an interesting case study. 

Afterr the German premiere which was an internal screening on invitation 
onlyy with a special status, the German board of film censors prohibited public 
screeningss of Eisenstein's film. Prometheus, Miinzenberg's distribution and 
productionn company which owned the foreign rights to the film, called on theatre 
directorr Erwin Piscator and theatre critic Alfred Kerr as witnesses with a voice that 
thee liberal intellectual establishment would listen to. On 10 April the German 
supremee board of film censorship (Filmoberpriifstelle) passed the film with some 
cutss and regular screenings started despite strong protests from the political right 
onn 29 April 1926 at the Apollo theatre at the FriedrichstraBe where it enjoyed a 
longg and triumphant run. A variety of reasons contributed to the success of the 
film:film:  a heavily politicised public sphere followed with intense interest the 
developmentss inside the Soviet Union, the fights over censorship and cuts of the 
filmfilm  created the hype necessary for a media event, and Edmund Meisel's score 
heightenedd the dramatic appeal of the film. Meisel's music combined the routine of 
cinemaa accompaniment with some of Eisenstein's ideas and a tamed modernism in 
musicc and noise.96 Finally, all through the summer bans in specific territories (the 
provinciall  states of Wiirttemberg, Bavaria, Hesse and Thuringia) and temporarily 
onn a nation-wide level kept the film in hot discussion and contributed in no little 
measuree to the enormous success of the film. Even though from the first premiere 
versionn (1,740 m) more than 400 metres were cut in the following years (1,353 m -
thee version still in circulation when the Nazis came to power in January 1933), the 
filmfilm  had made its impact and soon moved on to other countries: »[T]he explosive 
combinationn of POTEMKIN and Berlin in the 1920s had put both Eisenstein and 
Soviett film on the world cultural map.*97 POTEMKIN was subsequently sold to 36 
countriess and it continued to be the only solidly canonised classics of the Soviet 
cinemaa of the 1920s.98 

Thee British reception replayed the German one in terms of censor reaction, 
yett the public enthusiasm was nowhere near the Berlin frenzy. In fact, it took 3 
yearss until the first closed screening of POTEMKIN could take place at the Tivoli 
Palcee in London's Strand organised and attended by the London Film Society on 
100 November 1929. The reaction was somewhat cool, but Britain had received its 
sharee of Soviet revolutionary cinema by this date, thus the film did not come as a 
completee novelty. POTEMKIN had made its imaginary impact in Britain because the 
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banningg and public debate was widely discussed in the public while the 
cinematographicc void had been filled with other Soviet films. Moreover, British 
censorshipp was very severe, so Soviet films with a revolutionary content were - if 
att all - only screened in closed circles of film societies. Most of the films 
consideredd classics in retrospect did not make it to regular cinema screenings." 
POTEMKINN remained banned in Britain until after World War Two, just as in 
France.. Yet, in France it was seen by many people in ciné-clubs and the French 
premieree was considerably earlier than the English: it was shown in Paris on 18 
Novemberr 1926 at the Ciné-Club de France. In France, the line ran between the 
ciné-clubss which were often able to screen those films and the ordinary cinemas 
whichh only played the Soviet genre production. Nearly all of the classic 
revolutionaryy films did not pass the censors for public exhibition and only 
Moussinac'ss Amis de Spartacus, Canudo's Club des amis de septième art, and the 
CinéCiné Club de France, besides some organisations of the communist party and 
occasionallyy Studio 28 were able to show Soviet films with revolutionary 
content.1000 The impact of the Soviet cinema was thus largely »imaginary« because 
mostt people only heard and read about the allegedly sensational films as they could 
nott see them in the cinema. 

POTEMKINN was dividing public opinion all over Western Europe: the film 
wass screened in Vienna, Geneva, and Stockholm, but it remained banned in Italy, 
Spain,, Belgium, Denmark, Norway and the Baltic Republics.101 The impact of 
Soviett films can hardly be overestimated and their influence can be seen in many 
classicss of the transitional period: René Clair*  s SOUS LES Tons DE PARIS (FR 
1930)) was influenced by Abram Rooms TRET'JA MESCANSKAJA (SU 1927, >Bed 
andd Sofa< / >Third Meshchanskaia Street<), Josef von Sternberg's SHANGHAI 
EXPRESSS (US 1932) by Leonid Trauberg's GOLUBOJ EKSPRESS (SU 1929, >The 
Bluee Express<) and Bunuel's LA S HURDAS / TlERRA SIN PAN (ES 1932) is indebted 
too SOL' SVANETTI (SU 1930, Michail Kalatozov). Moreover, without POTEMKIN 
andd the impact of Soviet montage the whole school of British documentary is 
unthinkable.. When Grierson's DRIFTERS premiered at the Film Society in London, 
itt did so alongside Eisenstein's POTEMKIN; Grierson himself worked on adapting 
thatt classic for an English audience (translating titles, preparing it for censorship). 
Griersonn was also instrumental in starting the Workers*  Film Society which had as 
thee main attraction on its first day of screening Victor Turin's TURKSIB. Just like 
Eisenstein'ss film, the English version was put together by Grierson.102 

Yet,, die proliferation of Soviet films in the West was no one-way-street 
andd neither the influence ran just in one direction. Whereas the early 1920s had 
seenn mainly entertainment films from Germany and the US on Soviet screens, in 
thee latter half of the decade it was also art and avant-garde films that found an 
interestedd audience in the big urban centres of the Soviet Union. According to 
contemporaryy Leon Moussinac who travelled frequently to the Soviet Union, the 
Soviett public (at least in the big cities) had by 1928 been able to see films by Louis 
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Delluc,, Jean Epstein, René Clair, Abel Gance, Marcel L'Herbier, Germaine Dulac, 
Albertoo Cavalcanti, Walter Ruttmann and Hans Richter.103 Jay Leyda reported that 
thee filmmakers in the Soviet Union were familiar with the work of Abel Gance, 
D.W.. Griffith, James Cruze, Fritz Lang, G.W. Pabst, F.W. Murnau, Ernst Lubitsch, 
andd Richard Oswald. In 1927 Dja Ehrenburg brought several avant-garde films 
fromm Paris for a screening to the Soviet Union.104 And the stylistic development 
alsoo ran on parallel tracks as when Vertov after a screening of René Clair's PARIS 
QUII  DORT (FR 1923/24) confided to his diary his envy that he had wanted to make 
aa very similar film in technical terms.105 The Soviet Union participated in the 
internationall  network of alternative screenings, yet as the situation was different 
(andd even though NEP did create a sort of market situation it was still considerably 
differentt from a capitalist economy), these events did also much rather take place 
inn political or social organisation in close proximity to the state. 

Ass Berlin was the main conduit for the transition of Soviet cinema to the 
West,, it was here that many decisions were made that had lasting influence. It was 
thee Berlin distributors (often Prometheus) that sometimes changed titles and it is 
usuallyy these new titles that the films are remembered and that they still circulate 
under:: TRETYA MESHCHANSKAYA (SU 1927, Abram Room) became BED AND 
SOFAA (literally >Third Petit Bourgeois Street<), OKTABR' (SU 1927, Sergei 
Eisenstein)) became TEN DAYS THAT SHOOK THE WORLD (literally >October<), 
POTOMOKK CHINGIS-KHAN (SU 1928, Vsevolod Pudovkin) became STORM OVER 
ASIAA (literally >The Heir to Jenghis-Khan<), NOVYJ VAVILON (SU 1929, Grigorij 
Kozincevv & Leonid Trauberg) became KAMPF UM PARIS (literally >New 
Babylon<),, and ZEMUA V PLENY (SU 1927, Fedor Ozep) became THE YELLOW 
PASSS (literally >Earth in Chains<).106 The work of translation, both literally and 
metaphorically,, was most frequently done by Prometheus, the non-profit 
organisationn Weltfilm or Mezhrabpom', the key companies in this whole set-up of 
relationss and exchange. 

5.66 Publicatio n and Travelling : Translation s and the Grand Tour 
AlongAlong with the Constructivists, Eisenstein developed a kinetic art, 

notnot as an aesthetic experiment or exciting spectacle of interest in itself, 
butbut from a >passionate desire to incite the spectator to action< 

StandishStandish Lawder {1975f7 

Nott soon after the first films of the montage school made their way to the West, the 
makerss followed suit. Again, Berlin was the gateway and network node for 
cultural,, economic and geographical reasons. The itinerary was almost invariably 
thee same: from Moscow they went to Berlin and from there trips to other German 
citiess (Frankfurt, Stuttgart, Hamburg) and from their to the other European centres 
off  the avant-garde, to Paris, London, and Amsterdam / Rotterdam. The celebrated 
innovatorss visited mainly those metropolitan centres where production and 
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exhibitionn in the alternative sector  took place on a broader  basis. Thus, Spain and 
Portugall  were not part of the itineraries and neither  were Scandinavia or  the 
Balkans,, only the central European space demarcated in the Northwest by London, 
inn the Southwest by Paris, with Berlin as the imaginary and real turnstile. Only 
Eisensteinn and his close collaborators Alexandrov and Tissé spent some time 
exploringg rural France and subsequently also made the tri p across the Atlanti c to 
thee United States (and to Mexico). These trip s have been researched and discussed 
quitee thoroughly, yet always from an auteuristic and biographical angle and never 
inn a synthesising fashion where the different countries and different filmmakers are 
putt  in a comparative perspective. 

Vsevolodd Pudovkin paid several visits to Western Europe in the decisive 
yearss between 1927 and 1932.m In January 1927 Pudovkin travelled to Berlin for 
22 weeks in order  to attend the international premiere of MATJ. He returned to 
Berlinn for  the premiere of KONEC SANKT-PETERSBURGA on 5 November  1928, this 
timee he stayed longer  for  film work: in the winter  1928/29 Pudovkin played the 
leadingg role in DER LEBENDE LEICHNA M / SHIWOI TRUP (DE/SU 1928/29, Fedor 
Ozep),, a German-Russian co-production between Mezhrabpom' and Prometheus. 
Thee shooting took place in Berlin and Pudovkin took advantages of his extended 
stayy in Germany travelling to Holland for  2 days to visit the Filmliga  for  a 
screeningg of MATJ on 10 January.109 On this occasion Pudovkin invited Ivens to the 
Soviett  Union to make a film  there.110 Pudovkin also travelled to London for  three 
dayss on invitation of Ivor  Montagu for  another  screening of MATJ and a talk to the 
Filmm Society of London on 3 February 1929. In the same period the German 
editionn Filmregie und Filmmanuskript was published (late 1928). Despite his 
shootingg schedule and his travels outside Germany he found time to lecture on 
film:film:  On 13 January, Pudovkin was present at a matinee with Soviet films at the 
Tauentzien-PalastTauentzien-Palast organised by the Volksfilmverband where KONEC SANKT-
PETERSBURGAA was screened.111 This opportunity for  marketing was not lost on 
contemporaries::  The Lichtbild-Biihne, a trade paper  which ran its own publishing 
housee which published Pudovkin's book, reported at length about the lectures and 
activitiess of the Soviet director  and presented big advertisements alongside the 
articles.1122 On 29 February 1929, after  nearly four  months abroad, he returned to 
Moscow.. In late May 1931 Pudovkin travelled to Germany for  the thir d time, again 
too make a film, only this time not as actor, but as director: DEZERTIR is planned as 
thee story of a strike of dock workers in Hamburg. Pudovkin stayed for  research in 
Germanyy until 26 June 1931. On his return to the Soviet Union, he continued work 
onn the script until Hitler' s ascent to power  made shooting in Hamburg impossible 
andd as a result the film  was entirely made in the Soviet Union. 

Thee decisive year  for  the European avant-garde and the moment of highest 
convergencee of different developments was surely 1929: Dziga Vertov's first  tri p 
too Western Europe as a filmmaker  of reputation was an extended voyage from 
earlyy May to early August 1929, planned and organised with the support of El 
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Lissitzkyy and his German wife Sophie Küppers who probably also had a hand in 
thee translation of Vertov's Russian texts for the various lectures he gave. He 
attendedd the screenings at the Werkbund-exhibition Film und Foto in Stuttgart and 
wass invited to La Sarraz as the Soviet delegate, yet he had to return to the Ukraine 
beforee the meeting.113 During this journey, Vertov was doing a grand tour of 
Germanyy presenting CELOVEK S KlNOAPPARATOM (SU 1929). It is worth 
recountingg this trip in more detail because it illustrates typical stations and 
institutions:: On 3 and 4 June he was at the Planetarium in Hanover, on 9 June he 
presentedd at the Phoebus-Palast in Berlin114, the following day at the Bauhaus in 
Dessau,, and on 11 June at the Museum Folkwang in Essen. He visited the Film und 
FotoFoto exhibition in Stuttgart where he gave a lecture on 16 June, on 23 June Vertov 
wass at the association »Das Neue Frankfurt« in Frankfurt/Main115, on 29 and 30 
Junee at the Bayerische Landesfilmbühne in Munich116, and finally on 2 July the 
tourr ended at the Marmorhaus in Berlin. Conspicuously, only in Berlin he 
presentedd twice at (nominally) commercial venues, all the other occasions seemed 
too be rather within the context of the film society and avant-garde movement 
(Bauhaus,(Bauhaus, F/Fo-exhibition, Das neue Frankfurt).117 Vertov moved on to France 
wheree he was featured on 23 July 1929 at the Parisian Studio 28. In Paris he stayed 
withh his younger brother Boris Kaufman who was just about to start his celebrated 
co-operationn with Jean Vigo on APROPOS DE NICE (FR 1929/30), ZERO DE 
CONDUITEE (FR 1933), and L'ATALANT E (FR 1933/34).118 Yet, not only did he 
presentt films and give lectures, there were also production plans: Vertov was 
invitedd to make films on the creation of new cities (in Frankfurt), on travel from 
Europee to the United States (in Hanover), and on medicine (in Zurich; the offer 
camee from Lazare Wechsler and the film was later shot by Eisenstein, Alexandrov 
andd Tissé as FRAUENNOT - FRAUENGLÜCK in the second half of 1929). Vertov was 
alsoo invited to La Sarraz and intended to go, but was then assigned by the Soviet 
authoritiess to make a sound film about the industrial region of the Donbass (in 
Ukrainia):: a mixture typical of this time with elements from documentary, 
propaganda,, and staged scenes. 

Hee toured with ENTUZIAZM: SlNFONUA DONBASS A (SU 1930) in 1931 for 
sevenn months, from June to December.119 The tour started in Berlin, as most of 
thosee trips, went on to several German cities (Hannover, Hamburg), to Switzerland, 
London,, Paris, and finally the Netherlands from where he returned via Berlin to 
Moscow.1200 Even on such a long trip Vertov did not leave the well-trodden and pre-
ordainedd paths. During his second extended European journey, Vertov also visited 
Londonn for the first time from 10 until 23 November where he presented 
ENTUZIAZM.. Vertov was present at the screenings of his own films at the London 
Filmm Society, as Thorold Dickinson reports: 

Whenn Vertov attended the presentation of his first sound film, ENTHUSIASM, to the 
Filmm Society of London on November 15, 1931, he insisted on controlling the sound 
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projection.. During the rehearsal he kept it at a normal level, but at the performance 
flankedd on either side by the sound manager of the Tivoli Theatre and an officer of 
thee Society, he raised the volume at the climaxes to earsplitting level. Begged to 
desist,, he refused and finished the performance, fighting for possession of the 
instrumentt of control, while the building seemed to tremble with the flood of noise 
comingg from behind the screen.121 

Itt was also in London that Charlie Chaplin watched ENTUZIAZM at the private 
screeningg rooms of United Artists in Wardour Street on 17 November 1931 and 
wrotee Vertov a note afterwards: »Never had I known that these mechanical sounds 
couldd be arranged to sound so beautiful. I regard it as one of the most exhilarating 
symphoniess I have heard. Mr. Dziga Vertov is a musician. The professors should 
learnn from him, not quarrel with him. Congratulations. «122 It was also on this trip 
thatt Vertov paid his only visit to the Dutch Filmliga, on 9 and 10 December he was 
lecturingg in Rotterdam and Amsterdam.123 

Havingg recounted Pudovkin's and Vertov's journeys, Sergei Eisenstein's 
trajectoryy wil l complement these trips. Eisenstein first arrived in Berlin on 26 
Marchh 1926 (accompanied by his cameraman Eduard Tisse).124 Initially the 
purposee of the trip was to learn about technology and the German industry and to 
tryy out equipment - a research trip. During his stay in Berlin Eisenstein witnessed 
thee debate about the censorship of POTEMKIN after the German Board of Film 
Censorss (Filmpriifstelle) had prohibited the public exhibition of the film. He visited 
thee major studios and saw Lang working on METROPOLIS (Eisenstein's 
characterisationn of Lang is that of Kuleshov »well fed over a period of time«) and 
Murnauu making FAUST. Eisenstein and Tisse attempted to stick around for the 
premieree of their film, extending their trip over the planned length, but on the order 
off  Sovkino they finally had to return to the Soviet Union on 26 April 1926, three 
dayss before the international premiere of POTEMKIN.125 This relatively unknown 
journeyy was followed three years later by an extended voyage which lasted for 
threee years and took Eisenstein and his collaborators all through Western Europe, 
too the United States and to Mexico. In the meantime Eisenstein had become an 
internationall  celebrity partly through screenings of his films in the West, partly 
becausee of many visitors to Moscow: Western intellectuals invariably sought out 
Eisensteinn because of his command of languages, his classic education and his wit 
andd irony: In 1927/28 Eisenstein met Léon Moussinac, Edmund Meisel, Kathe 
Kollwitz ,, Diego Riviera, Sinclair Lewis, Le Corbusier, Valeska Gert, Stefan 
Zweig,, Joseph Schenck, John Dos Passos and many more who all visited the Soviet 
Union.126 6 

Thee most famous trip was also the longest and possibly the biggest failure 
inn terms of projects that fell through: the grand tour of Eisenstein with Tisse and 
Alexandrovv in the key year of 1929. Their order was »to learn from the West and 
too teach the West«. Jay Leyda has summed up the manifold reasons for this trip: 
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Inn August 1929, three months before the release of OLD AND NEW, the Eisenstein 
groupp left the Soviet Union for a stay abroad of undetermined length. By now there 
wass an accumulation of reasons for the trip: a study of sound-film techniques in 
Europeann studios was possibly the primary reason, and the one usually advanced, but 
theree was also the hope of working for the world's best-equipped film industry, 
Hollywood;; Eisenstein had received many invitations to go there, the latest being 
fromm Joseph Schenck who visited Moscow in the summer of 1928; a trip to America 
wass looked upon as a deserved vacation for a group that had worked so continuously 
withoutt leave. A more pressing reason was connected with Eisenstein*  s project to 
filmm Capital: he felt that he could not honestly undertake such a task without seeing 
thee capitalist world at its zenith [...].127 

Inn the late Summer of 1929, on 19 August, Eisenstein, Tisse, and Alexandrav 
boardedd a train to Berlin where they attended the German premiere of STAROE I 
NOVOEE / GENERAL' NAJA LINIJA (SU 1926-29, >The Old and the New / The General 
Line<)1288 before moving on to Switzerland for the La Sarraz meeting in early 
Septemberr 1929, the moment when many biographies, activities, discourses and 
trajectoryy overlapped before all taking on their own directions. Eisenstein was the 
undisputedd star of the La Sarraz meeting, especially after the Swiss police had 
heightenedd the suspense by first refusing the assumed revolutionaries entry as they 
fearedd that the three communist troublemakers could incite a revolutionary fervour. 
Ivorr Montagu describes their arrival at the homely and somewhat complacent 
atmospheree of the chateau as an unnatural act: 

Att first all had gone fairly steadily and staidly, as had been planned. We showed one 
anotherr films. We praised one another and admired one another. All was plain living 
andd far from plain speaking , indeed an elevated and enervating atmosphere of high 
politee discussion. The invasion of the three men in blue quickly put a stop to that. 
[„. ]]  Were they not our heroes? [...] Were they not the supreme experimenters, not 
artistt alone but scientists, and had they not stormed the citadel by their success? It is 
doubtfull  whether any other Soviet film-makers touring Europe would have been 
suchh natural invitees for La Sarraz. But their arrival was at once its highlight and its 
justification.129 9 

Thee next months in Europe were complicated and characterised by a zig-zagging 
route.. Soon after the conference, on September 19 Eisenstein was back in Berlin 
forr meetings, talks, plans and lectures, but nothing concrete materialised yet. Tisse 
andd Alexandrov stayed behind in Zurich for some time to shoot FRAUENNOT -
FRAUENGLÜCK,, a film about women's right to family planning produced by the 
Polishh emigre Lazare Wechsler.130 In November 1929 the trio went from Berlin to 
Londonn on the invitation of the London Film Society where POTEMKIN was shown 
onn 10 November 1929, alongside Grierson's DRIFTERS. The Soviet group went to 
Pariss on 29 November, but was already back in London on December 3 where 
Eisensteinn participated in Hans Richter's course on filmmaking - the material was 
laterr edited together by Richter into the film EVERYDAY in which Eisenstein can be 
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seenn as an English policeman. Many of the later  protagonists of the British 
documentaryy film  movement and feature film participated in the workshop: 
Grierson,, Basil Wright , Thorold Dickinson, Anthony Asquith, Ian Dalrymple, 
Herbertt  Marshall. Eisenstein stayed on a couple of weeks leaving London (after 
visitss to Windsor  and Oxford) in late December  1929. For  Christmas and New 
Yearr  he was back in Paris and went for  a visit to the Netherlands as a guest of 
honourr  of the Filmliga  from January 14 to 20131 until he arrived in Paris in 
Februaryy 1930.132 

Inn Paris, the next job was to get some money shooting ROMANCE 
SENTIMENTAL EE (FR 1930), financed by the millionair e Leonard Rosenthal to 
indulgee his mistress Mara Gris. Many more offers reached Eisenstein, among them 
suchh curiosities as making a long advertising film  for  Nestle's condensed milk (on 
thee strength of the milk sequence in THE OLD AND THE NEW) or  shooting an 
anniversaryy film  on Simon Bolivar  commissioned by the Venezuelan 
government.1333 Interestingly, it was not the European film  industry which was 
interestedd in hirin g the young Soviet director, but assignments came either  from 
privatee patrons, from companies outside the film  business, state institutions or 
organisationss involved with reformist social change. Besides a multitud e of 
anecdotess (visiting a brothel with Montagu, taking Eluard to a Cocteau play where 
thee surrealist caused a scandal), Eisenstein became the centre of a dispute when a 
screeningg at the Sorbonne got cancelled (he gave an inflammatory speech 
instead)1344 and his visa was not prolonged. He still was able to meet with influential 
artistss and intellectuals like Abel Gance, James Joyce, Gertrude Stein, Andre 
Malraux ,, Joris Ivens, Germaine Krull , Eli Lotar , Andre Kertesz, and others. 
Eisensteinn was even approached to make DON QUIXOTE with Fyodor  Chaliapin, a 
projectt  that Walter  Ruttmann was also associated with at another  time and mat was 
finallyfinally  directed by G.W. Pabst. Eisenstein left France on 6 May 1930 on a ship 
appropriatelyy named Europa. Two years later, in May 1932, was he back in the 
Soviett  Union after  several unsuccessful projects at Paramount and the disastrous 
Mexicann adventure QUE VIVA MEXICO! financed by Upton Sinclair.135 He returned 
viaa New York, on the same ship Europa to Cherbourg, then on to Hamburg where 
hee hoped in vain to receive his Mexican material. On the train to Moscow, 
Eisensteinn met Bertolt Brecht and Slatan Dudow, on their  way to the Soviet 
premieree of KUHLE WAMPE. 

Thee final missing name in the traditional pantheon of great Soviet directors 
iss Alexander  Dovshenko who spent some time in Warsaw and Berlin at the 
Ukrainiann embassies (possibly as a spy and rabble rouser) in the early 1920s. His 
onlyy tri p as a filmmaker  to the West in the period under  consideration took place in 
thee second half of 1930. Dovzhenko left the Soviet Union on 19 June 1930 and 
visitedd major  European film  production centres in Poland, Czechoslovakia, 
Germany,, France and Great Britain : »During his tri p he met the French director 
Abell  Gance, H.G. Wells, Albert Einstein and other  celebrated artists and 
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intellectuals.. [...] He undertook the trip with the primary purpose of investigating 
neww trends in film-making, especially the rise of sound füm.«136 Director Boris 
Barnett also spent two and a half months in Germany and France in 1933. His film 
OKRAINAA (1933, OUTSKIRTS) was presented in a closed screening in Paris attended 
byy Victor Trivas, Jacques Feyder, Joris Ivens, Ilja Ehrenburg, Isaac Babel and 
others.137 7 

Havingg recounted the main itineraries of Pudovkin, Vertov, Eisenstein, 
Dovshenkoo and Barnet at least five reason for these trips can be found: First of all, 
thee poverty of the Soviet industry meant that filmmakers had to look abroad for 
innovationn of technology, but also of technique. Not coincidentally, Eisenstein 
visitedd the sets of METROPOLIS and FAUST on his first Berlin trip, the two most 
advancedd special effects spectacles of the German art cinema of the 1920s while 
doingg research in Hollywood on his second trip. The film industry of the Soviet 
Unionn was characterised by a lack of film stock, by insufficient lighting gear, by a 
generall  dearth of modern equipment. Thus secondly, the chance to make films 
abroadd was seductive in terms of the means available even to an independent 
production.. Pudovkin certainly took advantage of the possibility of shooting 
abroad,, but so did Eisenstein and his entourage, even though their extended trip of 
1929-19311 marks the climax as well as the end of this period. Thirdly, this proved 
too be also interesting for the Soviet authorities because they might obtain badly 
neededd foreign currency this way. The fourth reason - and visible in the case of 
Eisenstein'ss stay in Mexico - was the beginning Stalinization at home, both 
aestheticallyy and organisationally. After the restructuring had set in around 1928, it 
becamee increasingly difficult for independent minds to execute their projects. The 
criticismm levelled against OKTJABR' is a case in point here; the climate in the 
Soviett Union was slowly changing, so journeys also became a welcome 
opportunityy to get away from a difficult situation at home which to some observers 
mightt have appeared at the time as a passing interlude. The changes in aesthetic 
policyy and organisational structure made it more difficult for the innovators of the 
mid-1920ss to realise their projects who were used to working in relative freedom 
fromm constraints. Paradoxically, the craze for Soviet films in Western Europe was 
peakingg at the moment that the climate in the Soviet Union was radically changing. 
Whilee troubles were intensifying at home, hopes were high in Western Europe - a 
furtherr temporal paradox. The final reason is possibly less personal for the 
filmmakersfilmmakers and shows that also the Soviet Union had an interest in those travels. 
Thesee luminaries also toured the big cities of Western Europe as ambassadors of 
goodwilll  and as orators and activists for the Soviet cause. In the long run, the 
Soviett Union had an interest in either spreading its cause or at least establishing 
political,, economic and cultural ties and relationships.138 Germany was an 
importantt trade partner while also - as many believed in the late 1920s - the next 
countryy that would see a communist revolution. Thus, the trips were also meant as 
propagandaa for the revolutionary cause. 
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Ass influential as the tours of Soviet filmmakers in the West were, they 
weree possibly equalled or even surpassed in effect by the many translations of 
Russiann texts published in journals and magazines or even in book form in Western 
languages.. For the avant-garde the distinction between theory and practice did not 
existt at all, it was only logical for Pudovkin, Eisenstein, Vertov and others not only 
too make films but also to publish accompanying articles. In the West they were 
eagerlyy taken up as testimonies and manuals to aid in the understanding of the 
Soviett cinema. Pudovkin*  s volumes on »The Film Scenario« and on the »Film 
Directorr and Film Material«, written during the production of MATJ and published 
inn 1926, were already enormously successful in the Soviet Union.139 They were 
quicklyy translated into German and only a littl e later into English. Ivor Montagu, 
himselff  a translator of Pudovkin, has pointed out the importance of these texts for 
generationss of students of the cinema: 

[T]hee most influential of all the things in all cinema, English and American, even the 
commerciall  cinema, I dare say, was the Pudovkin book that I translated. [...] That 
Pudovkinn book was so simple, no Eisenstein book could have had the same 
influence.. What is in it was pinched either from Kuleshov who taught it directly to 
himm or from Eisenstein, but he translated it as the simple, idealist and poetic-minded 
personn that he was, into simple language that everybody could understand, and 
anybodyy even the simplest amateur can get ideas from Pudovkin.140 

Startingg in 1928 with the travel activities, there is a marked increase of articles 
translatedd from the Russian to be found in Western magazines and newspapers. 
Thesee texts, often coinciding with lecture series, were published in widely diverse 
organs,, from Communist-party newspapers (L'Humanite) to established trade 
paperss (Fihnkurier, Lichtbildbuhne), from left-wing intellectual magazines (Die 
Weltbiihne)Weltbiihne) to specialised avant-garde film journals (Filmliga, Film und Volk, La 
revuerevue du cinéma). It is apparent from this variety of publications publishing 
specialisedd texts how widespread the interest in the cinema was and how central 
thee Soviet cinema was after 1926 at least for some dramatic years until 1930. 

Inn fact, the translation did not only go one way, but it became a two-way 
traffic,, a dialogue of sort that was contributing to the sense that something was 
developingg in film culture that might truly transform cinema as such. One crucial 
networkk node was Léon Moussinac who was active in film societies and 
publishing,, in distribution and exchange with the Soviet Union in general: 

Ass the decade [the 1920s, MH] progressed, Moussinac's theories began to resemble 
moree the ideas of the Soviet film-maker theorists, especially those of Sergei 
Eisensteinn and Dziga Vertov. Eisenstein and Moussinac would become friends later 
inn the decade, the work of each influencing the other; Naissance du cinéma was 
publishedd in Russian translation in 1926.14' 
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Publishingg even took off before film production developed in more experimental 
directions.. In some respects, magazines paved the way for the later creative burst in 
filmmaking.filmmaking. The energy devoted to theorising some of the crucial issues connected 
too cinema was necessary to open up the path that would be taken from the mid-
192088 onwards. With the exception of France, no country could boast a more lively 
publicationn and magazine scene than the Soviet Union. Besides the famous Lef and 
NoviNovi Lef (1927-28) there was Kino-fot {Cinema-photo) published from August 
19222 until early 1923 under the directorship of Aleksei Gan. Their champion was 
Dzigaa Vertov and they campaigned in a militaristic fashion for the most radical 
avant-gardee positions. Besides, there were magazines such as Kino-zhurnal ARK 
(Cinema(Cinema Journal ARK, from 1925 onwards, published by the Association of 
Workerss in Revolutionary Cinema; from 1926 to early 1928 superseded by Kino-
frontfront I Cinema Front), focused on a high-brow discussion of cinema. The popular 
stars-and-genree magazine Kino-gazeta (Cinema Gazette, 1923-1925; from 1925 
onwardss as Kino I Cinema), Kino-nedelia (Cinema Week, organ of the Leningrad-
basedd studio Sevzapkino, absorbed in March 1925 by Kino), Soviet Cinema (from 
Aprill  1925 onwards published by the Artistic Council on Cinema Affairs, a 
governmentt agency; liquidated in 1928), and the most popular stylistically, 
SovetskiiSovetskii ekran (Soviet Screen), all more or less revolutionary, but also in fierce 
competition.. In fact, as the social and economic situation stabilised with the first 
Five-Year-Plann and after the end of NEP, these poly-vocal debates were shut down 
inn the course of the cultural revolution by the authorities. 

Publishingg can be seen as avant-gardistic in the sense that it could lead the 
wayy for film-making or for trying out ideas and positions since the avant-garde is 
alwayss as much about possibility as about reality. This avant-gardistic function was 
duee to accessibility (the young Turks could more easily place an article or even 
startt a magazine than make a film) and to lack of funds for making films because 
veryy few films were actually made in the Soviet Union. Just like Kuleshov's »films 
withoutt film« and the dream architecture discussed above, littl e magazines opened 
upp a space of possibility as well as a space for unexpected encounters and 
juxtapositionss - just like their Western equivalents HO, transitions, de stijl, Die 
Form,Form, G or documents. It also reflected the situation in the decade after the 
Revolutionn when a public discussion about the means and methods of the Soviet 
cinemaa was still possible. This discursive formation in which an active discussion 
aroundd cinema was part of an intellectual film culture was not limited to the centres 
ass Jay Leyda reports from one of the republics: 

Inn the Ukraine film-literature advanced more boldly than film-production. In 
Decemberr 1925, the Kharkov studio of VUFKU began a monthly magazine, Kino, 
thatt in any country at that time would certainly have been labelled avant-garde, 
aestheticallyy and politically. Not only were foreign films reported, but film-
experiments,, too, in Germany and France; and the experimenters themselves were 
sometimess its foreign correspondents; Eugene Deslaw reported regularly from Paris. 
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Thee autobiography of George Grosz ran serially, and German-trained portraits by a 
youngg Ukrainian, Dovzhenko, were reproduced in colour. When Léon Moussinac 
visitedd Kharkov, he had difficulty asking questions, for most of the time was taken 
byy the questions asked him, chiefly about the films of Clair, Cavalcanti, Epstein, 
Dulac,, Man Ray, and Léger.143 

Itt was in this turbulent period of the cinema that publication did not follow film-
making,, but written consideration of film and its problems often led the way. In the 
decadee between 1922 and 1932,173 books on films were published144; even though 
mostt of these titles were biographies of foreign stars or accompanied popular 
releases,, still many were serious attempts at theorising cinema. In the Soviet Union 
twistedd temporalities were not unusual: films that had not been made were 
reviewedd and discussed, filmmakers celebrated abroad were under fire at home, 
andd film reviewing preceded filmmaking - just as Soviet cineastes wrote about 
soundd film before they had even seen, let alone made, a sound film. 

5.77 Allegorie s of the heavy industry : The battl e wit h soun d 
OurOur cherished dreams of a sound cinema are being realised. 

SergeiSergei Eisenstein, Grigori Alexandrov, Vsevolod Pudovkin (1928) 

Discussionss around film form and style as well as problems of financing and 
organisationn in the Soviet cinema began to re-surface after a brief period of 
exaltationn in the mid-1920s that followed the relative stabilisation of the cinema 
sector.. The industrial restructuring began seriously in March 1928 with the Party 
conferencee on cinema which resulted in the first five-year-plan (which lasted until 
1933)) on cinema.145 Slowly the (limited) free-market situation of NEP was reversed 
too one of state control. Big institutions were liquidated or purged such as Sovkino 
inn June 1930 which was restructured and reborn as Soiuzkino with Boris 
Shumyatskyy as chairman.146 The government organisation culminated in 1935 
whenn the All-Union Creative Conference on Cinematographic Affairs derided 
Eisenstein147,, when a film festival was held in Moscow and when Shumyatsky 
wentt on a long research trip to Europe and the US with some of his most dedicated 
andd politically reliable co-workers. On his return he decided to build a Soviet 
Hollywoodd on the Krim which was scheduled to produce up to 700 films a year. At 
thee same time entertainment was pushed back to make room for more open 
propaganda,, in this respect distinguishing the Soviet Union from Nazi Germany 
whichh was on the surface an entertainment cinema with relatively few open 
propagandaa film. Yet, the megalomaniac plans for the Soviet Hollywood did not 
materialisee as Shumyatsky fell from grace with Stalin (and was eventually killed in 
thee purges in 1938). One of the final steps away from the heyday of the 1920s was 
thee liquidation of the Mezrabpom' in early 1936 which had been an important 
conduitt between the Soviet industry and cinema culture abroad with its co-
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productionss and policy of producing export films. This period from 1928 to the 
mid-1930ss was also the period of the introduction of sound which lasted nearly a 
decadee in the Soviet Union. Contrary to received wisdom in the West about the 
introductionn of sound, the historiography of this media transition in the Soviet 
contextt  requires a relatively long period for  investigation.148 Moreover, the 
coincidencee of sound film with the shift from the limited free market situation of 
NEPP to a »command economy« and the transition from a limited pluralisti c public 
spheree to a cultural revolution complicates the retrospective understanding of 
soundd cinema in the Soviet Union. 

Probablyy one of the first  statements on the sound film by filmmakers 
anywheree in the world (not just in the Soviet Union) came from Eisenstein, 
Alexandrov,, and Pudovkin. They published their  »Manifesto on Sound Film« 
(>Zayavka<)) first  in German as »Achtung! Goldgrube! Gedanken über  die Zukunft 
dess Hörfilms« on 28 July 1928 in the trade paper  Lichtbild-BUhne. It was 
subsequentlyy published on 5 August 1928 in the magazine Zizn' iskusstva (>The 
Lif ee of Art<) and in December  1928 in English149, long before any of them had 
actuallyy seen sound film  in practice. Quite significantly, they greeted the new 
technologyy with cautious enthusiasm and referred to it as »[o]ur  cherished 
dreams«150.. They continued with a number  of qualifications about the proper  use of 
soundd and pointed out the danger  that a purely illustrativ e use of sound might have 
inn »dramas of high cultures More importantly , the three filmmakers saw sound 
technologyy as »an organic escape for  cinema's cultural avant-garde from a whole 
seriess of bünd alleys which have appeared inescapable«. The blind alleys are 
identifiedd as the intertitl e (and its integration into the image) and explanatory 
sequences.. These issues were particularl y pertinent in the other  two centres of the 
Europeann avant-garde: in Germany where the title-less film  DER LETZTE MAN N 

(DEE 1924, F.W. Murnau, THE LAST LAUGH) and other  experiments in a similar 
veinn had caused a considerable stir151 and in France where impressionist film-
makingg had refined the art of the insert and close-up and subjective sequences 
illustratin gg mental states. Even though the text is not absolutely clear  on these 
matterss it seems that overt complexity and raffinesse is seen as the main problem of 
thee avant-garde by Soviet filmmakers. They also address the question of 
internationalit yy and claim that a contrapuntal use of sound will not imprison »the 
soundd film  [...] within national markets [...], but wil l provide an even greater 
opportunit yy than before of speeding the idea contained in a film  throughout the 
wholee globe, preserving its world-wide viability. « Rejected outright was the use of 
dialoguee for  advancing the plot of the film. 152 Some of these proposals to keep the 
guideliness of montage cinema were still used at a time when the use of sound had 
alreadyy been long codified in classical fashion in Hollywood, Berlin, London or 
Paris.. DEZERTIR (SU 1933, Vsevolod Pudovkin) for  example still employs written 
inter-title ss to explain details about the on-going strike while sound is used 
contrapuntt  ally, for  example in the confrontations between the strikin g dock 
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workerss and the police, whereas in comparable films from the same period, sound 
iss employed in Brechtian fashion to illustrat e the divergent positions of the social-
democratss and the communists like in KUHLE WAMPE ODER WEM GEHORT DIE 
WELT ?? (DE 1932, Slatan Dudow). 

Ass already mentioned, sound film  in the Soviet Union was introduced 
withi nn the context of the first Five-Year-Plan (1928-32) which stressed the 
developmentt  of the heavy industry. In its accompanying move towards 
centralisationn and huge production centres, thee plan »gave a new propaganda job to 
thee comparatively light film  industry, and geared film-making  to the basic 
industriall  programme^153 Filmmaking became one sector  of the heavy industry, a 
similarr  development to the West where huge electrical companies (General 
Electric,, Western Electric, AEG, Siemens &  Halske, Philips) gave the capital push 
necessaryy for  the film  industry to revert swiftly to sound. In the Soviet Union as 
welll  as in the West it was the industry at large that carried along the film  sector 
towardss achieving sound in a short time. Adequately, one of the first  applications 
off  the Soviet sound system, PLAN VELIKIK H RABOT (SU 1929/30, Abram Room, 
>Plann for  Great Works <) which was completely post-synchronised with sound 
effects,, music and voice-over  agit-prop statements, dealt with the achievements of 
thee Five-Year-Plan. The film  presents an allegory or  mise-en-abyme of the 
introductionn of sound film  as its technological novelty value (sound) is made 
possiblee through that which is the subject of the film  itself. Similarly Dziga 
Vertov' ss first  sound film  ENTUZIAZM : SlNFONUA DONBASSA (SU 1930) deals with 
thee breadth of industries concerned with the Five-Year-Plan, while Aleksandr 
Dovshenko'ss first  sound film  IVAN (SU 1932) focuses on the construction of the 
greatt  Dnjepr  dam, also stressing on the industrialisation of the agrarian country. 
Manyy early sound films were directly or  indirectly concerned with issues pertinent 
too the forced industrialisation of the Five-Year-Plan: ZEMLJA ZAZDET (SU 1930, 
Jurii  Raizman, >The Earth Thirsts<) and ODNA (SU 1931, Grigor i Kozintsev / 
Leonidd Trauberg, >Alone<) deal with regional developments while Esfir  Shub's 
KSEE - KOMSOMOL , SEF ELEKTRIFIKACI I  (SU 1932, >Komsomol, Patron of 
Electrification<)) is concerned with one of the key measures in the industrialisation, 
thee electrification of the gigantic country.154 The first sound films in the Soviet 
Unionn can therefore be seen as allegories of their  own production process and the 
industriall  development in general. 

Inn Western countries the introduction of sound marked a shift of the film 
industryy into a phase characterised by monopolistic (or  oligopolistic) tendencies: 
thee capital push necessary for  the introduction of sound brought most studios under 
thee direct or  indirect influence of big electrical companies (or  big banks which 
weree in turn connected to those companies). The sound film  in the Soviet Union 
alsoo meant in organisational terms a shift from a rather  artisanal model to an 
increasedd centralisation and industrialisation. This movement had begun earlier, at 
leastt  in 1928, but sound with its complicated technology, its intricat e problems of 
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post-productionn and most of all its necessity to wire cinemas for  sound played into 
aa tendency of increasing block building and centralisation. Yet again and not unlike 
developmentss in the West, sound was less a cause than a catalyst that intensified 
andd accelerated tendencies already underway. In this way, the manifesto of 
Eisenstein,, Alexandrov and Pudovkin is not an enthusiastic welcome, but rather  a 
cautiouss and far-sighted position paper  in a debate that was in 1928 on very few 
peopless radar  and that would become increasingly dominant in the 1930s: the 
questionn of film  style and ideology. 

Thee introduction of sound not only coincided with the efforts of building 
upp the heavy industry within the framework of the first Five-Year-Plan, it also 
arrivedd roughly at the same time as the introduction of the Stalinist dogma of 
Socialistt  Realism. Thus, sound and realism happened to grow stronger 
simultaneously,, yet nothing in fact necessitates this connection between sound film 
andd a realist agenda. In fact, early sound films such as ENTUZIAZ M and DEZERTI R 

havee a very experimental approach to using sound which is consciously refrainin g 
fromm realist sound effects. The reason for  the shift to realism has to be located 
elsewheree and cannot be detected in some inherent character  of sound film.  In fact, 
Socialistt  Realism is very different from the critical realism of bourgeois art in the 
secondd half of the 19th Century and it is much closer  to the revolutionary films of 
thee 1920s than commonly assumed. The collective heroes of the »Russenfilme« 
weree not replaced by individualised and internally rounded characters that would 
adheree to ideals of psychological verisimilitude, but these larger-than-lif e heroes 
weree individualised versions of the collective protagonists of 1920s cinema. A film 
lik ee Sergei Eisenstein's ALEXANDER NEVSKI (SU 1937) makes this dialectic 
betweenn the individual and the collective clear  in the way that individuals are 
juxtaposedd with or  framed by masses. The titl e character  Nevski remains a weakly 
developedd Socialist idea while the dramatic conflicts are to be found in supporting 
characters.. In fact, individuals in films off  this period are often just stand-ins for  the 
collectivee agent of history. Similar  observations could be made for  CHAPAEV (SU 
1934,, Georgii &  Sergei Vasilev) and the Maxim-trilog y of Leonid Trauberg and 
Grigori jj  Kozintsev (lUNOST' MAKSIM A, SU 1934/35, >The Youth of Maxim<; 
VOZVRASHCHENI EE MAKSIMA , SU 1937, >The Return of Maxim<; VYBORGSKAIA 
STORONA,, SU 1939 >The Vyborg Side<).155 

Twoo arguments in favour  of traditional narratives with recognisable heroes 
ass identification figures were advanced in the Soviet Union at that time: One was 
polemicallyy directed against experimentation (formalism) and the lack of 
popularit yy of montage cinema with audiences, the other  was more intricat e and 
aimedd at promoting the Soviet planned economy. While the former  was inherently 
populistt  and remained a staple of polemic attack throughout the 1930s, the latter  is 
moree interesting as it points towards a larger  agenda behind Socialist Realism. This 
argumentt  for  a more realistic film  style in general was to present the Soviet 
achievementss to the spectators. Foreign films which exhibited bourgeois lif e style 
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inn allurin g images remained popular  with Soviet audiences despite progress in 
Soviett  production. Many of the home-made montage films were hailed as great 
artisti cc achievements, yet did not elicit enthusiastic responses from the people, 
whilee the more traditional Soviet films by directors such as Iakov Protazanov were 
popular,, but did not meet the demands of the political functionaries. Thus, to 
counterr  the popularity of the lush foreign pictures, realism was promoted as an 
advertisingg possibility for  the Soviet way of life. In a wider  perspective, this is a 
logicall  shift in avant-garde positions in the arts: At a time when the communist 
economyy and society had been firmly  established, at a time when a certain stability 
hadd been achieved (at least in the sector  of basic necessities), culture no longer  had 
too fulfi l the function of presenting a futur e ideal to be achieved. The arts should 
givee an image of Soviet life, so the spectators would recognise the achievements 
madee through the socialist course. The deferral into a far-away futur e typical of the 
1920ss gave way to a very different kind of cultural policy which promoted the 
Soviett  chic. 

5.88 Vanishin g Point : 
Fromm Imaginar y Projection s to Litera l Purges 

BackBack in the USSR 
Don'tDon't know how lucky you are 

TheThe Beatles (1968) 

Thee trip s of Soviet film-makers to the West inaugurated a period of intensive travel 
activities.. Only briefly after  this exchange set it, trip s in the opposite direction -
fromfrom  East to West - began. Many journalists had travelled the Soviet Union in the 
yearss following the revolution reporting on the state of the huge experiment. Film-
makingg contacts - in the sense of working abroad or  presenting films and lecturing 
-- began seriously only in the late 1920s. Naturally , Moscow was for  Western 
filmmakersfilmmakers what Berlin meant for  the Soviets: touching pad, gateway and network 
node.. One of the first  directors to come to the Soviet Union with his films was Joris 
Ivenss who departed for  Moscow on 13 January 1930 where he stayed in Sergei 
Eisenstein'ss apartment and was shown around by Eisenstein's (professional and 
private)) partner  Pera Attasheva.156 After  two weeks in the capital he travelled 
aroundd the country presenting his films (and some of his Filmliga  colleagues' 
films)films)  in different Russian cities, but also in Ukraine, Georgia, and Armenia. On 
thiss tri p he received two commissions for  non-fiction films: one from the builder' s 
unionn on the construction of a dam, the other  from Sovkino on a topic to be 
decidedd later. Ivens returned on 6 Apri l to Amsterdam with the firm  decision to go 
backk to the Soviet Union as soon as possible. For  both Ivens and the Soviet Union 
thee tri p proved to be successful: Ivens sold copies of his films to Sovkino's 
distributio nn arm and he was commissioned to return to the young country not as a 
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visitor,, but as a »film worker«. Much to the advantage of the Soviet Union, Ivens 
hadd turned from a sympathetic observer to an ardent propagandist of the 
communistt cause. Back in Holland, he toured worker's clubs, gave interviews and 
didd everything he could to support the Soviet Union. Some of his friends poked fun 
byy calling him »Boris Ivens« after his conversion. The prospect of films by Joris 
Ivenss (and other established Western directors) must have thrilled the functionaries 
inn the Soviet film industry as these film-makers had an established following and 
oftenn also distribution contacts which meant that those productions could be 
commerciallyy viable while also ideologically pleasing - the marrying of these two 
elementss had been the focus of discussions all through the 1920s. 

Ivens'' second trip began on 9 October 1931 and he stayed for more than a 
yearr making KOMSOMOL (SU 1932-33, >Song of Heroes<) in Magnitogorsk where 
Ernstt May from Frankfurt and Mart Stam and Johan Niegeman from the Nether-
landss worked as architects at the same time. Ivens contracted Hanns Eisler for the 
musicc and Sergei Tretiakov for the lyrics of the film. Ivens' trip belongs to a series 
off  invitations issued by Mezhrabpom' and other institutions not limited to film 
directorss - besides Ivens, also avant-garde film-makers Hans Richter and Walter 
Ruttmann,, writers Bela Balasz, Friedrich Wolf and Egon Erwin Kisch, composer 
Hannss Eisler and theatre director Erwin Piscator were asked to work in the Soviet 
Union.. Carl Junghans, left-wing filmmaker active for Miinzenberg's Prometheus in 
Germany,, went to the Soviet Union in 1931 and stayed there for a year. No film 
projectt materialised, supposedly two projects fell through, yet he was one of the 
manyy activists travelling to the Soviet Union at that time.157 Erwin Piscator had a 
reputationn as an innovator in theatre who was one of the first theatre directors to 
employy film consequently in his stage productions. He was invited by Mezhrab-
pom'pom' in September 1930 when Piscator was in a difficult position as both his thea-
tress had filed for bankruptcy and a new start seemed difficult due to the generally 
strainedd economic situation. Piscator left Germany on 10 April 1931 with his close 
collaboratorr Otto Katz who stayed behind in Moscow to work as a production 
managerr for Mezhrabpom'}5% The production of VOSSTANIE RYBAKOV / DER AUF-
STANDD DER FISCHER (SU/DE, 1931-1934), based on Anna Seghers novel, turned 
intoo a labyrinthine nightmare full of accident, misunderstanding, personal over-sen-
sitivity,, and political cabal.159 Planned originally in two language versions (Russian 
andd German), the shooting had to be interrupted several times until the film finally 
premieredd on 5 October 1934 in Moscow, more than three years after the first 
materiall  was shot.160 The German version had been abandoned in the meantime and 
Mezhrabpom'Mezhrabpom' was attacked in the increasingly tense atmosphere for inviting film-
workerss such as Junghans and Richter who never finished their Soviet projects.161 

Ivenss made a third trip to the Soviet Union staying from April 1934 to 
Januaryy 1936; he worked on a film about the Saar vote, prepared a new version of 
MISÈREE AU BORINAGE (BE 1933/34, Joris Ivens/Henri Storck) and collaborated 
withh Gustav von Wangenheim on BORZY (SU 1935/36, >Fighter<), yet he did not 
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managee to finish a new film  not unlike some other  invitees. Richter's unfinished 
filmfilm  MET ALL (SU 1931-33) was conceived as a complimentary piece to 
Pudovkin'ss DEZERTIR - while the former  was planned to deal with a strike and 
subsequentt  visit to the Soviet Union of Hamburg dock workers, Richter's film , 
scriptedd by Friedrich Wolf, should have done the same with metal workers from 
thee Berlin borough of Henningsdorf.163 In May 1931 Wolf travelled to the Soviet 
Union,, in June Richter  followed - the crew for  METAL L spent a beautiful, yet 
unproductivee summer in Odessa. Evidence points to friction s between 
Mezhrabpom*Mezhrabpom* (Francesco Misano, the head of production, and Otto Katz, 
Piscator'ss long-time collaborator  and production manager) and Russian circles. 
Anotherr  artist commissioned with a project was the Hungarian-German writer  Beld 
Balaszz who arrived in 1931 in Moscow where made TlSZA GARTT (SU 1933/34) 
aboutt  the short-lived Hungarian communist episode. Yet, the film  was suppressed 
byy the authorities and is nowadays considered to be lost.164 

Manyy more artists were invited: Jacques Feyder  who had made himself a 
reputationn in avant-garde circles with VISAGES DES ENFANTS (FR 1923-25) and 
LESS NOUVEAUX MESSIEURS (FR 1928) had already been invited in 1928 too make a 
filmfilm  in the Soviet Union165 - instead Feyder  chose to go to Hollywood on the 
invitationn of M-G-M from where he returned disillusioned in 1931, just like other 
avant-gardee artists. An invitation was also offered to Luis Bunuel in the winter  of 
1931/321666 and renewed by Louis Aragon in December  1932.167 The project in the 
makingg for  Bunuel was based on a script to be written by Andre Gide after  his 
novell  Les caves du Vatican (1914), building on Gide's reputation. Even though 
Gidee politely declined, Bunuel in February 1935 still contemplated the possibility 
off  making a film in the Soviet Union.168 

AA last wave of co-operation can be discerned around 1935/36 when the 
worstt  purges where just setting in. At least 19 of the film  emigres from Germany 
weree shot or  died in the Gulag, at least 7 were put in prison.169 The most important 
eventt  of the German emigration to the Soviet Union was certainly the production 
off  BORZY (SU 1935/36, Gustav von Wangenheim, FIGHTER), based on the Nazi 
courtt  case against Georgi Dimitro v following the fire in the Berlin Reichstag in 
1933.1700 From January to March 1936 Max Ophüls visited the Soviet Union for  two 
months,, sounding out film  projects while also helping to promote BORZY. Also in 
thee spring of 1936 Ernst Lubitsch came from Hollywood for  a visit just as Willia m 
Dieteriee one year  later. One reason for  these visits of exiles might have been 
workingg possibilities as Sumjacki was planning a »Hollywood on the Krimean« 
afterr  his US trip . More importantl y was the Comintern policy of the popular  front: 
aroundd 1936, with the outbreak of the Spanish Civil War  the official communist 
policyy reverted to a collaboration with left-wing liberals who were not self-
proclaimedd communists.171 

Iff  this is to be anything more than an enumeration of biographical data, we 
havee to consider  the facts on a structural level. What made these symmetrically 
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mirroredd journeys from East to West and from West to East possible and desirable 
forr both parties involved? Perhaps more importantly, why did they either produce 
workss that never made it inside the canon of avant-garde classics (KOMSOMOL, 
DEZERTIR,, BORZY) or abandoned projects after considerable time and energy had 
beenn devoted to them? It seems that several paradoxes inherent in the avant-garde 
off  the 1920s resurface here. For once, politics returned with a vengeance as the 
Westernn film-makers were inexperienced in dealing with the Soviet public sphere 
whichh was considerably different from its Western counterpart. Ideological debates 
weree fierce and as the decade progressed the danger of intellectual isolation or 
worklessnesss turned into a life-threatening situation when one appeared unreliable 
too the authorities. While Peter Wollen's theory of »two avant-gardes«172 (one 
orientedd towards formal abstraction, the other inclined towards political activism) 
mightt be overstated for the 1920s (on which side do we put Eisenstein or Ivens 
beforee the coming of sound?), the 1930s certainly saw a differentiation of the 
avant-gardee into various directions. It is interesting to note that no French or British 
activistss were invited; one reason could be that these two countries still offered 
considerablee room for left-wing activities, thus making the uncertain trip to 
Moscoww not desirable. Another reason might be that the French filmmakers were 
ratherr leaning towards a commercial art cinema while the German or Dutch 
activistss had considerable experience with an industrial environment and 
commissionedd film work. The artists and technicians came from Germany, the 
Netherlands,, Hungary and other countries. Another reason could be found in the 
officiall  policy of the Comintern which proclaimed a united front against the 
fascists,, yet when dealing with the Soviet authorities things were more 
complicated.. The gap between official rhetoric and the gritty day-to-day dealings 
provedd to be often unbridgeable. And, last but not least, these Western filmmakers 
camee at a time when the working conditions deteriorated for everybody in the 
Soviett Union as Stalinist restructuring was in full swing. Thus, one has to 
rememberr that Mezhrabpom' was viewed by many as a remnant from the NEP 
periodd and was itself under fire. Part of that pressure was passed on to the visitors 
whoo often neither had sufficient knowledge of the general development of the 
Soviett film industry nor an adequate grasp of the Russian language and cultural 
politicss to be able to understand (their own role in) the events. 

5.99 Conclusio n 

ImIm russischen Film ist der Begriff'der Kunst, 
wiewie er in Europa gilt, überwunden. 

HansHans Richter (1930)173 

Traditionall  views of the Soviet cinema that developed in parallel fashion to the 
encounterr with Soviet films in the 1920s and 1930s resorted to two models which 
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dominatedd the 1920s and 1930s respectively and which have currency until today: 
revolutionary,, formally innovative and modernist cinema - the »good« object -
wass followed by reactionary, formally conservative and classicist film - the »bad« 
object.. That the transition between the two phases can be short-circuited with the 
introductionn of sound only intensified the attraction of this model. Ian Christie has 
describedd and problematised the over-simplified historiography of these two 
phases: : 

Soviett cinema [...] was first constructed as an >idealised other< in relation to its 
westernn counterpart. And when that opposition was made redundant by the sweeping 
changess in western cinema after the introduction of sound, the still struggling 
>industrialised<< Soviet cinema of the mid-1930s was rejected as inferior to both 
Hollywoodd and the emerging documentary movements of Britain and America. Thus 
aa new interpretive model emerged: that of a state propaganda machine, ruthlessly 
subordinatingg artistry and non-conformity to its philistine needs. Essentially this 
remainss the dominant western model, continuing to colour the perception of 
contemporaryy Soviet cinema. 

II  hope to have also contributed to the breaking up of this binary dichotomy which 
doess neither decade justice. By employing a different frame of references, this 
periodd gives a somewhat different image from the traditional film historical 
account. . 

Ass I have argued, much of the avant-garde spirit of the wave of the 
»Russenfilme«« derived from the specific circumstances under which they were 
producedd and received: As the official government doctrine at the time of their 
makingg proclaimed that the socialist society was still in the making and as the 
economicc system reverted to a market-economy in the mid-1920s, the arts were 
obligedd to fulfi l the function of presenting an ideal. Culture was endowed with the 
taskk of depicting a state to be achieved because the present could not yet live up to 
thee high expectations. Even though many of the films dealt with revolutionary 
eventss in the past, the manner in which individuals or groups were presented was 
firmlyfirmly  anchored in the future: What was presented in the classics of revolutionary 
cinema,, was future socialist people. The canon of the 1920s presented the ideal that 
thee Soviet Union was trying to achieve, yet saw it realised in the past. They showed 
thee revolution (a historical event) as it was to be seen by coming generations, 
anticipatingg the future. Resulting from a scientific logic of historical-materialist 
progression,, this was a denial of historicity: The Soviet Union believed to be 
movingg rapidly towards a socialist society that would mark the end of history. The 
filmsfilms manifested this in the past (the time of change) and in the future (the end 
resultt of this change, thus the end of history) at the same time. As a side effect, this 
doublee movement left out the messiness of the present and it is not coincidental 
thatt the films that were most fiercely attacked were films that dealt with 
contemporaryy problems of Soviet life. In a paradoxical movement, the 
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revolutionaryy past was depicted in a way that evoked a future to be achieved. This 
doublee movement away from the present is typical of the avant-garde: the temporal 
slippagee into the past and future is probably a unifying element for all the avant-
gardee activities on a higher level of abstraction. The paradoxes of the avant-garde 
aree simultaneously central elements of their constitution, yet also the reason for 
theirr (cyclic) demise. Especially during the NEP period the projection of the 
imaginaryy future into an imaginary past played an immense role because the 
economyy had so obviously not yet arrived at the state where it was supposed to be. 
Thiss Utopian ideal was the legacy of the montage cinema that had solidified into a 
motionlesss monument that the following epoch had to deal with. 

Inn the 1930s, the situation was reversed in many respects when compared 
too the preceding decade: the social development was declared to be over, the state 
off  socialism was announced to be reached. If historical progress is over because 
historyy has run its logical course through revolution, construction of socialism and 
ossificationn (this was the official doctrine of the Stalinist 1930s), then art can only 
deall  with the present because historical time has coagulated into a perpetual now. 
Thiss is especially true for the hero who now cannot make any development, but 
actss and talks from an elevated position of finality and achievement as in CHAPAEV 

(SUU 1934, Georgü & Sergei Vasilev), in the MAXIM-trilog y of Leonid Trauberg 
andd Grigorij Kozintsev (SU 1934-39) or in Sergei Eisenstein's return to 
filmmakingg ALEKSANDR NEVSKY (SU 1938). The idea of avant-garde becomes 
meaninglesss once historical development is declared to be over: art cannot be in the 
forefrontt of a development if a final and static situation has been reached and 
developmentt is foreclosed by definition. A further complication was the increasing 
reliancee on nationalist topics in films - not even Soviet revolutionary films or a 
reinterpretationn of the prehistory in the light of dialectical materialism, but rather 
Russiann nationalist myths that had already been used by the Romanovs and other 
groups. . 

Thee developments in the Soviet Union are so interesting because the 
trajectoryy is much better visible here than in the West: while the constructivists 
weree on the one hand constructing a new world, a new consciousness in their art, 
onn the other hand they were very destructive in their wish to burn down museums, 
too shatter traditional art completely, not just to see it differently but to get rid of it 
altogether.. As a result of this the Stalinist era brought forth the Stachanov-
movementt and the heroes of Socialist Realism like Capaev who could change the 
worldd by a pure act of wil l because - according to Marx -consciousness determines 
being.. Boris Groys has pointed out the importance of the figure of the parasite: 

Diee fur die Mythologie der Stal in zei t so wichtige Figur des >Schadlings< ist im Grun-
dee auf keine Weise >realistisch< motiviert, genausowenig wie die übermenschliche 
schöpferischee Potenz des >positiven Helden<. [...] Der positive und der negative 
Heldd der Stalinzeit sind die zwei Gesichter der ihr vorangegangenen demiurgischen 
Praxiss der Avantgarde, beide übersteigen die von ihnen geschaffene und zerstörte 
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Wirklichkeit ,, und auch der  Kampf zwischen ihnen spielt sich nicht auf dem Boden 
derr  Wirklichkei t ab, sondern jenseits ihrer  Grenzen: die Wirklichkei t ist nur  der 
Einsatzz in diesem Spiel.175 

Thee flipside of this constructivist ethos of change are the Stalinist purges. If a pure 
actt  of will could change things for  the better, then a negative thought could also 
meann a change for  worse. In this logic which developed out of the avant-garde idea 
off  overcoming the distinction between lif e and art, any act of criticism, even within 
thee confines of art, was logically to be seen as sabotage because it was influencing 
realityy to the negative. If everything becomes art then the category itself becomes 
meaninglesss because it does no longer  hold any discriminatory energy. The purges 
weree not directed against the avant-garde movement in the first place, but in then-
ownn cynical and murderous consequence they were rather  a consistent acting out of 
thee avant-garde proclaimed in the 1920s. Thus, one could see the 1930s as a logical 
continuationn of the avant-garde idea(l)s of the 1920s brought to their  conclusion 
andd the Soviet Union were once more the place where the avant-garde experiment 
wass carried out to its most radical extreme. 
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Chapte rr  6: 
Acros ss the Oceans 

Thee Intersectio n of Documentar y and Avant-gard e 
ToTo the retrospective mind, the end of a year that gave us Stuttgart, 

LaLa Sarraz, as banners to the avant garde - that strange platoon 
foreverforever marking time - that saw the dawn of montage consciousness, 

notnot altogether unlike the angry weal of an insect sting, and sent or promised 
aa thousand and one mixed blessings, talkies iiberall; needs some recapitulation, 
somesome winnowing thoughts to shape its varying developments for future benefit. 

KennethKenneth MacPherson (1929)1 

Thee year 1929 is not only marking the mid-point of the two decades separating the 
twoo World Wars that temporally frame this study, but the year 1929 is also pivotal 
forr several thematic developments of importance to this study. The summer of 
19299 saw several events, seemingly unrelated, which nevertheless came to bear on 
thee further development of the film avant-garde. In July 1929 the Tobis - a 
Europeann company pushing forward the introduction of sound in Europe, thus 
playingg the role of Warner Bros for Germany and other countries2 - presented a 
programmee of short experimental sound films at the Baden-Baden music festival 
(Deutsches(Deutsches Kammermusik Fest\ a festival devoted to modernist and experimental 
tendenciess in the so called »New Music«. Another epoch making work first saw the 
lightt of day at this festival: Bertolt Brecht's, Kurt Weill's and Paul HindemiuYs 
radioo play Lindberghflug premiered on 27 July 1929. In June 1929 Hans Richter 
curatedd an extensive programme of avant-garde films to accompany a film and 
photoo exhibition in Stuttgart, the Film- und Fotoausstellung (FiFo) organised by 
thee Deutsche Werkbund, with personal appearances by luminaries such as Dziga 
Vertov.. In September of that same year the crème de la crème of the European film 
avant-gardee met on an old castle in Switzerland near La Sarraz for the Congres 
InternationalInternational du Cinéma Independent (CICI) that entered history books as »the 
firstfirst film festival« and »the most important film event on Swiss soil«.3 

Moreover,, the year 1929 is crucial not only for the avant-garde, but also for 
thee introduction of sound film in Europe. When the US film industry triumphantly 
enteredd the European market with sound film several big players, for fear of being 
crushedd by Hollywood's domination, moved to form a syndicate to innovate an 
alternativee sound film system based on European inventions. Pooling Dutch 
venturee capital gathered at the Amsterdam stock exchange with money from the 
Germann electrical and film industry, using Swiss and Danish patents the Tobis-
Klangfilmm syndicate succeeded in temporarily halting the American advance on 
Europeann markets through a wave of court orders for infringement of patents. In 
summerr 1929 a deadlock had effectively frozen the wiring of cinemas for sound 
andd the further dissemination of sound film in most major European markets.4 The 
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talkss between the two blocks failed and the film industry approached the season 
1929/300 with gloomy feelings while the avant-garde went into the autumn of 1929 
withh a sense of optimism and progress. For the industry the transition to sound film 
layy ahead which required huge capital investments while nobody yet knew what the 
audiencee would accept and how the patents battle could be resolved. In short: the 
avant-gardee seemed to have reached a critical mass and its breakthrough into a true 
masss movement appeared imminent while the future of the industry was more than 
uncertain.. The avant-garde seemed to be on the verge of a leap into a brighter 
futuree while the film industry was haunted by an imminent sense of crisis. 

Inn another instance this year occupies a pivotal position: for the develop-
mentt of the avant-garde and documentary film. I wil l focus in the following on a 
singlee year and two films which I consider to be partly antagonistic, partly compli-
mentary,, but which nevertheless, when examined together, take the discourses 
aroundd avant-garde, industry and documentary in new and unexpected directions. 
Thee films are Walter Ruttmann's MELODIE DER WELT (DE 1929) and John 
Grierson'ss DRIFTERS (GB 1929). Other films from this key year similarly walk the 
linee between fact and fiction, between experiment and mainstream, between silence 
andd sound, between documentary and avant-garde such as Dziga Vertov's 
CELOVEKK S KINOAPPARATOM (SU 1929), Jean Vigo's A PROPOS DE NICE (FR 
1929)) or Robert Siodmak's MENSCHEN AM SONNTAG (DE 1929). I have chosen for 
DRIFTERSS and MELODIE DER WELT because both point backwards and forwards in 
manyy different directions as they occupy a key turning point in film history where 
avant-gardee and documentary occupied a common platform. They mark a moment 
off  intersection in film history where the film avant-garde rubbed shoulders with the 
documentaryy in a contradictory manner around issues such as abstraction and 
realism,, independence and commission, fiction and non-fiction, colonialism and 
thee other. It is around these issues that I will examine the two films at hand. 

6.11 MELODI E DER W E L T and DRIFTERS: Model s fo r What ? 
[TJhe[TJhe documentary film was [...]  created [...]  in Europe, 

aroundaround 1927. It was part of the avant-garde movement, 
toto give film artistic and educational values. 

JorisJoris Ivens (1939f 

Inn 1929, at a time when the introduction of sound was lingering around the corner, 
Johnn Grierson's DRIFTERS and Walter Ruttmann's MELODIE DER WELT were being 
madee in circles normally considered to be avant-garde. As different as might seem 
att first glance, the two films nevertheless share a lot of common ground, starting 
withh the subject matter. Both films deal with the ocean and both are tracing the trip 
off  a single ship, recording and presenting sights and events from this voyage. Both 
filmsfilms are also innovating new forms of perception and expression characterised by 
formall  experimentation, public relations and social concern. Note how a 
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descriptionn of DRIFTERS fits MELODIE DER WELT equally well when substituting 
titlee and name of the director 

[Thee film] dispenses with any psychological interplay between characters and 
insteadd treats ordinary actions as dramatic in themselves. The film is both an abstract 
depictionn of objective reality and a poetic treatment of reality. [The director] treats 
nature,, industry and humans as abstract material, lingering on the shapes and 
patternss they create. [The film] is also rhythmic in that drama is created through 
editingg juxtapositions and tempo. These elements conform to the poetic, rhythmic 
andd visual cinema that [the director] advocated in his writings.6 

Byy leaving out the film title and the director's name one gets an equally valid state-
mentt for both films because both films operate inside the parameters and charac-
teristicss of what alternative film making practice was at that time. Paramount was 
thee rejection of conventional dramatic and narrative structure (psychological 
interplay«)) while the aim was to uncover some underlying truth. In fact, it was 
oppositionn (to the film industry, to narrative etc.) that kept the avant-garde together 
forr some time and around 1929 these aporias turned into the breaking points.7 

Yet,, how was it possible that two such different figures, Grierson who is 
normallyy considered to be the »father« of the British Documentary Movement and 
Ruttmannn as the »fallen angel« of the German experimental film, each made a film 
att roughly the same time that share so much common ground? In order to 
understandd this co-incidence, this intersection, it is necessary to move backwards 
andd forward in time simultaneously. Only by widening the temporal context can we 
achievee a deeper understanding of the forces that shaped both filmmakers and 
films.films. To start with, both characters should be located in their context of origin, a 
taskk which wil l stress the different approaches to the cinema that Grierson and 
Ruttmannn stand for, making their 1929-congruence all the more surprising. In this 
contextt it is helpful to address Ernst Bloch's concept of Ungleichzeitigkeit (non-
synchronism)) that points to the existence of different times in the same present. 
Thee idea does not just refer to backwardness, but also past futures and never-
redeemedd Utopias in an archaeological sense that still linger on after they have 
turnedd from possible futures to parallel universes.8 

Walterr Ruttmann had possibly reached the peak of his reputation in 1929.9 

Hee came out of the generation that had gravitated from painting to filmmaking in 
thee early 1920s (other representatives in Germany were Viking Eggeling and Hans 
Richter)) and built up a reputation on the strength of his four abstract animation 
films,films, OPUS I-IV (1921-1925). His cross-section of a city, BERLIN. DIE SlNFONIE 
DERR GROSSSTADT (1927), was met with enthusiasm in Germany and abroad inau-
guratingg the genre of the city symphony which flourished for some time around 
1930.100 This film presents a portrait of the city as a »day in the life« or »slice of 
life«,, a day from early in the morning until night, from the surrounding rural area 
too the bustling city centre. The film shows glimpses of work and play, technology 
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andd entertainment, wealth and poverty without a human protagonist in the 
conventionall  way. BERLIN was produced by the German branch of the Hollywood 
majorr  Fox, the production was supervised by cameraman Karl Freund, the idea 
camee from writer  Carl Mayer.11 Ruttmann subsequently worked on an early sound 
experimentt  for  the emerging German radio system (DEUTSCHER RUNDFUNK  / 
TONENDEE WELLE , DE 1928) before being commissioned by the shipping company 
Hapagg (Hamburg-Amerikanische Packetfahrt Actiengesellschaft) and the hardware 
companyy Tobis (Tonbild-Syndikat AG) to oversee the montage and post-synchro-
nisationn of the raw material shot by a crew aboard the Hapag vessel Resolute 
duringg a tri p around the world. Ruttmann was confronted with approximately 
16,0000 meters of exposed film stock which he had to select and arrange into littl e 
moree than 1,100 meters (the length of the finished film) . The audiovisual global 
tri pp was fused by Ruttmann into MELODI E DER WELT, one of the first German 
soundd film which premiered on 12 March 1929 in Berlin.12 In style the film follows 
Ruttmann'ss BERLlN-fil m by rhythmicall y editing the material together  according to 
formall  principles of musical phraseology. The material, framed by a (fictional) 
storyy of a sailor  (Iwan Kowal-Samborski) and his girlfrien d (Renée Stobrawa), is 
arrangedd in three parts dealing with the lif e and cultures of different places; it is not 
aa chronological account of the ship's itinerary . After  MELODI E DER WELT 
Ruttmannn went to Paris where he collaborated with Abel Gance on the flawed 
catastrophee film LA FIN DU MONDE (FR 1930), then on to Italy where he made a 
semi-fictionall  film on the steel work(er)s in Terni, ACCIAI O (IT 1933) before 
returnin gg to Germany where he continued to make films about cities, industry and 
steell  works for  the Nazi government until his death in 1941. 

Whil ee Ruttmann's MELODI E DER WELT is often seen as the beginning of 
thee end of the avant-garde movement as sound came along, John Grierson's 
DRIFTERSS is normally considered to stand at the origin of the British documentary 
movementt  of the 1930s and 1940s.13 By extension, this is by many also considered 
too be the »proper« beginning of the documentary as a film form with codified rules 
andd structures. The Scotsman Grierson had studied sociology at Glasgow Univer-
sityy and he had been conducting research in the United States on the social effects 
off  the cinema. On returnin g to England in 1927 Grierson sought employment with-
inn film circles and approached Stephen Tallents, secretary of the recently establi-
shedd (in 1926) Empire Marketin g Board. This government institution was the 
publicc relations-arm of the ministry overseeing the British Empire with the aim of 
fosteringg trade, exchange and well-being within this global network. Besides his 
workk for  this government institution, Grierson was in the late 1920s also an active 
memberr  of the Film Society in London. His first film  DRIFTERS (which is also the 
onlyy film he signed as director  without a collaborator  as he later  acted mainly as 
supervisorr  and producer) is promoting herring fishing in the North Sea and was 
commissionedd by the Empire Marketin g Board (EMB) as the first film of its newly 
formedd film  department. It was shot in the summer of 1928 and Grierson and his 
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laterr  wife Margaret Taylor  edited the roughly 10,000 ft. of rushes (appr. 3,000 m.) 
intoo the final length of 3,631 ft. (appr. 1,100 m.) in winter  1928/29. The finished 
filmfilm  was presented to the EMB Film Committee in summer 1929 and had its pre-
mieree at the London Film Society on 10 November  1929. Incidentally (or  not quite 
soo incidentally, we wil l come back to this) the film  premiered alongside Sergei 
Eisenstein'ss BRONENOSEZ POTEMKI N (SU 1925) which Grierson himself had pre-
paredd for  its English release and Walt Disney's THE BARN DANCE (US 1929). 
Griersonn was able to build on the strength of the public success of this film and he 
wass able to establish a film  unit of considerable importance. He thus became the 
godfatherr  of the British documentary movement (under  the auspices of the Empire 
Marketin gg Board and the General Post Office) before going to Canada and the 
Unitedd States on the eve of World War n. 

Whil ee Grierson is situated by film  history firml y in the genealogy of the 
documentary,, Ruttmann belongs to the avant-garde, two schools of filmmaking 
normallyy distinguished. Yet again, when looking closely at the labels that film 
historyy has put to filmmaking  practice in the late 1920s a measure of overlap 
emerges.. In his classic history of the documentary Erik Barnouw has called Hans 
Richter'ss RENNSYMPHONIE (DE 1928) a »Muybridge fused with abstractionism« 
andd labelled BALLET MÉCANIQUE (FR 1924) an »abstract documentary« while 
Ruttmannn in his words becomes a »painter-documentarist«.14 In a way the avant-
gardee provided a kind of Rohrschach-test in which any observer  would recognise 
whatt  s/he was interested in because the avant-garde marks a moment of overlap 
andd intersection. The open form of the avant-garde was hailed as its achievement 
andd the films that adhered most strictly to this open form were canonized as 
classicss of the avant-garde movement. It is strikin g therefore and my point of 
departuree how both DRIFTERS and MELODI E DER WELT which occupy pivotal 
positionss in the respective filmmaker's  careers can be described with the same brief 
textt  quoted above and can both be put in the avant-garde as well as documentary. 
Yet,, before examining the two films at close hand we need to look back a bit into 
thee history of non-fiction and documentary in order  to understand what one could 
calll  »the instability of the documentary and the avant-garde«, at least until the 
comingg of sound. This genealogical sketch wil l provide some issues that wil l 
becomee pertinent when returnin g to the two films. 

6.22 On the threshold : An inventio n of a traditio n 
InIn a surprisingly short time, >documentary< has become transformed 

fromfrom a mere word into a sentence - almost a life sentence 
forfor all those who happen to be making films from natural material. 

AndrewAndrew Buchanan (1933)15 

Definingg a documentary film  has never  been an easy task: The definition has 
politicall  implications as well as social and cultural . One possibility of dodging the 
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notoriouslyy difficult question »What is documentary?«, thus moving away from a 
quasi-ontologicall  definition towards a more pragmatic approach, would be to look 
att examples of films which have been termed documentary and what features have 
beenn singled out to demarcate the (fuzzy) boundaries of the category. Especially in 
earlyy cinema, the line between non-fiction and documentary is a highly contested 
one.. Instead of the what-question one then ends up with another question, maybe 
equallyy enigmatic, but more seldomly asked and thus maybe even as an 
impossible-to-answer-questionn productive: »When was documentary (beginning)?« 
Lett us then briefly turn to the history of documentary and rethink to what ends the 
contestedcontested term has been used. As controversial as the concept has been theoretical 
ass unstable it proves to be historically. 

Manyy historians of documentary have gone back to the beginnings of 
cinemaa to locate the origin of documentary at the very start. In a famous gesture, 
Francoiss Truffaut has cut film history in half (and effectively French-ized it): 
documentaryy film begins with the Lumière brothers, fiction film with Georges 
Méliès.166 Addressing this initial divide, Bil l Nichols has raised the question that 
whyy - following this story of mythical origins - it has taken 30 years for the 
documentaryy to be named and to acquire its form and to ascend to its »rightful« 
place.. While John Grierson in a by now classical argument has seen the films of 
Johnn Flaherty as the first documentary films18, other suggestions have been put 
forwardd recently: Martin Loiperdinger has located the birth of documentary in 
Worldd War I propaganda19, while Charles Musser has instead opted to see 
documentary'ss ancestry and genealogy long before the cinema in the 18th and 19th 

Centuryy magic lantern lecture.20 Moreover, the booming study of Early Cinema has 
seriouslyy questioned this simplistic binarism of Méliès vs. Lumière, introducing the 
moree neutral and highly useful distinction between fiction (everything that is 
stagedd for the camera) and non-fiction (in which the pro-filmic event is assumed to 
wouldd have taken place the same way without a camera present).21 From the 
vantagee point of early cinema Tom Gunning has asked why historians of 
documentariess have persistently ignored the pre-classical period, a time in which 
non-fictionn filmmaking in its various guises was the dominant form on screens 
everywheree around. Conventionally, historians of documentary locate the 
beginningg of their subject at the time when fiction film was gaining dominance in 
thee 1920s.22 

Traditionall  film history has it that Robert Flaherty single-handedly brought 
thee genre of documentary into existence. More recently, this myth of origin has 
beenn questioned by scholars working on the documentary. One argument that has 
beenn levelled at Flaherty's films is the fact that he was convincing and persuading 
thee subjects of his films to reenact scenes that are far removed from their actual 
life.. In what is possibly the most (in)famous scene of NANOOK OF THE NORTH (US 
1922),, the Eskimos stage a dangerous kind of walrus hunt that their culture had 
abandonedabandoned generations ago. One could argue here that reenactment is not so much 
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aa problem as the presence of a camera always changes a situation and that most 
peoplee do act differently if a camera is present. Flaherty would then be knocked 
downn to a traditio n of documentary in which the camera acts a provoker  and 
catalystt  that brings the very fabric of the film into existence like in the films of 
Michaell  Moore or  Ulrich Seidl. Yet, what distinguishes Flaherty from the styles of 
Mooree or  Seidl is the absence of historical time. What Flaherty*  s films are 
presentingg are timeless bubbles in which Polynesians, Inuit s or  Aran Islanders are 
leadingg a lif e that they have always lived and wil l always live. In the way that 
(temporal)) change or  development (which is different from a cyclic return of 
alwayss the same) is absent from his films, it becomes difficul t to claim Flaherty's 
workk for  documentary. If we follow Grierson's definition of documentary as »the 
creativee treatment of actuality«, then Flaherty's films are certainly not actuality and 
whilee they might be treatments it is not actuality that they are treating (they would 
gett  the credit of being creative though). A certain measure of change - and 
thereforee history - is absolutely necessary for  a film  to be a documentary in the 
sensee that we nowadays understand it. Besides, Flaherty's films lack a sense of 
publicc responsibility and purposefulness which became an important facet of the 
publicc reformer  Grierson. In fact, when Flaherty worked for  Grierson on 
INDUSTRIA LL  BRITAI N (GB 1931), he focused, much to Grierson's dismay, almost 
exclusivelyy on arts and craft, not on industry, machines or  modernisation. Not 
coincidentallyy then, it remained the only film  that Flaherty made in the Grierson 
circlee as Flaherty did not become a long-term member of the Grierson school. 

Itt  is my contention that the documentary is a highly unstable entity and that 
aa textual definition of the documentary alone does never  suffice in order  to 
delineatee sufficient conditions of its existence. A documentary needs a number  of 
contextuall  factors in order  to be stabilised. Let me illustrat e this by casting yet 
anotherr  glance back into the history of the documentary. In his classical history of 
thee documentary film  Erik Barnouw passes through a pantheon of great men who 
advancedd the art and science of documentary motion pictures: his chapters bear 
programmaticc titles such as prophet, explorer, reporter, painter, advocate, bugler, 
prosecutor,, poet, chronicler, promoter, observer, catalyst, guerilla.23 At the same 
timee that these romantic notions of man of (and in) action are deeply problematic in 
differentt  ways they also point out that the non-fiction film  can be fitted into many 
otherr  fields and discourses as well. »Prophet« deals with inventors and their  quasi-
religiouss zeal, thus opening up the genealogy of non-fiction into the archaeology of 
technology.. »Explorer« with its extensive discussions of the feats and adventures 
off  Robert Flaherty on the one hand open up the films to a reading across 
ethnography,, but it also situates Flaherty's movements and actions within the force 
fieldfield  of colonialism and imperialism (not to mention the fictional dimension of the 
stagedd scenes). »Reporter« concentrates on how in Dziga Vertov's work the non-
fictionfiction  film  is related to the printed press, but also to the popular  genre of reportage 
andd thus opens the genealogy to the newsreel, journalism and propaganda. The list 
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couldd be easily continued. What Barnouw is (involuntarily) uncovering here is that 
earlyy documentary as a genre is an unstable entity at least until the introduction of 
soundd because what passes as »realistic« or »authentic« is subject to constant shifts 
andd changes in the public eye. His view relies on a problematic notion of what the 
documentaryy film really is as it is not any unstructured piece of film that represents 
eventss that would have happened even if the camera had not been present. The 
necessaryy condition for the documentary as a genre is not, as commonly assumed, 
thatt it is depicting the outside world »as it really is« (in the Rankean sense), but it 
iss rather the fortuitous intersection of different developments in the late 1920s that 
broughtt the documentary as we know it into existence. 

Barnouw'ss categories demonstrate the contiguity of non-fictional 
filmmakingg to other discourses and the instability of the documentary until the 
1930s.. The point of this chapter is not to argue that Grierson's DRIFTERS is the first 
documentary,, that would just replace one dogma with another one, but to show the 
fragilityy of the documentary as a film form, at least until 1930, possibly until after 
Worldd War Two. Grierson's achievement was to eclectically construct a film style 
(hee freely took from Flaherty, Soviet montage cinema, abstract film) to borrow an 
organisationall  form from the avant-garde (Medienverbund) and to transpose it onto 
governmentall  institutions (thus breaking away from other, more fragile or 
precariouss forms of dependence), thereby creating a relatively stable context that 
wass able to generate a canon and definition of the documentary in the 1930s. The 
instabilityy of the documentary is shared in many respects by avant-garde 
filmmakingfilmmaking which was in the interwar period contiguous to advertising and non-
fiction,fiction, to commercial art cinema and political propaganda. Different film forms 
(nott genres in the sense of Western, detective film etc.) need a somewhat stable 
contextt of production and exhibition in order to take shape. A similar observation 
forr the French context has been made by Sian Reynolds: »Before the 1940-1950s, 
theree was nothing coherent enough to be called a > school of documentary < in 
France.. Rather there was a scatter of different types of film, made by individuals or 
teamss which might fit  the documentary label.«24 This instability can be located in 
alll  contextual sectors of the cinema: funding (state or private companies, film 
industryy or patrons?), style (closer to the avant-garde or to classical film style?), 
addresss (giving the audience identification possibilities or turning to abstraction?), 
distributionn and exhibition pattern (using commercial channels or those of 
educationall  film? screened as a part of commercial cinema programmes or in 
specialisedd events?), even length (short, medium or feature length) and format (35 
orr 16mm, silent or sound?). Thus, the problem to locate an »origin« for 
documentaryy has as much to do with the instability of institutions as with 
transformationss in film style, as with changes in exhibition and reception. It is all 
thesee entities and factors one has to examine in turn in order to understand how 
avant-gardee and documentary intersected, but also diversified into different film 
forms. . 
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6.33 The Index , the Narrative , the Fragmen t 
andd the Persuasio n of the Masses 

...what...what documentary film history sought to deny was not simply 
anan overly aesthetic lineage but the radically transformative potential 
ofof film pursued by a large segment of the international avant-garde. 

[...A][...A]  wave of documentary activity takes shape at the point when 
cinemacinema comes into the direct service of various, already active 

effortsefforts to build national identity during the 1920s and 1930s. 
BillBill  Nichols (2001 fs 

Now,, while these attempts are interesting and well-argued as prefiguring later 
configurations,, I want to redraw an argument recently advanced by Bil l Nichols. 
Hee locates the »birth«, »origin«, »emergence«, or »invention« of the documentary 
-- or, as he preferably terms it, ^documentary's historical moment - at the crucial 
intersectionn of four elements: »photographic realism, narrative structure, and 
modernistt fragmentation - along with a new emphasis on the rhetoric of social 
persuasion«26.. Let me discuss Nichols' argument in detail and depth because the 
twoo films I wil l be dealing with can serve as a test case for his model. Nichols 
startss off by pointing out »a false division between the avant-garde and 
documentaryy that obscures their necessary proximity*.27 Nichols' contention is that 
Griersonn »tamed« modernist fragmentation to social(-democratic) ends, thus 
coveringg the contiguity of DRIFTERS to POTEMKIN. By stressing documentary 
film'sfilm's social responsibility another link that was equally important in the forming 
off  the genre drifts out of sight, namely the common genealogy documentary shares 
withh the radical avant-garde. At their heart and origin, both avant-garde and 
documentaryy share the deep-seated wil l to change the world. Yet, they differed in 
thee ends and the aims that were pursued. Usually, what was taken up as an explicit 
orr implicit model was the filmmaking in the Soviet Union, the most radical attempt 
att transforming politics, work, lif e and art. Here, it seemed to many observers, the 
barrierss between art and lif e had been broken down in the service of producing one 
off  modernism's most cherished projects: the production of a new human being 
designedd through principles derived from engineering and the natural sciences. 

Nicholss examines the four elements one by one that together constitute 
sufficientt conditions for the documentary film: no single element is enough for 
definingg a documentary, but the combination of all four is needed for the 
emergencee of the documentary. The first element, the indexicality of the 
photographicc image, is no exclusive property of the documentary. Both the cinema 
off  attractions (with its contemporary extension in sensationalist TV shows such as 
CopsCops or reality TV) as well as pornography also rely heavily on the indexical 
naturee of the photographic reproduction (hence the importance of the cum-shot as 
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evidencee of the real in pornography), but nobody would refer to them as 
documentaries.. This element is a »necessary if not sufficient condition for the 
appearancee of documentary film. [...] It is safe to conclude that the documentary 
potentiall  of the photographic image does not lead directly to a documentary film 
practice.. «28 The indexical nature was exploited before and after in non-
documentaryy films. Narrative, the second element, is conventionally connected 
withh fiction, not with documentary. Yet, as Hay den White and others have pointed 
out,, narrative imbues historical time with meaning; time without narrative is simply 
duration.. In documentary, a typical structure of conflict-resolution is used, even if 
thee protagonist is an impersonal agent such as a river or a city. A series of 
spectacularr views as typical of early travelogues is therefore distinguishable by its 
differentt narrative form and address. 

Howw can, to turn to the third element in Nichols' scheme, the contribution 
off  the modernist avant-garde to the documentary film be described? For Nichols 
thee avant-garde gave »...representational techniques and a social context conducive 
too a documentary movement [that] affirmed the close proximity of modernist 
explorationn and documentary address«29. In documentaries, reality is constructed 
andd authored, not simply recorded. »It was precisely the power of the combination 
off  the indexical representations of the documentary image and the radical 
juxtapositionss of time and space allowed by montage that drew the attention of 
manyy avant-garde artists to film.«30 The fourth element, rhetorical strategies, I am 
temptedd to call »the educational impulse«: the will to change film as a medium and 
thee will to change the world as this transformative impulse is a key feature of the 
avant-garde.. Of course, rhetorics in Nichols' view can also lead in other directions: 
»Likee the other three elements, rhetoric does not necessarily lead to documentary 
film.film.  As a persuasive strategy it also supports overt propaganda, all advertising, 
andd some forms of journalism. «31 

Nichols,, rightly shying away from essentialist notions such as »birth« or 
»origin«,, locates what he terms »documentary's historical moment« in the second 
halff  of the 1920s. Documentary's »moment« begins to take shape in the Soviet 
Unionn while Grierson is the key figure in translating the Soviet experiments to a 
Britishh context. The more radical attempts at change are turned into issues of 
nationalityy and citizenship, transforming the revolutionary constructivist spirit into 
aa social-conservative reformism: »Grierson's commitment to government and 
corporatee sponsorship as the only viable means of institutional support required an 
actt of separation from the more radical potentialities of the modernist avant-garde 
andd the particular example of the Soviet cinema«.32 Thus, revolutionary energy is 
turnedd into citizen's duty and the imaginary (and publicly stated) genealogy of the 
documentaryy is transposed in an act of hagiography from Vertov and Eisenstein to 
Flaherty.. Consequently, Nichols objects to Flaherty as the godfather of 
documentaryy because he »lacked [...] the orator's sense of social persuasiveness 
[...]]  Flaherty had the right sense of drama and conflict but the wrong sense of 
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modernity«.. In fact, Nichols sees the shift to Flaherty as an evasive action and 
claimss that Grierson's extensive discussions of Flaherty allowed him to gloss over 
thee fact that he was indeed heavily indebted to Soviet cinema. The 
acknowledgementt of a Soviet influence would have led him into trouble with his 
corporatee and state sponsors and thus he deferred to Flaherty the function of an 
»origin«« when really he meant Eisenstein and the Soviet school of filmmaking. 
Grierson'ss neoconservative model of society put him in the position of a mandarine 
overseeingg public opinion (as the masses could not be trusted): 

Grierson'ss famous definition of documentary as >the creative treatment of actuality< 
mustt be coupled with his less well-known definition of propaganda as >the 
constructivee management of public affairs< if we are to locate his attacks on the 
modernistt avant-garde effectively. [...] Griersonian documentary promises the 
masteryy of events through participatory rituals suited to the citizen-subject. 
Modernismm exposes such participatory rituals as just that: rituals. The modernist 
avant-gardee thwarted the illusion of mastery that comes with realism and narrative.34 

Ass the modernist avant-garde produced objects that stressed the traumatic nature of 
thee modern experience they failed to instill in the viewer a sense of solidarity with 
existingg structures and institutions which Grierson actively sought 

Interestinglyy enough, Guy Gauthier35 has proposed a model that is 
comparablee in some respects when referring to the four winds of the documentary 
inn the interwar period, namely the storm of popular cinema, the lukewarm wind of 
sociall  institutions (funding), the thin air of the avant-garde exhibition outlets 
(unnecessarilyy limiting himself here to ciné-clubs and specialised theatres as I 
believee that this field was much wider36), and the gentle breeze of the laboratories. 
Evenn though Gauthier's scheme is different from Nichols' the direction seems to be 
similar:: as a definition proper (with conditions regulating the affiliation to a 
specificc category) is hardly achievable because non-fiction, Kulturfilm, educational 
filmfilm  and industrial film all share many features and it is nearly impossible to 
distinguishh a travelogue from an expedition film or colonial filmmaking activities, 
too mention only a few cases. Therefore, both Nichols and Gauthier try to 
reconceptualisee the documentary as the crossroads of several discourses and 
filmmakingfilmmaking techniques, both intrinsic and extrinsic to the film. Contrary to a 
traditionall  definition which opposes the documentary diametrically to the feature 
filmsfilms these approaches try to stress the similarity, contiguity and proximity of other 
filmmakingfilmmaking practices to the documentary, thus locating the documentary 
genealogicallyy within a wider force field. As a result, Gauthier is able to 
conceptualisee Jean Vigo's A PROPOS DE NICE (FR 1929/30) at the convergence of 
threee different strands: the fascination with montage mostly indebted to the Soviet 
revolutionaryy cinema, the dreamlike states of the surrealist group, and die social 
topographyy of a place that would became more prominent in the course of the 
1930ss with more »realist« films. A film that fits in the same categories and even 
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addss a dose of expedition filmmaking is Luis Bunuel's LAS HURDAS / TlERRA SIN 
PANN (ES 1932/33) which also defies traditional categories of avant-garde and 
documentary.. Maybe here is a continuation and transformation of the travel 
adventuree to be found: by fusing the colonialist expedition with surrealist 
strangenesss in terms of subject matter and by imbuing the conventional structure 
withh constructivist montage and stark juxtapositions films such as LAS HURDAS, 
SOL'' SVANETII (SU 1930, Mikhail Kalatozonov, >Salt for Svanetia<) or TURKSIB 
(SUU 1929) are avant-garde transformations of the earlier, all too often conservative 
orr reactionary genre. 

Now,, while I am very much in agreement with Nichols and while I 
considerr his article to be one of the most important contributions to the study of 
documentaryy film in recent time, I would like to add another element: the coming 
off  sound. Sound as technology and as medium on the one hand gave an easier 
handlee to persuasive strategies, on the other hand it increased the national 
sentimentss connected to the cinema. A rhetorical discourse was easier with sound 
ass it usually required an amount of language that could become tedious as 
intertitles.. Spoken language also increased ideas of nationality connected to the 
cinema.377 My focus on John Grierson's DRIFTERS and Walter Ruttmann's 
MELODIEE DER WELT is meant to show two different reactions to synchronised 
soundd film (even though DRIFTERS is silent) paradigmatic of wider issues that were 
att stake in this media transition. 

6.44 Steam, Waves, and Workin g Men: Structur e & Style 
EineEine Generation, die noch mit der Pferdebahn zur Schule gefahren war, 

standstand unterfreiem Himmel in einer Landschaft, in der nichts unverandert 
gebliebengeblieben war als die Wolken, und in der Mine, in einem Kraftfeld zerstörender 

StromeStrome und Explosionen, der winzige gebrechliche Menschenkorper. 
WalterWalter Benjamin (1933)38 

Withh Bill Nichols' categories in mind let us return to the two films that straddle the 
boundaryy of silent and sound film, of documentary and avant-garde, of 
commissionedd and independent film. By examining the four categories proposed 
wee can get a clearer sense of how the films position themselves in relation to the 
trendss and lines of flight relevant to the key year 1929 in which they were 
produced.. Both DRIFTERS and MELODIE DER WELT clearly partake of the sense of 
realismm and indexicality offered by the photographic camera image, Nichols' first 
category.. Both revel in spectacular sights and present the spectator with a variety of 
attractivee images that must have been unknown to most contemporary spectators. 
Ruttmannn boasts with faraway and exotic places, with strangely looking buildings, 
musicall  instruments and diversions, with customs and entertainments of cultures 
fromfrom places still largely unknown at that time. A large measure of the excitement 
forr the audience is to be found in the attraction of seeing sights unknown and 
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spectacular.. Grierson's film,  despite being »closer  to home«, exhibits a similar 
addedd value offered by the indexical. The thorough and detailed presentation of a 
fisherboat'sfisherboat's tri p offers ample opportunity for  spectacular  sights such as the fishes 
caughtt  up in the net underwater  or  the storm during the hauling of the nets. Despite 
theirr  differences, both films clearly indulge in the indexical power  of the 
photographicc image in reproducing sights and events that must have been unknown 
andd fascinating to most spectators. Yet, this power  of the indexical had been a 
mainstayy of earlier  travel films and actualities and it can therefore only be a 
necessaryy condition, not a sufficient condition for  documentary's definition. 

Inn terms of narrative, Nichols' second category, both DRIFTERS and 
MELODI EE DER WEL T present a highly structured texture with much more internal 
coherencee and dynamic than the views or  travelogues of early cinema. Both films 
consistt  of three parts. Ruttmann's film  opens with a short prologue in which the 
sailorr  and his girl-frien d descend from the darkness of an attic room to the light of 
thee harbour  where they bid farewell to each other. Yet, this fragment of a story is in 
thee course of the film  largely abandoned, even though we have occasional glimpses 
off  the sailor  edited somewhat arbitraril y into the footage from the trip . The first 
partt  deals with architecture, traffic , religion, and war, the second part shows images 
off  children, sailing and rowing, hunting and agriculture, and sports while the thir d 
partt  is concerned with women, languages, food, dance, music, theatre, 
entertainmentt  and work.39 John Grierson's DRIFTERS follows one fishing boat from 
aa British harbour  out to an overnight fishing tri p and then returns to its port the next 
eveningg after  a long and tiresome hauling of the nets.. The last part of the film  links 
thiss exemplary tri p to the larger  forces of a food industry that connects the whole 
Empire.. A similar  tripartit e structure as in MELODI E DER WELT can be found in 
Grierson'ss film:  the narration presents two consecutive days and the intervening 
night.. On the first day the ship goes out to sea and casts its nets, at night the sailors 
eatt  and rest while the true drama unfolds underwater  where fish get caught up in 
thee nets, and the next day presents the hauling of the nets and the bustling 
atmospheree of the harbour  where the catch is being sold. Bom films try to make 
sensee of the spectacular  images by means of a recognisable structure, i.e. narration, 
thuss according to extrinsic and intrinsi c rules. The films attempt to give the 
audiencee a system of understanding something that was unknown to them. 

Thee style of narrativ e in both films is more radical than in most 
documentaries::  neither  in DRIFTERS nor  in MELODI E DER WELT do we have a 
humann protagonist in the conventional sense. Now, while this is not unusual for 
manyy documentaries dealing with issues that cannot be portrayed solely through 
onee person, the films under  investigation here are special insofar  as we never  get 
acquaintedd with any of the persons being shown in the films. Both films radicalise 
thee modernist impulse of the avant-garde directed against conventional and 
melodramaticc narrativ e centred on characters. Yet, both films still present a 
recognisablee narrativ e structurin g their  material through a three-act division not 
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altogetherr untypical of classical narrative. It is therefore the mediation of modernist 
abstractionn through narrative structure (the classical three-act division) that 
characterisess both films. 

Probablyy the most important feature of both films is what Nichols has 
termedd »modernist fragmentation ̂i.e. the degree to which those films employ 
aestheticc and formal devices innovated by the avant-garde. In Ruttmann's 
MELODIEE DER WELT the transitions between sections and the organisation within 
appearss heavily based on formal criteria of similarity of line, shape, form and 
movement,, preoccupations from his early abstract films of the first half of the 
1920s.. Already in the opening of Ruttmann's previous film BERLIN, DIE SINFONIE 
DERR GROSSSTADT (DE 1926/27) abstract moving shapes had transformed into 
glimpsess caught from a train window approaching the big city, thus marking a 
transitionn from pure abstraction to more concrete representations. Ruttmann was 
fondd of recognising abstract patterns in photographically produced images. Some 
exampless from MELODIE DER WELT might clarify this: the architecture section, the 
firstt after the prologue with the parting of the ship, begins when a sailor climbing 
upp a ladder to the mast top is intercut first with a man and then with an ape 
climbingg up a palm tree. The structure of the palm tree's trunk is then after a closer 
shott likened to a pillar which has a similar look and texture, at least in the 
photographicc images. This process of replacement via metonymy and metaphor 
takess place mainly on a formal level and is less concerned with a relationship on a 
representationall  level, rather with parallels in terms of surface appearance. The 
transitionn from the agriculture segment to the sports segment moves from a rice 
fieldfield in a high angle shot to a stadium seen from a similar perspective which 
throughh their terrace structure and slow movement (water in the rice field, people 
inn the stadium) resembles the field structurally. The sports segment ends on planes 
flyingg loops in formation followed by a shot of seagulls, both filmed against the 
sky,, thus giving the images a very similar visual impression. The seagulls in turn 
leadd back to the ship on its world trip for a brief transition before the next thematic 
sessionn starts. It is this chain of images - planes and seagulls flying in the sky 
markingg a metaphorical substitution while the seagulls lead to the ship through 
theirr metonymical contiguity - that is characteristic of Ruttmann's film. This is a 
typicall  stylistic trend pioneered in Neue Sachlichkeit. Especially in photography an 
obsessionn is discernible with natural phenomena that - at a specific angle and at a 
specificc closeness, distance or magnification - resemble human-made structures. 
Typicall  proponents of this technique in the second half of the 1920s are Karl 
BloBfeldt400 and Albrecht Renger-Patzsch41 who visually likened grass to columns 
orr cacti to religious buildings in Egypt. Even though outside reality is used as raw 
materiall  in this approach, it is nevertheless not representational reality that appears 
onn the screen: 
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Auff  der Höhe der klassischen Moderne entwickelt die Neue Sachlichkeit das 
Gegenstandlichee als eine spezifische Form esthetischer Abstraktion, die sie dem 
expressivenn Ausdruck entgegenstellt: Start sie subjektiv zu verformen, nimmt sie das 
Gegenstandlichee der Wahrnehmung als eine strenge Formvorgabe, die übersteigert 
undd verabsolutiert werden kann.42 

Acceptingg the objectiveness of perception as a formal given also describes 
Grierson'ss style in a very accurate manner. In the way that both Ruttmann and 
Griersonn adopted the concrete representation of outside reality as the starting point 
forr aesthetic abstraction they are typical proponents of their time. These modernist 
elementss - which should not just be limited to fragmentation as a specific 
techniquee - were shared by many artists around 1930. They do not provide us with 
distinguishingg features between the two films. 

Ruttmannn often breaks up continuous action by intercutting disparate 
material,, yet there is always a relation to be found: ever more rapid and closer shots 
off  traffic (cars, trams, pedestrians, carriages) with its accompanying noise on the 
soundd track are mixed with shots of an African banging on a drum. The similarity 
iss here provided by sound as the drum gives a very similar sound to the city noise. 
Inn another instance a man dressed in traditional Japanese attire and shooting an 
arroww with a longbow is intercut with Africans throwing spears and arrows hitting 
aa target. In a way this is a reversed Kuleshov effect because the spectator is first led 
too believe that we are seeing a match-on-action cut from the shootist to the target, 
yett when seeing Africans throwing a spear followed by another arrow hitting the 
samee target, mis relationship breaks down. The repeated series of the bowman and 
thee target only reinforces the doubts about the spatial and causal contiguity of these 
twoo shots. The film foregrounds the artificial nature of the spatial coupling of two 
consecutivee shots which are by convention being understood by the audience as 
presentingg contiguous spaces. This destruction of an illusion that the more 
traditionallyy minded cinema builds on is typical of the avant-garde as a whole. 
Shatteringg conventionalised illusion is seen as a radical political weapon. In fact, 
Ruttmannn almost never employs a shot-reverse shot pattern in a classical way. 
Evenn if he does so as when we see a Japanese woman smiling off camera and we 
gett in the next shot the sailor of the Resolute smiling, background and lighting are 
soo different that the thought of a real contiguity does not cross one's mind. Most 
probably,, the Japanese woman was filmed during the trip while one could 
speculatee that the sailor was recorded on a later occasion during the preparation of 
thee film in Germany. Often two similar activities are mixed as when we see an 
Asiann family serving and eating a meal with people in other cultures filling  plates 
withh food and eating. While this hints at a resemblance - an imagined unity that 
mustt have appealed to Ruttmann's avant-gardistic sensibility - it also breaks up the 
actionn itself into its constituent parts. Isolating smaller parts has been a 
preoccupationn of the classical avant-garde as much as claiming the unity of lif e and 
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art,, the ultimate aim of avant-garde activity, yet MELODIE DER WELT also hints at 
thee incompatibility of these two objectives. 

Despitee its clear narrative which could easily be told in a conventional 
classicall  film style, DRIFTERS uses the simple story for driving home a number of 
pointss about fishing within the larger social context. The film starts off in a 
relativelyy slow tempo, at least in montage speed as the ship gets ready and leaves 
thee harbour. The first intense sequence depicts the labour of casting the nets. The 
filmfilm  rhythmically puts the working men together, but often just presents activities -
aa knot is being made, a rope runs through a winch, a buoy lands on the water, a net 
fallss into the sea - without identifying a human protagonist as the agent of the 
action.. Grierson thus presents work as something impersonal or at least de-
personalisedd to which the sailors have no direct relationship anymore. On the one 
handd this depersonalised style creates an ideal or exemplary representation: 
DRIFTERSS does not present any specific ship with specific sailors (we never learn 
thee boat's name nor the name of any of the fishermen), but it is one ship that acts as 
aa substitute for the countless other boats (we get short glimpses of a large number 
off  fishing boats on some occasions that hint at this hidden multitude behind this 
onee boat) and one trip that fills in for the countless trips of countless boats. On the 
otherr hand, Grierson presents a kind of Marxist version of labour under the 
conditionss of modernity in the way that the fishermen on the ship do neither get 
individualisedd as they would in a humanistic argument nor do they fuse with their 
occupationn like masters of craftsmanship. Even when showing the ship's crew at 
thee dinner table we are presented with shots of the table with hands reaching or 
whenn presenting shots of men coming down the stairs these are being cut before we 
seee the face, leaving out any distinguishing marks. Eating and social activity 
becomess a part of the fishing job like mending nets or jolting about the nets to free 
thee fishes. Or, put differently: eating becomes a function of the main activity of the 
sailors,, that is: catching fish. 

Whilee the fishermen sleep at night the film presents the drama of the sea 
thatt is one of the most impressive sequences of the film. Congers and catfish take 
advantagee of the herring shoals already trapped in the net and make themselves 
freefree with the catch. We see the panicking herrings, a catfish with a victim in its 
mouthh and many impressive submarine images which were shot in a tank at the 
Plymouthh Marine Biological Research Station.43 This underwater drama is the most 
obviouss evidence that the trip is much less unified than it appears at first sight as 
thee film was shot in many different places and only put together at the editing table. 
Thee bird scenes were shot in one place, the ship's cabin was a constructed set, and 
whenn their fishing trips were unsuccessful Grierson's team even bought loads of 
herringg that would be put by hand into the nets that were subsequently hauled from 
thee water to give the impression that the catch was plenty.44 Grierson had learned 
Kuleshov'ss important lesson from the Soviet montage films: shots executed at 
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differentt  places and times could be combined in order  to create the illusion of a 
contiguityy of the spacee represented in those shots. 

Thee counterpart to the casting of the nets - and in some sense even more 
climacticc as a storm is brewing and the sea is heavy - is the hauling of nets full 
withh fishes which have to be shaken from the nets into the hold. The repetitiveness 
off  this activity is stressed by long series of shots that mirro r  the laborious and 
monotonouss nature of the work. Afterward s the ship returns to its port and the 
modernn machinery of selling, transporting and transporting the fish to other  places 
iss being presented. On the market we see the auctioneer  who is being characterised 
byy the bell in his hand, but we never  get a proper  shot of his face. Again, Grierson 
abstractss from any concrete character  and instead opts for  a style in which the 
functionn of individuals overrides their  individuality . The film achieves a very 
symmetricall  structure of two days and the intervening night, with the impressive 
shotss of the fishes functioning at the same time as a division between casting and 
hauling,, yet also in its natural drama as a climax. 

Inn Ruttmann's film activities or  persons are often likened to animals. 
Childrenn playing tag are intercut with pigeons on Venice's St. Mark' s square and a 
sumoo wrestler  looking angrily into the camera as he gets ready for  his fight is 
followedd by a shot of a tiger  hissing frontall y at the spectator. A scene of a violent 
fightt  of two men is intercut with battering rams colliding at full speed. This 
parallelismm is also employed on the sound track: in the language section we see two 
menn in Arabic-style attir e in front of what appears to be a mosque in a heated 
argument.. They literall y go at each other's throat while on the sound track we hear 
thee barking of dogs. This technique is somewhat reminiscent of Eisenstein's 
intellectuall  montage in which he comments on certain screen actions by cutting to 
extra-diegeticc material. Transposing this idea to sound and therefore creating a 
soundd juxtaposition could have been directly taken from Eisenstein's, 
Alexandrov'ss and Pudovkin's manifesto on sound film with which Ruttmann was 
surelyy familiar. 45 In the war  section images of battles, soldiers and militar y 
machineryy accompanied by battle noise is contrasted twice with a woman emitting 
aa stark scream and subsequently even more starkly with a cemetery and an almost 
inaudiblee wind on the soundtrack. No such instance of extraneous reference or 
starkk juxtaposition can be found in DRIFTERS which is very sparse and almost 
laconicallyy minimalist in the way we neither  get to know any of the fishermen nor 
gett  any film material outside of the herring fishing business. In fact, the film is shot 
inn such a way that we do not even get proper  views of the fishermen who are not 
treatedd as characters of interest by the film . The shots of the fishermen's villages 
aree the only instances of a reality outside of herring fishing that the film shows and 
theyy have a very precise function: to show that their  old houses are the only 
remnantss of a past way of lif e that the fishermen have left behind. In fact, Grierson 
treatss the fishermen very much like the modern industry that employs them: they 
aree workers responsible for  specific tasks and as individuals they are completely 
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replaceable.. Apart from the boy that wears his cap sideways who works in the hold 
andd the occasional glimpses we get from the captain on the bridge the persons on 
thee boat cannot be distinguished. The fishermen occupy a functional position, 
muchh like the steam boat or  the nets: necessary for  the fishing, yet also utterly 
replaceablee and therefore not interesting as individuals. The distance between 
Griersonn and his self-proclaimed idol Flaherty becomes very clear  here: Flaherty 
wouldd have chosen a family or  a family-lik e group, thereby providing personal 
identificationn to the audience, and have them reenact a traditional way of fishing 
andd living that they only know from their  forefathers' stories. While one could 
criticisee Grierson for  this lack of interest in the workers he is arguably criticising 
thee alienated relationship between the worker  and his work in an abstract Marxist 
sense.. The single worker  is replaceable just like a cog in a machine and the 
relationshipp of the worker  to his work is equally impersonal - one could read 
Grierson'ss film  as a scathing attack on the alienation of the worker  under  the 
conditionss of modernity, yet again Grierson is celebrating the machine-like 
precisionn and the functional perfection of the shipping business. 

Afterr  this lengthy discussion of modernist elements to whose aesthetics' 
bothh films are heavily indebted let us turn to Nichols' fourth element that he 
considerss to be a necessary condition for  the emergence of the documentary: a 
sensee of social persuasion. I believe that this is the factor  where we can begin to 
seee how Grierson diverges from Ruttmann. So far  we have seen some stylistic and 
narrativ ee differences, but no fundamental incongruity between the two films. What 
MELODI EE DER WELT , though, seems to lack is a clear  sense of (social or  political) 
purpose.. In his disinterestedness towards the material from different cultures 
Ruttmannn scans the shots for  parallelisms, similarities and structural repetitions 
withoutt  attempting to create a clear  sense of the forces of history shaping the lif e 
andd culture of the people depicted. By contrast, DRIFTERS makes very clear  in the 
beginningg that it is concerned with herring fishing under  the conditions of 
modernity.. The very first  titl e right  after  the opening credits and before we have 
seenn any image of fishermen or  fish reads: »The herring fishing has changed. Its 
storyy was once an idyll of brown sails and village harbours, - its story is now an 
epicc of steam and steel.« Then follows immediately the second title: »Fishermen 
stilll  have their  homes in the old-time villages - But they go down, for  each season, 
too the labour  of a modern industry.^  Contrary to what Ruttmann does - seeing 
formall  similarit y everywhere - and contrary to what Flaherty would have done -
presentingg an unchanging and a-historical timeless way of fishing - Grierson 
consciouslyy chooses to present fishing not as a romantic endeavour, but as a 
modernn industry. With announcing change in the first  sentence and then 
juxtaposingg a past time (»an idyll of brown sails and village harbours«) to a present 
statee (»an epic of steam and steel«) - and the second titles underlines this temporal 
structuree when contrasting »old-time villages« with a »modern industry« - the film 
openss up a horizon of expectation that puts the audience's mind in a historical 
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mood.. And even though we do not see, hear or read a lot of the old way of fishing 
thee film properly opens with images of traditional villages. This way, the film 
reinforcess the contrast with what the rest of the film wil l show, namely the modern 
businesss of fishing. In this opening - and we should remind ourselves that the first 
couplee of minutes of a film are always decisive - the emphasis is firmly put on the 
transformativee nature of modernity. Even though the film in the main body does 
nott particularly stress this contrast between tradition and modernity, it nevertheless 
remainss »an epic of steam and steek as it just presents the modern business and 
doess not even refer back to something like »the good old times«. 

Whatt Ruttmann achieves with his parallelisms between different cultures, 
people,, animals and activities is the conjuring up of an imaginary »harmony of the 
world«.̂ ^ Everything is in sync and the artistic task is to track down the hidden 
resonancess and bring them to light. Despite this conscious take on similarity and 
thee connections being thus forged around the globe, the film nevertheless very 
seldomlyy sees connections at a deeper level. While DRIFTERS in its final part shows 
howw the fish is sold, stored and shipped linking the fishing business to a much 
largerr context of the globalised food industry, MELODIE remains with its 
connectionss very much on the surface of things. While similarities can be found 
everywhere,, no structural dependencies are laid open by Ruttmann's film. This 
concentrationn on formal similarity and the absence of structural dependencies was 
criticisedd by Siegfried Kracauer who was never deeply impressed by Ruttmann's 
filmss anyway: 

Imm Gegensatz zu den Kultur- und Operettenfilmen anderten die Querschnittfilme 
wahrendd der prafaschistischen Jahre ihren Charakter. Sie wurden zu Vehikeln eines 
aufgesetztenn Optimismus, der ihrer Stimmung friiher firemd war. Dieser neue 
Optimismuss machte sich energisch in Ruttmanns frühem Tonexperiment DIE 
MELODIEE DER WELT [...] geitend, einem Querschnittsfïlm, den er aus dem Material 
montierte,, das ihm die Hamburg-Amerika-Linie zur VerfUgung gestellt natte. [...] 
Wahrendd BERLIN, SO neutral der Film auch war, immer noch von der Verhartung 
mechanisierterr menschlicher Beziehungen ausging, demonstriert DIE MELODIE DER 
WELTT eine völlig unkritische Neutralitat, die ein globales Einverstandensein mit der 
Weltt nahelegt. [...Ruttmanns] >Weltmelodie< ist bar jeden Inhalts, weil sein Interesse 
amm Ganzen der Welt auf Kosten des besonderen Inhalts der versammelten Melodien 
gent.47 7 

Kracauer**  s criticism of the film is well-taken and one could argue that Ruttmann's 
fil mm looks back in style and structure to the heyday of the silent avant-garde film, 
muchh like Pudovkin's DEZERTIR imitates the silent Soviet montage film at a time 
whenn the paradigm had already shifted elsewhere. DRIFTERS on the other hand 
tookk freely from silent cinema, but it also looked forward as it inaugurated a film 
stylee that would prove to become one of the most influential. 

Evenn though average shot length is problematic as a marker for stylistic 
developmentt per set it nevertheless serves as numerical evidence for an impression 
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off  the rapidit y of editing of a film.  Ruttmann* s film is fast-paced to the point of 
beingg frantic: with a running time of 48 minutes it contains 847 shots, making the 
ordinaryy shot length close to 3.4 seconds. Grierson's film  in itself is neither  slow 
norr  static, but by contrast with 612 shots for  a running time of just over  60 minutes 
andd an average shot length of just under  six seconds it is much less rapidly edited. 
Inn its montage MELODI E DER WELT thus intensifies the typical shot length of silent 
cinema::  in the period of the classic silent film  between 1917 and 1928 Hollywood 
filmsfilms (and European films emulating this style) usually contained 500-800 shots 
perr  hour, the average shot length being five to seven seconds. In the transitional 
period,, i.e. in early sound film -  and Ruttmann's film  doubtlessly belongs in this 
categoryy - this increased to eleven seconds or  300 shots per  hour. By contrast, the 
Soviett  montage cinema equalled a shot length of two to four  seconds or  900 to 
15000 shots per  hour  with the most rapidly edited films having an average shot 
lengthh of under  two seconds - for  example POTEMKI N or  DEZERTIR.48 It is quite 
obvious,, not only from this piece of empirical evidence, that the Soviet montage 
filmfilm  provided the main model for  Ruttmann. His turn from abstraction (OPUS I-TV) 
too a more concrete reality outside - BERLIN marks the transition here - coincides 
withh the triump h of POTEMKI N in Berlin and a wider  cultural shift from abstraction 
too a highly codified form of realism as in Neue Sachlichkeit.*9 Even though being 
ann early sound film,  MELODI E DER WELT followed the model of Soviet silent 
montagee cinema in its rapidit y and style of editing. 

Griersonn was similarly influenced by the revolutionary cinema of the 
Soviett  Union, yet he gave it a somewhat different inflection when he »tamed« the 
franticfrantic  style and toned down the fast cutting to a style that outwardly can be located 
somewheree between montage and classical cinema. Even though Grierson's film  is 
silent,, his style already anticipates sound film  whereas Ruttmann was turnin g as a 
modell  to silent cinema in an early sound film.  In a way, Ruttmann became a victim 
off  his own success with BERLIN . DIE SINFONIE DER GROSSSTADT which had been 
ann international hit not only on the avant-garde circuit , but also in regular  cinemas. 
Thee ensuing boom of city symphonies must have confirmed his belief that he was 
onn the right track with his cross-section and his montage style based on formal 
similarity .. Quite logically, MELODI E DER WELT attempts stylistically to transpose 
thiss style to the sound film  and thematically to transfer  it to the world. 

Grierson'ss true achievement lies probably in the process of combining 
differentt  models into his own style, in his capability of adaptation and adjustment. 
Griersonn was not an innovator  himself, but a brillian t moderator. He took from 
Flahertyy a sense of storytelling and drama, from the Soviets the clash of images 
andd stark juxtapositions in montage, from the French a certain lyricism that can be 
glimpsedd only occasionally in DRIFTERS (in the nightly scenes with the fishes 
caughtt  in the net), yet shows up more forcefully in later  films that came out of his 
filmmakingfilmmaking  unit and that he supervised like SONG OF CEYLON (GB 1934/35, Basil 
Wright) ,, COAL FACE (GB 1936, Alberto Cavalcanti), or  NIGHT MAIL (GB 1936, 
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Harr yy Watt / Basil Wright) , from journalism an idea of public relations and 
persuasion,, and from sociology the idea of building and forming a public 
consensuss on specific topics. 

Havingg discussed both films at length it is time for  an interim result of my 
examination.. Both DRIFTERS and MELODI E DER WELT appear  very similar  not only 
onn first  sight, but also on a closer  examination. Both revel in the indexical 
capabilityy of the photographic image when presenting spectacular  scenes from a 
boat'ss trip , both use a strict and codified narrativ e patterning and both employ 
stylisticc elements typical of modernist aesthetics, like fragmentation or  abstraction 
off  concrete reality. Only in relation to Nichols*  fourth category do the two films 
beginn to differ  when DRIFTERS shows a clearer  sense of social responsibility, 
historicit yy and modern public relations; MELODI E DER WELT by contrast focuses 
muchh stronger  on formal and aesthetic aspects typical of a depoliticised and 
aestheticisedd version of Neue Saehlichkeit. Yet, for  a deeper  understanding of the 
contiguities,, contingencies, similarities and differences other  factors have to be 
considered.. In keeping with my aim of contextualising filmmaking I  believe that 
wee should turn to the contexts of the two films in order  to better  understand where 
theyy come from and what they try to achieve. It is in matters of production policy 
andd exhibition strategy that we can see most clearly how Ruttmann and Grierson 
bothh come out of the avant-garde, but move in different directions. 

6.55 Authenticit y and Modernity : The Politic s of Dependenc y 
NothingNothing seems now more significant of the period than that, at a time 

soso crucial, there was no eager sponsorship for world thinking in a country 
whichwhich still pretended to world leadership, [...] In the light of events, 

howhow much on the right tines Tallents was and how blind were the people 
whowho defeated his great concept! For documentary the effect was important. 

JohnJohn Grierson (1942f° 

Byy the sheer  power  of habit and having been quoted so often, Grierson's famous 
definitionn of the documentary as »the creative treatment of actuality«51 has lost 
somee of its paradoxical edge.52 As Ian Aitken has argued, this paradox should be 
explainedd by taking into account Grierson's background in idealist philosophy.53 

Forr  Grierson, the claim to reality was different from the treatment of the 
»phenomena«;;  while the real denoted a more abstract (and in some sense a »more 
real«)) reality that went beyond the actual object itself, the phenomenon constituted 
forr  Grierson the surface, the perceivable and recordable data and material at hand 
whichh could be examined to access the real, but one should nevertheless never  mix 
itt  up with the »real« itself. Thus, actual raw (non-fiction) material had to be treated 
(shot,, selected, ordered, edited, narrated, voiced over) in creative ways in order  to 
reachh a deeper  truth that lay beneath the surface of things. Modern media like film 
weree thus offering the means to gain access to this deeper  truth hidden behind the 
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appearancee of things. However  far  apart the directors of DRIFTERS and MELODI E 
DERR WELT were in their  filmmakin g practice, in their  theoretical texts, in their 
politicall  affiliations, and in their  choice of subjects, this idea of aiming to uncover  a 
trut hh that lies beneath or  beyond a single image was shared by Ruttmann and 
Grierson.. Both used non-fiction material (in contrast for  example to a large part of 
Russiann montage cinema), both were interested in social aspects of modernisation 
(unlik ee Flaherty), both subordinated the representation of people to some deeper 
trut hh that they were aiming at uncovering. Furthermore, the idea of structurin g non-
fictionfiction  material into a coherent whole using a rhetorical strategy to a specific 
politicall  or  social end lies at the heart of the documentary film  in a Griersonian 
tradition ;;  yet, this description also fits MELODI E DER WEL T and most of 
Ruttmann'ss other  work. 

Thee problem of how a deeper  truth can be accessed is closely related to the 
questionn of abstraction and realism which was an important debate for  avant-garde 
circless and modernist aesthetics.54 The second half of the 1920s witnessed a shift in 
artisti cc practice which has often been described as a movement from expressionism 
too a new sobriety (Neue Sachlichkeit). From a slightly different angle one could 
givee a somewhat modified account rather  fittin g my purposes (and less 
fetishisticallyy concentrated on giving names) that would rather  explain this shift as 
partt  of a larger  debate about what constituted mediat(is)ed authenticity. 
Expressionismm projected an inwardly constructed jaggedness into the environment 
andd surrounding objects; the reasons for  this harsh graphic style have often been 
seenn as a reaction to contemporary experiences such as World War One, an 
intensifiedd pressure to modernisation, an explosive push forward in technology and 
neww working methods (Taylorisation, Fordism) - in short: the Benjaminian 
»chock«« experience became the foundational metaphor  for  the authentic expression 
off  the modern condition in Expressionism. Neue Sachlichkeit by contrast took 
objectss and environs at face value, but tried to move them away from the everyday 
experiencee by searching for  unexplored angles and perspectives, by either  moving 
veryy close towards them or  very far  away, by collaging or  montaging them into 
unexpectedd contexts. Both artistic modi operandi had some common ground in 
theirr  goal of estranging (in the way Viktor  Sklovskij  and the Russian formalists 
theorisedd ostranenie) everyday experiences and objects, in their  rejection of 
conventionall  realism (of the 19*  Century). Yet, the manner  to achieve this was 
markedlyy different. Expressionism and Neue Sachlichkeit played out very different 
versionss of authenticity. Under  the conditions of modernity, it was authenticity that 
becamee the ultimate vanishing point for  artistic activity because only in a radical 
subjectivityy (and authenticity always denotes such a unchangeable core of »true 
self«)) could the artist demonstrate an independence that was otherwise 
unobtainablee to her/him. Whereas every public move was always compromised by 
beingg dependent on forces outside, authenticity promised an interior  identity that 
defiedd outside interference. Thus, the question of realism and authenticity is always 
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connectedd to the problem of artistic independence. Therefore, I wil l turn next to 
thee question of in/dependence was hotly debated in avant-gardistic circles of the 
time. . 

Onee of the most crucial issues for  the avant-garde and the independent 
cinemaa movement was the question of independence, or  rather: the question on 
whomm dependency was acceptable because true independence was not achievable. 
Consequently,, neither  DRIFTERS nor  MELODI E DER WELT emerged in a vacuum of 
disinterestedd aesthetic creation. Ruttmann's film was jointl y produced by the 
shippingg line Hapag and the film syndicate Tobis-Klangfilm which in turn was to a 
largee extent backed by the German electrical industry (Siemens &  Halske, AEG). 
Thesee are hardly the backers one would expect from somebody who was one of the 
centrall  figures of the European alternative cinema movement and was invited to 
foreignn countries by workers' film club and oppositional circles to present his 
BERLlN-film .. Hapag, the Hamburg-Amerik a Linie56, was an instrumental part of 
thee German effort to rule the seas (and lands) around the world. It was an important 
companyy since the mid-19th Century and when the German emperor  Wilhelm II 
claimedd »a place at the sun« for  the German people it became part of the German 
imperialistt  scheme. First established to carry migrants to the United States, the 
long-timee director  Albert Ballin realised at the turn of the century that the 
company'ss futur e was in tourism. Hapag took the logical step and was one of the 
firstt  companies to move into the field of cruises and picturesque sea tours. The 
modernisationn (read: mediatisation) on board was only a logical next conclusion: 
Besidess having lots of luxury service on its vessels, Hapag ships had their  own 
newspaperr  printed aboard and the first cinema was opened on the newly 
constructedd Imperator in 1912.57 The company director  Ballin was a close friend of 
Wilhelmm II  and Hapag* s ambition to rule the seas with its fleet directly reflected the 
Germann Kaiser's wish to construct a world-wide German Reich similar  to the 
Britishh Empire. Soon after  World War One which temporarily marked the end of 
thee German ambitions to being a super-power  Hapag changed from the receiving 
endd of the film industry to the production side: between 1922 and 1931 at least 31 
film ss were made with money provided by the Hapag and under  its auspices. Some 
off  these films were one-reelers, brief travel films advertising the destinations of the 
tourss and the luxury aboard the huge vessels. Yet, Hapag got more ambitious: In 
19244 the first four-reeler  was produced that showed a tri p from Hamburg to New 
Yorkk (Mr r  DER HAPAG VON HAMBUR G NACH NEW YORK ) and a 1926 feature 
lengthh film presented the sights and wonders of the United States (AMERIKA , DAS 
LANDD DER ÜNBEGRENZTEN MÖGLICHKEITEN) , tying in with the popular  vogue of 
Amerikanismus,Amerikanismus, the fascination in the 1920s with all things American58, while also 
referrin gg to the then popular  genre of the travel-adventure film . At roughly the 
samee time, an agreement with Ufa was struck giving the film company access to 
thee short non-fiction subjects that Hapag had produced while the ship cinemas 
providedd an additional outlet for  Ufa-films.59 But Hapag1 s biggest success in terms 
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off  publicity was meant to be MELODIE DER WELT, in this context a product of 
Hapag'ss self-image as a company investing in modernisation and technological 
progresss while also touching on issues of colonial and imperialist discourses. 

Thee 1920s and 1930s are especially fascinating decades because different 
framess of reference are overlapping in complicated ways. Besides the modernism 
off  the avant-garde movements which lay claim to highly distinct and recognisable 
styless (cubism, Dada, expressionism, surrealism, Neue Sachlichkeii) the large field 
off  popular culture succumbed to a modernity characterised by record players and 
urbann entertainment, dance halls and Chaplin-mania, Josephine Baker and revue 
girls,, department stores and tourism. These phenomena went along with a 
modernisationn in technology, but they can never be easily told apart. While the 
technologicall  modernisation changed the meaning of work, it also was partly 
responsiblee for reducing working hours and increasing productivity, thus giving 
peoplee in industrialised countries leisure time and spare money to attend mass 
culturee which in turn proved partly a fascination for the modernists, partly it was a 
facett of society that modernism reacted against. Tourism was an important factor 
off  technological as well as cultural and social developments in the inter-war period. 
Filmm itself was a product of technological progress, but it also contributed to the 
masss culture in the emerging urban centres, thus in its presentation of images of 
cityy streets and mass entertainment it providedd a mise-en-abyme of its conditions of 
possibility.. Now, when Hapag ventured into film production it tried to cash in on 
itss image in a similar fashion as a company deeply imbricated in all things modern 
whilee also pushing the envelope with technological progress. 

Whilee Hapag dealt in transportation and tourism, Tobis-Klangfilm was a 
technological-electricall  company. This German-Dutch-Swiss joint venture, had a 
surprisinglyy experimental approach to filmmaking in the early years 1928-30 : 
Thee French branch had René Clair and his brother Henri Chomette under contract, 
bothh key figures of the French ciné-clubs of the mid-1920s, the German Tobis 
placedd their stake on Ruttmann, eminence gris of the abstract film, und Alexis 
Granowsky,, Soviet emigre and experimental theatre director, while also producing 
thee film programme for the modernist new music festival at Baden-Baden. This 
strategyy of consciously seeking out and employing avant-gardists that was 
temporallyy limited to the very first years had a triple functions: Firstly the company 
wass hoping for films that would cross relatively easy national borders as the avant-
gardee in the second half of the 1920s was decidedly international. The avant-garde 
hadd demonstrated their experience in addressing a trans-national audience. This 
wass all the more important as foreign films met resistance in many countries 
becausee sound films increased (via spoken dialogue) the national markers present 
inn a film. As the Tobis - with its headquarters in Amsterdam and studios in Berlin, 
Paris,, and London, later also in Madrid, Vienna and Lisbon61 - saw itself as a 
decidedlyy European venture this strategy appeared logical. Secondly, the film 
industryy resorted to these filmmakers as a kind of Research & Development-
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department.. What the industry expected from the avant-garde was prototypes that 
couldd subsequently go into serial production. Thus, Tobis approached them for 
theirr innovative potential. The success of Clair*  s films seems to originate in the 
attemptt to create a line of production: a successful prototype, SOUS LES TOITS DE 
PARISS (FR 1929/30) was not just copied in France by Clair and others (LE 
MILLION ,, FR 1930; A NOUS LA LIBERIE, FR 1931), but also in Portugal with A 
CANCAOO DE LISBOA (PT 1933, José Augusto Cottinelli Telmo).62 And thirdly, one 
cruciall  difference of the Tobis to Ufa and other large studios, is to be found in the 
originn and identity of Tobis which was in technology and not in film production or 
exhibition.. Tobis came from an innovative and experimental initiative of inventors 
whoo turned to film production while Ufa was a production company who had to 
copee with new technological developments in order to defend its position. The 
constructivistconstructivist spirit of the avant-garde is much closer to an engineering triple jump 
off  »problem - insight - solution« than to the sentimental stories of the film 
industry.. Put briefly: the company culture of Tobis was surely closer to an avant-
gardee spirit of innovation and experiment than to the conservative company culture 
off  Ufa. Similar thoughts must have animated Philips in these years who 
commissionedd Ivens, Richter and George Pal with advertisements and image films. 
Onee could summarise the attraction that the avant-garde had to offer for the 
industryy around 1930 in three key words: internationalism, innovation, and 
engineering.63 3 

Johnn Grierson's reformist ideas about society figured large in his lif e and 
work;; he is mainly remembered in film history as an organiser, propagandist and 
lobbyistt while also being responsible for the term »documentary« in its current use. 
Griersonn coordinated and led the activities of a group of young filmmakers being 
employedd by the British government and other semi-official institutions while also 
acceptingg commissions from the industry. Grierson in fact actively sought out the 
statee and private companies as sponsors and was well aware of the precarious 
positionn that experimental-minded filmmakers found themselves in: 

Indeed,, it is a curious comment on our art that the only freedom given to directors 
sincee has also been by propagandist groups: by Shell, the B.B.C., the Ministry of 
Labour,, the Ceylon Government, the Gas Light and Coke Co., and by certain 
shipping,, creosoting and radio firms in Europe. It is, of course, a relative freedom 
only,, for State propaganda has its own ideological limits. This, however, can be said 
forr it: the freshness and even the difficulty of its material drives the director to new 
formss and rich perspectives.64 

AA distant, but still discernible echo of Joris Ivens' statement on the documentary as 
avant-gardee film can be heard in Grierson's plea for industry commissions despite 
thee political differences between die conservative reformer Grierson and the radical 
revolutionaryy Ivens. In his 1931-article Ivens had argued that work within the film 
industryy was slavery while industrial and commissioned films provided a relative 
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freedomfreedom because the filmmaker only had to deal with outsiders to the cinema. 
Propagandaa is a key word for understanding commissioned films in the 1920s and 
1930ss as it had not yet taken on its negative connotations that cancelled out all 
previouss association the term had carried. After World War Two propaganda was 
appliedd almost exclusively in negative ways, but in the interwar period it was a 
staplee of the avant-garde to use the term as meaning promotional and activist in its 
manyy senses. 

Griersonn consciously sought out sponsors for his films - he never made a 
fil mm for the film industry, but he instead worked towards creating an organisation 
thatt did not need the industrial structures. In keeping with the avant-garde attempts 
att building up a vertically integrated formation, the Griersonian institutions were 
nott just concerned with producing films, but also ventured into distribution and 
exhibition,, publishing and theorising, lecturing and teaching. Grierson had avidly 
observedd the shortcomings and successes the avant-garde screening circles of the 
1920s:: he had learnt his aesthetic lesson from the different films screened in the 
FilmFilm Society and he had realised the necessity of vertical integration to remain 
functionall  over a longer period of time. Yet, he must have understood the 
problematicc nature of the dependency on the film industry. Grierson therefore 
createdd a wholly autonomous film unit in which not every meter of film was open 
too discussion, but Grierson only had to report to his superiors at regular intervals. 

6.66 Exoti c adventure s and socia l engineerin g 
ManMan wirdauch weiterhin dem Publikum fremde Lander 

vorsetzen,vorsetzen, damit es im eigenen nichts merkt 
SiegfriedSiegfried Kracauer (1929f 

Inn 1929 a young critic and aspiring filmmaker who had just finished his first 
mediumm length film complained about the state of the cinema in general and about 
thee poor treatment of the real in particular: 

Apartt from the work of the Russians, the cinema has done very little for the world of 
thee genuine. There was Flaherty with NANOOK and MOANA. Then Schoedsack and 
Cooperr with CHANG, and in between some excellent travel films like ARCTIC SKIES, 
STELLAA POLARIS and VOYAGE AU CONGO. But in all these natural films the cinema 
has,, for the sake of an easy romance, gone primitive. No one, to my knowledge, has 
gonee forth on a wild expedition to the coal mines of Durham, or adventured under 
bannerss of publicity to Wolverhampton. No one for that matter has taken a tuppenny 
rideride to Silvertown. 

Att that time a typical non-fiction film screened in the cinemas had an exotic 
subject.. The exotisation implicit in the documentaires - as the French called their 
expeditionn films - leads in a very different direction from what the documentary 
»proper«« became, yet the genealogy of the term refers to travel and foreign places. 
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Off  course, the author  of the text just quoted is none other  than John Grierson 
writin gg for  the magazine The Clarion. His charge that the cinema »has gone 
primitive «« is a double reproach as it refers to the exotic subjects to which he 
objected,, but also more importantl y to the style of filmmakin g which still used 
modelss that had not changed much since the beginning of the cinema. Their 
attractionn is to be found less in its documentary value but rather  in its presentation 
off  amazing feats (like stunts) and overwhelming sights and sites.68 The travel 
adventuree film  exhibits in certain ways the address of the cinema of attraction that 
wass continued in the avant-garde cinema.69 In this respect, the documentary was a 
turnn away from earlier  filmmaking  practices, but also from the avant-garde in the 
samee direction as classical film  style with its emphasis on psychological or  social 
motivation,, continuity editing, a coherent time-space frame, and an overall 
dramaturgy. . 

Unti ll  recently, film history has been largely oblivious to the fact that one of 
thee most popular  genres of the 1920s was the expedition film,  presenting trip s to 
exoticc places, be it Africa, Asia, Latin America or  the arctic landscape. The genre 
off  the »expedition film« or  »travel adventure film« provides an important element 
forr  the emerging documentary film and was a popular  genre as a short film,  but 
alsoo at feature length throughout the 1920s. Only very few of these films remain in 
thee memory (and archives) of film  history, even though only a brief look into the 
specialisedd press and cinema programmes before the introduction of sound 
demonstratess the ubiquity of this film  form. Exotic and expedition films form a 
broadd development all through the silent period.70 While it has sometimes been 
claimedd that these were early documentaries, not only did they resort to staging 
sceness for  pictorial , nostalgic or  colonialist purposes, but some of the most 
importantt  protagonists making these films, ventured in the second half of the 1920s 
inn a different direction from the evolving documentary: Robert Flaherty's trajectory 
fromfrom  NANOOK OF THE NORTH (US 1922) through MOANA (US 1926) and WHITE 
SHADOWSS IN THE SOUTH SEA (US 1928, with W.S. Van Dyke) to TAB U (US 
1930/31,, with F.W. Murnau)71 resembles that of Merian C. Cooper's and Ernest B. 
Schoedsack'ss development from GRASS (US 1925) through CHANG: A DRAMA OF 
THEE WILDERNES S (1927) to KIN G KONG (US 1933). The development went into a 
growingg fictionalisation in which the exotic and the unknown formed only a 
picturesquee backdrop to an adventure or  love story. The increasing popularisation, 
yett  also the increasing cost of production forced the explorer-filmmakers either 
intoo the direction of fictionalised accounts of journeys that adhered more strictly to 
modelss from fiction.  The alternative route taken by many avant-garde artists, 
perhapss most successfully and most consequently by John Grierson, led to the 
sponsorshipp of the industry or  the dependency on government institutions. 

Whil ee the Americans such as Flaherty or  the Schoedsack/Cooper  team 
optedd for  bigger  productions, often under  the banner  of Hollywood studios, 
filmmakersfilmmakers in Europe rather  turned to the industry, preferably steel or  automobile, 
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butt also electrical or chemical, for support, a niche they were sharing with the 
avant-garde.. Many companies such as the car manufacturer Citroen or the steel 
magnatee Stinnes financed expeditions which were set up as media events and the 
journeyss not only resulted in films, but also in newspaper reports, books, theatre 
showss and other media products.72 Erik Barnouw has discussed this trend: 

AA more authentic project [than Schoedsack's and Cooper's CHANG] was the French 
filmfilm  THE BLACK CRUISE (LA CROISIÈRE NOIRE, 1926) by Léon Poirier - like Murnau, 
aa temporary fugitive from fiction. Sponsored by Citroen, it recorded an 
unprecedentedd automobile journey from the northern to the southern reaches of 
Africa,, and on to the French island colony of Madagascar. The feature-length project 
providedd occasion for countless vignettes of tribal and village life. Again, no 
individuall  portraits emerge, and the expedition's interest remains superficial, with 
stresss on the bizarre. Yet the record of such a journey inevitably offered 
documentaryy values, and preparations for a similar Citroen-sponsored Asian journey, 
fromfrom Lebanon to Indochina, were begun in 1929. Titled THE YELLOW CRUISE (LA 
CROISIÈREE JAUNE) the film did not reach completion until many years later.73 

Thiss brings another aspect of the instability of the documentary in the late 1920s to 
thee foreground: the contiguity of the documentary to other formats. Barnouw uses 
»documentaryy value« as a phrase directly borrowed from Grierson who had coined 
thiss phrase in respect to Flaherty's MOANA (US 1926). Yet, one could also open up 
otherr contexts into which the French cruise films fit. Is this a sponsored film by 
Citroen,, a long advertisement, an industrial film, a commissioned film, a 
traveloguee of African places, a fiction film with a car as a protagonist - and 
thereforee a forerunner of Disney's VW Beetle film THE LOVE BUG (US 1968, Bil l 
Walsh)) - or a documentary? My answer to this question would be: all of it to 
differentt degrees and in different ways, depending on the context in which one 
wishess to consider the film. Yet, today's predominance of the documentary as an 
umbrellaa term for many films which are non-fictional gives it such retrospective 
power.. But demarcation lines were more fluid in the late 1920s when the term 
documentaryy was first used, albeit not as a generic term, but rather as a description 
ass to how a certain film was made. It is exactly this shift from method to genre, 
fromm descriptive to normative demarcation that is at stake in this retrospective 
labelling.. Yet, the documentary as it came into existence, took the manner of 
productionn from the expedition films, but it followed the avant-garde in its model 
off  self-organisation. By moving outside the confined circles of the commercial film 
industryy Grierson was able to stabilise his filmmaking practice until a model 
simultaneouslyy broad enough to allow for variation and narrow enough to allow for 
recognisabilityy emerged. 

Soo far the list of exotic travel films is exhaustive as one could add a 
numberr of films that have become more prominent in recent years. This list wil l 
alsoo demonstrate the contiguity of the avant-garde to the documentary as it was put 
togetherr from different practices. CLAIRENORE STINNES - IM AUTO DURCH ZWEI 
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WELTENN (DE 1929), just like the Citroen-sponsored travel films, likewise brought 
aa car, this time an Adler, on a tri p around the world and showed the images 
collectedd along the way.74 Incidentally, this film was made by Clairenore Stinnes, 
thee oldest daughter  of steel magnate Hugo Stinnes who had in the mid-1920s 
attemptedd to venture into big-time film production; ultimately, Abel Gance's costly 
NAPOLÉONN (FR 1925-27) brought the company down.75 An aeronautical version of 
thiss proto-feminist safari can be found in the film work of Elly Beinhorn, M n 
ELL YY BEINHOR N ZU DEN DEUTSCHEN IN SÜDWEST-AFRIK A (DE 1933) and other 
films.766 Beinhorn in turn was partly copying the extraordinary success that pilot 
Ernstt  Udet had with books, lecture tours, radio appearances and last but not least 
withh films, most notably in the »Kulturspielfilme « of Arnold Fanck that walk the 
thinn line between documentary and fiction:  DIE WEIBE HOLLE VOM PlZ PALÜ (DE 
1929),, STÜRME ÜBER DEM MONTBLAN C (DE 1930) and SOS ElSBERG (DE 
1932/33).777 Germany's particular  brand of daring adventurers who also seeped into 
big-budgett  production - Hans Albers plays a character  modelled on Udet in the 
Ufa-productionn F.P.1 ANTWORTET NICHT (DE 1932, Karl Haiti ) - address the 
problemm of forced modernisation. Explorers with technologically advanced 
machiness conquer  a hostile environment by sheer  willpower. 

Thiss subgenre is actually much larger  than normally assumed. Charles 
Musserr  has discussed a number  of films including the already mentioned LA 
CROISIÈREE JAUNE (FR 1934), the Citroën-sponsored tri p through Asia.78 The basic 
structuree of this type of film,  whether  to call it »exotic travek, »expedition« or 
»travell  adventure« remains stable: triumphant Westerners with advanced 
technologyy go to far-away and ^uncivilised^ places, preferably with an extreme 
naturall  environment, to conquer  those places symbolically. Guy Gauthier  has also 
discussedd the cycle of films produced by Citroen starting with LA PREMIÈRE 
TRAVERSÉEE DU SAHARA EN AUTOCHENILLE S (FR 1923, Paul Castelnau, >The first 
crossingg of the Sahara with a caterpillar  vehicle<), then followed by LE CONTINENT 
MYSTÉRIEUXX (FR 1924, >The mysterious continent) and LA TERRE DE FEU (FR 
1927,, >Country of fire<) before the CROlSlÈRE-cycle followed.79 In fact, Gauthier 
suggestss to see these films in the context of France's mythology of the desert in 
generall  and the Sahara more specifically. Here a context is opened up to the 
Africann desert tri p of Andre Gide and Marc Allegret, but also Pierre Benoit's novel 
L'AtlantideL'Atlantide (1919) and its two contemporary adaptations by Jacques Feyder  (FR 
1921)) and G.W. Pabst (DE 1932). An Austrian variation on this genre is DURCH 
AFRIK AA IM  AUTOMOBI L  (AT 1929) on an expedition by count Lészló Almasy and 
princee Ferdinand Liechtenstein, an aristocratic Safari (photo and rifle)  through 
Sudann and Egypt.80 Other  important entries in this series are PAMIR, DAS TAL DES 
TODESS (DE/SU 1929, Vladimi r  Snejderov) and VOYAGE AU CONGO (FR 1927, 
Marcc Allégret) following Andre Gide's expedition across Africa . Reviewing this 
filmfilm  the avant-garde magazine Close Up positively distinguished Gide's film from 
thee majorit y of travel films which are criticised because they »are like so many 
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ratherr boastful travellers, out merely to astonish; they want to exploit the 
extraordinaryy and can more or less easily achieve it through distorting the aspect of 
thingss at will.«81 Not coincidentally, the French exotic travel film is especially 
strongg in this overlap of avant-garde, non-fiction and experiment as the French 
termm denoting this genre, documentaire, inspired Grierson to use it in English, yet 
forr another type of non-fiction film. 

Nott coincidentally, a number of those working in the genre of exotic 
adventuree film are the same people we come across in avant-garde circles: two 
protagonistss of the mountain film come from the encounter of exploring, 
mountaineering,, experiment and fiction - Arnold Fanck was considered an ally 
aroundd 1930 by the avant-garde activists and Leni Riefenstahl graduated from 
experimentall  dance into Fanck's magic mountains and she collaborated on her 
directoriall  debut DAS BLAUE LlCHT with Béla Balasz as screenwriter.82 That the 
popularityy of the genre was not lost on contemporary observers is visible in a 
parodyy on expedition films made in avant-garde circles. Adrian Brunei's CROSSING 
THEE GREAT SAGRADA (GB 1924), a »great voyageogue« produced by a »Mr. 
Spoof«« as the title cards ironically promise, is a parody of contemporary travel 
filmsfilms consisting mainly of found footage from touristic and expedition film and 
madee by a founding member of the London Film Society.83 The Stinnes-clan had 
demonstratedd their fascination with a different kind of cinema when financing the 
disastrouss NAPOLEON-adventure of Abel Gance before Clairenore Stinnes filmed 
herr car trip and certainly Allégret and Gide belong to an avant-garde tradition, but 
alsoo made the expedition film VOYAGE AU CONGO. Also in France, Andre Sauvage 
nott only co-directed LA CROISIÈRE JAUNE with Léon Poirier, he also made 
mountainn climbing films that were screened within the circles of the specialised 
avant-gardee cinemas and ÉTUDES SUR PARIS (1929), one of the many city 
symphoniess of the French capital.84 Even Ivor Montagu, key figure of the London 
FilmFilm Society, has made a stint into the travel genre: 

WINGSS OVER EVEREST, a survey of the 1933 flying expedition financed by the 
flamboyantlyy patriotic Lady Houston (benefactor, too, of the 1931 Schneider Trophy 
Context).. The title lies tucked away in Montagu's filmography, but we ignore it at 
ourr peril (luckily the film has recently been restored by the National Film Archive). 
>Thiss was unique in the history of film and documentary<, its co-director recalled 
withh a smile; the uniqueness, moreover, lay more in the explorers than in Everest. 
Filmm rights had been granted to Gaumont British with stiff conditions: every gesture, 
everyy word that Montagu re-staged in the studio had to match the authentic gesture 
andd work used by Clydesdale (the chief pilot) and his doughty colleagues. The result, 
forr Montagu, was >the most perfect picture of the English governing class that has 
everr been seen.<85 

Inn fact, these films simultaneously portray the region of travel and the maker. In 
thiss way, Flaherty's NANOOK OF THE NORTH (US 1922) could be fitted into this 
historyy of travel adventure films. As the film was financed by the French fur 
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companyy Revillon Frères this sponsored and commissioned film was also a 
documentationn of their reach - and Flaherty's filmmaking style mirrors the magical 
huntingg capabilities projected on Nanook. After all, expedition filmmaking is akin 
too hunting, creating an allegorical relationship between Flaherty and his subject.86 

Mediat(is)edd authenticity, which I have discussed above as the key to 
notionss of realism, is not only connected to questions of independence, but this 
issuee can also play part on another field, namely that of colonialism and 
technology.. Klaus Kreimeier has argued that authenticity developed from the usage 
off  advanced optical technology and the fetishisation of a specific idea of precision: 
»auss dem Umgang mit einer avancierten Technik der optischen Industrie und der 
Fetischisierungg eines im Zuge der Entwicklung der Naturwissenschaften 
durchgesetztenn Prazisionsbegriffs [ist] der moderne Diskurs über mediale 
Authentizitatt entstanden...«87 Ruttmann's engineer-like precision concerning his 
montagee and the technological developments which he - literally in his patents to 
advancee the filmmaking process, metaphorically in his theoretical concept of the 
laboratory888 - attempted to push forward led to the discourse of authenticity which 
Kremeierr describes. This deeply modernist conception of things - a precise 
craftsmanshipp operating with exact media machinery is capable of uncovering the 
truee nature of things - is not only typical for Ruttmann's work from his early 
abstractt OPUS-films to his later documentaries for fascist Germany, but also 
characteristicc for the Griersonian documentary project of the 1930s. 

Andd indeed also MELODIE DER WELT could be fitted into this field of 
discourse,, as the film exists within the then popular genre of the exotic expedition 
film.. The official brochure to the film claims that it aims at finding the uniting idea 
off  a shipping line that encompasses the globe: 

diee Zusammenfassung zu finden, die Idee, der eine den Erdball umspannende 
Schiffahrtsliniee dient. Wenn das Schwert runt, reichen sich Forschung und 
Wirtschaftt die Hand. Der Mensch blüht auf unter den warmenden Strahlen des 
Friedens.. 1st aber nicht Wurzel des Streites so oft nur MiBverstehen des anderen? 
Unkenntniss wirkt HaB, VerstSndnis wirkt Liebe.89 

Despitee this claim to the peace of people the idea of subjugating the whole world 
firstt to the eye of the camera, then to the Ruttmannesque montage is at heart a 
coloniall  one; all processes, things and humans are subjected to one master 
principle.. In a universalisingg gesture coupling the accessibility of mass culture with 
thee Eurocentrism of the touristic ethnography Ruttmann first converts a city into a 
symphony,, then the whole world in a melody. Ruttmann himself has argued that 
fil mm as a medium is in need of one single concept because of its inherent structure: 
»Derr Film, der sich aus verschiedenartigsten kiinstlerischen und technischen 
Elementenn zusammensetzt, wird immer nur ein filmischer Film sein, wenn er wie 
einee groBe symphonische Dichtung alle kontrapunktischen, optischen und 
akustischenn Gesetze in seiner Partitur vereinigt.*90 This essentialising view of the 
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mediumm was typical of the modernist avant-garde of the 1920s; the thrust was to fit 
disparatee parts together to a homogeneous whole, to subjugate the whole world to 
onee formal principle. Yet, even the globetrotters of cinema found this gesture of 
totalityy already moulded by colonialism. 

Iff  we follow this thought and consider Ruttmann as a »Kulturfilmer«, in 
thee sense of the Ufa Xw/tar/i/m-department91, then Ruttmann - like the expedition 
filmmakerfilmmaker Martin Rikli whom Kreimeier was referring to in the quote above -
couldd be seen as a result of Germany's forced modernisation: »eine besondere 
Auspragungg der verspateten und dann um so rasanteren Industrialisierung in 
Deutschandd - ein Abkömmling jener Epoche, die die Kaiser-Wilhelm-Institute und 
diee industriefinanzierten Forschungsgesellschaften vor 1914 hervorgebracht hat«92 

Iff  we consider Ruttmann within this (national) context of exagerrated imperial 
ambitionambition in terms of industrial development and the acquisition of colonies, then 
Griersonn forms an interesting comparison. The Empire Marketing Board where 
Griersonn first found employment was set up to support the global connections of 
thee Empire. Brian Winston has described this set-up as a colonial enterprise: 

Grierson'ss first major job was an attempt to >sell< the British Empire, by establishing 
aa film production programme at the Empire Marketing Board (EMB). The Empire 
wass becoming at that time an object of derision to much progressive opinion. Only 
somee engaged in the [...] search for >national efficiency< continued to embrace 
imperialismm as a species of necessary reform of >backward< societies. [...I]t is far 
fromm being an accident that the documentary film in the service of the selling of the 
Empiree (albeit unfortunately at exactly the moment of its formal disappearance) was 
Grierson'ss initial supposedly radical >social purpose< in the cinema.93 

Againn an unexpected proximity of Grierson and Ruttmann lights up: for both of 
themm film was a means for achieving other goals, not a purpose in itself; seen in 
thiss perspective both were rather modernisers than modernists. Thus, the reproach 
off  being overtly formalist that has often been levelled against Ruttmann becomes 
obsoletee as his formal obsession becomes the way to deal with the social 
implicationn of the increasing modernisation. 

Grierson'ss specific achievement was not so much any specific film or 
aestheticc programme, but rather the machinery that he constructed around the 
films:films: He was not only an active filmmaker and supervisor of other people's films, 
thee unit also achieved the establishment of government support (lobbying), the 
trainingg of a relatively large group of filmmakers (teaching), the keeping together 
off  a core group of workers, the obtainment of sponsorship from the industry, the 
constructionn of a circuit of non-theatrical distribution, the establishment of 
magaziness and of a critical tradition. In short, Grierson (used as a shorthand for the 
documentaryy film movement) succeeded in coupling aesthetic preoccupations (film 
ass art) with an instrumental use of cinema (education, reform, propaganda), thus 
creatingg a new kind of cinema (in terms of production methods as well as formal 
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features)) and a new kind of public (distribution and exhibition patterns, theoretical 
framework).. In this sense, Grierson in fact succeeded in completely restructuring 
thee cinema not only in aesthetic terms, but also in their institutional aspects, a field 
thatt had been occupied by the avant-garde before. 

Inn a way, Grierson combined the reporting style of the exotic adventure 
fil mm with the subject matter of the everyday and the quotidian that had been 
discoveredd by the avant-garde for one of the most successful genres of the 1920s 
andd early 1930s: the city symphony and the newsreel. Together with the broad 
materiall  basis that the cross-section film used, these were the main influences on 
thee emerging documentary. 

Iff  we follow the lead of the concept »engineer« we can also see why 
Robertt Flaherty who was adopted by Grierson as his imaginary father for the 
documentaryy movement has always had such a precarious position and has 
sometimess even been rejected for the tradition of the documentary form: Flaherty 
wass a wholly romantic individual, utterly uninterested in social engineering or the 
livingg conditions for the working masses or the conditions of modernity in general. 
Thee negative view of Western influence and civilisation in WHITE SHADOWS IN 
THEE SOUTH SEAS (US 1928, W.S. van Dyke / Robert Flaherty) can be put down to 
Flaherty'ss influence. The film presents the denigration of a Tahitian community 
duee to their contact with Western traders. Flaherty was fascinated with the 
atavistic,, even a-historical, struggle between man (and I am deliberately using the 
malee here) and nature. As this fight was hard to find in the industrialised countries, 
Flahertyy thus had to move to remote corners of the globe in order to find people 
andd vistas not tainted too much by modernity's transforming power.94 Yet, 
Flaherty'ss project is only imaginable within the frame of another deeply modern 
concept,, i.e. colonialism: 

Flaherty'ss was to be largely an imperial film-making career. It was to be almost en-
tirelyy spent in the far-flung corners of empire or domestic backwaters, in the pay of 
governmentss or exploitative commercial interests. The mystery is how untainted by 
thiss is his reputation - as if the cinema were too puny, its pantheon too insecure, to 
supportt the vicissitudes suffered by other imperial artists - Kipling, say. Flaherty's 
explorerr stance, although remarked on, is deemed to be without import. It is not even 
defendedd (as is Riefenstahl's fascism); it is ignored. No mistake must be made about 
thiss imperialism, though, for Flaherty was not a man to rise above his time.95 

Thus,, it seems to be hard to get away trom modernity and modernisation when 
thinkingg about the documentary, not the least because the technology itself is a true 
productt of that period. Flaherty tried to dodge these issues by moving out to far 
awayy places, but he never truly succeeded as his commission as well as his 
technologyy always betrayed any effort to present an imaginary state of innocence. 

Whilee Ruttmann's purpose lay in his artistic and social experiments; thus it 
comess as no coincidence that he returned over the course of his career at different 
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momentss to films belonging to the tradition of public health education, social 
engineeringg and eugenics96: In 1926 he made the promotional film DER AUFSTIEG 
forr the exhibition GeSoLei (Gesundheitspflege, Söziale Fürsorge, L^ïbesübungen -
healthh care, social welfare, physical exercise) trying to educate the population 
towardss a more healthy lif e style; in 1931 Ruttmann signed the feature-length 
FEINDD IM BLUT, educational film about the dangers of venereal disease and his very 
lastlast film dealt with dangers of and provisions against cancer, ElN FILM GEGEN DIE 
VOLKSKRANKHEITT KREBS (DE 1941). In this perspective, Ruttmann was not, as he 
iss often seen, an artist of the cross-section and a proponent of Neue Sachlichkeit, 
butt rather a social reformer, public health educator and social engineer. Flaherty's 
purpose,, as just demonstrated, was his rejection of modernity, his search for an 
authenticc ideal of people struggling with their natural environment. 

6.77 Minuet of a smal l town : Locatin g the avant-gard e in its 
(national )) contex t 

...les...les films documentaires nous le montrent comme une forme de microscope 
gracegrace auquel nous percevons dans le domaine reel ce que nous 

nene percevrions pas sans lui. Dans un documentaire, dans un 
filmfilm scientifique, la vie nous apparait avec ses mille détails, 

sonson evolution, tout ce que Vceil nepeut suivre ordinairement. 
GermaineGermaine Dulac (1925 f7 

Thee programme has become a focus of filmhistorical investigation in the past ten to 
155 years, especially in the study of early cinema98, yet the avant-garde is also a 
fruitfull  field for considering the context in which films have been screened.99 Since 
filmss are partly determined by their context, it is necessary to look into different 
facets:: my discussion of modernity and the production policy was aimed to uncover 
thee open and the hidden dependencies of Ruttmann and Grierson while the 
previouss part about the exotic in relation to the cinema wants to locate their filmic 
practicess within certain generic and stylistic frameworks of the 1920s. The 
followingg remarks about the screening context are meant to specify how 
contemporaryy spectators made sense of the two films. 

Beforee turning to DRIFTERS and MELODIE DER WELT, let me briefly return 
too Ruttmann's previous film, BERLIN, DIE SlNFONIE DER GROSSSTADT. The film 
wass preceded on its premiere and also in subsequent screenings in major cities 
acrosss Germany on the »first run-circuit« by a programme of short films from the 
yearss 1905 to 1910 entitled KlNTOPP VOR 20 JAHREN and described as a »hilarious 
retrospectivee to the time when the cinema was young«.100 These films were aimed 
too demonstrate the »progress« that the cinema had made in the intervening 20 
years,, the development in the meantime and the achievements of film culture. This 
framingg gesture only makes sense when thinking about the cinema in historical 
termss and the avant-garde in its rhetoric of advance towards a brighter future surely 
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hadd a sense of historical calling. Of course, the films were meant to be laughed at 
andd ridiculed as specimen of a primitive age that the present day has left behind, 
butt as critic Will y Haas, lucid as ever, remarked, this was not without its dangers: 

Vorann gingen kurze Kintoppfilme, etwa zwanzig Jahre alt. Mit dem damals iiblichen 
Erklarer.. >Von Stufe zu Stufe<; >Mutter, dein Kind ruft!<; >Pariser Modeschau<; 
>Pikantess mit Damenunterhosen und Badekostiimen<. Um das Jahr 1910. Das 
Publikumm quietschte vor Freude. 
Einn HauptspaB - aber ein böser Spafi. Ein plebejischer Spafi. Das Hohngelachter 
überr das Gestern; das TriumphgelMchter: wie herrlich weit wir's gebracht haben... 
Undd ein gefMhrlicher Spafi. 
Morgenn - in zwanzig Jahren - wird man über den Film >Berlin, die Symphonie einer 
Grofistadt<,, noch mehr lachen. Man wird es noch viel weiter gebracht haben. Der 
pompösee Titel wird sehr belustigend wirken. >Das Menuett einer Kleinstadt< - wird 
irgendeinn Filmkritiker in zwanzig Jahren ironisch sagen.101 

Moree than the amused spectators Haas is highly aware of his own historical 
situatedness.. Especially the avant-garde which had projected the spatial metaphor 
off  the military into the temporal realm should have been wary of the a-historical 
arrogancee implicit in the opening programme for BERLIN. The avant-garde by 
conceptionn needed the mainstream to follow, yet by becoming popular with the 
massess the avant-garde had to find a new path to follow. Thus, a cycle of 
innovationn and proliferation of certain features is characteristic of the avant-garde 
andd its becoming out-of-date is to be expected as Will y Haas clearly saw. 

Thee premiere of Ruttmann's following film MELODIE DER WELT was of 
nationall  significance for at least two reasons: Ruttmann had by virtue of the 
internationall  success of BERLIN turned from an avant-garde outsider into one of the 
celebratedd innovators of the German film. Secondly, the film was one of the first 
Germann sound films to be completed and screened; as the conflicts with the US 
industryy were mounting and the press coverage was enormous the film was 
anticipatedd with an equal measure of hope, pride and fear. Already weeks and days 
beforee one can find announcements in the press about the upcoming historical 
day«1022 while the premiere itself showed »every sign of an event« and with tout 
BerlinBerlin in attendance.103 The film was opened by an address by Hapag director 
Wilhelmm Cuno (German chancellor in the inflation period 1922-3), filmed and 
projectedd in order to demonstrate the new sound system (even though he was 
presentt in person).104 After the show, Hapag and Cuno invited the premiere 
audiencee into the hotel Esplanade, one of Berlin's best and most expensive hotels, 
forr a reception. It was not so much an artistic or cultural event, but rather a social 
andd political one that surpassed many ordinary film premieres of big productions 
andd the reports in the press are overflowing with superlatives: 

Seltenn hat die Weltstadt Berlin ein gesellschaftlich.es Ereignis derartigen Stils erlebL 
Diee Auffahrt der Autos zu dieser mit höcnster Aufmerksamkeit erwarteten Premiere 
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warr derart, daB die Polizei in der Umgebung des Nollendorfplatzes umfassende 
Verkehrsumleitungenn vornehmen muBte. Das Theater selbst bot ein festliches Bild, 
wiee man es selbst bei einer Gala-Oper selten gesehen hat. Die reprasentativste 
Gesellschaftt der Reichshauptstadt, darunter die markantesten Köpfe der Wirtschaft, 
derr Politik, der Presse, harten sich eingefunden.105 

Thee intersection of politics, economy and art in MELODIE DER WELT turned it into 
suchh an event that was comparable to the most important premieres in Weimar film 
culture.. The struggle against the American sound systems and the joint efforts of 
Hapagg and Tobis backed by the large electronic companies turned the film into a 
nationall  event. It is ironic to see that the film had very few successors in aesthetic 
termm who would continue Ruttmann's frantic montage. 

Byy contrast, DRIFTERS premiered in the classic and solemn surroundings 
forr alternative British film culture: the London Film Society. In this case it is quite 
ironicc to see that Grierson's film which now seems like the prototype for a very 
fruitfull  branch of filmmaking premiered in a context that appears marginal and 
somewhatt ghettoised whereas Ruttmann's film was an important social event, but 
thee film had very few, if any, obvious emulators and epigones. DRIFTERS was 
programmedd alongside THE FALL OF THE HOUSE OF USHER (US 1926-28, Melvill e 
Webberr / J.S. Watson Jr.), a US amateur production106, Walt Disney's THE BARN 
DANCEE (US 1929) and Eisenstein's POTEMKIN.107 The context of both Disney and 
Eisensteinn appear quite significant in retrospect. Grierson himself had prepared 
Eisenstein'ss film for its British release and I have recounted in detail Nichols' 
argumentt that Grierson consciously downplayed the influence of Soviet 
revolutionaryy cinema on the British documentary movement in order to moderate it 
outwardly.. What Grierson took from the avant-garde was not only a tamed version 
off  his energy and revolutionary force, but also the realisation that winning the state 
ass a patron guarantees a steady production and output. Disney's animation on the 
otherr hand had fascinated intellectuals and filmmakers from the very beginning: 
likee Chaplin and the music hall, animation proved to be one of those cultural 
expressionss where modernism and modernity met in a fruitful way. Animation 
fascinatedd a mass public as well as intellectuals.108 

Grierson'ss achievement can be seen in the context of British »alternative 
fil mm culture« on the verge of making a leap into the mainstream: within the circles 
off  the Film Society and the journal Close Up, the two crucial institutions and taste 
makers,, calls had been voiced for some time for an improvement of the British 
cinema.. British films were seen as either unimaginative and patriotic or as 
derivativee of Soviet, German or French models, the leading countries in producing 
filmss that were considered to be innovative. Both avenues, traditional and 
conservativee British films or copies of foreign models, were rejected by the key 
figuress influenced by modernism's movement towards medium specificity. What 
wass being asked for was an adaptation of those leading international movements 
forr a British context. It was Grierson who was able to reconciliate Britishness with 
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aa measure of modernist experimentation and to arrive at a film style and media 
conceptt that found its backers in government institutions and that could also gather 
publicc support. Grierson's programme can be summed up: »evolution as opposed 
too revolution, moderation as opposed to radicalism, and a commitment to mapping 
outt areas of modem Britain overlooked within the commercial cinema«.109 By 
combiningg these two elements he was capable of winning support from both the 
intellectuall  taste-makers that would also give him support from newspapers and 
alsoo from the government circles who sought not only approval from the high-brow 
press,, but also audience success. For the British public, Grierson did come at the 
rightright moment and he did combined several trends towards his own unique blend of 
filmmaking:filmmaking: somewhat experimental in form, borrowing montage from the Soviets, 
abstractionn from absoluter Film and cinéma pur and a certain poeticism from 
Frenchh traditions, very British in its subject matter, and all couched within topics of 
industrialisationn and the negotiations of modernity for society at large. Yet again, 
thee logic and logistics of production and distribution were borrowed from the 
avant-gardee - a model that proved to be crucial in creating a steady base. 

6.88 Conclusio n 
EsEs wird eine der revolutiondren Fuhktionen des Films sein, 

diedie künstlerische und die wissenschaftliche Verwertung der Photographie, 
diedie vordem meist auseinander fielen, als identisch erkennbar zu machen. 

WalterWalter Benjamin110 

Whenn thought about in more abstraction, Grierson's and Ruttmann's programmes -
thee term >programme< is meant to describe the public positioning as well as the 
hiddenn assumptions - were quite similar: both stood in opposition to the 
commerciall  film industry, both used non-fiction material, but had an abstracted and 
poeticc sense of montage in which the underlying truth would shine up that the 
surfacee appearance of things was hiding from direct view. Both were fascinated by 
thee exotic as much as by the quotidian, both were visionaries striving for a different 
kindd of cinema. Both graduated from their own national cinema culture and came 
too wider prominence; in this process, both developed influential models for making 
films,films, but also for being funded, for institutional support and for creating a steady 
basee of support. 

Thee crucial difference between these two key figures lies in their 
institutionall  ramifications, their media strategies as one could call them. While 
Ruttmannn - even though rhetorically calling for artistic collaboration and a 
constructivistt ethics - stayed a lonesome artist-activist in a romantic vein, Grierson 
hadd a very clear sense of how to negotiate and manipulate a public sphere and how 
too manoeuvre in a bureaucratic administration. Grierson's greatest feat was not an 
artisticc achievement in itself, but rather the media concept he developed, the 
institutionall  support he garnered and the duration during which he kept his 
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operationn rolling. Grierson had found a niche that he enlarged into a veritable 
buildingg in which he could work on his media concept which needed the state (or 
statee affiliated institutions) as a reference point. Even though Ruttmann also finally 
turnedd to the state (in Nazi Germany) he did not develop a concept of how to 
collaboratee and how to create a certain measure of freedom within the system of 
statee or industry commissions. Grierson, it could be argued, was in a certain sense a 
successorr to the avant-garde of the 1920s who tried to develop alternative ways of 
producing,, distributing and exhibiting cinema. Grierson's different film units 
workedd on a concept of how to integrate certain ideas and theories of propaganda, 
sociall  control, change and reform into a filmmaking practice. He was capable of 
sustainingg support for this conception of media activism, while Ruttmann failed to 
constructt his own support network. For that reason his work for the Nazis is all the 
moree tragic because they had a very determined idea of what cinema was and 
shouldd be. They could easily integrate a talent like Ruttmann's and keep him under 
controll  whereas Ruttmann apparently had no strategy how to deal with the context 
inn which he was working. For that reason, film history has usually noted him down 
ass one of the »traitors« who seemingly were left-wing in the 1920s, but then chose 
too work for the Nazis. The Griersonian movement by contrast was thoroughly »on 
thee good side« and played a decisive role in bringing a genre into existence, 
changingg public opinion about the cinema, winning a world war and altering film 
culturee as a whole. 

II  have tried to avoid auteuristic arguments and art historical approaches 
becausee I believe that the avant-garde very much saw itself as a radical socio-
politicall  revolutionary movement, not so much as a purely aesthetic style. Even 
thoughh Grierson diverged in important respects from the avant-garde his approach 
withh a closely-knit unit of practitioners was clearly aimed against idiosyncrasies, 
originall  creation and overstated individualism. By adapting and moderating the 
avant-gardee goals Grierson's group was able to overcome the tensions that riddled 
thee avant-garde. In fact, one can also read the aporias suggested in chapter two 
(in/dependence;; abstraction/realism; sound/silence; fascism/communism) not as 
binaryy oppositions, but rather try to make them productive by understanding the 
avant-gardee and the documentary as moments of intersection and transition. These 
particularr filmmaking styles are pointing towards and singling out a seismic shift 
wheree the tectonic movements of discourses become visible as through a looking 
glasss in certain movements and configurations of the avant-garde. The source of 
energyy and inspiration for the avant-garde is therefore neither a singular creative 
geniuss nor a collective of different temperaments, but rather the technological, 
economic,, social, and cultural ruptures and seismic shocks that create fissures and 
crevicess in the smooth surfaces on and in which the avant-garde was able to thrive 
forr some time. The avant-garde answered to the widespread realisation between the 
worldd wars that the modern world left nothing as it was. The activists were highly 
susceptiblee to seismic shifts and vibrations as they were looking for a way to deal 
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withh a radically changed situation. Quite logically, they were often absorbed or  co-
optedd by the larger  political movements of the time such as communism or  fascism. 
Grierson'ss radicalism can be seen in his clear  and conscious realisation that there 
wass no way out of the impasse of a dependency of some sort, so the most honest 
solutionn was to be taken under  the wing's of state institutions. By pronouncing 
one'ss own dependency already in the name of the institution Grierson put his cards 
onn the table for  everybody to see. 

Whatt  remains is the issue of sound. While MELODI E DER WELT, one of the 
firstt  feature-length sound films in Germany, put sound to innovate use it also cast a 
nostalgicc look back to the heyday of the silent film avant-garde in structure and 
style.. It used the structure of the »city symphonies« and adapted it to a tri p around 
thee world; it built groups of images through semantic similarit y and within the 
sectionn it used structural similarit y for  its rhythms and rhymes. DRIFTERS, on the 
otherr  hand, was silent, but looked forward to one possibility how alternative film 
culturee transformed itself (and be transformed by forces outside of its sphere of 
influence)) in the 1930s. Grierson's film dealt with how modernity reshaped a 
traditiona ll  job like that of a fisherman and his film exhibits neither  romantic 
longingg for  the lost ways of fishing nor  does it use experimentation as a structural 
featuree for  the sake of itself. Juxtaposing and unusual editing have a very clear 
effectt  in DRIFTERS as the whole structure of the film is subordinated to a rhetorical 
idea.. I am aware that this is retrospective reasoning using knowledge unavailable in 
1929,, but I believe that this moment focuses several branching plots and 
developmentss into a singular  moment that allows us to disentangle the often 
complicatedd motions, coincidences and decisions. One could therefore - counter-
factually,, but also logically - claim that MELODI E DER WELT is a silent film  with 
soundd while DRIFTERS by comparison is a sound film which is silent. 

11 Kenneth MacPherson: »As Is«. In: Close Up, vol. 5, no. 6, Dec. 1929:447. 
22 See the collection of essays by Jan Distelmeyer, Erika Wottrich (eds.): Tonfibnfiieden -
Tonfitmkrieg.Tonfitmkrieg. Die Geschichte der Tobis vom Tecknik-Syndikat turn Staatskonzern. Mttnchen: edition 
textt + kritik 2003. 
33 See chapter four for a discussion of the event culture of the avant-garde at Baden-Baden, Stuttgart 
andd La Sarraz. 
44 Still the best account of the introduction of sound in Europe can be found in Karel Dtbbets: 
SprekendeSprekende films. De komst van de geluidsfilm in Nederland 1928-1933. Amsterdam: Cramwinckel 
1993.. Other useful studies include Harald Jossé: Die Entstehung des Tonfilms. Beitrag zu einer 
faktenorientiertenfaktenorientierten Mediengeschichtsschreibung. Freiburg, Miinchen: Alber  1984 and Wolfgang 
Mühl-Benninghaus::  Das Ringen urn den Tonfihn. Strategien der Elektro- und Filmindustrie in den 
20erund30erJahren.20erund30erJahren. Düsseldorf: Droste 1999. 
55 Joris Ivens: »Documentary: Subjectivity and Montage«. Lecture at the Museum of Modern Art, New 
York,, December 13, 1939. Reprinted in and quoted after Kees Bakker (ed): Joris Ivens and the 
DocumentaryDocumentary Context. Amsterdam: Amsterdam University Press 1999: 250-260, here 250. 
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Jamiee Sexton: The Emergence of an Alternative Film Culture in Inter-War Britain. Norwich: 
Universityy of East Anglia 2001 [Unpublished PhD thesis]: 180. 
77 See chapter two on the »Aporias of the avant-garde*. 
88 See Ernst Bloch: Werke. IV: Erbschaft dieser Zeit. Frankfurt/Main: Suhrkamp 1985: 104ff. 
99 The most thorough collection of texts and documents on the life and work of Walter Ruttmann is 
Jeanpaull  Goergen: Walter Ruttmann. Eine Dokumentation. Berlin: Freunde der Kinemathek 1989. 
Otherr books on Ruttmann's career are Adrianus van Domburg: Walter Ruttmann en het beginsel. 
Purmerend:: Nederlands Filminstituut 1956 and Leonardo Quaresima (ed.): Walter Ruttmann. Cinema, 
pittura,pittura, ars acustica. Calliano: Manfrini 1994. 
100 See William Uricchio: Ruttmann''s BERUN and the City Film to 1930. New York: New York 
Universityy 1982. [Unpublished PhD thesis] 
111 In fact, painter-filmmaker Laszlo Moholy-Nagy claims to have already in 1921 written a scenario 
dealingg with the chaotic images of a metropolis, but the film was never produced. The idea is 
reproducedd in Film-Kurier, vol. 7, no. 109, 9.5.1925. After Ruttmann's film came out, Moholy-Nagy 
complainedd indirectly about the theft of the idea. See LMN: »film im bauhaus. eine erwiderung«. In: 
Film-Kurier,Film-Kurier, vol. 8, no. 296,18.12.1926. 
122

 MELODIE DER WELT is often labelled the first German sound film, but this claim raises complicated 
issuess of what is meant when we talk about a »sound film«, of what does constitute the »German-
ness«« of the film, and finally the distinction of short film, medium length and feature (as the film is 
withh a running time of under 50 minutes too short for some of today's definitions of »feature length«). 
Forr these reasons I have opted for a more cautious and reserved formulation. 
133 There is an abundance of material on Grierson and the documentary movement. For an affirmative 
overvieww of his biography and activities see Forsyth Hardy: John Grierson. A Documentary 
Biography.Biography. London: Faber and Faber 1979. A somewhat more critical approach is taken by Jack C. 
Ellis:: John Grierson. life, Contributions, Influence. Carbondale, IL: Southern Illinois University 
Presss 2000. On the documentary film movement see Elizabeth Sussex: The Rise and Fall of British 
Documentary.Documentary. The Story of the Film Movement Founded by John Grierson. Berkeley, CA: University 
off  California Press 1975 and Paul Swann: The British Documentary Film Movement, 1926-1946. 
Cambridge:: Cambridge University Press 1989. For a study of the theoretical, philosophical and 
intellectuall  foundations of the movement see Ian Aitken: Film and Reform: John Grierson and the 
DocumentaryDocumentary Film Movement. London: Routledge 1990. On a critical reassessment see Brian 
Winston:: Claiming the Real. The Documentary Film Revisited. London: British Film Institute 1995. 
144 Erik Barnouw: Documentary. A History of the Non-Fiction Film. Oxford: Oxford University Press 
19932:: 72f. 
155 Andrew Buchanan: »Director's Notebooks In: Cinema Quaterly, vol. 1, no. 3, Spring 1933: 163. 
166 For a productive discussion of how to deal with this distinction see Thomas Elsaesseer: »Realitat 
zeigen:: Der frühe Film im Zeichen Lumieres*. In: Ursula von Keitz, Kay Hoffmann (eds.): Die 
EinubungEinubung des dokumentarischen Blicks. Fiction Film und Non Fiction Film zwischen 
WahrheitsanspruchWahrheitsanspruch und expressiver Sachlichkeit 1895-1945. Marburg: Schuren 2001: 27-50. 
177 Bill Nichols: »Documentary Film and the Modernist Avant-Garde«. In: Critical Inquiry 27 
(Summerr 2001): 580-610, here 583-5. 
188 See John Grierson: »Directors of the 'Thirties« and »First Principles of Documentary«. In: Forsyth 
Hardyy (ed.): Grierson on Documentary. Berkeley, CA: University of California Press 1966: 38-58, 
especiallyy 55ff. and 78-89, especially 80f. 
199 See Martin Loiperdingen »World War I Propaganda and the Birth of Documentary«. In: Daan 
Hertogs,, Nico de Klerk (eds.): Uncharted Territory. Essays on Early Non-Fiction Film. Amsterdam: 
Nederlandss Filmmuseum 1998: 25-31. 
200 Charles Musser: »The Silent Film: Documentary«. In: Geoffrey Nowell-Smith: The Oxford History 
ofof World Cinema. Oxford: Oxford University Press 1996: 86-95. Musser moreover claims that early 
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absolutised.«,, my trans.] 
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Forr a discussion of the concept »laboratory« in Ruttmann* s writings see Elsaesser, Hagener, 
»Ruttmann«.. In: Andriopoulos, Dotzler, 1929, op.cit., 327f. 
899 Heinrich Mutzenbechen Melodie der Welt, ein Praludium zum ersten deutschen Tonfilm. Hamburg: 
Hapagg n.y. [1929]: 2. [»to find the common element, the idea which a globe-circling shipping 
companyy is in the service of. When the sword is resting, research and economy are getting together. 
Thee human being blossoms under the warm beams of of peace. But is not die root of strive only 
misunderstandingg others? Lack of knowledge produces hatred, understanding creates love.«, my 
trans.] ] 
900 Walter Ruttmann: »Auch Eisen kann Filmstar sein. S. Pfannkuch im Gesprach mit Walter 
Ruttmann«.. Undated newspaper clipping, Ruttmann archive, Filmmuseum Frankfurt. Reprinted in 
andd quoted aften Jeanpaul Goergen: Walter Ruttmann. Eine Dokumentation. Berlin: Freunde der 
Kinemathekk 1989,92f. [»The film that consist of different artistic and technical elements can only be 
aa filmic film if it, like a great symphonic composition, unites all contrapuntual, optical and acoustic 
lawss in its score.«, my trans.] 
911 A useful introduction is given by Michael Töteberg: »Wie werde ich stark. Die Kulturfilm-
Abteilung«.. In: Hans-Michael Bock, Michael Töteberg (eds.): Das Ufa-Buch. Frankfurt/Main: 
Zweitausendeinss 1992,64-67. 
922 Kreimeier, »Meehanik...«. In: Schöning, Triviale Tropen, op.cit., 55. [»a marked specimen of the 
belated,, but then all the more rapid industrialisation of Germany - a descendant of that period which 
broughtt forth the Kaiser-Wilhelm-Institute and the research societies sponsored by the industry.«] 
933 Brian Winston: Claiming the Real. The Documentary Film Revisited. London: British Film Institute 
1995,33f. . 
944 Indeed, Flaherty did not only travel in space, but he also urged the subjects of his films to time 
travel.. Thus, for NANOOK OF THE NORTH and for MAN FOR ARAN he had the portrayed people re-enact 
wayss of dressing, hunting and living that they had given up many years before the filming. 
955 Brian Winston: Claiming the Real. The Documentary Film Revisited. London: British Film Institute 
1995,20. . 
966 For films of the Weimar Republic dealing with sex education and exploitation see Make Hagener 
(ed.):: Geschleckt in Fesseln. Sexualitat zwischen Aufldürung und Ausbeutung im Weimarer Kino. 
München:: edition text + kritik 2000. 
977 Germaine Dulac: »L'essence du cinéma: L'idée visuelle«. In: Les cahiers du mois, no. 16/17,1925. 
Reprintedd in and quoted after Prosper Hillairet (ed.): Germaine Dulac. Ecrits sur Ie cinéma (1919-
1937).1937). Paris: Editions Experimental 1994: 62-67, here 65. [».. .the documentary film is a kind of 
microscopee which helps us to perceive aspects of reality which we would not perceive without it. In a 
documentaryy film, in a scientific film life appears in its thousand details, in its processes, in 
everythingg that the eye normally cannot see.«, my trans.] 
988 See for a collection of essays on this format Frank Kessler, Sabine Lenk, Martin Loiperdinger 
(eds.):: Kintop. Jahrbuch zur Erforschung des frühen Films. 11: Kinematographen-Programme. 
Frankfurt/Main,, Basel: Stroemfeld/Roter Stern 2002. See for a crucial case study mat contains many 
exampless Ivo Blom: Jean Desmet and the Early Dutch Film Trade. Amsterdam: Amsterdam 
Universityy Press 2003. See for a more theoretically inclined discussion Thomas Elsaessen 
FilmgeschichteFilmgeschichte undfrühes Kino. Archeologie eines Medienwandels. München: edition text + kritik 
2002:: passim, especially chapter 3 (»Wie der frtihe Film zum ErzËhlkino wurde«): 69-93. 
999 A consideration of the specific screening and programming strategies of the Dutch Filmliga see 
Tomm Gunning: »Ontmoetingen in verduisterde ruimten. De alternatieve programmering van de 
Nederlandschee Filmliga*. In: Nico de Klerk, Ruud Visschedijk (eds.): Het gaat om de film! Een 
nieuwenieuwe geschiedenis van de Nederlandsche Filmliga 1927-1933. Amsterdam: Bas Lubberhuizen / 
Filmmuseumm 1999: 217-263. 
1000 See for example Film-Kurier, vol. 9, no. 230, 29.9.1927. 
1011 Willy Haas: »Film-Kritik. Berlin, die Symphonie der GroBstadt«. In: Film-Kurier, vol. 9, no. 226, 
24.9.1927.. [»To start with, short films, about twenty years old. Including the narrator as it used to be. 
>Fromm step to step<; >Mother, your child is calling!<; >Parisian fashion show<; >Piquanterie with lady's 
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pantiess and bathing suit<. Around the year 1910. The audience squealed with delight. / A big fun - but 
aa mean fun. A plebeian fun. The mocking laughter about yesterday; the triumphant laughter: how far 
wee have made it... And a dangerous fun. / Tomorrow - in twenty years time - one wil l laugh even 
moree about the film BERLIN, SYMPHONY OF A BIG CITY. One will have made it even further. The 
pompouss title will be met with derision. >The menuet of a small town< - some film critic wil l say 
ironicallyy twenty years from now.«, my trans.] 
1022 Anon.: »Historischer Tag des deutschen Tonfilms: Uraufführung >Melodie der Welt<«. In: Film-
Kurier,Kurier, vol. 11, no. 60, 9.3.1929. [»Only seldomly has the world city Berlin seen a social event of 
suchh style. The driving up of cars for this eagerly awaited premiere was of such manner that the 
policee had to redirect the traffic everywhere around Nollendorfplatz. The theatre itself offered a 
festivee attire as even an opera gala can seldomly boast. The most representative society of the 
Imperiall  capitol, including the most marked heads of economy, politics and press, was in 
attendance.*,, my trans.] 
1033 See the lead article »Der Film der Hapag. Der Ruttmann-Film im Mozartsaak. In: Film-Kurier, 
vol.. 11, no. 63,13.3.1929. 
1044 This speech is missing in existing prints of MELODIE DER WELT. 
1055 anon: »>Melodie der Welt<«. In: Lichtbild-Bühne, 13.3.1929. See also anon.: »Die >Melodie der 
Welt<.. Grundsatzliches zum ersten groBen deutschen Tonfilm«. In: Kinematograph, vol. 23, no. 61, 
13.3.1929. . 
1066 See Bruce Posner (ed.): Unseen Cinema. Early American Avant-Garde Film 1893-1941. New 
York:: Anthology Film Archive 2001: 113-130. 

Seee The Film Society Programme. (Fifth Season). The 33rd Performance. Sunday, November 10th, 
19299 at 2.30 P.M. at the Tivoli Palace, Strand. Reprinted in Council of the London Film Society (ed.): 
TheThe Film Society Programmes 1925-1939. New York: Arno Press 1972: 128-131. 

Seee Esther Leslie: Hollywood Flatlands. Animation, Critical Theory and the Avant-Garde. 
London,, New York: Verso 2002. 
it»» - | ^s development is sketched in Jamie Sexton: »Grierson's Machines: DRIFTERS, the Documentary 
Filmm Movement and the Negotiation of Modernity*. In: Canadian Journal of Film Studies / Revue 
canadiennecanadienne d'études cinématographiques, vol. 11, no. 1, Spring 2002: 40-59, qoute on page 54. 
1100 Walter Benjamin: »Das Kunstwerk im Zeitalter seiner technischen Reproduzierbarkeit« (Dritte 
Fassung).. In: W.B.: Gesammelte Schriften. Band 1.2. Frankfurt/Main: Suhrkamp 1977: 471-508, here 
499.. [»To demonstrate the identity of the artistic and scientific uses of photography which heretofore 
usuallyy were separated wil l be one of the revolutionary functions of the film.«, trans. Harry Zohn, 
Illuminations'.Illuminations'. 236] 
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Epilogue : : 
Bridgin gg the Gaps, Connectin g the Dots 

POTEMKINPOTEMKIN  ist ein grofier, selten gegliickter Film.[...] 
DieserDieser Film aber ist ideologisch ausbetoniert, richtig 
inin  allen Einzelheiten kalhdiert wie ein Briickenbogen. 

JeJe kröftiger die Schlüge darauf niedersausen, desto 
schonerschoner dröhnt er. Nur wer mit behandschuhten 

FingerchenFingerchen daran rüttelt, der hort und bewegt nichts. 
WalterWalter Benjamin (1927)1 

Returningg from this extensive tour  of some of the features of the European avant-
gardee what remains to be done in the concluding remarks is to bridge the gap 
betweenn the historiographic past and the current situation of film and media 
studies.. By connecting some of the dots that are delineating the field I hope to fit 
thiss research into a bigger  pattern and wider  context of film  history. It is via the 
detourr  of a history of film  history that I want to approach the significance of my 
resultss beyond the narrow confines of the historical avant-garde. 

Whenn the international archivists of the Federation Internationale des 
ArchivesArchives du Film  (FTAF), an organisation founded as a result of the functional 
differentiationn of avant-garde energies in 1938 (as argued in chapter  three), met in 
Brightonn in 1978 to re-examine the early cinema of the years 1900-06 it was in a 
soberr  and serious spirit of study. They did not anticipate that this meeting would 
providee the decisive inspiration to the study of early cinema that still proves to be 
onee of the most fruitfu l fields in film  studies today. The following year, 1979, the 
FIAFF conference took place in Lausanne and was devoted to a rediscovery of the 
internationall  avant-garde of the interwar  period. This time the spirits were 
exuberant,, the atmosphere (self-)celebratory.2 Yet, this meeting did not give rise to 
aa revisionist consideration of the avant-garde in any way comparable to that of 
earlyy cinema. Similar  to the high hopes of La Sarraz in 1929, the Lausanne-
meetingg fifty  years later  seems to have been a departure leading nowhere. The 
classicc approaches centred on the works of art and organised along biographical 
liness still prevail(ed). Why are the myths and legends connected to the film  avant-
gardee so strong? Why did Lausanne fail where Brighton »succeeded« (if we can 
talkk  about failur e and success in those terms)? One reason might be, as I suggested 
inn the introduction, that the recycling of the style of the historical avant-garde by 
postmodernn art in the 1980s, largely ignorant of the larger  concerns of the 
revolutionaryy movements and social transformations, made a neutral perspective on 
thee highly politicised 1920s and 1930s impossible. The artists and activists in the 
1920ss had to cope with a radically changed situation if compared to the situation in 
thee years immediately preceding this time: the first  appearance of a bipolar  world 
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thatt overrode most other concerns until 1989. It was the breakdown of a binary 
worldd system that allowed a novel perspective on the historical avant-garde. 

Yet,, the avant-garde culture of the interbellum did not vanish or go 
completelyy underground, it shifted its terrain after World War Two. The energy 
flowss that had ebbed between the cities of modernism and generated so much 
activityy before World War Two shifted after 1945 from the imaginary axis Paris-
Berlin-Moscoww to the axis across the Atlantic, more specifically in the case of film, 
too the connection between New York and Paris. The United States were possibly 
thee most avid receiver of European avant-garde culture of the interwar period: 
Hanss Richter and Oskar Fischinger, Man Ray and George Pal, Marcel Duchamp 
andd Alexander Hackenschmied (Hammid), René Clair and Jean Renoir, Luis 
Bunuell  and Iris Barry, Siegfried Kracauer and Jay Leyda - all these activists from 
ann earlier period found temporarily or permanently refuge in the US. Through their 
workk and legacy they planted the seeds that would grow and prosper into the 
independentt or alternative movements that came into existence in different places 
inn the United States, most notably in New York and San Francisco. 

Thee history of Cinema 16, a a New York based film society, is a case in 
point.33 The club was established in 1947 by Amos Vogel, Austrian emigre, who 
followedd the example set by the European networks in the interwar period. When 
Vogell  started screening films which would not find an outlet elsewhere it was not 
withh a long-running film club in mind. The success of his screenings soon 
developedd into a membership society, the biggest of its kind in the United States in 
thee 1950s. A magazine followed suit, as did a distribution network when the 
societyy opened chapters in different places. A sort of successor to this successful 
screeningg initiative was the New York Film Festival, the first of its kind in the US, 
whichh was founded and run by Vogel (with Richard Roud) from the 1960s onwards 
andd which continues until today as an important showcase of alternative, 
independentt and avant-garde cinema culture.4 Cinema 16 succeeded into building 
ann audience which not only watched avant-garde films in the narrow sense of the 
work,, but Vogel and his collaborators also screened educational, political, 
scientificc and documentary films demonstrating once again the broad approach of 
avant-gardee cinema culture. In fact, Cinema 16 was killed by its own success as it 
pavedd the way for foreign arthouse movies onto American screens, as it helped to 
stirr the first flames of the New American Cinema of the 1950s and 1960s which 
developedd into the foundation on which the circuit of repertoire cinemas came to 
rest. . 

Anotherr example to show the twisted energy streams of the interwar avant-
gardee is to point at some facets of the genealogy of film studies. One important 
figurefigure of the London avant-garde screening circle Film Society was Iris Barry who 
relocatedd to New York in the early 1930s. New York increasingly became a major 
nodee for the traffic of ideas, people and institutional energy ever since the 1930s. 
Barryy not only helped Siegfried Kracauer and Luis Bunuel at crucial moments in 
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theirr lives, she also found and hired Jay Leyda, another prodigal child of the 
Europeann interwar avant-garde, who studied and worked with Eisen stein in the 
mid-1930ss in the Soviet Union. Leyda, along with Annette Michelson, established 
thee film studies department at New York University, one of the most influential 
worldwide,, while also being instrumental in giving the field in general a better 
reputationn through his history of the Russian cinema and his study of the 
compilationn film.5 Michelson, through her review October, aptly named after 
Eisenstein'ss revolutionary epos, was a decisive factor in bridging the gap between 
thee European revolutionary art movements of the 1920s and 1930s and the postwar 
Americann avant-garde around Ken Jacobs and P. Adam Sitney, Stan Brakhage and 
Andyy Warhol. Here, the aforementioned Amos Vogel as well as another European 
emigre,, Jonas Mekas, deserve at least brief mention as both were running important 
institutionss for the circulation of the European avant-garde to a US audience. In at 
leastt two other respects October must be given credit for the dissemination of 
avant-gardee energy: October partly inaugurated and greatly supported the revival 
off  Soviet cinema and theory in an American academic context in the 1970s and 
1980s66 while also helping along the fledging study of early cinema. Not 
coincidentallyy then, three of Michelson's and Leyda* s students at NYU have been 
att the forefront of this field that has been prospering in the last 25 years and that 
wass »born« in Brighton in 1978.1 am thinking here of Noel Burch, Tom Gunning 
andd Charles Musser, all alike with a marked interest in the avant-garde while being 
moree reknown as eminent scholars of early cinema.7 The bridge that Tom Gunning 
constructedd between early cinema and avant-garde in his classic article on the 
cinemaa of attractions is thus far from arbitrary and implicitly points out a 
genealogyy of film studies as well as of the avant-garde when read through the 
overlappingg and intersecting trajectories of people and institutions.8 

Asidee from the transatlantic current that gave rise to film studies as an 
establishedd field, the mobile, dynamic and free-floating energy of the avant-garde 
helpedd to implement film festivals and art houses. The event culture of Stuttgart, 
Baden-Badenn and La Sarraz gave rise to the international festival circuit9, the 
archivall  impulse created archives in major cities across the globe and also the 
internationall  network connecting them (FIAF) while the avant-garde cinemas 
StudioStudio des Ursulines, Studio 28, Theatre du Vieux Colombier, De Uitkijk and 
KameraKamera gave rise to a parallel system of production, distribution and exhibition 
thatt has been institutionalised after World War Two and is commonly known as art 
cinema.100 Film education and media studies took up important impulses from the 
vocationall  impulse developed in avant-garde circles and film books and magazines 
aree still inspired by classic examples of the 1920 and 1930s, many of which 
continuee to be reprinted in new editions for students of film as the texts of 
Eisenstein,, Vertov, Pudovkin, Delluc, Dulac, Balasz, Arnheim, Kracauer, Richter, 
Grierson,, Rotha and others still form part of the film studies curriculum. I hope to 
havee shown that the production of films was only one element in a much wider 
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strategyy to change cinema culture: teaching and publishing, screening and 
discussing,, distributing and theorising, inventing and modifying were all part of the 
avant-gardee conception: »those who change the cinema will change the world«. 
Sincee cinema was then understood in its widest possible sense, as discourse, 
dispositif,, practice or cultural formation, this avant-garde is still with us, perhaps 
moree so than it was for a very long time. 

Ultimately,, the avant-garde aimed at overcoming and abolishing itself 
becausee it wanted to do away with traditional art. By refusing to accept the 
institutionss of bourgeois art, by trying to dispose these, the avant-garde at once 
evokedd a mythical past in which art was an integral part of life as well as a future 
whichh would overcome the barriers between art and life. Yet, this characteristic 
doublee movement which skips the present was not aimed at a restorative 
reconstructionn of a mythical past, but it wanted to bracket the tensions and 
contradictionss of modernity in order to solve them on another level and at another 
time.. Working with modern technology meant to accept the given reality and to 
includee and redeem it within the avant-garde which - as the activists believed -
prefiguredd future society and constituted a test run for the art to come. This was the 
specificc contribution of the avant-garde working in reproductive media: to self-
reflexivelyy address through its very means of expression the conditions of 
modernityy that made itself possible in the first place. 

Iff  we consider the avant-garde as a self-deconstructing myth, as an attempt 
too modernise and update the antique, pre-modern hero in a Hegelian sense 
transcendingg himself then the avant-garde is indeed heroic in the way that it does 
whatt it (thinks it) has to do because their deeds will ultimately make their own 
existencee superfluous. By anticipating a future order, by presenting a Utopian 
promisee the avant-garde also robs itself of its own place in that future society 
becausee the avant-garde has to exceed all limits of the present society in order to 
makee the future come true. It is this heroic act - sacrificing itself by attempting to 
destroyy the very own basis on which one stands because annihilating the present is 
necessaryy for realising the future - that hurls the avant-garde out of the realm of the 
modern.. This concept of heroism and the pre-modern offers another perspective on 
thee results of the study. 

Theree is a widespread agreement in sociology that the most prominent 
featuree of modern societies is »functional differentiations Now, exactly with that 
elementt of social life that constitutes modern-ness is what the avant-garde 
attemptedd to do away with. By conceptualising their activities as a totality, the 
avant-gardee wanted to overcome functional differentiation and specialisation. And 
itt was functional differentiation that came back with a vengeance once it became 
clearr that the high promises of the avant-garde were not achievable in the near 
future.. The developments of the 1930s demonstrate how a broad movement yielded 
manyy results, but failed in its ultimate goal of restructuring art and society. Still, 
manyy of the figures of thought prevailed: one can interpret Grierson's genealogical 
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referencee to Flaherty as a displacement in order  to cover  up the indebtedness to the 
Soviett  revolutionary cinema. The perspective proposed here opens another  avenue: 
Flaherty'ss exclusive concentration on pre-modern social formations camouflages 
thee avant-garde's heroic attempt to overcome the specialisation of the modern 
timess with a similarly heroic totality . The paradoxical Soviet situation in which art 
hadd the function to illustrat e the futur e paradise mirror s the situation in which the 
pastt  is evoked for  a future state. The Utopian aspiration towards a total cinema, the 
variouss teaching activities as well as the attempts at restructurin g exhibition and 
distributio nn - all these examples that I have discussed work towards a wholeness 
andd totality directed against functional differentiation. Yet, it is exactly in this 
specialisationn that the true achievements of the avant-garde are to be found 
(archives,, film history, film  theory, vocational trainin g etc.). The avant-garde is 
riddledriddled  and haunted by unsolvable, indeed dialectical, paradoxes. 

Inevitably,, I have had to be very broad at times, mapping a terrain where there is 
stilll  much leeway to dril l deeper  holes than I have been able to do in this work. The 
relationshipp of the avant-garde to the various amateur  movements in the 1930s or  a 
closerr  look at the links between the emerging documentary and the self-
differentiatin gg avant-garde seem viable research projects and interesting topics to 
followw up. Also, the various conceptions of employing the cinema to rally support, 
propagatee (political) opinions and militat e for  specific causes that different nation 
statess instituted over  the course of the 1930s and 1940s closely relates to concerns 
firstfirst  articulated within the framework of the avant-garde. It may be time to 
comparativelyy explore the use of film and the cinema not only in fascist-totalitarian 
countriess as different as Germany, Italy or  Portugal, all using film  as a heavily 
state-controlledd propaganda instrument, but also in liberal reform governments 
suchh as those of France during the front populaire, Britai n and Sweden in the 
1930ss or  the United States during the New Deal where democracies attempted to 
employy film  as a means of persuasion and education, while assessing both practices 
inn relation to the engagement of media in Stalinist Soviet Union. 

Ass the wider  implications of this study are concerned I hope to have also 
contributedd to putting Europe more firmly  on the map of cinema history. While 
Europee has often been conceptualised as a rather  unconnected accumulation of 
nationall  cinematographies or  as a series of national new waves that succeeded one 
anotherr  from the late 1940s (Neo-Realism) until the 1970s (New German Cinema) 
II  have attempted a conceptualisation of Europe not as a series of distinct national 
territories ,, but as a unified (even though highly heterogeneous) space in which 
energyy flows, stagnates and re-distributes itself regardless of national frontiers. In a 
way,, the alternative network proposed here was the shadow of the power  of the big 
corporations.. While the vertically integrated German major  Ufa arguably was the 
mostt  important European company from 1919 to 1945, it was complemented by 
thee avant-garde - both were stuck in an antagonistic stance towards each other, but 
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bothh also needed the other: not only as a means of differentiation and to be able »to 
makee a distinction in a Luhmannian sense of double contingency, but moreover in 
aa dialectical relationship in which Ufa (and some other big companies such as 
Tobiss or Gaumont-Franco-Film-Aubert) would provide the avant-garde with (direct 
andd indirect) commissions while, in turn, the avant-garde delivered prototypes and 
innovationss that the industry sometimes adapted and sometimes discarded. 

Inn the epitaph to this epilogue I have quoted Walter Benjamin's 
comparisonn of Sergej Eisenstein's POTEMKIN to a perfectly constructed bridge that 
resonatess beautifully on being hit. I hope that I have not only used the avant-garde 
ass a resonance board and percussion instrument by listening to the still fresh and 
originall  sound eighty years on. I hope that I have been able to use the bridge in 
anotherr and much more obvious way - crossing a gap or a divide between the 
historicityy of the canonical avant-garde and my present situatedness within 
institutionall  and professional parameters. Yet, since the avant-garde did not 
connectt two dots with a straight line this bridge is far from explored and exhausted. 
Itt supports more research and it wil l sound louder and more beautifully the more 
scholarss and students, film archivists and media-activists will dare to walk on it or 
makee it resonate. 

11 Walter Benjamin: »Erwiderung an Oscar A.H. Schmitz«. In: W.B.: Gesammelte Schriften. II.2. 
Frankfurt/Main:: Suhrkamp 1977: 751-755, here 755. [»POTEMKIN is a huge, rarely successful 
film.[...]]  This film is ideologically concreted, correctly calculated in every detail like a bridge arch. 
Thee more forceful one hits it, the more beautiful it resounds. Only on rattling with gloved fingers one 
doess not hear nor move anything.«, my trans.] 
22 See Roland Cosandey: »On Borderline«. In: Afterimage, no. 12, autumn 1985: 66-85. See for photos 
off  the 1979-meeting Freddy Buache (ed.): »Le cinéma indépendant et d'avant-garde è la fin du muet. 
Lee Congres de La Sarraz (1929) et presentation des films projetés au Symposium de Lausanne (1-4 
juinn 1979) organise a 1'occasion du Congres annuel de la Federation Internationale des Archives du 
Filmm (FIAF) a Lausanne du 30 mai au lw juin 1979«. In: Travelling, no. 55, summer 1979. 
33 See Paul Cronin's film FILM AS A SUBVERSIVE ART: AMOS VOGEL AND CINEMA 16 (GB 2003) 
screenedd at the Berlin film festival 2004; see also the recent collection by Scott MacDonald: «Cinema 
16:: Documents Towards a History of the Film Society«. In: Wide Angle, vol. 19, no. 1: 3-48; see also 
Vogel'ss own statements in Film As a Subversive Art. New York: Random House 1974. 
44 See presentation by Rahul Hamid: «Establishing the New York Film Festivals At: Cinephilia: A 
Symposium,Symposium, New York University, February 22-23, 2002. Richard Roud in turn, the co-director of 
thee New York Film Festival, has written the first English language biography of Henri Langlois, one 
off  the »fathers« of the archival movement who had his first contacts with the cinema in the ciné-clubs 
off  the 1920s and 1930s. There are many such circular relations to be found. See Richard Roud: A 
PassionPassion for Films. Henri Langlois and the Cinematheque Francaise. London: Seeker & Warburg 
1983. . 
55 See Jay Leyda: Kino. A History of the Russian and Soviet Film. London: George Allen & Unwin 
19600 and Films Beget Films. Compilation Films from Propaganda to Drama. London: George Allen 
66 Unwin 1964. 
66 Annette Michelson, besides editing books on Warhol and Oshima and publishing countless articles, 
editedd a book with the collected writings of Vertov in English. See Annette Michelson (ed.): Kino-
Eye.Eye. The Writings ofDziga Vertov. Berkeley, CA: University of California Press 1984. 
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77 See the personal reminiscences by Charles Mussen »Noël Burch, Film Practice und das Studium 
dess frühen Kinos - eine persönliche Erinnerung«. In: Frank Kessler, Sabine Lenk, Martin 
Loiperdingerr (eds.): KINtop 12: Theorien zum frühen Kino. Frankfurt/Main, Basel: Stroemfeld / Roter 
Sternn 2003: 87-90 and, especially for the notion of ^revalorization*  and a critical comparison of the 
positionss occupied by Burch, Gunning and Musser, see Charles Mussen »Historiographic Method and 
thee Study of Early Cinema*. In: Cinema Journal, vol. 44, no. 1, Fall 2004: 101-107. 
88 Tom Gunning: »The Cinema of Attractions: Early Film, Its Spectator and the Avant-Garde«. In: 
WideWide Angle, vol. 8, no. 3/4,1986. Reprinted in Thomas Elsaesser (ed.): Early Cinema. Space, Frame, 
Narrative.Narrative. London: BFI1990: 56-62. 
99 See the ongoing research by Marijke de Valck for a theoretical and historical evaluation of the film 
festivall  phenomenon [PhD 2005 Universiteit van Amsterdam]. 
100 For a study of the American post-war art houses see Barbara Wilinsky: Sure Seaters. The 
EmergenceEmergence of the Art House Cinema. Minneapolis, London: University of Minnesota Press 2001. 
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AA NOUS LA LIBERIE (FR 1931, René Clair, >Freedom for Us<) 

ACCIAIOO (IT 1933, Walter Ruttmann) 

AELITAA (SU 1924, Iakov Protazanov) 

L 'AGED'ORR (FR 1930, Luis Bunuel / Salvador Dali, >The Golden Age<) 

ALEXANDERR NEVSKI (SU 1937, Sergej Eisenstein) 

ALLESS DREHT SICH, ALLES BEWEGT SICH (DE 1929, Hans Richter, everything Turns, Everything 
Revolvess <) 

APROPOSS DE NICE (FR 1929/30, Jean Vigo, >On the Subject of Nice<) 

ARCHTTEKTURKONGRESSS ATHEN (DE 1933, Laszló Moholy-Nagy, >Architecture Congress Athens<) 

L'ATALANTEE (FR 1933/34, Jean Vigo) 

DERR AUFSTIEG (DE 1926, Walter Ruttmann, >The Ascent<); 

AUTOURR DE L'ARGENT (FR 1928, Jean Dréville, >Around L*ARGENT<) 

AZBUKAA KINOMONTAZHA (SU 1926, >The ABC of Film Editing<) 

BALLETT MECHANIQUE (FR 1924, Fernand Léger / Dudley Murphy, >MechanicaI Ballet<) 

THEE BARN DANCE (US 1929, Walt Disney) 

BAUENN UND WOHNEN (DE 1928, Hans Richter, >Building and Dwelling<) 

BERLIN,, DIE SINFONIE DER GROSSSTADT (DE 1926/27, Walter Ruttmann, >Berlin, Symphony of a Big 
City<) ) 

BERLINERR STILLLEBEN (DE 1930, Laszló Moholy-Nagy, >BerIin Still Life<) 

BEZINN LUG (SU 1936, Sergej Eisenstein, >Bezhin-Meadow<) 

BEZÜLCELNAA PROCHAZKA (1930, Alexander Hackenschmied, > Aimless Walk<) 

BORDERLINEE (CH 1930, Kenneth MacPherson) 

BORZYY (SU 1935/36, Gustav von Wangenheim, >Fighter<) 

LEE BRASIER ARDENT (FR 1923, Ivan Mosjoukine / Alexandre Volkoff, >Blazing Embers<) 

BRONENOSEZZ »POTEMKIN« (SU 1925, Sergei Eisenstein, >Battleship Potemkin<) 

DEE BRUG (NL 1928, Joris Ivens, >The Bridge<) 
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DASS CABINET DES DR. CAUGARI (DE 1919/20, Robert Wiene, >The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari<) 

AA CANCAO DE LISBOA (PT 1933, José Augusto Cottinelli Telmo, >The Song of Lisbon<) 

CARME NN (FR 1926, Jacques Feyder) 

CELOVEKK  S KINOAPPARATO M (SU 1929, Dziga Vertov, >The Man with the Movie Camera<) 

CHAMPIO NN CHARLI E (US 1916, Charlie Chaplin) 

CHANG:: A DRAMA OF THE WILDERNESS (1927, Merian C. Cooper / Ernest B. Schoedsack) 

CHAPAEVV (SU 1934, Georgii &  Sergei Vasilev) 

UNN CHAPEAU DE PAILL E D'ITALI E (FR 1927, Rene Clair , >An Italian Straw Hat<) 

CHICAG OO (US 1927, Frank Urson) 

UNN CHIEN ANDALO U (FR 1928, Luis Bufiuel / Salvador  Dali, >An Andalusian Dog<) 

L AA CHUTE DE LA MAISON USHER (FR 1928, Jean Epstein, >The Fall of the House of Usher<) 

L EE CINEM A AU SERVICE DE L'HISTOIR E (FR 1935, Germaine Dulac, >Cinema in the Service of History<) 

THEE CIRCUS (US 1926-28, Charlie Chaplin) 

CLAKENOR EE STINNES - IM AUTO DURCH ZWEI WELTE N (DE 1929, Clairenore Stinnes, >Clairenore 
Stinness - By Car through Two Worlds<) 

COALL  FACE (GB 1936, Alberto Cavalcanti) 

L AA COQUILLE ET LE CLERGYMA N (FR 1927, Germaine Dulac, >The Shell and the Clergyman<) 

CREOSOTEE (NL 1931, Joris Ivens) 

LACROISIÈR EE JAUNE (FR 1934, Leon Poirier/ Andre Sauvage, >The Yellow Cruise<) 

L AA CROISIÈRE NOIRE (FR 1926, Léon Poirier, >The Black Cruise<) 

CROSSINGG THE GREAT SAGRADA (GB 1924, Adrian Brunei) 

DI EE DAM E MTT DER MASKE (DE 1928, Wilhelm Thiele, >The Lady with the Mask<) 

DETNN SCHICKSAL (DE 1928, Ernö Metzner, >Your  Destiny<) 

DEUTSCHEE WELL E -TÖNENDER RUNDFUNK (DE 1928, Walter  Ruttmann, >German Wave - Sounding 
Radio<) ) 

DEZERTI RR (SU 1933, Vsevolod Pudovkin, >Deserter<) 

DOURO,, FAINA FLUVIA L (PT 1931, Manoel de Oliveira, >Working on the Douro River<) 
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DR.. MABUSE, DER SPIELER (DE 1921/22, Fritz Lang, >Dr. Mabuse, the Gambler<) 

DIE3-GROSCHEN-OPERR (DE 1930, G.W. Pabst, >The Three-Penny-Opera<) 

DRIFTERSS (GB 1929, John Grierson) 

DURCHH AFRIKA IM AUTOMOBIL (AT 1929, >By Car through Africa<) 

EMAKK BAKIA (FR 1927, Man Ray) 

ENTR'ACTEE (FR 1924, Rene Clair/Francis Picabia, >Interlude<) 

ENTUZIAZM:: SINFONUA DONBASSA (SU 1930, Dziga Vertov, >Enthusiasm: Donbass Symphony<) 

DIEE EROBERUNG DES HIMMELS (CH 1938, Hans Richter, >The Conquest of Heaven<) 

L'ETOILEDEMERR (FR 1928, Man Ray, >The Sea Urchin<) 

ÉTUDESS SUR PARIS (1929, Andre Sauvage, >Studies of Paris<) 

EUROPAA RADIO (NL 1931, Hans Richter) 

EVERYDAYY (GB 1929/1975, Hans Richter) 

THEE FALL OF THE HOUSE OF USHER (US 1926-28, Melville Webber / J.S. Watson Jr.) 

FALSCHMÜNZERR / SALAMANDRA (DE/SU 1929, Grigori Roschal, SALAMANDER) 

FANTASIAA (US 1940, Walt Disney) 

FAUSTT (DE 1926, F.W. Murnau) 

FEINDD IM BLUT (CH 1931, Walter Ruttmann, >Enemy in the Blood<) 

EINN FEIERTAO IN HESSEN-NASSAU / HITLERS BRAUNE SOLDATEN KOMMEN (DE 1931, Frank Hensel, > A 

Holidayy in Hesse-Nassau< / >Hitler's Brown Soldiers Are Coming<) 

FEUXX THE CAT AT THE CIRCUS (US 1926) 

FEUMATHIASS PASCAL (FR 1924, Marcel L'Herbier, >The Late Mathias Pascal <) 

EINN FILM GEGEN DIE VOLKSKRANKHETT KREBS (DE 1941, Walter Ruttmann, >A Film Against the 
Widespreadd Disease Cancer<) 

FILMSTUDIEE (DE 1928, Hans Richter, >Film Study<) 

LAA FIN DU MONDE (FR 1930, Abel Gance, >The End of the World<) 

DIEE FRAU IM MOND (DE 1928/29, Fritz Lang, >Woman in the Moon<) 

FRAUENNOT-- FRAUENGLÜCK (CH 1930, Sergej Eisenstein /Grigorij Alexandrov, >Women's Misery, 
Women'ss Happiness<) 
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FREIESS VOL K (DE 1925, Marti n Berger, >Free People<) 

FREUDLOSEE GASSE (DE 1925, G.W. Pabst, Joyless Street<) 

L AA GLACE A TROIS FACE (FR 1927, Jean Epstein, >The Three-Sided Mirror< ) 

GOLOD.... GOLOD... GOLOD (SU 1921, Vladimir  Gardin / Vsevolod Pudovkin, >Hunger, Hunger, 
Hunger<) ) 

GRASSS (US 1925, Merian C. Cooper / Ernest B. Schoedsack) 

GROSSSTADTZIGEUNERR (DE 1932, Liszló Moholy-Nagy, >Big City Gipsies<) 

LAA GUERRE ENTRE LE FILM INDEPÉNDAhrrETl^FIlJ^INDUSTRIEL/TEMPÊTESURLASARRAZ(C H 1929, 

Sergejj  Eisenstein et al., >The War between Independent and Commercial FUm< / >The Storming of La 
Sarraz<) ) 

HALLELUJA HH (US 1929, King Vidor ) 

HALL OO EVERYBODY (NL 1933, Hans Richter) 

HEIE NN (NL 1929, Joris Ivens) 

HENNYY PORTEN - LEBEN UND LAUFBAH N EINER FILMKÜNSTLERI N (DE 1928, Oskar  Kalbus, >Henny 
Portenn - Lif e and Career  of a Film Artist< ) 

HIG HH TREASON (GB 1929, Maurice Elvey) 

HITLER SS KAMF F UM DEUTSCHLAND (DE 1932, Frank Hensel, >Hitler* s Struggle for  Germany<) 

L'HORLOG EE (FR 1924, Marcel Silver, >The Watch<) 

Howw BRONCHO BILL Y LEFT BEAR COUNTRY (US 1912) 

IMPRESSIONENN VOM ALTE N MARSEILLE R HAFEN (DE 1929, Liszló Moholy-Nagy, impressions of the 
Oldd Marseille Port<) 

INDUSTRIA LL  BRITAI N (GB 1931, Robert Flaherty / John Grierson) 

INFLATIO NN (DE 1928, Hans Richter) 

IUNOST''  MAKSIM A (SU 1934/35, Leonid Trauberg / Grigori j  Kozintsev, >The Youth of Maxim<) 

IVA NN (SU 1932, Aleksandr  Dovshenko) 

J'ACCUSEE (FR 1918, Abel Gance, >l Accuse<) 

JEUXX DES REFLETS ET LE LA VTTESSE (FR 1925, Henri Chomette, >Play of Reflections and Velocity<) 

KEA NN (FR 1923, Aleksandr  Volkov) 

KIN GG KONG (US 1933, Merian C. Cooper  / Ernest B. Schoedsack) 
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KINOGLAZZ (SU 1920, Dziga Vertov, >Cinema Eye<) 

KIPHO-FILMM (DE 1925, Guido Seeber) 

KOMSOMOLL (SU 1932-33, Joris Ivens, >Song of Heroes<) 

KONECC SANKT-PETERBURGA (SU 1926, Vsevolod Pudovkin, >The End of St. Petersburg<) 

KSEE - KOMSOMOL, SEF ELEKTRIFIKACÜ (SU 1932, Esfir Shub, >Komsomol, Patron of Electrification<) 

KUHLEE WAMPE, ODER WEM GEHORT DIE WELT (DE 1932, Slatan Dudow, >Kuhle Wampe, or to whom 
belongss the world?<) 

DERR LEBENDE LEICHNAM / SHIWOI TRUP (DE/SU 1929, Fedor Ozep, >The Living Corpse<) 

DERR LETZTE MANN (DE 1924, F.W. Murnau, >The Last Laugh<) 

LICHTSPIELL SCHWARZ-WEISS-GRAU (DE 1931/32, Lószló Moholy-Nagy, >Light Play Black - White -
Grey<) ) 

DIEE LIEBEDER JEANNE NEY (DE 1927, G.W. Pabst, >The Love of Jeanne Ney<) 

DASS LIED VOM LEBEN (DE 1930, Alexis Granowsky, >The Song of Life<) 

THEE LIFE AND DEATH OF 9413 - A HOLLYWOOD EXTRA (US 1927, Robert Florey) 

LEE LION DES MOGOLS (FR 1924, Jean Epstein, >The Lion of Mongolia<) 

LOHNBUCHHALTERKREMKEE (DE 1930, Marie Harder, >Wages Clerk Kremke<) 

M(DEE 1930/31, Fritz Lang) 

MATJJ (SU 1926, Vsevolod Pudovkin, >Mother<) 

MEDWESHJASWADBAA (SU 1925, Konstantin Eggert, >The Bear's Wedding<) 

MEHANKAGOLOVNOGOMOZGAA (SU 1925, Vsevolod Pudovkin, >Mechanics of the Brain<) 

MELODIEE DER WELT (DE 1928/29, Walter Ruttmann, >Melody of the World<) 

MENSCHENN AM SONNTAG (DE 1929, Robert Siodmak et al., >People on Sunday<) 

METROPOLISS (DE 1925/26, Fritz Lang) 

LEE MILLION (FR 1930, René Clair, >The million<) 

MIMOSAA LA DERNIÈREGRISETTE (FR 1906, Leonce Perret, >Mimosa, the Last Grisette<) 

MISEREE AU BORJNAGE (BE 1933/34, Joris Ivens/Henri Storck, >Misery at Borinage<) 

MISSS MEND. PRIKUUCENUA TREH REPORTEROV (SU 1926, Fedor Ozep / Boris Barnet, >Miss Mend<) 
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Mr rr  ELL Y BEINHORN ZU DEN DEUTSCHEN IN SODWEST-AFRIKA (DE 1933, Elly Beinhorn,, >With Elly 
Beinhornn to the Germans in Southwest Africa<) 

MOAN AA (US 1926, Robert Flaherty) 

MOSKV AA V OKTJABR E (SU 1927, Boris Barnet, >Moscow in October) 

LE SS MYSTERES DU CHATEA U DE DÉ (FR 1929, >The Mystery of the Chateau of the Dice<) 

NAA KROSNOM FRONTE (SU 1920, Lev Kuleshov, >On the Red Front<) 

NAA PRAZSKEM HRADË (1932, Alexander  Hackenschmied, >Prague Castle<) 

NANOOKOFTHENORTH(U SS 1922, Robert Flaherty) 

NAPOLÉONN (FR 1925-27, Abel Gance) 

NEOBYCHAINIY EE PRIKLUCHENIY A MISTERA VESTA V STRANYE BOLSHEVTKO V (SU 1924, Lev Kuleshov, 

>Thee Extraordinar y Adventures of Mr . West in the Land of the Bolsheviks<) 

DIENEUEE WOHNUNG (CH 1930, Hans Richter, >New Living<) 

NEWW ARCHITECTUR E AT THE LONDON ZOO (GB 1936, Lészló Moholy-Nagy) 

DIENIBELUNGE NN (DE 1922-24, Frit z Lang) 

NIGH TT MAI L (GB 1936, Harry Watt &  Basil Wright ) 

NOSFERATU-EINESYMPHONIEDESGRAUEN SS (DE 1921, F.W. Murnau, >Nosferatu, a Symphony of 
Terror< ) ) 

LESS NOUVEAUX MESSIEURS (FR 1928, Jacques Feyder, >The New Gentlemen<) 

NOVYJJ VAVTLO N (SU 1929, Grigori j  Kozincev &  Leonid Trauberg, >The New Babylon<) 

OBLOMO KK  IMPERI I  (SU 1929, Fridri h Ermler, >Fragment of an Empire<) 

ODINNADCATYJ .. HRONIK A (SU 1927, Dziga Vertov, >The Eleventh Year<) 

ODNAA (SU 1931, Grigori Kozintsev / Leonid Trauberg, >Alone<) 

OKRAIN AA (1933, Boris Barnet, >Outskirts<) 

OKTJABR ''  (SU 1927, Sergej  Eisenstein, >Ten Days That Shook the Earth< / >October<) 

OPUSS MV (DE 1919/1921/1924/1925, Walter  Ruttmann) 

PADENIEE DTNASTD ROMANOVY H (SU 1927, Esfir  Shub, >The Fall of the Romanoff Dynasty <) 

PAMIR ,, DAS TAL DES TODBS (DE/SU 1929, Vladimi r  Snejderov, >Pamir, the Valley of Death<) 

PARISS QUI DORT (FR 1923/24, Rene Clair , >Paris Is Sleeping<) 
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LAA PASSION DE JEANNE D'ARC (FR 1928, Carl Theodor Dreyer, >The Passion of Joan of Arc<) 

LAA PETTTE MARCHANDE D'ALLUMETTES (FR 1927/28, Jean Renoir, >The Little Match Girl<) 

LAP'TTTELILII (FR 1927/28, Alberto Cavalcanti, >Little Lili<) 

PHILIPSS RADIO (NL 1931, Joris Ivens) 

PHOTOGENffiSS (FR 1924, Jean Epstein) 

PLANN VEUKUCH RABOT (SU 1929/30, Abram Room, >Plan for Great Works<) 

POLKUSHKAA (SU 1919/20, Alexander Sanin) 

POTOMOKK CINGIS-HANA (SU 1928, Vsevolod Pudovkin, >Storm over Asia< / >The Heir of Tschingis 
Khan<) ) 

POTSELUII MERI PiKFORD (SU 1927, Sergei Komarov, >The Kiss of Mary Pickford<) 

LAA PREMIÈRE TRAVERSÉE DU SAHARA EN AUTOCHENILLES (FR 1923, Paul Castelnau, >The First 
Crossingg of the Sahara with a Caterpillar Vehicle<) 

QUEE VTVA MEXICO (US 1930-32, Sergej Eisenstein) 

REGENN (NL 1929, >Rain<) 

RENNSYMPHONIEE (DE 1928, Hans Richter, >Race Symphony <) 

RHYTHMUSS 23 (DE 1923-1925, Hans Richter, >Rhythm 23<) 

ROMANCEE SENTIMENT ALE (FR 1929, Grigorij Alexandrov, >SentimentaI Romance<) 

ROSSUAA NIKOLAJA III LEV TOLSTOI (SU 1928, Esfir Shub, >Czar Nikolaus II. and Leo Tolstoi<) 

LAROUEE (FR 1920-22, Abel Gance, >The Wheel<) 

RUNDD UM DIE LIEBE (DE 1929, Oskar Kalbus, >Around Love<) 

LEE SANG D'UN POETE (FR 1930, Jean Cocteau, >The Blood of a Poet<) 

Dmm SCHMIEDE (DE 1924, Martin Berger, >The Forge<) 

SILNICEE ZPIVA (CZ 1937, Alexander Hackenschmied et al., >The Highway Sings<) 

SDCC ET DEMI-ONZE (FR 1927, Jean Epstein, >6 Vi x 11<) 

SOL'' SVANETO (SU 1930, Mikhail Kalatozonov, >Salt for Svanetia<) 

SONGOFCEYLONN (GB 1934/35, Basil Wright) 

SOSS EISBERG (DE 1932/33, Arnold Fanck, SOS Iceberg<) 

LAA SOURIANTE MADAME BEUDET (FR 1923, Germaine Dulac, >The Smiling Madame Beudet<) 
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Souss LES Torr s DE PARIS (FR 1929/30, René Clair , >Under  the Roofs of Paris<) 

SPRECHENDERR FIL M (DE 1927, Guido Bagier, >Talking Film<) 

STAROEINOVOE/GENERAL'NAJ AA UNUA (SU 1926-29, Sergej  Eisenstein, >The Old and the New< / 
>Thee General Line<) 

STÜRMEE ÜBER DEM MONTBLAN C (DE 1930, Arnold Fanck, >Storm Over  Montblanc<) 

SUNNYSIDEE (US 1921, Charlie Chaplin) 

SYMPHONEE DIAGONAL E (DE 1923-1924, Vikin g Eggeling) 

TAB UU (US 1930/31, F.W. Mumau / Robert Flaherty) 

L AA TERRE DE FEU (FR 1927, >Country of fire<) 

TIERRAA SIN PAN / LA S HURDAS (ES 1932, Luis Bufiuel, >Land without Bread<) 

TISZAA GARTT (SU 1933/34, Béla Bélasz) 

L AA TRAVERSE DU GREPON / L'ASCENSION DU GREPON (FR 1923, Andre Sauvage, >The Ascent of the 
Grepon<) ) 

TRET'JAMESCANSKAJ AA (SU 1927, >Bed and Sofa< / >Third Meshchanskaia Street<) 

TRII  PESNI O LENI N (SU 1934, Dziga Vertov, >Three Songs for  Lenin<) 

TRRJMPHH DES WILLEN S (DE 1934/35, Leni Riefenstahl, >Triumph of the Will< ) 

TURKSI BB (SU 1929, Victor  Turin ) 

TYPICA LL  BUDGET (GB 1925, Adrian Brunei) 

Urrr  HET RUK DER KRISTALLE N (NL 1927, J.C. Mol, >From the Empire of Crystals<) 

VARIÉT ÉÉ (DE 1925, E.A. Dupont) 

VEUKUPUT''  (SU 1927, Esfir  Shub, >The Great Way<) 

Dmm VERRUFENEN (DE 1925, Gerhard Lamprecht, >The Disreputables<) 

L AA VIE SOUS-MARINE (FR 1927, Jean Painlevé, >Underwater  Life<) 

VISAGESS DES ENFANTS (FR 1923-25, Jacques Feyder, >Children's Faces<) 

VORMTTTAGS-SPUKK  (DE 1927/28, >Ghosts before Breakfast<) 

VOSSTANIEE RYBAKO V / DER AUFSTAND DER FISCHER (SU/DE, 1931-1934, Erwin Piscator, >The 
Fishermen'ss Uprising<) 

VOYAG EE AU CONGO (FR 1927, Mare Allégret, Journey to the Congo<) 
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VOZVRASHCHENIEE MAKSIMA (SU 1937, Leonid Trauberg / Grigorij Kozintsev, >The Return of 
Maxim<) ) 

VYBORGSKAIAA STORONA (SÜ 1939, Leonid Trauberg / Grigorij Kozintsev, >The Vyborg Side<) 

WACHSFIGURENKABINETTT (1923, Paul Leni, >Wax Works<) 

WASS WIR WOLLEN - WAS wnt NICHT WOLLEN (DE 1928, Béla Balósz, Albrecht Viktor Blum, >What 
Wee Want - What we Don't Want<) 

WEGEE ZU KRAFT UND SCHÖNHEIT (DE 1924/25, Wilhelm Prager, >Ways to Strength and Beauty<) 

DIEE WEIBE HOLLE VOM Piz PALÜ (DE 1929, Arnold Fanck, >The White Heil of Pitz Palü<) 

WHITEE SHADOWS IN THE SOUTH SEA (US 1928, Robert Flaherty / W.S. Van Dyke) 

DASS WIEDERGEFUNDENE PARADIES (DE 1925, Walter Ruttmann, >Paradise Regained<) 

WLII BOUWEN (NL 1929, Joris Ivens, >We Are Building<) 

WINGG BEAT (CH 1927, H.D.) 

WINGSS OVER EVEREST (GB 1934, Geoffrey Farkas / Ivor Montagu) 

DASS WUNDER (DE 1922, Walter Ruttmann, >The Miracle<) 

DIEE WUNDER DES FILMS (DE 1928, Edgar BeyfuB, >The Miracles of Film<) 

ZETTBERICHT-- ZEITGESICHT (DE 1928, Ernst Angel / Albrecht Viktor Blum, >Report of the Times -
Facess of thee Times<) 

ZEMUAA (SU 1930, Aleksandr Dovzenko, >Earth<) 

ZEMUAA W PLENU (SU 1928, Fedor Ozep, >The Yellow Pass<) 

ZEMUAA ZAZDET (SU 1930, Juri Raizman, >The Earth Thirsts<) 

ZEROO DE CONDUITE (FR 1933, Jean Vigo, >Zero for Conduct<) 

ZUIDERSEEE (NL 1930, Joris Ivens) 

DERZWEIGROSCHEN-ZAUBERR (DE 1929, Hans Richter, >The Two-Penny Magic<) 
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Nederlands ee Samenvattin g 
Avant-gard ee Cultuu r en Media Strategieë n 

Netwerke nn en Discourse n van de Europes e Film 
Avant-gard ee 1919-1939 

Ditt  promotieonderzoek richt  zich op de activiteiten van de Europese filmavant-
gardee in de periode tussen de twee wereldoorlogen. Deze studie heeft als doel een 
beterr  begrip te krijgen van de wijze waarop de avant-garde opereerde, door  de 
temporele,, topologische, discursieve en geografische constructie van de avant-
gardee als een serie van onderling verbonden discoursen en netwerken te 
onderzoekenn in relatie tot mediatechnologische veranderingen. Hierbi j  zal vooral 
aandachtt  uitgaan naar  de transitie van stomme film  naar  geluidsfilm in de Europese 
cinema,, zoals die zich ongeveer  halverwege het interbellum voltrok. Deze transitie 
zall  vanuit het perspectief van de avant-garde en de industrie onderzocht worden. 
Hopelijkk  zal dit onderzoek academici niet alleen aanmoedigen om dit specifieke 
hoofdstukk uit de filmgeschiedenis op andere manieren te bestuderen, tevens mag de 
verwachtingg worden uitgesproken dat deze studie een bijdrage levert aan het 
denkenn over  de rol van de avant-garde en moderne mediatransformaties in 
algemenee zin. 

Dee centrale vraagstelling van mijn dissertatie luidt als volgt: wat zijn de 
relatiess tussen technologische ontwikkelingen, nieuwe esthetische vormen en 
sociaal-politiekee transformaties? Deze vraag heeft als leidraad gediend voor  mijn 
onderzoekk naar  de complexiteit en gelaagdheid van de film  avant-garde. Zoals 
Walterr  Benjamin in een aantal baanbrekende essays reeds betoogde; 
technologischee breukvlakken, transities en transformaties brengen bij  uitstek de 
politiekee en sociale aspecten van de kunst naar  de voorgrond. Het is bij  uitstek in 
zulkee tijden van intensieve verandering dat de meest prangende vraagstukken ook 
hett  duidelijkst naar  voren komen. Tegelijkertij d is het specifieke gebruik van 
technologiee in de kunst nooit een gegeven of louter  gedetermineerd door 
technologie.. Veranderingen zijn immers het resultaat van een complex proces van 
discussie,, onderhandeling, strijd , dominantie, verzet en toe-eigening. Technologie, 
kunstt  en maatschappij  kunnen niet afzonderlijk van elkaar  gedacht worden—dit is 
eenn fundamenteel inzicht dat richtinggevend is geweest voor  mijn onderzoek naar 
dee relaties tussen deze drie gebieden. 

Mij nn studie kan worden samengevat aan de hand van een viertal stellingen, die 
iederr  in een afzonderlijk hoofdstuk aan bod komen, zonder  daarbij  de andere 
stellingenn uit ogenschouw te verliezen. 
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1.. Het cruciale jaar  voor  de Europese cinema en met name voor  de filmavant-
gardee is 1929. In dat jaar  stond de avant-garde op het punt door  te breken als 
massabeweging,, als gevolg van de successen van de Werkbund tentoonstelling in 
Stuttgartt  en het congres in La Sarraz (beide waren invloedrijk e gebeurtenissen die 
plaatsvondenn in de zomer van 1929). Deze gebeurtenissen gingen gepaard met een 
toenamee van het aantal publieksorganisaties, filmproducties en publicaties. Terwij l 
hett  de verwachting was dat de avant-garde door  zou breken als massabeweging, 
gebeurdee echter  het tegenovergestelde. De avant-garde viel uiteen en verloor  aan 
krachtt  en dynamiek. Waarom bleef de avant-garde niet bij  elkaar  en bouwde zij 
niett  voort op hetgeen zij  bereikt had in 1929, zo kan men zich afvragen. In mijn 
dissertatiee stel ik dat de avant-garde zich geconfronteerd zag met een aantal 
aporieënn die tot zelfvertwijfelin g leidde. Door  de introducti e van de geluidsfilm 
ontstondenn er  interne tegenstellingen die uiteindelijk tot conflicten leidden. 
Groepenn die voorheen een collectief vormde vanwege hun gedeelde afkeer  van de 
commerciëlee cinema en hun voorkeur  voor  de narratieve film, keerden zich van 
elkaarr  af. Een van de belangrijkste opgaven van de avant-garde was altij d geweest 
omm deze aporieën op collectief niveau zichtbaar  te maken. Terwij l enerzijds 
breuklijnenn zichtbaarder  werden, ontwikkelde specifieke subsegmenten van de 
avant-gardee alternatieve benaderingen en sloegen als gevolg daarvan een andere 
richtin gg in. Tegelijkertij d was het overduidelijk dat geschilpunten ten aanzien van 
vraagstukkenn zoals afhankelijkheid versus onafhankelijkheid, abstractie versus 
realisme,, communisme versus fascisme en commercialisering versus elitarisme 
grondigg en behoorlijk door  de avant-garde onderzocht waren. De naoorlogse avant-
gardee greep terug op de onderzoekingen van haar  voorgangers. Zij  deed dit echter 
well  op selectieve wijze door  slechts naar  heroïsche en spirituele voorvaderen te 
zoeken,, die de huidige generatie in staat stelde een eigen genealogie te construeren. 
Dee vier  bovengenoemde aporieën duiden op een centraal en terugkerend vraagstuk, 
waarr  alternatieve esthetische, politieke of sociale beweging die verandering 
nastrevenn zich herhaaldelijk mee geconfronteerd zien.Namelijk de vraag naar  wat 
dee rol van de kunst is in de maatschappij  en hoe cultuur  veranderingen zou moeten 
voortbrengen,, terwij l cultuur  gelijktijdi g opereert in dezelfde omgeving die zij  wil 
veranderen?? Het eerste hoofdstuk richt  zich dan ook in relatie tot de industrie op de 
aporieënn waarmee de avant-garde worstelde. Ik heb deze verhouding tussen de 
avant-gardee en de industrie opnieuw belicht door  de toenmalige debatten te 
reconceptualiseren. . 

2.. Het tweede hoofdstuk is een herlezing van de Europese filmgeschiedenis 
zoalss die zich tussen de twee wereldoorlogen voltrok. In dit hoofdstuk verdedig ik 
dee stelling dat de introducti e van de geluidsfilm een doorslaggevende factor  is 
geweestt  voor  het uiteenvallen van de avant-garde, maar  dat het tegelijkertij d niet 
volstaatt  om haar  ondergang volledig aan deze technologie toe te wijten. De 
geluidsfilmm vormde in esthetisch opzicht een welkome aanvulling op de activiteiten 
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vann de avant-garde. Vele vroege geluidsfilms zijn dan ook sterk beïnvloed door  de 
avant-garde.. Er  zijn talrijk e voorbeelden te noemen van vroege geluidsfilms die 
gekenmerktt  worden door  de vernieuwende wijze waarop de mogelijkheden van 
geluidd in film verkend werden. Deze films maken daarmee een integraal onderdeel 
uitt  van de geschiedenis van de avant-garde. Onder  hen kunnen voorbeelden worden 
gerekendd zoals: Melodie der Welt (Walter  Ruttmann, Duitsland, 1928-29), Alles 
DrehtDreht Sich, Alles Bewegt Sich (Hans Richter, Duitsland, 1929), Sous les Toits de 
ParisParis (René Clair , Frankrijk , 1929-30), Le Million  (René Clair , Frankrijk , 1930), 
DasDas Lied vom Leben (Alexis Granowsky, Duitsland, 1930-31), M (Frit z Lang, 
Duitsland,, 1930-31), Philips Radio (Joris Ivens, Nederland, 1931), Entuziazm: 
SinfonijSinfonij  Donbassa (Dziga Vertov, Soviet Unie, 1930), Kuhle Wampe, oder Wem 
gehortgehort die Welt (Slatan Dudow, Duitsland, 1932) en Dezertir (Vsevolod Pudovkin, 
Sovjett  Unie, 1933), evenals de geluidsfilms van Oskar  Fischinger  en Len Lye, die 
zonderr  geluid ondenkbaar  zouden zijn. Andere voorbeelden van innovatief gebruik 
vann geluid in film zijn Richter'  s reclamespotjes in Zwitserland, de films die door 
dee filmafdeling van de Tsjechische Bata schoenfabrieken in Zlfn zijn gemaakt, of 
dee meer  experimentele producties van John Grierson's werk voor  de Empire 
Marketin gg Board en General Post. Daarnaast hadden veel vooraanstaande leden 
vann de avant-garde baanbrekende ideeën over  het gebruik van geluid in film  en 
stondenn zij  niet bij  voorbaat afwijzend tegenover  deze nieuwe technologie. 
Sommigee oorzaken die ten grondslag liggen aan de herstructurerin g en functionele 
differentiati ee van de avant-garde—ik prefereer  het gebruik van deze termen boven 
aanduidingenn zoals 'destructie' of 'uiteenvallen', omdat deze eerste ook een 
bepaaldee productivitei t in zich dragen—zijn verbonden met de introducti e van 
geluid,, maar  dienen vanuit een complexere invalshoek bezien te worden. De 
geluidsfilmm vervulde wel degelijk een rol als katalysator  en aanjager  van 
veranderingen,, die op hun beurt de grondslag vormden voor  de transformatie van 
dee cinema in zijn totaliteit . Het is echter  moeilijk om een onderscheid te maken 
tussenn de rol die de introducti e van de geluidsfilm speelde in de transformatie van 
dee film  en de effecten die uitgingen van de mondiale economische crisis die 
ontstaann was door  de beurscrash van oktober  1929. Het is daarom niet ondenkbaar 
datt  met de introducti e van de geluidsfilm economische factoren een veel grotere rol 
hebbenn gespeeld in het uiteenvallen van de avant-garde dan dat esthetische 
vraagstukkenn daartoe hebben bijgedragen. Zo leidde de introducti e van de 
geluidsfilmm tot hogere productiekosten en vergde zij  extra investeringen om 
bioscopenn met audiosystemen toe te rusten. Desondanks werden ook na de 
introducti ee van de geluidsfilm nog nieuwe initiatieven ontwikkeld en innovatieve 
filmsfilms geproduceerd door  de Europese film  avant-garde. 

Inn 1929 bereikte de avant-garde echter  een kritisch punt. De daar 
mtvólgenóemtvólgenóe fimctionele differentiatie werd door  velen opgevat als het ter  ziele gaan 
vann de beweging. Enerzijds, bleek de avant-garde niet in staat de zijn om de 
veranderingenn voort te brengen waar  haar  aanhangers op hadden gehoopt. 
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Anderzijds,, kan men de ontwikkelingen van 1929 ook opvatten als een triomf van 
dee filmavant-garde. Weliswaar  had de beweging geen grootschalige sociale, 
politiekee of culturele revolutie weten te ontketenen, zij  wist zich van een grote 
invloedd te verzekeren op velerlei terreinen. Zo is het aan de avant-garde toe te 
schrijvenn dat de documentaire in veel landen als een apart filmgenre wordt 
beschouwd.. Daarnaast heeft de beweging een belangrijke rol gespeeld bij  de 
oprichtingg van filmarchieven en de ontwikkeling van alternatieve bioscopen, de 
zogenaamdee 'art-house cinema's'. In vrijwel alle Europese landen heeft de avant-
gardee bijgedragen in het tot stand komen van grootschalige subsidie structuren 
voorr  filmproducties. De avant-garde kan eveneens een doorslaggevende rol worden 
toebedeeldd in de ontstaansgeschiedenis van de filmtheorie als een onafhankelijk 
intellectueell  en academisch veld. Tenslotte, is de acceptatie van film  als artistieke 
vormm en culturele kracht telkens weer  terug te leiden tot de activiteiten van de 
avant-garde.. Dus wat enerzijds als een teloorgang van de avant-garde kan worden 
gezien,, kan vanuit een andere optiek als een succesverhaal worden opgevat. Dit 
laatstee perspectief wordt in deze studie verdedigd. In dit hoofdstuk heb ik me dan 
ookk gericht op de functionele differentiati e zoals die zich binnen de verschillende 
filmgemeenschappenfilmgemeenschappen hebben afgespeeld. Deze differentiati e is nauw verbonden 
mett  de manier  waarop de avant-garde als platform diende om de ideeën en films 
vann kleine voorhoedes ruchtbaarheid te geven. In dit hoofdstuk heb ik 
gereconstrueerdd hoe de verschillende stromingen binnen de avant-garde tijdelij k 
samenkwamenn om vervolgens ieder  een eigen weg in te slaan. 

3.. Mij n derde stelling gaat verder  in op het denken over  de avant-garde als 
eenn beweging. De avant-garde had tot doel om de grenzen tussen kunst, zoals 
Hegell  die opvatte en het dagelijks leven op te heffen. Het uiteindelijk doel was een 
wereldd te scheppen waarin kunst een geheel andere (sociaal, economische en 
politieke)) positie zou innemen. In dit hoofdstuk verdedig ik de stelling dat deze 
utopischee gedachtegang niet zozeer  als een belemmering gold voor  het maken van 
films,films, maar  geïnterpreteerd moet worden als een poging om het instituut film  zelf 
tee herdefiniëren. De vele geschriften, lezingen en onderwijsactiviteiten, evenals de 
oprichtingg van cineclubs en internationale netwerken kunnen daarom niet 
simpelwegg gereduceerd worden tot secundaire activiteiten die tot slechts doel 
haddenn de zichtbaarheid en de effecten van de cinema te vergroten. Deze 
activiteitenn maakten een substantieel onderdeel uit van de avant-garde en stelde 
haarr  in staat een heus discours over  cinema te produceren. De avant-garde wilde 
toegangg krijgen tot de productiemiddelen van film  en op die wijze het medium van 
binnenuitt  veranderen. Dit deed zij  door  de film  als instituut in zijn totaliteit te 
hervormenn vanaf het basale niveau van het productieproces tot en met de wijze 
waaropp films getoond worden, van het filmscript  tot de wijze waarop de 
toeschouwerr  zich tot het witte doek verhoudt. Daarom kan geconcludeerd worden 
datt  het alleen zin had om andere films te maken wanneer  men ookk anders over  film 
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gingg praten en schrijven. Alleen door  het onderricht in film te veranderen kon een 
nieuwee generatie ontstaan die cinema op een andere manier  zou benaderen. Met 
anderee woorden, een radicale transformatie van de cinema kon alleen tot stand 
wordenn gebracht wanneer  er  ook daadwerkelijk een alternatief discours geschapen 
zouu worden. In het vierde hoofdstuk benader  ik cinema als een discours, hetgeen 
anderee benadering is, dan een esthetisch of industrieeleconomisch gezichtspunt. In 
tegenstellingg tot veel ander  werk waarin de analyse van de film centraal staat, ga ik 
inn dit hoofdstuk dieper  in op de tot op heden onderbelichte aspecten van de 
geschiedeniss van de filmavant-garde zoals de ontwikkeling van filmtheori e en 
kritiek ,, publicaties en de contexten waarin bijeenkomsten, workshops, conferenties 
enn tentoonstellingen over  de cinema georganiseerd werden. 

4.. Tenslotte beargumenteer  ik dat de avant-garde gedoemd was te falen als 
gevolgg van een inherente spanning die onderdeel uitmaakte van haar  eigen 
bestaansrede,, hetgeen aangeduid kan worden als een paradoxale temporele 
constructie.. Vanuit het oorspronkelijke militair e jargon bezien, impliceert de term 
avant-gardee een ruimtelijkheid—namelij k die van de 'voorste hoede' op het 
slagveld.. Een temporele dimensie is aan deze betekenis van de term toegevoegd 
doorr  haar  te transponeren van het militair e jargon naar  het domein van de kunst en 
cultuur .. In deze laatste zin van het woord is de avant-garde altij d haar  tij d vooruit. 
Avant-gardee kunst bestaat bij  gratie van experimentele vormen en thema's die pas 
laterr  algemeen geaccepteerd zullen worden. De avant-garde projecteert haar  hoop 
duss in de toekomst. Zij  construeert een visioen, een beeld en doel, dat gericht is op 
dee toekomst. Hierdoor  komt de avant-garde in een vervreemde relatie te staan tot 
hett  heden. De avant-garde is per  definitie revolutionair . Omdat zij  vanuit de 
toekomstt  redeneert kan zij  nooit een hervorming voorstaan—dat zou namelijk het 
hedenn als vertrekpunt veronderstellen—terwijl het utopisch project van de avant-
gardee daarentegen juist futuristisch is (het is daarom geen toeval dat de eerste ware 
avant-gardee stroming zich het Futurisme noemde), omdat zij  zich altij d definieert 
inn oppositie tot de kunsthistorie. Veel van de avant-garde activiteiten komen voort 
uitt  een diepe afkeer  van traditionele kunstvormen en instituties, dat wil zeggen het 
traditionelee discours waarin kunst traditioneel wordt gepresenteerd, bediscussieerd 
enn geconsumeerd. De avant-garde proclameert voortdurend dat zij  reeds opereert in 
dee toekomst. Stilstand zou betekenen dat de avant-garde door  de gevestigde 
opvattingenn voorbijgestreefd zou worden en dat haar  denkbeelden tot algemeen 
gedachtegoedd verheven zouden worden. Tegelijkertij d zou het weinig zinvol zijn 
omm zich als voorhoede voor  te doen wanneer  niemand de avant-garde zou volgen. 
Dezee dubbele temporele constellatie—afzetten tegen het verleden en tegelijkertijd 
eenn nieuwe toekomst voorspiegelen—brengt een paradoxale spanning met zich 
meee in het bestaan van de avant-garde. Deze laat zich nog het beste omschrijven 
alss een cyclus van vallen en opstaan. In dit opzicht zou het net zo paradoxaal zijn 
omm van een permanente staat van avant-garde te spreken als van een permanente 
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revolutiee (of van een geïnstitutionaliseerde revolutie, zoals de 'Mexicaanse'.). Het 
cyclischee karakter  van de avant-garde is net zo onvermijdelij k als wanneer  je zou 
terugblikkenn op het verleden en je tegelijkertij d zou richten op de toekomst. Deze 
tijdsparadoxx heeft zich voortdurend in het bestaan van de avant-garde voorgedaan, 
variërendd van de NEP periode in de Sovjet Unie tot de politieke onrust in het 
Europaa van de jaren dertig. De avant-garde trachtte het heden in te halen en door  te 
dringenn tot een toekomst die nog niet gerealiseerd was. De Sovjet Unie is hiervan 
hett  meest sprekende voorbeeld, omdat in de jaren twinti g dit regime zich 
ontwikkeldee in de richting  van een toekomstbeeld zoals de avant-garde zich dat 
voorstelde.. Hoofdstuk vijf , getiteld 'Vanishing Point Soviet Union' richt  zich 
daaromm op de temporele dimensie van de avant-garde. 

Inn dit laatste hoofdstuk ligt de nadruk duidelijker  bij  de avant-garde films zelf, dan 
inn de voorgaande delen het geval was. Het hoofdstuk brengt de eerdere contextuele 
analysess terug op het niveau van de film en onderstreept hierdoor  de productivitei t 
vann deze studie. Ik heb de concepten, die ik in de voorgaande hoofdstukken 
ontwikkeldd heb toegepast door  twee films met elkaar  te vergelijken. Beide films 
zijnn in de jaren twinti g op ongeveer  hetzelfde tijdsti p gemaakt door  twee 
verschillendee avant-garde filmmakers. Het gaat hier  in de eerste plaats om de film 
DriftersDrifters van John Grierson. Dit is een late stomme film, die desalniettemin duidt op 
dee nog in wording zijnde documentaire filmvorm,  alsook op andere de 
verschillendee filmproductieafdelingen waar  Grierson mee samenwerkte. De andere 
filmfilm  is Walter  Ruttmann's Melodie der Welt. Dit is een vroege geluidsfilm die 
evenwell  de verdiensten van de stomme film  opsomt. Beide films roepen 
verschillendee interne organisatiemodellen (esthetiek) op, evenals verschillende 
productiemodaliteiten,, die zich ieder  op een andere wijze tot het publiek 
verhouden.. Mij n onderzoekingen hersitueren beide films niet alleen in de 
geschiedeniss van de film, zij  dragen ook bij  tot een herdefinitie van de genealogie 
vann de documentaire. 

Inn mijn dissertatie hoop ik aangetoond te hebben dat de avant-garde, die 
gewoonlijkk  als 'historisch' of 'canoniek' wordt bestempeld, nog steeds van actuele 
waardee is en een model en inspiratiebron vormt om het voortdurend om ons heen 
veranderdee medialandschap beter  te begrijpen. Zoals ik in deze studie beoogd heb 
tee doen, levert onderzoek naar  eerdere mediarevoluties en transities een 
stimulerendee en productieve bijdrage aan hedendaagse vraagstukken. Dit is des te 
relevanterr  nu we ons bevinden op de grens van het nieuwe digitale tijdperk . 
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